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Introduction
The same day that we returned after two
months in California – having decided that
we would not be moving back to the States
at the beginning of our retirement – my
wife Dorothy and I took our property off
the market … and ordered a puppy. Fritz the
Schnauzer arrived a few weeks later and by
the end of June, 2003, we had entered that
unique society of dog owners who people
London’s Paddington Recreation Ground.
The society in which we were now to take
our place remains a unique one, an everchanging kaleidoscope of dogs and their
owners. The dogs represent most of the
popular breeds and many of the mutt-like
mixtures and so do their accompanying
humans – who come from diverse
nationalities and from many walks of life:
professionals and job seekers, young and
old, family members and loners. They are
united in their love of dogs, and on the
central green of the park, on its walkways
and at the café where they gather after
exercising their animals, they often let
this affection for dogs carry them into
friendships that transcend park life and involve many of them in additional social activities.
Fritz had been a member of the pack for about a year when I decided to keep a daily record of his antics
and the folkways of the rest of the crew, human and canine. I have done so ever since. I reasoned that
not only would this furnish us with an insight into the relationship of man and beast but that it would
also provide a glimpse into London life. Such a life, we know, is full of struggles and tensions and
these were certainly reflected in the chronicles that followed. I have tried to make this record a candid
and accurate one.
I must thank all of those who provided photographs for this project, the staff and management of the
Rec itself, and my sister-in-law, Naomi, who assisted in editing. Special thanks to “London Janet,”
Daisy-Mae’s mom, for designing the cover of Volume VII, one that features our very best British
barker, Sparkie himself.

Has any dog ever received as much dedicated attention as my Fritz? Has any canine society ever
received such scrutiny? We turn to the diaries of Samuel Pepys for insights into London life as it was
experienced in the latter half of the 17th Century. No wonder some wag has called me The Pepys of
Pups – for my project, with its analysis of London life as it was lived in the first two decades of the 21st
Century, is now almost twelve years old.
I published the first four volumes of “Life Among The Dog People of Paddington Rec” in a traditional
print format and these are all still available either directly from the publisher at Authorhouse.com
or Authorhouse.co.uk or from Amazon.co.uk, from Amazon.com or from any of the other online
booksellers. These include:
Volume I: Strictly Come Barking, published in 2008 and covering the years 2004-2005.
Volume II: Have I Got Dogs For You!, published in 2010 and covering the years 2005-2006.
Volume III: DSI: Dog Scene Investigation, published in 2011 and covering the years 2006-2007.
Volume IV: A Doggy Day in London Town, published in 2012 and covering the years 2007-2008.
In 2013, with Volume V, however, I was able to switch to a new publication format, making Invasion of
The Biscuit Snatchers (covering the years 2008-2009, available in e-book format, free for all who want
to follow this story by going to my website: anthonylinick.com.
Volume VI, My Dog’s Breakfast, covering the years 2009-2010, was published in 2014 and is available
at anthonylinick.com.
Volume VII, the present volume, is entitled The Great British Bark Off and you will have discovered it
online as well. Have fun.

The Great British Bark Off:
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By Anthony Linick
Chapter 1—June, 2010

Renata welcomes Maxi to the breakfast scene.

The Great British Bark Off
Tuesday, June 1:
It doesn’t seem possible, but today must be the seventh time I have set off on my year-long task
of recording the life and times of the dog people of Paddington Rec! I enter the green precincts
of our local London park at the usual time, 9:10 or so, and receive a greeting from the young
girl who accompanies the two Pomeranians, Buddy and Sparkie. A sharp-nosed black and white
dog named Ollie shows an unhealthy interest in the activities of my own dog, the Schnauzer
Fritz, who is now squatting in an attempt to squeeze out his first poo of the morning. It is gray
and unfriendly in the park, cool for the first day of June indeed. There is no organized school
activity this morning since it is a half-term holiday for many institutions. The quiet that should
reign at such moments, however, is unobtainable. First we have one tractor spreading rubber
pellets on the middle footie pitch, then a second one mowing the grass of the flanks of our one
hill, the artificial pile I like to call Mt. Bannister. Closer to the café we also have a leaf blowing
maintenance man; he manages to engulf a young girl on a bike with his dust, and she has to
pause to remove grit from an eye.
On the central green of the park I find only emptiness. I try to interest Fritz in chasing his tennis
ball around but he is soon heading off for the Grantully gate, where a second Schnauzer, this one
with a tail, is also making the rounds. This is George, a small, friendly chap – though the breed
snob in me still pictures all Schnauzers with bobbed tails, a practice now enjoined by the nanny
state in which we live. After a while I put my dog on lead and we head for the café, where a
small group is already preparing for morning coffee under our big green umbrella (it does start
to rain a few minutes later). Today we will have Davide, Liz, Ofra, Peter, Ellen, and Ronnie
initially, then Cheryl, Wendy and Hanna arrive a bit later. Today is Winnie the Pug’s seventh
birthday and I have brought with me a birthday card, featuring Count Pugula – one of a dozen
dog-centric birthday cards that I bring back with me each year after a visit to the card shop in
Palm Springs. When I return from the counter with my cappuccino there is a thank you muffin
waiting for me (well, I shouldn’t really….).
I tell Peter, who administers the dog people’s weekly turf wager, that we have a new contest
to bet on – which will be fixed first: the leaking oil pipe in the Gulf of Mexico or the café’s
extractor fan – both have been problematic for weeks. Peter tells us that we should see an
improvement in the weather this week – a rare excursion into the bright side for our goodhearted curmudgeon – but he does get to complain when Roxy the Beagle strikes like a viper
at the table’s edge and makes off with his muffin. Davide, a BA steward, says he has lots to do
at home ¬– just as well since he is on strike; Ronnie offers him fifty pence for the strike fund.
There is considerable disagreement over the international condemnation facing Israel ¬– after an
inspection of a Gaza-bound food ship went wrong, and nine people were killed. Hanna feels the
Israelis have overreacted, Davide says that Israel shouldn’t have boarded the ship in international
waters, Cheryl says that an entirely more even-handed account of the incident is to be found
on the American news channels than on the British ones, Liz says that the Israelis were quite
right in their response to a provocative situation, and Ofra, the only Israeli present, defends
her countrymen – though she admits that she and her husband have been quarrelling over the
incident at home. I have to say that the debate is carried out in a good-natured fashion, a tacit
agreement to disagree and still be friends – one of the hallmarks of the life among the dog people
of Paddington Rec.
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Wednesday, June 2:
The weather, which came in wet waves yesterday, has progressed to a lovely, fresh spring
morning, with bright skies and mild temperatures. As we enter two little Dachshunds are heading
our way and one of them, Aspen, seems intent on trouble. Then we pass Pippa the Papillion, a
hearing-eared dog accompanying her deaf mistress. Out on the green Davide and Janet are in
conclave and we are soon approached by Claire, back from her holiday in Dorset. She says that
her Panda, a cross between a Westie and a Yorkie, has come back from the country excursion
with several burrowing ticks and that she will soon be heading for the vet’s in Queen’s Park. By
this time Fritz has begun an independent march along the Randolph roadway and I follow him
as far as the gate on this side of the park. Here he greets the black Spaniel Tackis and the Lhasa
Apso Jonesie (real name Bridget Jones).
At coffee this morning the participants include Davide, Janet (who had a hospital appointment
yesterday), Hanna, Peter, Ellen, and Ronnie, initially, but then we are joined by Claire and the
young Dex. Janet’s Daisy-Mae, the naughtiest Shih-Tzu in captivity, begs for a biscuit and then
leaves it behind on a vacant chair; when she doesn’t eat her treats she likes to guard them, then
pretend that other dogs are trying to steal her prize, and then begin an almighty scrap under the
table. Janet says that she ignored her pet’s manic barking in the kitchen last night – and then
discovered a still warm dead mouse a few minutes later. Rex, the Alsatian puppy, is waiting
patiently outside our gate for his master to return while my Fritz goes from knee to knee is search
of treats. His Aunt Hanna, for instance, is eating a fried egg sandwich and he waits to see if there
are any leftovers.
Much of the conversation this morning is devoted to last’s night’s semi-final of Britain’s Got
Talent, another one of Simon Cowell’s endless extravaganzas. In this case there is a unique
piquancy for dog lovers because the public (perhaps mischievously) has voted for Tina
Humphrey and her dancing dog Chandi. (Natasha, owner of the Miniature Pinscher Millie,
evidently texted all of her park friends asking them to vote for another act, the Ruby Girls, whom
she knows.) Britain’s Got Talent is the second show biz contest in which canines have featured
recently, for we have also been discussing the battle to become Toto in Andrew Lloyd Webber’s
new production of Over The Rainbow ¬– a prize scooped by Dangerous Dave, another be-tailed
Schnauzer. Claire had considered entering her Panda in this competition, but she pulled out when
the she discovered the auditions were in Birmingham. Dex now announces that he has just given
a bath to his Yorkie, Ozzy, adding coconut oil as a conditioner. When we begin a back passage
walkround at the end of our session the Sardinian Davide says that today the blue sky could
almost be Mediterranean.

Thursday, June 3:
Another gorgeous day greets us as we make our way into the park; if anything, it is even warmer
than yesterday. On the green, Davide, in shorts, is just arriving with Winnie, Janet is already in
conversation with other dog owners, and Georgie, who has finally returned from visiting her
sister in Glasgow, is just entering with her noisy Yorkie, Sparkie – and with Liz’s Roxy. Claire
soon appears with Panda and I ask how the visit to the vet went yesterday. She says that she was
able to remove one of the ticks herself and that a second one fell off and so they didn’t have to
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go the vet’s after all. Janet is intrigued by an animal who is playing with Daisy-Mae. This turns
out to be Lulu, a black Shih-Tzu. The chap with this new entry says that there are only two black
specimens of this breed in all of England – though no one knows whether to take this claim
seriously. Panda is having a wonderful time being pursued by a lively Staffie named Ginger; but
the latter shows a little too many teeth, and has to be taken away.
Fritz now begins his wandering, heading for the Grantully gate – where he attracts the attention
of the Puggle (half Pug, half Beagle) Lucy. I get him turned around with the tennis ball but
instead of heading for the café he now has to see what is going on over on the Randolph roadway
side of the park. Here he attracts the attention of the bustling black French Bulldog, Knuckles.
Now I put my animal on lead and we make it back to the café without further delay. A large
crowd of dog people has turned out – perhaps because of the good weather. Today we have
Ronnie, Peter, Ellen, Ofra, Janet, Georgie, Claire, Davide, Hanna and Wendy.
Davide, who is on his way to join the strikers at Heathrow, tells us that the American Teamsters
have made a substantial donation to the strike fund. I tell Claire that she can refer to her Panda
as a West Yorkshire – since it takes too long to note that her dog is, in fact, a cross between a
Yorkie and West Highland Terrier. Fritz jumps on Janet’s leg, earning the involuntary shudder
of someone who has had recent surgery, but then Janet says. “That didn’t hurt at all; I must be
healing down there.” (Nevertheless she has a hospital appointment at St. Mary’s Paddington
this morning ¬– something about an unrelated foot problem.) Eventually the conversation turns
to the massacre that took place in west Cumbria yesterday – when a deranged cab driver killed
a dozen people with his shotgun and injured a further twenty-five. The motivation for such
slaughter obviously puzzles our friends. I tell them that on walking expeditions I have twice
stayed in Boot, where the tragedy came to an end when the murderer took his own life.
The dogs are their usual noisy, importunate selves – perhaps they are trying to outdo the
jackhammer that pounds relentlessly behind us. Many visiting dogs, on the other side of the
fence, are subjected to a chorus of protest barks, none more so that a lovely white specimen
named Rocco – who turns out to be a Golden Doodle (half Golden Retriever, half Poodle). There
seems to be an answering chorus out in the middle of the green, where the next generation of
dogs (and their owners) are enjoying the sun. We catch some of the latter ourselves as we begin
our back passage walkround.

Friday, June 4:
Another gorgeous morning in the park, an instant replay of yesterday’s benign weather, though,
for us, there is an unusual variation – for, after an early morning errand, we enter the park via
the Morshead gate. Fritz behaves as though he has never been in so enchanting a place before
(though this is certainly not true) and progress is extremely slow as we make our way up the
roadway, haltingly. “Vito, no humping!” is the first sound we hear during this transit. The
speaker, Christian, then pauses to ask me about my walking plans and to express the hope that,
during five days on Glyndwr’s Way in ten days or so, my knees hold up.
Georgie comes in behind us as she shepherds Sparkie and Roxy toward the green ¬– where
Davide, Ellen, and Janet (standing) and Claire and Sam (sitting on the cricket crease) are already
present. Fritz rushes around greeting everyone he knows and even approaches some unknown
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guy who is lying on the grass with his mobile phone. Panda and Sam’s Jack Russell, Jesse,
are chasing one another in circles as Ellen begins the café-bound migration with her own Jack
Russell, Jack, and the Corgi, Lucky. (Well, strictly speaking these dogs belong to an ancient and
infirm resident of Morshead Mansions, Aisne, but Ellen has been generously walking these dogs
for years.) Fritz chases his tennis ball a few times and then takes off down the Randolph roadway
for his usual exploration of this familiar territory.
There is a big turnout at the café as many people are taking advantage of the warm weather
(and half-term) to bring kids and dogs to the park. At our table we have Davide, Georgie, Janet,
Ronnie, Dex, Wendy, and Peter, but Hanna soon starts a rival table of her own, with seats for
Sam, Claire and a woman I don’t know ¬– one who brings with her a long-haired Dachshund
named Ferdinand. Dex is wearing the livery of Yorkshire County Cricket Club today. He is still
looking for work, as is our Lebanese glamour girl, Yara, who soon arrives with the lively pair of
Lhasas, Luci and Luna. The latter, although now a year old, can still squeeze through the bars of
our compound and this means that she has to be rescued at the last minute as a lorry chugs by on
its way from the building site behind the café. Davide says that he joined strikers at Heathrow
yesterday and that an economics professor told the union that BA has broken a number of laws in
its treatment of the cabin crew. Wendy excuses herself early and takes her rescue dog,
T-bone Ted, the severely cropped Bichon, off with her as well. Peter says that she is on her way
to the Royal Horticultural Gardens at Wisley.
The dogs are up to their usual mischief. On adjacent laps Sparkie and Winnie have a snarling
face-off. Roxy makes a real nuisance of herself, baying at the appearance of every morsel of
food. Finally Georgie ties the Beagle to the naughty fence, but a few minutes later Davide, taking
pity on the miscreant, throws her a tidbit. It falls outside the range of her tether and she almost
chokes herself until Lucky snaffles up the prize. Roxy makes very slow progress as we begin
our back passage walkround and Daisy-Mae is encouraged to fetch her friend on a number of
occasions. The clever Shih-Tzu understands what is being asked of her and pounces on her slowmoving pal repeatedly, herding her forward. I tell Janet that we now need to refer to Daisy-Mae
as a Sheep-Tzu.

Saturday, June 5:
The very warm weather continues. I am back to t-shirts and I should have worn my shorts as
well. I expect to see a sun-worshipping crowd out on the green but the lawnmower is at work
out here, approaching the cricket crease in ever decreasing circles. This has had the effect of
depopulating the vast space – at least of humans: Miro, the other half of the mostly French
Bulldog tag team of Vito and Miro, is standing blandly in the center, unfazed by the approaching
behemoth. At the foot of Mt. Bannister I can see that Dan and Janet are seated on a sun blanket
and we pay them a visit as well. Winnie is doing circles of her own as she flirtatiously avoids the
advances of a fellow Pug, Monty. Dan says that we will not see Monty until the autumn – as he is
now off to Denmark.
Next, as Fritz begins a circuit of the green, we encounter the Danish Christian, with wife Reina,
baby Maya and the aforementioned Miro and Vito. At the little hill at the eastern end Fritz meets
up with Jazz and Panda. Claire encourages my dog to get in some exercise and I produce the
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tennis ball. The charms of this toy are nothing compared to those of Winnie’s purple disk, which
we find on the grass near Dan, Janet and, now, Georgie as well. Fritz spends a good deal of time
chasing this toy, picking it up adroitly while it is still rolling along. He even brings it back. Then
we see Pepper descending the hill with Rob. Fritz gives the latter a manic greeting, perhaps
remembering Rob as the man who supplied all those pieces of leftover lamb at a barbeque last
night.
In the doggy compound Renata has taken a corner table with her grandson and the apricot
Poodle, Maxi. At our conjoined tables we have a lively group that includes Hanna, Wendy, Dan,
Janet, Davide, Ofra, Peter, Ellen, Claire and Dex. Peter passes out the choices he has made
on our behalf in the Derby this afternoon at Epsom. Janet, after telling us about her evening
watching Carmen at the Holland Park theatre, shows off a new application on her iPhone, one
that features a car that laughs when you laugh, repeats what you say, and even responds to
tickling. Peter and I are drinking Diet Cokes again, though Ellen has even fetched a glass with
ice in it for Peter. Jan Prendergast, recently re-elected to the Westminster Council, comes by on
her way to her monthly surgery in the café. Then Dex ushers in his mother, Liz. She spends some
time trying to see which dog goes with which owner (having heard a lot about us, no doubt) and
judging which dogs look like their owners. As the session continues I begin to have ever greater
certainty that I know Liz. When she talks about an earlier Yorkie, the beloved India, I am sure.
Over twenty years ago Dorothy and I looked after India for a week. She doesn’t remember this,
or me, for that matter, but she does remember one of our earlier Schnauzers, the equally beloved
Toby.

Sunday, June 6:
The overnight threat of thunderstorms is at an end this morning, though it is still overcast and
quite sultry in the park. Janet comes up behind us with Daisy-Mae as we near the cypress trees.
Together we pass the overgrown meadow at the head of the environmental area; she tells me
that to help in the regeneration of a similar space in Holland Park pigs have been imported
to root around in the undergrowth. Out on the green, with the usual cast assembled, we soon
have the charging presence of two Staffies, dogs in the care of two black women. One of the
latter, in conversation with Dan, says she is also called Winnie. The dogs, Sasha and Polo, are
gentle enough – just as well since a trio of small fry, including Panda, Ozzy and Fritz, surround
the interloping Polo and growl defensively. Polo drops his ball in surprise; he is obviously an
England supporter – as his white rubber toy has the flag on it. Fritz has his own tennis ball, of
course, but this soon ends up as an item in a tug of war between Vito and Miro. Another toy that
has enduring charm is Winnie’s purple Frisbee. Fritz not only chases this down, he makes off
with it, carrying it up the hillside near the Grantully gate. I fetch it here and use it to entice my
dog back across the green in the direction of the café.
There is quite a crowd in the doggy compound this morning, with Hanna and Claire at one
little table and two women at the other. They have brought with them two gentle Alsatians,
Samson and Pebbles, and a wonderful long-haired Jack Russell type named Herbie. (Georgie
says he reminds her a lot of the late Mozart.) We also have, at our table, Ronnie, Susie, Janet,
Dan, Davide, Wendy, Peter, Ellen, and Ofra. While I am waiting in the coffee queue I notice
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that the arrangement of chill cabinets has again been altered behind the counter. The dogs have
been waiting for me to return and they begin almost immediately to pester me about biscuits.
Daisy-Mae starts two scraps in defense of her treats and the naughty fence is threatened (but
not seriously). The Shih-Tzu thus escapes the fate of Roxy, who was banished here for most of
yesterday’s session after stealing a whole piece of toast. Among the beseechers today is Bailey,
Ofra’s Cavalier. Ofra wants to propose a marriage between her dog and Ronnie’s similarly
marked Spaniel Chloe. Chloe spends the entire session half asleep in her master’s lap. Bailey
shows neither her nor any other female any interest whatsoever. Ofra admits that her pet is a
mommy’s boy – only to be challenged by Georgie, who says that Sparkie is the real mommy’s
boy.
A woman we have never seen before is standing outside the compound taking pictures of this
assemblage as though we were just another cage in the zoo. This perturbs Ofra, but I tell her
that this just proves how famous we have become. Ofra is talking about the victory of Francesca
Schiavone in the recent French Open and she is deeply impressed when Davide says that last
year he had dinner with the tennis star in Paris. Dan and Janet decide that they will make a
video of our scene for Liz’s birthday, which doesn’t roll around until next November. There is
additional discussion of a leaving do for our departing American friend. Of more immediate
interest is Dan’s attempt to organize a cream tea for the afternoon session in the park. Others are
told what to bring and then we begin a back passage walkround. By this time the green has been
taken over by the cricketers and there is a big charity event, involving footie, in the five-a-side
pitch.

Monday, June 7:
It is a bit fresher outside, and I have remembered to tie a sweatshirt around my neck in case a
t-shirt is insufficient cover. The skies are cloudy bright and it is pleasant enough in the park.
Once again the lawnmower is making its circles on the green – but this time the circles are ever
expanding, and this means that there is a little more space for the dogs in the center. I get out the
tennis ball but this object is spotted almost immediately by that thief, Vito, and I have to hide it.
Fritz is not really into ball chasing today anyway and we are soon heading down the Randolph
roadway. On our return to the café I can see that Georgie, Davide and Janet have moved over to
the quieter slopes of Mt. Bannister. They soon follow us into the doggy compound at the café.
I put my sweatshirt on while I am waiting in the queue. Two workmen are entering the kitchen
as we wait and one of them, to Vicky’s great surprise, says that he is going to fix the extractor
fan today. Outside, our numbers now include all of those already mentioned plus Ofra, Peter,
Ellen, Ronnie, Wendy, Hanna and Claire. The dogs form a disorderly queue of their own – at
my knee, that is. Each always receives at least one treat from me, with Fritz in line for several
additional specimens – his breakfast. At one point there is a furious argument behind Davide’s
chair. I am not to blame for supplying Daisy-Mae’s bait-biscuit (though I have been guilty on a
number of occasions); this time the madam is scrapping with the other dogs over possession of
one of Winnie’s diet pellets. Ronnie does borrow two biscuits from me, for he has a soft spot for
the charming Labradoodle, Jessie, who is begging admittance at the greenside door. Sparkie goes
into one of his hysterical barking fits when a man with a leaf-blower goes by. Good boy, Sparkie!
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Ofra now tells us that her son’s status at school has risen considerably because, well before the
public announcement of his appointment as West Ham manager, Avram Grant, a friend, has
texted her to report on his return to London. Peter begins to collect five pounds for the next few
weeks’ turf syndicate stakes. Ronnie presents Davide with a bottle of champagne as a reward
for advising him on how to get a refund out of BA on his Marbella tickets. I need the striking
steward’s advice as well. Are the cabin crew for Flybe, a subsidiary, also on strike? – as Gavan
and I are planning a flight back to London from Inverness in August. He says they are not but
that EasyJet may have cheaper flights. I tell the others about last night’s dream. I dreamt I woke
up and sensed that subtle changes had taken place among the objects in my sitting room. Later,
through an open window, I saw a chap on a ladder working on the building opposite. I asked
him if he had been in my flat and he admitted that he had. I told him with some force not to do it
again – then I noticed that he had at least folded all the laundry neatly. Hanna now says she has
a hospital appointment this morning and I say I am heading over to the 123 Cleaners. She wants
me to take Fritz with me since he is chiefly responsible for soiling the sheets in the first place. I
suggest that such object lessons are probably lost on Miniature Schnauzers but she says that she
once took her cat, Sooty, into Soloman’s food store so that the animal could see where all the cat
food came from.

Tuesday, June 8:
There is considerable evidence of an overnight rain when I assess the morning’s weather from
my front window. Fortunately, however, there is no moisture when it comes time for us to hit the
streets, and so we are able to make an orderly progress toward the green. Fritz dashes forward to
the center, where I can see a small contingent including Ellen with Jack and Lucky, Debbie with
the burly Pug Zorro and Claire with her Panda and a newcomer as well. This is a fourteen-week
old Jack Russell called Jasper. Claire is just fostering this delightful puppy for my neighbor,
Rowena, who is looking for a permanent home for this orphan. She was walking along the
Shirland Road yesterday when a local woman, known for her fondness for drink, offered the pup
for sale. In such situations the obvious question is – am I buying a stolen dog? – but the woman
had all the papers that went with the animal, including those establishing that he had received all
the right shots. Rowena certainly felt that this dog needed a more stable environment than that
provided by its current owner, even though her own Timmy, it turns out, doesn’t want a brother.
Jasper, who seems to be quite cool with all these other dogs about, is the focus of our attention
obviously. Georgie (who remembers the previous owner well from her own days behind the pub
counter) thinks immediately of her sister Jean, who lost her Jack Russell, Mozart, only recently.
While we are discussing all these matters I notice that Mary Portas, aka Mary Queen of Shops,
is crossing a corner of the green with her little black dog, Walter. (Her new show had its debut
on BBC 2 last night.) Fritz manages to stay close to the action (he is certain Ellen must have
something to eat in her shopping bag) and so I hook him easily when it is time to make our
way over to the café. Soon his name is being called by Cheryl, returned from her trip to Rome
and reunited with her ancient one-eyed Pug, Lola, her youngest sister Punkin (also known as
Donna) and Donna’s husband Jeff. They join our group at table: Georgie, Davide, Ellen, Ofra,
and Ronnie. (Janet is having a pampering day at the spa and Peter is visiting the chiropodist.)
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Inside the café we learn from Vicky that the fan problem is still not sorted. Cheryl’s visitors get
to witness two typical scenes as our dogs go crazy at the fence-side presence of a Mastiff-Staffie
cross named Honey (who barks back vociferously) and Roxy strikes again – gobbling down one
of their chocolate croissants in an instant.
Cheryl now passes around her camera with views of the Vatican (she and her relatives attended
a mass conducted by her cousin, Father Peter, in the chapel of the Swiss Guards) and a bottle of
holy water from the same source. Much of the conversation is devoted to the recent attack on
nine month-old twins by an urban fox here in London. Cheryl says that the canny ability of a fox
to spot an open door, climb stairs and jump into a crib doesn’t come as a surprise and that she
once tried to dissuade a backyard fox by leaving deposits of dog poo in its favorite spots – only
to return the next day to discover that the fox had piled the offending offerings on top of her sun
loungers. While we are chatting the rain begins its next entry and we get up to begin our back
passage walkround. How surprised Fritz is when I produce from my pocket his much-resented
raincoat.

Wednesday, June 9:
A period of rain has just come to an end as Fritz and I venture into the park on a sultry
Wednesday morning. Just behind us is Dex, with his Yorkie Ozzy, and we walk together toward
the green. Dex says he has come early today as he has an appointment at the job center. We
discuss walking and I promise to loan him a copy of a book on the Cotswold Way. At the Carlton
roadway we meet up with Janet and Claire. Claire tells us that a home has been found for little
Jasper – the chap who owns the Belgian Shepherd dog, Winston, will take possession of the little
fellow on Friday. We all spend some time on the green and then I have to follow my dog along
the periphery of the grass as he heads off toward the tennis courts. On the way we meet Ellen
with Jack and Lucky. I note that Jack has taken on a new lease on life since acquiring a younger
sister ¬– since he now has no choice but to engage in furious play all day long.
At the café Claire and Hanna take the little table in the sun but the rest of us crowd around our
umbrella-protected arrangement: Ronnie, Peter, Ellen, Renata, Georgie, Wendy, Davide, Ofra,
and Cheryl with her sister Punkin (Janet has had to go off for some hospital appointments).
Davide has a lot of advice for Renata, who wants to know how she can get her Maxi aboard a
flight to Italy this summer. For once Roxy commits no acts of pastry brigandage, Daisy-Mae
starts no fights under the table, and Sparkie is no more noisy that any of the other dogs. At our
feet Lucky is having a wild play period with the tiny Jasper, a considerable mismatch in size.
I cannot tell if Ronnie is charmed or offended that the little pup has the same name as his new
grandson.
World cup fever ensues. Outside the fence hovers Debbie, who seems to be supporting Brazil
– if her shirt is any evidence. Peter says that he is afraid that the U.S.A. might beat England
in the first match on Saturday. I tell him that the foreign referees have been given a list of 20
swearwords so that they will be able to punish the foul-mouthed English squad when necessary.
Peter mentions that Denise’s friend Nikki comes over to his apartment complex to harvest wild
rosemary and this leads to a horticultural conversation dominated by Cheryl. She says that some
like their plants to climb but she prefers to see them prostate (sic). Then she tells us just how
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much she would like to murder Obama. I have many errands to complete today and so I follow
Georgie and Davide on an early back passage walkround.

Thursday, June 10:
The skies are quite gray today and there is the threat of rain again. This was somewhat true
yesterday afternoon as well when Fritz and I accompanied Linda and Pepper on an expedition
to Regent’s Park – though here the clouds were much higher and the light a bit more friendly.
Our travels through the open parkland were, as usual, a mixture of frustration and delight…
frustration when the Fritz decided to ignore our calls in order to head off on his own
recognizance, delight in watching the dogs overdose on the fragrance of the tall grass on the
margins – when they were not chasing down their balls. It did rain a bit on us at the end and
there is a real likelihood of the same today. I am hoping that my copy of the Recreational Trails
volume on the Cotswold Way (which I have brought for Dex today) won’t get a soaking.
As we reach the cypress trees we pass an obviously pregnant Jasmine Guinness, walking with
her small black Fly, and soon encounter a number of familiar faces, human and canine, as we
reach the green. Fritz hangs in there as I talk to Janet and Davide near the cricket crease and
then we begin a slow progress along the Randolph roadway. Here a light drizzle begins and I
am just as happy to return to the shelter of our umbrella – even this is too exposed a location for
the Floridians, Punkin and Jeff, who remain inside the café while the rest of us feel the sting of
the rain on the back of our necks. It is windy and cold but the stalwarts are in position for our
morning session: Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, Ofra, Wendy, Renata, Dex, Linda, Janet, Georgie, Davide
and Claire. The latter will be yielding up the adorable Jasper this afternoon. The pup seems to
be the only animal who doesn’t join the bossy pack at my feet. Bailey is an eternal pest in this
department, with Winnie, Fritz, Daisy-Mae and Sparkie as runners-up. Finally, all treats gone, I
turn the biscuit bag inside out and show it to this lot. “All gone!” Bailey is still raking away at
my arm and Fritz is staring at me in injured incredulity.
Davide is still advising Renata on how to get her Maxi to Italy on an airplane. (Ironically, Davide
has a BA flight as a passenger later this month, and he is hoping it will not be strike-affected.)
Next, Ofra is discussing a new recipe for “ministry-ony” soup. And Cheryl invites all of us to
join her for a canal boat ride this morning – “I hope it has fog lights,” I add. Some of the coffee
drinkers depart early; Linda takes Pepper off so she can play tennis. Ronnie, who is giving Peter
a ride home, gets up to leave before Peter has had a chance to drink his coffee. A late arrival
is Yara, with Luna and Luci. She is wearing a yellow headscarf against the rain. The latter
has almost come to an end when we begin our back passage walkround, during which Winnie
distinguishes herself by attacking a jogger. I am not looking forward to getting home (in spite of
its comforts on a day like today): I have a day ahead of me wrestling with the people from Sky
over the installation of my new HD box.
Friday, June 11:
It is again dark and gloomy outside and there is a very fine mist to contend with as well. I’m not
using my scarf or wool hat but the rest of my outfit is no different from that worn on a typical
winter’s day – it is chilly in the park. When we reach the green there is competition from the
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lawnmower again and perhaps it is just as well that Fritz wants to check out things elsewhere.
He rushes up the hill to greet a descending Janet just as Daisy-Mae is rushing down to greet
me. Behind us Davide and Georgie are crossing a corner of the green, with Sparkie on a tight
lead. He is lashing out furiously at the circling lawnmower and Georgie has wisely decided to
place her dog under some restraint. He is no noisier, however, than Zorro, who is inside the
doggy compound with Debbie and Ronnie. Zorro has an hysterical yap too, a sound that is quite
undermined by the jingle bells on his harness.
Our group today includes all of the aforementioned plus Ofra, Peter and Ellen ¬– though later
Claire and Dex take a misty table in the corner. Claire looks quite bereft without the lively
presence of the re-homed Jasper. Ofra has brought some ministry-ony soup for Georgie. She
now wants to know if any of the other dogs cock their heads when you are addressing them. She
says that her Bailey’s head is quite still when he is being addressed in Hebrew, but that it tilts
to one side when he is spoken to in English. I tell her that this is only because he has trouble
understanding her English. (Though I do have to admit that there is some logic in her saying
that she voted in the last election for the Conservatory Party – for at last we know why they are
called the Tories.) Meanwhile Bailey is raking away at the sleeve of my leather jacket – an item
of clothing that he and the other dogs have reduced to a distressed status in the extreme. “Don’t
worry,” our fashion-conscious Israeli says, “It looks cool.”
Davide, whose union isn’t on strike this week, will soon be off on a long-haul flight – first
to war-torn Bangkok (where instead of their usual airport hotel the crew is being housed
downtown) and then to Sydney. Peter wants to know what is happening on EastEnders. He
is a fan of Andy Murray, who is competing at the pre-Wimbledon Queen’s Tournament but,
following the soap opera theme, I tell him that I can’t take seriously any athlete who reminds
me of Emmerdale’s Marlon Dingle. Today is the first day of competition in the World Cup and
tomorrow England begins its campaign against the U.S.A. I tell the others that, in fact, I will be
out tomorrow night. I was actually able to get a 7:30 reservation at a crowded and popular West
End restaurant for kick-off time, 7:30.
At our feet the dogs are acting up as usual. Other hounds may bay at the sight of the coon
cornered in the tree but Roxy becomes hysterical when a waitress comes into the compound with
a plate of food. Winnie is attacking Sparkie’s toes and all the dogs rush to the fence to announce
the presence of a large dozy Staffie on lead outside. Janet says that she believes that this barking
is not aggressive or even very hostile, that is just a form of greeting; others suggest that what our
dogs are really saying is, “Don’t come in here; there aren’t enough treats for us as it is – and we
don’t want to share what is available with you!” We get up to begin our back passage walkround.
I won’t say how dark it is again, but I do note that they have actually ignited the floodlights over
the trackside pitch.
Saturday, June 12:
The skies have brightened up a bit today, though it is still cool enough – as a compromise I am
wearing t-shirt and jacket, though no sweatshirt. The park is again full of Saturday morning
football action; on the five-a-side pitch we seem to be having a Filipino Footie Festival. Tied to
the toddler’s playground fence are Vito and Miro, watching intently as Christian pushes baby
Maya on the swings. Fritz rushes out to the center of the green when he sees Georgie and Dan,
but there is another surprise waiting for him this morning – the presence of his old dog-sitter,
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David. The latter is here with the black Lab Monty and is in earnest conversation with a chatty
park maintenance man when my dog spots him and begins to climb up the back of his legs. Soon
he is receiving an extended cuddle and when this is concluded he rushes over to Claire so she can
repeat the activity.
I follow Fritz around for a bit. He ends up at the eastern end of the green, where Sabina is sitting
on a bench, watching her Westie, Scamp, and her Schnauzer, Oscar, at play. Oscar has lost a
good deal of weight and now that both he and Fritz have been recently shorn they do resemble
one another considerably. (At a distance I have often mistaken one for the other.) When it is
time for us to head for the café we discover a large contingent in celebratory mood: today is
Ofra’s birthday. Many of us have brought cards and Ofra has baked an almond and apricot cake.
Around the table we also have Dan. Georgie, Ronnie, Peter, Ellen, Susie, Wendy, Hanna, Claire
and Dex – the latter is wearing a red Fulham Football Club t-shirt; he seems to have an endless
supply of team apparel. Peter always begins the Saturday session with slips of paper showing our
syndicate’s bet for the afternoon. Today we have an entry in the 3:00 at Sandown.
Dan begins the session by telling us that he started to cry while bicycling to work when his
MP3 player got to “Borrowed Angels,” a dog-centric song by Glee star Kristin Chenoweth. This
leads Peter to say that the same thing happened to him when he first heard Jim Reeves sing “Old
Tige,” and I have to add that it always happens to me when I hear Hank Snow sing “Old Shep.”
(Curiously, both Old Tige and Old Shep rescue the singer’s youthful self from the swimming
hole.) Dan now takes Ofra’s mobile phone to converse with the distant Liz (it’s five in the
morning in the States) and Georgie has to tell Roxy’s mom that her pet has yesterday added a
stolen sandwich to her history of snatch-and-grab crimes. Then Dan pushes his chair back from
the table and forms a semi-circle of dogs at his feet, testing which ones are adept at catching
Winnie’s diet pellets on the fly. Fritz is clearly the winner.
The dogs then switch their attention to the much more substantial treats available from my
biscuit bag. They are easily distracted, however, rushing to the fence whenever an alien animal
sails into view. (Well, I don’t quite know how to describe the gait of the three-legged dog
who bounces along bravely over the grass.) One of the visitors is a member of the huge black
triumvirate of local Newfoundland dogs, Tank. Tank has a long thread of spittle wrapped around
his nose and Ofra, the birthday girl, shudders in disapproval. Many of our dogs spend much of
the session on laps: Chloe on Ronnie’s, T-bone Ted on Wendy’s, Sparkie on Georgie’s, Panda on
Claire’s. Fritz rarely sits in laps and Hanna fails to get him aboard today – but she does manage
to get him close enough to clean the gunk from the corner of his eyes.
Sunday, June 13:
The sun is making a real attempt to penetrate the clouds, and I am able to leave my leather jacket
behind as Fritz and I head for the park on a quiet Sunday morning. He rushes forward when he
sees Georgie entering from the right with Sparkie and Roxy, and then he wanders off almost
immediately to check out Arran. The latter, a rare Coton de Tulear, is without doubt the whitest
dog in the park at all times in and all weathers. I get my dog to remove his nose from Arran’s
bum by brandishing the tennis ball. By the time he has chased this back across the green there
is a lively scene on the cricket crease with Jack Russells and Yorkies predominant. Dex is here
with his Ozzy; today Dex is wearing the shirt of the Edinburgh Rhinos rugby squad (not to be
confused with the Leeds Rhinos). By the time this distinction is made clear to me Fritz has again
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departed on his eternal search for the right smell and I follow him down the Randolph roadway.
When we have returned from this junket the others are entering the doggy compound at the café.
We have a lively group of eleven this morning – including Davide, Dan, Janet, Georgie, Ofra,
Peter, Ronnie, Susie, Ellen and Renata. Much of the morning’s conversation is devoted to last
night’s World Cup opener for England, a disappointing 1-1 draw that can be blamed on a woeful
miscue by the English goalkeeper ¬– who let an American equalizer trickle across the line. I tell
the others that, even without knowing any of this (after attending the preview of the summer
exhibition at the Royal Academy and dining out with my friend Morag at FishWorks on Swallow
Street) I could sense from the silence of the West End crowds that the news was not good for
England. Renata is told that Germany will play today; she doesn’t follow or even understand
football but she does a good job of sending up her countrymen – “Nevertheless ve have vays
of vinning the Vorld Cup.” She says that she really loves Italy and provides a catalogue of
wonderful Italian attributes ¬– but with each one Dan gets more agitated: “Davide and I are
having a fight this morning and this is going to make his head swell to such enormous size he
won’t be able to get it through the front door when we get home.”
Davide, meanwhile, is at the center of a canine incident that soon erupts at our feet. Just as he
has lowered his arm, with lit cigarette at the end of his fingers, Renata’s Maxi jumps up and
knocks the burning ash onto his own head. Davide jumps up immediately to grab the dog and
put the ember out, but the apricot Poodle is frightened by this and begins a circuit of the tables.
Eventually he is captured and returned to the arms of his agitated mistress. “He smells burnt,”
she says, but I don’t think much damage has been caused. A second incident occurs when the
very large Rhodesian Ridgeback, Tara, crashes into one of the tables, displacing a lot of coffee.
Tara, of course, accompanies the friendly Serb, Vlad, who has taken the little table in the corner.
He too is a smoker, which is why I often refer to him as Vlad the Inhaler.
Linda now comes in with Pepper, taking my seat while I am chatting with Hanna, who has
taken Vlad’s seat. Linda too has been to the summer exhibition and we compare notes on the
back passage walkround a few minutes later. There are seven of us on this expedition today, a
throwback to ancient migratory patterns. We pass a woman with a golden Lab; as soon as he
sees our dogs approaching he crumbles into a docile heap at our feet – so that he will be seen as
a menace to no one. I am reminded of a statement made by a guest at one of the Great Gatsby’s
parties – “He doesn’t want any trouble with anybody.”
Monday, June 14:
It’s a lovely morning, bright and fresh, as Fritz charges into the park – rushing forward in pursuit
of some enticing smell even before I can get him properly unhooked. The smells that are of
the greatest interest are provided, of course, by the urine deposited here by other dogs – part of
that territorial ritual exchange of ownership information – “You’ve got pee-mail.” Davide and
Georgie are just entering from the right as we reach the green but Fritz doesn’t linger for long.
Hanna, who will be looking after Fritz while I am walking this week, is crossing the grass ¬–
which is again being mowed by an obsessive park attendant. She tells Fritz that in all this nice
weather she plans to have him outside a lot, even promising him an expedition down to the canal.
¬The dog now rushes off to begin a circuit of the green itself and I follow him all the way to the
Grantully gate, where I put him on lead for a leisurely stroll back to the café.
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The queue is quite long so I sit down for a while before joining it. Today we have Ronnie, Peter,
Ellen, Ofra, Janet, Davide, Wendy and Cheryl – though the little table in the sun is also home
first to Vlad, then Hanna, then Claire, then Dex. Fritz makes a real pest of himself, growling at
Ellen’s feet in expectation that she will open the treat bag in her purse. He is so insistent that
he doesn’t notice that Ellen has, in fact, departed, and that it is Wendy who has taken her place.
Panda escapes the confines of our compound to rush for the café door in her usual anxiety about
any separation from Claire. T-bone Ted remains inside the bars but he sets up a racket when
Wendy goes inside. Winnie, when she is not pestering me for biscuits, shows her unhappiness
at the end of Davide’s toasted sandwich by biting him on the thumb – a literal exemplification
of “biting the hand that feeds.” The injury does not cause the blood to flow but there is a lot of
blood on the bricks this morning – no one knows what lead to this bloodshed yesterday.
Ofra now suggests that all those charges that Bailey is a real wuss are at last disproved by his
sniffing out the presence of a mouse in her skirting boards yesterday. There is much merriment
over this outcome but I have to say that I find a kind of melancholy mood settling over the
assemblage. For me the day has its darker side because it should have been my 46th wedding
anniversary. Other causes for reflection come with Janet’s announcement that she begins
chemotherapy next week and with Cheryl’s reminder that she has only another week or so as
part of our company. Add to all this the usual pre-trip anxieties I always feel and it is easy to
understand why I complete the back passage walkround in a depressed state.
Monday, June 21:
Having returned from a very successful outing on Glyndwr’s Way – completed at last – I am able
to resume my parktime rituals after an absence of six days. I am not too stiff but I am limping
just a bit, the consequence of a small blister on the heel of my left foot. As it was in Wales, we
have lovely weather today, bright, sunny, but not too warm. Fritz, perhaps unused to the freedom
that off-lead progress invites, makes a very slow start after our entrance, sniffing his way around
the personal trainers and the other exercise folk. Eventually we make our way out to the green,
where three or four women (including Claire with Panda) are standing at one end of the cricket
crease and Janet (with a recently shorn Daisy-Mae) is sitting at the other end. Georgie soon
arrives with Winnie, Sparkie and Michaela’s Skye (the Cairn) and together we head for the café.
There has been one substantial change to our environment here; the green wooden wall that
stood between the fence and the brick building behind us has come down and we now face the
windows of another extension of the gymnastic empire of Paddington Rec. The women say they
hope these windows will belong to the men’s changing room but I am hoping that we don’t end
up in close proximity to sweaty bodies straining away to techno music. (The loss of the wall is
part of the winding up process at this construction site, a process that has now almost eliminated
all of the apparatus and equipment behind the building.) Today we have Georgie, Janet, Liz,
Cheryl, Peter, Ellen and Wendy – though Dex wanders in as well in order to return to me the
copy of the Cotswold Way guidebook that I loaned him a few days ago. Today’s occasion again
has a melancholy tone to it: Liz is in the final stages of packing up for her return to the States and
today begins Cheryl’s farewell week as well.
After a brief digression into the World Cup, where England’s first two matches have been quite
disappointing, the topic shifts to the enduring crisis in the Gulf of Mexico – an area to which
Cheryl returns soon. Much of the conversation is devoted to the blame game. BP is the chief
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target but Cheryl blames the government for failing to carry out needed inspections – only to be
trumped by Liz who says that deregulation here can be laid squarely at the feet of Dick Cheney.
The debate is carried out in the usual good-natured style that characterizes our coffee mornings
and, in spite of my usual unease over Cheryl’s politics, I shall miss her presence enormously. She
gets up with Lola, who flies to Houston on Wednesday (in the company of dog travel experts)
and some of the rest of us are soon ready to depart as well, leaving only Wendy and Peter behind.
(The latter has opened a leftover bottle of beer brought by the departing Cheryl, only to discover
that it is alcohol-free.) On the back passage walkround I discover that Janet will now start
chemotherapy on Friday.
Tuesday, June 22:
An even warmer morning beckons as Fritz and I head for the park, dodging the clippers of head
gardener Boyd, who is busily at work on those park bushes that have spread out to cover the
pavement here. Almost immediately Fritz has to offer a growling greeting to Beano, a friend
of his youth, one of a tribe of irrepressible Tibetan Terriers. Beano does not take offense at this
salutation – since what he really desires is to be chased, and my dog obliges for a short while.
Lisa also walks through just at this moment with the Cavaliers, Zara and Dash. There isn’t a great
deal of activity on the green so Fritz continues down the Randolph roadway, returning to the café
in the company of two panting black dogs, the Alsatian Jazz and the Newfoundland Beau.
Dan is sitting at one of our tables when we enter the compound, but he is just here to drop
Winnie off. After he departs Davide arrives; he is obviously exhausted after a nine-day junket
that took him to Sydney by way of Bangkok. (He and Dan are off on a nine-day holiday in
Sardinia on Friday.) Also present are Cheryl, Georgie, Ofra, Renata, Peter, Ellen, Liz and
Wendy – though Claire and Dex sit at another table for a short while. Ofra looks the worse for
wear, having spent the previous day fretting over the loss of her Burberry wallet ¬– which her
husband had put into a cupboard at home. Renata is a bit frazzled too and she now gets Peter to
help her with the English of a protest letter in which she asks, yet again, for a new invoice from
a company that has billed her for the wrong amount. Cheryl has spent her first night in husband
Paul’s pied de terre near Liverpool Street station, and you can tell she is in a bit of a state after
enduring all the noise of the new neighborhood. (We’re not in St. John’s Wood anymore.) She
thinks she flies back to the States on Saturday – or is it Friday?
Also close to departure is Liz, who is now living with her friend Bernadette as she dispatches the
last of her UK possessions to the States. She tells us that Bernadette has twice had the experts
in over her moldy ceilings, but that Liz has observed that those black smudges up there actually
come from the burning candles which the devout Bernadette keeps kindled all the time. Liz’s
Roxy makes the rounds of all the feeding stations but she isn’t nearly the pest that Fritz has
become. He sits at Ellen’s knee, moaning in disappointment because there is nothing edible in
Ellen’s blue shopping bag. Sparkie and Winnie have one of their scraps and it’s time for us to
begin our back passage walkround. Fritz is extremely slow this morning, examining all scents
minutely and, for once, the others have shot by our exit before we reach this spot ourselves.
Wednesday, June 23:
I am wearing only a t-shirt up top as Fritz and I head for the Rec on a warm and sunny
Wednesday morning. A chap with a low-slung dog named Lady introduces himself (“Mike”)
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and asks a number of questions about my dog as we make our way out to the green. Here Fritz
discovers a young woman sitting in the grass with her six month-old puppy, Rocco, partly Staffie
I would guess. Somehow my dog senses that there are treats about and he sets up a vigil at this
woman’s knee. When he receives a reward (even sitting on command) Rocco becomes jealous
but Fritz manages to chase the young fellow away from his own mistress. I try to distract him
with his tennis ball but he ends up with Rocco’s ball and Rocco with his. Now my dog is off on
his rambles, the ball still in his mouth, visiting the interiors of both loos before arriving at the
gate of the doggy area. I admit him (and Panda), get this ball, and return to the green to exchange
it with his own.
Hanna is sitting at a little table in the corner but the central grouping includes Wendy, Ronnie,
Ellen, Peter, Davide, Georgie and Ofra. When I return with my cappuccino I am able to make
an announcement, having brought with me a page from yesterday’s Westminster Plus magazine.
Here we find a small article on the leisure time activities available in the 28 acres of the Rec
itself, a list that begins with dog walking (and then adds jogging, cricket, tennis, etc.) For years I
have been insisting that exercising your dog does represent a recreational activity that, for many
owners, is the chief form of physical exercise taken on a regular basis – and I am delighted to
have such a fact acknowledged in so public a fashion by the borough at last.
Two topics of conversation dominate this morning: England’s chances of redeeming its World
Cup standing (having drawn with Algeria last Friday) in this afternoon’s match against Slovenia
– and yesterday’s emergency budget. The latter, the coalition’s first attempt to remedy the
nation’s debt crisis, was presented to Parliament in an hour-long speech by Chancellor George
Osborne yesterday afternoon and it contained many radical measures in terms of the shrinking
of government spending and the inauguration of new forms of revenue raising, including higher
capital gains taxes and a jump in VAT to 20%. I am interested in the reaction of those present,
for everyone in the nation must be affected, but there is surprisingly little comment. Davide says
that Italy has had a 20% VAT rate for years but no one else seems greatly bothered or affected
by the measures and it is left to the loyal Tory, Ronnie, to defend the budget as far-seeing and
principled. I do have some advice for him in the matter of that perpetual war against the foxes in
his backyard. In Wales they suggested that what he needs to do is pee all over the place – giving
the foxes the scent of someone else who dominates this territory. He seems reluctant to try this
method now but Hanna, still at her own little table on the corner, chimes in with, “And Ronnie,
we’ll all come over and help!”
Thursday, June 24:
It doesn’t seem quite as hot this morning, though it is still warm and sunny. Fritz takes forever
to make any real progress toward the green, giving me time to hear what the schoolboys in the
central pitch have to say about the next footie assignment for David Beckham. We make our way
down the Randolph roadway but when we return I ask the others in the doggy compound to keep
an eye of my dog – as I have an errand. I want to report to the Randolph surgery at precisely
9:30, the magic hour for making appointments – though with the forty-eight working hours rule
(which is evidently considered too much of a mollycoddling promise for the new NHS regime)
my appointment will not be until Monday morning. Still, this is the best outcome I could hope
for and I am quickly back in the park and ready to take my seat.
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There is a cappuccino waiting for me since Ellen is celebrating Jack’s sixth birthday today. The
little Jack Russell gets into a food fight with his own bigger sister, Lucky the Corgi – following
the principle of, “It’s my birthday; I can growl if I want to.” In addition to our hostess we have
Davide, Peter, Renata, Ofra, Georgie, Ronnie, Wendy and Cheryl. The latter has suffered a
setback in her efforts to fly Lola back to the States – with Continental Airlines refusing passage
when they discovered that the Pug was on heart medicine. You can tell that our American friend
is quite anxious about this and there are several calls made on her mobile phone. Finally she is
able to announce that Lola is now scheduled to fly at 6:00 to Amsterdam and thence on to the
States on KLM. Conversation now returns to the World Cup: yesterday’s match (which effects
no one at this table) clearly outdrawing Tuesday’s presentation of the budget (which affects
everybody). Peter admits that he is a wreck after finally watching England advance from the
group stage with a 1-0 victory over Slovenia. I am delighted as well – especially because the
group was actually won by the U.S.A. with its 1-0 victory over Algeria. None of the dogs can
believe that we have actually run out of biscuits today.
Next it is Liz’s turn to bring us up to date with her own problems in getting Roxy back to the
States. She doesn’t know what to do, but she is willing to consider the Joanna Pettet option, an
ocean voyage from Southampton. Twice the prowling Beagle almost makes off with a sandwich
in her teeth before we get up to make our back passage walkround. You can tell that Roxy is
not taking these setbacks easily and I have never seen her behave more willfully. She enters
the central pitch (where they are now discussing France’s early exit from the competition)
and Daisy-Mae has to be sent in there to chase her out. She hangs back repeatedly and won’t
come when called. Liz says ruefully, “It can’t be an accident that my dog and my children both
behave this way!” As we round our final corner we notice that Roxy is now on the running track.
Repeated offers of dinner and treats take a long time to do the trick but she is at last back on lead.
Today I follow Georgie (who has Skye as well as Sparkie) so that, as she passes the Hamish II
store, I can give her Fritz’s lead and rush inside to buy some A2 batteries. “I have to have these,”
I tell her, “otherwise I won’t be able to use the remote control.”
Friday, June 25:
The warm, sunny weather persists as Fritz and I enter the park today. We are a bit earlier
than usual and so there is plenty of time for a leisurely Randolph roadway ramble. Twice
we encounter Christian, Reina and their entourage – though this time Vito and Miro are
accompanied by the Alsatian Cristal. Vito is carrying a huge soccer ball in his teeth, a prize he
is reluctant to leave behind. Ahead of us the first phalanx of tots is arriving for sporting activity
on the cricket crease. The kids are dressed identically in white t-shirts, white shorts, and white
canvas hats. Soon their parents are lining either side of the crease as well, urging their progeny
forward in the Olympic sack race.
We turn into the doggy compound at the café and here we have Hanna at her own little table,
soon joined by Claire and Yasmina – who has brought the shaggy Golden Retriever Sasha.
Also mixing it up under the table is a six month-old Italian Greyhound-Whippet mix named
Dolores. Dan picks up the wriggly madam and discovers that she is all wet – having just put her
feet in the water bowl. Joining Dan at our table we have Renata, Peter, Ellen, Georgie, Wendy,
Ronnie and Cheryl. The latter is making her definitive final visit – for she flies back to Houston
tomorrow morning. She has heard nothing about the progress of Lola but assumes all went well
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yesterday with the Pug’s progress. The impending loss of our friend adds an element of gloom
to an otherwise jolly occasion (that, and the fact that Janet is undergoing her first chemotherapy
session this morning).
Renata asks Peter if they will still be friends if Germany beats England in their World Cup clash
this weekend. She says that she is an ex-model but that, at her advanced age, she no longer seeks
assignments on the catwalk, fearing the shame of rejection. “Me, too,” Peter chimes in. Renata
next asks where “Davido” is (the lads are off to Sardinia this afternoon) and this reminds Dan
that he and Davide have been together for over ten years now: “That’s seventy in gay years.”
Georgie, who relinquishes Skye this afternoon, will be looking after Winnie instead and Dan has
several last minute requests and instructions. Renata says that her Maxi is much more boisterous
since he has been mixing it up in the company of the other dogs. “My Winnie was the model of
sweetness and light,” Dan tells Renata, tongue in cheek, “until she began to hang out with these
other dogs.” The other dogs keep up their assault on my biscuit bag but at last it is time to give
Cheryl a final hug and move off. On the back passage we encounter the seldom-seen Celine and
her Whippet-like porcupine of a dog, Ziggy.
Saturday, June 26:
The balmy weather shows no sign of departing as Fritz and I hit the park on a sunny Saturday.
Just as I am passing the kiddies’ playground I hear the telltale clicking sounds of someone who
is dogging my footsteps. This is Daisy-Mae, who has evidently been stalking me for some time.
This is really the first time I have seen Janet since my return from Wales and I am anxious to
hear how her first chemotherapy session went yesterday. She tells me that she feels fine, though
there were some unusual twists to the procedure. In an effort to reduce hair loss she was offered
an ice-cap, which she had to wear for three hours while her scalp was frozen – this was evidently
an hour too long and she got so cold they had to bring blankets and a hot water bottle. She has
to repeat this tale as each of her friends arrives on the green. I continue on to the cricket crease
where half a dozen dog owners are sitting in the sun with their dogs, Dolores, George and Panda
among them. I note that these animals take turns lying in the shade cast by Claire’s shadow.
At the café I am preceded by one of the personal trainers, a black man with a bun at the back
of his head. He orders a huge breakfast, claiming he needs the energy. This alerts me to the fact
that, after weeks of fan problems, the café is now offering its complete menu again. Claire takes
the little corner table in the doggy compound and soon she is joined by Hanna, who brings with
her Fritz’s raincoat ¬– it doesn’t seem likely that he will need it for some time. At our tables
we have Renata, Georgie, Liz, Ellen, Peter, Wendy, Janet and Ofra. The dogs again exhaust my
biscuit bag and Daisy-Mae gets into a scrap over a sandwich crust with Panda – who gives as
good as she gets. Peter picks up the wriggly Maxi for an extended cuddle but finally the Poodle
breaks free and leaps into his mommy’s lap. Peter then passes out today’s selections in the 2:45
at Newmarket.
In other sporting conversation Peter fills us in on the times of the next World Cup matches for
England and the U.S.A. Liz and I discuss the epic eleven-hour, record breaking Wimbledon
match won by American John Isener with a tie-break score of 70-68 in the fifth and final set.
Liz is now wrestling with her own travel arrangements, put off by BA’s asking £2200 for a one
way economy flight to Boston in July. (She will have eight bags with her.) She is still staying at
the flat of her friend Bernadette and reports that the ill-disciplined Roxy has pulled a quilt off a
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bed here – and peed all over it. I don’t wait for any of the others to make their departures today
because Fritz and I need to get home in preparation for a visit from my sister-in-law, Naomi. As
usual, when I am on my own at such moments, I take the quickest way home – which means the
Morshead roadway. This gives Fritz an opportunity for a fourth park poo.
Sunday, June 27:
It is again very warm as we head for the park on a bright Sunday morning. The “we” is today
augmented by the presence of my sister-in-law, Naomi – no stranger to the Paddington scene.
Fritz seems delighted to have the extra accompaniment, and races ahead as if to show us the way.
The green is empty this morning – even the most intrepid dog owners have found its surface too
hot for comfort today. Instead we head down the shadier Randolph roadway, returning at last to
the comforting umbrella of the doggy compound, where a large group is foregathering: Ronnie,
Susie, Peter, Ellen, Liz, Wendy, Renata, Georgie, Janet and Ofra. At a little side table the ladies
who own Samson the Alsatian and Benjie the Maltese also take up residence. Ronnie asks the
former if she is named Delilah. She says no – but she does have a granddaughter with this name:
“I’m quite certain my son was completely unaware of the connection when he was searching for
names.”
Milly and Sidney get parked in the compound as well and Benjie has a nice wrestle with Sidney.
Roxy is vociferous in her fascination with food, baying madly when the waitresses arrive with
their trays. Janet gets up to chase the Beagle around the table, even splashing some water from
the drinking bowl on the obsessive hound. When this doesn’t work Roxy is tied to the naughty
fence, where she is soon receiving cuddles in recompense for this harsh treatment. Freed at last,
she circles the table, raising the periscope of her nose at odd intervals in her eternal search for
food. In this fashion she manages to snaffle the last two dog biscuits – I have a hard time trying
to explain the Fritz where they went. For her part, Winnie is equally focused. She jumps into my
lap, spots Sparkie on Georgie’s lap adjacent, and launches a vicious attack on the startled Yorkie.
She even manages to jump into Georgie’s lap the better to chastise Georgie’s pet.
Conversation begins with last night’s 2-1 World Cup victory for Ghana over the U.S. team (in
extra time) and this afternoon’s much-anticipated match between England and Germany. Janet
has invited the others over to her house to watch this; the guests will include the friendly enemies
Renata (Germany) and Peter (England). We are invited too but I plan to watch the match on my
newly installed Sky HD. Liz now tells us that the previously quoted outrageous BA ticket price
to Boston applied only to two days of travel and that prices are far more reasonable if you avoid
those days. It seems clear that she will leave Roxy behind with Georgie when she travels to the
States – after all she has yet to secure an apartment in New York; she says she will return for
three weeks in August and then take Roxy back with her. Ofra is in a pissy mood – even though
one of her favorites, Rafael Nadal, won his match at Wimbledon yesterday. We now participate
in a back passage walkround – Winnie hanging back as usual and Roxy veering right and left as
well.
Monday, June 28:
It seems a bit fresher, after a very sultry night, as we head for the park today – but it is again
going to be a very hot day. When we get as far as the kiddie’s playground I find a metaphor for
England’s woeful 4-1 World Cup loss to Germany yesterday – it is a full-sized football, now
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flattened, bearing the word England and the famous three-lion logo. This I pick up, depositing
it on our table in the doggy compound for later mischief. We run into Janet and Daisy-Mae as
they are descending from Mt. Bannister and we pause to chat. Fritz now disappears down the
Randolph roadway and I have to give chase. I can see my dog turning right into the little walled
garden here but, unfortunately, there are four exits from this place. I try one, then a second,
discovering only later that my dog has returned to the green.
Here we meet Renata, who says that she behaved far more sedately in Germany’s hour of
triumph than her English friends would have behaved had matters been reversed. (She was one
of seven dog people who watched the match at Janet’s.) A number of these sports fans have reformed at our tables this morning – our ranks include Ronnie, Peter, Ellen, Ofra, Janet, Naomi,
Wendy, Renata and Georgie (“I hate football!”). Evidently Peter offered to give Georgie a ride
home after the match and they managed to get lost in Maida Vale. At a second table we have
Hanna, Claire, Dex, Sam and Rowena. At one point there is a furious outburst as little Timmy
chases a bulky Alsatian down the roadway. I place the flattened English football at Peter’s place
but he takes this gibe well. He just can’t understand why coach Fabio Capello was offered a
contract extension before the action in South Africa. Janet is appalled at Wayne Rooney’s spare
tire.
Janet and Renata now discuss their experiences with Indian plumbing, discovering that they
were each in Goa in 1993. Naomi has brought two bags of dog treats with her from Philadelphia
and I open the first of these – some roast chicken flavor Buddy Biscuits – and these seem to be
accepted with great eagerness by our lot. She has also brought with her a brochure for Dogma,
a canine rehabilitation and wellness center in Wayne, Pennsylvania. Here your dog can have
rehabilitative therapy, hydrotherapy, therapeutic laser treatment, acupuncture, aquapuncture,
electroacupuncture, bioenergy therapy, and Chinese Herbal Therapy. I suggest that none of this
would interest Liz, since her Roxy needs psychotherapy – but Hanna adds that it is never the dog
who needs such treatment, only the owner. (Liz is not here today.) At 10:30 or so I turn all these
materials over to Naomi, plus my keys and the dog’s lead. They are on their own to get home
since I have a doctor’s appointment in the opposite direction.
Tuesday, June 29:
A very brief period of drizzle has just ended as we are about to hit the streets, and it is soon
obvious that temperatures will now begin to climb again. Still, it is nice to have a fresher
morning for once; Fritz is always delighted to have the company of two: he dashes into the park
with great enthusiasm and we are soon off on our usual routes. Up behind us Dex, his mother
Liz, and the Yorkie Ozzy are now approaching – and we walk with them toward the green. Liz
says that she is thinking of writing a book about the dogs and their owners in the Rec – since this
would be a good way of settling old scores. She says she will change everyone’s name so that she
will be freer to paint portraits in acid. I suggest that if you are telling the truth there is no need to
change names. By the time we have grass under our feet she has decided that her doggy tale will
be aimed at children.
We join a lively circle near the cricket crease and after a while we head for the doggy compound
with Janet and Georgie. Here we also find Ronnie, Peter, Ellen, Ofra, Renata and Hanna. Renata,
who will enter Wellington Hospital for a minor heart procedure tomorrow, says that she got
a £60 ticket for parking near Portobello – where the hours of restricted parking posted on the
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relevant sign had been defaced. This leads to a long discussion on whether and how she should
appeal this fine. Janet says she should take a picture of the sign and then appeal; Hanna says
she should just pay the fine. Ofra produces a rich and moist honey cake and this is sampled by
the diners. She complains that it was so hot that she really suffered yesterday. Peter says, “Jesus
Christ suffered.” No one can understand what his point is – so I merely add, “And he was an
Israeli too.” Discussion then turns to Wimbledon (football having been relegated to the distant
past). No one seems to like the Williams sisters and Renate ascribes this to racism – an assertion
that is quickly challenged by Janet. The conclusion seems to be that there are plenty of reasons,
other than race, for disliking the Williams sisters. Ofra’s heart is broken because Andy Roddick
crashed out yesterday.
Her dog Bailey sets up a permanent encampment at my side, pawing away for more treats and,
when I am slow off the mark, jumping into my lap. Winnie is digging into a knee, Daisy-Mae
is batting her eyelashes at me and Fritz is muttering. The problem is that Naomi and I have
forgotten the Philadelphia dog treats this morning and it takes a while for the buttered toast to
arrive. When this is exhausted not one of these canines believes me when I say there is no more
food: Bailey is clawing away at the table top and Daisy-Mae, in the adjacent chair, is barking
out instructions in my ear. Renata and Georgie quarrel over whose dog is the handsomest pet
in the park – Maxi and Sparkie are listening to this from the comfort of mom’s lap, smiling
beatifically as their names are invoked. Suddenly there is a latecomer at my feet: “Panda,” I offer
apologetically, “the food is all finished.”
Tuesday, June 30:
Our morning expedition follows a nice excursion yesterday afternoon in Regent’s Park – one
during which Naomi at last got a chance to see how Pepper and Fritz behave on a wider stage
than Paddington Rec. Linda turned the outing into a mini-tour, driving us by the doors of the
mansion of Sir Paul McCartney in St. John’s Wood. It is entirely appropriate, therefore, that the
first person we encounter in the park this morning is Sir Paul’s daughter, Mary, who is jogging
along the back passage with her mostly Beagle Paddy. Out on the cricket crease there is a lively
scene, though Fritz immediately stations himself in front of the seated Claire, moaning for treats.
She gives him one and, satisfied, he trots off happily. A new character in this mix is Ninja, an
eight month-old black Pomeranian pup. He bravely chases larger dogs, hoping to be chased in
turn – and in this Sparkie is happy to oblige.
Our tables this morning include Peter, Ellen, Liz, Ofra, Naomi, Georgie and Claire. The latter is
complaining about the huge influx of kids who have, by now, taken over much of the green. A
new element in this pattern, however, is instruction in golf (a sport forbidden to other users of the
Rec) – with a PE teacher shouting instructions at his young lads, who are teeing up lightweight
golf balls on the grass just opposite the café. Inevitably one of these strays into the doggy
compound, where it ends up first in Sparkie’s mouth, then in Fritz’s. Some of the boys attempt
to retrieve it but a newly arrived Hanna says that it’s ours now. The P.E. teacher eventually
arrives to claim that this is a very expensive piece of sporting equipment and that we should
take responsibility for our dogs and return it. Of course he has no hope with Hanna in charge of
matters at our end. Some suggestions are made about removing his lesson to a more remote part
of the green and he stomps off, red-faced.
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The morning conversation includes a good deal about telephones – since Naomi can’t get the
one she has brought with her from the States to work here. Peter is still complaining about
the calls he received from Liz a few weeks back and we kid Liz that this was by no means the
accident she says it was. A little Wimbledon chatter follows (one of the Williams sisters has been
defeated) and there is even a late joke on the subject of football: what is the difference between
the English football team and a teabag? Answer: the teabag stays in the Cup longer. Then the
women start to talk about pregnancy cravings and Peter and I tune out. The dogs are rounded up
for a back passage walkround, one that now has to face the perils of a trackside sports day with
air horns and starting pistols. Fritz still has the golf ball in his mouth.
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Thursday, July 1:
There is a fresh breeze blowing as Naomi and I accompany Fritz on his daily ramble in the park
– though we are promised another day of high temperatures. Out in the middle of the green there
is a small group of dog owners supervising their animals at play. Tiny Dolores is rolling over
onto her back and freezing, in a submissive posture, so that Lucky can take most of the pup’s
head into her mouth – but the Corgi knows not to hurt the newcomer in the process. Fritz soon
joins Sparkie in some tennis ball chasing – which means that I am now expected to chase after
the ball when Fritz drops it in any inconvenient or distant place. When there is an early exodus
for the café, my dog, surprisingly, follows, and I find him already inside our compound when I
return a few minutes later. Today we have Ronnie, Naomi, Janet, Georgie, Wendy, Peter, Ellen
and Ofra.
The dogs eat their share of biscuits (Ronnie has brought these too) and then they finish off the
last of the Roast Chicken Buddy Biscuits from Philadelphia. These have been quite popular
among our canines but they are so small that some of these dogs manage to bite into the fingers
as well as the treat in their greed. (I’m not mentioning any names, Winnie.) Some of the smaller
dogs are still able to squeeze through the bars; others have learned how to manipulate the gate
and that will explain why Claire’s Panda and Carrie’s Bichon Oggy spend more time outside
than in. I have been dreading another confrontation with the a tribe of would-be golfers but,
for once, there is no organized athletic activity on the green behind us: this poor space, waterstarved, bears the additional devastation caused by all the improvised chalk lines painted thereon.
Add to this the fault lines of the old irrigation system and you understand why the green is now
crisscrossed in vertical bare patches slashed throughout its surface. (In the Rec we water the
artificial Astroturf but not the grass.)
Ronnie tells us that he saw a production of the Marriage of Figaro at Covent Garden last night.
Peter says that the umbrella is interfering with the sun reaching his well-covered body – but he
is told to stop his whinging by several of the ladies present. Ofra is wearing a very short rah-rah
skirt in the spirit of Wimbledon – where yesterday’s activities ended with the loss of perennial
champ Roger Federer and the advancement of Peter’s favorite, Andy Murray. Janet tells us that
she has noticed some hair loss; this topic comes up when she receives a mobile phone call from
the chap who is making two wigs for her. Liz also phones us. I think she just wants to offload
some theatre tickets but a second call is considerably more tearful. This time she announces that
she is leaving for the States this afternoon! She has kept this fact from all of her pals, not wanting
any fuss or a send-off party, but, unable to speak now, she sends a text that explains just how
much she will miss us, and how much the society of the dog people has meant to her over the last
few years.
Friday, July 2:
Sun and shadow alternate as our party makes its way along the breezy avenues of Paddington
Rec. Out on the green another PE class has taken up residence on the cricket crease. They have
more of a right to be here than many another ensemble – since they are getting some instruction
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in cricket itself, albeit with a blue plastic bat. More puzzling is the fact that their instructor is
American. Go figure. Janet and Georgie arrive with their dogs (Georgie now has Winnie and
Roxy as well) but Fritz heads for the bench atop the little rise at the east end of the green, where
there is a group of half a dozen owners. Fritz pays no attention to the exercising animals but he
works the crowd of owners expectantly. Eventually I put him back on lead and lead him across
the parched grass to the doggy compound, where our group is waiting for the café doors to open.
This morning we have only Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, Janet, Georgie, Naomi and Wendy. I am able
to pass on some intelligence gleaned during last night’s walk. Here we met Yara with Luna and
Luci (and the owner of the Shiba Inu, Kai, with his dog as well); from this appointment with
tangled leads I learned that Yara now has a temp job with American investment firm – though
she promises to come in on the weekends. A little later we met up with my neighbor Julia, who
has been looking after Maxi. She says that Renata’s hospital procedure went well and that she is
now resting at home. Wendy now tells us that there wasn’t time to get her T-bone to the doggy
hospital when he snaffled down a chicken bone on the pavement last night and almost choked.
(Georgie says the same thing once happened to her Pebbles.) A far more healthy diet is provided
by Naomi’s second bag of dog treats, some Original Size Liver Biscotti from Philadelphia. These
little cubes make an agreeable crunchy noise and all the dogs seem to like them. They are wheatfree and so Georgie says that she may just take some home for her husband’s tea – since she is
running out of culinary ideas.
The presence of such treats does not deter Roxy from her usual tabletop mission and soon she
has pearled Naomi’s croissant harbor. Georgie gets up to buy my sister-in-law a replacement
and to begin a catalogue of such crimes for Liz’s eventual return. As Hanna arrives to take up a
place at her own little table, the women are discussing “famous sunburns I have endured.” When
Hanna’s breakfast is delivered she attracts a large crowd at her feet. At one point she picks Fritz
up for a cuddle; he looks particularly charming at this moment as he is wearing an American
bandanna that Georgie has passed on from Liz, who had forgotten to bestow this fashion
statement earlier. The bandanna is hand-crafted on Cape Cod, where, by now, Liz has arrived.
Here she can retrieve the two boxes of Baco-Bits that she had bought for me before absentmindedly leaving them with a neighbor. As we get up to leave Hanna is telling us that yesterday
afternoon at 3:00 she surprised (and then chased) a black man who was trying to pick the lock of
her front door – a crime detected by the ever-vigilant Yoyo. We begin a back passage walkround.
In the central pitch a British gym teacher is instructing his lads in the finer points of American
softball. Again, go figure.
Saturday, July 3:
Our park party has grown again, as Adrian joins Naomi this morning ¬– having arrived yesterday
afternoon for a one-night stand. Fritz is more than a little excited to have so much company, but
he manages to maintain his usual migratory patterns, disappearing for a long time behind the
cypress trees as we make our way out to the green. For once, there seems to be no organized
footie instruction in either of the pitches we pass by – but things are a little more lively on the
green itself. Here I notice that Claire has an elderly Cavalier on lead ¬– this is Rio, fourteen
years old and evidently not in the best of health; she is looking after him until Tuesday. A chap is
tossing a ball to his Dachshund and takes it poorly when the other dogs start pissing on the lead
he has left on the grass – he’ll learn. Fritz dashes about a bit and then begins an extended circuit
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of the eastern half of the green, including some time spent in the dark recesses of the foliage over
here. When we reach the Grantully gate we cross the grass again; soon I see my dog following
Ellen into the confines of the doggy compound.
As often happens, there is a healthy turnout on a lovely Saturday morning. At our tables we have
Ellen, Peter, Ronnie, Susie, Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Wendy, Renata, Naomi and Adrian – and Hanna
has her own little table with Claire, Dex and Carrie behind us. Janet has brought with her a spray
bottle with which to discourage any attempted incursions by one notorious Beagle. In fact it is
not Roxy but her own Daisy-Mae who is the first to feel the spurt of spray – after getting into
another food fight with the feisty Panda under the table. (Merely brandishing this weapon works
on Sparkie’s chronic barking.) In the event Roxy makes off with no provender this morning
(Adrian has been warned to keep his bacon sarnie well away from the table edge.) Naomi insists
he take some photos so that she can show her workmates at the Wharton School the dogs she is
always talking about. I try to take some shots with my own camera (including a quartet of moms
with dogs on their laps) but then my camera packs up. Meanwhile everyone agrees that Rio looks
like Bailey’s father.
With so many people and so much canine noise I have a lot of trouble hearing the conversation(s)
this morning. The best I can do is record some of the fragments that do happen to register. Renata
is talking about her struggles in giving up smoking – while smoking the day after getting out
of hospital. Naomi reports that there has been another home invasion by a fox here in London.
Peter has made selections for us in the 3:10 at Sandown and passes out our betting slips. Susie
is recalling that she once witnessed Ronnie tell a troublesome customer that rather than give a
refund he would prefer nailing his own bollocks to the counter. (Ronnie has, in the meantime,
started a small fire with his cigar in the trash bin behind us.) Janet and Ofra are analyzing the
contestants on the latest (and we may hope) last ever Big Brother. And at the next table they are
discussing moisturizers. Zzzzzzzz.
When we get up to leave our animals follow their usual rituals. Fritz must pee on the nearby
buddleia, Winnie must hang back until the rest of us have almost disappeared from view, DaisyMae must penetrate the picnic ground in search of squirrels. As we work our way toward the
cypress trees we meet Denise, with her Rizzo, and then a woman with a young black and brown
Staffie female named Billie. I have to wait for the others to catch up and so I take a seat on a
bench while Roxy is coaxed off the running track again. Just as we near the exit poor Sparkie
gets stung by a bee. Now we can just see Rizzo in his basket as Denise cycles out of the park.
Sunday, July 4:
American Independence Day brings forth Fritz’s new USA bandanna, and he is wearing this on
his shoulders jauntily as we enter the park on a gorgeous Sunday morning – sunny, warm, fresh.
Our visitors having departed on their travels, it’s just the two of us today. I can’t tell whether it is
disappointment over their departure or the spirit of independence itself, but when Fritz enters the
forbidden environmental area this morning he is determined that today’s visit will not be of the
usual 30-second variety. I lose track of him as I pause to throw a wayward football over the fence
for some beseeching kids and when I turn around I can just see the bandito disappearing over the
bridge above the environmental pond. I follow in hot pursuit but there is no stopping my dog and
he is soon on the other side, that is on the Carlton roadway. Here he finally agrees to head for the
green and then out to a cluster of dog owners and their pets in the middle of the field. We toss
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the ball around and Claire straightens out his bandanna, which has fallen to one side. Then he is
off on his investigations, leading me a merry chase until it is time to make a move for the doggy
area.
Here I learn that there has been another incident involving Jazz – who has bitten a Jack Russell
who was trying to steal her ball. To make matters worse the irate owner of the Jack Russell
(described as Spanish) has started to shove Jazz’s owner around – and the latter has called the
police. (They do not come.) We have our own typical canine hostilities in the doggy compound
–¬ with Daisy-Mae taking it out on T-bone Ted and Winnie launching an assault on Sparkie’s
feet. (Sparkie, Winnie and Daisy-Mae are also celebrating the Fourth of July with their own
versions of the USA bandanna.) Our group this morning includes Ronnie, Peter, Ellen, Renata,
Wendy, Hanna, Janet, Georgie and Ofra. The latter has brought some of her famous cheesecake,
but things turn sour for her when she bumps her head on the towel dispenser in the ladies’ loo
and has to sit for the rest of the session with ice pressed to her forehead.
Peter gives each member of the betting syndicate 66 pence. This is the refund of stake money
in yesterday’s 3:10 at Sandown – occasioned by the steadfast refusal of one of our horses,
Mawatheeq, to enter the starting gates at race time. In other sporting news Renata (who evidently
flashed the assemblage yesterday) is already celebrating a German World Cup victory after
yesterday’s 4-0 demolition of Argentina in the quarterfinals. (No mention of Serena Williams’
easy victory in the finals at Wimbledon.) Peter has a meltdown over the memory of highly-paid
football players misfiring free kicks and penalties, getting himself into ever deep waters by
claiming that even a woman could do better than that. Hanna is particularly outraged by such
chauvinism, but he has a go at her for telling a father, yesterday, not to let his little boy bounce
a ball at her feet when she had a tray full of hot coffees. In this fractious mood we set off on our
back passage walkround – but even here there is trouble when Roxy discovers a large unclaimed
bun in the bushes and Janet can wrestle only half of it away from the greedy Beagle. Fritz and I
exit the park alone: the others are still pursuing Roxy, who had headed in the opposite direction –
the better to ingest in peace the remains of her prize.
Monday, July 5:
Skies are slightly more overcast today, but it is still t-shirt weather, warm and pleasant. Lady
comes up behind us and, after Fritz has growled hello, he is content to follow the low-slung dog
as they trot toward the Carlton roadway (entirely ignoring the open door of the environmental
area). Scattered parties of early sunbathers are dotted around the parched green and Fritz is soon
running among them on his way to a rendezvous with Janet, Daisy-Mae and Winnie. The latter
soon spots Dan, entering from the Grantully gate with Georgie and Sparkie. It is the first time
Winnie has been reunited with her daddies (Davide soon enters as well) since their departure for
Sardinia ten days ago and two ecstatic reunion scenes are soon played out on the grass. Fritz does
a bit of his wandering, never leaving the margins of the green, and then he chases his tennis ball
in the direction of the doggy compound at the café.
Our group this morning includes all of those already mentioned plus Peter, Ellen, Ofra (still
bearing the scar of yesterday’s accident), Wendy, Ronnie, Renata and Suzanne. Peter decides that
Ofra is about to pinch his seat, and there are loud protests. Suzanne is back after a month in the
States – where she attended the fiftieth reunion of her high school class. Also joining us is John
the pony-tailed builder, whom we have not seen in some time. He has brought with him his son
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Neil but not the Alsatian Ché – once a stalwart of the Paddington scene. John says he and Neil
were on their way to a job when he suddenly realized that he had forgotten his tools. Suzanne
now quizzes me about walking routes that might also be used by cyclists. Janet receives another
call from her wig-maker. Dan and Davide bring us up to date on their recent holiday and Davide
passes around some yummy biscuits purchased in Sardinia. Suzanne asks me who Renata is.
The latter, for her part, wants to know what Georgie’s name is so that she can borrow the ball
sling; she inserts a tennis ball – complaining that it doesn’t fit (that’s because it belongs to Fritz)
and hurls the ball from her chair out onto the green – with the svelte Maxi having to pass through
the bars of the fence in order to fetch it. When I reclaim the ball I get a lecture on the fact that
Renata puts her initials on all of her pet’s balls – making me more than happy to demonstrate that
this one has no such inscription. Many of the dogs are sitting on laps; Sparkie is one of these, but
he has had the runs for the last two days ¬– following his misadventure with a bee on Saturday.
Roxy and Daisy-Mae are sitting in empty chairs, promoting themselves to humanoid status. Janet
says that not only does Daisy-Mae consider herself among equals when so seated but that she is
noting down what each of us is doing and that the Shih-Tzu plans to write a book: Have I Got
Humans For You!
I learn, for the first time, that Suzanne’s Springer Spaniel, Sunny, is really named Sussex
Sunshine.
Tuesday, July 6:
A lovely fresh morning greets us as we step forward for our morning in the park. The sunshine
is a little diluted but it is all pleasant outside – if you discount the loudhailer’s insistent urgings
on the track as another kiddies’ sports day gets underway. Fritz makes very slow progress in the
early stages; every time I look back he seems to have forgotten what direction we are taking. I
manage to get the door to the environmental area closed before he has reached this inviting target
and thereafter he does a better job of crossing the green. One group of dog owners is seated in
the grass at the far side and a second in seated on a bench overlooking this scene. I ask Claire
if she watched last night’s edition of Mary, Queen of Shops. She has, of course, but denounces
this episode as boring (hairdressing in Rochdale). Fritz disappears into the bushes while this
conversation is taking place and when he emerges I put him on lead for faster progress back
across the grass to the café.
Our group this morning includes Janet, Georgie, Ronnie, Peter, Ellen, Renata, Wendy and Ofra.
The latter is off to Israel for a month tomorrow – with Bailey joining Roxy at Georgie’s house.
Peter (who says he received calls from Cheryl in Texas and Denise in Amsterdam last night)
wonders why Bailey isn’t coming to stay with him – and he’s half serious. Peter also reports that
Cheryl, detecting depression in her Lola, has taken the elderly Pug to Houston’s Millie Bush
Bark Park for coffee and the company of other dogs – with miraculous mood lightening effect.
Georgie is discussing the schedule of her son-in-law soldier and Renata says that she wishes all
armies could be disbanded. Our doughty German is also convinced that dogs do resemble their
owners ¬– citing her own blonde hair and that of Maxi in evidence. The analogy breaks down
when she tries to decide which dog most resembles Ellen – Jack or Lucky – forgetting that Ellen
owns neither of these dogs.
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Across the green comes a mom with two little blonde girls – each of whom is attached to the
lead of a large black Labrador. Our dogs manage to let these beasts have a free pass when they
are tied to a gate but they keep up a lively protest whenever any other dogs pass by. The chief
squawk of protest that comes next is not emitted by any of our animals, however, but by Hanna,
who is sitting at a little table with Claire and Dex. This is because Roxy, up to her usual mischief,
has leapt up and taken a bite out of a goat cheese-stuffed croissant. Georgie replaces this and
Ofra and the dogs finish off the damaged foodstuff. (Both the croissant and the cheese get good
marks from the assembled gourmets.) When we get up to begin our back passage walkround
Roxy continues the naughtiness by penetrating the central pitch – which must contain a forgotten
crumb somewhere. Georgie has to go in there herself in order to put the delinquent Beagle on
lead.
Wednesday, July 7:
Temperatures have dropped and skies have darkened considerably as we head down the stairs
to begin our day in the park. We are accompanied, again, by Naomi and Adrian, but only as far
as the curb. The pair have just returned from Scotland, showered and rested an hour or two, and
now they have to climb into a minicab bound for Paddington Station; they return to Philadelphia
at noon.
In front of the clubhouse moms are gathering for a toddlers’ sports day but there is still canine
activity in the center of the green. We arrive just as Ninja is pissing on Daisy-Mae. Also present
today is Yoyo, the bossy black Schnauzer, today accompanied by her actual owner, Lizzie.
Unfortunately, Yoyo has brought a squeaky orange ball with her and, of course, it ends up in
Fritz’s mouth. This is a problem because Lizzie wants to go to work now. It takes us a while
to collar the thief (Dex snags him) but Fritz can see that the prize has now been deposited in
Lizzie’s purse and I have to put my dog on lead – lest he follow her out of the park.
There is only a small turnout at coffee this morning: just Ronnie, Ellen, Peter, Janet, Georgie and
Renata. Someone, unknown, has put a loaded poo bag in one of the planters and there is umbrage
among the diners over his act. The World Cup is still a dominant topic of conversation, with last
night’s 3-2 win for Holland over Uruguay meaning that there will be an all-European final this
weekend. Today is the fifth anniversary of the terrorist assault on the London transport system
(and its passengers) and, naturally, there are many rueful reflections on this event today. Tanya
comes by with the Weimaraner, Pasha, leaning over the backyard fence to catch up on all the
latest park gossip.
Renata says that Maxi sulked throughout the day yesterday – because she was spending some
time with her granddaughter. Other examples of spoiled bratdom are on display under the table
– as Daisy-Mae has to be picked up after a squabble with the other dogs over some scrap. Roxy
is hoovering up every crumb when she is not sitting in her own chair, staring at the tabletop
expectantly. The newly orphaned Bailey also occupies a chair – when he is not pawing away
at my arm in search of biscuits. Fortunately the chillier weather means that I am wearing a
sweatshirt today. We begin a back passage walkround: at one point Daisy-Mae, Winnie and Roxy
have each penetrated the trackside fence; they all have to be extracted from the track itself before
more progress can be made.
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Thursday, July 8:
Gray skies persist as Fritz and I head for the park. It’s hard to complain – after all the lovely
weather we have had so far this summer. When we reach the green Dan is just delivering Winnie
to Janet, who (with Georgie already caring for a house full of dogs) tends to look after the Pug
most days. Fritz doesn’t linger for long out here and he is soon off on his rambles. A mid-sized
brown Poodle abandons his mistress to give my dog a sniff; she has no idea where he is since
she is occupied with a mobile phone conversation. This raises the intriguing question ¬– can you
walk, talk, and keep an eye on your pet at the same time? I fear that an owner who holds such a
conversation while seated on one of the benches is the least likely, of all the visitors to this park,
to be in a position to retrieve an offending poo. I put Fritz on lead and we cross the grass where
Dudley, a large Shih-Tzu is sticking his head between the back legs of Laszlo, the Coton de
Tulear, for a good sniff.
In the café queue Janet fills me in on an unnerving incident in the recent life of Davide. While in
Mumbai he noticed, from his hotel window, that there was no change in the position of a woman
in the pool. Rushing out to the pool, he had to pull the lifeless body out of the water himself.
There is a light drizzle when we return to our tables (for once John the Commentator may be able
to use his uniform of raincoat and umbrella). Our group adds a new member every few minutes:
to a nucleus represented by Ronnie, Peter, Ellen, Janet and Georgie we soon have added Renata,
Dex, Wendy, Claire and Carrie. Renata takes philosophically Germany’s 1-0 defeat at the hands
of Spain in the second World Cup semi-final last night – though she does have to explain to a
teasing Peter what schadenfreude means.
Janet has brought with her some adhesive-backed felt and a pair of scissors. These items are
needed to dampen the insistent clang of the metal gate as it slams dozens of times right behind
us – particularly in the afternoon. It doesn’t seem to help much. Another unhappy incident is
now discussed. The parkside loos have been closed for refurbishment (for three weeks!) and
evidently one chap, who wandered into the newly constructed gym to use the loos here was
told that they were for members only. His reaction was to begin a fistfight, one that spilled out
into the precincts of the café. There are no fights among the dogs this morning, though they are
constantly besieging one owner after the next for treats. Dex announces that he has tickets for
Fulham matches against Wolfsburg, Wolverhampton and Wigan. Claire is asked to explain her
absence yesterday (overslept) and her tardy arrival today. She produces a bag of treats and this
causes Fritz to moan at her feet for more and more. For the humans at our table we have lovely
pieces of cake baked by Renata’s twelve year-old granddaughter. Carrie and Claire are discussing
whether to take their dogs up to Hampstead Heath for a swim – with the lowering weather now
becoming a chief concern. Georgie announces that she wants to make a move before it gets any
worse and so we begin our back passage walkround. These days I often complete these journeys
on my own: with Janet in charge of Daisy-Mae and Winnie, and Georgie lumbered with Sparkie,
Roxy and Bailey, it takes these ladies forever to make any orderly progress.
Friday, July 9:
Temperatures have begun their slow climb as Fritz and I penetrate the park under sunny skies.
There is no hope of a quiet morning for preparations are already under way for a mammoth
sports day, with 270 kids expected and an army of business folk wearing white “Give & Gain”
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t-shirts on the sidelines. (The event is covered on the 6:00 o’clock news later in the day.) A small
knot of beleaguered dog owners is sheltering in the middle of the green. Joining us today is the
owner of that unique pair of Ziggy, the apricot Poodle, and Rufus, the Chinese Crested Dog.
Whenever the former wanders away the latter is sent to fetch his brother, dragging Rufus back
by grabbing the trailing lead in his teeth. Fritz would really like to penetrate the Grantully doggy
area but it is time to head for the café instead.
It takes quite a while for them to open the doors of this establishment and then the barista (who
has trouble understanding English) makes me two cappuccinos, not one. Our group this morning
includes Ronnie, Peter, Ellen, Janet, Georgie, Suzanne, Davide, and Wendy – though first Vlad
and then Claire and Dex use the little table behind us. Claire says that Panda and Oggy did
have a terrific time swimming in one of the Hampstead ponds yesterday, but that they rolled in
the mud as well and that the normally white Oggy was black by the end of the day (telephone
photo supplied). Georgie tells us she is off to baby-sit her grandson tomorrow and that Bailey
will be going home for the weekend! Suzanne gets up to chat with Mary, meaning that her own
Sunny and Suki the Vizsla are part of a large group outside the fence with the Cockers, Jake, and
Domino and the ever-growing Golden Retriever pup, Charlie. A woman with a little girl brings
two black Labs into the compound; one them is called Rajah and he greets Winnie’s barking
protests with noble disdain. By now there is a huge parade of kids passing by; it is like a scene
out of the Children’s Crusade, though these days (and especially with all these headscarf-wearing
little girls) it is hard to know who the infidel is.
Davide says that BA’s management has offered him some down time after his ordeal in Mumbai.
He adds that the hotel was less concerned with the tragedy itself than with questions of liability
– since the lifeguard had not been where he should have been, and even as Davide struggled with
the lifeless body at the bottom of the pool the staff stood around, not wanting to get involved
– except on their mobile phones. While this tragic topic is being discussed other events are
unfolding outside our fences. Behind us they have installed automatic doors to the new gym
(we wouldn’t want people here for exercise to have the additional burden of pushing a door
open themselves) and an unknown Airedale is the first to figure out that if he stands in front of
the doors he will be admitted to a nice air-conditioned environment. Next Janet notices that a
shapely jogger, much in need of a sports bra, is jogging by, preceded by the rise and fall of an
ample bosom. Peter complains that he keeps looking up too late to capture this vision. Ellen says,
“She better be careful or she’ll give herself a black eye.”
Saturday, July 10:
Another day in which temperatures are expected to soar into the 90’s begins calmly enough as
Fritz and I begin our sojourn in the park. When the usual environmental area incursion begins
I note that the place offers entry from “dawn to dusk” – but dawn often begins well before the
Rec is open, so one may wonder if this is not an invitation to climb over the fence – as many of
our eager local athletes so often do. To get Fritz to make an early retreat here I employ the old
bouncing tennis ball ploy. This works and he rushes off to the green with the ball in his mouth. I
am astonished that this toy makes it all the way to the cricket crease – for usually he drops it well
before reaching this spot. On the tired felt of this sacred spot Claire and Natasha are sprawled
in the sun, with Panda and Millie already searching for shade behind the prone bodies of their
moms. Peter approaches from the sidelines and, since this is a turf day, I offer my impression of
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a tick-tack man as he nears. For some reason Fritz now takes off along the Morshead roadway.
By the time I get him turned around the others have all headed for the café and we do so now as
well.
Our group this morning includes Janet, Yara, Wendy, Dex, Claire, Renata, a dogless chap named
Simon, Dan, Peter, Ellen, even David the Dogsitter (here with Skye). David spends a lot of time
at Hanna’s little table behind us, giving Fritz an extended cuddle. Luna and Luci have had lovely
haircuts at Grand Union Pets and there is a prolonged conversation on the price of dog grooming,
with Janet saying she wants to take a course in this science. Her own Daisy-Mae keeps jumping
into nearby chairs – the better to bark in my ear. Her expression is a reminder that never before
has she encountered a being as willfully stupid as this man with the closed biscuit bag. On many
occasions our dogs rush the fence in order to barrack any passing dog – though this time Janet
gets up each time to spray them with the water bottle she has brought with her. It works for a
little while but then the ruckus starts all over again – and will certainly be repeated when the
water bottle is long forgotten.
Peter passes out our selections in the 3:40 at York; it is unique to see a trio of names without
any hard-to-pronounce Arabic entry this time. I tell Peter that if we don’t have another win
soon we are going to call on the services of Paul the Octopus. This creature, much discussed of
late, lives in a Berlin aquarium and has had an uncanny run of picking World Cup winners (by
reaching out a tentacle in the direction of a mussel-filled container marked with one or another
of the contestants’ names). We are about to ask Renata to fill us in on this unique behavior when
Claire says that Paul is not German; he is actually English and comes from Weymouth. David
says that he has been in touch with Helen, whose Pug Cleo was once a part of this doggy circle,
and that her Dutch ancestry and the Spanish roots of her husband Jorge have mandated a divided
household for Sunday’s World Cup final between Holland and Spain. (Paul says Spain will win.)
Our stay at breakfast is protracted today – as though no one wants to return to the sun. I have a
special reason for extending my stay; they are installing new carpets in the flat above me ¬– but
by the time I get home (when I meet my new neighbors for the first time) they have finished this
task.
Sunday, July 11:
After quite a gray dawn (when thoughts of much-needed rain do surface) Fritz and I head for
the park on a bright, fresh Sunday morning. Truth to tell, signs of overuse are abundant here:
lots of trash about; someone has even set up three pilfered chairs opposite a bench at the top of
the track. But the Thai football players are back in their usual spot, the five-a-side pitch, as we
continue on to the green. Here Fritz hears the siren call of a squeaky tennis ball and the dogs are
soon scrapping over its possession – until David the Dogsitter puts it into Janet’s bag. David is
again here with Skye and Dan is also here with Winnie and Roxy. The chap who has taken in the
puppy Jasper is here, along with his veteran, Winston. Late arrivals are Panda and Oggy. These
partners in crime, I later learn, have had to endure a second bath this week after rolling in some
poo – human this time – deposited by another critic of the currently unavailable toilet facilities in
a spot behind the gym.
At breakfast this morning we have Janet, Dan, Peter, Ellen, Wendy, David and Renata – though
before Hanna arrives to take up her solo table in the corner we also have a couple who have
brought with them a shiny amber-colored mid-sized dog named Barney. The two are eating the
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full English and it doesn’t take too long before they have six pairs of eyes staring up at them
beseechingly. (Roxy is tied to the fence in an effort to stave off another nasty incident over
here.) Meanwhile Dan almost sits on Daisy-Mae, who has just leapt into his chair, and Sparkie
and Winnie have a furious bark-off, one that scares poor Renata with its apparent venom. The
contestants are separated but a little while later there is a sequel and Winnie manages to bite
Dan’s bare leg – “Look, you’ve just ruined a very expensive tan!” Fritz is no also-ran in the
naughtiness stakes. He haunts a succession of knees, in search of food, and then pisses on
Hanna’s shoes.
Cricket (Bangladesh’s first ever victory over England yesterday), this afternoon’s Formula 1 race
at Silverstone, and tonight’s World Cup final are the sporting topics at breakfast. David discusses
Spurs’ chances in the forthcoming footie season and then we move on to the riveting topic of
Renata’s Portuguese holiday in September. She has done her booking on-line and now wants to
know if she has made a mistake. She also needs to know if she changed Pounds for Euros at a
propitious moment. Peter has lots of advice here about exchange rate websites and he becomes
increasingly agitated when Renata says she doesn’t understand them and won’t use them.
Eventually he is overcome by frustration and is muttering to himself about incompetence and, for
his pains, he gets a punch in the arm from Renata – and a squirt from Janet’s water bottle as well.
Monday, July 12:
Gray skies are dominant this morning – if only it would rain. Fritz is soon growling at the foxheaded Rocca, who follows him into the forbidden environmental area. “They all like this place,”
Rocca’s owner confirms. He, however, is able to extract his dog from this precinct; my dog
insists on trotting through the space, crossing the bridge over the pond (some nice wet-loving
flowers are blooming here now) and out to the Carlton roadway. Here one of the Caribbean park
keepers makes the obligatory protest over this incursion, though in a good-natured manner. I am
lucky that just at this moment Boyd, the head gardener, is passing – because my message is for
him as well. “All the dogs like to poke their noses in here – and they will continue to do so until
someone attaches a weight to the entrance gate so that it closes automatically.” I have to put Fritz
on lead here since two giant food trucks are using the roadway to deliver food to the café.
Out on the green Janet is just brushing a bee from Georgie; it lands on Davide’s back and has
to be knocked off a second time. After Fritz has his Randolph roadway ramble we return to the
café – but I take one look at the queue and return to my seat (which has Daisy-Mae in it). A few
minutes later I try a second time, with Hanna in front of me and Claire behind. Unfortunately, the
irrepressible Panda can’t bear the separation anxiety and rushes into the café as well, not content
until she has gone behind the counter – to Metty’s consternation and Claire’s embarrassment. At
our table it is Daisy-Mae who is not to be outdone in naughtiness. Poor Fritz, already thwarted in
his attempts to prize a squeaky ball out of Janet’s purse, is now attacked over a loose biscuit by
that lady’s dog. A number of ironies are operating here. First, I gave Daisy-Mae the biscuit in the
first place and, second, I am the one to get his fingers in Fritz’s teeth as I attempt to separate the
contestants. Janet forgets to spray the squabblers but barkers are again in for a soaking.
The World Cup is put to bed at last as we discuss Spain’s 1-0 overtime victory over Holland
in the championship match. Hanna, from her little table behind us, bewails yesterday’s boring
Silverstone Grand Prix; hard to get up much enthusiasm for a spectacle whose outcome is
obvious from the first lap. Peter announces that punters need to refresh their stake money in our
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racing syndicate. While he is collecting fivers Janet notices his old Post Office ID in his wallet
and we all want to know why he is carrying a picture of his “son” around like this. Georgie
shows off a new photo of grandson Oliver, after her weekend in Hereford. There is a lot of talk
about sleep lost to partying neighbors, with Davide (who always has an atypical sleep schedule
anyway) the latest victim. We get up to complete our back passage walkround. To my surprise,
just as we reach the alley between the cyclone fences, Georgie rushes over to give me a hug.
She has remembered something that has been weighing on my mind since the start of the day:
Dorothy died three years ago today.
Tuesday, July 13:
A little rain has fallen overnight and there is still a bit of mist in the air as Fritz begins his daily
incursion. Right in the middle of our walkway some trainer is putting a female client through
her paces; she pauses after five squats but he tells her she has five more to go. I get a brief spurt
of exercise myself – sprinting ahead to make sure that Fritz has no opportunity to sneak into the
environmental area. Davide looks chilly in his short-sleeves as he chats with Janet on the empty
green; Hanna whistles for Fritz’s attention as she enters from the Grantully gate and Fritz soon
ends up here, after a circle of the eastern end of the green, once again begging admittance to the
doggy area on this side. I have other ideas – since by this time the others have all headed for the
café and I want to join them. The lively Dolores seems to be everywhere as we cross the grass.
There is a queue outside the café doors and I don’t think Hanna’s rattling the chain has any effect
on getting the tardy staff to spring into action. Our group this morning includes Janet, Davide,
Georgie, Peter, Ellen, Hanna, Ronnie and Renata. The latter is bewailing her choice of trousers
and, for once, Maxi is denied a seat on today’s white garment by his fastidious mommy. DaisyMae looks particularly disreputable, after having had a roll in the wet glass, but, for once, she is
completely innocent when a spat between Winnie and Jack gets underway beneath Ellen’s chair.
Fritz spends a lot of time at Ellen’s knee, hoping for some surprise from her handbag; then he
switches his attentions to Renata. The dogs form their usual pack to bark at passing dogs; Bekkie
walks by with an old park regular, Chica the Boxer, who has been in Spain for some time.
I pay Peter my five pounds turf stakes; I am the last to comply with his request for a top-up. Janet
now described yesterday’s visit to the hospital – a mission during which she was accompanied
by her friend Lyndon. The two took the bus and on the way there Lyndon, a stoke victim, was
mightily embarrassed when Janet announced to the other passengers, “I hope someone is going
to give a seat to my disabled friend!” On the return journey the bus was also crowded but Janet
again intervened, singling out a Middle Eastern mother: “I think that child should sit on your lap
and give my disabled friend a seat.” When the pair at last left the bus Lyndon again expressed his
mortification. Asked why he was making such a fuss, he replied. “That was no child. That was a
dwarf!”
It takes us a while to collect our wits after this tale, and then we are off on our back passage
walkround. As we draw level with the track, where the MC for today’s sports day is broadcasting
developments so that even the citizens of Queen’s Park can hear him, we encounter a new pair
exercising on the walkway. It’s the same pattern as before; she is having a breather on a bench
(“I’m entitled to have a pause – “) and he is asserting his primacy, “No, you’re not.”
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Wednesday, July 14:
A gray and humid morning greets us as we make our way into a park that is already erecting
its tents for yet another school sports day. Again I manage to get to the open door of the
environmental area before my dog; here I notice that Rocca’s owner is patiently waiting for his
dog to exit the same forbidden space. Out on the green I can see Davide, Janet and David the
Dogsitter. The latter tells me that he is going to take Skye on the underground today. We also
discuss the recent World Cup final and I express the thought that I was just glad the match did
not go to penalty kicks. This leads to my famous proposal that another way of determining the
winner of a drawn game is to require that each side extract one if its players every three minutes
of extra-extra time – thus stretching the field and making a goal ever more possible. David likes
the idea and suggests that the first player to be withdrawn should be the goalkeeper, for then we
would be sure to obtain a quick result. (I hope the FA is reading this.)
Fritz manages to stay pretty close to the action this morning but I need to make a quick getaway
a bit later in the proceedings, and so I collar him for a rapid raid on the doggy compound. This
morning we have Peter, Davide, Janet, Georgie, Ellen and Ronnie. Georgie once again has Bailey
and tells us that the return of the Cavalier came only after Ricky had forgotten which bell to
ring, had failed to bring his mobile phone with him, and had shouted her name while standing
on the front steps. Bailey now stations himself in an adjacent chair and rakes away at my arm
(fortunately cloth-covered today) until he receives a biscuit. Then his place is taken by DaisyMae – though she just bats her eyes and barks. Far too close to my knees Sparkie and Lucky are
having a fencing match with open mouths and flashing teeth. It looks potentially dangerous but
they never seem to bite one another.
Peter tells us that the fan on his computer is broken and we may have to write down this
Saturday’s turf selections ourselves. Davide announces that he has lost a kilo – gained during
nine days of home cooking in Sardinia. He also notes that he found an old premium bond – but
he hasn’t won any prize on it; Ellen says she once won a thousand pounds on such a bond. Janet
tells us that Lyndon has called to swear on his dog’s life that yesterday’s identification was
correct: that was a dwarf. Shortly before 10:00 Fritz and I make our way down the Morshead
roadway – where today’s MC is telling Notting Hill that the contestants for the grade eight egg
and spoon race are wanted at the entrance gate. I am just about to depart for the Renaissance
drawing exhibit at the British Museum when Morag calls to say she could only get tickets for
tomorrow’s session. This means I have to endure a whole day of starting pistols and false starts.
It quite makes a mission to Sainsbury seem like an oasis of beckoning calm.
Thursday, July 15:
A rather stormy night, with more than enough rattling windows, gives way to an equally volatile
dawn, and there is some moisture in the air as Fritz and I head for the park. I have the dog’s
raincoat in my jacket pocket, just in case, but we seem to be able to make normal progress
without it. I have another concern – a substandard poo during last night’s walk. When Fritz
squats to produce a slightly better specimen near the head of the track I realize that I have
forgotten his poo poo bags this morning. This means that the biscuit bag, the same one that I
have been using so long that all of the Stanley Gibbons Stamp Store info has worn off, must now
be employed – the biscuits themselves each taking a place in my jacket pocket itself. Fritz makes
only a short incursion into the environmental area and we are soon heading down the Randolph
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roadway, a second poo poo bag borrowed from Davide at the ready.
In the event this is not needed and we are soon on our way back to the café, twice passing a
puzzled Cavalier, Sidney, who has gotten himself separated from Sue and Milly. Huddling under
the umbrella we have Claire, Carrie and Brian. The latter leaves with his Jazz and in his place
we have Davide, Janet, Georgie, Peter, Ellen, and Wendy – with Hanna and Renata at a little side
table behind us. As often happens on inclement days Ronnie is absent, and I take his seat at the
head of the table – soon besieged by Daisy-Mae, Sparkie, Bailey, Winnie, Lucky and Panda, that
is by every dog but my own. He is at the other end, cadging treats from Claire and Carrie. Bailey
jumps into Peter’s lap and Daisy-Mae jumps into Ellen’s. Jack breaks off his eternal wrestling
with Lucky to protest over the presence of this intruder in a space he considers reserved just
for him. Lucky doesn’t seem to care: she is chasing Sparkie, who jumps into Claire’s lap for
sanctuary.
Peter tells us that his computer is definitively broken and that he is shopping for a new one.
Georgie says that she is keeping a list of expenses incurred in replacing food that Roxy has stolen
from other diners and that the departed Liz’s car is still parked in front of the house – with no
word on what its fate is to be. Sam stops by for a conversation over the fence. It seems that her
Jesse has gotten into a fight with the much larger Honey and that some owner has been bitten
as the animals were being separated. Carrie worries that such incidents may lead to restrictions
on the park dogs but Hanna says that Rec by-laws would have to be changed, and this isn’t
likely. The wind continues to rattle the umbrella but Georgie says that as long as it is not raining
we ought to make a move. As we near the Essendine exit we encounter the deaf chap whose
dog, Elvis, seems to have disappeared in the bushes. We call out this dog’s name and at last he
emerges. “Elvis has left the foliage,” I can conclude.
Friday, July 16:
Another stormy night (with far too little actual moisture) has given way to a bright, windy
morning in the park. Once again we can tell that we are in for another aural bombardment, with
the public address system already in play before 9:00 o’clock. Today it is the turn of Paddington
Academy and one of their American gym teachers has forgotten that he has a microphone in his
hand and that he doesn’t need to shout into it as well – let alone announce the progress of events
that all can see for themselves anyway. Fritz, whose poo seems fine, heads for the green and
chases down his tennis ball a few times before heading for the Grantully gate. I get him on lead
and we complete a circuit of the green itself but he seems most reluctant to accompany me in the
direction of the café – pulling left when I want to go right.
In the doggy compound we begin with a line-up that includes Ronnie, Peter, Ellen, Georgie,
Renata, Claire, Davide, and Wendy, but Vlad is at one little table with Tara and a couple comes in
with a black Lab named Noodles and they take places at the second. The presence of a stranger
galvanizes our animals into a frenzy of protest barking and we have to assure these strangers that
no malice is intended. As usual Daisy-Mae hops from seat to seat (Janet is at the hospital for her
second chemo-therapy session today) and my lap also seems to be a good venue from which to
launch her assault on my biscuit bag. Bailey spends a good deal of time here as well – though all
these mendicants are disappointed today. Roxy travels in a lazy circle, launching the intrusive
periscope of her nose over the tabletop when we least expect it. Renata, guarding her croissant,
refers to the Beagle as “the crocodile.”
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Peter brings us up to date on his search for a new computer and he and Renata have a tortured
conversation on the subject of e-mail. Davide says that he is still on compassionate leave and
that he will switch to stand-by next week, that BA has made an offer which, among other things,
strips cabin crew of their seniority (he will vote against it) and that he is taking the airline to
court over some money matter incurred months ago. He now joins Georgie in an early departure
– they are attempting to get home before rain arrives – and I am soon following. Once again Fritz
wants to go right when I want to go left but eventually we get straightened out for our return
journey. Today, at the Essendine gate, we meet a cousin, one of the two park Schnauzers named
George (this one has no tail). George is very interested in sniffing out Fritz and Fritz is very
interesting in avoiding any contact whatsoever – so it takes us a while to get through the gate.
Saturday, July 17:
We have a lovely (and blessedly quiet) morning in the park today, with fresh breezes and
mostly sunny skies. There is not much in the way of action on any of the footie pitches and no
distractions to delay us on our relentless march on the green itself. Here I discover Janet and
Dan; they are chatting with the American dad of Lucy the Puggle while the Maltese pair of Will
and Grace are just leaving. A little girl is being introduced to all the dogs by her farsighted dad,
and one by one our pets stop by to be petted. Fritz has to check out the Randolph roadway scene;
we have just reached this spot when Natasha, mobile phone in one ear, comes chugging down the
hill with Millie. After we have reached the gate on this side of the park we turn around and head
for the café, where a large Saturday ensemble is foregathering.
This morning we start with Dan, Janet, Georgie, Renata, Peter, Ellen and Ronnie, but before we
have finished Yara and Wendy have joined our table and Carrie, Hanna, Vlad and David the Dog
Sitter have found other space in the compound as well. Georgie begins the session with Roxy
tethered to the fence, a form of nuisance prevention that itself creates a nuisance ¬– since Roxy
begins to bark insistently, especially when food is brought to our table. Georgie, full of complaint
over the rawness of the fried tomatoes that accompany her scrambled eggs, places half a tomato
in front of the Beagle – only to have the treat spirited away by Winnie. The Pug can’t get the
prize into her mouth, however, and Lucky eventually claims the treat. Maxi has had a short back
and sides since last we saw him; he looks several shades lighter and several sizes smaller. “We’re
going to have to call you Mini,” Peter says.
Our park bookie, his computer still out of action, presents each member of the syndicate with
handwritten slips identifying our selections in the 3:00 at Newmarket. Yara decides to join the
group and gives Peter a fiver for the next set of races. She tells us that her temp assignment at
one investment firm is coming to an end and that she has her CV on file at quite a few other city
firms now. Janet reports on yesterday’s chemotherapy session; she seems in very good spirits,
though she does report some hair loss. I tell her that I spent several hours in hospital yesterday as
well, though in my case it was just the Western Eye Hospital on Marylebone Road – last April’s
eye inflammation having flared up again in the right eye. (This will explain the new supply of
drops at home and the presence of dark glasses on my nose throughout our session in the park.)
Conversation now shifts to yesterday’s announcement that Peter Sutcliffe, the Yorkshire Ripper,
has been told that his appeal has been declined and he will die in prison. Renata, who is poring
over a tabloid article on this subject, suggests a number of acts of mutilation as appropriate
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torture for the murderer, and Ronnie, listening to this sadistic catalogue, says, “You could write
for the Daily Mail yourself.”
Sunday, July 18:
Skies are cloudy but bright as Fritz and I, a few minutes later than usual, begin our Sunday
session in the park. Almost immediately a black woman with a large can of Dulux paint asks me
for directions to Randolph Avenue – this involves a complex journey through the environmental
area, but she is soon off. Fritz’s own visit to this space is fortunately brief and we are soon
passing the Thai footie lads and crossing the green, where David is again lofting the ball for
Skye. For some unknown reason we begin a long trip down memory lane (Notting Hill in the
Eighties) and I am well behind the others when it is time to head for the café.
We begin with a much smaller nucleus than yesterday’s session – just Ronnie, Peter, Ellen, Janet,
Georgie and Wendy, though Renata, Yara and Carrie are late arrivals and Hanna takes a little
table of her own. The idea here is to enjoy her breakfast in peace, but she is soon surrounded by
dogs in search of a handout, so I don’t think much peace is achieved. I have this same menagerie
at my knees on a number of occasions as well. Daisy-Mae is evidently hungry since Winnie has
eaten her breakfast (Dan and Davide are in Brighton for a wedding) and Georgie says that she
has to guard Sparkie’s bowl when Bailey and Roxy are closing in. Meanwhile Luna won’t come
when called – and she can still slip through the gates. So can Maxi, which is why Renata doesn’t
mind using her pink tosser to hurl his tennis ball from directly from her chair at our table. Peter
objects to the proximity of this instrument to his own ear – as Renata never bothers to check
what’s going on behind her when she launches the ball. (Hanna says that this is another reason
she prefers the safety of her own table.) Having lost Maxi’s ball, Renata now lofts one belonging
to Fritz. No dog chases this toy and I have to go out on the green to fetch it myself.
Janet has brought with her a notebook containing versions of the many PhotoShopped cards she
has made for the rest of us over the years, and this is passed from hand to hand with great interest
and appreciation. Janet wants to borrow my copy of Zadie Smith’s White Teeth since I have only
forty pages or so to go before completing this north London saga. I mention that I have had to
buy a new copy of the novel since it was Dorothy’s habit to loan out our books and then forget
who had them. (This will explain why I discovered our copy of the South Beach Diet book on the
Factor’s bookshelves in Palm Springs.) Hanna says she is experimenting with a new diet which
mandates that “warring foods” not be eaten at the same meal. She says that she is overfaced
by the complexities of booking a trip to visit her mother in Finland now that BAA workers are
threatening a strike that will affect UK airports. I am affected by this uncertainty as well, since
she doesn’t know if she’ll be able to sit with Fritz when I go on my next walk – at the end of the
month. By the time all these matters have been thoroughly discussed most of the breakfast crew
have long ago departed and so Fritz and I are on our own as we make our way past the cricketers
and down the Morshead roadway.
Monday, July 19:
Warmer weather is making a comeback as Fritz and I, under sunny skies, make our first visit
of the week to the still parched Rec. After we have reached the center of the green Fritz heads
off, with his tennis ball in his mouth, for a far corner – where Ellen is talking with the owner of
Monty, the black Lab. I follow, noting that Fritz has dropped his ball among two other lime green
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specimens; it takes me a while to figure out which is his. Monty eventually claims the others,
getting them both into his mouth at the same time, though Lucky manages to prize them out
again. Fritz hops onto the bench here and begins to rummage in Ellen’s shopping bag – which
already has a tear in it from Lucky’s teeth. By the time we return to the cricket crease we have
Ellen, Janet, Davide, Peter and Georgie here – and not a single other dog owner in sight. It is
as if we had entered a time warp – the old guard back in its rightful position and all the later
upstarts outlasted.
Daisy-Mae has found an abandoned rubber lamb and, even though it has lost its squeak, Fritz
soon claims this toy as his own, spending most of the café session gnawing at it under the table.
Our group this morning includes all of those already mentioned – plus Yasmina, Wendy, Hanna
and Claire. The latter has not been seen in several days and I tell her that if this was a prearranged absence we need to see some documentation. In fact Claire was attending a sister’s
hen night celebrations in the country, arriving home a bit the worse for wear. She had herself
arranged a version of It’s a Knockout! for the participants but, so she tells us, her team lost every
round because she couldn’t climb over any of the slippery obstacles while soaked in soapsuds.
Then, to add injury to insult, she was bitten by a horse (here she reveals the bruise on her left
arm). This leads to a discussion of the equine fraternity in general. I say that as beautiful as
horses are, I have always considered them stupid and dangerous and that watching them fighting
to avoid the starting gate at the start of Peter’s Saturday horse races has not dissuaded me from
this view. Peter now begins to whinge about something and reminds us that a pessimist is just an
optimist who had failed once too often.
Outside the compound a Slavic woman comes by with a Giant Schnauzer, a beautiful black
beast with sharply pointed ears. Our dogs raise a tremendous racket at this presence and I am
not completely successful in getting his name – though I know it rhymes with Ooty. Sasha, the
always smiling Golden Retriever, takes no part in this protest and Roxy is too preoccupied with
hoovering up the crumbs. Georgie says that the Beagle stole Sparkie’s dinner last night and that
by the time the dish had been wrested from her greedy jaws all the food had been siphoned out.
I am now able to report to Hanna that the BAA workers who are soon to vote on strike action
will not have their ballots counted until August 12 – so if she can complete her trip to Finland by
then she has nothing to worry about. However she has a new worry: T-mobile wants to erect a
phone mast on Elgin Avenue and she wants me to do something about it. We get up to begin our
back passage walkround. Fritz still has the rubber lamb in his teeth and we let him keep it. An
assembly of toddlers is going through the usual paces on the trackside green but this sports day
is clearly run by amateurs: no microphones, no starting pistols, no chanting. I can even open my
windows when I get home.
Tuesday, July 20:
The sun is just a few minutes away as we make our way into a gray park on a sultry Tuesday
morning. Just inside our gate I spot publicist Lynn Franks with her black Noodle and a personal
trainer. Is she getting into shape for another round of I’m A Celebrity, Get Me Out of Here!? The
gate to the environmental area is still locked and so there is no temptation here – and Fritz has
soon reached the green and headed for the sitting pair of Janet and Dan, off in the distance. Dan
leaves Winnie behind and heads off to work and Fritz switches his attentions to Claire, sitting at
her feet in worshipful admiration. Panda, meanwhile, has discovered that there are several babies
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out here – she would rather have a baby than a biscuit and soon she is climbing each little person
and covering every square inch with kisses. Georgie now enters from the Morshead roadway
with Sparkie, Roxy and Bailey. The latter ignores all of our calls and heads across the grass at
great speed for the Randolph roadway; there is some fear that he will continue on to the gate but
he stops at last. By this time we are heading into the café for our morning session of coffee and
dog treats.
A queue is forming outside the café doors and here Janet and I pause to thank Claire for her
amusing tales of hen night in the countryside. I ask if the wedding has also taken place, but this
is scheduled for next month. I am a bit surprised by the distance between the two events but it is
explained that there is so much drunkenness on hen and stag nights in England that custom now
dictates the need for some separation between these occasions. Claire now takes the little table in
the sunny corner, joined by Dex (who has the care of Rowena’s Timmy) and Carrie. At our table
we begin with Suzanne, Ronnie, Ellen, Peter, Georgie and Janet – though Suzanne soon departs
and Peter moves so that he can bend Janet’s ear with news of his latest computer purchase
(zzzzzzzz……). Patrick comes by with a raucous Buddy, the Golden Retriever, who greets
each of us with his deep-throated barking. Ronnie shows us pictures of his grandson Jasper in
the swimming pool and Renata arrives with Maxi and begins to leaf through Janet’s book of
PhotoShopped treasures, though she can’t turn pages and talk at the same time and she never gets
to the end of this volume.
I pass my copy of White Teeth on to Janet – who has been feeling sicker and suffering from
hair loss after her second chemotherapy session. Renata now begins a long disquisition on her
own teeth, after a day at the dentist yesterday. She is out of sorts after this ordeal, complains
that she can eat only bland foods, and says that her bedtime deconstruction now requires her
to deposit eyes, ears and teeth on her nightstand. Another factor in her discomfiture is that an
English girlfriend has started making excuses for not spending the scheduled two weeks on the
Portuguese holiday already booked by Renata. This fact leads our German friend to denounce
the English as devious and duplicitous. Janet, with great forbearance, says she doesn’t engage in
cultural stereotypes, resisting any Germanic generalizations. She, Georgie and I get up to begin
our back passage walkround. In the steel chasm between pitches we are again overtaken by Mary
McCartney and Paddy. I tell the others that Mary’s designer sister Stella has just been appointed
as official costumier of the 2012 British Olympic team and that, at the very least, I would expect
to see Mary wearing prototypes as she weaves her way around the Rec.
Wednesday, July 21:
It is a little fresher this morning, though still sunny and warm, and Fritz (who did well in a
tropical Regent’s Park yesterday afternoon) is lively enough as we make our way along the
familiar walkways. Peter is in conclave with Claire in the middle of the green (more computer
talk) and we march over to the Morshead roadway in order to greet Georgie, just arriving with
Sparkie, Bailey and Roxy. One of these beasts deposits a poo in front of the clubhouse and Fritz
manages to piss on it before she can pick it up. “Next time you won’t be so slow off the mark,”
I tease Georgie helpfully. Out onto the green comes Bekki with the repatriated Chica and I am
impressed by the former’s speed as she chases after the Boxer. A migration, in stages, begins in
the direction of the café. There are still portaloos in front of the regular bathrooms and reports
say that both have been punctuated by misplaced human feces.
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Another consequence of the slow-moving repairs to the loos over here is that water for the dogs
has to be sought at the counter of the cafe and this is what Ellen does when the tardy doors at last
open. Ronnie is left in charge of Lucky while this is taking place; the Corgi was spayed yesterday
at the Blue Cross animal hospital in Victoria and Ellen is keeping the lively lass on a short lead
in order to make certain that her stitches remain in place. The hospital in question, a great boon
to those who cannot afford regular vet fees, is evidently struggling – as more and more users are
making no donation whatsoever. At our table this morning we have Ellen, Peter, Ronnie, Janet,
Georgie and Renata; Claire, Hanna and Dex have their own table in the corner. Fritz goes from
knee to knee in search of handouts. At one point I note that he is petitioning Claire at the exact
moment when Panda is at my side, begging for a biscuit. Hanna soon picks my pet up for an
extended cuddle – while at our table the dogless Peter has Bailey (whom he always calls Bewley)
in his lap for much of the session.
Renata says that her mouth is much better after she has had the dentist file her new teeth so that
they will stop abrading the tongue – though she is out of earshot when some wag says, “Gee, if
the dentist had filed the tongue instead of her teeth we might not have to listen to any more of
this chatter.” From the table behind us Hanna tells us in great detail about her current diet. This is
because she really craves a bacon sandwich and the diet
allows both bacon and bread – but not at the same time. In the meantime she has lost a bag of
ribs which she purchased yesterday at the counter in Sainsbury’s. Georgie announces that her
sister Jean arrives for a visit tomorrow night and this means that Scottish Billy will be joining the
menagerie that currently includes Sparkie, Roxie, and Bailey. This trio, plus Winnie (a mere day
pupil) now heads off with Daisy-Mae and we follow. Another army of little kids is filing onto the
track; this can’t go on for long, as Georgie tells us in delight – the schools break up for summer
on Friday.
Thursday, July 22:
Although rain is promised for later in the day, the morning itself is another lovely specimen of
these summery days: warm, bright and refreshing. We are followed along our walkway by an
elderly gentleman on a bicycle; this is enough of a crime (given all the newly painted warnings
on this subject) but the offense is compounded when, shoving the bike through a hole in the
fence, the chap remounts his steed for a ride along the track itself. The parched green is dotted
with early sunbathers and once or twice I fear that one of our dogs is going to piss on these
supine objects. Fritz heads down the Morshead roadway; I think he is merely on his way to greet
Georgie, Sparkie, Roxy and Bailey, but he keeps on trucking and it takes me a while to get him
turned around. By the time we have returned to the café the doors are already open and it is time
to get in line.
Our group this morning includes Ronnie, Ellen, Peter (still fretting over his computer
transitions), Janet, Georgie, Yara, Suzanne, and Wendy (who has brought a friend as well). Lucky
is still on lead, though this does not mean she is any less eager for any treats going. T-bone Ted
is evidently out of sorts – a leg injury perhaps, though it is hard to tell because he spends every
session in Wendy’s lap anyway. In Chloe’s case there is no actual indisposition but Yara notes
that the Cavalier seems to be putting on weight (Ronnie is in denial about this) and I do note that
her back is, indeed, becoming ever broader. There is not much food on offer for our dogs and
this means that they spend most of the session beseeching handouts from my biscuit bag. Renata
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arrives with her grandson Jackson but the latter, ice cream cone in his hand, is uncertain about all
the dogs, and so she takes a chair in front of the café. Hanna, as usual, occupies her own table in
the corner, though there is no sign of Claire this morning – she is playing park hooky again.
I tell the others that I want them to look their best this weekend since I bought a new camera
yesterday and I want to experiment. “You mean we don’t always look our best?” Ellen wants
to know – a question for which I have no answer. Peter and Georgie are still arguing over
whose fault it was that they got lost when they drove home from the World Cup match watched
at Janet’s weeks ago. Janet is required to begin all over (for Yara’s benefit) the story of her
chemotherapy and its consequences. Peter tells us that we will receive only handwritten betting
slips this weekend. Georgie is called upon to fold Ronnie’s yellow biscuit bag into the size of a
postage stamp: she is just as good with yellow as she was with green. I have an errand in deepest
Acton this morning and so I don’t wait for the others when it is time to make a move for home.
Friday, July 23:
It is quite gray today and, in spite of my light-sensitive eyes, I can’t quite bring myself to don my
sunglasses. When we reach the green I have to pick the brain of David the Dogsitter with some
urgent questions about settings on my new camera. He walks with me toward the Morshead
roadway – where Fritz has headed to greet his old pal, Scottish Billy, just arrived for a visit with
Georgie’s sister, Jean. Also arriving from this direction are Christian, Reina, Maya, Vito and
Miro. Christian says that another dog owner has said that these French Bulldogs are referred
to by other park people as Ronnie and Reggie – after the Krays. “I didn’t think they were that
bad,” Christian says, somewhat offended by this characterization of his dogs as hoodlums. Then
he tells me that one of his bruisers pissed on the gym bag of a teenager who was sheltering in
the little metal gazebo at the foot of Mt. Bannister. In order to calm the injured party Christian
volunteered to wash the bag off, forgetting that we don’t have real toilets with sinks in this part
of the park these days and then heading into the café to borrow a damp cloth.
Fritz has wandered off during this conversation but he is waiting for me when I go in for coffee.
Our group this morning includes Ronnie, Ellen, Peter, Janet, Jean and Georgie, though Hanna
takes her own table, where she is joined by Renata. (Panda is here, but not with Claire – who is
attending a wedding in Italy.) Renata says that her Maxi has blossomed since he has joined the
society of park dogs; having had two other owners before Renata bought him on the Internet, he
was withdrawn and suspicious when she first got him. (To prove the point Maxi now jumps into
Janet’s lap for a cuddle.) Janet has brought a new spray bottle at Sainsbury and this weapon is
frequently deployed whenever there is too much barking at the fence or too noisy an assault on
the treat bag. I employ it several times to dissuade Bailey from scratching away at my arm and
Daisy-Mae from barking in my ear. Fritz escapes a squirt since, though he is equally greedy, he
manages to sit and stare at any would-be benefactor silently.
Peter thinks he has solved the latest crisis involving his new computer – but now his car won’t
start and he accepts Ronnie’s offer of a ride home. Georgie reports in triumph that her last
assignment in ferrying disabled kids to and from school will end for the summer at noon. Jean
thinks the park seems quieter than usual. She has come two days too late, for we also seem to
have reached the end of the sports day season as well – and on our back passage walkround we
encounter only spontaneous activity. As usual we make only slow progress at this task: DaisyMae penetrates the picnic area in search of squirrels, Winnie hangs back and Bailey enters the
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environmental area. While we are waiting for these animals to rejoin the party Janet tells me that
Sue has endured a tongue-lashing from a personal trainer because one of her dogs pissed on his
equipment bag. Reporting this incident to the front desk she received a sympathetic response
since the park (which has its own phalanx of such trainers on staff) is fed up with all these PT
cowboys, who evidently pay nothing for the use of this publicly maintained space.
Saturday, July 24:
I am carrying my new camera – in the hope of fathoming its many mysteries – as Fritz and I
head for the green on a lovely summer’s morning. Here we find Dan tempting Winnie with a new
toy, a snorting pink pig. Fritz is also interested but soon he has left behind the other dogs for a
charging run down the Randolph roadway. In the little enclosed garden at the end of the green
he discovers Hanna with Yoyo and Ellen with Jack and Lucky. The latter is still on lead, though
surely her convalescence cannot go on much longer. As Fritz disappears down a dark tunnel I
hook the chap and we slowly cross the parched grass one more time. I can see that the other dog
owners are also making their way toward the café.
While I am in the queue Ellen comes in to report that Roxy has made off with Susie’s chocolate
croissant; Georgie immediately orders a replacement. Dan says that, in addition to the
itemization of pilfered foodstuffs that will be presented to Liz eventually, Georgie must add an
embarrassment tax. These personalities now make their way back to our tables – joining Ronnie,
Susie, Peter, Jean, Janet and Renata. (Behind us Wendy is sitting with Hanna and in the corner
table we have Suzanne and Ray, bending over the backgammon equipment.) By this time Roxy
is tied to the fence, barking in protest. This morning Dan wields the spray bottle and Roxy
feels a blast from this source more than once – but so does Jean, though I can’t remember her
crime. With so many dogs at his home just now it is suggested that Georgie’s husband, James,
must be feeling very much the second-class citizen. “That’s always been his position.” Georgie
concludes.
It is noted, as of we haven’t had enough football lately, that the English leagues will be starting
all over again in three weeks or so. This is a matter of complete indifference to most of those
present but Jean swears her undying loyalty to Partick Thistle and says that she will even attend
some Glasgow fixtures this season. (Dan does perk up a bit when she says that pink is one of
this team’s colors.) Peter reports that his son has discovered that the recent difficulties in getting
his car started are perhaps related to the severing of his fuel pipe by one or more or our braindamaged citizens. At least Peter seems to be making progress with his new computer and he now
produces a printed version of our selections in the King George VI & Queen Elizabeth Stakes,
the 4:25 at Ascot. Janet offers to help him with other computer issues and to give him a ride
home (since his car is still without fuel). Thus he accompanies us on our back passage walkround
– the first time he has been back here in two years, he says.
Our progress is halting. First we are overtaken by a beefy troupe of football players wearing
the yellow jerseys of the Pig & Whistle pub. Then Roxy makes a foray into the environmental
area, not forsaking its overgrown perimeter until she has scarfed down a loaf of bread. Then
we are greeted by the bouncing Millie as Natasha walks by with her friend, the actress Nicola
Stapleton and the latter’s Shih-Tzu, Sonny. Finally we are overtaken by our local member of the
Westminster City Council, conducting an inspection tour with two park suits. “I just know it,” a
worried Dan says, “Winnie is going to do a big poo right in front of Jan Prendergast.”
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Sunday, July 25:
It is quite gray this morning, there are wet patches on the pavements, and no one would be
surprised to discover more moisture heading our way. Every now and then, as with Nicola and
Sonny yesterday, we get a blast from the past during our wanderings – and so it is today when
we encounter Trish with Tia, the athletic sheepdog who used to impress us all by leaping over
the exercise bars on the Morshead Road side of the park. When we reach the green I see Susie in
conversation with Ellen and Janet. She is carrying a dog lead but there is no dog, the sedentary
Chloe preferring to sit on the lap of her beloved daddy, Ronnie, back in the doggy compound.
The Scottish sisters now arrive with their menagerie: Sparkie, Bailey, Roxy and Billy. Fritz
greets this lot and then heads down the Randolph roadway. Here someone has tied a semiinflated pirate balloon to a low lamppost and its bobbing in the breeze serves to spook Sidney
and Milly, who are just arriving with Sue. Fritz does not join Milly in a bout of hysterical barking
and we are soon on our way back to the café.
A large group is foregathering and there is a lot of confusion over which dogs belong inside the
compound and which do not. Milly and Sidney are in the latter category but Fritz manages to
escape almost as soon as we arrive. Ronnie, Susie, Georgie, Jean, Janet, Dan, Peter and Ellen are
in their places at our tables, though Maddie the Cavalier’s mom is sitting behind us at her own
table – bravely wearing white trousers in the park.
An attempt is made at putting a muzzle on Roxy today, but it is soon dangling harmlessly from
her nose. Perhaps this special precaution is deemed necessary since Dan has brought with him
some of the leftover dessert from the five course meal he cooked yesterday – in this case it is a
lovely Eton Mess, which is doled out to breakfast participants on paper plates. “I can’t believe
I’m eating this while waiting for my sausage sandwich,” Georgie says. Out on the green I spot
David with Skye and I leave the table in order to ask him another camera question. While I am
out here Renata arrives with Maxi and manages to let Fritz escape a second time.
After I have retrieved my dog I discover that Renata has also taken my seat! In this case,
however, I do not blame our German friend but all the others – for not reminding her that the seat
in question was occupied. Then, to complete my rant, I remind them that they will not have me
to kick around tomorrow since Fritz has a beauty treatment scheduled for 9:00 at St. John’s Pets.
Renata now tells us that she will be taking her grandson to Bournemouth tomorrow and that she
needs to get home in order to tidy up before the arrival of her cleaner. This leads to a discussion
of such rituals – with Georgie admitting that she even has to wash her husband’s socks before she
can bear to throw them out. Dan is leafing through the Sunday Mirror and finds an ad for garden
figurines in the shape of meerkats – but Jean says she already has these in her garden in Glasgow.
Janet gets up to take pictures of the dogs finishing the last of the Eton Mess and when she sits
down again she almost crushes Daisy-Mae, who likes to leap into unoccupied chairs. (“You
almost had a flatmate there,” Peter says.) We head off on our back passage walkround. Near the
running track we encounter George, the be-tailed Schnauzer. His owner pauses to give Fritz a
cuddle. “When do you have his hair cut?” he wants to know. “Tomorrow,” I reply, “and not a
moment too soon.”
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Tuesday, July 27:
My absence from the park yesterday is explained, of course, by the aforementioned appointment
with sartorial excellence ¬– which Fritz met with his usual panic as we entered the doors of St.
John’s Pets yesterday at 9:00. We had walked all the way to Allitsen Road, a journey of some 35
minutes – and accomplished in a surprisingly straightforward fashion (Fritz is a lot better on lead
than he used to be). Our return journey was accomplished in a light drizzle but fortunately I had
brought raincoats for both of us. Of course Fritz looked a treat; what a pity that his face had to be
lowered into that sticky foodstuff at dinnertime.
It is still somewhat overcast and quite sultry as we head for the park this morning. Out on the
green Fritz heads for Ellen and Janet, ignoring the always slightly distasteful sight of Jack
humping away on the prone body of his much larger sister, Lucky. From behind we now have the
jaunty figure of Gus, a mostly black Miniature Schnauzer with great floppy ears. He is forever
trying to ingratiate himself with his cousin and Fritz is, as usual, not having any of it. Slightly
more acceptable is the presence of a a third member of the tribe, Oscar, who rushes over with
Scamp as each of these fellows takes a turn at pissing on a lamppost. Near the Grantully gate
we meet Suzanne, walking with Sunny and Suki. She says she has been reading Alexandra
Horowitz’s Inside of a Dog – even though she never reads non-fiction – and that she is astonished
how this book on animal psychology has not only pinpointed many of her own dog’s habits, but
her own as well. I now cross the green and deposit Fritz inside our compound while I scurry off
to leave a prescription at the chemists on Maida Vale Parade.
Above us, I note on my return, a man is painstakingly scraping away all the moss and other
vegetation on the café roof; it is like having a new roof when he is finished. Below him Ronnie,
Peter, Ellen, Georgie, Wendy, Janet and Davide are seated under the umbrella – though Linda
eventually arrives with Pepper (with George now out on the green that makes it a five Schnauzer
morning). Peter has had a fall this morning and his face is red and bruised. He is not the only
one complaining of an injury for outside the fence Claire, reunited with her Panda, is walking
around gingerly after turning her legs to jelly with the descent of 700 steps at Positano last week.
Georgie is also foot-weary and says she is going back to bed as soon as she gets home. Davide
says that he is also tired, not having slept well since his return from South America – he is off to
Muscat tomorrow. These people must think they are sitting with a madman as I tell them that I
will be departing for a week’s walk in Scotland on Thursday. They do all manage a back passage
walkround, though there is plenty of time to rest when Bailey penetrates the environmental area
and its bushes. Half a dozen voices are calling on him to come out but Linda says, “I think he’s a
bit lost.” “Bailey could get lost in a telephone booth,” some wag adds.
Wednesday, July 28:
In the bright sun it is quite warm today – but there are high clouds everywhere and most of the
time it is pleasant and fresh in the park. As we enter we are greeted by Lynn Frank’s Noodle, who
bounces over to see what Fritz is up to while her mistress accepts the instructions of a personal
trainer. I have to stand in front of the door to the environmental area in order to prevent entry –
not helped in this matter by the incursion already underway by cousin Oscar. Out on the green
we put the tennis ball into play – my dog certainly seems to have regained his energy now that
he is cooler. A young mother is sitting on the grass with a little boy and a Jack Russell; all of the
other dogs rush over to visit this group and to receive a cuddle from the little boy. Fritz touches
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noses with a lovely white and gold Chow named Jo-Jo and by this time (somewhat earlier than
usual) I can see that coffee is already being served at the café.
The aforementioned Jack Russell manages to get himself behind the counter while his mistress
is fingering each of the proffered bananas in order to find just the right one for junior. Our group
is somewhat smaller than usual this morning since Jean is away visiting a friend and they have
kept Janet in hospital overnight in order to combat an infection. We do have Ronnie, Peter, Ellen,
Wendy, Georgie and Sue. The latter, who has brought Sidney and Milly with her, announces that,
after thirty-five years, she has sold her flat and bought a cottage in Hampstead Garden Suburb.
Then she denounces Ellen for over-treating Lucky and says she will not sit down next to Ronnie
if he is smoking. “He’s not smoking,” I assure her, “he’s merely smoldering.” To add to the usual
menagerie at our feet we have the introduction of Fitz, a lively Bichon. Outside the gate we also
have Rex, the mostly grown Alsatian, who (like so many of the other dogs) grows anxious at
the disappearance of a parent into the confines of the café. This dog, however, is clever enough
to jump on the gate, which yields to this pressure and opens up to admit the animal – who also
rushes into the café in search of mommy.
Peter has to explain the bruises on his face –“You should see the other guy.” I have to repeat
all the details of my forthcoming walking expedition in Scotland. And Georgie has to add that,
having arrived with three dogs (Sparkie, Roxy, and Bailey) she will be heading for home with
five – since she has now assumed custodianship of Winnie and Daisy-Mae from Dan. (When
Jean returns from her visit Billy will make this an even half-dozen at home.) Every dog in this
list soon encamps at my knee, begging for biscuits. Hanna comes in now and praises Fritz for his
lovely appearance. I get up to leave before the others – with many errands to run in anticipation
of my travels. Little footie lads are under summer instruction on two of the pitches. Near the exit
we meet Stella the Saffie with Christianne and baby Ava. Then it’s Noodle again – just in time to
receive a farewell growl from Fritz.
Thursday, July 29:
Skies are somewhat overcast and so is my mood: I always feel this way when I am about to leave
the comforting presence of home and dog. A jogging Michaela pauses to bring me up to date on
her recent travels in my native California and Fritz is charged down once again by Scamp and
Oscar. I manage to extract him from the environmental area after only a minute or so and then we
join a large group of dogs in the middle of the green; here Dan, on his way to work, is just adding
Winnie to the mix. Fritz chases his tennis ball around and, indeed, Hanna finds another to toss his
way and Claire has several as well. At one point we have to bribe him with a treat in order to get
him to drop the ball. Claire says she is bored with ball games but she plans to get a ball tosser for
Panda, who seems to enjoy such pursuits.
The queue has already formed at the counter of the café and it seems to take forever for my
cappuccino to arrive. At table this morning we have Georgie, Jean, Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, Suzanne
and Hanna. (Janet is still in hospital battling a low white cell count.) I ask Georgie what it was
like to have six dogs at home yesterday and she says that there was a feeding frenzy at mealtime
but thereafter each of the animals just went to sleep ¬– so there was no problem. Someone comes
by looking for a water bowl and Claire picks up an old plastic container and heads with it into
the café. She is soon back to say that the staff will bring out some water – that Health and Safety
won’t allow other receptacles to enter the sacred precincts of the kitchen. (Looking at the rejected
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container, she says she has to agree.) The café is involved in this process because the loos are
still closed. Georgie says that one of the workmen admits there is a delay because someone
forgot to order materials in a timely fashion.
The dogs are active at my feet throughout the session, and I note that the other owners may have
to start ordering toast while I am away – since I am taking my biscuit bag with me. Now I have
to endure a litany of suggestions on what I should add to my pack – you would think that I have
never walked before, even though I am about to approach my mile 4500 on Anglo-Celtic trails.
Suzanne and I quarrel over whether those really are blueberries at the side of our back passage
footway. She says they are and I dissent. Many pause to bid farewell as we reach our exit and we
cross the street for the last time before heading for home. Here we discover the cat, Gin (short for
Ginger), lazily napping on a windowsill as we head inside. An hour later Linda arrives to pick up
Fritz and I have a million things to do before I am ready to go.
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Bailey hovers over Makiko’s breakfast.

The Great British Bark Off

Saturday, August 7:
I return to the park today – after completing 80 miles on Scotland’s Speyside Way with my
walking companion (and former student) Gavan. In my absence Fritz has enjoyed the hospitality
of Linda and her family (especially bonding with Rob, evidently) and I have received several
reports by mobile phone during the walk. My dog was also taken by Janet to dinner at Dan and
Davide’s, and he spent yesterday afternoon with his Auntie Georgie as well. Indeed, when we
reached home at 4:50 yesterday afternoon, I rushed into the park in hopes of finding him there.
In the doggy compound Georgie and Jean were just starting their coffees – after walking over
with the Magnificent Seven: Billy, Sparkie, Winnie, Daisy-Mae, Roxy, Bailey and Fritz. All of
these dogs were happy to welcome back the biscuit man. Fritz seemed exhausted from his social
schedule and went to sleep on the living room sofa almost immediately, rousing himself only to
share in some pizza crusts when the man from Domino’s arrived an hour or so later.
There is a terrific turnout on the still parched green this morning –including the Magnificent
Seven, of course, and quite a few other dogs as well. Among the latter we can name Ninja,
the tiny Pomeranian – who evidently likes to mount a very puzzled Daisy-Mae – and a Westie
named Womble, who is making his first visit to the park. Many of these dogs (but also Panda,
Oggy, Sunny, Tara, Chloe, Lucky, Jack and Koji the Shiba Inu) make it into the crowded doggy
compound. Here I am besieged by supplicants – with Bailey hoping to improve his chances by
jumping into my lap and trying to rake at the goody bag with his paw. Sparkie and Winnie have
three snarling matches, with some disagreement among the owners over whom to blame for each
episode – Dan insisting that Sparkie winds Winnie up by whining in a register so high that no
human ear can detect this provocation, and Georgie claiming that her pet is always the innocent
victim. Koji drinks from the water bowl with his own front feet in the bowl itself. It’s nice to see
that some things never change.
We begin with ten at table: Dan, Janet, Georgie, Jean, Suzanne, Ronnie, Susie, Peter and Ellen
each taking a chair and then, after the latter two have departed, Carrie and Claire take their places
so that they can smoke under the umbrella if there is any threat of rain. Claire says that her Panda
is now in love with Koji, having given up on any return of affection from Fritz. Claire is sitting
on her own curled legs and Peter now attempts to duplicate this pose in his own chair – almost
succeeding. He then passes out his selections for today’s wager in the 2:50 at Haydock. Dan
says that he is on emergency call in the world of West End box office business but there are no
emergencies while we are drinking our coffee. He also has the notion, inspired by my recent trip,
that we should all rent a minivan and tour Scotland with our dogs. We begin a mass migration
along the back passage, where some brat of a kid is deliberately kicking his football against the
board at the bottom of the cyclone fence in order to get some reaction from us. We decide to
ignore this gesture but there is no ignoring the mound of fenced-off earth at the Essendine gate
— are we going to get some substitute at last for the late lamented flower-bed?
Sunday, August 8:
A rainy day has given way to an overcast morning, with the promise of better weather to come.
Fritz makes short work of our progress toward the green and he is soon dashing ahead to greet a
small group of dogs – including Jack, Lucky, Lucy and Daisy-Mae. Soon Dan is entering from
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the right. He is carrying a hula hoop and running along with the circle just above the ground so
that the advancing Winnie has to leap through the ring as the two move forward. Soon he, Janet
and Georgie have all had a go at keeping the hula hoop revolving around their hips, but none
of them seems to be able to manage the trick. A dozy Golden Retriever named Justin is brought
onto the green by a teenaged girl – who offers treats to the other dogs. Justin lies meekly in
the grass whenever another dog approaches and Dan notes that he is obviously submissive – a
remark that causes the girl’s job to drop as through Dan had just said something particularly
obscene. Stephen comes onto the green now with Will and Grace and on the periphery Mary
Queen of Shops is having a spirited jog, pursued by her dog Walter.
Invariably tuned to the golden oldies, the café now offers us one more chance to hear it true
de grapevine. At our tables we again number ten, including Dan, Janet, Georgie, Jean, Susie,
Ronnie, Peter, Ellen and Renata. The latter has been seen bopping around town with the top
down on her Nissan Micra Sport convertible, Maxi’s ears blowing in the wind. Much of the
conversation this morning is devoted to a nostalgic stroll down the halls of British sitcom heaven
and it is in this context that Renata says she once met Ronnie Corbett in Battersea Park and that
he obviously fancied her. Dan does impressions from a number of the shows now discussed
and then he helps Renata understand the subtle difference between Robin Williams and Robbie
Williams. Susie says that her Ronnie spends most of his TV time watching the Yesterday channel
but he says, “You like it too!”
Peter is muttering about our luck in yesterday’s 2:50 at Haydock – where we had the winner but
our other two horses were also-rans. Jean announces that she may go back to Glasgow tomorrow
(“I miss my wee bed”) and there is great consternation over this possibility (well, Georgie says
nothing). As this matter is being discussed Roxy almost succeeds in making off with Jean’s
sausage sandwich; Georgie says that yesterday she had a wrestling match on the street when
the Beagle managed to get a whole pizza into her mouth. Roxy is one of the petitioners at my
knee now; several of the dogs seem to set up an encampment here – just staring at me as though
they had not eaten in weeks. It is getting very late but I don’t start for home on my own since
I want to use the good offices of the Scottish sisters first. This means that, having run out of
almost everything in the larder (and not wanting to head for Sainsbury’s before Wednesday) I am
planning to hand Fritz over to these ladies as I rush into Hamish II in order to remedy some of
the shortfall. This I do a few minutes later and, with the time now nearing 11:00, we can at last
head for home.
Monday, August 9:
We begin our adventures in the park under sunny skies, though these gradually give way to gray
ones over the next hour or so. The little hillock facing the Essendine gate is now decorated with
rolls of turf, waiting to be installed sometime soon. This is not an adequate substitute for our lost
flowerbed, nor will the grass thrive here, under all these trees, but I suppose we can be satisfied
that, at last, we will have our own “grassy knoll.”
Up behind us comes a very docile and silent Yoyo, today accompanied by Lizzie. Yoyo and Fritz,
now that they are both off lead, seem to get along much better than in close confinement and
they soon disappear behind the cypress trees. Fritz is the first to emerge, heading for the green
– where he soon joins a dog party that includes Daisy-Mae, Jack, Lucky and Sasha. I begin to
worry that he is about to lift a leg on a woman who has chosen this busy spot for a bit of yogic
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meditation, but nothing happens. The tennis ball is put into play and he has this object in his
mouth when Billy, Bailey, Sparkie and Roxy arrive. Jean, who is not going home today after all,
is wearing an orange WKD tee-shirt and I keep thinking that she is one of the gardeners.
Once again you can hear it true de grapevine in the café, where Davide is ordering coffee for
four. Our group includes our BA steward plus Georgie, Jean, Renata, Janet, Peter, Ellen, and
Ronnie. Renata, it is soon noted, is rapidly pulling even with Peter in the pessimism sweepstakes.
She complains that it is going to rain all weekend, that she no longer seems to have an ass in the
right position, that all her friends are dead, and that the organic food she has bought for Maxi
is full of maggots. When Ronnie gets up to leave he offers Peter a ride. “Why don’t you walk
home? It would be good for you,” Renata says. “Why don’t you mind your own business?” Peter
responds. He now follows a teetering Ronnie across the green (Ronnie is having a bad week with
his MS) and Renata has to content herself with mocking the accents of her tablemates – with
special attention to any Americans present.
Georgie says that she has been sleeping ever so soundly since her James has gone off to Hereford
– “I hardly have to move the duvet when I get up.” “I make my bed with me still in it,” Renata
insists. We discuss the Notting Hill Carnival, due at the end of the month, but it is easy to see that
this lot consider the event too commercial and too dangerous to enjoy at close hand. Just when
we are about to depart Angie comes by, pushing her wheeled chair, and there is a great outcry
among the dogs for their old friend. Angie decides to come in, therefore, promising to find some
treats in the larder beneath the chair seat – though Daisy-Mae jumps on this and sits down on the
lid. Puffed jerky is soon distributed to the animals and Angie tells us about her car troubles and
her plans to sell antiques from a neighborhood stall. At last we are off on our return journey; the
turves of grass are still awaiting installation.
Tuesday, August 10:
An early morning rain has not left us, though it is dripping only slightly as Fritz and I make our
way into the park; it’s just as well that the moisture is not more profound ¬– since Linda still has
my dog’s raincoat. I notice that the work on the grassy knoll is almost complete and I plan to call
the Essendine entrance the JFK memorial gate from now on. Fritz moves forward very slowly,
sampling grass shoots. I suppose this is his way of reminding me that he had no supper last
night – my fault since I had nothing in the house with which to spice up his boring dog food and
he went on hunger strike in retaliation. The usual lot are at play out on the green – whose grass,
because of the recent drought, is so short that there is no danger of wetness penetrating our shoes.
Rex, the athletic Alsatian, is out here chasing his blue Frisbee. He is able to bang open the café
gates when it is time to go in for coffee, but he seems better settled in the doggy compound itself.
I get stuck behind Georgie in the queue (four coffees and assorted sarnies) and there is only one
barista at work. Just as I am about to present my order the recently returned Ofra walks by and
“an Ofra coffee” is added to Georgie’s list. Ofra now joins a table that includes Jean, Georgie,
Janet, Davide, Ellen, Peter and Claire. The latter has again managed to perch on her own legs and
I warn her that if Peter tries to imitate this posture a second time he is bound to get stuck. Claire
recommends that he begin with some yoga exercises but the idea of Peter in a leotard is enough
to put us all off our coffee. To accompany the latter today we have some Israeli chocolates
brought by Ofra. She tells us that she has left her son Guy behind in Jerusalem and that he has
cut his long blonde hair off – bringing to an end the troubled quest for the perfect conditioner.
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Ofra is also planning a trip to New York and she now considers whether to bring her son along
too – “It could be a treatment for him.” Meanwhile the car belonging to the latest New Yorker,
Liz, has finally been picked up for repairs from the spot in front of Georgie’s house. Georgie says
that last night Ofra picked up her Bailey at our local wine bar, Le Cochonnet, where the Scottish
sisters had gone to get pissed ¬– and where a bisexual babe, choosing the wrong sister, had asked
for Georgie’s phone number.
Our trip home is full of incident. First Sparkie and Daisy-Mae enter the empty five-a-side pitch
for some spirited chasing. This so excites Roxy that she is allowed to join them. The other dogs
can figure out how to extricate themselves from this area but Roxy cannot be directed to return
to the gate and Georgie has to go in after her. By this time Sparkie and Billy have advanced as
far as the open door of the environmental area. Billy comes back when called but Sparkie crosses
the bridge and nothing will bring him back. Soon a large delegation is wandering around this
forbidden space looking for the elusive Yorkie ¬– who is having a good sniff at the far end while
completely ignoring demands that he return. Georgie ends up carrying him out of the place and,
reunited, we are able to make a more orderly progress at last. At least it has stopped raining.
Wednesday, August 11:
A lovely summery morning greets us at last as we head for the park on a sunny Wednesday. I
note that the top of the grassy knoll is still uncarpeted – does this mean that there is still some
hope for a flowery crown? Fritz makes a lively passage toward the green and he is soon chasing
his broken tennis ball all over the place. Some of our regulars are already in position but there
are newcomers as well, including a small posse of four little girls (one with a broken arm) who
have brought a number of dogs along. These include the little black Poodle, Charlie, plus Diva
the Chihuahua and a new Bichon puppy named Pepper. The latter is a delightful chap and our
Lucky soon has him bouncing off the turf. Fritz now begins to range widely, first heading to the
Grantully side, where Renata is plaintively calling for her missing Maxi – until I point out that
he is sitting docilely at her heels. Then we have to undertake a prolonged progress toward the
Randolph gate before finally returning to the café.
By this time we are about ten minutes behind the others and once again there is a long wait in
the coffee queue ¬– with only one baristo active behind the counter. For the second day in a
row Ofra has taken my seat. It does no good, evidently, to claim you place by scattering your
possessions in front of it on the tabletop; Renata, in a parody of vacationing Germans, has been
known to claim her place by tossing a towel onto a chair. I move a new seat into place and
share in Ofra’s chocolates, which again make an appearance, and in some ancient photos of her
service in the Israeli Army. Joining us this morning, in addition to Renata and Ofra, are Peter,
Ellen, Janet, Davide, Wendy, Jean and Georgie. The latter says that she was reluctant to pick up
the phone yesterday, thinking it might be the masher from the Cochonnet, but it was only Liz, it
turns out, calling to check on Roxy. Davide announces that he will be having lunch at Nobu in
Tokyo on Saturday and that he has already printed out the menu. Claire comes by with Panda
and leaves an envelope with some materials for her next big clothing sale on the table – with a
curious Ofra unable to curb her curiosity and therefore having a look inside.
Opposite the doggy compound a dozen prambulators are playing footie with a pink ball (why,
with all the green to choose from, does everybody pitch up here?). Perhaps because Ronnie is
absent, I am more than ever the target of canine entreaty. Bailey and Daisy-Mae are raking away
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at my arms, Winnie is attempting to snatch every biscuit intended for another mouth, and Fritz
soon finds that his usual morning treats are rapidly disappearing (he sets up camp at Ellen’s
feet and moans piteously). I offer a treat to Roxy – “You haven’t had any biscuits today – or
any fingers either, I see.” Long before the usual time I have run out of food altogether and I
have to stare back at those accusatory eyes in utter shame. We get up to begin a back passage
walkround. I notice that Georgie keeps Sparkie on lead until we have passed the open gate to the
environmental area.
Thursday, August 12:
It’s a gray and chilly morning in the park as Fritz I get things underway today. We now pass
the unusual sight of a chap who has brought his own mattress with him and, on his back on
a bench at the head of the track, remains in a deep slumber – his mobile phone clutched in
one unconscious hand. Fritz disdains the open door to the environmental area and makes a
quick progress toward the green, where Dan, on his way to work, is just passing Winnie over
to Georgie for the day. Fritz rushes about a bit and soon he is the focus of admiring attention
coming from a number of ladies out here with their own animals. These include Mary Queen of
Shops, who bends down to give him a nice cuddle. Sparkie now appears and steals the tennis ball
belonging to Mary’s dog, Walter – who is described as half Schnauzer. Billy then steals Fritz’s
ball, not to be outdone, but my dog is off on his travels – and by the time I have collared him
again the others have long since left the green.
Another long wait in the coffee queue – since the same chap who takes the coffee orders has to
make the coffee orders. We are only seven at table this morning – as I sit down with Peter, Ellen,
Ronnie, Janet, Jean and Georgie. By this time Jean has rescued Fritz’s ball and Sparkie has gone
on to a new crime category – barking at all and sundry as they pass by. (With Janet, wielding the
spray bottle again, trying to squirt him into submission. This weapon is now kept permanently in
one of the adjacent planters, along with an ashtray.) Sparkie is among the petitioners at my knee;
he even manages to steal a biscuit I have tossed to Roxy (I have decided to save my remaining
fingers and not feed her by hand). Georgie says that Roxy has again fished something out of a
bin in the street and that attempts to wrest it away from the Beagle have proved ineffective. She
doesn’t know which foodstuff had been secreted in the purloined tinfoil – she only knows that
Roxy ate the tinfoil too.
Peter says that thieves have again siphoned petrol from his car and then he and I discuss briefly
the comeback efforts of the English football team – which defeated Hungary in a friendly
at Wembley last night 2-1. The last of the Israeli chocolates is consumed and there is some
discussion of what to do with the box. Peter evidently has a collection of boxes, each waiting
for some useful purpose in the future. This leads me to a discussion of my own use of Ferrero
Rocher plastic boxes – which house three of my collections, Underground and British Rail
tickets and also taxi firm cards. There is a good deal of gentle mocking after this admission but I
have two ripostes. First I remind Janet that after my demise she will certainly be called on by my
executors to help sell these collections on eBay. Second, I remind Peter that it is all very well for
these ladies to scoff – but what about their own collections of redundant lipsticks and nail polish
bottles which, by now, must be approaching museum quality.
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Ronnie joins us on our back passage walkround, as Janet is going to give him a ride home. When
we reach the head of the track we discover that our sleeping visitor is still slumbering away
– oblivious to all the comings and goings at his side. His cold dead hand has yielded a prize,
however: the mobile phone has fallen to the pavement below and it now lies in two forlorn pieces
beneath the supine figure.
Friday, August 13:
The cool, gray weather continues for a second day as Fritz and I begin our day in the park. As
we continue forward at a lively pace. I notice that the bench snoozer has at last departed. Fritz is
well ahead of me in his advance on the green and when I arrive he is crossing the grass to join a
group of dogs and their owners at the eastern end. Once again Dan is just turning Winnie over to
Janet before heading off to work. Georgie and Jean soon arrive with their dogs and young George
(the be-tailed Schnauzer) is here as well. Miro shows up as well and this causes Jack to snarl and
charge, a rare display of energy in the little fellow. For that matter, Billy and Miro are on snarling
terms at best and Miro soon departs to rejoin Vito and the rest of his family. Now, for the second
time this week, Billy can devote himself to stealing Fritz’s ball. For his part Fritz is certain that
Ellen is holding out on him, that there must be some rare treat in that blue shopping bag, and he
sits at her feet and whines. This obsession makes it easier to get him moving toward the café –
when Ellen herself heads this way with Lucky and Jack.
In addition to those already mentioned our breakfast group includes Ronnie, Susie, Ofra, Peter
and Wendy. Peter wants to know if we are ready for some dire news – his way of introducing the
fact that the world is going to come to an end in 2036, when our planet is scheduled to collide
with an asteroid. He has figured out how old each of the breakfast participants will be when the
cataclysm takes place and he insists that he has this ominous news directly from NASA. (While
he is fretting about 2036 he fails to note that today is Friday the 13th.) Renata arrives with her
neighbor’s little boy and he soon heads off to the playground. I have noticed that he has wires
behind his curly hair and she now explains that he was born without a cochlea – but that new
technology has permitted the implantation of a device that not only allows him to hear but also
to speak normally as well. Renata offers to buy him an ice cream before he goes off, but he
declines. Thereafter she refuses to share her croissant with the ravenous dogs, complaining all
the while that their wet paws are staining her blue jeans. Daisy-Mae is sitting in my lap but when
she jumps off she manages to land on Winnie’s back and the Pug retaliates with considerable
vigor. Winnie is plucked from this conflict by Georgie, whereupon Daisy-Mae attacks Sparkie for
good measure. It’s a jungle down there.
Both Ronnie and I have brought biscuits but there are many mouths to feed and we have soon
exhausted our supply. Again this serves as the cause for profound sorrow in the assembled
canines. I won’t have Billy’s soulful eyes staring at me for long, it turns out, because Jean is
returning to Glasgow tomorrow noon. “We’ve heard that before,” I tell Georgie, but the latter
insists that this time it is true, “I booked her seat myself.” (Georgie tells us that she left the gas on
last night, by accident, so perhaps Jean is right to leave soon.) Bailey is sitting in Peter’s lap for
much of the session (and getting his ears into Peter’s coffee) while Ofra has a long conversation
on her mobile phone with her husband, Ricky. The topic of conversation, not surprisingly, is
mobile phones – since Ofra wants a new one and she wants it now. (Ricky: “I always wanted just
two children – why did I end up with three?”) It is time for us to get a move on and we scatter
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– Renata remaining alone at the table, Peter (with all those 2036 preparations ahead of him)
and Ofra heading down the Randolph roadway, and the rest of us beginning our back passage
walkround. A few minutes after getting home it begins to rain.
Saturday, August 14:
It is raining again as Fritz and I prepare for our Saturday in the park – though the moisture has
come to an end by the time we have reached our usual walkways. This means that the dogs have
dry weather for their furious games on the green: even Roxy and Winnie are dashing about with
the speedsters like Billy and Sparkie. I produce a tennis ball from my rain jacket and Fritz chases
this down a few times. Dex comes to the cricket crease with his Ozzy – and objects when Fritz
lays a paw on his pristine jeans. Then my dog heads down the Randolph walkway, getting all the
way to the gate before we turn around to reach the café. By this time the others are heading this
way as well.
Peter passes around our choices in the 2:30 at Newbury and reminds us that next week we need
to renew our stakes. Georgie is complaining that she is already out of pocket after paying her
sister £37.16 ¬– her debt after two weeks or so of two-handed kaluki. Today really is Jean’s last
day – it is evidently warm and sunny in Glasgow. Others seated at our table are Ronnie, Susie,
Ellen, Ofra, Janet and Dan. When the rains return we are joined by Yara; even Vlad abandons his
little table to take shelter under our umbrella and when Hanna arrives with Yoyo she too takes
a seat at the head of the table. I pass around a letter from Helen, the young American girl (now
living in Washington, D.C.) who was once a stalwart of the Paddington scene; she has also sent a
CD with over forty photos of the dogs of 2006 and Dan will take this home to copy its contents.
Yara and Ofra begin to discuss eyeliner and then Yara begins to treat her hair with some sort of
unguent. Dan and Ofra pass around their wristwatches so that the assembled coffee drinkers can
tell us which Rolex is the fake – they both are, it turns out. Dan’s watch has a calendar function
and with it he proves that April 13, 2036, will not be a Friday, as Peter asserted yesterday, but a
Sunday instead.
Today is Lucky’s first birthday and Ellen has purchased a bacon sandwich for the dogs in the
Corgi’s honor. (Chloe is not allowed to share in this treat, having left a little gift on the carpet for
Ronnie and Susie last night.) Daisy-Mae attacks Billy – as a farewell gesture, and then comes
over to me and tries to cajole another biscuit out of my bag. The giant Schnauzer makes another
appearance outside the fence and all of our dogs, lead by Fritz, have a fit over this alien presence.
The rain has by now been bucketing down for half an hour but when it slackens a bit we decide
to make a dash for the Morshead gate with our dogs – none of whom has a raincoat today. Each
of them has a go at chasing Gus from our path as we near the foot of the running track – where
they have erected a derrick-shaped climbing apparatus as part of the day’s fun and games.
“Look,” I say, “they’ve discovered oil in Maida Vale at last. No more dependency on foreign
energy sources.”
Sunday, August 15:
Skies have brightened considerably as Fritz and I head for the park today. It is not that warm but
I am still comfortable enough in a light sweatshirt – and at least there is no more moisture. As we
near the back of the central pitch I can see a football flying over the fence and into the cypress
trees. I fish it out for the lads who have miss-kicked it here and throw it back from a lower spot
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in the perimeter fence. (No thanks are offered for this gesture.) When we reach the green I can
just see Dan and Georgie heading for the eastern end, where Janet is waiting. Behind us we also
have Ellen, sitting on a bench with Jackie, the owner of Monty the black Lab. Jack has also made
a place for himself on the bench and I soon look up to see that Fritz is sitting up there as well.
Winnie has arrived in a carryall since she is again bothered by a sore front paw. Much fuss is
made over the invalid, who hops around with the paw raised pathetically off the ground. Fritz is
soon off on his journey of discovery; this time he heads up the walkway on Mt. Bannister and I
follow him all the way over the top and back to the Carlton roadway, where we turn left to head
for the café.
Our group this morning includes Dan, Georgie, Janet and Ellen, of course, but also Peter, Susie,
Ronnie, Renata, and Ofra. A little bit later Carrie and Claire set up headquarters at a little table
behind us as well. Janet offers to hang on to the hysterical Oggy while Carrie goes in for her
coffee and this works reasonably well. Claire is wearing a t-shirt with a Panda motif, but this is a
reference to the black and white bear and not her own dog of the same name. Over in a far corner
of the café forecourt Christian and Reina are having breakfast while baby Maya staggers around
in what must be among her first efforts at this skill they call walking. (“My husband often comes
home like that” – Georgie.) Challenged over this decision to eschew the dog area itself, Christian
explains that Reina has difficulty, at this hour of the morning, with Ronnie’s cigar smoke. Very
well, no biscuits for Miro and Vito, though the other dogs are on to me as soon as I have brought
my cappuccino from the counter. Sore paw, or not, Winnie manages to rake a hole in my biscuit
bag in her eagerness for treats. Then she settles down in Dan’s lap like a Mandarin princess,
opening her eyes every now and then preparatory to launching an attack on Sparkie in the next
lap.
I tell Peter that I am launching a steward’s inquiry into yesterday’s 2:30 at Newbury, after the
eventual winner (not one of our horses) bumped into the runner-up who bumped into the third
place finisher (both of the latter among our choices). Peter says in the old days there would have
been such an inquiry and a disqualification would have made us the winners. Ofra now objects
to Dan’s reading the paper, which she considers anti-social, but I defend him by suggesting that
perhaps he is just waiting for the ladies to conclude their conclave on clothes shopping. This
topic seems to predominate today as much advice is given to Ronnie, Susie and Peter on how to
participate for the first time in the joys of the mall experience at the Westfield mall in Shepherd’s
Bush. Renata, who claims to be Marlene Dietrich’s love child, apologizes for not having made
it in yesterday – “I just couldn’t get out of bed.” “Sounds intriguing,” Dan says, “was someone
in there with you?” “That shop is closed,” Renata says ruefully. “Closed for good or just for
renovations?” Dan asks. With this Winnie is loaded into her sack for our back passage walkround
– or, in her case, carryon. I tell the others that I witnessed an arrest in the park yesterday
afternoon – with police cuffing the suspect before driving him away in a van – and that last night
I saw five teenaged girls climbing over a gate and into the blackened park. The others tell me that
this will explain all the destruction in one of the park gardens and the wreckage of another bin set
alight last night.
Monday, August 16:
Fritz and I begin a new week in the park under gray skies. There are no temptations or
impediments to slow us on our way to the green and here we are greeted by the sight of Janet and
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Georgie, already in the middle of the large space with their dogs. Also present is a lively blonde
Pomeranian named Sasha ¬– who is soon tumbling in squeaky delight with the other dogs. We
ask the owner if she knows Ninja and she tells us that the tiny black presence is actually not
a Pomeranian, as we had assumed, but a Japanese Spitz! A dozy woman, her ear glued to her
mobile phone, walks by with a longhaired Dachshund who squats and does a poo near the cricket
crease. Janet is unable to get any response when she reminds this woman of her responsibilities
in this matter, picking up the poo herself while the woman turns her back on all of us. “Maybe
she didn’t understand what I was saying.” Janet offers. But you can tell that if another reminder
is needed in the future it will not be ignored again.
We head for the café, where our group this morning includes Janet, Georgie, Peter, Ellen, Ofra,
Renata and Davide. The latter is carrying Winnie in her bag again; the princess gingerly steps
out, holding a foot in the air, and begins a morning’s courtship of my knee. Other petitioners
include Sparkie, Roxy, Lucky, Panda and Daisy-Mae. The latter is in a particularly demanding
mode, barking at me repeatedly from the next chair, taking her treat back to the bricks below us
and not eating it –¬ a sure sign that she is hoping someone else will express interest in the treat
so that a punch-up can begin. A chubby boy in a yellow “Been There, Done That” t-shirt now
comes in with another Shih-Tzu. Nine-year old Faryan’s dog is named Puni (pronounced punnee) and when the fuzzy fellow does a poo against one of the planters the boy goes into the café,
gets some napkins, picks the poo up, and places everything in a bin – without any need for a
reminder. Puni, lead out to the center of the green, escapes several times, making a beeline for
our doggy compound, where he likes the company better.
Davide reports some disappointment after his meal at Nobu in Tokyo; the impression left is
that he had no quarrel with the food itself but that the outrageous price tag for all this pleasure
spoiled the feast. He is besieged with demands for travel advice, first from Renata, who wants
to know why some websites won’t accept the Euros she purchased when she thought she was
going to Portugal, and then by Ofra, who wants to use his steward’s discount on her flight to
New York. Renata reminds us that yesterday Ofra forgot her little purse (and its credit cards) on
our breakfast table and that she also forgot to take one of these cards out of the cash machine
at Waitrose. At one point she gets up to see if the portaloo meets her standards (it does not)
and then, in farewell, she holds the gate open for so long that Fritz walks out onto the green –
refusing all of our requests that he return. I have to get up and collar the beast but soon thereafter
the others, complaining of the chill, begin a back passage walkround. Davide pauses at the door
of the environmental area so that Winnie can jump out and do her pee. Nothing doing – it’s as
if we can hear her saying, “You don’t expect me to do a thing like that with all these people
watching, do you?”
Tuesday, August 17:
The gray weather persists, but there is no moisture at least while Fritz and I make our way into
the park. To my surprise, I discover Georgie, fifteen minutes early, already sitting under the
umbrella of the doggy compound with Sparkie and Roxie. She tells me she dares not take her
pet out onto the green just now, and I can see why: Boyd is slowly circling the open space on his
lawnmower (as he does for the next 45 minutes) and Sparkie likes to place himself in harm’s way
as he barks hysterically in the path of this machine. Fritz is not bothered but we too avoid the
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green’s interior, choosing instead to complete a circuit of the exterior walkways before returning
to the café.
While I am waiting for my coffee this morning I can see the chap behind the counter waving
his arms as he cries out, “No, no!” This usually happens when one of our dogs has penetrated
this forbidden space, and so it is today – although, unusually, the dog in question this morning
is my own Fritz! He seems to be looking for the old entrance to the kitchen, which doesn’t exist
anymore, and I soon have him cornered and returned to the doggy compound. Peter admits that
he inadvertently let my dog out when he was holding the gate open for Ellen. Other members of
our collective include Georgie, Janet, Wendy, Ofra, Renata and Davide. The latter arrives with an
ambulatory Winnie, though one of the Pug’s paws is still swollen ¬– Davide has been bathing it.
The dogs, as usual, set up a picket line at my feet, though Daisy-Mae has only a few minutes to
work her enchantments ¬– for Janet soon leaves to have her car serviced. Both Sasha and Panda
spend some time in the compound as well. The latter has learned to get my attention by raking
away at my legs with her sharp little paws.
Peter announces that he has made his first visit to Westfield, where he made some purchases at
Marks & Spencer and where he got lost as he tried to exit the mall. He has done some research
on Nobu and reports that most of the Internet reviews are also scathing about the prices. Ofra
is complaining about not having heard from her daughter in Israel on a regular enough basis.
This leads to a discussion of the marvelous effect on dermatological problems provided by the
buoyant waters of the Dead Sea. I note that one of the travel companies now has TV ads that
guarantee the traveller against loss due to those twin hazards of modern tourism, the ash cloud
and strikes. Just as we are about to begin our back passage walkround I can see Ronnie tottering
across the green with Chloe. Ellen goes in to order his espresso and I suggest that, with Susie in
Glasgow, Ronnie has obviously been wearing himself out with all that late night partying. Then
we are off.
Wednesday, August 18:
Some sun is peeking through all the clouds as Fritz and I begin our morning venture in
Paddington Rec, and this certainly cheers matters up. As often happens when I am trying to
get ready at the same time that our Cathy has arrived to clean the house (this time after a break
of three weeks – with lots of catching up to do), I have forgotten something essential to our
expedition. In this case it is poo poo bags and this usually means that the bag in which I carry the
dog biscuits must be sacrificed to other usages. When we get to the green there is no one about,
save for Jazz, and Fritz heads off on his travels. By the time we have returned some of the other
familiar faces have made an appearance and we are able to head for the café. Here, while I am
waiting at the counter, Fritz makes a second great escape in two days and has to be ejected from
the place again.
Our group this morning includes Peter, Ellen, Ofra, Janet, Georgie, Wendy, Renate and Ronnie.
The latter looks a lot more rested this morning. Winnie seems to be able to make progress
without the assistance of her dog bag, though she still has a swelling on one paw. She is only one
of half a dozen dogs who now lay siege to my shoes. At such moments the mouth to fear is that
of Roxy, who lunges and snatches at anything on offer; both Renata and I end up with our fingers
gnawed. Daisy-Mae, Sparkie and Bailey all spend some time in my lap – the better to improve
their chances. Claire enters the compound with Panda and so does the woman who often appears
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in the park with the young Alsatian, Rex. At least I think that is his name but now that I hear it
called more directly it turns out that the dog is named Red, not Rex (must be an East German
Shepherd). “No,” his owner explains, “it’s the cat who’s named Rex.”
I give Davide an article on Silvio Berlusconi from the New York Review of Books. He says that
the Italian premier owns seven villas on Sardinia but that his coalition has fallen apart. Renata
advises Ofra on how to call a man who will install the right kind of satellite so that she can
receive Israeli TV. Ofra notes down the right number in her brand new Nokia and much fuss has
to be made over this new purchase (with all sorts of non-phone capabilities) ¬– and one that even
has its own carrying case. (The cynical prediction is that it will be lost within three months.)
Then the rest of us have a good time correcting our Israeli friend’s pronunciation. Babies sleep
they not slip and bed linen is sheets not shits. We get up to begin our return journey, a chore
lengthened by Daisy-Mae’s insistence on entering the forbidden picnic ground (where squirrels
sometime lurk) and her steadfast refusal to come out of there when called.
Thursday, August 19:
Again we have lovely sunshine for our entry into the park, a place which, at this hour, has yet to
welcome the hordes of school kids, kids whose summer holiday free time must also be organized
by a succession of purposeful gym instructors. As we reach the green I can see Davide, Janet
and Peter standing in the center while Ellen approaches from the left and Georgie from the right.
I soon pass Ofra as well, but I am on my way back to the Randolph roadway, where Fritz, soon
bored with the grassy scene, is now heading. I manage to get him to follow me on a semi-circle
of the green but when we reach the Grantully gate I produce his tennis ball and he chases this
back to the center. Just as we reach this spot some kids and one adult are crossing the grass at
speed and I can just hear Davide mutter, “Oh no!” This is because he knows that the presence of
these joggers must trigger an intervention on the part of his pet and, indeed, Winnie is soon in
pursuit at great speed, sore paw forgotten for the moment. Fortunately she seems intent only on
joining the parade – rather than tripping anyone up – and so there is no unhappy aftermath.
We head for the café, where Ronnie, Renata and Claire are foregathering to welcome the rest of
us. Ofra insists on fetching the coffee for her pals today but this is clearly a mistake. Ahead of
me at the counter, she abandons her position three times in order to confer with those outside on
the precise nature of their orders, returning to the front of a lengthening queue each time – and
then forgetting to order Renate’s croissant. Ofra has brought with her some high-baked fruit bars
but, having lost the recipe, this version of the recipe is much too tough on the teeth of some of
our more tender-mouthed diners. Renata asks Ofra to bring in some more honey cake instead. “I
only bake that at the New Year,” Ofra says. “A new year begins every day,” Renate concludes
hopefully.
Every time I reach into my plastic sack for a biscuit for my dog I have five mouths waiting to
enjoy the treat. At least they all depart in order to join a chorus of disapproval at the appearance
of Tank, outside our fence. Also backing up over the same pathway is a huge truck bearing
the logo “Brent Oil.” “So,” I say, reprising a theme from earlier in the week, “now they’ve
discovered oil in Brent.” The truck seems to be here to remove worksite waste, and this leads
to a discussion of the still unopened loos around the corner. Ofra refuses to use the portaloos
in the interim and departs for the comforts of a toilet in the clubhouse building. Peter now
announces that a hot turf tip passed on to him yesterday by Georgie has finished only third. His
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new computer is giving him fits and both Claire and Janet are soon offering advice. Davide says
that he will be flying to San Francisco tomorrow and that the threatened BAA strike has been
settled (but not the BA version). Hanna arrives with Yoyo, but the latter is forbidden any treats
since she becomes too manic in the presence of such goodies. Our back passage walkround is
completed without incident but as I near my own front porch I can see two earnest black ladies
with pamphlets hanging on the bell (Jehovah’s Witnesses, according to Janet) and so Fritz gets
another five minutes of exercise while I wait for these pilgrims to move on to the next front door.
Friday, August 20:
No one would be surprised if we had some rain today – for it is gray and humid in the park. Fritz
manages to leave half a poo sticking out of his bum at first squat, and I have to get him to pause
near the cypress trees so I can knock off this offending object with a stick. We pass Andrew, the
slow-moving Akita, as we continue forward. Out on the green Dan is handing Winnie over to
Janet for the day – along with instructions on bathing the injured paw. Winnie does not seem
much affected by this injury and climbs my leg, hoping for an early biscuit. I can see that Fritz
is heading for the Grantully gate ¬– but he does not exit. Instead he waits to be admitted to the
doggy pen on this side, a place we have not visited in some time, and we spend five minutes here
in an extended sniffathon. Then we cross the now empty green, Fritz in pursuit of his tennis ball,
following the others into the doggy compound at the café.
There is still only one chap behind the counter and this means that a lot of time has to be spent
in queue. When I finally escape with my cup of cappuccino I join a group that includes Ellen,
Ronnie, Peter, Janet, Georgie, and Ofra, though Claire eventually arrives with Panda and
Yasmina is sitting behind us with Sasha. The latter is scolded by her mistress after nagging for
treats (though why she should behave differently than any of the other animals is not clear). Ellen
has toast for the dogs but Roxy’s snatch and grab raid on that piece of croissant in Georgie’s left
hand is not part of the feeding program. Daisy-Mae, fresh from the beauty parlor, Bailey and
Sparkie all spend some time in my lap, the better to advance their entreaties on the subject of my
biscuit bag. Daisy-Mae spells out B-I-S-C-U-I-T-S in bark language since I am too slow-witted
to understand what is required without such a reminder.
Ofra is fretting about her daughter’s A-level results since she picked up the fatal envelope
yesterday and (to her credit) dispatched it to Israel without opening it. The news programs were
full of the triumphs and tragedies of such opening ceremonies yesterday, anxieties augmented
by the growing number of university applicants and the economy-fuelled restrictions on places
available. At least Ofra’s daughter is not planning to apply to universities this year.
These important matters having been disposed of, Ofra now joins Janet is a dissection of last
night’s developments on Big Brother – whose charm has long ago been exhausted for the rest
of us. Somewhat earlier than usual we begin our back passage walkround. Again, Daisy-Mae
manages to slow progress down, first by invading the five-a-side pitch and then the central pitch
as well. From the latter she has plucked an empty plastic drinks bottle and so we continue on
amid the sounds of an almighty tussle – as the bottle repeatedly tries to make its escape.
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Saturday, August 21:
There is a warfare in our skies, sun and cloud, but the overall tone remains on the gray side this
morning. We overtake Lucky and Jack as we reach the cypress trees but when we get to the open
door of the environmental area Fritz has to pause and have a look around inside. Just at this
moment a dad, pushing baby in a chair, is heading our way and he asks me if it isn’t true that
dogs are not supposed to be inside. I tell him that this is true but that someone has left the door
open and he seems satisfied – so satisfied, in fact, that he leaves the door open when he departs.
As we reach the green I can see Dan sitting in the center of the grass with Winnie and a large
contingent of folk in bright colors standing on the little hill at the eastern end. Dan says that they
are the remnant of a band of 30 or so Pilates pupils who have invaded the green this morning –
an intrusion into our space that has made him quite peevish.
Fritz spends some time at the Morshead end, then he heads for the Grantully gate, where Renata
is exercising Maxi with a ball sling. As we near the bandstand we meet Linda with Pepper and
she accompanies us in our progress toward the café. On the way we encounter the handsome
black Giant Schnauzer and this time we pause to get his name right. His mistress seems to be
calling him Luti but we learn that his real name is Lucifer and that he has been in this country
only for a few months – after leaving Hungary. His owner wants to find him a girlfriend and asks
for information on where he just might meet the right kind of mate. Lucifer does not follow us
into the doggy compound but there is a large turnout anyway, with Renata, Ronnie, Susie, Peter,
Ellen, Ofra, Wendy, Dan, Yara, Linda, Wendy and Georgie making up the numbers.
Missing from this assemblage is poor Janet, who seems to be suffering from some sort of
infection again and now lies in her hospital bed, bored and resentful. She calls during the
proceedings and we all shout hello, with Dan getting special instructions on what to do with
her keys – Georgie has brought Daisy-Mae. Susie gives us an update on her visit to Edinburgh,
where she obviously had better weather than we had here. Peter, acceding to a mischievous
request from Dan, has printed the names of today’s choices in the 1:50 at Chester in the colors
worn by the respective jockeys. He then collects stake money from a number of the punters. I
now pass on to Dan the preliminary theater choices of Michigan Janet, who plans an extensive
visit here in November. He thinks he can help her obtain tickets to some of these offerings. Ofra
says that her daughter got two A’s and a B in her A-S exams and that she will repeat one of her
subjects next year. A decision is made to make an early move, just to reduce our chances of
getting rained on, so off we go.
Sunday, August 22:
There is a brief but heavy shower this morning or at least that it what I am told when I get to the
park – I must have missed it while enjoying a shower of my own. The sun is now attempting a
breakthrough and we have one of those rare, idyllic moments in the life of the Rec when quiet
reigns. It won’t last for long as the teams are soon on their way; indeed, some Chinese footballers
are about to yield the five-a-side pitch to the Thais. The green, however, has a few minutes of
peace still left it and this means that Sparkie and Fritz have plenty of scope for their ball chasing.
The owner of Lucifer arrives with her beast and his blue Frisbee, takes one look around and,
seeing only us, departs immediately. Is it something we said?
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We start with a small coffee group this morning but, as so often happens, there are late additions.
Again someone lets Fritz out of the doggy compound while I am in line. He spends some time
visiting with Hanna, who has brought her clippers so that she continue Cheryl’s work on the
corkscrew hedges, and then he penetrates the café itself for the third time this week. On this
occasion I see him lift an experimental leg against one of the leather chairs but I am able to
hustle him out of here before anything untoward occurs. At table this morning we have Georgie,
Dan, Ofra, Peter, Ellen and Hanna. The first two have obviously been dinner guests at Ofra’s
last night and the sumptuous menu is lovingly reviewed – however I was always taught that it is
rude to discuss such matters in the presence of the do-not-invites. I suppose Sparkie is the king
of rudeness among the canine fraternity since this is one of those mornings when he can’t stand
the sight of any movement on the park side of our compound ¬¬– barking at anything that moves
from little boys to the shaggy white Alsatian, Snowdon. Every one of my biscuits is consumed
by the hungry dogs. The chair on my left is occupied by Daisy-Mae and Ellen is on my right.
When they move on I am all by myself at one end of the table. Is it something I said? Near the
end of our stay Wendy arrives with her Irish friend Elaine and we have to warn the latter not to
leave her croissant where Roxy can see it. Georgie says that Roxy’s mommy, Liz, is supposed to
reclaim her dog this weekend.
I have a question for Peter: has Numide, one of our also-rans in the 2:50 at Chester yesterday,
had a chance to finish the race yet? Janet, who received a hospital visit from Georgie and
Dan yesterday, calls to complain that she can’t get ITV on her hospital TV and this means no
X-Factor. Ronnie also calls ¬– the wet weather having kept him at home this morning. Evidently
the new loos opened for an hour or so but they are padlocked again after they were trashed,
inside and out, by toilet-paper tossing kids. At one point I look up to see fifteen purposeful
cricket players heading from their crease directly toward our compound. I warn Dan that it looks
like they want a rumble with the dog owners but they are merely moving their equipment to the
boundary.
Georgie and I are the only members of our back passage walking party this morning and even
Georgie has to leave Daisy-Mae with me because she has forgotten the ball tosser back at the
café. When we get to the five-a-side pitch the Shih-Tzu rushes in and rolls deliriously on the little
rubber pellets that litter the sideline; they will end up all over Georgie’s flat later in the day. At
the head of the track we find Claire and Dex sitting on a bench and Fritz hops up here too and
lays siege to Claire’s purse. Earlier I had seen Panda out on the green, pursuing a toddler whose
attraction was certainly enhanced by the food it clutched in an unguarded hand. Claire now
explains that Panda enjoyed the company of this visitor overnight, and that the baby-obsessed
dog settled down to sleep on a pillow next to the infant’s head.
Monday, August 23:
An all-night rain has at last come to an end as Fritz and I head for the park today; more rain is
expected and the heavy skies certainly seem to validate this prediction. The march to the green
passes without incident; though Fritz is tempted to enter the environmental area, my suggestion
that he think again seems to work this time. Fritz has already turned to the right when I reach
the green itself, perhaps attracted by the presence of Ellen on a bench and by the activities of
an athletic black and white sheep dog who is a whiz at plucking his Frisbee from the skies. Dan
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now enters from the Grantully gate with Winnie and Roxy (whose care he has assumed for the
weekend – in order to give Georgie a break). That lady now arrives from the Morshead roadway
with Sparkie and Daisy-Mae – Janet soon calls on the mobile phone and reports that she is still
stuck in her lonely hospital room with an IV drip and no ITV. This morning we have a new entry
in our list of dogs ¬– this is Emilio, a lively young Pug whose Japanese mistress has just moved
to the area. She and Dan compare notes (they have each taken their dogs to the Pug meeting
in Green Park) and then Dan heads off for work. Fritz heads off down the Randolph roadway
and when we return (passing the toilets – “closed until further notice”) the others are already
gathering in the doggy compound.
For once we have timed our return just right for they are just opening the café doors and Hanna
and I are first in the queue, even though some bus drivers have been sitting patiently in front
of the doors for some time (they wave us forward). Soon there is a long line behind us and the
under-staffed crew behind the counter are having a hard time coping. There are two groupings
this morning. At our tables we have Georgie, Susie, Ronnie, Peter, Ellen, Renata, Ofra and
Wendy. At a little table in the corner we have Emilio’s mom, Hanna, Claire, Carrie and Dex ¬–
though not all at the same time. Fritz manages to get his teeth onto a blue rubber ball belonging
to Panda and he fails to get his proper share of the treats because he won’t drop it. When the ball
is placed on the tabletop he stares at it longingly, sighs every now and then, and rushes Claire’s
leg when I return the ball to its rightful owner. Roxy manages to steal a biscuit from the tabletop
but this can hardly compare with a subsequent crime: a lightning strike on Ellen’s croissant.
Indeed the Beagle would have eaten the paper napkin in which this prize is embedded had
Wendy not snatched it away. (Georgie has to go inside and buy another croissant for Ellen.)
Georgie is already complaining about having to go back to work in two weeks; Susie says she
has one more week of holiday. Peter reports that he had dinner last night with his latest great
grandchild. Ofra and Georgie are discussing the holiday (which Janet may join as well) that Dan
and Davide and their parents are planning for November in the Dominion Republic (sic). One
of the chief topics of conversation this morning is the weight of one stuffed Cavalier, Chloe.
Susie, who has made two rapid circles around the green with Chloe, says that the animal doesn’t
seem to have a neck anymore and she is determined to restore it through strict dieting. Ronnie
is blamed, of course, for indulging his pet ¬and the Spaniel is clearly besotted with her owner,
spending most of the session on his lap, snuggling up to him in bed, avoiding exercise (by
choice) as Ronnie takes little himself (by necessity) because of his MS. Panda, meanwhile, is
clawing away at my back, Daisy-Mae is barking at me, and that leaves only one other problem
female to be accounted for, Winnie. That madam refuses to join the back passage parade – with
Dex eventually lifting her over the fence and Georgie carrying her as far as the Carlton roadway.
Thereafter she just stares at us as we disappear around a corner, finally moving forward only
when she can no longer see us. This happens a second time a few minutes later. Georgie has to
put her on lead (where she joins Sparkie, Roxy and Daisy-Mae) in order to make her own exit
from the park.
Tuesday, August 24:
I note the re-appearance of the sun – after a prolonged period of grey and rain ¬– but it is also on
the cool side in the park this morning; it is as if autumn had already made an early appearance.
When we get to the green I can see that Janet has returned, and this is a very welcome sight. She
is standing on the cricket felt with Georgie and we also have a chap here with a lively Dachshund
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named Captain – who is having a good time chasing down balls lofted with the assistance of a
ball sling. Soon joining us as well is Faryan, still wearing his yellow “Been There, Done That”
t-shirt, and his Puni – who has had a haircut since we last saw him. I am distracted by all this
activity and the next thing I discover is that there is no evidence of my own dog out here at all.
Eventually I see that he has joined Ellen, Jack and Lucky over at the east end of the green. I
head here myself and then we begin a Randolph roadway ramble. When it is time for us to head
for the café I do not put Fritz on lead, my usual habit at such times, hoping that he will just trot
along in his eagerness to obtain the requisite number of biscuits. The willful fellow has other
ideas, however, turning right to head down the long straightaway between the back of the tennis
courts and the slopes of Mt. Bannister. I do hook him as we near the car park on this side and
soon we are passing Ofra, who has just parked her Smart car here. Now we continue forward to
the Carlton roadway and this diversion, as I feared, means that I am well behind the others – fifth
in the slow-moving queue at the café.
Claire has brought a friend with her today and these two join Hanna (who has again been having
a go at trimming the corkscrew foliage) at their own little table. At our grouping we have Peter,
Ellen, Ofra, Renata, Georgie, Janet, and, full of the confidence of youth, Faryan. Today is his
lucky day since Janet had brought a box of shortbread cookies and Ofra has brought some homebaked carrot cake. Renata has just placed her tray on the tabletop when Roxy, lying in wait,
grabs her croissant amid a cloud of crumbs, and Georgie has to go back to the counter to buy
a replacement. At the same time Janet jumps up to wield the spray bottle against the naughty
Beagle and a great deal of coffee is dislodged. Roxy is tied to the fence, in disgrace, but this
allows Daisy-Mae to reassert her bad girl role – as she does several times in attacking her cousin,
Puni. Panda enjoys a good bust-up and rushes over to join in. In doing so she abandons her blue
ball and Fritz has it again. For his part, Sparkie is relentless in his protests; he barks at all and
sundry from the safety of our fence.
We discuss two news stories from last night’s broadcast – both involving dishonesty. In the first,
a doctor has admitted to participating in a fraud involving a Harlequins rugby player ¬– who bit
into a bag of stage blood in order to justify his immediate replacement by a kicker needed by
his team if they were to overcome Leinster in a match played last April. The team doctor, it now
transpires, then assisted in the cover-up by agreeing to cut the lip of the fraudster so that it would
look like he had a real injury – she now faces a disciplinary hearing from the medical council. In
the second story it transpires that the producers of The X-Factor have been doctoring the voices
of the contestants in order to smooth out any false notes. The on-stage judges evidently hear the
raw version but not those watching the broadcast: and this is the audience that is supposed to be
making a judgment on the talent of each contestant before voting for their favorites. Listening
to this conversation, Faryan asks me, “Are you an American?|” When I admit that this is true
he asks a second question, one that has been debated for years, “Is Hollywood a real part of
America?”
We let Fritz take Panda’s blue ball home with him – since its actual owner has gone off without
it. I don’t mind too much because it makes no noise, but I should have known better. Within the
first hour of our return I have to get up five times to retrieve the ball from its hiding place under
the furniture!
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Wednesday, August 25:
We have to leave the blue ball behind us as we prepare for our departure this morning – though
Fritz has continued to enjoy its willful ways. Willful has certainly been the right word to define
much of his behavior of late, and now I discover, from our Cathy, that his recent great escape
windups actually included one incident heretofore unreported. A week ago I had left her and John
the window cleaner behind as I headed for the West End. When John left, so she now tells me,
Fritz bolted down the stairs. She made a lunge to catch him and was horrified to discover that the
front door of the flat now slammed shut behind her! Of course she had no lead for the dog and no
way of getting back inside our door and panic would probably do poorly to describe her mood.
Fortunately the head of the building’s cleaning staff was nearby and she organized a rescue. A
maintenance man was able to put a tall ladder up to the open kitchen window, climb inside, and
open the front door for the others. I’m sure Fritz considered it all highly amusing.
When we get to the green on an overcast but mild morning the regulars seem to be heading
for the foot of Mt. Bannister. This is because there is a man on a lawnmower out here and, as
usual, Sparkie can’t be trusted. Fortunately the grass cutting is now at an end – so we are able
to resume our normal posture. Joining the regulars are Faryan with Puni and Emilio with his
parents. We learn today that Makiko is a graduate of Boston University and that Matthew is an
intern at a hospital on London’s northern fringe. They head for the café (not realizing that it is
not open yet) and we follow. I take some time off to have a look at the men’s loo – open at last
and looking appropriately clean and shiny. There is even a baby changing ledge in here now,
and I ask the others if they think it would be all right for us to clean the bums of our dogs here.
In addition to Emilio’s parents we have Ellen, Janet, Hanna, Georgie, Ofra, Ronnie, Renata
and Davide at coffee this morning. Let’s see, counting the latter two, that means that our table
now boasts a German, an Italian and a Japanese. The rest of the nation is remembering the 70th
anniversary of the Battle of Britain and the beginning of the Blitz and I’m having breakfast with
the Axis.
Janet is wearing one of her wigs – and receives many compliments on its style and color. I tell
Ofra that I hope they knocked a couple of pounds off the price of her son’s sweatshirt, which
she is wearing today, because Franklin & Marshall is just Franklin & M here. For that matter,
the retired English teacher can’t refrain from a critique of the t-shirt of young Faryan, who now
draws a chair up to our table. Today’s message is, “Here’s an idea…Why don’t you just shut up!”
Full marks to Janet, who is the first to recognize that the latter half of this message is a question,
and needs a question mark. (Faryan listens to all this as though he were seated with the mad.)
When we get up to begin our back passage walkround Winnie, as usual, stops before the open
door of the café and Davide (who is back from Frisco and on his way to L.A.) has to go back
for her. We often speculate on what could possibly be going through the Pug’s mind at such a
time, and today Ofra offers the useful suggestion, “Something from the coffee shop, daddy?”
While this moment is playing itself out I notice that her Bailey (who needs to visit the baby shelf
urgently) is dragging his rear over the pavement in a classic instance of “flop-bott” – as James
Herriott called it when diagnosing Tricki Woo. But this reminds me to share a bit of news I heard
on the telly the other day, something to gladden the hearts of all animal lovers: they say they are
about to produce a new TV version of All Creatures Great and Small!
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Thursday, August 26:
A very rainy day (during which Fritz and I got soaked twice) has given way to a dark, gloomy,
humid morning in the park. I have stored Fritz’s raincoat in the jacket pocket of my own as we
begin our sojourn – passing Ruby, the dermatologically challenged Mastiff as we make our way
out to the green. Janet, wearing a hat instead of yesterday’s wig, is trying to get Daisy-Mae to
bring the ball back as Georgie and Davide arrive as well. Fritz chases his own tennis ball a bit
and when we are walking down the Randolph roadway a bit later we find a second version and
add it to our collection. The others have abandoned the green by this time and so we head for
the café ourselves. While I am waiting in the queue I discover that Fritz has again escaped his
captivity and is exploring the forbidden world of the café’s interior.
In addition to those already mentioned we have Peter, Ellen, Renate, Ofra and Hanna this
morning. Television dominates the morning’s conversation. Ofra and Peter have been watching
Spurs on ITV; last night they qualified for the group stage in the Champions League by
overcoming a 3-2 deficit to the Young Boys of Bern with a convincing 4-0 victory at White Hart
Lane. Peter wants to know if Big Brother is finally coming to a conclusion – only to hear that
there is still a celebrity version of the program to endure. Hanna has been watching talented
chefs make gourmet meals out of produce that would otherwise get discarded by suppliers and
middlemen. “They waste so much food in this country,” she concludes; it is almost as if she feels
a cataclysm is needed to re-orient priorities. I haven’t heard anyone discuss the nightly footage
from flood-destroyed Pakistan.
Roxy manages to snatch a biscuit intended for Fritz but this is well below her usual intake of
purloined foodstuffs. Renata has brought treats as well – though Maxi won’t eat any of them
until he has had half a croissant first. Soon we have an illustration, if one were needed, that
Sparkie would always rather make love than war. This occurs when the speedy sheep dog-like
Phoenix appears at the fence and, while all the other dogs are shrieking in growling protest (lead
by Fritz), Sparkie is sticking his head through the bars in order to kiss the visitor. Georgie says
that even kisses Winnie; a gesture she reciprocates by trying to bite his tongue. Davide, having
received a call from the rising damp man, abandons his pet to rush home – Winnie takes his
chair, unfazed by this desertion. A few minutes later, as we are completing our back passage
walkround, Davide returns to the park to reclaim the little madam. It is just beginning to drizzle a
bit.
Friday, August 27:
The rainy weather continues and the pavements are quite wet as we head for the park.
Fortunately there is no moisture just as this minute and that means that Fritz does not have to
wear his raincoat – though I have it in my jacket pocket if conditions worsen. One cheering
moment comes when we see that the landscaping atop the grassy knoll at the Essendine entrance
is almost complete: dozens of ferns and shrubs have been added and you can see that this will be
a lovely spot when the process is complete. Fritz charges ahead to the green in a lively fashion,
and here we find a number of the regulars already at play and one newcomer, a delightful, burly,
bowlegged, big-headed Bulldog named Toby. This caramel and white specimen is much fussed
over, not just by the humans present but also by Lucky, who can’t get enough of the fellow,
following him around, kissing him, throwing herself at his feet. This scene would be more than
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endearing if it were not for the fact that every time she turns her back on Jack, the latter uses the
occasion to hump his sister. Fritz now begins his Randolph roadway ramble.
On the way back I meet Boyd, our head groundsman, near the newly opened loos, and I am able
to congratulate him of the new Essendine entrance. There are nine of us at coffee this morning
for I sit down with Georgie, Ofra, Renata, Peter, Ellen, Davide, Ronnie and Susie. Missing is
poor Janet, called back to hospital again when they discovered that the oral antibiotics being used
to counter her chest infection were totally ineffective and that they needed to resume intravenous
treatment. Georgie says that Janet is fed up, especially since this means a delay in her fourth
chemotherapy session, now put off at least until Tuesday. Someone notes that this also means she
is likely to miss this weekend’s Notting Hill Carnival but everyone knows that none of us would
venture out in the midst of this noisy and volatile mixture anyway. (Peter says that Wendy, who
is on holiday, does like to attend the Carnival.)
There are many complaints about the cold weather – and the depressed temperatures are not
helping the muscle pull in Susie’s back. All of our dogs have wet paws and these are also cold on
our exposed knees at biscuit time. Fritz spends much of the session staring up at Ellen, convinced
that she must have some hidden treat that she is willfully withholding. Winnie, for her part, is
having a bark-off with a black Chow, who is tethered outside the café door. (Do you suppose
they are barking in Chinese?) Sparkie has to be dissuaded from barking at everybody who
walks by our fence and Bailey from putting his wet body on Peter’s lap. The Chow disappears
before Winnie has to participate in the usual back passage walkround. As usual, she hangs
back maddeningly, but things improve considerably for her when she spots an approaching
Weimaraner – whom she likes to bully.
Saturday, August 28:
Gray skies have given way to blue as Fritz and I head for the park on a sunny (if brisk) Saturday
morning. The park is surprisingly deserted – though we are at the beginning of a Bank Holiday
weekend. Just entering I can see Christian, Reina, the baby and their dogs, heading toward us are
Will and Grace, and ahead of us on the walkway I can see Frank, the Chinese Crested dog and
Bianca, the Boxer, in the company of David the Dogsitter. I try to get Fritz to chase after his old
pal – but without success (David who?). On the green I can see Janet again; she is evidently on
day release from the hospital, where she insisted on a 6:00 am session with the antibiotic drip so
that she could be finished in time for our morning session in the park. Dan has brought Winnie’s
stuffed pig toy, but it has lost its squeak and Fritz is no longer interested. I pause to chat with
David, who is euphoric over Spurs entry into the group stage of the Champions League. But I
can also see Fritz disappearing down the Randolph roadway so I have to break off.
This diversion has made me quite late for the café but the good news is that there is now no
queue whatsoever at the counter. I could add that an additional piece of good news is that we
now have two staff members on duty (Lurch having returned from his holiday) but, in fact, the
place is like the Mary Celeste – with no one behind the counter at all. Our numbers are slightly
reduced today: we begin with Janet, Georgie, Dan, Ofra, Peter and Ellen – though Hanna and
Yara eventually arrive as well. Yara says she is enjoying her present assignment in Canary
Wharf; she is soon besieged by dogs – who know she always carries treats in her purse. Roxy,
however, never needs to wait for handouts, as we know, and midway through our session she
strikes again – carrying off Hanna’s goat cheese-filled croissant in a flash. Hanna accepts this
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theft a bit more philosophically this time (Dan rushes into the café to purchase a replacement)
but these lightning strikes are always unsettling – Roxy spends much of the rest of the session
tied to the fence.
Peter hands out a slip of paper – with further refinements identifying the colors of the riders who
will carry our hopes in the 3:40 at Goodwood this afternoon. It actually appears that Roxy’s
mom will fly into London this evening and plans are made for her welcome, including a pub
lunch tomorrow and the presentation of a bill for all the replacement food needed to remedy
her dog’s depredations. There are several canine visitors. Rocky, a tan Cocker, runs around our
fence – exciting a frenzy of unwelcoming barking – lead by Fritz. Ninja is actually brought into
the compound; he is soon in Yara’s lap and receiving a cuddle (people are always picking up her
Luna and Luci for the same treatment). Daisy-Mae camps at Yara’s feet as well, insisting of a
handout from the treat bag. “I’m jealous,” I say, “usually she just barks at me.”
When we get up to begin our back passage walkround we see Michael the Pirate in conversation
with Metty in the forecourt. We have not seen him in months. He tells us that five days after a leg
operation he was knocked off his bicycle. He does look well and he has shaved off a lot of facial
hair. He has his crutches and his bike nearby – though how he can employ both of these in his
present condition is hard to picture.
Sunday, August 29:
A gray and chilly morning greets us as we begin our Sunday session in the park. Fritz deposits
a steaming pile of elephant dung at the head of the track and, only a few yards later, he adds a
dividend at the head of the cypress trees. The latter gift is identified by a dignified jogger, who
points accusingly at the deposit as I am walking back to retrieve it. Thereafter my dog races for
the green, where Georgie is talking to Debbie while Daisy-Mae waits for the ball to be thrown to
her and Zorro sniffs the grass. Up the Morshead roadway I can just see Liz, reunited with Roxy
(who evidently cried for twenty minutes), and Dan, walking with Winnie, all heading our way. I
can’t wait to greet Liz but I miss my chance because Fritz is off on his travels, which, this time,
include a circuit of the green with poo number three deposited near the Grantully gate.
It is time to return to the center of the green but as we do so I note that Janet is arriving from
the left as well. She is carrying Daisy-Mae, who has obviously run out to greet her hospitalized
mommy, and I can also see that Janet is in tears. It doesn’t take long for the rest of us to hear her
news: in Kenilworth, her mom has died, aged 87. This has come as some surprise, though her
mother’s health had not been good recently, and the tragedy is compounded by the fact that Janet
is in the middle of a complex medical schedule that means she can’t rush to the assistance of her
sister. While we are hearing this I can see that Fritz is now trotting down the Morshead roadway
and once again I have to pursue. By the time I have collared the beast the others are heading for
the café and I am able to greet Liz at last.
Today is the third birthday of Ronnie’s Chloe, and the coffees are her treat. Our group includes
Liz, Dan, Georgie, Janet, Peter, Ellen, Ronnie and Ofra. Much of the session is devoted to
the choice of a lunchtime venue, since Janet insists that yesterday’s proposal, that we have a
welcome back celebration for Liz, must go ahead. Liz then gets a summary of Roxy’s many
tabletop crimes and we hear of her plans to settle into an apartment at 83rd and York. Eventually
Makiko and her husband Matthew arrive with Emilio, and Liz is able to tell us that her son
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Ryan is today checking into his dorm room at Makiko’s alma mater, Boston University. Liz has
brought with her some American dog biscuits in the shape of Labradors and the dogs seem to
enjoy these – Bailey even climbing onto the table to snatch his. Janet continues to cry at odd
intervals, not surprisingly, and Hanna, who now arrives with Yoyo, senses that something has
gone wrong. When we tell her about Janet’s mother she has a bit of news too: her mother, just
short of her eightieth birthday, has died on Thursday in Helsinki. Not surprisingly, the mood
of the morning’s session fluctuates wildly: the tragedy of these recent deaths colliding with the
delight felt by all over the return (if only for a week) of Liz. “Did you know that Fritz is out on
the green?” Dan now wants to know. I have to get up and chase my fellow down and by the time
I have returned the others are getting ready for the back passage walkround – during which Fritz
manages to squeeze out a fourth poo! Off in the distance the all-day rumble of music from the
Carnival is blasting away.
Monday, August 30:
A sunny by chilly morning greets us as we head to the park today, and there is a sort of Bank
Holiday calm hovering over the playing fields. Things are a bit livelier on the green – where a
number of dogs are already at play. Georgie has brought Sparkie and Daisy-Mae, Liz is here with
Roxy and Dan arrives with Winnie as well. Also present is the Churchillian presence of Toby
the Bulldog. In fact it has not been 24 hours since I have seen many of these people for six of us
(Renata, Dan, Georgie, Janet, Peter and yours truly) met for Sunday lunch at the Idlewild pub
on Shirland Road yesterday as a welcome back gesture for Liz. A good time was had by all and
Liz finally delivered four jars of American Baco Bits (I had asked for one) – which she bought
months ago, left at her neighbor’s house on Cape Cod (where the neighbor lost track of them)
and was only now able to present them. Liz, who had brought a Burberry jacket for Georgie as
a thank you for watching Roxy all summer long, also paid for everyone’s lunch – since she had
cheated us of a farewell party eight weeks earlier.
Our group can now head for the café, where those already mentioned (minus Janet, who is
having tests this morning in hospital) join Ronnie, Susie, and Ellen. (Ofra is in New York for a
week so Georgie has brought Bailey too.) I open my biscuit bag and there is a feeding frenzy,
every dog getting at least one biscuit – with the exception of my own animal, who is strangely
reticent. This mystery is solved when Hanna, just arriving with Yoyo, tells me that she has just
encountered Fritz completing a solo mission down the Randolph roadway – someone has let him
out of our doggy compound again! I pick up his lead and ball and head out to the green, where
my pet is having nothing to do with my request that he return to the breakfast table; he is having
too much fun teasing me and evading all my attempts at distracting him long enough to hook his
collar. Eventually I am successful and I can return to my cold cup of coffee. I use the occasion
to chide my companions for their carelessness in opening the gate while he is nearby. “You all
know his name. If he is nearby, tell him to back off and he will. It’s not rocket science!”
Peter has brought with him his diabetes testing equipment and he manages to prick several
fingers and to offer a number of diagnoses before we are joined by Makiko and Matthew. Since
the latter specializes in endocrinology (with diabetes one of his constant concerns) there is some
irony in all this. Peter continues to hover at our table and I tell him that if he doesn’t sit down
I will have to give him my dessert order pretty soon. Liz is trying to figure out the logistics of
her return flight to New York, how to get Roxy to America, and how to undo the damage that
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Roxy has done in a friend’s flat. To illustrate the constant problems we have had in protecting
out foodstuffs, Roxy shows mommy how easy it is to snatch and grab – though this time Susie
and I manage to pull her down before she has made off with Hanna’s croissant. We are soon
off on our back passage walkround and once again the intrusive rumble of Carnival music is
already churning away in the background. (There were, however, only two stabbings recorded at
yesterday’s festivities.)
Tuesday, August 31:
We could not ask for a nicer day with which to end the month – since it is pleasantly sunny and
there is no echo of yesterday’s chill wind. Michaela is just jogging by with Skye as we reach the
environmental area, where Fritz makes only the briefest of incursions. It’s fifteen minutes before
opening time and some of our people are already seated at our table (I can hear Liz explaining,
yet again, that these days you need a special agent to supervise the transshipment of your dog
by air.) Fritz and I continue down the Randolph roadway where we soon encounter Renata
descending Mount Bannister with Maxi. The two dogs begin a circuit of the green but when
we have reached the Grantully gate (and when Fritz has finally accepted the news that he is not
going into the doggy area over here) we cross the grass in pursuit of the tennis ball.
In the middle of the green Fritz discovers a dog who is playing with a soft rubber ball –
unfortunately this has a squeaker in it and I have to stalk my dog for several minutes before I am
able to secure it for its rightful owner. Also out here is a cute be-tailed Schnauzer puppy named
Max. The little kids in his company are fascinated with the notion that he will grow up to look
like Fritz – though he will actually more closely resemble George, who is also here. Max tries
to follow us into the doggy compound – where a lively scene is developing. At our conjoined
tables we have Renate, Ellen, Wendy (who says she no longer goes to the Carnival), Peter, Liz,
Georgie, Makiko, Ronnie and Davide and (after Claire has dragged in a little table to place in a
sunny corner) a second group including Hanna, Dex and Carrie. Today Fritz manages to remain
inside the bars but Emilio escapes and rushes into the café to find his mommy. All the dogs form
an insistent pack, baying raucously at some poor Cocker Spaniel who innocently wanders by
their fence. Davide sits down on Daisy-Mae, who has jumped into his chair while he stood up
for ten seconds. He springs to attention on encountering this canine cushion – and Winnie now
jumps into his chair.
Peter says that there were 250 arrests at the Carnival yesterday; I suppose that the helicopter
hovering above our homes late into the night was hunting for numbers 251 and 252. Davide
reports that Ofra was detained by U.S. immigration because she had forgotten to write in her new
passport number when she filled in her visa application. Liz says that both she and her eldest son
have W’s (for Warning!) stamped into their passports because she too has arrived with her papers
in disarray on earlier occasions. Renata, as she has done every day for a week, is still seeking
assistance in getting herself booked into the same Dominican Republic holiday as Dan and
Davide. Then she remembers that she has forgotten to get herself to the surgery, where the nurse
expects to give her an injection, and she rushes off. Most of the rest of us are ready to leave as
well, though half of the dogs, to make life difficult for us, rush into the open door of the five-aside pitch – even though there is a game in progress.
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Lapdog Chloe enjoys her perch on Ronnie’s lap.
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Wednesday, September 1:
Again we have lovely weather for our morning session in the Rec. Almost immediately we
encounter Sabina, sitting on a bench in the sun as Oscar and Scamp play at her feet. She always
gives an affectionate greeting to my pet but in this case Fritz joins her on the bench – in order to
see if she has any treats in her purse. When we reach the green we encounter some of the usual
suspects; Max, the Schnauzer puppy, is also here. I am trying to keep a close eye on my dog
this morning – since I have an errand to run. He doesn’t stray to far, -indeed he never leaves the
perimeter of the green itself – and at 9:25 I am able to admit him to the doggy compound, where
Ronnie and Ellen are already seated. This frees me for my morning mission at the Randolph
surgery.
Here I turn up at exactly 9:30, hoping to make an appointment with my GP for Friday. But she
won’t be in until next week (my prescriptions will probably stretch that far) and that means that
I can only call at 8:00 tomorrow for an appointment on Monday. Of course, some would ask,
why not go ahead and make such an appointment now? Yes, but that would violate the two days
notice rule, wouldn’t it? What is more worrying is the prospect that, if and when I finally do
get through tomorrow, I will be told that all of Monday’s appointments are now gone – this has
happened to me on a number of occasions. There is more important medical news waiting me
when I return to the café. Janet is here and reports that she has now had the IV vent in her chest
removed – since it seemed to be causing so many infections, but that she will not have her next
chemotherapy session until after her mother’s funeral. She is sitting hatless and wigless at one
end of our table while Georgie, Liz, Peter, Ellen, Wendy and Ronnie take up other positions.
Peter is in a grumpy mood this morning, a period of depression that began yesterday when
he went to have a pee and discovered that he no longer possessed a toilet – the council are
modernizing both bathroom and kitchen in his flat. Today he is grumbling because the coffee
queue includes too many mothers and babies and the latter take forever to decide on which
delicacy they will eat today. He also complains of the cold but there are no seats in the sun unless
you include the chairs around Hanna’s bright corner table – but Peter is not going there under any
circumstances. (Hanna, for her part, is mourning the early demise of an infant squirrel, whose
cold body she found on one of our walkways yesterday.) Someone who is taking advantage of
the present situation is Roxy, who, sizing up the scene, leaps onto an empty chair and then onto
the table top – making off with another goat cheese-filled toasted sandwich. Liz herself gets to
head into the café (as so many others have done his summer) to order a replacement. While she is
gone Daisy-Mae and T-bone Ted get into a furious fight under our table. Davide gets up to begin
the walk home but Liz hasn’t finished her coffee and so he sits down again. Meanwhile I have
hooked my Fritz to his lead and after a while I decide to continue home on my own. The others
may have nothing better to do but I have a list of chores awaiting me.
Thursday, September 2:
It is not quite as warm today, but we still have the sun with us as Fritz and I begin another day in
the park. When we reach the green the tennis ball is produced and Fritz chases this down a few
times before heading for the Grantully gate. The lawnmower is making rapid circles on the grass
– we have had so much rain recently that this machine is actually a necessity today. Indeed, as I
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follow my dog up the hill, I notice that the newly clipped grass is sticking to my shoes. DaisyMae, it can be added, has been rolling in these clippings and she has green eyebrows as a result.
I hook my dog and we walk along the eastern margins of the green, ending up at the café just as
the doors are being opened by a smiling Bouzha – back for another stint behind Metty’s counter.
Our group today includes Ronnie, Ellen, Liz, Peter, Janet, Georgie, Davide, Dan, and Makiko.
Dan is preoccupied with the news that his mother has collapsed while on holiday in Scotland,
where she is in hospital and undergoing brain scans. Indeed health matters are uppermost in
our early conversation today. Both Liz and Peter have been complaining of dizziness, though
Liz adds that she is never a hundred percent not dizzy (an understatement) and Peter says he
has felt this way for two months now. Urged by everyone else to report to his doctor or to an
emergency room, Peter responds that he dare not leave his home for any length of time because
the workmen who are active in his flat (and whose language he does not understand) would leave
the door open. I try to lighten the mood: “Peter and Liz both dizzy? Where I come from we call
this a romance.”
Liz now reports that it was a great struggle (at such a great remove from the scene in question)
but that she has did succeed in renewing her home insurance on Cape Cod only hours before its
expiration date ¬and just as a hurricane was heading up the coast in her direction. (While she
was worrying about this Dan, with the sounds of a U-tube hurricane turned up in the background,
called her in a folksy American accent to report the disappearance of her roof.) Makiko now
wants recommendations on a good local Indian restaurant (I nominate Maida Vale Tandoori)
since she and Matthew, living so close to Le Cochonnet, have been eating too much pizza. Her
Emilio, his pink tongue hanging from his flat face, is sitting in her lap – perhaps to recover
from a vicious biscuit bust-up initiated by Daisy-Mae. Sparkie remains ever vigilant against the
appearance of other dogs. When Ziggy darts by we note that Celine’s baby, whom we last saw
in his carriage, is manipulating his own scooter now. Claire now arrives with Panda and while
the latter is petitioning me for biscuits Fritz is beseeching Claire for treats. As usual these days,
Claire is wearing blue jeans whose knees have long ago given way. “Doesn’t any one else have
this mad desire,” I ask, “to take a pen and color in all that bright skin peeking through with blue
ink?”
Friday, September 3:
Another lovely, sunny day in the park. Fritz manages to spend less than thirty seconds in the
environmental area (“Good boy!”) and then we are heading for the green. I find Janet, Georgie
and Michaela in spirited conversation – with both Skye and Sparkie wanting me to kick the
tennis ball for them, though neither has the sense to back away from the shoe that is supposed
to accomplish this feat. (Solution, kick it between their noses.) Fritz also chases down his ball
for a bit and then, again, he joins Renata and Maxi on the margins. As we cross the green on the
way to the café I can see that not only are we getting new turf for the bare space where all the
construction has taken place behind this structure, but new trees are being planted as well.
Bouzha presents me with my cappuccino without my actually having to order it, and then I sit
down with Liz, Georgie, Davide, Peter, Ellen, Ronnie and Renata. Janet is still on the green
arranging her schedule on the mobile phone (blood test today, Kenilworth tomorrow, perhaps
more chemo on Tuesday). Taking advantage of her absence Renata passes around the card
that will accompany the present she has bought for Janet on our behalf. Peter is slow to sign,
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is therefore chided by our Teutonic friend, and reacts with some vigor – “Shut up, leopard
woman!” This characterization is chosen because of the pattern on Renata’s trousers today but it
is a wonder that Peter can concentrate on such details. He is still not feeling well and his mood
has not been brightened by the discovery that, for the third time, some of his more ethically
challenged neighbors have again drained the petrol out of his car. Meanwhile Davide reports
that in Inverness the brain scan administered to Dan’s mother has still not been examined by
a specialist (though they think it is not a tumor) and it is unclear whether she can come home
before treatment begins.
Roxy manages to gobble her own biscuit and snatch one headed for Fritz’s mouth as well, but
this is only the beginning of her crimes – for when Janet is sharing out bits of her panini Roxy
manages to puncture a finger as well. “Well,” Liz says hopefully, maybe they can use the spot for
your next IV.” The next injury is incurred not by one of the owners but by one of the dogs. This
comes when Wendy sits down and manages to trap T-bone Ted’s paw beneath one of the feet of
her chair. Much squealing ensues and then this is drowned out in the raucous outburst that occurs
when Debbie and Makiko attempt to bring their Pugs into the compound. Fritz uses this occasion
to escape but Makiko catches him and puts him back in our pen. Emilio is not bothered by the
explosive barking but Zorro becomes apoplectic and Debbie has to pick the bruiser up and hustle
him out of the space as quickly as possible.
Liz, who will be returning to the States tomorrow afternoon (leaving Roxy behind for a few
more days) is still worrying about Hurricane Earl, which is heading for Cape Cod. She also has a
comment on recent developments on Coronation Street – “I’ve been watching this show for years
and I just learned that Hayley used to be a man!” To this I am able to add a first: “Last night I
actually learned something on the show about one of the dog owners of Paddington Rec.” The
others are immediately interested in this provocative remark and so I have to explain. “It came
when Sophie Webster and her dad Kevin were discussing Sophie’s love affair with her girl friend
Sian. To make such a relationship more palatable it was asserted that, after all, Mary Queen of
Shops is a lesbian.” It turns out that this is old news for many of the others at our breakfast table
and, obviously, thoroughly discussed on her show by Mary herself – but I had heretofore known
nothing about her private life, only that she has a little black dog named Walter.
Saturday, September 4:
A pale sunlight is resisting a cloudy incursion as Fritz and I head for the park this morning. There
is little organized activity here and so, for once, the patterns of movement and play are a bit
more spontaneous and sporadic. Out on the green I meet up with Janet, Liz and Dan; the latter
has ownership of Sparkie for the weekend (as Georgie is in Hereford) and will soon inherit Roxy
(as Liz returns to the States tonight). The dogs chase down their balls while we discuss the latest
development in Rec life –those of us who thought we could relax at the end of a lengthy period
of “development” are due to be disappointed since “they” are applying for planning permission
to build a games facility (with more flood lights) at the foot of the running track, adjacent to the
Morshead roadway. This news is greeted with considerable consternation and the matter is still
being discussed as we edge closer to the doggy compound at the café.
They are about five minutes late in opening the doors of this establishment. I return with my
coffee to discover that medical matters are predominant in our morning conversation. Liz has
to go to the hospital to pick up some anti-inflammatory medicine for her knee. Peter has been
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to hospital after blacking out yesterday afternoon – though, fortunately, Wendy was visiting just
then and organized an ambulance to take him to the emergency room at St. Mary’s, where they
set up a further appointment after detecting low blood sugar and dehydration. Now the others
are urging Renata to report to hospital as well since she is complaining of chest pains every time
she takes a deep breath. And Dan reports that his mom has been discharged from the hospital in
Inverness, has come home, and will see a neurosurgeon on Monday.
Peter doesn’t look good at all and says that, if he is subject to blackouts, he may have to
relinquish his car. He has prepared some xeroxed materials on our choices in the 3:45 at
Leopardstown. Renata announces that she will not be joining others in the Dominican Republic.
She has switched her attentions to the Canaries and now receives a lot of advice on where to stay.
This leads to a discussion of the German habit of staking a claim to all the best deck chairs by
throwing your towel down on all the likely sites (first the deck chairs, then Poland). Liz borrows
Peter’s pen to record home and email addresses and phone numbers for all those friends she will
be leaving behind. A woman comes by and asks if she can leave her long-haired Jack Russell,
Benjo, in the compound. The chap is welcomed, relaxes, does a poo and then Hanna, just
entering, steps into the offending matter. We begin a back passage walkround. At the Essendine
exit I have a long wait so that I can say goodbye to Liz. She is late catching up with the other dog
owners because Roxy has gone walkabout – twice.
Sunday, September 5:
I don’t know when to begin an account of today’s activity, but perhaps it should begin with the
bath that I gave Fritz yesterday afternoon. The Schnauzer endured this process stoically but I can
never tell how much water (or soap suds) he’s taking in during these moments – for he resolutely
refuses to keep his head bent while the rinse is raining down. Perhaps the critical moment came
somewhat later in the evening when I administered a dose of liquid flea treatment to the back of
his neck; I have noticed that he is often discomfited by this concoction. Certainly we can begin
the day’s account with the briefest of moans at 7:00, followed by a more sustained episode of
vomiting on the hallway carpet. After I get this cleaned up I decide to make an early visit to the
perimeter of the park where a lengthy series of poos completes the process of purgation.
Two hours later we return under cloudy skies. Temperatures are mild enough, though there is an
autumnal atmosphere. Fritz makes a lively enough progress and even chases down his tennis ball
a few times when we reach the green. None of his usual pals is present so we continue down the
Randolph roadway. Here we meet a young couple with their baby in a pushchair. In conversation
it turns our that they have already been to Mass, an otherwise unusual gesture on their part
but one they have adopted as a long-term strategy – with the sole intention of ensuring a place
in a church-sponsored school for their small one. By this time we have reached the Randolph
entrance and it is time to turn around and head for the café.
Our numbers are much reduced this morning. Liz has returned to the U.S. and Ofra has not yet
come back from there. Davide is not back from Montreal and Dan has taken Winnie, Sparkie
and Roxy with him to Essex, where he is visiting his ailing mother. Georgie is visiting her
daughter in Hereford, Janet is visiting her sister in Kenilworth, and Renata has been hospitalized
after reporting to an emergency room with her chest complaint. This leaves only Ronnie, Susie,
Hanna, Peter and Ellen – and they all have to be informed that Fritz is not to have any treats this
morning. (Though I am glad to see that he still seems to have a lively enough appetite –for he is
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more than a little interested in Hanna’s breakfast.) We spend some time trying to remind Peter
just how much money he will save (in petrol, MOT, repairs, insurance, road tax and parking
permit) if he gives up on his car. Today he gratefully accepts a ride home from Ronnie and Susie
but as they leave Fritz takes this opportunity to bolt through the gate for the green. This is my cue
to take off as well, and I am soon able to hook my dog and follow the others down the Morshead
roadway.
Monday, September 6:
Yesterday was a bit of an ordeal for man and dog as Fritz continued to show signs of tummy
distress. I had started out with the notion that I would just give him a light chicken and rice diet
and even boiled the rice in preparation. But as the day wore on his poos became more projectile
and I decided he could not receive any food this day. In the evening he began to vomit up a
yellow foam and we both spent an uncomfortable night; there was even an episode of hallway
vomiting at 4:00 in the morning. Not surprisingly I had to give up all hopes of bringing him
back to his usual good health though my own adjustments to his diet and at 9:00 o’clock I was
on the phone to the Hamilton Clinic where, due to a last minute cancellation, we were given an
appointment for 10:15.
Our morning in the park begins as usual, therefore. Near the cypress trees we encounter a
delightful young Schnauzer, Eva (with a tail) and then we meet Elvis the Shiba Inu, who turns
tail and follows us up to the Carlton roadway. I keep Fritz on lead, just to make sure he doesn’t
get up to any mischief, and in this fashion we reach the center of the green. Davide is just
arriving with Winnie; he is just back from Montreal and will return to the Canadian city again
today. No one seems to have any information on how Renata is doing (or Dan’s mother) when
we shift to the doggy compound a few minutes later. Ronnie, Ellen, Peter, and Wendy are there
and, a few minutes later than usual, Georgie arrives. In a cost-cutting exercise, the cab that picks
her up so that she can escort a disabled student from Covent Garden to her special school in
St. John’s Wood, is now no longer authorized to take Georgie back ¬– and she is now required
to make her own way home. I explain that Fritz is not allowed any treats (a strategy that my
dog finds incomprehensible) but shortly before 10:00 we make our way past Marley, the giant
Mastiff, as we begin our trek to the vet’s.
On the way Fritz succeeds in squeezing out a slightly more solid poo. (By this time he has eaten
nothing since Saturday night.) Dr. Tom says that my dog has a slight temperature, administers
an anti-vomiting injection, and prescribes pills and special formula food. Fritz, as usual, behaves
with cool dignity in the examining room and we are soon on our way back ¬– a check-up visit
scheduled for next week. It takes a long time to get home, since Fritz is fascinated by all the
unusual smells encountered on unfamiliar streets, but at last we get home and the convalescence
can begin.
Tuesday, September 7:
Fritz has a breakfast of his special formula food before we hit the streets today. It is another of
those mild days in which sun battles with clouds; last night clouds won, for it was in a steady
rain that we took our late night walk. When we reach the green this morning I can see Dan in
conversation with Ellen. He says he is not going to work today because he is needed in Essex,
where his mom does not yet have an appointment with specialists at Addenbrooke’s Hospital in
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Cambridge. Fritz does a convalescent poo out here and then we head for the doggy compound
– where he will spend a long session going from knee to knee and still not generating any treats
with his beseeching glances.
I am surprised to see Ronnie with his back to the green today but this is because Yara and Walid
are sitting at his usual end of the table – a very early appearance for them (and Luna and Luci).
Hanna is already present and Ellen, Peter and Wendy as well – but it takes a while for Dan to
join us (now he is in conversation with Michaela) and Georgie is almost twenty-five minutes late
because of the increased traffic on a day that marks the first in a series of sporadic tube strikes.
To my surprise Ofra now walks in and places on the table top in front of me a jar of Calcium
Rich Regular Strength Assorted Fruit Tums! Of course I have asked visitors to the States to pick
up such a product for me in the past, but I have no memory of asking Ofra to do this for me
now. It turns out that I made this request prior to a trip she made over a year ago; this time she
remembered it.
I have brought no treats with me so all of the dogs are out of luck – except for some toast
administered by Ellen. Hanna says that Renata had to spend only one night in hospital and is
home now. Ofra says that it was so hot in New York that two competitors at the U.S. Open
in Forest Hills passed out and that she (in attendance) felt like a lobster. I tell Dan that I have
discovered a long-distance footpath that goes through his hometown of Ongar. He says that,
indeed, the Essex Way passes directly by the golden statue that the city fathers have erected in
his honor. Peter describes the progress in his flat made by the elusive workmen (with a ceiling
coming down today) and he accepts a ride home from Ronnie so he can keep an eye on them.
When we get up to leave, Winnie, as usual, hangs back but Luna, who can still squeeze through
the gate, decides to accompany us. I have to retreat to open the gate so that the right dog can exit
and the wrong one can return.
Wednesday, September 8:
It is extremely dark as Fritz and I head for the park this morning and I am wearing my rain jacket
in anticipation of promised showers. Almost immediately we pass publicist Lynn Franks, battling
away with her boxing gloves in the face of her personal trainer while her dog, Noodle, sits at
her feet. (I can’t help speculating: as she swats away, is she seeing the faces of those nasty men
who made her life so miserable on I’m A Celebrity, Get Me Out of Here!?) We are overtaken
by Elvis again and we turn right when he turns left. One of the security guards hands me a flyer
announcing the opening of the new gym. Presumably the same effort is not being made to inform
the public of the proposed arrival of yet another construction project (a games area) with yet
more flood lighting, but Janet has asked me to bring in the application so that she can write a
protest letter. I hand it to her as we chat in the middle of the green.
Janet says that yesterday’s chemo went well enough, though today she has some nausea and a
headache. I remind her that Dan has noted that a cloud seems to be hanging over our group these
days – with her own hospitalization and that of both Peter and Renata (with neither of the latter
getting very far in the direction of a diagnosis), and the deaths of her mother and Hanna’s and
the illness of Dan’s mother (who does now have an appointment at Addenbrooke’s). Ellen now
comes up to say that Kevin (who, with his ancient mother, is the owner of Jack and Lucky) has
now been hospitalized after an asthma attack. This leaves only the canine contingent to account
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for. I tell the others not to give Fritz any treats. Ellen calls the Blue Cross Hospital to cancel an
appointment for Lucky, who has been suffering from cystitis.
As often happens on Cathy mornings I have left the house without something vital; in this case
it is my money, and so I forego coffee today. There is a small turnout. Georgie is only a few
minutes late this morning; she joins Janet, Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, Wendy and Hanna. Peter and I
discuss last night’s European qualifier in which England defeated Switzerland 3-1. (Imagine a
competition in which Montenegro is now the team to beat.) Georgie has to give us an update on
her transportation woes, Janet summarizes her progress at the hospital and Peter gives a report
on the activity (or lack thereof) in his flat. The dogs cannot understand why I don’t seem to have
any biscuits with me today and Daisy-Mae won’t take no for an answer. She jumps on my lap,
flounces around and barks hysterically ¬– to no avail. Renata now arrives, still looking poorly
– and now she has to endure a flood of advice. All this time I am weighing up my chances of
making it to Sainsbury’s and back without getting drenched. I’m going to try, which means that
Fritz and I begin an early, unaccompanied back passage walkround.
Thursday, September 9:
Well, a furious shower did arrive at last – but long after I had completed my errands yesterday,
and today we have lovely warm sunny skies. I really don’t need the flannel shirt I am wearing
under my fleece for the first time this season. Fritz and I discover Dex and Claire sitting with
their dogs on a sunny bench at the head of the track and we have soon arrived at the green.
Here I can just see Ellen in conversation with Janet – and then I can’t see Janet anymore. This
is because Daisy-Mae’s mom has just slipped on a patch of mud next to the cricket crease and
fallen in a flash. She isn’t hurt but her backside and shoes are caked in mud. Soon she is up and
taking photos for the next doggy calendar and then we head for the café.
They are a bit late getting the doors open this morning and when Ellen and I are admitted at
last we are joined by Peter – also late because of some business he has had to conclude with a
gentleman come to book a birthday party venue for his little girl in the hall that Peter administers.
The chap in question, Mr. Law, turns out to be none other than the famous actor, Jude Law. This
Peter discovers only when he checks the gentleman’s ID (he doesn’t recognize the actor) but he
still won’t accept the gentleman’s check (“rules are rules”) and Jude will have to send someone
over with the cash at 2:00 this afternoon. We three now join Janet, Georgie, Ronnie, Ofra and
Renate.
These are the dwindling days for Roxy, who takes her own chair at our table: she is scheduled
to fly to New York next week. You can tell that Georgie is of two minds; everyone likes Roxy,
but she is handful – this morning she took forty minutes to do her first pee since the grass was
too wet! Ofra says that it was a terrible shame that she and Roxy’s mom were not in New York
at the same time since she met so many eligible men she would have loved to introduce to her
American friend. Ofra, who is celebrating the Jewish New Year, says that its Jewish flavor
always makes New York a glorious place to visit. This celebration turns sour, however, when
our German friend suggests that the Jews control New York, Wall Street and the movie business
as well – remarks that are not allowed to pass without qualifying and corrective modifications
from the other diners. I accompany Janet and Georgie on a back passage walkround. This time
Roxy agrees to do a poo ¬– on the five-a-side pitch! – and Georgie has to go in to clean it up.
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Then Daisy-Mae grabs hold of Sparkie’s lead and tugs and pulls the Yorkie all the way to the
Essendine gate.
Friday, September 10:
I can’t tell what the weather will be like today and so, just to be on the safe side, I am wearing
my rain jacket as Fritz and I head for the park. There is a good deal of convalescent grass shoot
nibbling as we make our way, slowly, up to the cypress trees. When we reach the green I can see
Janet and Tracy exchanging documents. Janet is passing on the copy of the planning proposal
I gave her earlier in the week. Tracy has a petition protesting the proposed installation of a
telephone mast and other ugly equipment in the little Elgin Avenue green island at the confluence
of Lauderdale and Castellain. You can tell that, as so often in our lives, there is a sense of
desperation in the faces of local citizens whose lives are about to be diminished by the pressure
of forces wielded by people who live somewhere else.
At great speed a trio of lively dogs, one Cocker, one Staffie, and one Labrador, are playing a
furious game of chase and tackle. Both Fritz and Winnie growl their disapproval but this is
nothing compared to the defensive outburst produced by our Peter, who fears he will be knocked
over by this wayward activity and shouts out his need to be relieved of this menace. Perhaps it
is time to head in for coffee, where our numbers eventually swell to eleven. These include Janet
and Peter, of course, but also Ronnie, Hanna, Georgie, Ellen, Wendy, Ofra and a couple (she
is in a wheelchair) who are minding the little black Affenpinscher, Walter Benjamin, for their
neighbors. Eventually Milly and Sidney are added to the mix and we also see the other Peter,
walking by with his Romanian rescue dog, Gypsy – and his umbrella.
Thinking that Fritz could now use some more solid sustenance, I have brought with me some
liver biscotti which Naomi had brought from Philadelphia in June. All the dogs seem to like
these little pellets; they are small enough for T-bone to get his gums around – while Daisy-Mae
sets up a racket from the next chair, demanding ever more samples of the treat. Noting that the
pellets are wheat-free, Georgie takes a few extra examples so that she can put them on a plate for
her wheat-intolerant husband at dinnertime. She also volunteers to serve as a waitress when Jude
Law brings his daughter to the birthday at Peter’s hall. Hanna sneaks a last contraband treat to
Milly and it is time to go.
Saturday, September 11:
Again we have a gray morning for our sojourn in the park. Out on the green only Janet has
arrived, but Fritz spots Georgie, entering with Sparkie and Roxy, and rushes off to greet them.
Daisy-Mae, meanwhile, is active in play with Walter Benjamin. I keep the tennis ball in play
but after Dan arrives my dog really prefers chasing after a blue ball belonging to Winnie. After
polishing their plans Dan and Janet have at last figured out how Sparkie can be brought to the
park on weekday mornings by one of them – so that Georgie can just walk to the park from St.
John’s Wood after delivering her disabled student – rather than having to go all the way home
first to get her dog. “This is a good idea,” someone says, “I wonder why somebody didn’t think
of this before now.” “They did,” I say, “I thought of it, but no one paid any attention.”
Our group this morning includes Dan, Georgie, Janet, Peter, Ellen, Ofra, Hanna, Renata, and
Wendy. Ofra has brought with her some delicious mango bread, a new recipe that none of us
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have ever sampled before. Hanna is working her way through the Saturday magazines with
especial concentration on food and clothes. She rips out several recipe pages and shows Dan an
outfit that would suit him, or so she says ¬– ¬a form-fitting rubber suit that has a gold codpiece.
In fact, while I am wearing a flannel shirt, a sweatshirt and my rain jacket, Dan is wearing
shorts and flip-flops. Queen of the clothing scene, however, is Claire, who is midway through a
weekend at Brick Lane, where she is selling designer wear. Her Panda is among the little dogs
beseeching me for more liver biscotti. Even Yoyo is allowed a few of these treats.
After we have been seated for half an hour Davide arrives. His latest flight, it turns out, was
not undertaken as part of his job but in pursuit of a family reunion near Monte Cassino – where
Davide surprised his delighted parents with his unexpected appearance. He says he did nothing
but eat for twenty-four hours and even now he produces some Italian chocolates for the table.
Peter passes out our choices in this afternoon’s 2:10 at Doncaster. I ask him if today isn’t the day
for Jude Law’s birthday party and he thanks me for reminding him – as he needs to go home and
open the hall. I explain that last night I also attended a party – for 400 – as the American School’s
trustees hosted faculty and staff (including retirees) at the grand hall of Lincoln’s Inn. By this
time we have been sitting over our coffees for an hour and, thanking birthday boy Sparkie for
buying our drinks this morning, we at last get up to begin our journeys home.
Sunday, September 12:
What a gorgeous morning – bright, clear, sunny, warm! As Fritz and I make our way along the
back passage a Lurcher-like dog named Charlie comes up behind us. The two dogs have a sniff
and then Fritz, for some reason, decides that he doesn’t want to continue on to the cypress trees
– he’d much rather reverse directions and approach the green from the right today. I have no
objection, and so we continue around the track in a counter-clockwise direction; this gives me
time to observe that there is absolutely no notice here of the planning permission proposal that
would lead to construction on the “D” shape at this end of the track. On the green itself there
is some lively activity, with Lazlo and Walter Benjamin among the participants, though today
we are missing Daisy-Mae – who is usually here at such moments – because Janet has gone to
Kenilworth on the eve of her mom’s funeral.
Our group this morning includes Georgie, Dan, Ofra, Renate, Ronnie, Susie, Peter, Ellen, and
Hanna. Peter reports that he was called to a crisis in the meeting hall yesterday by Jude Law
himself. It seems that dry ice had set off the fire alarm and, when Peter arrived, the room was full
of smoke. (Jude figured out how to reset the alarm and open windows to get rid of the vapor.)
Ofra is poring over the Sunday supplements and mourning the fact that she is a one rather than a
size zero these days. I tell her that this means she at least exists, but she is not comforted. Susie
and Renata are both bugging Dan for the telephone number of Rianne the photographer, Susie
because she wants pictures of Chloe, Renata (who wants to resume her career as geriatric model)
pictures of herself. Today is almost the last day in the park for Roxy and in her honor Georgie
purchases a goat cheese-filled croissant, tears it in half, and places it invitingly at the edge of
the tabletop. It doesn’t take long for the Beagle to spot this prize and, to a round of affectionate
applause, she has launched one of her lightning-like assaults on the object and wolfed the
delicacy down. Then Georgie puts the other half into a saucer and edges it close to the table edge
as well. Another round of applause follows the rapid disappearance of this morsel too.
Linda now arrives with Pepper – who joins the biscuit queue at my knee. (Fritz is allowed this
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treat for the first time today, which will explain why I have come to the park with my biscuit bag
for the first time this week.) Linda has brought with her a jar of chicken-flavored Munchy Rollers
– which I had sent along with my dog when he went to stay with his auntie during my Scottish
walk. (Of course I had forgotten all about this lost treat and so I bought another jar at Sainsbury’s
on Wednesday.) Linda has a mission today; she has come to recover the eyeglasses she left
behind at our house at the end of one of our Regent’s Park walks last week. So we begin a circuit
of the green with our dogs (Fritz the perpetual outrider) and soon the Munchy Rollers have been
returned to their proper home and the glasses are on the way to theirs as well.
Monday, September 13:
It’s another uncertain morning ¬– weatherwise – and I decide to play it safe and put on my rain
jacket. Fritz is dog number fourteen on the green today and he rushes out to see what is going
on in this hive of activity. In fact none of his usual pals is around but we do encounter Walter
Benjamin, Red, two Cavaliers (Alfie and Rosie) and two Newfoundlands (Beau and Tank).
Satisfied that all is well out here Fritz now heads down the Randolph roadway, a slow, sniffing
progress that ends only when we retrace our steps and head for the café.
There are a lot of no shows this morning: Janet is at her mom’s funeral in Kenilworth, Georgie
is seeing Roxy off on her journey to the Big Apple, Peter is keeping an eye on the workmen
in his flat. But we do have John and Betty (in her wheelchair), Renata, Hanna, Ronnie, Wendy
and Ellen. Betty says that Walter has had to be rescued from the backyard water feature – since
he couldn’t reach its lip after falling in. Ronnie says that Chloe’s portrait will now be taken by
an out-of-town photographer. Hanna says that she now has a new boiler and radiator system, a
process that required her close attention as well. To our surprise, we are now joined by a former
member of our doggy society, the retired GP Jeremy (if that is how you spell her name), who
now lives in Swaledale. Down in London for a visit, she has brought the sweet Cressida with her
and the latter soon joins the biscuit queue.
At about five minutes to the hour Fritz and I have to begin another walk to Boundary Road,
where Fritz has his check-up scheduled for 10:15. Dr. Tom seems quite satisfied and so we are
not long at the vet’s. Before starting for home I note that an era has come to an end across the
street – Mr. Ross has retired and sold the Olympic Press, an institution responsible for so many
of the printing jobs associated with the American School, a reliable hub for both me and Dorothy
in our many projects. So it is with some melancholy that we make our way past the gutted
premises and begin the slow walk home. It drizzles once and then the sun comes out as well.
Tuesday, September 14:
Another very dark morning puts me into a precautionary rain jacket – I stow my dog’s raincoat
in my pocket, just in case. I can just see Michaela heading to the right with Skye as we enter the
Essendine gate. Fritz deigns to take our usual left, however, and this means that by the time we
have reached the cypress trees we have caught up with a heavily pregnant Jasmine Guinness.
The scene before us has its mysteries. Why is she urging her Fly to penetrate the line of trees just
at this point? “It’s the squirrels,” she tells me, “she doesn’t know where to look for them.” With
that this pair take off ahead of us, and I am amused to see that at the precise point I often do this
myself, Jasmine closes the door into the environmental area in order to prevent any unwanted
canine incursions.
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Fritz rushes off to the middle of the green a few moments later and I follow, the mobile
lawnmower moving in resolute circles around us. Claire explains that Panda has just leapt up
and torn the bottom out of her treat sack, scattering goodies all over the grass for the assembled
animals. Fritz is too late for this bounty but he and Panda both chase down the tennis ball I have
brought with me. Later I find an abandoned ball that Panda can have all to her herself. Hanna
now crosses the green with Yoyo. Fritz seems to be heading for the Morshead end of the green
when Hanna calls him – he reverses direction and comes charging back joyously. Then Hanna
heads home because she is expecting some workman (Fritz follows her almost to the exit gate)
but a few minutes later she returns ¬– the workmen have called to say that they will be late.
At breakfast this morning we begin with Ronnie, Ellen, Hanna, and Makiko but late arrivals
include Georgie (now complaining of a pulled leg muscle after all of her recent walking), Ofra,
Claire, Wendy, and the owner of Ferdinand the Dachshund. Georgie says that Roxy, who was
picked up yesterday, will fly to New York today. Ofra discusses her recipe for banana bread
and this leads to an analysis of last night’s TV presentation by Jamie Oliver – during which the
beleaguered British chef attempted to change the eating habits of America’s least healthy city,
Huntington, West Virginia, where they serve elementary school kids pizza for breakfast. (Jamie
has his work cut out for him.) Then the ladies (including Betty in her wheelchair) begin to
discuss footwear and I gradually doze off, rousing myself only when it is time for a solo dash for
the Morshead gate at last.
Wednesday, September 15:
I am surprised at the cold temperatures brought by a brisk breeze this morning – for otherwise
it is a lovely sunny morning in the park. Elvis the Shiba Inu is just heading our way as we enter,
and he and Fritz make very slow progress in their march on the cypress trees, with Elvis’s dad
repeatedly beseeching his pet to put on some speed. When we reach the Carlton roadway we
meet up with with Claire and Panda, just arriving, and we follow them onto the busy green. I
kick the tennis ball around a few times for Fritz but he is not greatly interested. I tell Claire that
this morning we actually have both of the little black dogs named Walter together at the same
time, that is the Affenpinscher, Walter Benjamin, and the Walter who belongs to Mary Queen of
Shops, who is standing nearby. For the first time in her revised work schedule Georgie is here
early, having left Sparkie in Davide’s care and, after delivery of her special needs student, having
walked directly to the park from Boundary Road. Soon Sparkie is spotted entering from the
Morshead roadway and he rushes at the greatest of speeds across the grass in order to be reunited
with his mommy – they have only been separated for an hour.
At breakfast this morning we have Wendy and Hanna at a little table in the corner, and, at ours,
John, Betty, Ellen, Ronnie, Davide, Janet, Georgie, Makiko and Ofra. The latter has brought
some of her delicious banana bread – it is a food I can actually eat since two days ago I lost the
expensive inlay in a lower left molar to a piece of clandestine toffee. Hot and cold drinks are
a danger as well but I manage to do a pretty good job with my cappuccino. This is not the end
of my problems, however. Of course I don’t like it when dogs rake away at my arms in order
to remind me that there are biscuits to be distributed (this means you, Bailey, Yoyo and DaisyMae) but today this gesture carries an additional hazard since yesterday I had a boo boo removed
from my right forearm at the outpatients dermatological clinic at St. Mary’s and I now have six
stitches for puppy paws to claw away at.
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Claire is standing just outside the gate as the prambulators pass by (the real name of this
enterprise is Buggy-Fit) and she is thus in a good position to enjoy the impromptu concert as
gym regular Heather Small (once of M. People) comes down the walkway singing to herself
unselfconsciously. In other news, Janet describes the large turnout at her mother’s funeral and
Georgie says that she received a call from Liz late last night to report that Roxy had arrived
safely in New York, jet-lagged and hungry, and then a second call to say that the Beagle had
been to the local park and checked out each of the other dogs – hunting for Sparkie, Winnie and
Daisy-Mae. Georgie adds that each of these calls ended in tears and now she receives a text from
Liz as well: “What does it say when a grown woman cries because her dog has no friends?”
While this recital is going on Ofra is standing at the gate chatting away and Fritz soon spots a
chance for escape. I track him down on the Carlton roadway but we are well behind the others,
who have begun a back passage walkround. It won’t be long before I will revisit these walkways:
I have a dental appointment at noon.
Thursday, September 16:
I am wearing my park leather jacket for the first time this season – it’s a chilly, gray day. In
the gutter in front of the house the body of a dead squirrel lies; the ginger cat is patrolling a
windowsill nearby but I suspect that the dead animal has been struck by a car. There is a chorus
of protesting barks beckoning us toward the green. Here we discover Cristal, Lucifer, Vito, Miro
and Fly in furious play. Out near the cricket crease we encounter Ellen, Carrie and Janet. Today
Davide arrives with Sparkie only a minute before Georgie walks in from the Carlton roadway. I
kick the tennis ball for Fritz (my right arm being hors de combat these days) and then we follow
the others into the café. Both Fritz and Lucky make repeated attempts at escape and so it takes a
while before we are all seated.
At our table we have Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, Wendy, Ofra, Hanna, Davide, Georgie and Janet; at a
second table Claire and Carrie are seated – though Claire has to jump up almost immediately in
order to fetch some water from the ladies loo when she discovers that one of the dogs has thrown
up next to a planter. Daisy-Mae, who has been wrestling with Winnie’s tail, is covered in grass;
this does not dissuade her from barking at me throughout the session. (Both the Shih-Tzu and
Sparkie will evidently bark at their owners when food bowls are empty at home; this they do not
because they are hungry but simply because they can’t stand the sight of an empty bowl.) Peter
takes T-bone into his lap so that he can comfort the abandoned dog while Wendy is in the coffee
queue, twisting the dog’s head around so that it doesn’t face the café. This doesn’t work for
long since T-bone is insistent on staring anxiously in the direction of the café. (It all ends up in
an extended cuddle.) It is Georgie who will now look after T-bone through the weekend – since
Peter can’t have visitors while construction continues in his flat.
Ofra has brought with her an advertisement for a special discount coupon – for those in need of
hair straightening! Hanna is studying the Daily Mail, which, as so often, has zeroed in on the
important topics of the day: “Girl who ate two death cap mushrooms – and lived,” “Owner lay
dead on the couch as buyers were shown round her home,” “Nurse refused dying man a glass
of water then took his mobile phone when he tried to call for help,” and “The man who lost 12
stone with a gastric bypass, then sued the NHS because he’d rather be fat.” These matters fuel
discussion and then I tell Hanna about the dead squirrel. She wants me to pick it up and put it in
a place where the local foxes can eat it. I decline and she says she’ll do it. We begin to make our
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departures. Mothers are ushering toddlers over to the fence of the kiddies playground so that they
can see the doggies. The maroon-clad hockeyettes from Frances Holland are lined up on the fivea-side pitch. They too are fascinated by the canine parade, pausing in their labors to comment on
each member of the passing pack.
Friday, September 17:
There is a marked improvement in the weather today; I have been able to leave my jacket behind
– as it is nice and sunny this morning. Georgie, Davide and Janet are standing out on the green
already (Georgie’s student is ill so she has not had to make the journey to Covent Garden today).
Sparkie is chasing down his ball and even Winnie is into this sport this morning, but Daisy-Mae
is sulking by herself and taking no part in the activity – her predecessor Koko used to have these
Greta Garbo days as well. Fritz chases down his tennis ball, which I am still kicking rather than
throwing, but soon it is time to head for the café.
Janet has prepared a wonderful card to cheer up Liz in New York and we all sign it – Peter, Ellen,
Ronnie, Georgie, Davide, and Ofra. The card contains Photo-shopped images of all of our dogs
and one of Roxy, a giant presence in Times Square. Hanna, who will depart next Tuesday for her
mother’s funeral in Finland, sits down in an empty chair to my right ¬– but is it empty?
He has been gone so long (stuck in the coffee queue) that we have forgotten that Peter was
sitting there and our bland assurances that the chair is unclaimed are erroneous. It’s happened to
me many times, returning with my coffee to see that my chair has been taken (usually by Ofra)
and my usual response is to take another seat. No so Peter, who sets up a cry of protest over the
imposition, with several references to “that woman.” The usual response here is to laugh off such
protests, but Hanna is shaken by the outburst and picks up her cups and plates and moves to the
little sunny corner table on her own. Later Peter tries to explain that he was just kidding but the
lady is not mollified.
Daisy-Mae has recovered her usual high spirits and she is now sitting in the abandoned chair
and barking at me vigorously. Sensing that this strategy may result in my opening up the biscuit
sack again, Sparkie, Lucky, Winnie and Fritz all position themselves at my feet. A few minutes
later Ronnie reports that Fritz is out on the green. This means that my dog has made his second
escape of the morning – I had found him in the café a few minutes earlier. Wendy now comes
in with T-bone Ted, who is deposited in his Auntie Georgie’s lap –because his mommy is off to
Devon for the weekend. T-bone has made some preliminary visits to Georgie’s house, in order
to ease this transition, and he now settles down comfortably. When we begin our back passage
walkround I discover that Bailey will also be spending the night with Georgie ¬– something
about it being Yom Kippur at Ofra’s house, if that makes any sense.
Saturday, September 18:
Again we have a bright and sunny morning in the park, though no one would call it warm –
especially when you pass from sun to shadows. We pass many of the usual suspects during our
entrance. Noodle is chewing on a stick while Lynn Franks is conferring with her personal trainer.
Pippa the Papillion, wearing her “dogs for the hearing-impaired” jacket is keeping a close eye on
her mistress. And the Pomeranian pair of Buddy and Sparkie are rummaging about in the cypress
trees. Fritz rushes out to the center of the green and manages to touch noses with half a dozen
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dogs before deciding on a late foray along the Randolph roadway. By the time we have turned
around and reached the café at last there is a long queue and I decide to sit down and wait. A
second attempt a few minutes later is equally frustrating. Finally I give my coffee money to Dan
and Georgie, who are also waiting for the line to dwindle.
In addition to these two we also have Ronnie, Susie, Peter, Ellen, Janet, Makiko and Matthew.
Hanna arrives somewhat after the rest of us, sees that all the chairs are occupied, and takes a
seat in front of the café window – moving to join us only after Peter departs. That gentleman
reports that work in his flat has been delayed because one of the painters, hearing of better pay
on another site, has downed tools after only a few minutes yesterday. Susie wants to know why
we are seeing Peter’s bare ankles and why this gentleman isn’t wearing taller socks or, Janet
says, “longer trousers.” Peter explains that his diabetes is affecting his feet and he is wearing
a specially designed therapeutic sock. He passes out information on our choices in the 2:30 at
Newbury while we discuss the revival of times and programs past on TV: a documentary on Vera
Lynn, a drama on the birth of Coronation Street (on BBC 4), a new version of Bouquet of Barbed
Wire, plans for a new one-off episode of Upstairs, Downstairs.
The dogs make way for the entry of Samson, a vaguely Alsatianate pooch, and then they go
about their usual business of cadging food, patrolling the fences, and scrapping with one another.
Daisy-Mae has a bust-up with poor T-bone, who has survived his first night at Georgie’s quite
well (in Roxy’s abandoned bed). Winnie snaps at her fellow pug, Emilio, from an opposing knee.
Dan is fascinated by the length of Emilio’s tongue; there is so much of it that often there is a little
pink dividend left hanging outside his mouth. Sparkie takes objection to a man pulling a trolley
into the gym. Dan keeps the spray bottle in action throughout the session, quelling many such
outbursts. Finally, Hanna reports that she took Yoyo with her on a visit to the Finnish embassy in
Belgravia yesterday, where the naughty Schnauzer got to deposit a poo in the august precincts of
Belgrave Square itself.
Sunday, September 19:
I am wearing my leather jacket again this morning – indeed, after all that shivering yesterday
(without it), I ended up turning the heat on when I got home: the first time this fall. Today it
is gray, though there are some moments when the sun breaks through, and there is no wind.
Fritz resists the temptation to penetrate the environmental area, whose door is open, while I am
returning a blue soccer ball to some kids who have kicked it over the fence from the central
pitch (they do thank me this time). Out on the green Claire is just recovering her cool after an
unnerving incident. Seated on the cricket crease, she has just been pissed on by that rarely seen
member of the Newfoundland triplets, Grizzly. He has now vacated the area but we do have the
presence of another Puggle (Pug + Beagle), Buddy. The latter, belonging to an American couple,
is running around (to the delight of his owners) with the smaller dogs in our party. Fritz, after
obediently returning once on request, now heads for the Grantully gate – where, disobediently,
he even exits for a brief while! I am quickly on the spot and, after an appropriate tongue-lashing,
we are back in the park and pursuing the tennis ball in the direction of the café. Hanna is walking
with us and she tosses the ball a few times as well.
Our group this morning includes Ronnie, Susie, Peter, Ellen, Georgie, Janet, Ofra and Dan
– with Hanna, Claire and Dex at a little table of their own. Ofra explains why it was that
yesterday Bailey spent several anxious moments whining as every new car passed in front of
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Georgie’s house without stopping. This delay in his reunion with his parents was due to the
fact that, leaving the nearby synagogue on Lauderdale Road, Ricky and Ofra were pulled over
by the police and Ricky was breathalyzed! This proved to be a bad day for the zealous rozzers,
however: because of Yom Kippur, Ricky had neither drink nor food in his system. The others
want to know if Ofra has now broken her fast (she has) and Peter says that yesterday he ate two
kippers (yum).
Religion remains the dominant topic as the breakfast club now turns its attention to the Pope’s
current visit to London. Of immediate local interest is the arrest of six North African streetsweepers employed by one of the many firms working for Westminster Council – accused of
plotting to cause mischief during the visit. Someone says that they have now been released
(though no one can explain how they happened to be working in London) and Susie says she is
very relieved that the visit has gone off successfully. This seems to be the sentiment of most of
those assembled, though no one here has made any attempt to see the festivities, and Dan adds
that, given the Pope’s opposition to birth control and his stand on homosexuality, protests were
also appropriate. Ronnie, speaking with the authority of an Old Testament prophet, concludes by
saying that as far as he is concerned Christianity is just a religious newcomer.
Monday, September 20:
It’s a very pleasant morning in the park, sunny and warm and I am almost overdressed in my
puffer vest. As we approach the green I sense a hidden menace – some dog is playing somewhere
with a squeaky toy! I turn to Ellen with a fearless prediction ¬– my dog will have this prize in
his mouth in about thirty seconds. In the event Lucky is the first to run off with the blue ball
(again belonging to Panda) but soon it is Fritz who claims it and, of course, there is no way he
will yield this trophy. Fortunately Claire is not bothered by this theft – she is more concerned
that her waxed jacket has become a target after yesterday’s liquid blessing by Grizzly; today it
is Zorro who pisses on her. I follow Fritz around, always afraid that he will be so certain that he
is about to be deprived of the squeaker that he will run out of the park. I produce his tennis ball,
hoping he will try to pick it off on the bounce, but, instead, it is Vito who pounces on the ball and
makes off with it. By this time everyone else has gone in for coffee and I am still out here having
trouble getting my dog to stop long enough for me to get him on lead. At this point, however,
he spots a pretty blonde woman sitting in the middle of the green and, seduced, he heads off to
investigate. As he approaches I ask her to grab his collar, and so she does. In this fashion he is at
last collared. “Back in captivity,” she concludes.
At our tables this morning we have Georgie, Janet, Ronnie, Ellen and Renata – back from
Brussels where she had neither tussles nor mussels. When Ellen gets up to leave, Fritz, who
has refused to open his jaws in order to receive even the smallest piece of toast, rushes out onto
the green again. I have to get up in order to repeat the earlier process. This time I spot Hanna
heading our way and she is able to snag the rascal. She now joins our party at the café, along
with Wendy and Claire. At the little table in the corner we have a family with two little boys
and a lively Yorkie puppy named Bailey. I am under siege by the biscuit-seeking brigade but, as
before, Fritz will not part with the ball long enough to take in any sustenance. Dex comes by and
tries to wrestle the ball from the dog’s jaws but the conclusion is that we’ll let him take it home
and recover it there.
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Peter calls to report that he is waiting at home for the gasman. Georgie reports that she had a
dream in which T-bone, now happily returned to Wendy, had disappeared. Hanna reports that she
will leave for Finland tomorrow morning and this leads to a discussion of the outrageous prices
charged by the Heathrow Express. Claire says that she knows a dog owner from our park who
responded to an Internet invitation posted by some dog whisperer – who promised to diagnose
any dog if you sent her the animal’s photograph. The dog in question seemed to be shying away
from any human touch and the worried owner sent in her twenty quid and the required picture.
The dog whisperer analyzed this evidence and concluded that the pooch had a pulled ligament
in its neck. The owner then took her pet to the vet and this diagnosis was confirmed! The story is
received with some skepticism by the other dog owners, but Hanna is intrigued and says she may
try this with Yoyo’s photo when she returns from Helsinki. (We don’t tell her that this idea has
been discussed by the others already and that there has even been agreement that the fee needed
to help the barking, bossy canine madam would be on us.)
Tuesday, September 21:
Lovely weather persists as Fritz and I begin our Tuesday in the park. I notice that Scamp is on
lead as Sabina heads our way with Oscar; the little Westie is hopping along with an injured foot –
which explains this close confinement. As sunny and warm as it is outside there is a definite chill
in my front pocket – for this is where I have secreted Panda’s squeaky ball, which has spent the
last twenty-two hours hidden in my freezer. I almost give the game away when, bending over to
pick up a poo, I manage to produce one vocal bleat, but fortunately Fritz is too far ahead of me to
hear this siren call. When we reach the green (where Dan is just delivering Winnie and Sparkie to
Janet) I am able to return the ball to Claire – who hides it in a pocket. (Later it meets an untimely
demise in the teeth of Dex’s Ozzy.) Someone has left a much larger blue rubber ball on the grass
and Fritz enjoys chasing this down when I kick it to him. Then we head up Mt. Bannister and
cross the top of this precipice before returning to the Carlton roadway and thus back to the café.
Our group this morning includes Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, Renata, Georgie, Janet and Ofra. The latter
arrives in a sulk. If Proust returned to forgotten memories every time he tasted a madeleine then
Ofra has gone him one better by forgetting the freshly-baked madeleines that she had planned
to share with her fellow dog-owners. Peter, who has been complaining of dizziness, also now
registers his disapproval of all the media attention riveted on the recent visit of the Pope. Renata
says to him, “What do you care what he says. You don’t use condoms anymore anyway.” “How
do you know?” is the injured reply. I tell Peter that I have a new and proven worry for him – last
night’s news having presented the prospect of solar flares knocking out the power sometime in
the next few years. He says his computer is already on the fritz.
Soon the women are discussing men. Renata says that when she used to hang out at Blake’s
Hotel that Robert de Niro tried to chat her up but she decided not to encourage a one-night stand.
Ofra counters with the time she met Robert Redford in France. Renata says that no one wants to
chat to her now – women are finished once they reach forty. This news comes as a bitter verdict
for Ofra and even Renata contradicts herself by saying that she recently met an ever-so-nice
Jewish businessman on the train to Brussels. When she goes into rhapsodies on the subject of the
soulfulness of this chap’s eyes Peter recoils in protest over all this guff. “In Peter,” I conclude,
“the milk of human kindness has turned to sour cream.”
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Wednesday, September 22:
It is again quite mild in the park – but we have only hazy sunshine today and I don’t need to
bother with my sunglasses. There is a bother nevertheless – and it comes in the shape of my
dog’s bum. These instances increase as his hair grows ever bushier. Today there is as much
matter still attached to his bottom after his first poo as there is on the ground, and my attempts
to dislodge some of the offending material with a stick are only partially successful. In this
disgraceful fashion we reach the green, where Janet is pacing around, wondering why Dan has
made no appearance with Winnie and Sparkie. (The answer, we later learn, is that Dan has had
a late night, and today Georgie will have to go all the way home to fetch these dogs.) Fritz has
begun a Randolph Avenue ramble, where a second poo merely adds to the concretion on his
backside.
I am the first to join Ronnie at our table, but the others gradually arrive as well: Renata, Georgie,
Janet, Wendy, Ellen and Ofra. The latter has remembered her madeleines today and these are
soon receiving our seal of approval. Since we have last seen him, Maxi has received a haircut
and blow dry and this leads to a lengthy discussion of the canine beautification process. Each
of the owners knows the cost of such visits down to the last pence (usually between £35 and
£42 hereabouts) and each has a favorite groomer. If the task is passed on to alien hands there
are bound to be bitter recriminations – as there were yesterday when Renata discovered that the
groomer she had specified now planned only to “supervise.”
Our canine passenger list is augmented this morning by the trio of Hamish, Bella (Cavaliers) and
Sarky (black Lab) and by Suki the Vizsla. In the case of the latter, however, Nicole’s dad and
a friend are having coffee in the forecourt while the caged dog whines over this separation for
the next half hour. Outside our gate some old friends pass by: Pasha with Tania, then black Taz,
and then Andrew the Akita. Fritz manages to escape only once and then he sits down at Ellen’s
knees until that lady at last relents and unbuttons her handbag. Sparkie is manic this morning,
barking at everything that moves, and Janet has to get up and fish the hidden spray bottle out of
the planter. Georgie announces that she has to go home and cook food for her husband so that
he won’t starve while she is attending an aunt’s funeral in Glasgow. We pass an eight day-old
infant in her pram as we begin our back passage walkround. Fritz makes a third contribution to
the mobile manure pile and when we reach home there is an immediate transfer to the bathtub –
where the therapeutic spray is soon in service.
Thursday, September 23:
Departure today is subject to delay. We have just reached the front door when the first drops are
felt and we have to retreat so that I can add Fritz’s raincoat to the pocket of my rain jacket. The
dog seems more than anxious to cross the street and the reason for this is soon evident: under
a curbside car is Gin, the ginger-colored cat who lives in our building. This animal escapes
to the nearest window ledge amid a furious fusillade of Schnauzer growls, and we at last
make it to the other side of the street. Progress toward the green is orderly but the weather has
obviously dampened enthusiasm and there is no one about. I am able to steer Fritz toward the
café somewhat earlier than usual but here there are distractions. First Fritz decides to investigate
the newly landscaped perimeter of the gym and then Michaela stops to tell me that she has
introduced into her son’s bedroom the same gray paint she had seen in my study. Meanwhile I
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have to kick the tennis ball to her Skye several times and then, escaping the steady rain, we enter
the doggy compound with its comforting umbrella.
I am the first at the door when the café opens at 9:30 and the first to return to our table with
my coffee. As empty as the rest of the park is today there is no parallel among the dog people
and eventually our numbers include Peter, Ofra, Janet, Ronnie, Claire, Dex, Ellen, Renate and
Makiko. Makiko arrives with Emilio in her arms and it is obvious that she is shaking – all
this because Chase, the black and white Staffie, has been dashing around the green and she is
definitively afraid of such dogs. Some discussion follows on the subject of the castration policy
of Battersea (the animal home from which Chase has been adopted) since they obviously do not
insist on this operation before releasing male dogs. A newcomer to the doggy mix at breakfast
today is Koji, the Shiba Inu, in the care of Claire today while his daddies are at Thorpe Park.
Claire says that he is much larger, stronger and harder to handle than her Panda and that she is
dreading the walk home because, for some reason, Koji bristles whenever he passes a black man
and there are bound to be such encounters on the Kilburn High Road.
Fritz now discovers that Claire has hidden the ultimate treat in her pocket – sausages – and he
whines until this prize is distributed. Claire has brought the delicacy because she thinks it will
be useful in extorting the obedience of the willful Koji, who soon makes his escape through
a crack in the greenside gate. Janet and Claire are soon running around in the rain, hoping to
snag the dog – an outcome achieved at last when Claire produces a squeaky toy and seduces
the Japanese dog into returning to the doggy compound. In the midst of all this excitement I
manage to wrap my dog in his raincoat – it is still pelting down. Daisy-Mae spends most of the
session sulking in Janet’s lap, rousing herself only once to attack Panda and Koji. I speculate that
perhaps she is missing Sparkie, now in Glasgow. I tell the others that I had a good illustration of
the basic madness of the missing Yorkie yesterday, encountering him and Georgie as I walked
to Sainsbury’s. Sparkie had the lead attached to his collar and its handle in his mouth and, to
Georgie’s chagrin, he was shaking this arrangement with great enthusiasm. Janet reports that
as she drove Georgie to the train station a short while later Sparkie became hysterical when he
sensed that the ride would not end at one of his usual haunts. The rain has not stopped all this
while, and we decide to make a dash for home along the Morshead roadway. Cheering me on
my sodden way is the contents of a plastic container that Ofra has brought for me today ¬–¬ my
noodle and salmon lunch.
Friday, September 24:
Again it looks like rain – and so I am wearing the proper clothing from the start. As we begin our
back passage progress I record the unusual sight of a cat walking over the grass at the far side
of the track. It has disappeared by the time we get that far ourselves; Fritz spends no more than
ten seconds in the environmental area as we head for the green. Janet is just coming off the grass
with Daisy-Mae and Winnie but we continue on walkways around the eastern end of the green.
Here a brief shower begins but I am able to head Fritz back in the direction of the café before
there is any need to pluck his raincoat from my pocket.
Under the umbrella Ronnie, as usual, is already seated. He has been joined by Janet and soon
we have Ellen, Peter and Ofra as well. There is about a ten-minute wait for the doors of the café
to open; an unfortunate young man (with his trousers down around his knees, or so it would
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seem) has also been waiting, and now he discovers that they don’t accept credit cards here. He
asks where the nearest cash machine is, and off he goes. I am now able to give Peter my five
pound stake in our turf activity account and to return to Ofra the plastic food container from
yesterday (Janet does this as well). Ofra is wearing a Haberdashers’ Aske’s blue sweatshirt today
– evidently it belongs to the boyfriend of her daughter. Ronnie is showing pictures of his family,
preserved on his mobile phone, to Ellen, while Janet passes around flyers for a Westminster
Council initiative today, free health checks for your dogs at the Brunel Estate in W2.
Claire now arrives and Panda joins the petitioners at my knee. (Jack even agrees to take a biscuit
this morning but he and Daisy-Mae soon get into a scrap over it.) I ask Claire how the rest of
her day with Koji played out yesterday. She says it went well: the dog did not growl at any black
citizens (she now believes this predicted scenario was a wind-up), Koji and Panda had a great
period of play in the house and would not slow down long enough to be placed on lead when
it was time to go out. The only negative came when Koji had a fifteen second pee into Panda’s
toy box. The latter now runs out onto the green, searching for some action, but when she chases
after a swarthy jogger there are words. Claire explains that her pet only wants to play. The jogger
says, “I don’t have time to play.” Fritz too makes his escape soon thereafter. (This often happens
when Ronnie, uncertain on his own legs, fails to keep the gate closed.) This time, when I have
re-hooked my pet, I decide to head for home. It is beginning to drizzle again.
Saturday, September 25:
It is bright and sunny outside but I don’t trust it. I have already had the heat on for several hours
this morning and now I don my leather jacket. One step outside convinces me that I have chosen
correctly. There is a stiff breeze blowing and it is quite cold. The park is full of little boys under
footie instruction on our right and hard-charging joggers heading our way on the footpaths. One
of these slows just enough to ask me how I’m doing – it’s Mary McCartney out for a run with
her Paddy. As we reach the green Janet, Ellen and Dan are heading for the Randolph roadway as
Dan has decreed that today Winnie, at least, will get some exercise ¬– even if this means a grand
circle of the green itself. Fritz therefore joins a party that includes Daisy-Mae, Lucky and Jack
and we all walk toward the Grantully gate. Fritz pauses just outside the fence of the doggy area
here; on the other side there is a furious Staffie, claiming all of this space for himself.
Winnie is the focus of attention for much of the rest of the session. First, she takes off after a
jogger (who is far better humored about this than yesterday’s jock) and Dan reacts by rolling
her on her back and scolding his dog forcefully, “No, no, no!” Fritz tries to explore the precincts
of the clubhouse and it takes us a while to reach the doggy compound at the café. Here Dan is
struggling to separate Winnie from another Staffordshire, this one belonging to Maggie, who is
in the coffee queue. The Pug has been the aggressor here too and Dan is calling on Ofra to grab
Winnie while he restrains the Staffie. His own angry pet is tied to the naughty fence as I join a
long queue at the coffee counter (it gets even longer as the footie parents drift in) and when I
return I notice that my own dog has escaped again; he is sitting on the walkway and watching the
rest of us. Bailey now enters the mischief-making sweepstakes by jumping into Ofra’s lap and
knocking over her coffee cup as he reaches an experimental paw out in the direction of some nice
lemon cake that Renata has baked.
Ofra is now massaging the coffee stains in her track pants; she has only a sweatshirt up top and
she complains bitterly of the cold throughout the session. She and Renata have a long discussion
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on the subject of flour (zzzz…..) while Peter distributes information about our choices in the
3:05 at Ascot. Dan, who is growing a goatee, makes some disparaging remark on our luck of
late, Peter takes this personally, and there are hurt feelings. (One of our horses has a name
that resonates with memories of the Two Ronnies, Fork Handles.) Winnie, released from her
captivity, now sits on Dan’s lap, growling every now and then at some other dog and spending
some more time on her back as punishment. When we begin our back passage walkround our
party passes an elderly black canine, one who has habitually earned a round of offended barking
from Winnie. Today there is no comment from the Pug, proof to Dan that his lectures this
morning have had their effect. I doubt that others would agree.
Sunday, September 26:
Skies are uncertain this morning but the cold temperatures and harsh breezes remain. When
we reach the green I can see Dan in conversation with Ellen and Janet. He is carrying a long
rectangular box that contains, of all things, orchids from Singapore. This is all the evidence
needed to demonstrate that Davide has at last returned from a long airborne assignment that took
his as far as Sydney. The orchids are for Janet and Georgie (a thank you gesture for various acts
of Pug-sitting) but only the former is present to accept her gift; telephone calls to Georgie reveal
that our Scottish friend is “shattered” and will not be joining us in the park this morning.
The others head in for coffee but Fritz and I persist in our rambles, walking all the way to the
Randolph gate (where my dog gets to growl at a bouncy long-haired Jack Russell). When we
get back to the doggy compound I hold the gate open for one of Simba’s many nannies ¬– who
is looking for some water for the Golden Retriever. Ofra joins me in the coffee queue and I
tease her over her appearance last night at Michaela’s birthday party at the E-bar on Warrington
Crescent. “You looked terrific –” I say, “your dress was wonderful. Too bad you forgot to put
it on and came to the party in your slip.” The party is one of the chief topics of discussion this
morning for many of the people whom Michaela had met as a consequence of her time with
Skye in Paddington Rec were present: Linda and Rob, Dan, Georgie, Janet, Ofra and Ricky, even
David the Dog Sitter. I left after only two and a half hours, with Fritz still waiting at home for his
late night walk, but many of the others remained until closing time at 2:00, much the worse for
wear. (This will explain why Georgie won’t be joining us this morning.) Ronnie now admits that
he was intending to come to the party but forgot. He gets Michaela’s phone number from Dan,
intending to apologize now, but others suggest that the birthday girl is also likely to be abed at
this hour.
Dan announces that Winnie has to go on a diet again – unfortunately he has not explained this
decision to his pet, who claws away at my right knee throughout our session. Finally Dan takes
one of my biscuits, breaks it up, soaks it in coffee, and doles it out to the Pug. Some of the other
dogs are a bit luckier ¬– receiving unbroken biscuits; Fritz licks the foam from my coffee cup.
Peter announces that we will not see him tomorrow because his new flooring is supposed to
arrive and that he will see us all on Tuesday. Janet, scheduled for her fifth chemo session, says
he won’t see her on Tuesday because she will be in hospital. I add that Peter won’t see me on
Tuesday as I will be in hospital too – though in my case it will be because I need to have the
stitches removed at last from my right arm.
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Monday, September 27:
It looks quite damp and gray outside and so I am wearing my rain jacket today; fortunately we
do not experience any moisture and temperatures remain on the mild side. We are greeted by
Noodle, who follows us for a while before returning to observe her mistress, at work with her
trainer near the climbing apparatus. Up behind us comes Ollie, the curly brown Labradoodle.
As usual, Ollie puts a nose into my pocket, perhaps hoping for some treat, then he if off with his
nanny. On the green I see Janet with Davide. Today Janet is carrying the long orchid box. “You
didn’t like them?” I inquire, but it turns out that half of the blooms are intended for Georgie, who
never made it to the park yesterday. While we are chatting an incident unfolds. Charging toward
us is the redoubtable form of Toby the Bulldog, in pursuit of his tennis ball. Toby’s mistress turns
around at one point to shout at another dog owner some distance away – “Please learn how to
control your dog so that it doesn’t steal the ball of other dogs!” The curly blonde to whom these
remarks are addressed is moving off the green with several small dogs in tow. “Oh please stop
talking!” she now retorts. Janet and I agree that it is almost impossible to make sure that your
dog never runs off with a ball belonging to another animal; the best you can expect is that it will
be retrieved and returned to its proper owner ¬– eventually.
I head over to the doggy compound now, discovering Ronnie, Ellen and Makiko already at
our tables. In the coffee queue I am able to offer ten pence to Makiko, who is a little short in
her payment for a small decaf macchiato. Still new to the neighborhood, Makiko now receives
detailed advice on local eateries, laundries and bus stops from the other dog owners. (She has
followed the suggestion that she try the food at Streethawkers in the Maida Vale tube building,
and reports satisfaction with this experiment.) Her eyes widen in wonder when she observes
some of the behavior of Winnie this morning. Her own Emilio is such a laid-back character that
she is unprepared for the venomous attack that the senior Pug now launches on Sparkie – who
has made the classic mistake of looking her in the eye. This happens several times and both
dogs are placed on the brickwork to cool down – with Sparkie, living dangerously, now jumping
into Davide’s lap. I ask the latter how his trip to Sydney and Singapore went. He says that his
Singapore hotel overlooked the track on which Formula 1 cars were engaged in qualifying runs
for yesterday’s grand prix and that the hotel actually issued guests with earplugs – for the noise
was deafening.
We begin our back passage walkround and this time Makiko accompanies us for the first time.
She is charmed by this route and delighted by the sight of the Francis Holland girls at hockey
practice, but there is an anxious moment when we see Christianne heading toward us with baby
and Stella the Staffie. Terrified by this breed, Makiko picks Emilio up until we are well past this
perceived menace. All this talk of local laundries has reminded me that I have to pick up sheets
and shirts at 123 Cleaners so, as soon as I have dropped Fritz off at home, I begin my errand.
Soon I encounter Wendy with T-bone Ted. The latter is a little worse for wear after a bite turned
septic and the vet has had to shave a pink patch in his curly white bum. I ask Wendy who the
culprit was and she says it was not a Staffie this time, but a Bull Terrier.
Wednesday, September 29:
It would appear that I have missed a day in the park – but this is not entirely the case. I was here
yesterday but only briefly, walking Fritz as far as the Randolph gate and then heading for home
without the usual pause for coffee at the café. This was the strategy I needed to adopt in order
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to make a 10:30 appointment at the dermatological clinic at St. Mary’s Paddington – where Dr.
Borysiewicz at last removed six stitches from my right arm, letting me know, at the same time,
that the lesion, which was biopsied, was benign. The conclusion of this health episode, which
had been omnipresent for over two years, means that this morning I am finally able to immerse
myself in the full flow of the shower for the first time in two weeks.
There are also showers outside this morning. I have my dog’s raincoat in my pocket, in case the
moisture returns during our session in the park. Fritz manages to slow our progress down when
he stops to sample some grass shoots (we are already behind schedule because of the arrival of
Cathy the cleaner and the weekly debriefing) and by the time we reach the café this institution is
already open and the troops are already seated under the green umbrella. I again accompany Fritz
as far as the Randolph gate but now I have to pause to put his coat on, for there is a light drizzle
falling from the skies. Eventually I join a group that includes Janet, Georgie, Makiko, Davide,
Ronnie, Ellen, Ofra and Nix – whose Bearded Collie Billy is fresh from an appointment at the
canine beauty parlor. Nix says that the arthritic twelve year-old now has steps to help him into
her car but that those that lead up to her flat are proving evermore challenging to the old fellow.
Janet reports that, as usual, she was kept waiting a long time before receiving her chemotherapy
yesterday ¬– the penultimate session. She also says that she and Dan have been having a running
battle with the Idlewild after the bistro refused to honor a voucher on the grounds that it was
presented on the weekend – even though the voucher stated that it was valid seven days a week.
The dogs are making a nuisance of themselves at my knees – with Bailey and Daisy-Mae both
taking advantage of a nearby empty chair in order to advance their causes. Makiko leaves behind
part of a toasted ham and cheese sandwich when she departs and (in order to forestall Bailey,
who is trying to rake it off the tabletop) I tear it apart and dole it out to the tribe. This leaves my
fingers in a rather grubby state – and then the same thing happens to Davide when he lifts the lid
on a bowl of tomato soup – which Ofra has brought in for Janet.
We begin our back passage walkround – puzzled by the sideline deposit of little plastic
containers belonging to the Francis Holland hockeyettes ¬– but satisfied, at last, that these must
be for the storage of mouth guards. Then we pass Dex, who wants to tell us that he has just
passed some swarming bees. He is a walking homage to the missing Peter today – wearing a
short-sleeved shirt and gloves. There is a cry of distress from Janet as we near the Essendine
exit: Daisy-Mae, in pursuit of a squirrel, has dashed out of the park on her own. Fortunately she
doesn’t rush into the street and she is soon back on lead, the crisis over.
Thursday, September 30:
After a day of rain we reach the last day of the month with a morning of unsurpassed brilliance
– mild, sunny and clear. When we reach the green I discover a knot of dog owners, avoiding the
wet grass and standing, therefore, on the walkway in front of the loos: Michaela, Janet, Davide,
and Georgie. Davide has brought Sparkie and we are in time to see his rapturous response to
his mommy’s call as he sprints across the green for a reunion which should mark months of
separation – not the hour or so it has taken Georgie to deliver her disabled student to school. Fritz
alone ventures into the middle of the green on his own, checking out the scene. When he does
this a second time I am delighted to see him, too, rushing toward me after my whistle. A stranger
would think I had a well-trained, obedient pet – instead of this independent, willful creature in
gray fur.
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There are only two people ahead of me in the coffee queue (where I have been asked to order an
Ofra coffee as well as my own cappuccino) but it seems to take forever to make any progress.
Metty has discovered a woman’s change purse (with credit cards and £100 in cash) and he is
beginning to work out how to contact its owner. When my cappuccino is placed on the counter,
with its chocolate sprinkles surmounting a scoop of foam, he asks me if I would also like a
cherry on top. He then admits that it has been eight years since anyone has asked him for a decaf
macchiato, as Makiko has just done. I am eventually seated amid a fairly sizeable company that
today includes Georgie, Janet, Davide, Dex, Claire, Wendy, Ronnie, Ellen, Ofra and Makiko.
Gossip dominates the early stages of our conclave, with Ofra telling us that she has a friend who
is dating Lucy Liu and then expressing her admiration for Nicole Scherzinger, winner of the
American version of Strictly Come Dancing. The latter is the girlfriend of Lewis Hamilton, of
course, but Davide, fresh from his adventures with the Singapore Grand Prix, says that everyone
in Formula 1 knows that this is a public relations liaison only and that Hamilton plays for the
other side! This unsubstantiated information leaves everyone at our table speechless and for
several minutes we sit back and let the dogs provide the amusement. Then someone adds, “Yes,
but cabin crew thinks everyone is gay.”
Lucky is licking Sparkie’s head and then Sparkie hops into Dex’s lap. Winnie finds the close
proximity of her sometime friend to be intolerable at this moment and she has to be restrained,
on Davide’s lap, from launching another blitzkrieg on the Yorkie. Other dogs are pawing away at
my knees. These include Panda (the worse for wear after having been attacked by a Jack Russell)
and Bailey, who is relentless in his clawing. “You know,” I say to Ofra, “you can teach an old
dog new tricks and I suggest you begin with ‘Down!’” Ofra suggests that her dog does respond
to this command and to prove it she offers this command now: “Down! Down!” Bailey considers
this request seriously, his silly head half-cocked, and then he responds positively by jumping into
my lap.
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Makiko studies the racing form with Emilio’s help.
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Friday, October 1:
No one could describe October’s opening chapter in anything other than dark colors. It is murky
and gray this morning, and there is a hint of dampness in the strong breezes that are sweeping
across the park. Fritz squats for his first poo beside our usual path, a gesture that would otherwise
not earn any comment were it not for the fact that today, without flinching, he does so in the path
of Boyd’s advancing lawnmower. The green is completely empty when we at last reach this spot,
though I do detect Makiko heading for the café’s doggy compound with Emilio. Fritz, finding no
stimulus on the grass, now begins a leisurely circuit of the green itself, encountering Dan (who
has just delivered Winnie and Sparkie to Janet) at the Grantully gate. The school groups continue
to file in for some morning exercise in the gale as Fritz and I, our circle over, at last reach the
café.
Given the unfriendliness of the day it is not too surprising that we have a fairly small turnout this
morning: Makiko, Janet, Ellen, Ronnie, Ofra and Peter – though Claire, Dex and Wendy join us
after half an hour. It is the first time we have seen Peter in several days ¬– since he has had to
remain at home in order to supervise the workmen who are modernizing his flat. Janet suggests
that he has a lot of moaning to catch up with and he responds by moaning about the mendacity
of the workers – who have been promising this and that and not delivering (and they have also
installed the wrong surface in his kitchen). Makiko’s artificial nails (installed at Westfields) are
admired by the ladies while the dogs begin their assault on my biscuit bag.
An assault on my biscuit bag in which my own dog does not participate. Fritz seems mesmerized
by the thinly-populated scene out on the green, staring intently through the fence into the
distance ¬– where we now have trees whose leaves are turning red. I am at a loss to explain
his lack of interest in foodstuffs; perhaps he senses that we are not far away from thunder and
lightning. Missing from our assemblage this morning is Georgie (though her dog is here) and
Janet now tells us that Georgie’s Covent Garden assignment has been cancelled today and that
her employers have asked her to go out to Uxbridge to pick up a pupil resident there. This much
greater distance will explain her absence, though we continue to expect her to arrive at any
moment. Ronnie and Peter leave with great difficulty – as Fritz has to be blocked from sneaking
through the open gate. I tell the others that my dog has an appointment at the beauty parlor
tomorrow morning and that we will miss our time in the park. Then, hoping to get home before
any more rainfall, we head down the Morshead roadway on our own. Just as we near the gate we
encounter the missing Georgie, arriving at last. She is breathing fire over her dislocation –
“I am not amused!”
Sunday, October 3:
If it appears that I have missed a day in the park then appearances are deceiving. I did miss the
morning session, of course, since Fritz had to be delivered to St. John’s Pets at nine o’clock
yesterday. This is about a thirty-five minute walk, one that ends when, sensing where we have
at last arrived, Fritz loses all ability to walk on his collapsed legs before succumbing to his fate
and disappearing down the stairs in Karen’s arms. The result of these ministrations, when I
picked him up two hours later, was most gratifying of course, though now we had to walk home
again, a very slow progress as Fritz, revived, had to stop at every tree, lamp post and parking
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pole. First to express appreciation for this perfectly-groomed specimen was Michaela, whom
we encountered in front of Plan 9, having lunch with her son, Cameron. This was not the only
encounter with park people yesterday, however, for at 4:00 Ofra dropped by with some goodies
(fish and rice) for my dinner and, with a raincoat-bedecked Bailey, we all went to the park
together. Thus we did not miss a session in the park after all, though the afternoon turnout at the
café, just Ofra, Dan, Janet and Georgie, was much smaller than usual.
The rains that were just beginning yesterday afternoon increased in intensity as the evening
wore on and when I took Fritz out for his late night walk at 10:30 (both of us in raingear) the
downpour was so severe that my dog, who usually takes these things in stride, refused to budge
from a spot in front of the house, finally agreeing to lift his leg three times before dragging me
back indoors. This morning I am a little concerned that he must be desperate to get outside, but
he is perfectly content to follow our normal schedule and we thus reach the green at our usual
hour: Dan, Janet, Georgie, Ellen and Peter are already here. After he has nosed about on the
green Fritz heads down the Randolph roadway and I have to follow. When we get back to the
café I find only Panda in the doggy compound. Claire is just returning with her coffee and Renata
is arriving with Maxi. It is quite obvious that our German friend is in a state of great agitation,
barely able to speak. Claire gets a chair for her and gradually we learn that she has had a fright
(and a sprint) because Maxi has just been chased by a Labrador. The others are now filtering in
and Dan, we discover, has baked some chocolate biscuits for the gang.
Conversation begins with some examination of last night’s TV fare – Strictly Come Dancing and
The X-Factor primarily. Janet, Georgie and Dan all have their favorites in the latter competition
but no one else has seen this show and, indeed, Renata says that she has watched a Stephen
Hawking program about the universe. This leads to a discussion of the origins and outcome of
this celestial experiment, with Renata and Peter offering the view that there is no life after death
and Janet insisting that she believes in reincarnation. On a less elevated plane it appears that we
have at last convinced Peter (who has more hospital tests scheduled this week) that our interest
would be sustained more intensely if we just tried to pick one turf winner each Saturday instead
of trying to choose both first and second place finishers. We begin our back passage walkround:
it looks like it might rain again.
Monday, October 4:
It is extremely dark this morning and I have slipped the dog’s raincoat into a pocket as a
precaution. We don’t make very rapid progress today, with Fritz sampling grass shoots while
a gardener with a trimmer is reducing the edible specimens in the verge just ahead. Fly is
following her daddy this morning; I note that the latter is stopped by a well-wisher, who offers
advice on how mother-to-be Jasmine can stand forth and deliver (the suggestion: send her outside
to do the gardening). Janet, Georgie and Dan are standing in the center of the green and I tell
them that last night I had a dream in which we all went walking (with our dogs) in Wales, that
we had trouble getting a proper breakfast at our b&b, that I thought I had left my walking stick
behind, and that I was worried we would miss our connection in Shrewsbury. “I’d like a walk in
Wales,” Dan now says, and the ladies think this would be nice as well. “Let’s see how well we do
on Hampstead Heath first,” is my response.
I follow Fritz down the Randolph roadway for a while and then we turn around to enter the
doggy compound. They are opening the doors of the café a few minutes early – having learned
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that Ellen has a hospital appointment later this morning. Twice Emilio escapes and rushes into
this forbidden space to be reunited with his mommy. In addition to Ellen, Makiko, Georgie,
and Janet (Dan having gone off to work) we have Ofra, Wendy, Claire, Dex and Ronnie. Bailey
begins a long session of arm clawing but Winnie and Daisy-Mae are also present to beg for
biscuits and Fritz is staring at me soulfully as well. When Ellen leaves there is some struggle to
make certain that her dogs, Jack and Lucky, go with her while Fritz, always looking for an escape
opportunity, remains behind. In this struggle Fritz emerges the winner and I have to abandon my
coffee cup to the depressing temperatures while I spend three or four minutes pursuing my dog
down the runway. Panda gets tied to the naughty fence after a bout of Sparkie-like barking.
Ofra has had breakfast at one of Gordon Ramsey’s restaurants and we have to hear about every
forkful while getting a recipe for Eggs Benedict. The ladies return to the X-factor and we now
get a thorough analysis of who should have been chosen – instead of those wannabes who aced
them out. Another program that seems to have captured the imagination is ITV’s Downton
Abbey, a series featuring Maggie Smith. Janet and Georgie are able to trace the origins of a
number of actors on this show back to their roots in other dramas and the soaps. At one point
Janet gets a text message from Peter; he has remained at home to supervise what should be the
last day of workmen in his flat. (Unfortunately, we have heard this hope expressed before.)
Tuesday, October 5:
The skies are still leaden as Fritz and I head for the park on a dark Tuesday. A long-legged tan
and white dog named Mutley is heading our way and Fritz freezes defensively until he adjudges
this stranger no menace. When we reach the green we find Dan in intense conversation with
Janet and Georgie: Renata’s Maxi has been attacked again! It seems that she was walking the
little Poodle in Grange Park when one of a pair of Staffies (the national dog of Kilburn) decided
to attack. The terrified little fellow was tossed around and in his flight he was soon lost to a
distraught Renata, left behind in an asthmatic spasm. An hour later a local dog owner coaxed
the frightened chap into submitting to some attention and Renata was called to reclaim her dog.
Bite wounds were so deep that they could not be sutured for fear that this gesture might encase
infection. This is at least the third time that Maxi has been attacked by another, larger dog
recently, and why this should be such a pattern is now under debate. Dan thinks that the little
rescue dog has learned fear (thus inciting the canine bullies) from his owner.
Fritz now begins his familiar stroll along the Randolph roadway as we are passed by Vlad with
Tara and then two dogs who represent the extremes in canine shape: the mastiff Ruby and the
Japanese Spitz Ninja. We return to the doggy compound, where there is a small turnout only:
Ofra, Janet, Georgie, Ellen and Claire. The latter soon has dark paw marks all over her grey
track pants as a very noisy Ozzy arrives with Dex. Sparkie is equally vocal (much discussion of
the need for puppy Ritalin) but Daisy-Mae, in spite of her usual efforts to tempt other dogs into
fights over sequestered biscuits, has no takers today. Fritz, it turns out, is rather vocal today as
well; in his case it is Ellen who is the subject of his endless whining entreaties – he is convinced
that she has some goodies in that purse of hers and that she is holding out on him. The eternally
wiggly Dolores is now admitted to the compound and so activity under the table takes on a new
intensity.
When Ellen departs with Jack and Lucky, Fritz makes one of his patented escapes. By this time
the others are just getting up to leave and so I gather my stuff together and hook my dog in
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readiness for a back passage walkround. This procession is slow to make its departure ¬ – with
Winnie hanging back as usual. In this case it is Hanna, recently returned from Finland, who picks
the Pug up and hands her over the fence to Georgie. Winnie responds by inching forward as we
pass the kiddies’ playground. Here we have the unusual sight of the red-headed Ruth, changing
a baby’s nappy on the ground, while her own black dog looks in on the scene from his spot on
the other side of the fence. By this time Winnie has finally caught up with the rest of us and our
departure can continue in a more orderly fashion.
Wednesday, October 6:
By the time Fritz and I are ready to depart it has been raining for several hours ¬– fortunately it
is just spitting a bit when we reach the park and therefore our raingear offers all the protection
we need. The inclement weather has had an effect on park activity, at least at this early hour,
and we don’t pass a single soul until we have reached the green. This space is also empty and so
we begin a slow circuit along its periphery. We do meet Ellen with Jack and Lucky but the park
remains lifeless until we reach the bandstand – where one of the omnipresent personal trainers
is putting one of his charges through her paces. Fritz does a good job of staying close as we
complete our circle and we have soon reached the doggy compound.
Numbers, under our big green umbrella, are very much reduced today: just Georgie (who has
a cold), Janet, Ofra, Ellen and Claire. The latter says that she would just as soon have stayed
at home this morning but that Panda goes crazy without her daily dose of park life. This little
madam now refuses several styles of biscuits offered by her mommy and joins the canine parade
at my feet. It’s bad enough having this importunate mob whining for treats on a dry day. On
a wet day the entreaties are accompanied by a series of cold wet paws digging into my knees.
Daisy-Mae is as insistent as any of the others (Sparkie, Winnie, Lucky, Bailey) but she thinks
that jumping onto my lap with four cold wet feet will advance her chances.
Janet reports that Maxi is still convalescing at home and that the police have now been called
in to investigate the circumstances of his injuries (photographed by Rowena) – inflicted, in
part, when the Staffie in question actually snatched the little Poodle from Renata’s arms. Janet
now receives a text from the missing Peter: a bent doorjamb is causing yet more delays in the
completion of his flat’s refurbishment. Hanna arrives and tells us about her tasks in disposing
of her mother’s effects in Helsinki – another trip will be required to do this. I have my own
haircutting appointment this morning so, somewhat earlier than usual, I start off along the
Morshead roadway. Here we meet councilor Prendergast who, taking one look at Fritz’s wet legs,
predicts an early bath for my dog. Actually I think he will be fine when he dries off a bit. But as
soon as I get home I have to change out of my paw-dampened trousers.
Thursday, October 7:
The weather continues its recovery and we have the same sunny skies that greeted us as Linda
and I took Fritz and Pepper to Regent’s Park yesterday afternoon. Here my dog enjoyed his usual
regime of ball chasing and mischief – investigating both the ladies and the gents under the Hub
and then distinguishing himself by rolling on his side in a sea of mud. Fortunately it was easy to
brush this off when it dried ¬– since his fur is so short these days – and as we start for the park
today he is full of beans and raring to go.
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When we reach the green I note that the grass is very wet and so I am just as happy that Fritz is
content to walk down the Randolph roadway. Here we encounter Georgie, walking with Ofra;
she has just spotted her own dog arriving with Davide from the opposite side of the park. Sparkie
covers the distance that separates him from his mommy in no time at all, and soon he is bouncing
up and down, hoping that she will produce his tennis ball. Fritz wanders about a bit on our return
but we reach the doggy compound just as they are opening the café doors. Today we have our
usual international medley, one Yank plus Makiko from Tokyo, Ofra from Israel, Georgie from
Glasgow, Davide from Sardinia, Hanna from Finland, and four people from England – Janet,
Ronnie and Ellen, plus a newcomer, a pretty young redhead named Juliette. She has brought with
her Boris, an Irish Terrier puppy belonging to her brother. This four-month old cutie does not
resemble London’s mayor, since the latter is a blonde and the puppy is a redhead, but I suggest
that perhaps he was named for Boris Becker.
Lucky is delighted by the new playmate and the two chase each other around the table until we
are all dizzy. Bailey and Daisy-Mae begin another session of biscuit-begging but when the latter
starts a scrap over her treats she is temporarily ejected by Janet, having to spend a few minutes
outside the compound. Fritz also behaves disgracefully, stationing himself at Ellen’s feet and
whining away until she produces the requisite Baker’s Allsorts package from her purse. Then,
as she departs, he manages to sneak through the open gate and I am not able to collar him until
he is well past the clubhouse. Ofra is the next to leave – she has been a bit preoccupied today,
having lost her wallet yet again. There are three Pugs in our goodbye procession, Emilio, Winnie
and that bruiser, Zorro. As we near Morshead Road Makiko and I can hear Janet entreating
Daisy-Mae to behave; the Shih-tzu had spotted a squirrel and for a moment it seems that she will
squeeze through the bars of the perimeter fence in pursuit.
Friday, October 8:
Though temperatures are mild enough, we do have a rather murky gray morning in the park
today and attendance figures are depressed. I see no one on our walkways until I approach the
five-a-side pitch, where a mob of chattering Paddington Academy kids waits for a park keeper to
unlock the gate. Georgie is walking with Janet on the green; they are heading for the Morshead
roadway, a direction from which Sparkie will emerge momentarily. When he is spotted, coming
in the gate with Davide and Winnie, Georgie calls his name and he makes one of his headlong
runs, not pausing for an instant as his tennis ball is lofted toward the cricket crease. Fritz
has followed all this activity closely and he decides to explore the Morshead roadway more
thoroughly. On our way back he is tempted by an open gate at the head of the running track but
in this case his own tennis ball proves its utility as a re-routing inducement.
At breakfast this morning we have Makiko, Davide, Georgie, Janet, Peter, Ellen, Ronnie and
Ofra. The latter has two reasons for happiness this morning. She has found her lost Burberry
change purse (in her own kitchen) and, after five years, the materials have at last been delivered
that will allow the completion of work in her bathroom. A sister is arriving for a visit and there
will be a ribbon cutting ceremony and speeches, evidently. This state of affairs, odd one would
think when you remember that Ricky is an architect, reminds Georgie that her husband, James,
paints other people’s houses professionally but won’t lift a brush at home.
Makiko, meanwhile, is thanking Davide for a fish recipe which she tried out last night and
heading for Hatton Gardens, after a conversation with Ronnie, to pick up a ring. Peter reports
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that he has been to hospital for tests on his heart. Georgie wants to know if they found one
in there, or just a swinging brick. Peter, ignoring the insult, says that nothing untoward was
uncovered.
Ronnie says that Chloe is not to have any treats this morning – since she is again suffering from
tummy problems. Lucky thinks that Emilio would make a swell playmate and she kisses him and
scratches at him with her paw as he sits in Makiko’s lap – earlier he has dashed into the café in
pursuit of his mommy and ended up in the kitchen! Fritz again stations himself at Ellen’s feet and
whinges piteously. Daisy-Mae is my best customer and even manages to take a biscuit with her
when we get up to begin our back passage walkround. Perhaps the Shih-Tzu has been spending
too much time with the squirrels for I now witness for myself something I have only been told
about before – as she buries the prize in the earth of a hedgerow in the forecourt of the café.
A few minutes later Fritz and I are just making our exit as a chap enters with a senior Staffie –
who exchanges growls with my dog. I look behind just to see if Makiko has already spotted this
menace – and she already has Emilio lofted protectively in her arms.
Saturday, October 9:
Better weather is promised for today but at this early hour in the morning it is still gray and
chilly. We get as far as the red poo poo bin when Fritz decides that he would just as soon not
continue forward along our familiar walkways. “He’s on the track!” a woman at the nearby
parallel bars informs me. Backtracking a bit I see the rascal staring back at me from a middle
lane but I manage to get him back by bouncing his tennis ball a few times. I think we can now
continue on as usual but, just as a jogging Mary McCartney passes us again, Fritz reverses
himself and begins to go back the way we have come in. Perhaps he is not looking forward to
wading his way through all the footie lads this morning; I give up and follow him all the way
around the track as he approaches the Morshead roadway and thus reaches the green at last. He
chases his ball a few times, checks out the scene, and then we have a Randolph roadway ramble.
There is already a long queue in the café so I just sit down for the first fifteen minutes of the
session. When I do go in I discover that a new offering (ice cream embedded in some colorful
plastic shapes) is attracting the attention of the little kids and helping to slow the line. Our
turnout this morning is on the skimpy side: just Janet, Georgie, Dan, Peter, Ellen and Renata.
Peter lets Janet pick today’s runner in our horse racing efforts; she chooses Sunny Side Tom in
the 2:15 at York. Georgie is full of complaint over the tepid state of her fried tomatoes ¬– which
Dan has ordered for her, though forgetting to specify “well done.” (I suggest she finish them off
with her cigarette lighter.) I ask Dan if Michigan Janet will have any trouble getting tickets to
the Phantom sequel, Love Never Dies. When he refers to this production as Paint Never Dries
I realize she will not have any difficulties. Renata, who is making her first visit since Maxi’s
ordeal, begins to fill in all the details of the story we have missed. It turns out that the attacker
was an American Bulldog, not a Staffie. In revisiting the details of this incident, Renata begins to
cry.
While she is telling us this story a chap with a bruiser on lead walks into the café’s forecourt and
a number of our little dogs, showing off, set up a furious response from the safety of our fence.
They get a snarling answer – which discomfits everybody, and Dan gets up to disperse the pack
and turn Winnie on her back. Carrie, Claire and Rowena take the little table in the corner and
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Wendy comes in to join us, taking the same seat occupied yesterday afternoon (when we were
here too) by her husband, Vass. When we get up to leave Dan makes a final visit to the café
counter where they have been saving his collection of ice-cream stuffed plastic toys. Between the
football pitches we encounter Dex, who says that he and Maxi have shared an unhappy fate this
week. He has a cut lip and tells us that yesterday, against his advice, a Middle Eastern gentleman
let his little kid rush over to play with the little doggies. One of these put a paw on the toddler
and the dad went ballistic, accusing everyone involved of being racists. Dex, to answer such an
accusation, said, “I’m not a racist; in fact I’m Jewish” – whereupon he was punched in the face.
Sunday, October 10:
It’s 10-10-10 today but this doesn’t mean there has been any improvement in the weather.
Yesterday’s sunshine was very late in making an appearance and there is only gray again this
morning. Fritz has no difficulty in making forward progress, however, though he does seem
quite puzzled to discover Phoenix in the environmental area ¬– even though the latter’s jogging
mistress is calling for her dog from ever greater distances. Finally Phoenix rises from the
grasses and departs; we continue on to the kiddies’ playground where Christian and Reina are
watching Maya at play – while Vito and Miro remain as sentinels, tied to the fence. I pause
to present a seated Ronnie with his birthday card and continue on to the center of the green,
where Janet is having people sign another card for the birthday boy, one with all of our pets
appearing in PhotoShopped glory. After a brief period in the Grantully doggy compound we
return to the cricket crease to learn that Maxi has had another misadventure. This time he was so
frightened by the friendly attentions of a large dog on Primrose Hill that he bolted in terror and
was recovered by three girls who found him hours later in some bushes near the Regent’s Park
mosque! Renata will not be able to let him go off lead for some time now.
Susie has placed money behind the counter – as the coffees are on Ronnie today. The turnout is
spectacular, the largest in several years I would say: Ronnie and Susie, of course, then Peter and
Ellen, Janet, Georgie (and her visiting daughter Lynn), Hanna, Wendy, Dan, Davide, Renata, and
Ofra. When Rob arrives with Pepper (and receives a riotous greeting from Fritz) the number has
swollen to fifteen. Janet has baked some delicious scones and presents these with clotted cream
and jam on the side. Renata has also brought a small chocolate cake covered in Smarties. Dan
announces that he is going to have a special case designed to house the five kitsch animal figures
he bought yesterday – mostly to annoy Davide – but I remind him that if does this the ice cream
company is bound to come up with a sixth figure. Peter says that Janet’s pick in yesterday’s horse
race at least finished in the top half. Janet, Dan and Ofra discuss last night’s activities on Strictly
Come Dancing and The X-Factor.
Susie thinks that Ronnie is about to slip Chloe a biscuit and there are words – “Just because
it’s your birthday doesn’t mean I can’t growl at you.” In fact Ronnie is innocent here; he waits
until Susie has gone inside the café and then he has me slip Chloe a biscuit. The other usual
suspects are besieging me directly and today I grab a coffee tray and cover my lap with this
shield – which does discourage some of the fellows. Fritz makes a number of escape attempts
this morning. He does succeed with Ellen leaves but Dan goes out and picks him up. He tries
to leave with Rob and Pepper but this attempt is foiled. He sneaks out when Ofra goes to the
loo but she borrows Wendy’s lead and soon returns him to durance vile. When Ronnie and
Susie depart he gets out for a third time and by now I am ready to start for home – just heading
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down the Morshead roadway while my delighted pup falls into step. The sun is making its first
breakthrough as we leave the park.
Monday, October 11:
We have very sunny skies this morning, but there is also a chill wind depressing temperatures
and spirits. Almost immediately we are overtaken by Natasha, who is jogging along today with
her own Millie and her friend Nicola’s Sonny. There is not much activity on the green so Fritz
and I head down the Randolph roadway, passing Ellen and Janet – just as the latter is describing
an outing that she and some of the other dog owners took (with their animals) to Kenwood
yesterday afternoon. (They must be taking seriously my suggestion of the need for a hike on
Hampstead Heath before we attempt one in Wales.) We get all the way to the Randolph gate,
turning around to pass Monty the Lab and the slow-moving Ruby. By this time we can head for
the café, just entering the doggy compound gate before Ellen does. This means that Fritz, freshly
off-lead, has an early opportunity of turning tail and returning, illegally, through the open gate
onto the green.
I manage to collar my pet only when he slows down at the cricket crease. Returned to the café,
I join a short queue at the counter and then find a seat, with just a little sunshine warming our
presence at our table. We have ten coffee drinkers here eventually: Ronnie, Ellen, Peter –who
announces, “It’s never too early for gloves,” Georgie, Ofra, Makiko, Renata, Juliet and Janet
– who is compared to a Mafioso with her trademark brown slouch hat – while at the adjacent
corner table in the sun we have Hanna, Claire, and Wendy. Emilio is in love with Bailey this
morning and the latter lets the Pug lick his willie (yesterday it was Phoenix who enjoyed this
sport – no wonder Ofra agrees that her dog must be gay). Daisy-Mae is ejected by Janet after
getting into a scrap with Boris. The latter is being pursued by Lucky but, when the latter is
preoccupied with her new friend, Jack sneaks up on his sister’s back for a little humping. “Stop
that,” Ellen says unhopefully, “you’ll hurt your back.” Fritz, who has escaped when Renata
first arrived, now escapes again when Ellen departs. Hanna has caught him in the first of these
breakouts; Ellen grabs his collar now.
Ofra is brushing Bailey and Makiko (who has just spent a night in a bowling alley) borrows the
brush so she can have a go with Emilio. Ofra has been watching a new show on the culture of
Essex on ITV 2 and she is awestruck at the vulgarity on display. I tell her that Dan has offered to
give us all a guided tour of his homeland on a number of occasions. Juliet complains about all the
chicken bones deposited by the college kids on her street, and Renata tells us that Maxi is still so
traumatized by his recent crises that he won’t relax enough to do his pees. Georgie reports that
daughter Lynn has made it back to Hereford, very much the worse for wear after a night out with
her girlfriends here in London. We begin our back passage walkround, a slow progress because
of Winnie’s recalcitrance and Daisy-Mae’s preoccupation with squirrels. As we near the cypress
trees I find the one warm spot in the entire park.
Tuesday, October 12:
The sun makes its own desultory efforts but the overall flavor of the morning is cool and grey.
We pass Ruth with her little black dog and two infants, the mobile one of these producing a
praiseworthy collection of loose sticks. When we reach the green I join the trio of Davide,
Janet and Georgie; Daisy-Mae is just getting a scolding after another relentless assault on
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Winnie’s tail. I follow Fritz across the grass as we begin a painfully slow sniffathon along the
Randolph roadway. Every patch of grass, every bush, every leaf has to be examined with intense
concentration; by the time we have reached the gate and turned around for a return journey we
are well behind the other dog owners.
I slow things down even more by examining a multi-page posting in the gym display case facing
our tables, one on the subject of “Do you know your dog law?” Yesterday there was considerable
anxiety that this broadside might be a portent of some new restrictions on the movement of our
pets – but today I see that this publication is the work of the British Kennel Club and it contains
a lot of information not relevant to park life at all: noisy dogs, dog breeding and so on. There is
a section on dangerous dogs but it is hard to imagine the owners of such animals pausing to read
these strictures.
Our group this morning includes Makiko (still grooming Emilio), Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Renata,
Peter, Ellen, Davide, Ronnie and Wendy, though at the little table in the corner we have Hanna,
Claire and one of Koji’s daddies; today he will return an earlier favor by looking after Panda.
That little madam is active in raking away at my knees but Winnie, Sparkie, Chloe and Bailey
are not far behind. Fritz does agree to take the occasional biscuit but he is soon bored with these
treats and he sets up his charity appeal at Ellen’s knee. There is only one fight today (Daisy-Mae
attacking Emilio) and only one escape attempt undertaken by my dog – though I am able to alert
the departing Ronnie to keep an eye on the rascal during exit procedures. Because of my late
arrival I am at the far end of the table and this makes it hard for me to know what is going on at
the other end. I do hear Georgie explaining to Renata what her work ferrying disabled students to
school entails – “I’m the tart with the heart.”
Our departure this morning is halting. First Ofra darts into the café for a chat at the counter
– and Bailey follows her. Janet and Renata get well ahead of the rest of us as a consequence.
I am walking in the middle with Davide and Makiko, who are having an extended culinary
conversation on the subject of bottarga. This is an ingredient I am not familiar with, but it turns
out to be a Sardinian specialty, a block of dried fish roe that is then grated for use in pasta dishes.
Davide says he has a jar that he will bring in for our Japanese friend. By this time I have caught
up with the front runners in our procession (or Fritz has) and, as happens so often when we begin
at the end of the line, we are able to exit the park several minutes before anyone else.
Wednesday, October 13:
It’s cold and gray this morning and I can sense that it may not be too long before scarf and wool
hat will be required. Even before we enter the park there is plenty of canine activity. Rebel,
white now appearing around his black nose, is just crossing the street, Millie, just inside the
fence, is being urged to get a move on since it is breakfast time, and Vito and Miro are dancing
down the pavement as Christian and Reina exit the park. When we reach the green Dan is just
departing and Winnie, after evading the advances of Daisy-Mae, head-butts Sparkie, and Skye is
sent off in pursuit of his tennis ball. Fritz passes through this scene rather rapidly and heads for
the Grantully walkway, where he follows Elvis around to the left. When we reach the Randolph
roadway we turn left, passing the burly Bulldog, Toby, and I am congratulating myself on the
fact that we are doing all this off-lead – since my back is bothering me a bit this morning and I
would just a soon not bend down to hook my dog.
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I am standing at the gate to the doggy compound, waiting to admit Fritz, when I notice that the
rascal has turned right a few feet earlier than required – and is now heading for the glass door
that marks the entrance to the gym. Sure enough it opens today and the next one too (for his
presence merely triggers these automatic portals) and by the time I have caught up with him he is
at the desk, ready to take out a membership. I do have to hook him now and, after taking him to
the compound, I get in the coffee queue, where Makiko kindly buys me my morning cappuccino.
While we are waiting for our coffee, however, there is a new crisis: Fritz has escaped and is
checking out things at the café. Janet is in pursuit and soon she has scooped him up and returned
him to his cell.
Today our breakfast group includes Janet, Georgie, Ronnie, Ellen, Ofra, Renata, Wendy, Makiko
and Peter. The latter is complaining about AOL, his broadband provider, which hasn’t fixed his
connection but won’t let him cancel his contract. Then he goes on to complain about last night’s
European qualifier at Wembley, which ended in England’s ignominious scoreless draw with
Montenegro – though why it should be expected that England might field a team capable of
beating one that comes from a land with only 600,000 citizens is a mystery. Renata has covered
Maxi’s side with sellotape – since he keeps picking off his scabs. Via Georgie, Davide has sent
Makiko a jar of bottarga and everyone has to sniff and taste this heretofore obscure ingredient.
Makiko gets up to have a look at a little black mostly Pug on the green. The owner of the twin
Cavaliers, Bella and Hamish, now ties these animals up to the walkside fence while she goes
in to get her coffee, and one of these abandoned ones wails piteously. Makiko returns from the
green and accidentally admits the Cavaliers’ brother, the Lab, Sarky, who wants to come in to get
a drink of water.
Hanna also arrives, bringing with her a new tennis ball for Fritz. He chases this about a bit and
then knocks it through the fence so I have to get up to return it to him. I toss it back over the
fence and my dog earns a gasp of awe as he makes one of his patented over the shoulder grabs.
The other canine inhabitants of our doggy world have been undertaking their usual mendicant
postures at my feet. As they can suddenly appear at the merest whisper of the plastic biscuit bag
so Fritz is attuned to the slightest variation in migratory patterns and he manages to be just in the
right spot to follow Ronnie and Peter out of the gate. Peter manages to collar him pretty quickly
but I give up – gathering up my gear and leading Fritz down the Morshead roadway alone. I tell
Peter, “I usually give up after three escapes.”
Thursday, October 14:
As promised, it seems time to wear my wool cap and my gray Burberry scarf for the first time
today – and the park’s chilly temperatures soon convince me that I have made the right choice.
Fritz chases his tennis ball around a bit when we reach the green and then we begin a circuit of
the eastern end of this space. The others have all migrated in the direction of the café before we
can head for this spot ourselves but there is a long queue at the coffee counter and so I sit down
in protest. After a while Emilio, suffering from separation anxiety, escapes into the forecourt –
where I go to retrieve him. While she is in the queue Christianne had tied Stella to a peg on the
low stone wall and the Staffie offers a virtuoso performance in protest, a trilling chortle that is
quite unnerving.
Our group this morning includes Hanna, Wendy, Janet, Georgie, Makiko, Peter, Ellen, Renata,
Ofra and Ronnie. Georgie has been buying ice cream figures for her sister and I remind her that
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there are now six of these – including a panda and a soccer ball. She says that there are rumors
that even more are on their way and I ask if anyone has told Dan not to order that display case
just yet. Ofra admires my gray scarf, but it is quite clear that she has seen the Burberry label first.
She can’t believe that I would buy such an expensive item for myself, but, now that I think about
it, I believe the scarf is one that Dorothy once wore. Janet is today wearing one of her glamour
wigs since she and Daisy-Mae are on their way to visit Janet’s sister in Kenilworth later this
morning. I finally get in line but there is still a long wait while all the toddlers and the wheelchair
kids are served first.
The chief topic of conversation this morning is the rescue of the Chilean miners, a feel-good
story that has dominated the media in the last few days – with the last of the victims reaching
daylight just a few hours ago, after over two months of entombment. A triumph of engineering,
someone now suggests that these rescuers should have been hired to deal with the oil leak in
the Gulf of Mexico. Fritz takes advantage of our concentration on this topic to follow Ellen
out through the gate. I can see him looking back to see what my reaction will be to this cheeky
behavior, but when I finally stand up (determined to finish my coffee first) he joyfully rushes
back to us on his own. He then tries it on a second time, when Panda and Koji are being
admitted, but Claire gets him back immediately with the offer of a treat. Soon we are on our way
home. I notice that my dog has something in his mouth in the course of this journey; it turns
out to be a white hockey ball belonging to the Francis Holland School. The young ladies of this
institution are at work on the five-a-side pitch on our right and I squeeze the ball through the
door so that it can rejoin its fellows.
Friday, October 15:
As Fritz and I make our way into the Rec, a good five minutes earlier than usual, I am musing on
the surprising number of out-of-park experiences I have had, in the past few days, experiences
with people I know only because of our membership in our local canine society. Two nights ago
we ran into Matthew, standing in front of his building with Emilio. On Tuesday I met Lizzie,
Yoyo’s owner, in the 123 Cleaners (she is in the park again today, minus Yoyo). On Wednesday
I ran into Saskia on Elgin Avenue (accompanied by little Harvey but not by Buddy). Yesterday
Linda honked as she was stopping on Morshead Road with her dad and Pepper (who has a hip
injury), and last night, as we were walking along Castellain, I heard someone call Fritz by name.
It was Yara, also dogless, who was sitting with a cigarette-smoking work colleague on the frigid
back patio of the Le Cochonnet. She gave Fritz an extended cuddle and explained that because
she is working full time now it is hard for her to get up early on the weekends – which is why we
haven’t seen Luci and Luna recently.
This morning, still cold and gray, we pass Cris and Skye, heading toward us, and then the Jack
Russell duo of Milo and Winnie. Milo starts to climb my leg and this means that he has figured
out that I am carrying treats. I ask the owner if he can have a biscuit and, much earlier than usual,
I am unwrapping my bag ¬– Winnie won’t take one, which means that she is certainly a different
character from her Pug namesake. Having arrived early, we have plenty of time for a leisurely
stroll. Fritz heads right when we reach the circular enclosed garden at the northeast corner of the
green and follows an embowered path to the top of the little hill overlooking the tennis courts –
where he discovers Ellen with Jack and Lucky. The park is lovely in its autumn shadings and we
continue on to the doggy area on the Grantully side. After a pause here we cross the green in the
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direction of the café; Tracy is calling on Maxi to join her in the middle, but the little Poodle is on
lead at all times today.
I am just congratulating myself on having made it all the way to the doggy compound without
the use of a lead when Fritz again heads unerringly for the glass door into the gym. He has
learned that the automatic doors will respond if he just sits down in front of them; a second
set opens as well and once again I have to follow the rascal, in some embarrassment, into the
reception area to complete my capture. I choose a seat at our table and head for the café itself
but a minute later Fritz has escaped again, Ofra admitting that it was her fault this time. I get
him back into position and when I return to the café Ofra is in the kitchen, sampling a spice
that Metty uses with his tomato soup. Having Ofra on both sides of the counter is a sure way of
lengthening everyone else’s time in the queue.
This morning we have Ofra, Georgie, Hanna, Peter, Ellen, Renata, Makiko and Ronnie. One
end of the table is poring over today’s horoscopes while photos of a pelican about to swallow
a pigeon are passed around for everyone to see. Instructions are offered to Makiko on how to
recover a package at the Lanhill Road post office substation off Elgin Avenue. Both Winnie
and Chloe have had upset tummies recently so I have to exclude them from the usual round of
handouts. Fritz accepts some toast from Ellen and then whines until she produces the package
of Allsorts. He has learned to time his escape attempt to that moment when she exits – and sure
enough he is off again this morning. I grab my lead and I am half way home before I can collar
him. I should have kept going but the biscuits are still back on the table so I retreat, pick up the
bag, and follow Georgie along the back passage. When I catch up I am able to share with her
something I have just learned while chasing Fritz. The latest addition to the endless roster of
school groups crowding our scene is being addressed in some Slavic tongue!
Saturday, October 16:
The skies have brightened considerably this morning though it is still quite crisp. I have added
to Dorothy’s gray Burberry scarf a black wool hat she wore as well –and much of the day’s
session is dominated for me by the thought that today would have been her 70th birthday. It is
hard to imagine that she would have enjoyed such an anniversary (aside from the presents) but,
of course, she would not have looked the part under any circumstances. When we reach the
cricket crease we find Dan in conversation with two women I have never seen before. An Asian
woman has two Tibetan Terriers (or so I guess) named Queenie and Mumble. They each remind
me strongly of my Aunt Elsie’s Trixie. The other woman has a three month-old Jack RussellPatterdale Terrier mix named Jez (for Jezebel). Fritz has to show these newcomers who is boss
and his vocal pyrotechnics reach a crescendo when Dan kneels to give him an extended cuddle.
We try out the tennis ball and then Fritz, spotting Maxi, heads for the Randolph roadway. Our
usual round trip on this surface puts us well behind the others but there is such a Saturday
morning queue at the café that only Ellen, first in line, succeeds in snagging an early coffee. This
morning there is a large turnout (though Ronnie and Janet are missing): Dan, Ofra, Georgie,
Renata, Wendy, Peter and Ellen under the umbrella – with Carrie, Hanna, Rowena and Dex in the
corner. The noise is incredible. Oggy has hysterics when Carrie goes in for her coffee, Timmy
also has a noisy separation anxiety attack and Sparkie, as usual, barks at every dog on the other
side of the fence – his loudest accolade bestowed on Snowdon, the white Alsatian. Fritz manages
to remain inside the compound for once but he makes a nuisance of himself by begging for treats
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at Ellen’s knee. Winnie throws up at my feet. Renata thinks someone has pooped nearby but
Georgie says it could not be her perfect pet. “Besides,” I add, “if it were Sparkie the mess would
be made of solid gold – well worth picking up.”
Dan and Renata are going to see La Boheme at the ENO soon but much of the morning
conversation is devoted to a less elevated topic: today’s choice in the 3:00 at Newmarket. It is
Georgie’s turn to choose the horse and she picks Twice Over. Peter, whose Internet connection
has finally been restored, says he will place the bet. I find it difficult to keep up with the chatter
this morning: Renata is having a detailed discussion of Maxi’s recovery with Rowena – who is at
another table – and Ofra is chattering away on her mobile phone in Hebrew. (The translation: No,
Ricky I don’t know where the object you are looking for is located, but don’t do any searching
for it yourself as you will just mess the house up!) When it is almost time to leave Makiko and
Matthew arrive, and, as I know that it will now be some time before anyone else will want to
make a move, I get up for a solo stroll down the Morshead roadway with my pet.
Sunday, October 17:
Sunny but chilly weather persists as Fritz and I enter the park today. Ahead of us I can see
Janet with Daisy-Mae, but Fritz doesn’t catch up with this pair until we have reached the green
itself. Here the huge Grizzly, king of the Newfoundland brotherhood, is waiting for someone
his own size to play with – while Winnie and Sparkie are heading our way as well. Winnie has
a pink rubber pig in her mouth but Fritz fancies this toy and runs off with it. Sparkie follows
the criminal, barking resolutely, but it turns out that he is not undertaking the role of policeman
¬– for when Fritz drops the prize Sparkie grabs it, brandishes it in his jaws, and runs in speedy
circles around the group. Fritz then agrees to chase his tennis ball for a while and this means that
we can head straight for the café when the time arrives.
I succeed in getting him inside the gate, but five minutes later, when I am waiting for my coffee,
he appears in the café itself. Fortunately I am just about ready to leave and he therefore just
follows me back to our compound. Our group this morning includes Janet, Georgie, Dan, Renata,
Peter, and Ellen; Hanna and Carrie arrive to claim the sunny table in the corner – after Oggy
has frightened a youngster by pursuing the wheels of the latter’s scooter. Peter is able to report
that Twice Over did win the 3:00 at Newmarket yesterday – though Georgie, who had picked
this horse, was too nervous to watch the race, and I forgot to. We have each won £4.50 and our
treasurer passes out our winnings. Makiko, who is now a part of our syndicate, comes in after we
have been seated for half an hour and she gets paid as well. Then her Matthew arrives to hear the
good news; he wants to know if he should order a bottle of champagne when he next approaches
the counter ¬– but I see that he settles for a banana.
Dan returns from the cafe with five more collectible ice cream-stuffed plastic figures; he now has
ten and that display case keeps getting bigger and bigger. Renata has returned to her cigarettes; it
turns out that she buys them a carton at a time from two of the other dog owners (not regulars at
our table) who fly to Spain just to fill their suitcases with the sixteen cartons that you are allowed
to import for personal use. I express the hope that these entrepreneurs will also be around to
help defray the health care costs of their customers with their profits – a man whose wife has
died of lung cancer is entitled to such observations. Much of our conversation is now devoted
to recent TV fare. Ofra has been watching both the UK and the American versions of Strictly
Come Dancing as well as the X-Factor. In the case of the first of these it is now proposed that
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Anne Widdecombe may turn out to be the John Sargeant of this competition – an entrant whose
performance is so awful that mischievous voters keep returning her to the competition. Once
again I tear myself away from our festivities a bit earlier than the others. Out on the green I have
spotted Suzanne, who has returned from another lengthy sojourn in the States and is now tossing
the ball to her Sunny, and I want to say hello.
Monday, October 18:
It is still on the chilly side in the park this morning and rather gray as well, though the high
clouds do separate a bit every now and then, revealing pale blue sky behind; once or twice the
sun breaks through as well. Beau bounces forward and welcomes me with her long nose and
coming up behind us I can see the Jack Russell pair of Winnie and Milo. On the walkway near
the clubhouse there is quite a collection of little dogs (Skye, Winnie, Daisy-Mae, Sparkie) and
their owners, and a good deal of ball chasing is taking place. Fritz crisscrosses the green several
times and he is the first to greet Claire, who has now taken a seat on the cricket crease. When
we head for the café there is the usual evasion; now my dog is heading for the newly landscaped
brickwork behind the gym and at one point he leaps onto a bench and over the top onto to the
newly planted grass. This also means that he is surrounded by orange plastic netting and I have
to show him that to escape he needs to hop over the brick wall once again.
We have nine at table this morning (always counting your truly) – with Ronnie, Ellen, Peter,
Makiko, Ofra, Georgie, Janet, and Renata making up the numbers. Janet reports that she is
scheduled for a blood test today and that tomorrow, if all goes well, she should be having her
final chemotherapy session. Peter is showing everyone how they can go online to view Sunday’s
3:00 at Newmarket and Ronnie learns for the first time that we were winners, at last, in this race.
Ofra and others seem pleased that magician Paul Daniels has been shunned by the voters on
Strictly Come Dancing. Makiko announces that she will be flying to Tokyo (family and business)
for two weeks on Thursday – with Emilio being looked after by the in-laws. Renata spends much
of the morning session on her mobile phone, demanding to speak to some unidentified manager.
Ofra reports that at yesterday’s lunch her Eggs Benedict were cold and they had to be sent back
several times.
At the other little table Claire and Dex are now sitting – the latter’s Ozzy distinguishing himself
by walking all over the tabletop. Bailey is humping Oggy, and this leads Georgie to denounce
Ofra’s dog as a perv. While Panda is raking away at my knee Fritz is reminding Ellen that he
needs a treat now! My most frequent and importunate customer is Daisy-Mae, who jumps into
my lap and barks at me until I prop a copy of this morning’s Metro between her eyes and my
own, thus breaking the hypnotic chain that she always hopes to establish. When we begin our
back passage walkround she has a new trick. She takes the end of Sparkie’s lead in her mouth
and takes him for a walk. Or, since he outweighs her, she gets dragged along as the Yorkie,
barking in protest, attempts to escape her grip. Soon she is in the grips of squirrel mania, though
she is always puzzled when one of these creatures runs up a tree. Janet is afraid she will follow
a squirrel out of the park as we near the Essendine gate – so D-M spends the last few minutes of
park time on lead. Only now does the slow-moving Winnie finally catch up.
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Tuesday, October 19:
Temperatures are still a bit on the chilly side, but the sun has returned to the sky and we actually
have quite a nice morning in the park. There isn’t much activity on the green – save for a chap
who has arrived on his bicycle, his girlfriend hanging onto his shoulders and his dog running
free at his side. I lead Fritz on a slow circuit of this central space; we pass Lizzie with Yoyo and
a class full of black-jacketed kids from St. George’s – here on a photography class assignment.
I put Fritz on lead as we near the clubhouse and so we arrive at the doggy compound several
minutes after the other regulars have already been seated.
Our numbers seem small at first – just Ronnie, Peter, Ellen, Ofra and Georgie – but then we
are joined by Renata, Claire, Dex, Wendy, Hanna and Carrie. The hearing-aid wearing Renata
complains of the acoustics at the ENO, where she and Dan saw a production of La Boheme last
night, but even this morning she cannot hear questions addressed to her from across the table,
so it is hard to evaluate this complaint. Claire has brought with her a doggy coat in brown wool
(covered in peace symbols) and, since it is too small even for little Panda, Renata tries to see if
it will fit Maxi. He looks quite cozy in its turtleneck but his bandaged bottom is still hanging out
and it is determined that even he is too big for the coat. As each customer returns from the café
counter it is easy to see that the staff have rewarded the loyalty of their faithful customers today
with complimentary biscotti.
Fritz has enjoyed a romp in Regent’s Park yesterday afternoon – with Pepper and a third
Schnauzer, Rufus, who is being looked after by Linda this week – so perhaps he lacks the energy
to undertake any escape attempts today. Instead he stations himself at Ellen’s feet and whines
pleadingly for any treats going. When he switches his attention to my knee (where Bailey, DaisyMae, Winnie and Sparkie have already staked their claims) he falls into the clutches of his Aunt
Hanna and gets all the gunk removed from his eyes. Georgie has her hands full on the back
passage walkround, with Sparkie, Winnie and Daisy-Mae all under her control. We discuss the
need from some sort of celebration in honor of Janet, who completes her course of chemotherapy
today.
Wednesday, October 20:
It is sunny and cold again this morning, so cold, indeed, that I am wearing my long underwear
for the first time this year. As often happens on a Wednesday, I am so distracted by the arrival of
Cathy that I leave the house without some vital accoutrement – in this case poo poo bags. I have
also suffered the loss of a vital shoelace but there hasn’t been time to replace it so I am wearing
a pair of shoes that I would just a soon not expose to the wet of the grass. This is why, after
reaching the green, we continue down the Randolph roadway – turning left instead of right when
we reach the tree trimmers and climbing to the top of Mt. Bannister. Fritz is quite happy with this
variation and when we come down onto the Carlton roadway we are only a short distance from
the café.
Ellen has her nose pressed to the still closed door as I put Fritz into the compound (reminding
Ofra not to stand at the greenside gate with the door wide open). Renata is just arriving; she
throws a towel over her chosen seat and gets into the coffee queue while reminding everyone
of the German habit of claiming all the good deck chairs and easing a waiting Claire out of her
position in the line while enjoying this exercise in self-mockery. (I say I applaud the German
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habit of throwing towels over deckchairs. Far better this target than Poland, Czechoslovakia,
Austria, etc.) We are ten at table this morning, making room for the aforementioned plus Janet,
Georgie, Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, and Makiko. Makiko says that her mother-in-law may bring
Emilio to the park in her absence and we promise to embarrass her as much as possible. Emilio
is licking the pant leg of his mommy while Daisy-Mae is sitting in my lap and barking at me
insistently.
Ofra has brought some more home-baked pastry but today we have a surfeit of riches as Janet
has also brought a box of Belgian biscuits to celebrate yesterday’s final chemotherapy session – a
six-hour ordeal that kept her waiting around much of the day. Jazz’s owner comes by to borrow
a poo poo bag and I am at last able to see that there are now two young female black Alsatians,
Jazz’s look-alike being called Cassie. There is just a little bit of warmth in the sun – if I lean
back in order to get my head into the glow – but when I begin a solo walk down the Morshead
roadway I am soon back in the shadows. Here it is again very cold; I am standing around as the
be-jacketed Whippet pair of Denim and Suede enter through the Morshead gate, but eventually I
am able to get my dog concentrated on the task of getting us back into some warmth.
Thursday, October 21:
It is again sunny and bright but we have had a very cold night and frost still clings to the playing
fields in the Rec. Had it been a few degrees warmer I would have gone walking on the Chiltern
Way today but the prospects of a day in such chill temperatures, with a strong westerly breeze
and mile after mile of exposed countryside lead to cancellation of such plans. I am again wearing
my long underwear as Fritz and I begin our in-lap. There is not much activity in the park – just
a Paddington Academy PE class on the five-a-side pitch ¬– and we continue down the Randolph
roadway, soon encountering Ofra and her sister Rachel descending from the heights of Mt.
Bannister.
Today is relatives day in the park for after we have followed the Israeli sisters in a circuit of the
green (Rachel wearing Ofra’s famous pink trousers) we meet Makiko, just leaving the park with
her mother-in-law. Cipa. By the time I have reached the café a yowling infant, who could be
heard throughout the park, has lapsed into quietude at last. I take my coffee with me to our table
(returning once for some sweetener) where we have Ofra, Rachel, Ronnie, Ellen, Peter, Janet,
Georgie, and Davide – Renata comes a little later but takes a seat in the sunny corner. Hanna is
also a late arrival. Janet is trying to get everyone to help her finish up the Belgian biscuits (I ate
too many of these yesterday, so today I decline to participate).
Ofra is wearing a furry headband against the cold but it still has the plastic band that once bore
the price and this annoys Georgie so much that she gets up and burns it off with her cigarette
lighter. Davide tells us that he will be making an unusual BA run to Las Vegas tomorrow. He tells
us that Dan’s parents have had to cancel their plans to join the Dominican Republic holiday next
month but his own parents will be there and Janet, who seems quite chipper after completing her
chemotherapy, will be joining this expedition as well. There is some discussion of the austerity
budget outlined in Parliament yesterday but, without much consideration of the larger cutback
picture, there seems to be some relief that the current pensioners’ privileges will be retained (free
prescriptions, free bus passes, winter fuel alliance) – nor was there was any mention of meanstesting these entitlements, which had been hinted at earlier. We begin a back passage walkround,
anxious again to get back into the warm interiors of our homes.
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Friday, October 22:
How gray it is today ¬– but with the increased cloud cover comes some improvement in the
temperature as well. We reach the green and continue down the Randolph roadway as other dog
owners and their pets arrive as well. For the first time we are able to view the landscaping behind
the new gym without the orange wire netting (though a small plantation of birches is still so
protected) and this seems a very pleasant prospect. Fritz turns right when we reach the top of the
green and a few minutes later he is chasing his tennis ball across the grass. When we reach the
doggy compound he heads straight for the gym’s automatic doors (which do open) and I have
to head here myself. But the rascal must have turned left rather than right and I end up doing a
fruitless search of the gym’s interior spaces, retreating in some embarrassment only to discover
him in the café’s forecourt.
This morning we begin with Ronnie, Ellen, Peter (encased in the hood of his jacket), Ofra,
Rachel, Janet, Georgie, and Renata ¬– but eventually Hanna arrives with Yoyo, and Cipa,
Makiko’s mother-in-law, comes in with Emilio. Fritz manages to escape twice; I don’t see how
he does it the first time but on the second occasion I can see that he just follows Peter out an open
gate. Hanna has to remind Renata not to feed Yoyo (“but she seems to be so hungry”) but our
German friend soon has reason to rue her kindness toward Winnie, who nips a finger in her greed
– “Schweinhund!” Daisy-Mae has chosen me as her special target and she barks at me from a
variety of angles and distances – including several series from my own lap.
Janet returns to me the copy of Zadie Smith’s White Teeth, the north London novel which I
had loaned to her several months ago. Suzanne comes by and gives me a detailed report on her
recent travels in the States, a junket that included reunions with many former ASL students in
New York and a number of visits to national parks in the West. Georgie is heading west as well,
since she leaves tonight for some weekend babysitting in Hereford. I give a report on the film I
saw yesterday at the Vue in Leicester Square – The Social Network. Janet, who works in IT, has
witnessed the use of the Facebook (whose origins this film traces) among nieces and nephews
and shares my puzzlement over the younger generation’s preference for virtual reality over the
kind of reality that needs no qualifier.
Saturday, October 23:
The morning begins in very dark shades indeed – after a night of rain – but by the time we are
ready to leave the house the skies have brightened considerably and soon we have a lovely sunny
morning with mild temperatures. Lizzie is heading our way with Yoyo as we enter, and then we
pass both Phoenix and Pippa as we make our way forward. It is half-term and this will explain
the paucity of activity on the football pitches, a circumstance that also promises shorter queues
in the café. We continue down the Randolph roadway, soon encountering Janet who is also babysitting Sparkie this weekend. Fritz turns right when we reach the tennis courts and he has soon
penetrated the bushes – where I can’t follow him. We meet again on the walkway at the eastern
end of the green and continue forward on a grand circle, encountering the Golden Retriever
Sasha and the Jack Russell pair of Milo and Winnie. By the time we have made our slow
progress as far as the clubhouse this pair has managed to complete a whole circuit, though this
time Milo has stolen Phoenix’s tennis ball and this object has to be returned to its proper owner.
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The breakfast turnout is quite modest initially: just Dan, Janet, Ellen, Peter and Ofra – whose
sister has begged for a lie-in this morning. Ofra, indeed, pulls a chair around to face the sun,
though this doesn’t stop her from adding her analysis to a detailed discussion of current TV
offerings. I announce that I will report to my surgery for the annual flu jab later this morning but
both Peter and Ellen say that they never bother with such precautions any more. I turn to Dan to
complain about these senior delinquents, whom I compare to the parents who refuse to let their
kids have the MMR jab – “if we have an epidemic this winter, we’ll know whom to blame.”
On schedule Georgie now calls Peter from Hereford with today’s choice in the 3:25 at Anfield,
our first steeplechase experience of the season. (Her choice is Money’s Garden, or so Peter
pronounces it; this turns out to be Monet’s Garden.)
Daisy-Mae is squirrel-obsessed today and spends much of the time in the forecourt at the base
of a tree. Winnie and Sparkie have one furious argument from adjacent knees and then they join
the parade of mendicants at my feet. Panda is soon here as well as Claire leads a second wave
of dog owners into the compound – with Wendy, Carrie, Hanna and Matthew soon arriving as
well. Claire has brought with her a small clear plastic ball, one with an embedded Santa Claus,
and Fritz soon falls in love with this object and bounces it all over the place. Unfortunately he is
also able to knock it through the bars and on three occasions I have to go outside to retrieve it. I
toss it back over the fence, knowing what an easy catch this will be for my dog – and he doesn’t
disappoint. I return it to Claire just as my dog succeeds in escaping the confines of our breakfast
area altogether and, as usual, I take this as a sign that it is time to depart myself.
Sunday, October 24:
Again we have bright skies, sun, and chilly temperatures for our morning in the park. The sounds
of a good and thorough Sunday morning beating welcome us to the scene today – just another
personal trainer putting a maiden through her paces with boxing gloves near the new climbing
frame. A second member of this profession is soon jogging by us with pupil Tanya and pooch
Pasha in tow. As we near the green itself it is obvious that we have lost half of our space to
football players – even though there is little activity at this point on the three pitches that are
actually dedicated to this sport, a fact that Janet, walking brazenly though this activity, is keen to
point out. (“I told them this wasn’t a football pitch but I don’t think they understood English.”)
Fortunately Fritz is happy enough with a slow journey down the Randolph roadway and an even
slower return.
As our troops foregather I take advantage of our good timing to take the first position in the
coffee queue. When we are all seated our numbers include Renata (who is cross with Peter
for claiming the sunniest seat), Ellen, Susie, Ronnie, Suzanne, Dan, Janet, and Ofra. Just as I
am taking my seat Peter hands me a fiver, evidence that for the second week in a row we have
enjoyed a win on the turf. (Georgie again calls in from Hereford and, since her nomination of
Monet’s Garden has proved successful, she is informed that she will be in the chair next week
as well.) I fondle my fiver for about twenty seconds and then it is time to return it to Peter – as
stake money for the next five weeks. We are not quite through with business transactions because
Renata now wants to sell everyone Dogs Trust lottery tickets. Dan reports that Davide has not
been doing well in the casinos of Las Vegas and then our attention switches to the scene outside
our fence, where two tiny little girls are pushing (empty) toy baby buggies. This leads to a
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discussion of the early onset of gender stereotyping, but Dan says he affronted the norm when
he gave his little nephew a toy hoover. His brother was outraged, but, so Dan concludes, “my
nephew loved it.”
Ofra makes an early departure, allowing Fritz to escape yet again, and after a few minutes I have
to get up and retrieve the rascal. Susie has not seen Janet since the completion of chemotherapy
and there are lots of questions about this process – which must now be answered for the
umpteenth time. Daisy-Mae’s relentless assault on my eardrums is also a novelty for Susie
and there is much merriment when Janet’s dog jumps into my lap the better to advance her
arguments in the matter of dog biscuits. Susie is not amused, however, by the outcome of her
visit to the Randolph surgery yesterday. I had my flu shot at 11:00, Ronnie his at noon, but when
Susie showed up a few minutes later they had exhausted their supply of these therapeutic doses.
Ronnie cheers her up with his own experience in Dr. Glover’s consulting room: “She told me it’s
just a little prick and I said, ‘So you’ve had a look, then.’”
Monday, October 25:
The sunny by chilly weather persists as we make our entry into the Rec, though our progress
toward the green is slow indeed. For some reason Fritz decides that he needs to sample the grass
shoots on the margins of our walkway, and it takes much urging on my part to get him moving.
The grass on the green itself is wet in most parts, even frosty in others, and I am relieved when I
can get my shoes back onto solid pavement as Fritz begins to circle the central space. As we near
the bandstand two members of the Newfoundland trio, in this case Beau and Tank, are having a
riotous reunion – while a small black dog circles these hijinks barking hysterically and keeping
score.
We are ten at table this morning as Ronnie, Ellen, Matthew, Wendy, Ofra, Janet, Georgie, Renata
and Peter takes their places – with Hanna, Dex, Yasmine and Claire soon clustering around the
little sunny table in the corner. The latest expulsions on X-Factor and Strictly Come Dancing are
digested; even the Korean Grand Prix is analyzed. (I recorded this Formula 1 contest while I was
in the park yesterday, but rain delays meant that the end of the race never made it onto the hard
drive.) Matthew and Ronnie are chatting about Tokyo and Matthew mentions that, long before
he qualified as a doctor, he worked as a banker in Tokyo. Then, in the small world department,
it turns out that he worked for the same firm as my brother-in-law and that he even remembers
Adrian’s name!
Fritz, who has earlier distinguished himself by entering the doggy compound by one gate and
immediately exiting the area by another, now sets up headquarters at Claire’s knee and whines
until the treats are extracted from her pockets. The only thing that makes this less embarrassing
is that, simultaneously, Panda is scraping away at my legs in a parallel gesture. Suzanne now
enters our sanctuary with Sunny and then we have Danielle and son Russell coming up as well.
Russell and his brother think that Fritz is the coolest dog ever because, in visits to our house, he
has demonstrated his superior soccer skills by batting the ball back at these lads with his nose.
This ball is not available today but Suzanne decides to go fetch the ball sling from her car so that
she can put Sunny through her paces – and we all set off together down the Morshead roadway.
Danielle peels off to begin a jog around the running track and I recall that it is now close to a
quarter century since she was one of my teenaged students at the American School.
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Tuesday, October 26:
No sun makes an appearance on this morning in the park – where all is gray and depressed. I
get to knock a piece of poo off the backside of my frozen pet before we can make any further
progress toward the green. On the Carlton roadway we meet Claire and Panda. Claire says she
has come early today since rain is predicted for this morning, and asks me if I know when it will
arrive exactly. I don’t, though I’m certain I have just felt one drop already. On the green itself
we catch up with Georgie, Janet, and Davide and I am able to ask the latter, “Well, did she sing
‘Gypsies, Tramps and Thieves?’” This makes sense only if you know, as I do, that Davide has
paid a great deal of money to see Cher during his recent Las Vegas junket. Davide says she did
sing this classic, but he wasn’t happy with all the time-consuming costume changes and the low
number of songs actually performed. Evidently there were lots of video clips dealing with the
performing past of the star, and this fact gives me the chance to suggest that last February, on
one of our bird watching junkets to the Salton Sea, we visited the Sonny Bono National Wildlife
Refuge. Davide concludes by saying that the crowd aboard the outward-bound flight was so
blotto that the crew actually ran out of alcohol.
Fritz now begins his wanderings along the eastern margins of the green but soon a light rain
arrives and we head back across the grass in search of some shelter. In the coffee queue Ofra
asks me how long the rain will last. (Again I do not know.) Ofra has brought her sister (who
returns to Israel tonight) and, indeed, there is an outstanding turnout on such an unwelcoming
day – with fourteen of us, including the aforementioned plus Renata, Peter, Ellen, Hanna, Dex,
Claire, Ronnie and Jeremy (with Cressida) crowding under the umbrella to escape the drizzle. In
a somewhat more exposed position we also have Matthew and a friend at a little side table. Fritz
manages to remain within our compound throughout the session, though I do hear him whining
for attention at Ellen’s knee. Panda gets in the biscuit line at my feet but she is soon charmed
by Sparkie, perched on Georgie’s lap next to me, and she spends some time kissing the Yorkie’s
docile head.
Georgie passes around pictures she has recently taken in Hereford and this leads to a discussion
of an incident that occurred yesterday afternoon in the park. I was walking around the Rec with
Linda, Rob, Suzanne, Pepper and Fritz when a security guard, seeing Rob’s camera hanging
from his neck, reminded the photographer that you need written permission from the front
office to take pictures in Paddington Rec. This rule, I know, is stated somewhere in the bylaws,
but I had never seen it enforced before this, and many of those at our table are now are thrown
into confusion (if not outrage) at its imposition and purport. In the old days I had assumed
that park officials merely wanted to charge a fee for professional photo shoots here but Claire
now suggests that the rule has more to do with making sure that pedophiles are not snapping
clandestine shots of children. If so, one can only wonder why such a blanket ban on photography
should be required for such an otherwise innocent and common activity in a public place – what
kind of a world are we living in? The newspapers are now passed around as clarification is
sought on another matter: yesterday’s news story to the effect that the government wants every
retiree to have the same state pension. This doesn’t make much sense to the pensioners at our
table and the answers to all our questions are not addressed in the papers. About the only joy in
all these proceedings is a photo of a chap at his piano’s keyboard with a Fritz-like Schnauzer in
his lap. I pass this around – “Look, Fritz is finally taking piano lessons.”
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Wednesday, October 27:
It seems to be very dark outside and there is still a little moisture in the air – after an extended
period of rain yesterday. Fritz gets mixed up in a brace of Tibetan Terriers as we make our way
out to the wet green. Janet is talking to a woman with an Australian Shepherd (appropriately
named Oz) with pale eyes staring out suspiciously at all the other dogs. In the latter company we
have Sparkie, of course, but today Georgie’s dog will be here without Georgie herself ¬– she is
taking a first aid course in connection with her job. Fritz rushes into the little circular garden at
the end of the green and I find him waiting for me here as I pick up a poo. Thereafter he begins
a long exploration of the foliage on the margins of the green as we begin a very slow circle. On
other days I would have put him on lead as coffee time approached, but he is having such a good
time on his adventures that I let him complete the circuit at his own pace. The lovely autumnal
colors of our trees and bushes are just a delight these days.
Once again we have a good turnout at our breakfast table: Janet, Davide, Peter, Ellen, Hanna,
Renata, Ofra, Ronnie, Wendy, Jeremy, Claire and Dex. Both Renata (frosted lemon cake) and
Ofra (a cheese-filled coffee cake) have provided comestibles this morning but you can tell that
Renata’s nose is out of joint since her goodies were on the table first. She asks Hanna if that
egg-mayonnaise bagel that our Finnish friend is now eating wasn’t left over from yesterday, and
Hanna takes umbrage – as if she would save something as likely to go off as egg mayonnaise.
The dogs also enjoy their share of treats. Bailey climbs up onto an empty chair and helps himself
to two pieces of cheesecake. Cressida eats half a banana. Meanwhile Davide describes in loving
detail a dish of M&S prawns that he cooked up last night – “It was almost like being at home.”
We digest several items of news. I pass on the intelligence, just offered up by our Cathy, that in
the United States they have run out of lethal injections – and they will evidently have to import
an emergency supply from the UK – which doesn’t have the death penalty. Another bit of news
is the saddening loss in Germany of Paul the Octopus, the Weymouth-born sea creature who
did such a good job of predicting World Cup Winners (no injections here, Paul died of natural
causes). I note that this is particularly bad news for our syndicate because I had lined up Paul
to pick our Saturday winners should Georgie fail us. Finally, there is a bit of good news. Signs
affixed to the area have recently announced that, after a concerted neighborhood campaign, plans
to install a telephone mast and other equipment at the landscaped triangle at the end of Morshead
Road have been defeated.
Thursday, October 28:
The sun is making an effort to break through the cloud cover, but already it is mild enough in the
park – in short, a quite comfortable morning. Almost immediately I note that I have forgotten
my poo poo bags and this means that the oversized plastic biscuit bag has to be sacrificed if we
are to make environmentally-friendly progress. As we near the cypress trees I am remembering
that today is the 105th anniversary of my mother’s birth – although I have always wondered
with what certainty this anniversary was celebrated – since in her parents’ part of Eastern Europe
a different calendar was still in use in 1905. When we reach the green Fritz rushes forward to
the center, where a number of the dog owners are already assembled. The dogs themselves
are paying court to Claire (who also has Koji today); one rare participant in this assemblage is
Rocky, an amber-colored Cocker. Eventually a migration in the direction of the café begins and
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Fritz actually rushes through the open gate of the doggy compound without ever having to go on
lead.
I am first at the coffee counter this morning but there is again a very large turnout at our table:
Ronnie, Peter, Ellen, Georgie (who has a cold again), Janet, Carrie, Renata, Davide, Ofra, Claire
and Dex (who has a new bouffant haircut – with eyebrows as well as hair tinted in aubergine).
At one of the side tables a mother and daughter (who is munching on a BLT on white bread) are
seated (with their dog, Ripley, a Border Terrier) and at a second side table we have a gentleman
(assumed to be Matthew’s father) with Emilio. Winnie is sitting in Davide’s lap, snatching at his
sandwich as it is being consumed; Claire has Oggy in her lap and I have Ozzy. Fritz manages to
escape when Ofra spends too long in conversation with the gate wide open, but he is recaptured
quickly by Dex. My biscuit bag in tatters, I am determined not to walk home with leftovers in my
pocket and so I am more than unusually generous with my handouts.
I have forwarded to Dan and Davide an email from Michigan Janet on the subject of the cholera
epidemic on the island of Hispaniola – since some of our dog people (and their parents) will be
heading for the Dominican Republic in a two weeks or so; Davide says he’s not worried and
our local Janet says she would just as soon not know about this problem. When everyone is
finished with breakfast I approach a delicate subject – the intractable lump of dried poo that has
been attached to my dog’s bum for the last few days. I have tried on several occasions to lift that
stumpy tail and complete an act of extraction, but every time I have done so my willful dog has
just taken a seat. Now I am able to report that this morning, as I was getting ready to leave for the
park, I noticed that the offending attachment had vanished. “I don’t know how it disappeared,”
I tell my fellows, “but I can tell you where it ended up.” I have by this time attracted the
attention of half of the table; some are still daydreaming and Davide is having a mobile phone
conversation in Italian. “I don’t have to be too specific,” I continue, “but you remember how
in really good hotels they leave a chocolate on your pillow…” With this we begin our back
passage walkround. Near the outset Daisy-Mae goes missing; she has managed to get herself
stuck in some brambles along the walkway and Janet has to go back to rescue her. As we near the
Essendine gate we are approached by Mary Queen of Shops – out for a jog with her dog Walter.
Friday, October 29:
Again we have a very dark morning in the park, though there is no moisture and temperatures
are mild enough. I have not forgotten any important items today but that does not mean that our
progress toward the green is straightforward. This is because my dog thinks it might be a good
idea to run a few laps on the running track. I refocus his attention on the correct way forward
by bouncing the tennis ball a few times and he takes this bait – so that we are soon off-track and
back on track at the same time. Dan is just making his farewells in the middle of the green –
though it would be interesting to see what would happen if neither Georgie nor Janet accepted
Winnie’s lead at the critical moment.
After a while I see that Fritz is heading down the Randolph roadway (after dodging a
Newfoundland wrestling match) and I follow. Near the exit gate I fall into conversation with one
of the park keepers – who says that on one of the spring bank holiday weekends there were 6000
people in the Rec on a single day! (I doubt this.) Ellen is slowly making her way to the café,
caught up in gossip with Jackie, and this proves to be a matter of some frustration for Peter and
Ronnie, who like to make sure that a coffee is ordered for Ellen when it is obvious that she will
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soon arrive. It takes a while for others to be seated but eventually we also have Georgie (with a
new short haircut), Janet, Carrie, Claire, Dex, Renata, Suzanne and Hanna. Ripley is back with
his family, seated at a corner table, and at the little side table we have Emilio’s granddad and a
chap with two new dogs, a lively gray terrier named Max and a burly amber-colored Staffie name
Jazz.
This fellow, it soon turns out, is a dog trainer who works for Alldogsmatter, a London re-homing
center, and his two pets were among the rescued dogs – both the victims of owners who kept
them under inhumane close confinement. Max is an eager participant in all the treat distributions
and Jazz would be too, though he is kept on lead while his master eats a plate of chips. In fact
Jazz turns out to be a lovely and gentle chap, very friendly indeed, and before long people are
seeking him out to offer him goodies. We also get to see these two newcomers receiving some
refresher training in “stay.” Daisy-Mae gets into a fight with Panda, Sparkie and Winnie have
a face-off when leads are attached, and Fritz escapes the compound twice. It’s nice to see that
some things never change.
Saturday, October 30:
A lovely sunny morning greets us as we hit the park today and we manage to make a steady
progress along the back walkways. As we near the environmental area I can see that Ellen has
allowed Jack and Lucky inside this space so that they can graze on some particularly delectable
grass shoots. Fritz has a look here too but he is responsive to my call and we have soon arrived at
the green – where Dan and Janet are in conversation with Natasha, who is wearing her sunglasses
with the heart-shaped lenses. Today she has not only her own Millie but a semi-Staffie with long
legs named Ruby. She finds it ironic that, as a makeup artist, she should have dogs named Ruby
and Millie, but this irony is lost on me ¬– until it is explained that Ruby and Millie is a brand
of makeup. Fritz begins a grand circle of the green and at the Grantully gate we encounter Nix,
just entering with her Billy. I tell her that last night Fritz experienced his first Bonfire Night
anxieties as the initial salvo of the silly season was fired off shortly before our late night walk.
Nix suggests putting the dog in a security-inducing tight t-shirt.
When I reach the café I can see that the staff have forgotten to unfurl the umbrella over our
tables – but it is so nice in the sun that no one objects. Not surprisingly there is a large turnout:
Dan, Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Renata, Peter, Ellen, and Matthew’s dad are soon seated. Then
Claire, Hanna, Carrie, Yara and both of Koji’s dads crowd around the little table in the corner. A
slobbering Doberman is then added to the mix and there are occasional moments of chaos. All
the dogs are raking away at my legs, seeking handouts, and Bailey, while I am preoccupied with
conversation, jumps into my lap and pulls a biscuit out of the bag with his paw. One of the horses
in today’s line-up is named Bailey and Georgie and Ofra are thinking of a separate flutter on him;
Georgie has picked Deep Purple in the 3:25 at Wetherby as our group entry.
Yara and Ofra are thinking of taking a local yoga course and details are discussed. Dan does a
reverent imitation of Nigella’s instructions on how to make Slut Spaghetti. I mention that you
can download all of the TV chef’s recipes on the BBC website but Peter wants to know if you
can download Nigella as well. We discuss yesterday’s lead story in the news – the discovery of
explosive materials at UK airports in packages bound for the States ¬– this in a week during
which UK airline chiefs have come out vocally against all those the time-consuming security
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measures the Americans still insist on for flights headed their way. It is obvious that the others
are settling in for a lazy morning in the sun so I decide to make a solo journey home.
Sunday, October 31:
First the bad news for the dog: a furious pre-Bonfire Night fusillade – with some percussive
explosions sounding like a tanker truck has just been set alight in the neighbor’s back garden,
and then the bad news for me – a late night party two floors above us that sent drunken revelers
down the stairs (and hence only ten feet away from the bedroom door) until 2:00 or so in the
morning.
The good news is that some of the problems that usually accompany last night’s “fall back” time
change are obviated this time. Fritz won’t feel he is being made to wait an extra hour to enter the
park since we had to delay until midnight our late night walk – for we didn’t have quiet in the
streets before this hour. And I got an extra hour of sleep, due to the time change, to make up for
the disturbed pattern of my earlier attempts.
Just before we hit the street I remember to dress Fritz in his Trick or Treat Halloween bandana.
Today this garment serves a double purpose since it also keeps the light rain off his back – well it
does this some of the time; the bandana keeps slipping around in front of him, where it gets a bit
muddy as he bends low in his grazing. At the café I note that Carrie, Dan and Janet have already
taken shelter against the rain under our umbrella – unfurled today. We persist all the way to the
Randolph gate before heading for shelter ourselves. I join a small queue waiting for the doors of
the café to open. Carrie admits that she forgot about the time change and that she has been in the
park for some time now – “So I get my coffee first,” she says. Carrie, Dan, and Janet are joined at
our table by Georgie, Claire, Wendy, Hanna, Suzanne, Peter and Ellen. No one wants an exposed
side table today; indeed we soon have Lawrence, Suki’s dad, and Saskia, with Buddy, standing
in the shelter of our umbrella as well. The only other dog in Halloween costume is Panda, who
is wearing a witch’s cape with matching hat. Both Daisy-Mae and Winnie are photographed
wearing this hat but I have to tell Dan that his phone is sure to be confiscated since he didn’t
have written permission to take these photos from the front office.
Janet has baked scones again and while Strictly Come Dancing and X-Factor results are being
discussed these goodies are passed around with accompanying clotted cream and strawberry jam.
Some of the ladies decline to participate (Wendy has a sore throat) but most of us enjoy the treat.
A great debate soon ensues, however: which should be spread on the surface of the scone first,
the jam or the cream? Peter tries each method once, but this indecision earns only derision from
Dan, who is a devotee of cream first. However someone discovers that the photo on the cream
package shows that here jam has been offered as the initial coating. “Great,” I say as Fritz and
I again make a solo start for home, “global warming, the economic crisis, the latest tsunami in
Indonesia, and we can’t get beyond the intricacies of how to dress a scone.”
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Panda checks out the scene from the comfort of Claire’s lap.
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Monday, November 1:
We continue the saga of Bonfire Night (make that Bonfire Week) with a report on last night’s
activities in the mindless explosions category. Actually, there were fewer eruptions than we
had experienced on the weekend and all seemed to be progressing normally until, very late, we
returned to our street at the end of our last walk – only to experience the boom of the bombers to
our north. Fritz immediately turned tail and here we had the second of two ironies. Usually, if we
hear anything (or the dog does) after hitting the streets, Fritz turns tail and pulls on his lead as he
makes a desperate effort to get back inside. Now, though home was only a short distance away,
he was most reluctant to walk these same pavements ¬– such was his terror. The remaining irony
was that last night there was a terrific explosion inside our own home – as a spotlight fired itself
from the kitchen track, crashing to the floor and tripping a fuse that plunged half of the house
into darkness – while Fritz paid absolutely no attention to this percussive blast two rooms away,
continuing to doze contentedly in front of the TV.
This morning we begin a new month in the park under gray skies. Progress toward the green
seems lively enough and here we spot Sparkie, Winnie and Daisy-Mae in front of the clubhouse.
Fritz checks out this activity and then trots on to the open gate of the café’s doggy compound.
He actually enters this space, unbidden, perhaps because Claire is already seated here, but she
is soon on her feet because Panda, who has been eating grass, has just thrown up. Thereafter we
resume our walk along the Randolph roadway, a journey that almost ends up with an act of theft.
A chap is coming into the park with his lively large Poodle, Lola, and to summon this lass he is
carrying a rubber chicken with a penetrating squeak. Fritz is immediately entranced and turns
around to pursue this object, almost snatching it from the hand of its owner. Soon we are heading
for the café again – Lola having dashed across the green to visit Tank.
Our breakfast club this morning includes Renata, Peter, Ellen, Ofra, Janet, Georgie, Hanna and
Davide. The latter, just back from Miami, notes that three totally untrained BA employees were
added to the cabin crew on the return flight – just in case such personnel might be needed in
the event of another strike. Ofra is complaining that between Ricky and Bailey she is ending up
with none of the duvet these days. Hanna has brought with her some recent purchases made at
Soloman’s on Maida Vale Parade. One of these as is a box of lapsang souchong tea (which the
other diners sniff at disapprovingly) and the other is a bag full of cashews and almonds, which
the others are eager to share. Our back passage walkround is slowed by two factors. First there is
a parade of maroon-clad young ladies from Francis Holland, in retreat from the five-a-side pitch
(which is unusable today because of carpet repairs). And then, when our way forward is at last
clear, we have to wait a long time for Winnie to put on some speed.
Tuesday, November 2:
Fritz has endured another difficult night. Problems began about 7:30 – when the nightly
bombardment caused such distress that the dog would not eat any of his dinner. He found
comfort in lying with his head on my knee as I watched TV, a cushion covering his body. I
never heard any additional explosive noises but our late night walk was very brief – as Fritz
clearly didn’t want to be outside and repeatedly sought opportunities to head for home. I was
less bothered by his failure to complete his usual final poo of the day than I used to be: after, all
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he had little food inside him to start with. Not even a biscuit could tempt him when we got back
inside.
This morning, indeed, it takes him a long time to squat – proving my thesis that he was not left
with any problems because of the brief nature of our outing last night. We reach the green just as
some Middle Easterners are discussing getting up a petition about something – though whether
this is park-related or not is unclear. Fritz starts to roll in something undesirable on the grass but
when I get him moving again he decides to head down the Morshead roadway. An East Asian
mum is taking pictures of her toddler as the little girl staggers after Fritz. “Say Dogga,” mom
says by way of instruction. I don’t have the heart to tell her that her camerawork violates another
park rule.
Our group this morning includes Georgie, Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, Renata, Wendy, Hanna, Ofra
and Davide. Ofra seems only half awake as she sidles into the café wearing her old “Adored
and Loved by Everyone” track pants. At home, she is still waiting for someone to install a door
lock purchased a week ago and someone suggests that in this time she could have been abducted
by aliens. I point out that Ofra has actually been returned by aliens, and just about everybody
agrees. Davide is complaining that he had to spend all of yesterday morning at the One Stop
Centre maintained by the borough of Westminster on the Harrow Road. This is because he had
just discovered that he couldn’t pay his council taxes (indeed he was sent a refund) because
someone else (without being asked for any confirming evidence) had listed himself as the
occupier at Davide’s address. Davide says that he was told not to worry about any of this but he
insisted on making his payment immediately – since the next step in this process would be to
find his parking privileges suspended too. Ronnie now passes around a card for the grooming
establishment, Hollywood Dogs, run by Susie’s daughter in Biggleswade. None of our dogs is in
immediate need of grooming, though they all seem to be in various states of starvation.
Wednesday, November 3:
After a near-normal night we enter the park under sunny skies – indeed it is quite pleasant this
morning. Almost immediately we encounter a number of dogs heading our way: Oscar, Scamp,
Suki and Sunny – and their owners. Our progress to the green is unimpeded and we are soon
greeting Ronnie, Janet and Georgie on the grass. I ask Georgie if she anticipates any particular
difficulties in making her homeward journey this afternoon – since once again we have a 24-hour
tube strike. She says that, to her great relief, her assignment for today has been cancelled, and I
say I have decided to cancel my own expedition to Sainsbury’s today since I am not at all certain
that cabs will be available when I emerge from the market in need of a ride home. While this
conversation is taking place Fritz is beginning to slide down the Randolph roadway and I have to
follow. Slow progress is made here, much of it in the company of the little black Pug, Nanook.
We turn around at the gate, just as Tackis the Cocker and Monty the Lab are heading our way. I
am astonished, next, by the very unusual sight of Gus, the Schnauzer, entering the park on lead.
As we near the café Claire is just passing Panda’s lead to Georgie, since the latter will be looking
after the little lady during the day since Claire now has the first day of one of her sales at Brick
Lane. Just as I return with my coffee there is a furious eruption under the table as Daisy-Mae
attacks Fritz. Janet expels her pet from our area as a consequence of this bad behavior – which
seems to be down to jealousy over attentions paid by Daisy-Mae’s mom to my dog. The ShihTzu is unrepentant and sees no reason why I should not reward her with an endless supply of
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biscuits. Meanwhile Panda, finally realizing that she had been abandoned, begins to howl in
protest. Sparkie is more than unusually noisy at the fence – earning mock screams of fear from
members of some of the girls’ football teams, here for a tournament.
Ronnie reports that his trip to Chelsea (where he drops Susie off every morning) was tortuous
because of all the tube-strike spawned traffic. Ronnie’s phone now rings and he is able to report
that we won’t see Peter today because our friend has a cold. Ofra brings us up-to-date on the
progress of the workmen in her flat and then there is some discussion of whether or not the
perfume embedded in her scarf makes her smell like an old woman or not. Now a bunch of
yellow-clad youngsters is rushing up to a spot opposite the café and this causes Hanna to protest
at their screaming. Janet defends this as typical boyish behavior but Hanna insists that there are
lots of other places in the park for these lads to play. I agree with Hanna.
Thursday, November 4:
A weak sunshine is establishing its presence as Fritz and I enter the park on another mild
morning. Out on the green there is a lively scene, with a dozen dogs at work: barking, sniffing,
running, wrestling. In the latter category we have the puppy Jez, who has found a wonderful
playmate in Lucky. The Corgi is three times the size of her new friend but she plays with great
consideration for this mismatch, lying on her back and letting the lively black presence climb all
over her. (As usual, Jack takes advantage of this activity to hump unoccupied parts of his sister.)
At the foot of Mt. Bannister a chap is manipulating a leaf blower – many leaves came down
last night in the strong winds – but several dogs take on the responsibility for protesting against
this activity and he obliges by revolving in a slow circle, fighting off these attentions with his
machine.
It seems to take forever for them to open the door of the café as a queue lengthens outside. Hanna
has been rattling the door itself for some time – though Davide says this just makes them mad
inside and, indeed, it is 9:37 before we are at last admitted. We let John the Commentator go first,
since he has been sitting outside for some time, but thereafter things again slow down. Hanna is
nibbling at the cheese in her croissant, complaining that it has no taste. Ofra (after letting Fritz
escape again) inserts herself between Hanna and Davide. Then Claire comes in and Hanna has
to order for her too. “She’s my queue bitch,” Claire says of our Finnish friend. “That makes all
of us Ofra’s queue bitches,” I say. Outside there is a lively turnout at our table – with all of the
aforementioned plus Janet, Georgie, Dex, Ronnie, Ellen and Jez’s mom. (Carrie and Renata are
at the corner table today.) Daisy-Mae manages to get into one fight, being snatched by Janet from
the fray (which she has started) when Panda fights back. For some reason Fritz is certain that
Jez’s mom is holding out on him and he stations himself at her feet, moaning shamelessly.
Claire goes off for Day Two of her sale, having told us that yesterday’s tube strike did not have
the feared negative effect on Day One. I ask Georgie how Panda got on at home and the answer
is that she settled down without any signs of distress and that Sparkie, the ever-generous host,
stole her toys and taunted her with them. Hanna hears that I am going to Sainsbury’s today and
asks me to pick up baby wipes and carrots – both for the dogs. For some reason the others are
discussing cleaning products and where to buy them and Ofra wants to know if £50 is too much
to pay for a broom. The others find this figure outrageous but I suggest that here the price would
be a bargain — “after all, for Ofra, a broom in also basic transportation.”
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Friday, November 5:
And so we reach one of the worst nights in the calendar for the dogs of London. To tell the truth,
we have been suffering a great deal already, not only because of the premature discharge of Guy
Fawkes ordnance but also because the downstairs flat is in the process of reconstruction and the
pounding has persisted almost all day for weeks. It got so bad that yesterday afternoon I had
to take Fritz out for an extended afternoon session in the park – where we met up with Hanna,
Georgie and Janet at the café and where we remained until darkness and the departure of the
offending workmen. Fritz then revived a bit and the rest of the evening went according to our
usual schedule but during our late night walk (when I was preoccupied with the death of my
cousin Julie in Arizona) a sudden salvo erupted as we reached Delaware Avenue, causing Fritz to
turn tail in fright.
This morning the pounding starts at 8:25 and I know that we can’t endure a whole day of this and
the full fury of Bonfire Night. Shortly after we reach the green I spot Hanna and she agrees to
keep an eye on Fritz today – and this means I can undertake errands in the West End in the good
conscience, knowing that I am not abandoning my dog to endure the day’s racket alone. In fact,
Fritz seems to be in good spirits so far, and I even toss his ball out onto the green. I am standing
on the pavement outside the loos when we hear a fearsome splat – a little girl, running on the
walkway, has fallen forward with force. She is lucky not to have broken her glasses and she is
picked up by her mom – but loud wailing continues for some time. It is no wonder that I now
lose track of Fritz’s tennis ball though, surprisingly, I find it on the grass five minutes later when
we return from a Randolph roadway ramble.
Peter, still suffering from his cold, has returned to us today and we discuss Champions League
victories for Tottenham and Chelsea this week. Ofra is waiting for Renata, for she needs a
translation from the German of her instruction booklet on how to turn on her car radio. Plans are
made for the arrival of Liz and Michigan Janet, both of whom are heading our way next week.
There is a real barney under the table involving half a dozen dogs, with Daisy-Mae and Panda in
the center. Fritz is paying court to Claire’s pocket – since it contains Panda’s lunch. When Claire
departs for work Panda, in Georgie’s care, sets up a howl of betrayal. I do not have quite so
unhappy a reaction from my own dog when I hand his lead to Hanna soon thereafter, though he
does look puzzled. I can now figure out what to do with the rest of my day. I’d go to a movie but
they don’t seem to make any of these for grown-ups these days and there’s nothing I want to see.
Saturday, November 6:
Soon after nightfall the bombardment began again and, as predicted, this turned out to be a most
uncomfortable night for my dog. At first he stayed on the sofa in my study, where, perhaps, the
new double-glazing may have muffled some of the sound’s intensity. Then he snuggled up next
to me in the TV room, trembling, and I covered him with my puffer vest. When the discomfort
continued into the second half of the evening he burrowed beneath the bedspread overhang,
soon covered in a kind of cloth tent, and here he remained for the rest of the night, only stirring
himself when I got up about 6:30 this morning. He had eaten no dinner and, of course, I had not
even attempted to take him outside.
It is cool and damp but bright enough as we make our entry into the park today. Fritz seems to
have recovered some of his normal aplomb and we walk along with Daisy-Mae and Janet, who
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have walked to the Rec today. There are leaves everywhere, indeed there has been a tremendous
cascade this week, and Fritz seems to enjoy sniffing them. We spend some time out on the grass
and some time circling the perimeter but at 9:30 we head for the café. The queue is not too long
and I am soon seated with a contingent that includes Peter, Ellen, Ofra, Janet, Dan, Georgie,
Hanna, Carrie, Renata and Claire. The latter soon departs for the next-to-last day of her sale and,
as usual, we get a minute’s worth of moaning from Panda. All of the owners have their own tales
to tell about the discomfiture of their animals last night.
Peter presents me with the sports pages so that I can choose an entry in our turf wars today.
Of course I know nothing about the horses and find a number of names I like but my eventual
choice, Comply or Die (in the 3:20 at Wincanton) turns out to be a former Grand National
Winner. Ofra has made another yummy cheesecake and this is shared out – but she still hasn’t
figured out how to configure her car radio’s security code. Peter looks terrible, his eyes swollen
and red and he is urged to attend the Western Eye Hospital on the Marylebone Road rather than
wait for a regular appointment at the diabetic clinic on Thursday. He steadfastly refuses. Dan
says that he and his officemates have an internal bet on how many tickets would be sold the
day that Keira Knightley’s West End appearance was announced, and that his guess, £100,000
worth of tickets, is the likely winner. Fritz eats more than his usual share of biscuits – he must be
hungry. We have been sitting around for an hour now, I am getting cold, and no one else seems
likely to budge, so, once again, I announce our solo departure. Perhaps tonight I will dose my
dog with some Rescue Remedy for we are again in for more fireworks – some even launched by
civic bodies – a practice that should surely be discouraged: one Bonfire Night is enough.
Sunday, November 7:
The first salvo in a long night of noise began at 5:27, again shortly after nightfall – and I heard
the last blast after midnight. By this time Fritz had been missing in action for close to six hours.
I had managed to get a dose of Rescue Remedy down his throat but he headed for the bedroom
as soon as the bombardment began in earnest, again disdaining his dinner. I soon discovered that
he had succeeded in stripping away the covering which I had taped over his old hidey-hole and
that he had squeezed under the bed itself. Here he remained for the rest of the night, occasionally
coming to life to undertake a bout of manic scraping. Such episodes usually manage to wake
me up but, for once, I didn’t have to worry about the effect of such noise on the ceiling of the
bedroom downstairs – since, as we know, the place is undergoing its own noisy conversion and
no one is living there now. In the morning I tried to coax Fritz into emerging from his cocoon as
time for our visit to the park neared, but when I heard him whine unhappily I decided he must be
unable to turn around comfortably in his narrow chamber and so I had to pull out a side drawer
– with the dog emerging almost immediately. Then he went down the hall and ate last night’s
dinner.
It is sunny but very chilly outside. For some reason Fritz chooses to enter the park from the
Morshead gate this morning, and as we approach this portal we meet up with Dan, just entering
with Winnie. We continue toward the green but no sooner have we arrived at this open space
then we hear the unmistakable sounds of dog-induced screaming from the Grantully gate – with
the name “Phoenix” echoing across the grass. I decide to investigate, putting Fritz on lead first.
By this time things have calmed down a bit and I can see two owners comforting the contestants
in a recent fight. Phoenix’s owner says that as she led her pet into the doggy area over here he
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was greeted by a large brown Staffie – whose owner had failed to get him on lead fast enough to
prevent a confrontation (between two intact males). In fact I have come close to making the same
mistake in the past – that is bringing Fritz into a fenced compound where a territorial Staffie was
protecting his turf. Phoenix’s owner says that the woman who owns the Staffie admits that her
animal is a rescue dog who is a bit on the nervous side but this again raises the question of why
institutions who re-home such animals don’t insist on the necessary surgery before passing the
dog on to a new owner.
Neither dog seems to be the worse for wear and they are soon heading in opposite directions.
Two lime-green clad security guards are heading this way and later we have some police in the
park as well but it is unclear whether they are investigating this incident or not. Ofra now comes
up and she and I walk all the way around the green on our way to the café. The doors are not
open and there is a bit of a queue, but soon I am admitted – it feels nice and warm here. The
little boy just ahead of me has his eye on the ice cream-filled characters in the display case and,
in spite of mom’s insistence (delivered in a Creole accent) that it is the wrong time of day for
such treats, he whines and whines — even slapping back onto the counter the package of wafers
offered instead. Eventually I am seated among a very large contingent of weekend dog owners:
Ofra, Dan, Janet, Georgie, Claire, Dex, Wendy, Ronnie, Susie, Peter and Ellen.
Ofra begins by trying on a leather jacket, one of the stylish offerings from Claire’s stall. Georgie
reports that, as she was leaning down to pluck Panda’s poo from a pile of leaves, she managed,
yesterday, to put her own thumb into a pile of poo deposited earlier by some other dog – and
that she had to head for home with her thumb held in the air. This leads to a discussion of the
difference between the fecal offerings of canine (which we all agree need to be picked up)
and horse (which no one bothers to reclaim). This reminds me to ask Peter how our horse did
in yesterday’s race but Comply or Die did the latter, I’m afraid, not the former. Ronnie and
Susie get up, promising to wait outside Brown’s Chemists while their passenger, Peter, goes
inside to get some remedy for his eyes. The real highlight of their day will be the arrival of the
photographer, come to take Chloe’s Christmas portrait – though getting Chloe to depart when
there are still treats on offer is not easy. Some of these goodies are newly provided by Makiko,
just returned from her Japanese junket and replete with all sorts of exotic goodies for our dogs
— including some very popular little fishy-shaped slivers and a supply of Japanese poo poo
bags. Another late arrival is Yara, here to report to Ofra that the yoga classes they were both
considering were held in a cramped space saturated in sweat and foot odor. She also reports that
she has recently been denounced on the street by an irate woman who was outraged that Luna
and Luci were allowed to chase the poor squirrels! (Flagged down by this woman, a passing
community policewoman sensibly suggested that this was just a law of nature at work.) By this
time I am getting thoroughly chilled again and so I make my excuses and head for home ¬– and
night three of the endless Bonfire extravaganza.
Monday, November 8:
We have had a far more comfortable night – as Bonfire Season, hopefully, has finally reached
its conclusion. I gave Fritz another dose of Rescue Remedy at about 6:30, when the first of the
fireworks went off, and he went to sleep on his back on the blue sofa, a position from which
he did not budge throughout the evening. In fact, there were far fewer explosions than on the
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previous two nights, and they ended earlier as well. At about 11:00 I carried the sleeping dog into
the bedroom and here he settled down next to me for the rest of the night. Again he had eaten
nothing and we had not attempted a late night walk, but there seem to have been no unhappy
consequences in either category.
This morning we do have do deal with an additional problem: rain. There is a steady light drizzle
– which means that we are each wearing our rain jackets – but worse than the moisture is a chill,
brisk wind: walking in the park is very unpleasant this morning. We move along briskly enough
but when we reach the green we have to search about for signs of life. Eventually I discover
that Georgie, Davide, Janet and Ellen are sheltering in the alcove of the clubhouse. I leave them
here as Fritz and I resume our walk, getting all the way to the Randolph gate before it is time for
us head for the café. For once we have timed it just right – for I am able to drop lead, biscuits
and ball off on the tabletop and report to the front door just as Metty’s brother in opening up for
business.
In addition to those already mentioned we are joined this morning by Ofra, Hanna and Wendy.
Ofra has still not made up her mind whether to buy the leather jacket she has on approval from
Claire. Janet is making final preparations for the arrival of Liz, who is expected about noon, but
after we have been sitting in the bitter cold for half an hour or so there is a shriek of recognition
as the lady herself, here to surprise us, comes trundling in with her suitcase on its trolley! She
soon buys a plate of toast so that she can feed her old canine pals. There are naturally many
questions about Roxy and her transition to New York life but Liz says that the Beagle is lonely,
misses her Paddington Rec pals, and often just sits on the bench in the local park. Some social
plans are discussed but I have to make an early departure: I am chilled through, my feet are wet
and my newly washed trousers are soaked through at the knees – after enduring endless visits
from the wet paws of Winnie and Bailey.
Tuesday, November 9:
Life continues to resume its normal pace, though Fritz is still somewhat out of rhythm. Last
night, for instance, he slept through his usual treat time (carrots) at 6:00 and dinner (7:30) but he
did report without being nagged when it was time for us to go out for a late night ramble – the
first in several days. He managed to turn the walk into an extensive sniffathon – stimulated by all
the leaves – and spent a night on the bed without being asked. This morning he manages to down
several Ritz crackers as we make our preparations for a morning in the park. It is again very dark
and there is a little moisture in the air.
We are a bit early this morning and this gives us plenty of time to get in some exercise. Fritz
wanders out to the center of the green and I can see him scanning the horizon as he attempts to
see where I have ended up. Eventually I employ my special whistle and he fixes my location
and comes bounding rapidly toward me. We now have time for a slow circuit of the green itself,
Fritz going back on lead only as we reach the Morshead roadway. Here we encounter Makiko
with Emilio and walk with them toward the café; Makiko is complaining about how cold it is. It
seems nice and warm inside the café but it soon becomes clear that my dog has already escaped
the compound and I have to go out and return him to his confinement. A minute or so later I step
out of this space myself – so that I can call the Randolph surgery to see if a prescription is ready
for me to pick up. It is, so – leaving Fritz in Hanna’s control – I dash off to pick it up, drop it off
at the chemists, and quickly return.
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There is a very large turnout at table this morning: Hanna and Makiko, already mentioned, and
then Janet, Georgie, Davide, Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, Liz, Ofra, Claire and Carrie. Janet has made
scones again and these are happily shared out – though Janet herself is out of sorts since she
had has another argument with the staff at the Idlewild pub over her discount vouchers: first
they wouldn’t let her use them on the weekend, now they say she can’t use them for the group
booking she is attempting to organize for Thursday night – because she can only use one at
a time. (She has spent hours in argument and is writing to the Trading Standards folks.) Fritz
escapes a second time when Ronnie goes out so I have to retrieve him. My dog and his pals have
eaten all my biscuits – though Panda just doesn’t believe this is true. Hanna leaves briefly to
fetch Yoyo and when she returns I take off as well – almost all of the others having started their
return journey five minutes earlier.
Wednesday, November 10:
I have started my morning preparations somewhat earlier than usual this morning – for I
anticipate a phone call from Heathrow Airport announcing the arrival of Janet from Michigan.
It’s just as well that I am dressed by 8:45 for, to my surprise, the doorbell informs me that Janet
must already be here. The visit, which will stretch until December 5, is one of her longest and it
is much later in the year than usual – two factors that remind us that, as of July 1, our friend has
at last retired from her post as state film commissioner. Her early arrival means that she is able to
accompany us on our visit to the park – where it is very cold, though bright and sunny.
We pass the café, where some of our lot are already foregathering, and continue down the
Randolph roadway, encountering Fritz’s old Yorkie chum, Fonzi, and Jo-Jo the Chow. Janet sits
on a bench for part of this ramble and then we turn around to join the breakfast bunch. There is
a mob here today – even Michaela is present with Skye, though she doesn’t sit down with the
rest of us. Around the table we have Davide, Georgie, London Janet, Liz, Ronnie, Peter, Hanna,
Ellen, Ofra, Renata, Makiko and Michigan Janet. London Janet should have been having a blood
test this morning but she hadn’t known that they expected her to fast first – and she therefore
has had to reschedule for Friday. Ofra has made some cheese-filled pastries. Renata seems to be
smoking again.
The dogs have a new friend in Michigan Janet, who shares out the toast at the end of her
breakfast. Winnie and Daisy-Mae each get into one scrap under the table. I note that Peter has
Emilio on his lap but whether this is for a cuddle or for additional warmth I can’t tell. Departure
is halting today. First Emilio has to chase after Bailey as the latter disappears down the Carlton
roadway. Then Daisy-Mae has to see if there are any squirrels in the picnic area. At the end of
the cypress trees we encounter Grizzly Bear, the largest member of the Newfoundland trio, a
magnificent and friendly creature – though you won’t convince Claire (on whom he once pissed)
of this fact. It takes forever for our Janet, deep in gossip, to emerge from the park and my teeth
are chattering by the time we get inside.
Thursday, November 11:
There is no way to describe today’s weather other than “nasty” — a very blustery, gray, damp
morning. Not surprisingly, Michigan Janet decides not to accompany us on our expedition to the
park today and, indeed, there is not much activity here – I see just one Paddington Academy PE
class, one in which the instructor has given each pupil sixty seconds to come up with a list of
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problems you are likely to encounter while dribbling a football. Some of our people are already
taking seats under the green umbrella but Fritz and I persist in our exercise. He turns right to
begin a slow circuit of the green but as we near the Grantully gate I have to put him on lead
because the owner of two Tibetan Terriers is carrying a squeaky toy that I know will end up in
my dog’s mouth if I don’t intervene now. Fritz is in a willful mood and doesn’t want to complete
the circle properly, tugging me down the Morshead roadway while I am trying to get him moving
toward the café.
I deposit him in the doggy compound and wait in a queue that is slow-moving indeed. This is
all the more surprising when you consider that there are only two people ahead of me, Liz and
London Janet. They are ordering for the whole mob, however, and keep remembering someone
else whose needs have not been met yet – “and an Ofra coffee, please.” The lady in question has
arrived late, opened the gate without looking, and released my dog on his own recognizance.
Makiko comes into the café to tell me that my dog won’t come back when called (no surprise)
but, for once, I decide not to give up my place in line just to pursue him. Makiko is now
gesturing wildly to me through the glass as she stands out on the Randolph roadway; she must
think I am very slow when I pay no attention and, indeed, I can soon see Ofra carrying my dog
back in triumph. I am at last able to sit down at a table arrangement that makes room for all of
those already mentioned, plus Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, Georgie and Davide.
London Janet now reports that, after another chat with the Trading Standards office, she has had
her voucher money refunded – but she says she is never going to dark on Idlewild’s door again.
Davide announces that the Queen in now on Facebook – but, though several of those at our
table are also enrolled, they all denounce the activity as a waste of time, complaining that they
just don’t want to be bored with the dreary details of other people’s lives. The animals are, as
usual, up to their old tricks: cadging for treats or scrapping with one another. Winnie and Sparkie
have two snarling bark-offs from adjacent knees. The one dog who seems to take no part in the
feeding frenzy is Fritz, who manages to escape a second time, though only into the fenced-in
forecourt. This happens when Makiko asks one of the park keepers to take our picture with her
Blackberry – though later I have to explain that we could be costing this guy his job since he
doesn’t have written permission from the manager to take photos in the park. The moisture is
blowing in at us in a horizontal fashion and so, when Fritz escapes for a third time (Ofra again), I
am just as happy to head home with the others.
Friday, November 12:
The winds that have raked the skies unceasingly for hours have abated just a bit as I make my
preparations for our day in the park. At least it is dry (we had pulses of rain throughout the day
yesterday) as we make our way through the gates: soon we are surrounded by friendly faces –
including Zorro, Ozzy and Scout the Pointer, who jumps up on my chest in greeting. There is
not much activity on the green, though the Pug pair, Winnie and Emilio, are just arriving. Fritz
again heads down the Randolph roadway where we are soon followed by the Jack Russell pair of
Winnie and Milo. These two have spotted a squirrel sitting on a low-lying branch and they set up
a raucous chorus – with the squirrel staring down at them with utter contempt. Fritz takes no part
in these shenanigans and we are soon turned around for our trip to the café.
While I am in the queue I can see Ellen arriving at the compound gate and I am not surprised
when Fritz takes the first opportunity to slip out. Again I ignore the fugitive and just about the
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time I receive my cappuccino I can see Liz carrying the brat back. There is a good turnout this
morning, though quite a few of us have been out carousing last night – a welcome back gesture
for the visiting Liz – at Le Cochonnet. This morning we have London Janet, Georgie, Davide,
Peter, Ellen, Renata, Ronnie, Makiko and Liz herself. It doesn’t take too long before Fritz
escapes a second time but he is collared almost immediately by Hanna and frog-marched back;
thereafter he joins the biscuit queue at my feet and even licks the foam from my cappuccino cup.
Michigan Janet arrives as well but we are so close to departure that she doesn’t order anything
inside.
We spend some time determining who drank what last night and arguing over such really
important topics as which leaves the greater hangover: red wine or white? Davide reports that
his parents, just arrived from Sardinia, brought a lot of food with them – though there isn’t much
time to eat it before they, Dan, Davide and London Janet head off for the Dominican Republic
tomorrow night. A new member of the kitchen staff appears with the panini; he is wearing only
his taut white t-shirt up top and the ladies are mesmerized. Peter says that Liz is going to pick the
horse for tomorrow’s wager. I am getting chilled again and so we start for home. Our first activity
is to see if we can squeeze some boarding passes out of Alitalia’s reluctant web site – for early
tomorrow morning (with Fritz beginning a week with his Auntie Hanna) Michigan Janet and I fly
off to Sicily.
Saturday, November 20:
After almost a week of touring, Janet and I have returned to our more customary roles. I had
called Hanna at about 5:00 last night and she had reported that she was still in the park with Fritz
and Yoyo. So we headed for the café and my dog was released from the confines of the doggy
compound to range across the grass. It was so dark I couldn’t see him but I called his name and
he came rushing up in ecstatic greeting. We all went to Hanna’s house in order to pick up his gear
and then we were able to resume normal life after a week’s worth of change for all of us. Fritz
looked at the two of us as though he thought he recognized who we were but it was only when he
began to edge closer to the treats that he was fully comfortable in his own home environment. He
spent the early part of the night on Janet’s bed and the latter part with me.
This morning I am up very early and use the time to catch up on some essential TV. Janet sleeps
until almost 8:30 and therefore decides to forego park time this morning. When Fritz and I get
to the Rec I notice that he is reluctant to follow our usual clockwise route (this often happens
on footie-lad Saturdays) and so we attempt a counter-clockwise direction instead. Soon we are
completing a circle of the green though, when we reach the doggy compound at the café, Fritz
evades entry and I have to collar him so that I can join my friends after a week’s absence. There
is already a long queue in the café itself and I have to wait to get my Paddington cappuccino after
a week’s worth of the Sicilian original. Dan, Davide and London Janet are still in the Dominican
Republic but we soon have a lively group that includes Georgie, Peter, Ellen, Carrie, Ofra, Dex,
Claire, Renata and Wendy.
I have had just enough time to check out the first episode of I’m A Celebrity, Get Me Out of
Here! – and this is just as well because Georgie and Ofra already have their favorites and their
vote-off-now candidates. I ask the others if there were any interesting developments in the park
while I was gone and they can’t think of any. When I widen this inquiry to include London and
the rest of the world they do nominate the formal announcement of the engagement of Prince
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William and Kate Middleton. Ofra is feeling a bit rough this morning but that doesn’t mean that
she gets to escape Peter’s reminder that this is her day to choose our turf entry (she picks Angel’s
Pursuit in the 3:40 at Lingfield). The dogs are very happy to discover that my biscuit bag is back
on the table – especially Panda. When they are not pawing away at my knees they are rushing the
fences to bark at alien animals – like Lisa’s Cavaliers, Dash and Zara.
Georgie, much discomfited by the sight of a worm under our table, heads down the Morshead
roadway with Sparkie, Winnie and Daisy–Mae. She says that Winnie has been bossing the other
two around, particularly when there is food on offer. Daisy-Mae has learned the Pug’s trick
of hanging back when it is time to leave, and it takes forever to get to the gate. Here, after a
Saturday morning lie-in, Makiko and Matthew are just entering with Emilio. “What kind of time
do you call this?” I inquire.
Sunday, November 21:
With surprising efficiency (given the all-night party that throbbed away above us last night),
Janet and I have both showered and dressed – and I have gotten a load of laundry into the
washing machine – by the time it is ready to enter the park this morning. It is a cold gray day
and we don’t lose too much time on our way to the café, where some of our lot are already
seated under the green umbrella. We persist along the Randolph roadway, a journey that gives us
plenty of time to see a Golden Retriever and a Jack Russell, in spite of the great disparity in size,
chasing one another happily on the green. Ofra is just entering and she says she is still feeling a
bit poorly – later, when someone asks her what she has planned today she answers, “More bed.”
I can see that she is carrying a plastic box containing one of her famous cheesecakes and this
serves to hasten our steps as we complete our morning adventures.
We too have brought a treat ¬– some delicious Sicilian candies – and these are soon passed
around a table that makes room for Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, Susie, Claire, Dex, Georgie, Ofra, and
Michigan Janet¬ – though near the end of the session Wendy, Makiko, Matthew and Hanna also
arrive. Panda spends much of the session out on the green and this means that Claire’s lap is free
for Daisy-Mae, Bailey and Sparkie. The dogs exhaust my biscuit supply and then Fritz goes on
to clean my cappuccino cup with his tongue. Claire says she wants to cut Daisy-Mae’s hair, just
to surprise London Janet, and Georgie indulges this fantasy by imagining the reunion in a week’s
time: “I lost Daisy-Mae but here is another Shih-Tzu for you.” I suggest that they just dye DaisyMae another color.
We have not been successful in our horse racing ventures – indeed I get a good chuckle from
Peter by suggesting that Angel’s Pursuit is still in pursuit. Several members of the breakfast
club have seen last night’s episode of Strictly Come Dancing and there is much amusement in
the memory of Anne Widdicombe’s painful efforts. “Did you see her knickers?” someone asks.
I didn’t ¬– since I usually avert my eyes when the Tory colossus takes to the floor. Claire says
that she has recently undertaken an expedition to the Pets At Home superstore in Hendon and
many want directions on how to reach this emporium. Also under discussion is the choice of
Paddington Rec as the chosen venue for dog walkers – many of whom have also tried Primrose
Hill. Ofra says she was in this category but discovered the delights of our Rec when she was here
to pick her son up after a football match. Others complain that the far trendier Primrose Hill has
too many exit gates and is surrounded by far too many busy streets for comfort. (We remember
Maxi’s recent flight from its precincts, and Claire says that Panda ran out of Primrose Hill park
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when a firework went off.) By this time I am thoroughly chilled, so, with Fritz back on lead, we
reverse our in-lap and make our way back to the warmth of home.
Monday, November 22:
Michigan Janet, coughing just a bit, has decided not to sit outside this morning, so it is just Fritz
who accompanies me to the park today. Almost immediately my dog has to growl at a visiting
Cocker Spaniel but soon thereafter there is a form of turnabout when he has to see off the
attentions of the pale-eyed Ozzie. Ronnie is already seated at the café but no one else is about yet
and so we continue on down the Randolph roadway – where I let my dog choose which way to
head at the critical crossroads. Today he turns right and this means a long loop around the green.
By the time we have neared the clubhouse I can see that if I don’t put him on lead he is likely to
keep on wandering so I complete my capture and head for the oasis of the café.
While I am waiting in the queue Makiko arrives to announce that today is her birthday and
that the coffees are on her. We have a lively group this morning (of very noisy dogs) and their
owners seem to be in a chatty mood as well. Makiko (of course), Georgie, Ellen, Ofra, Susan,
Sue (back for a return visit with Milly and Sidney), Wendy, Claire, Carrie, Ronnie, Peter and Dan
are soon seated – in Dan’s case he has just stepped off the plane this morning after a week in the
Dominican Republic and there is a joyful reunion with Winnie. Sparkie spends some time in my
lap – until displaced by a swipe from Winnie’s paw. The Pug, indeed, is so excited by the return
of her daddy that she throws up under the table. As if there wasn’t enough activity provided by
these dogs we soon have several others milling about as well. Out in the forecourt the Boxer pair
of Chica and Bounce are tearing around and inside our compound we also have tiny Ninja and
barking Ozzy, the latter here today with Dex’s mother.
Makiko has to endure a chorus of “Happy Birthday” and the incredulity of her friends – who
think she is at least a decade younger than her birth certificate shows. Claire says she has not
brought her knitting because her fingers are too cold but I notice that Ellen has picked up Ofra’s
knitting and is soon beavering away in relief. Dan reports that he, Davide and the latter’s parents
had a good time in the Dominican Republic, where London Janet remains for another week,
though there wasn’t much to do in their luxurious retreat. Dan then bestows two cartons of
cigarettes on babysitting Georgie and a bottle of the local rum for her hubby. Fritz, whom I found
sitting on the pavement when I returned with my coffee, now escapes a second time when Ellen
leaves, and I take this as a signal to make my departure. It still takes us a long time to leave the
park since there is a lot of new territory on the Morshead roadway that demands a close sniff.
Tuesday, November 23:
Another chilly but dry morning beckons, and Fritz makes a lively start in his progress toward the
park. He is greeted by name as he pokes his head around the corner but it takes me a little longer
to discover who is talking to him: it is Sabina, who is just leading Oscar and Scamp from the
premises. A Pomeranian is following us as we near the five-a-side pitch, where some lads from
Paddington Academy are being urged to emulate the example of Chelsea’s Frank Lampard – “He
always knows what’s going on around him.” Panda is now encountered, and I am very impressed
by the way she can run and kiss at the same time – as she greets the standoffish Fritz. We pass the
doggy compound, where Claire is clacking away with her knitting needles, and head down the
Randolph roadway, soon encountering the lively puppy Jez, who is trying to make friends with
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all the other dogs while being held back by a long blue training lead. One of these animals is
Cris, the Alsatian and another is Teddy, described as an American Cockapoo.
At the café a small group is getting settled (Davide, Georgie, Claire, Ronnie, Ellen, Renata,
and Teddy’s mom, Ellie) when there is a most unusual occurrence: a policeman arrives outside
our gate atop a lovely and gigantic black horse! At this intrusion the dogs immediately set up a
chorus of disapproval, and Daisy-Mae, who is clearly discomfited by the immense animal, takes
refuge in the café. Claire takes a photo of the visitors and promises to email a version to the rest
of us. Ronnie is particularly excited by this ¬– since he plans to send it on to the horse-loving
Susie. Again I am the only supplier of biscuits, and this makes me very popular indeed. DaisyMae gets into only one fight under the table.
Chatter this morning is again devoted to I’m A Celebrity, Get Me Out of Here! Everyone who
has seen the show has something snide to say about hapless TV nutritionist Gillian McKeith,
who (with her allergies, phobias and fears) has been selected by the voting public for six straight
bush tucker trials – proof, it were not already provided by the guffaws of hosts Ant and Dec –
that bullying is not a problem restricted to the playground. I point out that the recent episodes,
with their jailhouses and electric shocks, can also be seen as ITV’s homage to Guantanamo.
While we are pondering these unhappy (though contrived) thoughts, Teddy’s mom adds some
thoroughly dispiriting news. It seems that Paul Castle, the owner of a celebrated country pub and
a frequent visitor to the park with his hunting dogs, has thrown himself before an onrushing train
at Bond Street.
Wednesday, November 24:
It is again very cold – though clear – and I am wearing my new car coat from Marks & Spencer
for the first time. Out on the green Davide is swinging Daisy-Mae, who is hanging onto her
harness with her teeth, in ecstatic circles. Fritz and I are walking along the Randolph roadway
when we spot Hanna crossing the green, and she joins us for further rambles in the park, anxious
to show me some of the wooded areas that Fritz seemed to enjoy while she had his company last
week. First we head for the right-hand tennis courts, then along the back of the left-hand courts,
out to the parking lot, up to the top of Mt. Bannister, then down to the Carlton roadway, then
(against advice) into the environmental area briefly, then back to the café.
This morning our group consists of Ronnie, Wendy, Peter, Georgie, Davide, Hanna, Carrie,
Makiko, Claire and Ellen. Claire has finished Panda’s dog coat and started knitting a second
version – though it is easy to see that she doesn’t quite appreciate the fact that her stylish pet has
been rolling on the grass in her new outfit. Makiko’s pet ends up in Peter’s lap, though the latter
seems to think that the Pug in question is named “Emolio.” Oggy, seated on Carrie’s lap, goes
into hysterics when a white Alsatian goes by and Carrie thinks he will shut up if only she holds
her pet’s jaws together. There is a debate on the portion size of the slabs of smoked chicken dog
treats she has brought with her. She wants only a small piece torn off for Oggy but Claire says
that if it is too small the dogs will just swallow the tidbit rather than chew it – a real problem
when it comes to feeding T-bone Ted, who has so few teeth.
After we have been seated for half an hour Michigan Janet finally arrives and orders one of those
goat-cheese-filled croissants the others have been talking about. It has now been announced
that Britain will have an extra bank holiday next April 29, when Prince William and Kate
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Middleton are wed in Westminster Abbey, but the only person who seems interested in this event
is Michigan Janet, who has already been asked to purchase this week’s copies of OK and Hello
magazines for royal-besotted friends in America. Indeed she and I have a number of errands to
complete as we prepare for a Thanksgiving meal at our house and so we leave the others behind
at about 10:20 – walking back via the Morshead roadway in the chilly shadows.
Thursday, November 25:
Janet, who remains behind with Thanksgiving preparations today, has had a look out the window
and, seeing nothing of yesterday’s frost on the football fields, suggests that perhaps it is warmer
today. Having seen pictures of snowfall in much of Britain I have my doubts and, indeed, the first
few steps outside convince me that this is the coldest day of the year so far. We overtake a leafblowing park worker as we near the cypress trees and we are overtaken, in turn, by Elvis. Fritz
tolerates a period of inquisitive sniffing but when we round a corner and he is approached first
by Oscar and then by Scamp, he decides that his dignity has been affronted and some defensive
growling is required. Lynn Franks is just descending from Mt. Bannister with a ball sling and her
dog Noodle and I can’t help wondering if she is watching I’m A Celebrity, Get Me Out of Here!
— since her own experience as a jungle survivor was not, I recall, an entirely happy one.
Fritz decides to turn right as we near the tennis courts and soon I can see him running in tandem
with Tank on the hill to our right. Then we begin a slow circuit of the green, being overtaken
by a jogging Chow and a black Lab whose mistress, having lost touch with her pet, has grown
increasingly agitated. I put my own dog on lead as we complete our circuit, happy to have
reached the café since, by now, I am thoroughly chilled. For once I don’t mind a long queue
since at least it is warm in here. Outside I can see that Winnie and Daisy-Mae are occupying the
same chair as they wait for their treats. I am soon the foremost supplier of these goodies, though
the depressed temperatures have also reduced numbers today: we have just Peter, Ellen, Ronnie.
Georgie, Ofra and Claire. The latter is wearing her long underwear today (as I should be); I know
this because she is still wearing those tattered jeans with the torn knees.
Claire says that the owners of Koji are taking Panda for a visit to Essex this weekend; she knows
they are not serious in promising to give her dog a spray tan but she is worried about missing her
pet. She now says that it would be so nice to have a white Christmas in the park a month from
now, but we have to tell her that we don’t foregather here on Christmas day because the café
usually closes for two weeks – it is unclear at this point where we might go instead since the
refurbishment of Porridge on Lauderdale Parade is continuing at a snail’s pace. Our conversation
now returns to a frequently observed behavior in our dogs: their rolling over and over in some
unsuitable medium in order to compensate for that recent bath or to impart some street smells
to the latest designer doggy outfit. I propose that our dogs, obeying some ancestral instinct,
want to take on the smells of their future prey: how better to sneak up on a fox than to imbue
your own fur with the aroma of fox poo. (I have no idea if any of this is true but I say it with
such conviction that the others nod in agreement.) Ellen now gets up to leave with Ronnie and
Peter, and Renata arrives at the same time with Maxi. There is no way this lot can complete their
comings and goings without Fritz dodging between their slow-moving ankles so, since I am still
frozen, I decide to make a start for home.
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Friday, November 26:
Our next venture in the park has preceded today’s outing – for yesterday afternoon Fritz and
Pepper, Linda and I undertook a long walk here. I hadn’t realized that Linda knew a former park
stalwart, now making a brief revisit with his dog Mabel, the actor Danny Webb, but they paused
to chat during our walk. Now, our tummies replete with Janet’s Thanksgiving feast, Fritz and I
head for the park on another bright but frigid morning. We are a few minutes late and there is no
one about as we near the cypress trees. Here, on the pavement itself, Fritz squats to deposit his
first poo. I bend over to pick it up and then retreat just a few steps to the red poo poo box around
the corner. However, when I resume our original direction, I fail to spot my dog anywhere.
Has he backtracked also – or has he run ahead in the direction of the green? In some anxiety I
continue forward, getting as far as the café, where there is already a good turnout at table. No one
has seen my dog and this means that Fritz is missing!
I continue down the Morshead roadway, pausing every now and then to whistle for my dog. I
check out of the doggy area on this side but there is no one here but the lady jogger with the
Chow. Thinking he might have gone home I now head for our building, stopping to ask one of
the visiting plumbers out front if he has seen my dog. Upstairs Janet is just getting ready to join
us in the park and I let her know the news. Then I retrace my original entry, calling for Fritz,
but seeing no signs of the fellow on the largely empty walkways. Naturally my anxiety has been
growing all this time. Fritz is independent and self-reliant and there is every chance he will just
show up at the café, but the fear that some misadventure may have overtaken him is profoundly
unsettling. As I reach the kiddie playground I can see Claire standing up in the doggy compound
and she is waving at me: Fritz has been found!
I am soon reunited with my pet, who acts as though nothing has happened. As he entered the park
with Ozzy, Dex had found Fritz sniffing around not far from where I last saw him, and, sensing
he was alone, he attached Ozzy’s lead to the rascal’s collar. Now he is heading for me, my dog on
his lead, and I have soon replaced his lead with my own. We enter the doggy compound where
everyone seems quite relieved to see that we two are reunited at last. I can breathe again.
Vickie has added a biscuit to the saucer of my cappuccino cup as I return to the table after a
period inside. Ronnie, Ellen, Dex, Makiko, Peter, Ofra and Georgie are already seated ¬– with
Hanna and Vlad at a second table and Michigan Janet soon arriving to see if Fritz has been
found. (Of course no one can tell her where he has been found except Dex, who is on his mobile
phone.) Ofra is worrying about her daughter’s university application essay and telling Makiko
how to make tempura – hardly necessary in this case. There is much chat on the subject of the
first expulsion from the jungle on I’m a Celebrity, Get Me Out of Here! – though Ofra hasn’t
seen the show yet and so we can’t tell her that the first to leave was ex-footballer wife Sheryl
Gascoigne. (The public has obviously decided that, like Anne Widdicombe on Strictly Come
Dancing, Gillian McKeith must be retained for amusement value.) By this time I have calmed
down just a bit from my early morning ordeal and, well secured by his lead, I lead my pet from
the park.
Saturday, November 27:
The extremely frigid temperatures persist as Fritz and I head for the park on a gray Saturday
morning. Yesterday’s crisis long forgotten, I bend over to release my dog as soon as we have
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arrived, and off he goes – though I do manage to keep a close eye on him today. As we near the
cypress trees we pass Pippa the Papillion and then come face to face with a mid-sized black dog
who drops his blue ball at Fritz’s feet and, when my dog shows an interest in this object, attacks
him for his efforts. Our next encounter is with a lively but muzzled Weimaraner between the
footie fields. Soon thereafter we reach the frosted green, where Fritz rushes out to greet Sparkie. I
manage to stay on the sidelines and soon I am rejoined by my dog as we begin another complete
circle of the green itself.
By the time we have reached the café again the alarms have been sounding throughout the
building and the gym staff are gathering on the Randolph roadway as if there were some interior
menace. The queue is much too long for me to wait out so I sit down next to Ofra. She has
brought with her the personal statement that daughter Lee is working on as part of the university
application process. For me this experience is like déjà vu all over again – since for years I
participated in a three-day seminar at the American School during which our students received
assistance and instruction in their own personal essays. Of course I was able to complete all my
editorial work in the warm confines of the writing lab then. Today I regret the loss of my gloves,
for it is not easy handling a pen with them on – at least Ofra makes sure that Dan has ordered my
coffee.
In spite of the extreme cold there is a lively turnout, though the dog owners arrive in waves.
Among the latter are Yara and Renata. Yara’s Luna can still slip through the bars and it is
suggested that she needs a larger coat or some sort of device, like canine air bags, that inflate
when they contact metal. Maxi is upset over the presence of a newcomer, a black Spaniel named
Stanley, and there is much hysterical barking. Sparkie jumps into my lap and actually manages
to steal a biscuit from my bag. Georgie is scandalized by her pet’s behavior – though she does
manage to blame the bad influence of the other dogs for this act of piracy. A role model in such
larceny would certainly be Bailey, but he comes a cropper when, stretching to reach a lone pellet
on the tabletop, he falls off his mommy’s lap. When Ofra opens the gate, a few minutes later,
Fritz manages to make a successful escape.
Ofra has not seen last night’s episode of I’m A Celebrity, Get Me Out of Here! so we are unable
to offer much commentary on last night’s expulsion of Lembit Opik. Peter has made today’s
selection in the 3:05 at Newbury but some of the others want to bet on a horse whose name
resembles that of Pandora. I announce to the assembled diners that they might as well know
that Claire and I are now wearing matching long underwear. Claire wants to know how I know
anything about her thermals, but the open knee slits of her designer jeans reveal all. Janet arrives
and she and Dan have an extensive conversation on the theatrical fare on offer in London these
days: Dan says the new hit of the season is End of the Rainbow, a play about the final days of
Judy Garland. By this time I have been sitting for almost an hour and my feet are little blocks of
ice; they have just enough feeling left in them for a back passage walkround and I take the first
opportunity to join this migration.
Sunday, November 28:
Janet, complaining of a Night Nurse overdose, is just rising as Fritz and I prepare for our
morning in the park. I am quite certain that she will not make it to coffee this morning, given
this late start, but as soon as we reach the street I know that my own time in the Rec has to be
limited today as well – it is achingly cold outside. A watery sunshine illuminates every frozen
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leaf and blade of grass, but there is no warmth today. Fritz has to see off several curious canines,
including Phoenix, and he checks out the grass on the wrong side of the environmental area
fence, but soon enough we are marching past the café, where I can see that Ronnie, Susie and
Peter are already huddling under the green umbrella.
Fritz now makes a beeline for the cricket crease as I follow, crunching over the frozen grass on
my way to the orange plastic fence. Here Georgie is just arriving with Sparkie and Daisy-Mae;
the latter looks lovely after her grooming yesterday, but someone sympathizes with her over the
fact that she has to put her pristine bum down on such an unwelcoming surface this morning.
Dan is now arriving with Winnie and I give him an update on Janet’s theatre plans and he says
that an expedition to see End of the Rainbow will now take place on Tuesday. I have brought my
iPod with me since I need some advice on a technical matter, but he has to admit that he never
listens to music on his own version of this machine. Makiko has a go at adjusting the device
but says it’s too cold for the dial to work properly. “Or your fingers are,” I add. Matthew, in the
meantime, has brought his sister and his niece out to see the doggy scene and the sister soon has
her camera going – another desperate lawbreaker.
All of this conversation has meant that, of course, I have lost contact with my dog again, but I
soon spot him over in front of the loos. Ofra is heading out from this direction carrying some
ice-encrusted leaves –“just like diamonds,” she says. I give her a recent article by Oliver Sacks
in the New Yorker since – after reading her daughter’s personal statement yesterday – I can
tell that the latter is interested in neuroscience. Already I am beginning to shiver (though my
costume is many-layered) so I announce that I am not staying for coffee today and I head down
the Morshead roadway where Fritz, paying no attention to my position, is already advancing in
pursuit of some smell. I am soon back in the warmth of the flat, my fingers clutching the radiator.
About twenty minutes later there is a call from Ronnie in the park. He hasn’t gotten the message
and wants to know if I’m all right.
Monday, November 29:
It doesn’t seem to be quite as bitter today, though there are plenty of signs (if you include all
the grit deposited at street corners and in front of public buildings) that unsettled weather is still
expected. Ollie the brown Labradoodle rushes up to greet us as we enter the park, brushing up
against me in happy circles. Out on the green the dog owners are already taking their places;
today Skye is here with Michaela and Winnie and Emilio have been joined in the Pug brigade by
little Henry. Many of the dogs are wearing coats today. I can see that Fritz is waiting for me to
join him on the Randolph roadway and we are soon making our way toward the gate on this side.
Fonzi is entering from this side and he and Fritz have a friendly sniff and then they kick some
leaves around.
When we return to the green I can see that London Janet has returned from her two-week holiday
in the Dominican Republic; she looks well and has a nice tan. I head for the café where only
Ofra has anticipated me. Outside our group also includes Hanna, Ronnie, Peter, Ellen, Makiko,
London Janet, and Georgie – though Michigan Janet takes one of the small tables (the better to
eat in peace) and Claire another. I ask the latter if Panda had her day in Essex yesterday (she did)
and if she now sounds like Stacey Solomon. Georgie admits that she has the hump today – after
waiting over an hour for a cab on a tube strike-beset Monday morning. Ronnie says that his drive
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to Chelsea this morning was also slowed by all the extra traffic. Hanna is also is an agitated state
– having recently discovered that the electricity in the flat she has lived in for decades was never
properly earthed – which may explain all the shocks she has received over the years.
London Janet now gives us an account of her holiday while feeding tidbits of her sandwich to
a happy Daisy-Mae. Georgie has done a good job of keeping the little princess in her pristine
post-beauty parlor coiffeur. Just to show her mommy that nothing has changed Daisy-Mae now
jumps into a chair next to me and barks imperiously. Our attention is soon distracted by the work
of a kindly park-keeper who, after some rooting around in the bushes near the tennis courts, has
found a dozen bright green specimens that he now throws out onto the green for the pleasure of
our dogs. I have already been out there once (in pursuit of an escaping Fritz) but now I return
to pick up some of these goodies. Fritz himself has been chomping into a squeaking tennis ball
belonging to Daisy-Mae but he now switches his attentions to the new toys. Michigan Janet has
forgotten her gloves and so we make an early departure. As we are walking by the clubhouse a
black woman, calling us “precious people,” hands us a flyer headed, “Come unto Me, all ye that
labour and are heavy laden, and I will give you rest.”
Tuesday, November 30:
The long-awaited snow is still falling when I look out the window – shortly after rising on the
last day of November. Some of the pavements are still snow-free but white certainly covers
many of the park surfaces. I know that I will need my hiking boots this morning and Fritz has to
accept the presence of his coat, though he does so with little protest this time. It isn’t too bitter,
when we at last hit the streets, but wet snow is driving at us horizontally and our usual walkways
are slush-covered and difficult to negotiate. Fritz seems to enjoy the snow and he has great fun
rushing forward with his nose buried in the white stuff – Schnauzer as snowplow. There are no
classes under instruction this morning, but when we reach the green we do observe a raucous
group in black school uniforms charging back and forth over the empty space with snowballs
flying. Soon we pass Ellen with Jack and Lucky – “We must be mad,” she says. Fritz now begins
a leisurely grand circle, enjoying all the new smells and surfaces, and I don’t have to put him on
lead until we have reached the café, where he is reluctant to give up the freedom of the green for
the restraints of the doggy compound.
By this time the others have already started on their warm drinks and so there is no one in line
when I enter the café. Our group this morning includes Davide, London Janet, Peter, Ellen,
Georgie, Makiko, one of Koji’s dads, and Ofra. The latter, who has arrived with what looks
like a lone ski pole, says that her daughter greatly enjoyed the article by Oliver Sacks and that
she plans to check out some of Sacks’ books now. Ofra also takes the lead in an analysis of the
latest expulsions (including Gillian McKeith) on I’m A Celebrity, Get Me Out of Here! Davide
wonders what it would be like if Ofra were herself a contestant and Ofra begins to wonder if
her one luxury item should be perfume. The others expect Ofra to cower and tremble under
the provocations of jungle life; I disagree – we would see an entirely new Ofra under such
circumstances. Davide, eager to see what management is up to these days, has been to BA’s
shareholder meeting – since he owns a few shares himself. Yesterday there was news of the
official merger of BA and Iberia and more talk about renewed cabin crew strikes.
Claire arrives and, when Fritz makes another of his escapes, asks if he can stay outside if she
keeps an eye on him. I agree and I can see my dog staring back at us, unable to believe his luck
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as he ranges over the green in complete freedom. Wendy arrives and we talk about an unusual
sighting that occurred yesterday afternoon as she, Janet and I were walking on Morshead Road –
the appearance in mid-afternoon of a brazen brown fox on the sidewalk. I tell her that a little later
I also spotted the animal making a near-suicidal dash across Elgin Avenue in front of the college.
Hanna arrives with Yoyo, who has had a trim this morning from Karen at St. John’s Pets – all
of us are a bit reluctant to order the full treatment for our pets since it is so cold. The others get
up to leave and I do too. I whistle for Fritz and he is delighted to join our entourage as we head
down the Morshead roadway. As we near the street Georgie receives a telephone call from Claire
– the forgotten harness that she has rescued, thinking it belonged to Emilio, actually belongs to
Koji, and she now has to walk back to the café with the object in question.
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The Great British Bark Off

Wednesday, December 1:
Unusually, a new month in the park has begun without my having made a single appearance
within the sacred space. No, much to the puzzlement of my dog, I left the house some twentyfive minutes before our usual departure time – in pursuit of a check-up at the Western Eye
Hospital on Marylebone Road. This meant that it would be Michigan Janet on dog duty this
morning, and what follows is based, of course, on her report.
After my departure the dog evidently whimpered for a while, especially as Janet had to delay her
own departure due to the arrival of our Cathy. When the expedition was at last underway, Janet
headed for the Morshead roadway, keeping Fritz on lead until they approached the green. Here
they met a six-month old Golden Retriever puppy named Alice. The green itself was empty but
they persevered as far as the fenced cricket crease. A Bichon Frise named Daisy now appeared,
but after an approach to the Randolph roadway the group headed for the top of Mt. Bannister. As
they descended to the Carlton roadway Fritz did a good job of staying in close contact with his
new companion. At the café Fritz had to be bribed with a biscuit in order to make his peace with
the confinement of the doggy compound.
Peter was already being taken home, frozen, by Ronnie, and this followed an earlier departure
by Ellen – “too cold!” – but Davide, Claire, Makiko, London Janet, Georgie, and Ofra were
still in place. Michigan Janet was struggling with her new duties: poo under a fingernail, scarf
caught up in the dog’s lead, an assault once the other dogs realized who had the goodies today
– at least Daisy-Mae didn’t bark at anyone this time. Sparkie was soon in Janet’s lap, standing
on her purse. The snow was still a topic of conversation but Janet also had a new talking point,
a Madeleine pan (in rubber) that she has brought to show our official baker, Ofra. Georgie
reported that she had been unsuccessful in obtaining, in Covent Garden, a “This Town Needs
Guns” t-shirt for Janet’s grandson. Janet then reported on last night’s visit to the West End to
see War Horse and Davide reviewed End of the Rainbow. A back passage walkround concluded
festivities, as usual.
Thursday, December 2:
Overnight we have had another light snowfall but it is easy to see that the park personnel have
done a good job clearing the walkways – though the same cannot be said of the pavements and
street surfaces outside the park. I make my way gingerly over these whitened places – on my
own again as Janet has decided on a lie-in. As before, Fritz seems to be loving the snow; he runs
around happily as we make our way quite rapidly toward the green; Milo the Jack Russell climbs
my knee in greeting on the way. There are quite a few dogs playing out on the vast emptiness
of the green and, at the café, I also pass Georgie and Dan — who is delivering Winnie before
heading off for work. “You look like your head has just been attacked by a raccoon,” I tell him
– such is the effect of the furry bonnet he sports today, something that will soon enter sartorial
legend as the official emblem of the Soho (or Covent Garden) Air Force.
Fritz and I continue on toward the Randolph gate and then return to the café, where I am greeted
by the forlorn sight of Winnie, Jack, Daisy-Mae, Lucky, and Sparkie lined up with their faces
toward the windows – not a single human in evidence — as their owners stand in the coffee
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queue inside. Vicky and Metty have added some biscotti to our saucers this morning though
Vicky is a bit non-plussed by a request coming from the woman ahead of me: she has brought
with her a frozen carton of Ribena and she wants the café to use its microwave to defrost it. This
woman is also carrying a jacketed Chihuahua – also named Lucky, a tiny little thing who seems
to be longing for the suns of Mexico. Outside, our group is a small one today, just Georgie, Ellen,
and Hanna at first, though Ofra, Wendy, Makiko and Claire are late arrivals. Hanna has a choking
fit on her biscotti and I have to thump her back for her.
Ofra complains that driving today is more like ice skating and that many of the local streets seem
to be without any form of gritting. She reports disappointment over the expulsion of Patsy Kensit
(whom she knows) from Strictly Come Dancing and suggests that Stacy Solomon or Sean Ryder
will likely win I’m A Celebrity, Get Me Out of Here! On a more serious note Georgie (who is
euphoric over the cancellation of her ferrying duties today) reports that in Glasgow a sister has
died and that she now faces the ordeal of a train journey to a part of the world much affected by
the snowfall that has blighted life in much of the country – Gatwick Airport has been closed for
days. Liz, the sister in question, had been poorly but it is believed that two or three weeks had
passed before the body was discovered.
Makiko, in the meantime, has been struggling to get Emilio into the compound – while Fritz,
as usual, is attempting to make his escape from it. He succeeds and we leave him out there as
he stares back impudently, hoping that someone will give chase. This I have to do, eventually,
and what a merry chase now begins. Fritz is dashing through the snow at great speed, heading
back along the Randolph roadway, but he veers to the right and begins to circle the green. For
a while he penetrates the undergrowth on this side and I have trouble keeping him in sight. He
deposits a deeply recessed and clandestine poo in the bushes here and then continues on toward
the Grantully gate, where I can at last put him back on lead. To his great delight, however, I lead
him back to the café by jogging across the snow of the green; he grabs hold of one end of the
lead so that he can tug at it as he runs. By this time my hands are frozen and so I don’t pause for
long, just scooping up the biscuit bag and heading down the Morshead roadway. As we reach the
street a solitary delivery man is standing next to his Ocado truck with a rollup in his hand. “Got a
light?” he asks each passer-by.
Friday, December 3:
Under gray skies we begin another bitter morning in the park. There is not much activity in
the Rec these days: no school groups, no team activity on the snow-covered pitches, even the
kiddies’ playground is padlocked because of icy surfaces. The walkways are still open, however,
and we make a rapid enough progress toward the green. Fritz seems puzzled by the lack of
activity here but eventually I get him to complete a Randolph roadway round trip. Here I pause
to scratch the head of Andrew the Akita. Never the most active animal, the old fellow just inches
along now – at least he has a nice, thick coat. Next we encounter the seldom-seen Jo Lynn and
her Border Terrier, Tilly. She gives Fritz an extended cuddle, much to his surprise. We at last
get moving back toward the café, where Jazz and another dog are just entering the compound as
well.
In spite of the frigid temperatures there is a very respectable turnout this morning, though it
takes me a while to outlast the queue inside the café in order to join the others. (Usually this
is a matter of some annoyance but today I am happy to enjoy the warmth of the interior just a
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little longer.) Outside we have Matthew, Makiko, Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, London Janet (Michigan
Janet is at the beauty parlor), and Georgie. I hand my five pounds to Peter (racing stakes) and he
hands me a petition to sign. It seems that Camden Council, strapped for cash like all the other
local authorities, is thinking of selling off some of its assets to private developers – including the
meeting hall that Peter manages! “Get Jude Law to sign this,” someone suggests — remembering
how the actor’s daughter had her birthday party on these premises. Camden’s gesture is just
another example of the winter of discontent that Londoners face because of the economy. Asking
Ronnie to close his ears, I report that last night, as I was walking Fritz along Castellain, I noticed
that the windows of a snow-blanketed BMW had been used as the background for an indented
message on their frosted surface – “Tory Scum.”
Georgie is wearing a furry hat similar to that worn by Dan yesterday; it turns out that it is
identical – as Dan has bought it as a present for his friend. Sparkie is wearing a dog coat in green
and white hoops but I predict trouble at home when Georgie’s husband, an ardent Rangers fan,
notices that Sparkie is wearing the livery of rival Celtic. Ronnie reports that the dog’s water bowl
was nothing but a layer of ice this morning, and he has had to ask for a bowl from the café so
that he can start with a fresh supply. Janet produces the first copy of her famous Paddington Rec
doggy calendar for me to take home to Michigan Janet, who returns to the States on Sunday – if
the weather doesn’t sock her in. The dogs are now agitated by the arrival of a lively black dog
(mostly Jack Russell) in a red coat. Noah dances outside the compound as the barking persists,
though I do notice that he stops long enough to give Emilio a kiss though the bars. Claire and
Carrie now arrive and Carrie brings with her the first tale of a dog whose paws have been left
bleeding and cracked by all the salt on our pavements. When Peter and Ronnie leave Fritz takes
advantage of their slow progress through the gate to escape – but, after yesterday’s extensive
recovery effort – I decide to head for home myself.
Saturday, December 4:
A bit of a thaw has lead to far more comfortable temperatures as Fritz (freshly bathed) and
I, about five minutes later than usual, head for the park. To make up for lost time we use the
Morshead entrance and we have soon reached the green, where Janet, Georgie, Ofra and Makiko
are already in position. Fritz checks out the scene and then continues on to the Randolph
roadway, completing our usual assault on the nearby exit in so expeditious a manner that by the
time we have turned around the others are just returning to our table with their coffee cups. There
is a tremendous turnout today, a sure sign that we have entered a more humane weather system,
if only briefly.
At our two conjoined tables we have the four ladies already mentioned plus Dan, Ronnie, Susie,
Peter, Ellen, Renata, and, making her last appearance this year, Michigan Janet. Others arrive
somewhat later: Hanna, seeing the jam-up, takes a little table outside the compound and then, as
some leave, their places are taken by Claire, Dex, and Yara. The canine contingent is augmented
by Ferdinand, the long-haired Dachshund, so there is a lot of movement under the tables. DaisyMae had rolled in some mud – which now cakes her forehead – while Sparkie is as manic as
usual. I remind Georgie that his barking at tractors, strangers and other dogs is simply a reflection
of his need to protect us – “the price of liberty is eternal vigilance.” London Janet has brought
with her some of the dog coats knitted by her sister and these are modeled by a number of our
animals; Dex takes one home on approval. Chloe is having tummy troubles again and gets nil by
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mouth. Dan shows how Winnie doesn’t need a hood on her coat by pulling the neck fur of his pet
over the top of the Pug’s head.
Susie announces that she is giving up riding for the next two months because of the weather.
(Ronnie, meanwhile, seems to be having trouble just walking this morning.) Makiko says that
she is going to New York on Monday and wants to know if she can get anything there for the rest
of us. Ofra looks worried and someone wants to know if the forest fires in Israel are the source
of this anxiety, but, no, she is just worrying about the latest cheesecake recipe. Dan announces
that December 23rd is the date for our group to undertake a local pub crawl (but no stopping
at the Idlewild this time). He urges Renata to accompany us but she says that she hates the pub
and, anyway, on the 23rd she has to stuff the goose. “That stuffs your goose,” I tell Dan. Final
predictions are made on tonight’s winner of I’m A Celebrity, Get Me Out of Here! – with Stacy
Solomon the popular choice. Peter spends a lot of time instructing Makiko on how to choose
today’s horseracing entry and then he laboriously copies out the details for each of the seated
punters – Mia’s Boy in the 3:40 at Kempton Park. Michigan Janet makes her farewells to her
many London friends and we at last head for home.
Sunday, December 5:
Our house certainly feels empty as Fritz and I head for the street this morning – two and a half
hours earlier Janet has climbed into a cab at the start of her return journey to the States. Outside
it is still chilly enough, but the recent thaw has all but eliminated the snow that has been a feature
of the scene for almost a week. We pass several dogs on our in-lap, including Walter Benjamin,
and I notice that, for the first time in days, the pitches are in use, with little boys receiving their
usual Sunday morning footie instruction again. Out on the green only Red the Alsatian is in
action, but as we head down the Randolph roadway (with two Bedlingtons over on our left) we
meet Hanna and she reverses direction in order to accompany us on a visit to the wooded area
near the bowling green, where Fritz has an extensive sniffathon. He then crosses the green in
pursuit of Georgie and Dan, who are just arriving with Sparkie and Winnie.
Georgie is wearing her fur hat while standing in the coffee queue: one has to fight a strong
temptation to put this object on lead. She says that she will probably visit Hereford this weekend
so that she can deliver grandson Oliver’s Christmas presents; there is still no date for the funeral
of her sister Liz in Glasgow. At our tables this morning we also have Hanna, Dan, Yara, Renata,
Ellen, Peter, Makiko and Ofra. The latter is among those celebrating the coronation of Stacey
Solomon as Queen of the Jungle on the last session of I’m A Celebrity, Get Me Out of Here! A
popular choice and an eternally happy optimist, Stacey has won the heart of the nation with her
unaffected charm and courage – though perhaps nothing better epitomized the Essex girl’s nononsense approach to life than her choice of entrée for her last camp meal. Given the world’s
best cuisine to choose from, our Stacey elected to have as her main course a saveloy sausage and
chips! In other show biz news I tell Dan, who helped the ladies obtain their tickets, that at last
night’s performance of King Lear at the Donmar (a production staring Derek Jacoby) Linda and
the departing Janet were able to spot Ralph Fiennes, Sam Mendes and Meryl Streep!
I am able to give to Makiko the details of a puzzle magazine that I hope she will be able to find
for me in New York next week. Peter teasingly rounds on Ofra, whose choice in our race of two
weeks ago, Angel’s Pursuit, finally won the race in which we were backing Mia’s Boy yesterday.
And he came in at 12-1! A second wave of dog owners now arrives – Claire, Carrie and Dex. The
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latter is going to return the coat that he took home on approval yesterday, having found a new
coat for Ozzy in Clapham. Dan insists on trying this entry on Winnie – who looks like a blue
sausage – then he tries Emilio’s Barbour jacket on his pet, then he puts his own furry hat on the
Pug, who now looks like Commissar Winnie. In fact we are soon awash in Pugs – as Nanook
and Zorro also arrive. We begin a back passage walkround as Makiko, who has recently met my
co-editor Don Factor, begins to question me about our little magazine project of fifty years ago,
Nomad. She has been doing some internet research and is particularly impressed by the role we
played in helping to launch the career of the irrepressible Charles Bukowski. The sun is shining
brightly by the time we have left the park.
Monday, December 6:
There has been another big chill overnight, and Fritz and I enter a park whose surfaces are
embedded in frost. Once again the school groups have stayed away and the park is quiet – if you
discount the grind and roar of the tree trimmers at work on Grantully. Just as yesterday we now
encounter Hanna as we are walking down the Randolph roadway and she gives Fritz a fulsome
cuddle. The three of us head right at the tennis courts and Fritz is soon lost in his deep woodland.
At this point Hanna receives a call on her mobile from Lizzie, Yoyo’s owner, and the two women
are soon arranging a handover at the Grantully gate. Now the two Schnauzers continue their
exploration of the undergrowth, ending up on Mt. Bannister, where Hanna is not too happy about
the behavior of two brown Staffies.
It is time to head for coffee – though on this occasion the drinks (and a box of chocolates) are
on Ellen, whose birthday this is. In the queue Claire is indulging in a longtime fantasy: the
rarely used interior alcove of the café should be fenced off and, with sofas added for the comfort
of the dog owners, our animals should be allowed the freedom of the café itself. This theme
continues over breakfast (outside, I’m afraid) where Renata insists that dogs of any size are
allowed inside shops and restaurants in Europe and that only England is dog-phobic. Others
dispute these observations. London Janet is still on a visit to her sister’s but we have Peter, Ellen,
Ronnie, Georgie, Ofra, Makiko (who leaves for the Big Apple this afternoon), Claire, Carrie and
Hanna. Anyone with foodstuffs is fair game as our pets make a nuisance of themselves with their
insistent antics. Claire says that her Panda is learning to talk, like Fritz, and that she now whines
to go out whenever the mood takes her.
We discuss the long-delayed departure of Ann Widdicombe from Strictly Come Dancing –
mischievous voters having at last realized that here we have a dance competition and not one
in comic buffoonery. Where to buy hand and foot warmers is the next topic – a topical topic.
I ask Ronnie where his son-in-law conducts his dental practice, having just learned by email
yesterday that my own dentist in St. John’s Wood has gone into liquidation! Hanna is examining
the tabloids, convincing herself that the suggestion found here that Gianni Versace was murdered
for his Mafia debts sounds plausible. By this time Renata is standing at the compound gate with
her ball sling, keeping Maxi busy on the green. “Fritz has just gone out,” she reports – and she
should know since she has lazily opened the gate again herself. Claire throws her eyes to the
heavens over this latest incident and, as I get up to retrieve my pet, Hanna begins to scold our
German friend for this carelessness. It is time I make a start for home anyway – warmth, even
if it is accompanied by all that banging from the flat below, seems necessary after an hour in the
park. As we reach our building three workers are lounging on the steps, having a cigarette break.
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Tuesday, December 7:
The ground is still frozen as Fritz and I begin another day in the Rec. It is quite cold, but there
is no breeze and so only my gloved hands are suffering. When we reach the green Lizzie is just
entering with Yoyo, who now barks at both Fritz and his owner. It is solid enough underfoot
to attempt a crossing of the green itself and this I do in order to greet Davide and Georgie.
Thereafter we head down the Randolph roadway, encountering the lively presence of Monty the
Schnauzer, a silvery fellow with a bright red collar. By the time we have returned to the café the
others are awaiting their refreshments. These include a belated berry pie baked by Ofra in honor
of Ellen’s birthday and a plate of biscotti from the kitchen.
In addition to those already mentioned our breakfast club includes Peter, Hanna, Claire, Renata,
Ronnie and Janet. The latter says that Daisy-Mae is out of sorts today and, indeed, the Shih-Tzu
remains on mommy’s lap throughout the session and, unusually, she make no demands on my
biscuit bag. Jack is also in a pissy mood, snapping and growling at all the others dogs from the
safety of Ellen’s lap; he is evidently jealous of the handouts of toast that the other dogs are being
invited to share. Coronation Street, now celebrating its fiftieth anniversary, is the chief topic of
conversation and a number of those present saw last night’s episode in which we had not only an
explosion at the wine bar but a trolley diving off the bridge onto the famous street itself. Ofra is
about to see Mama Mia, with Dan’s help, and this leads to a discussion of Abba’s greatest hits –
themselves the subject of another recent program. (Michelle Williams was quoted on this topic
with the brilliant observation: “Abba turns even straight guys gay.”)
I have spent many a chilly moment longing for the beginning of a back passage walkround but
today, when one of these begins at an earlier than usual hour, I can’t take any advantage because
Fritz and I have an appointment at the Hamilton Vets at 10:30. This means I spend an extra ten
minutes with Claire and Hanna before beginning this journey. The vicissitudes of urban life
are never better illustrated than by my encounters with that one block of shops on Boundary
Road, west of Abbey. I used to come up here because my barber, my printer, my dentist and my
vet were all located here. Now my barber has his own salon on Formosa Street, my printer has
retired, my dentist has gone into liquidation and my vet – well he is still in situ but, muttering
about living in a third world country, Frank Seddon ushers me into a darkened examination room
– the practice operating without electric power today! Fritz gets his kennel cough and rabies
boosters but a shivering Tara can’t even take my credit card today. The sun has broken through as
we now walk back through the park: Hanna and Claire are still sitting at the café.
Wednesday, December 8:
Under gray skies Fritz and I start for the park on a frigid Wednesday morning. On the pavement
near the Essendine gate I find a stuffed monkey toy, dropped somehow by a youthful owner, and
I prop it atop the fence so that it might be recovered if its loss becomes important. Inside the gate
we meet Michaela with Skye; she notes how curly Fritz has become as his hair lengthens – but I
tell her that I don’t really want to schedule a haircut during the present cold snap. We pass Monty
the Lab and Ruby the Mastiff as we make our way out to the green. Here Fritz rushes out to
meet Janet and Davide and then Hanna, who is crossing the grass with Yoyo. Thereafter she and
I take our dogs over to the wooded area near the bowling green and the Schnauzers disappear
for several minutes, emerging at last when it is time for us to head for the café. Here Albert’s
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daughter Denise, just back from Barbados, is just leaving with Nikki’s dog, the little black Gypsy
– who is snapping at all the other dogs.
Again I am happy to laze in the warmth of the coffee queue; I even get my hands next to the
glass warming-oven where the croissants and other baked goods are awhirl. When I take my seat
outside Georgie admits that she accidentally let Fritz escape and that the mischief-maker allowed
her to pursue him across the green, teasingly taking off whenever she got near him. He now
joins the queue at my knee, though this is a crowded space with Sparkie, Bailey, Winnie, Lucky
and Panda also fighting for attention. Daisy-Mae, her energies returned today, is also part of this
procession.
Ellen announces that Aisne, Jack and Lucky’s ancient owner, has been in hospital, dehydrated,
but that she is coming home today. Wendy decides to buy one of the dog coats that Shirley,
Janet’s sister, has knitted. Hanna announces an expedition to Ikea and wants to know if she can
pick anything up for the rest of us. Janet is trying to figure out whether to return to work before
officially announcing her retirement. Ofra says that she and her family had a sumptuous meal at
Nobu yesterday and that the famous Gillian McKeith was there with her daughters. Davide has
some visitors and is planning to take them to the Tate Modern for the Gauguin show and to the
British Museum; he has never been to either site. We begin a back passage walkround, with Fritz
soon sprinting ahead of the others. As we leave the park I can see some ladies examining the
stuffed monkey I rescued earlier. I have high hopes that the toy has found its rightful owners but,
alas, they just put the thing back on its perch among the fence railings.
Thursday, December 9:
The cold is still penetrating as Fritz and I follow the fence line on our way to the Essendine
entrance; the stuffed toy, which I had rescued yesterday, has not had to spend a night in the cold
for yesterday afternoon, after it had been examined by several moms, I saw a woman who was
pushing two kids in a large buggy, claim the prize as her own. A woman is walking toward us
now with a half grown Springer Spaniel and Fritz greets the newcomer with a characteristic
growl – “Don’t try any of those puppy hijinks with me.” When we reach the green Janet is
catching up with Georgie and it is obvious that an incident has just taken place. It seems that
a mid-sized dog named Emma has taken a violent dislike to Sparkie and to protect the Yorkie
Janet has had to pick him up. This has not stopped the assault, though by now Daisy-Mae has
entered the fray in defense of her pal. Janet, meanwhile, has been insistently urging the owner
of the intemperate animal to place Emma on lead. There is no response, since Emma’s owner is
preoccupied with her mobile phone. There is a security guard nearby and Janet asks him if he has
witnessed this assault. “Next time that happens,” he says, “she’s barred.”
Fritz is soon off on his rambles and these are extensive today — though the emergence of bright
sunshine makes the exercise far more pleasant. First we head down the Randolph roadway, then
we turn right at the tennis courts, then we explore some woodland, then we cross the roadway
and head out to the Carlton parking lot. Then we climb Mt. Bannister, then we descend to
the Carlton roadway, then we approach the café, where Lurch is standing at the kitchen door,
wondering if Fritz wouldn’t like to come in. I assure him that this is undoubtedly true but that
we had better continue on to the doggy compound (he has to go on lead to accomplish this
placement). I am the first in the coffee queue this morning, and then I return to our tables, where
this morning we have Hanna, Peter, Ellen, Ofra, Georgie, Janet, Ronnie and Claire. I am the only
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one with biscuits these days and this makes me a very popular fellow; indeed today I run out of
stock, an outcome that makes no sense to Panda or Daisy-Mae. The latter continues to bark at me
long after the empty sack has been returned to my jacket pocket. The jacket’s hood, by the way,
is needed to provide some relief from the glare of the bright sun.
I get up once, since I have just spotted Suzanne crossing the green with Sunny and I need to
deliver to her the first of my holiday greeting cards – since she returns to the States on Sunday
(the card itself features a picture of Fritz, sitting in the lap of his owner). As I return to my seat
Peter is discussing a real milestone, the surrender of his automobile to the wrecking crew from
Camden Council. He has talked about giving up driving ever since his fainting fit some months
ago. To cheer him up I remind him that when we gave up on our car we saved over £1000 a
year – in insurance, road tax, MOT, residence parking and petrol. Ofra has had an unsatisfactory
meal in Primrose Hill and reports that when her family went next door for dessert at the pub her
daughter, who has forgotten her ID, was excluded. Standing at the compound gate, chattering
away, Ofra manages to let Fritz escape, but she is always willing to make good this gaffe by
hunting down the miscreant and returning him, amid squeals of protest, to his cell. He doesn’t
have long to endure this imprisonment because we are about to begin a back passage walkround.
Friday, December 10:
Temperatures might be just a tad higher this morning and Fritz and I (after a very successful
expedition with Linda and Pepper to Regent’s Park yesterday afternoon) now head for the Rec
under gray skies. Fritz decides that today he would like to complete a grand circle of the green
itself. This is a slow process and near the Grantully gate he picks up a companion in Renata’s
little Poodle, Maxi. Together these two disappear into the foliage opposite the bandstand and it
takes a while for them to emerge. Eventually I have to put my dog on lead so that we can make a
bit more straightforward assault on the café. No sooner have we entered this precinct then Fritz
escapes when some of the other owners arrive. He does this a second time a few minutes later
but on this occasion Claire entices him to return by producing a package of treats. When he is not
eating her food Fritz is insisting on an extended cuddle from Panda’s mommy. Meanwhile there
is a new presence in the canine mix as a woman comes in with a little Pomeranian named Zorro.
Our tables this morning soon make room for Ronnie, Peter, Ellen, Ofra, Georgie, Janet, Renata
and Hanna. Hanna has brought with her some Friday baked goods provided by Soloman’s for
its Jewish clientele, and I am the beneficiary in the form of two bagels. Peter says that I can see
his favorite football team, Queen’s Park Rangers, in action on the telly tonight and there is some
discussion over the nationality of midfielder Adel Taarabt. Peter thinks he may be Israeli but Ofra
has her doubts – he is, in fact, Moroccan. Georgie announces that she will depart tomorrow for
Hereford with grandson Oliver’s Christmas presents. Several of the coffee drinkers have watched
last night’s live hour-long broadcast of Coronation Street, which is celebrating the fiftieth
anniversary of its first broadcast. The event was a real tour de force but Janet thinks there was a
good deal of overacting and there is still ambiguity over the final death toll after the trolley crash:
Molly, Ashley, maybe Peter, but what about Rita?
Much of the rest of the session is devoted to politics. Renata begins by denouncing the royal
family for taking public monies, suggesting that the monarchs of other European nations behave
in a far more self-sufficient and circumspect manner. The problem is that some of the royalists
in our company resent the utterance of such remarks by a foreigner, and Ronnie actually gets
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up to move his seat away from the author of such sacrilege. Janet also defends the royal family
– who have perhaps entered today’s conversation because the car bearing Charles and Camilla
was stoned by protesters last night. We now have an extended discussion of yesterday’s often
violent demonstrations against Parliament’s decision to raise university tuition charges. The
conclusion is that no matter what the cause, these days every peaceful protest is going to be
subverted by a minority who want to make trouble. (Davide adds that his duties as tour guide
yesterday were deflected by all the road closures occasioned by the protest.) We begin a back
passage walkround, soon overtaken by Christian, Reina, Vito and Miro. “Don’t you wish you
were enjoying some warm California sunshine just now?” Christian wants to know. I have to
admit that I do.
Saturday, December 11:
We are a bit late in our approach to the park this morning, but the good news is that, by several
degrees, it is definitely warmer. This makes it all the more surprising that there seems to be no
organized footie activity this morning – only when Fritz joins a quartet of arriving hockeyettes
on the Carlton roadway is there any sign of athletic life. Janet (who has Sparkie this weekend)
and Dan are already on the green and I note immediately that Winnie is naked today. Dan says
that this is a response to milder temperatures; he is wearing his shiny ski pants since he has had
to dispose of his old park jeans. I let him know that it is his turn to choose today’s entry in our
trackside adventures – a role he has long coveted – but now that the responsibility has arrived
at last he seems nervous. Fritz continues down the Randolph roadway; on our return we are
accompanied by Ofra, who has been out on the town every night this week.
In addition to those already mentioned our breakfast group includes Peter, Ellen, Renata and
Ronnie. The latter is very unsteady on his feet today and others help him to his chair. Two late
arrivals are Yara, who comes with Luna and Luci, and Claire, who has both Panda and Koji
today. Claire takes the little table near the fence and she is soon joined by Yara and Ofra. The
latter is leaning on the fence talking to Michaela’s daughter, Olivia, and I learn that the latter has
now joined a contingent of kids from our dog owning fraternity, at UCS in Hampstead: Olivia,
who is here with Skye, Linda’s Liam, Ofra’s Guy, and Lisa, who often appears in the Rec with
Zara and Dash. There is some conversation about the recent cold weather and I note that it has
been so frigid that this has been the coldest winter (so far) since 1982, that there were actually
ice floes on the surface of the Grand Union Canal – and that Claire has been wearing jeans that
actually have knees.
Yara passes on to me a sack of doggy kibble, whose salmon-oil flavor Fritz seems to like – so
do the other dogs. Dan chooses Calgary Bay in the 2:30 at Cheltenham after Peter has explained
the intricacies of the Racing Post; Peter is mourning a poor performance by his beloved Queen’s
Park Rangers against Watford last night. Fritz manages to escape when Peter and Ronnie depart
but I succeed in getting him back without too much difficulty. It is soon time to leave, with Dan
going off with Ofra and Janet accompanied only by yours truly. “I wonder how long it will be
before Ofra notices that she has left her phone behind on the table,” Janet muses. “Dan put it in
his pocket, so let’s hope he remembers it’s there,” she continues. “Don’t worry,” I conclude, “if
it’s Ofra’s phone, it’s bound to ring soon enough.”
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Sunday, December 12:
Sun makes the chill temperatures of the park a bit more palatable as Fritz and I begin our Sunday
in the Rec. We haven’t gotten very far before I notice that my dog is hanging back; his reluctance
to continue on into footie territory is soon clear, and I agree that we can reverse direction and
reach the green via the Morshead roadway today. I can see Janet and Dan out in the middle of
the grass here and we soon reach them and continue on toward the foot of Mt. Bannister. Here I
invite Fritz to reach the heights and he seems delighted to undertake this variation in our usual
pattern of migration. After we have descended to the Carlton roadway I continue this adventure
by taking the narrow gap between the cricket nets and the back of the gym to reach the foot of
Mt. Bannister again. We are following Claire, in doing this; she has Koji on a long training lead
and her own Panda this morning. By this time the others are already starting in on their coffees
and I urge Fritz to join the group here; he responds by stationing himself in front of the gym
doors – which actually swing open, triggered by the furry gray body of my pet. Fortunately he
doesn’t notice this and I am soon able to grab his collar and usher him into the compound.
While I am waiting in the coffee queue I discover that the café’s annual winter closure will be
considerably shorter than in years past – just December 24th through January 3rd this time.
Outside I have to put my dark glasses and my hood on as I fight the bright sun. My companions
this morning include Dan, Janet, Peter, Ellen, Renata, Ofra and Claire but when the latter moves
over to the little table in the sun (soon joined here by Carrie and Dex) her place is taking by
Jeremy, who is visiting us today with the gentle Cressida. Among our dogs the chief topic of
conversation today must be a major cock-up on the catering front – I have forgotten my biscuit
bag! It takes a long time for this awful fact to sink in and I have to endure pairs of beseeching
eyes staring up at me from my shoes and a major scolding from Daisy-Mae, who gets into
an empty chair the better to underscore my many shortcomings in a bout of manic barking.
Fortunately Claire has some special treats bought at Harrods by Koji’s dads, fish and chipflavored dog biscuits. Fritz enjoys these but this doesn’t prevent him from escaping twice, first
when Carrie arrives (she is able to grab him by the collar pretty quickly) and then when Ofra
stands dreamily next to a wide-open gate.
Renata inaugurates another argument when she tells us that yesterday she spotted (and coveted)
an £130 fox and leather hat at a stall on Portobello. Others say they wouldn’t wear real fur;
Claire, who says there are many fur substitutes these days, begins to detail acts of animal cruelty
perpetrated by the fur industry, particularly in China – but Renata is not convinced. I ask Ofra
how long it took her, yesterday, to remember that she had left her phone behind at the café. She
says that she remembered when she got home, then forgot, then remembered again only when
she arrived for an afternoon session here and went in to see if the object had been turned over to
the café staff. When Dan arrived she asked him to dial her phone, hoping that the ring would give
away its position. Only then did Dan, who had mischievously put the phone in his pocket after
the morning session, realize that he still had it – and it was at last returned to its rightful owner. I
have to revise my evaluation of Ofra’s social life – “What does it say about your popularity, Ofra,
that Dan had your phone in his pocket all day long and it didn’t ring once?”
Monday, December 13:
It seems bitterly cold this morning as Fritz and I get ready for a new week in the park. I have my
gloves on my hands and my hands in my pockets and I am still cold. When we reach the green
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we crunch across the frozen surface to make contact with Georgie, Janet and Davide. The latter
incites our envy by telling us that tomorrow he flies to Tel Aviv, where the daytime temperature
is 22. I urge Fritz to keep moving and we cross the green to its eastern margin and then begin a
slow circle back in the direction of the Grantully gate. I am standing in front of a wooded patch
outside the doggy area here, waiting for my dog to emerge — when I notice that he must have
slithered along the fence since he is now out on the green again. I admit him to the doggy area
itself and, since we have not visited this spot in some time, he has a good sniff. As we exit, a few
minutes later, I notice that, instead of heading toward the café, Fritz is poking his nose out the
Grantully gate – a gesture that is always discouraged. In this case, however, the reason for his
naughty behavior is soon obvious: Hanna is out here with Yoyo.
The two Schnauzers soon begin another of their woodland explorations as Hanna and I keep
to the walkways. I remind Hanna that the doggy area that we have just vacated has only two
benches – even though it is obvious, from the empty spaces there, that there should be six.
Hanna says that at one time only a single bench was left here but that she and some accomplices
moved a second bench from the tennis courts – a repositioning they were happy to confess to
the park staff. There are, in fact, a number of spots in the park where missing benches have not
been replaced and Hanna, ever fond of a good conspiracy theory, believes that there is a message
in this – if you’re not exercising, you are loitering. This seems to be a good time to continue
the conspiracy theme by talking about the weekend attack by an Islamic terrorist in downtown
Stockholm. Hanna is a great fan of the Stieg Larsson’s Millennium trilogy, where it is suggested
that the secret police turned to terrorism as their chief brief – after the decline and fall of the
Soviet Union made espionage less central. On our TV screens recently we have seen security
staff (many of whose counterparts figure prominently in the novels) commenting on their
investigations. What Hanna has not noted is that we have also had our questions answered by a
female officer named Sjölander – which, before it was changed to Salander, is almost the same
name as that assigned to the female protagonist of the trilogy! This amuses Hanna no end, but
she still has a Finnish suspicion that the Swedes are always up to no good.
In spite of the cold weather we have a very good turnout this morning – with Ronnie, Ellen,
Peter, Ofra, Wendy, Claire and Makiko joining those already mentioned. Makiko, of course, is
returning to our table after a week in the Big Apple – indeed Fritz and I met Makiko, Matthew
(and Emilio) while we were out on our late walk last night – they had only been back an hour.
Georgie gives a detailed report on her visit to Hereford, where grandson Oliver is talking all
the time now – albeit in a language that only he can understand. I have remembered my biscuit
bag today and my popularity is instantly restored. One of the beneficiaries today is the Golden
Retriever, Buddy, whose excited barking heralds the arrival of Saskia. She reports that her
baby is making his first visit to Father Christmas today — but Buddy has to stay at home. Fritz
manages to stay out of trouble today but the same can’t be said for Sparkie, who manages to
make a little kid cry with his hysterical barking. Janet now complains that her hands and feet are
cold and so it is time to start for home.
Tuesday, December 14:
Cold but not too bitter – that is how I would characterize this morning’s temperature. Fritz
makes some lively progress toward the green, pausing only to greet Peter and Ellen, who are
just arriving on the Carlton roadway. We then begin a slow progress around the green itself,
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with many pauses for extended sniffing. A large group of dogs is heading our way – including
Monty the Schnauzer and Monty the Labrador: the full Montys for sure. There is a dog looking
out with considerable interest from the confines of the Grantully doggy area and I ask his name
from a companion who seems to understand little English. He is able to tell me that the animal is
called Alfie and I can see that here we have a beautiful, hand-stripped Standard Schnauzer. Soon
approaching us is Christian with Vito and Miro; he reverses direction to accompany us on our
grand circle. He is still fascinated by the fact that my Dorothy served as a page at the Democratic
National Convention in Los Angeles in 1960, the one that nominated John F. Kennedy. Today I
tell him that I stood quite close to JFK as he toured the UCLA campus the same year.
By this time I have reached the café and, after depositing my dog, I get in the coffee queue – a
lengthy experience this morning, even though only Georgie and Ellen precede me. We have a
relatively small group this morning: Janet, Georgie, Davide, Peter, Ellen, Ronnie and Ofra. The
latter is wrestling with a very modern moral dilemma. One of her friends is a mother whose son
goes to another school; he has a friend who, not even sixteen, is into drugs and alcohol. How to
let the latter’s mother know about the habits of her youngster without revealing the source of this
information is now debated for ten minutes or so – without any consensus being reached. At least
Ofra doesn’t have such problems with her own son – though she does have a complaint: Guy
put too much chicken stock into her latest efforts in the kitchen! (All moms should have such
problems.)
Janet reports that her physicians are pleased with her progress, though she may have some
radiography soon. To demonstrate her progress up top she takes her woolly hat off to reveal a
head covered in a close-cropped lightly-colored carpet. Claire now arrives, still sporting a lone
pink mitten, and there is some discussion of where to go to buy a more complete set. Georgie
announces that the funeral of her sister Liz will take place in Glasgow on Friday and that
Thursday, therefore, will be her last day of work before the Christmas break. We begin our back
passage walkround – soon discovering that Winnie has, as usual, failed to follow us. Davide
goes back for her while Daisy-Mae goes into squirrel alert. As we near our exit Georgie wants to
know how she missed the death of Charlotte in last week’s carnage on Coronation Street. Come
to think of it, they promised us “four funerals and a wedding” as part of the fiftieth anniversary
celebrations and so far we have had the wedding but only three fatalities.
Wednesday, December 15:
The ginger cat, hoping that the opening of the building’s front door might signal an easy entry
to some warmer temperatures, recoils in distaste when he notices that I am accompanied by one
of those nasty creatures, a dog. A Mastiff passes us and then little Lady as well as we make our
way along the back passage on our way to the green. Here Dan is just turning Winnie over to
Janet at the start of his work day; she spends the next minute or so on lead so that she can make
no attempt to follow daddy out of the park. Fritz continues down the Randolph roadway where
I lose track of the exact location of his second poo. Not to worry: the steam rising from this
contribution allows me to zero in on my quarry. We complete our walk as far as the Randolph
gate and then it is time to make our way back to the café.
This morning our group includes Janet, Georgie, Peter, Ellen, Ofra, Hanna, Wendy, Ronnie and
Makiko. The latter, sporting a new pair of Uggs purchased at Nordstrom’s during her recent visit
to New York, has forgotten her poo poo bags today and borrows one from Ronnie. Ofra tells her
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that she has lost weight (hard to imagine since Makiko hasn’t an ounce of spare flesh anywhere)
but Makiko says she ate so much in the States that she can’t understand how this could happen.
Ofra is complaining about all the dust in her house (tell me about it!) occasioned, in her case,
by workers in her bathroom. She is also fretting about how to celebrate her husband’s birthday
this weekend. At least yesterday’s problem, how to inform an unsuspecting mother that her
son is experimenting with drugs and alcohol, has at last been resolved with the dispatch of an
anonymous letter. Ofra also tells us that yesterday afternoon, while Yara and a friend were having
coffee, one of our more reality-challenged citizens helped himself to her packet of cigarettes and
to a banana on the coffee counter and ended up in police custody.
I am besieged by biscuit hounds: Sparkie, Bailey, Daisy-Mae, Yoyo, Lucky and Fritz. The latter
manages to remain behind bars today but Jazz’s owner lets Emilio escape and Makiko has to
rush out in pursuit. Emilio is actually besotted by Bailey these days – Ofra says this is because
Bailey smells so good after his recent shampoo. All of the dogs rush the fence to raise a great
fuss over the appearance of Andrew the Akita, a docile senior citizen who pays no attention to
this hysterical display. The biscuits are at last exhausted but Daisy-Mae doesn’t believe it, and
occupies an adjacent chair in order to berate me for many derelictions. We begin a back passage
walkround, soon welcomed by Cosmo the Tibetan Terrier and Ollie the Labradoodle. I have
survived my time at the café in reasonable shape but now I am thoroughly chilled.
Thursday, December 16:
It is extremely dark outside as Fritz and I escape the chattering Polish workers in the bedroom
(well, it seems that they are there; actually, they are in the flat below). Temperatures are still
above the freezing point so it is not too unpleasant, though I find that these days I almost always
have the hood of my park coat up over my wool hat. We pass some of the usual suspects on our
in-lap: Pippa, Fly, the Jack Russell duo of Milo and Winnie. The gate to the environmental area
is wide open and I have to go in there to encourage Fritz to keep to the walkways. He now races
ahead of me and I lose track of him for a minute or two. By the time I reach the green my dog
occupies a central position here. Thereafter we continue on to the Randolph gate, turning around
just as Mary McCartney and Paddy come jogging by.
There is a very small turnout at coffee this morning: just Janet, Georgie, Peter, Ellen and Ronnie.
Janet and Peter have been watching The Apprentice, and have their favorites, but both Georgie
and Ronnie dislike Alan Sugar and therefore don’t watch this program. Georgie will leave this
afternoon for Glasgow, a round-trip costing a whopping £108 (Sparkie rides for free). The high
cost of rail travel is discussed, with Janet an especially interested party because she is facing a
lot of free travel time – yesterday it was definitively determined that she will not return to work
when she finishes her sick leave. There is then a good deal of conversation on the dire weather
warnings we have been hearing of late — with ice and snow evidently heading our way.
The dogs gravitate to my knee: Fritz, Sparkie, Daisy-Mae, Winnie, Lucky, Chloe – only Jack
shows no interest in the treats on offer, preferring to spend his time nestled in Ellen’s lap or, if
on solid ground, humping his sister, Lucky. After a while Vlad enters the compound with the
bandana-clad Tara and Fritz takes advantage of this entry to make one of his patented great
escapes. Janet wonders what would happen if no one paid any attention to him out there but after
a minute or so I have to get up to see what mischief he is up to. He is standing near the flagpoles
and I tempt him into following me down the Randolph roadway. He pauses to deposit a poo
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on the brickwork near the loos but he knows I am trying to collar him and he leads me a merry
chase half way around the green. At one point I break into a run and he has to give chase. This
enables me to hook him at last but he is in high spirits this morning and he grabs the final few
inches of his lead in his mouth and tugs at it as we continue our run across the grass. Back in the
compound Tara joins the queue at my knee as we have a final bout of feeding frenzy. By the time
we are ready to leave there is not a single soul sitting outside anywhere in the precincts of the
café; it is beginning to rain. The same Polish workers who were having a cigarette break on the
front porch as we left this morning are back for more puffing now. Fritz, after his run across the
green, is sporting a pair of black front paws.
Friday, December 17:
It is again extremely cold today; ice has formed atop every puddle and the running track has been
closed for the day. This means, as I am bundled off the walkway by a burly jogger and that I
have lost my silent retort: why don’t you use the track? Fritz gets mixed up in a canine party that
includes Lucky, Jack and Monty the Lab. The latter is proudly clutching a full-sized football in
his teeth – but I don’t know whether he brought it from home or found it here. Today’s celebrity
jogger is Mary Queen of Shops – who overtakes us as we are walking between the cyclone
fences. Fritz joins her Walter in making fast progress toward the green. There is no danger that
anyone will sink into its surface this morning, and we crunch across it to the Grantully side. Here
we meet Lizzie with Yoyo – on her way to Hanna for a day’s puppy-sitting. Fritz and I continue
around past the bandstand and so to the café, which is just opening its doors. A lively Staffie
blocks our way into the compound as Winnie winds him up with her barking – from the safety of
the closed gate.
Ofra soon follows us indoors, eager to describe the great bargain she got at the glasscutters
yesterday – as she searched for materials needed for a shower door and a kitchen island. She
gives me money for Makiko’s decaf cappuccino and a few minutes later I am struggling through
one closed door and one closed gate with my burdens. In addition to these two ladies we have
Ellen, Ronnie, Peter, Janet, Wendy and Davide. The latter reports that it was 24 degrees in Israel
and that he had the air-conditioning on in his hotel room. “The Israelis are like the Italians,”
he says, “they wear their winter clothes when it is winter – regardless of how warm it still is.”
Janet receives a telephone call from Georgie in Glasgow and announces that Cheryl is planning
a return visit in January. Ofra chides Makiko for conducting business on her mobile phone when
she should be taking part in the breakfast conversation. (Why do the words “pot,” “kettle,” and
“black” suddenly spring to mind?)
Fritz manages to remain inside the bars today but he distinguishes himself by anchoring his
bushy body at Ellen’s knees and trying out his full vocabulary of entreaty sounds in an attempt to
cadge some withheld treats. Someone brings an unnamed Golden Retriever into the compound
– we know it isn’t Buddy because it makes no noise whatsoever. Then a chap brings a Shiba Inu
in; we know it’s not Koji but it takes us a while to discover that this is Kai, a somewhat smaller
cousin. Peter gets to play with the wriggly Emilio, who seems to want to climb up his head. Peter
is already prepping Davide for his role in choosing our horse tomorrow but Davide says he wants
horse number five in race number five and this brings the conversation to an abrupt end. Claire,
still sporting only one pink mitten, now arrives with Panda. Challenged to explain her absence on
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the two previous mornings she makes a response that elicits an instant sympathy from the rest of
us – “I was hibernating.”
Saturday, December 18:
My first reaction to the frigid blast that greets me on my exit from the warm confines of my
house is: there’s no way I can sit outside in this temperature at coffee time. As we move gingerly
down the walkways, however, it doesn’t seem quite so bad – or, I should say – not so bad so far.
This is because I have been watching the news — with its dire predictions of snow to come, a
warning underlined by the cancellation of all BA flights from Heathrow for the next few hours,
just in anticipation. Needless to say, there is no organized activity on any of the pitches, but the
walkways are all passable at this stage and thus we arrive at a nearly deserted green. The ground
is, of course, quite frozen, but we make or way out to join several of the other dog owners and
then Fritz takes off to begin a grand circle of this space on the heels of Ofra and Bailey. Ofra is
quite proud of her dog for depositing his poos in the deep undergrowth, and I am happy to see
that Fritz manages to keep in formation. When we reach the clubhouse, however, he has to go
around behind this structure and I have to retrieve him.
Ofra is first in line at the coffee counter this morning but she hasn’t even placed her order (busy
gossiping with Bouzha) when Peter and I join the queue ourselves. We have a hardy group of
stalwarts with us this morning: those already mentioned plus Davide, Dan, Ellen, Makiko and
a woman who brings with her a long-haired Jack Russell named Ruby. The latter spends much
time on mommy’s lap and, indeed, there is a great desire among the canines to escape the cold
bricks below. Emilio, who is getting ever braver about leaping from lap to lap, is soon protesting
because Makiko’s lap is occupied by Daisy-Mae. Another visitor is a cute black Labradoodle
named Buddy. A Bailey look-alike is also outside our bars and several of the dogs, including
Fritz, object mightily to this interloper. Fritz eats a lot of biscuits, drinks the last of my coffee,
and tries to escape on several occasions – but today he is thwarted.
One of the reasons I have decided to brave it out is that I have brought holiday greeting cards
for the others; this year I have used a photograph of Fritz sitting in my lap –as taken several
weeks ago by Rob. When it comes to photographs of dogs, however, it is Janet who has provided
us all with a wonderful series of images. Not only does she present each of us with our 2011
Paddington Rec dog calendar but with Christmas cards as well (ones that include headshots of
all our rascals embedded in tree ornaments) and even a key ring for each of us with an image
of our dog preserved on its surface. This effort and the cards bestowed on her by the other
owners greatly charm Makiko, who is experiencing all of this activity for the first time. The
only other item of business for the day is selection of our horse in the 2:40 at Southwell. Peter
has determined that Transonic is the fifth horse in the fifth race at this track, one of the few allweather surfaces likely to remain open for business today. After we have been sitting for forty
minutes or so we get a foretaste of things to come: our back passage walkround (during which a
number of the dogs are carried because of all the salt on the walkways) is undertaken in a light
snowfall. Fritz, who cooperates by making fast progress for home, gets his feet washed and dried
soon after we are back inside.
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Sunday, December 19:
As predicted, yesterday’s long-expected snowfall has persisted for several hours and once again
the streets and pavements of Maida Vale are buried in the white stuff. Overnight temperatures
have remained high enough to keep all this from freezing into an icy mass, however, and the
boots can still produce an agreeable crunch on walking surfaces that support the foot rather than
send it skidding. Fritz seems to like the snow and so we set off under gray skies for Sunday in
the park. Almost immediately we come across an unusual snow sculpture, a life-sized reclining
figure on a park bench. When we reach the green I can see a snowman at the top of the Morshead
roadway and a variety of giant snowballs standing sentinel in the wide-open white space. Janet,
Georgie and Dan are here and so are their dogs, but Winnie is again exempt from snowy paws
– for she is riding in a large Muji dog bag that Dan has perched on his own back. Indeed the
only time she emerges is for a photo opportunity – when she is perched atop one of the giant
snowballs while Janet snaps away. Daisy-Mae and Fritz also assume this podium for their
portraits. Then my dog begins a long stroll along the Randolph roadway and by the time we
return the others are already sitting in front of their coffee cups.
Actually I would have appreciated a longer queue in the café, where it is warm, but there is only
one chap ahead of me. He stares at me curiously as I press my hands up against the glass of the
croissant carousel, the one bearing the legend, “Caution. Hot!” “I hope so,” I tell him. Outside
a large group is foregathering at tables that were themselves covered in snow yesterday; even
today our feet are resting in several inches of the white stuff and there is a rim of ice around the
tabletop. Our numbers this morning include Ruby’s mom again (grateful than she didn’t have
to attend yesterday’s Arsenal match, which was called off), Ellen, Ronnie, Susie, Yara, Wendy,
Makiko, Janet, Ofra, Georgie, Hanna and Dan. Ronnie and Susie are skirmishing because Ronnie
has pranged the car in the snow. Dan is trying to get up a theatre party to see End of the Rainbow
tomorrow. His own trip to Rio is endangered by the crisis in the air travel industry – which has
suffered another period of inactivity due to the snow. Georgie describes her visit to Glasgow.
Ofra and I are celebrating Kara Tointon’s victory in last night’s final of Strictly Come Dancing. I
tell her that my favorites have now won both I’m A Celebrity and Strictly this year – which must
be a first.
Dogs are seeking warm laps with considerable intensity this morning and you can tell how cold
it is when I add that Fritz is among these canines — for after one brief escape, a lot of biscuits,
and the rest of my cappuccino foam, he jumps into my lap for the first time in many a month.
Winnie has never left the comfort of her dog bag on Dan’s lap, stirring only once to jump into
an adjacent chair when Ellen is doling out pieces of her croissant. For the rest of the session the
Pug is content to receive pellet after pellet of puppy kibble delivered by hand. The idyll comes to
an end only when Sparkie jumps into the adjacent lap – with the usual outcome as Winnie now
lashes out at her pal in a snarling rage. “Right,” Dan says, “it’s the naughty fence for you!” At
this point he gets up and merely hangs the dog bag on top of the fence bars – with an airborne
Winnie accepting this change in position with a self-satisfied smirk. She is still being carried
as we begin our back passage walkround. When we get to the snow sculpture there is general
merriment: someone has added a phallic twig to the icy ensemble.
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Monday, December 20:
Fritz seems to want to head for the Morshead entrance this morning so – even before we can
enter the park itself – we turn right on the crunchy sidewalk and head for the gate. Park staff are
shoveling snow and scattering grit and they have opened a narrow walkway on the Morshead
roadway itself. I keep to this surface as Fritz investigates the bushes on our right, and we
continue in this fashion past the bandstand, the Grantully entrance, and so on all the way to the
Randolph roadway. I am hoping that Fritz will follow me around to the café itself because I can
see that his snow-encrusted feet need some attention but, in the end, I have to put him on lead to
accomplish the final few feet of this journey.
Our breakfast club today includes Ronnie, Ellen, Peter, Janet, Georgie, Makiko, Davide, Hanna
and Claire. Ofra is absent but there is no truth to the rumor that she is doing so because she is
still sulking over the unflattering photo of her Bailey in Janet’s 2011 calendar. Janet says that she
is going to have to issue a new version of the calendar just for Ofra. In addition, Janet announces
that the expedition to see the Judy Garland play needs to be postponed; she has a cough and
the weather is very unfriendly for an outing tonight. Peter has brought with him a newspaper
photo of the fattest robin in Great Britain – a matter of some interest to Hanna, who still feeds
our resident contestant. I notice that Claire has at last worn two mittens, though one is pink and
the other purple, and that she has managed to harmonize this disparity by producing a cigarette
lighter that blends the two shades.
Fritz doesn’t need much urging to accept again a position on my lap, where his frigid paws can
escape the snow at our feet. This also gives him instant access to the biscuit bag but his pals are
not reticent in their demands for sustenance – I soon have Daisy-Mae, Sparkie, Yoyo, Winnie,
Lucky and Panda claiming my attention. Most of these dogs also end up in laps and so does
Emilio – though Makiko tells us that yesterday she slipped and fell on the ice. Only Panda seems
to be interested in snow play – we can see her rolling around as she gambols with a Bichon in the
middle of the green. When it is time to depart the others choose the Morshead roadway, rather
than our usual back passage walkround – because they know it offers a snow-free passageway.
I follow along, very pleased with myself because I have left the heat on at home and this means
that as soon as I can get inside I will be able to wrap my hands over the top of a radiator.
Tuesday, December 21:
The light snow that enveloped us during our late walk yesterday does not seem to have added
any additional depth to our walkways, and Fritz and I cross the street and turn to the right at our
usual hour. Disdaining the Morshead entrance we continue on to the corner of Grantully, where I
can just see Ronnie parking his car. A few minutes later I am handing my dog over to his Auntie
Hanna and continuing on to the Randolph surgery, where I have a blood test. On my return to the
café I am able to tell Ronnie that our health care provider is now open from 7:30 to 6:30 every
weekday (no more Thursday early closing) and that it will no longer be closing for an hour at
noon. I wait for Hanna to arrive with Fritz and Yoyo and then we go inside to order our coffee.
Our group this morning includes Ronnie, Peter, Ellen, Makiko, Janet, Georgie and Davide,
with Hanna and Claire at a little table of their own, and Debbie hanging back while her Zorro
manages to make wet indentations on all of our knees. Most of the dogs are wearing coats (not
the butch Fritz) and many are ensconced on laps (not the butch Fritz) but I notice that Daisy156
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Mae also has a flashing pendant on her neck. Janet reports that her dog was most reluctant to get
up this morning and the Shih-Tzu also fails to add her nose to the collection of canine snouts
making an appearance between my knees now. Winnie is wearing a sweater from Old Navy,
who, according to Davide, also do doggy raincoats. She is staring down with malevolence at
Fritz, deciding whether to launch an airborne assault, but, in the event, she thinks better of it and
contents herself with a little snarling at Sparkie.
Davide now explains that the current chaos at BA’s Heathrow Terminal 5 is not a consequence
of the bad weather alone but is also due to the absence of ground crew – who are themselves
flying today since these staff members, recruited to replace striking cabin crew, need to fly at
least once every ninety days in order to remain qualified. (Today is also the first day of balloting
over new strikes.) There is some conversation about missing members of our group. Ofra is again
absent; her version of the calendar has a new picture of Bailey so she couldn’t be sulking – and
the suspicion is that she is afraid to drive on our slippery streets. There are several unclaimed
Christmas cards for Renata, but the weather has no doubt been responsible for her absence as
well. We don’t linger for long this morning and once again we use the Morshead roadway to
make our escape. It remains gray and unfriendly overhead.
Wednesday, December 22.
Having survived the longest night of the year it is a matter of some disappointment that it is
still so dark outside this morning. At least the temperatures are not too bitter and they have
again done a good job of cleaning the walkways in the park. There is not much activity here,
just a group of six or so guys (and one woman) kicking the ball around on the five-a-side pitch.
Peter and Ronnie are already sitting under our umbrella and they tell me that if I am looking for
my dog I will find him behind a giant snowball out on the green. Ellen is walking behind the
gym with Lucky and Jack and Fritz thinks this looks like fun so I have to follow this group as
well. Now we are back on the Carlton roadway and ready to settle down ourselves. Two new
personalities in the mix are the dark Chows — Chinny and the half-grown Bliss. Both make an
attempt to ingratiate themselves with Fritz (and Bliss wanders into the café) but my dog is not
having any of it.
In addition to Ronnie, Peter and Ellen we also have Davide, Makiko, Janet, Ofra and Georgie –
though Hanna, Claire and Wendy also come in near the end of the session. Compulsive behavior
is the order of the day. First we have Sparkie, who finds it necessary to bark at any moving object
on the horizon — especially the snowblower. Then we have Bailey, who rakes away at my knee
for half an hour – all in attempt to earn another concessionary biscuit. No matter how many
times I push him off or his mommy tells him to behave himself he persists. Emilio, who grows
more confident with his new surroundings with every session, jumps into Janet’s lap and makes
himself comfortable – until Daisy-Mae jumps into this space as well and the Pug, knowing the
feisty madam by reputation, tries to climb Janet’s head in an effort to make his escape. Fritz, for
once, makes no escape today, though he does look wistfully through the bars on a number of
occasions.
Makiko passes around some bean-curd stuffed little biscuits, honoring the forthcoming Year of
the Rabbit and appropriately bunny-shaped – though several diners want to make sure that the
treat contains no actual rabbit before tucking in. Janet has purchased a small plastic clutch bag
bearing the image of a Daisy-Mae look-alike. It is reported that the stuffed octopus, one that
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Claire presented to the Shih-Tzu as a Christmas present yesterday, was opened at home and then
attacked with great ferocity – all the stuffing removed, and the squeaker mechanism extracted.
Daisy-Mae then walked around the house with this device in her mouth, squeaking at Janet,
and then taking the destroyed toy to bed. Now we are able to gather up all of our stuff (many
Christmas cards are exchanged today) and head for the back passage. This well cleared route
thus recovers its usual pride of place in our migrations.
Thursday, December 23:
Another gloomy morning arrives and we enter a sparsely populated park that boasts at least one
new participant: a second snow sculpture, this time seated demurely, on a walkway bench near
the top of the track. None of the pitches show any sign of activity – not even the painstakingly
cleared five-a-side version. Out on the green things are a bit icy on the surface of the remaining
snowy tussocks, though some green grass is also showing through as well. I can just see Sabina
walking up the Morshead roadway with Oscar (Scamp is at home with ligament damage) and I
head this way to give her a holiday card. I have been carrying this in my pocket for almost two
weeks and I have not seen her once, though yesterday – when I didn’t have the card with me – I
encountered her twice! First, as I was walking to Sainsbury’s, I met her on Elgin Avenue. An
hour later I spotted her in the next check-out line at the market itself. I tell her now that I did
have one well-timed encounter yesterday: as I was pushing my cart toward the taxi rank I passed
Linda, packing up her shopping (including materials for the Christmas lunch I will enjoy on
Saturday) and I was able to get a free ride home.
Fritz and I now head down the Randolph roadway, encountering Hanna with Yoyo on our way
back to the café. (Hanna is planning a course of Reiki treatment for Linda’s Pepper.) Each of us
is greeted at the coffee counter with a card from the Park Café and a small box of chocolates.
Hanna turns hers over to John the Commentator and I give him one of my cards as well. Our
table this morning makes room for Davide, Janet, Ofra, Peter, Ronnie, Ellen, and Makiko, with
Claire (dragging her suitcase preparatory to a journey to Dorset) joining Hanna at the little table
behind us. (Georgie has overslept and Dan has a hangover.) Having noted that my right pant
leg was caked in mud yesterday – a consequence of the incessant pawing administered by the
insistent Bailey —I tuck a serving tray into the side of my chair in order to deflect such attention,
though it is far dryer underfoot today. Fritz manages to escape only once and then only briefly
when Dex arrives with Ozzy.
Janet announces that tonight’s scheduled pub crawl has been downsized to dinner at Le
Cochonnet. Ofra and Davide quarrel over who has the best recipe for beef stew. Searching
about for the name of a missing ingredient Ofra can only offer – “You know, they burn them in
New York” — which I am eventually able to translate as chestnuts. Ofra says that, deprived on
any more episodes of Strictly Come Dancing, she is currently watching the Israeli version of
Dancing With The Stars – which I translate as Dancing With The Stars of David. I tell the others
that I have just heard from my friend Marlene in France (it was Marlene who introduced us to
Schnauzers almost thirty years ago) that she will be getting a new Golden Retriever puppy in
the new year and that it will be called Mister Pudding. Davide says he would like the French
translation of that. I am getting chilly and the others are obviously going to be here for a while –
as Georgie is just arriving – so I make my own departure down the back passage.
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Friday, December 24:
There is a lot of sunshine today as Fritz and I begin our adventures in the Rec on Christmas Eve.
Today is one of those days when the park’s chief activity is dog walking; every other aspect of
life here is shut down (including the café) but our canines still need their exercise. When we
reach the green Dan is deep in conversation with Janet and Georgie, but he is actually taking
Winnie to work with him today and as he heads for the Grantully gate the Pug seems quite
confused by this invitation to follow her master – since this is usually the point when she is left
behind. “Watch out for those office romances, Winnie,” I advise. Fritz is now heading over to the
foot of Mt. Bannister – just as Hanna is descending with Yoyo. We begin a circuit of the green
but just before we reach the bandstand Hanna stops to chat with the owner of Scout the Pointer.
The latter decides to offer me her most enthusiastic greeting: a flying leap with all four feet on
my chest. After I have recovered my breath I join a party of dog owners heading for Plan 9 on
Castellain Parade.
We occupy one half of the outdoor seating of this establishment, which not only offers blankets
to its hardy customers but even (after Ofra reminds them) a heat lamp. That lady is joined
by Georgie, Janet, Peter, Makiko and Ellen – with Hanna arriving late and hovering in the
background. Ofra has a second request — some hot milk to accompany the coffees. Food is
ordered as well and Makiko manages to eat two fried eggs, bacon and toast from a plate she has
to balance on her lap. When she asks for some brown sauce to accompany this feast someone
says, “She’s been in this country too long.” Emilio ends up, during this culinary procedure, on
Peter’s lap. The latter has addressed his Christmas card to Makiko and Matthew with the dog’s
name spelled “Amiglio” and now he pronounces it as if it were “Emaileeo.”
Daisy-Mae is wearing a festive knitted outfit in red and white. It is accompanied by a separate
chapeau, one that looks like Jean’s “care in the community” hat – with its descending tassels.
This bonnet is tied onto a number of the dogs as Janet snaps away with her phone. Sparkie is
most reluctant to don this item of headgear and when he does he looks like a pansy Viking.
Hanna now takes the seat of a departing Ellen, just in time for Yoyo and Daisy-Mae to square
off over ownership of a fallen piece of toast. With leads wrapped around the table leg this
confrontation results in a tsunami in our coffee cups. Davide comes by, but doesn’t sit down.
Tomorrow he has a flight to Rio but it is still not clear whether Dan, with his standby booking,
will be able to join him. Indeed it is uncertain when our group will be able to resume their
usual solidarity (signaled, last night, by drinks and dinner at Le Cochonnet) because quite a few
members (Janet, Peter, Makiko) are off on Christmas travels soon.
Saturday, December 25:
Our morning begins some half an hour later than usual this morning – a schedule dictated by
the opening hours of Plan 9, which, this weekend, does not start serving until 10:00. Once again
the park is deserted – save for the occasional jogger and the usual dog walkers. There has been
an unwelcome visitation since we last walked these routes, however: at the same spot where
the Arson Alert sign was chained for months some of our more benighted citizens have started
another fire on the walkway. Lucky barks in welcome as we reach the green but Ellen, who says
she is not coming to coffee this morning, says that “the girls” are expecting me there and so, after
completing half a circle, Fritz and I exit via the Grantully gate. We soon reach Elgin Avenue – as
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I attempt to catch up. Ofra (in her pink trousers) and Georgie are easy to spot at a considerable
distance and by the time we have approached Plan 9 I have drawn level.
The coffees are on Georgie this morning but for quite some time we three are the only outdoor
visitors. Then Makiko, glamorous in black coat and full make-up, shows up to order sandwiches
that she and Matthew can take with them on their ride to Manchester. And then Hanna comes
by with Yoyo in order to sample another hot apple cider. She tells us that last night she and a
friend downed a whole bottle of Bailey’s Irish Cream and that she is still tipsy. A black and
white Cocker Spaniel keeps running into the interior of the eatery while a lovely little girl (who,
according to Ofra, would resemble a child of Makiko and Matthew) looks shyly out of the
window at these strange people and their dogs.
I notice that Plan 9, under the leadership of its American proprietor (today wearing a set of
antlers on her head) is becoming more of a presence in local life: there is a writers’ workshop
here on Wednesday nights and on Thursdays they have a Tex-Mex night (bring your own bottle).
We discuss a recent tragedy in which a woman here in London has been killed by a kind of
Mastiff – with the police arriving to take away a puppy from this site and to shoot the killer dog.
“Imagine,” says Hanna, purposely missing the point, “growing up with the memory of having
seen your parent shot.” Ofra is meanwhile celebrating the last stages of bathroom reconstruction
in her house; last night she and her family dined at the nearby Formosa Dining Room. Dan now
calls on Georgie’s mobile with the happy news that he has a confirmed seat on Davide’s flight to
Rio. Winnie, of course, has already been turned over to Georgie in anticipation of this possibility
and now we know that she will be a houseguest for the next few days. Wendy is just arriving
with T-bone Ted as some of us get up to continue our Christmas day. Fritz has a date with the
bathtub.
Sunday, December 26:
The sun has emerged as Fritz and I get ready for our late Boxing Day morning in the park. It
is extremely cold but my dog’s hair is so long these days that I don’t feel the need to strap on
his coat. Indeed, I had a good reminder of the length of this hair when the aforementioned bath
was accomplished on our return from breakfast yesterday. Fritz endured his fate stoically as the
brown water disappeared down the bath drain but there was no way, even after two towels, that I
could get him dry in time for our luncheon appointment at Linda’s – and so I also had to employ
the blow dryer. The result was a wonderful fluffy animal but there were still a few damp patches
and I was glad that we got a ride from Linda a few minutes later.
I don’t know how much turkey Fritz was given by Rob yesterday but I know that he disdained
his own dinner when we returned at 5:00. This morning there is little activity in the park and by
the time we have reached the green only Georgie is about. She and I begin a circuit of this open
space but when Fritz pauses to squat I am reminded that Fritz did eat something when we got
home last night – some red and green Arkansas-baked Christmas dog biscuits left behind by his
Auntie Janet. I am reminded of these treats by the green shade of my dog’s poo – the result of
food coloring I can only hope. As we near the Grantully gate Ofra comes in, but since we are
on our way to Plan 9 she hands Bailey’s lead to Georgie and goes to move her Smart car. I tell
Ofra that as soon as she gets to Plan 9 she is to ask them to turn the heater on. Bailey whimpers
over this sudden loss of mommy but he soon he falls into step with Winnie and Sparkie and we
complete our walk.
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The heat is on, Ellen is waiting for us, and Ofra has already ordered our coffees by the time we
arrive. I warn the others about the possible side effects of the Christmas dog biscuits but these
are soon disappearing down a number of canine throats. Georgie says that she received a text at
2:30 in the morning, reporting Dan’s safe arrival in Rio. Ofra reports that she has been taking
care of the neighbor’s cat and we have to tell her that the worrying sound she has heard from
this animal is actually called purring. As Ellen departs her place is taken by Hanna, who reports
another day spent sampling the delights of the Bailey’s bottle. Georgie says she has to get home
and cook hubby’s breakfast – since this seems to be an act he has never mastered himself. I have
a suggestion for her: try painting a yellow line from the bedroom to the kitchen.
Monday, December 27:
The sun is making a belated effort to break through on an otherwise gray morning in the park –
as Fritz and I begin the first of two back-to-back bank holidays. Three lads have actually brought
a football to the five-a-side pitch, but this is the only sign of activity in the Rec this morning. We
arrive at the green just in time to see Peter and Georgie walking down the Morshead roadway
on their way to Plan 9. Fritz sees this grouping as well and he is off in pursuit. Soon he is nosing
around the forbidden rose garden, another instance of being led into crime by that outlaw,
Sparkie. Fritz’s Maxi Classic 1.5 lead has stripped its covering and I have had to throw it out,
replacing it with the far bulkier green 2.0. This one, however, has a broken slide catch and it is a
struggle getting it open when it is time to hook the dog for our approach to Elgin Avenue.
Ellen has been in front of Plan 9 for some time when the rest of us show up. It’s my turn to pay
for the coffees, though Ofra misses out because she has not yet arrived. Georgie summons her
friend on the mobile phone and Ofra soon arrives with Bailey and takes the place of the departing
Ellen. Georgie announces that Sparkie has been experiencing tummy problems (I hope this is not
a consequence of too many red and green Christmas dog biscuits) and so he is excluded from
today’s handout. Before this edict he and Winnie are literally climbing Fritz’s back in order to
get into a superior position for this feeding process. Bailey is soon raking away at my arm, my
hands, and my knees in his perpetual pursuit of these treats.
We notice for the first time the pig silhouette atop the weathervane of Le Cochonnet. and Georgie
speculates that this was once the site of a butcher’s shop – which may also explain the origins
of the restaurant’s name. Ofra complains that she has eaten too much this holiday, though she is
planning on baking blueberry pies today. Peter says that his son’s current girlfriend is on thin ice
since she doesn’t like dogs – and two Westies always accompany her boyfriend as he plies his
taxi. The subject of weddings then comes up and Georgie says that when she and James went to
the registry office that hubby-to-be was shocked to discover that he was actually married – he
had thought this ceremony was just a practice. Not to be outdone, however, his younger brother
evidently got to this point in the ceremony and when he was asked if he took this woman as his
lawful wedded wife he replied, after a pause, “Can I phone a friend?”
Tuesday, December 28:
A second bank holiday means that there is still very little activity outside – I am standing at my
window trying to figure out (from the speed of windscreen wipers) whether it is still raining.
Unfortunately there are no cars. (Inside, however, the builders have returned downstairs, bank
holiday or no.) In fact there is just a little light mist falling when Fritz and I enter the park, the
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last vestiges of an all-night rain that has melted almost all of the vestigial snow. Peter is just
reaching the green as we draw even, with Janet coming toward us with Daisy-Mae and, behind
her, Georgie heading our way with Sparkie and Winnie. Today is Janet’s birthday – and Davide’s
as well. Cards and presents are bestowed on Janet in front of the clubhouse and we then begin a
grand circle of the green.
Things go well until we are near the Grantully gate when I notice that my dog is missing.
Sure enough, the rascal has decided to take a shortcut to Plan 9 and I spot him trotting down
the pavement, then crossing the street on his own. It takes me a while to catch up with the
outlaw and when I do I am so far along that I decide not to return to the park but to head for
the Morshead gate and to wait for the others to catch up. Fritz is not finished with his mischief,
however, for he arrives at this junction with a chicken bone in his mouth. He starts to chew this
but as some of it falls from its jaws it is snatched up by Bailey, who has just arrived by car. Ofra
produces from her tiny vehicle a page of recipes so that she can show me that the blueberry
tarts she has just baked resemble the photos on the page. She then gets back in the car in order
to drive to Plan 9 – while the rest of us complete this journey on foot. There is no way all of the
participants can be seated together so we end up in two groupings: Ronnie, Susie, Peter, Matthew
and Makiko on one side of the front door and Ellen, Ofra, Georgie, Janet and yours truly on the
other. Too bad for the other table — we get to eat the blueberry tarts, though the birthday girl
buys coffees for everyone.
Matthew and Makiko are back from Manchester but they depart tomorrow for a short trip to
Turin — their Emilio has a booboo on his paw similar to those often sported by Winnie. Janet
reports on her recent trip to Kenilworth, an expedition that had its ups and downs. Daisy-Mae,
who managed to eat the same amount of food as her Labrador cousin Bess, suffered from a
dickey tummy and caused her mommy additional distress by wandering onto the ice of a frozen
river. Janet herself also suffered the loss of her camera. Ofra now reports that she has had a
Skyped conversation with the boys in Brazil; she has planned a double birthday outing to the
entrecote restaurant on Marylebone Road for Thursday night – forgetting that this is the same
night that she usually goes dancing with the Stars of David. By this time Peter is alone at the
other table – but it has taken him a long time to get through a sandwich made with Plan 9’s ultragranary bread. “I’m eating bacon and egg between two slices of emery paper,” he complains.
Wednesday, December 29:
It is still damp today but temperatures are much milder and I can actually walk comfortably
without my gloves on. A strange mist is rising from the sodden green when Fritz and I arrive;
only a few chunks of snow, the survivors of those huge snowballs of old, still survive out
here. Georgie and Janet arrive and I can see that Winnie has yet to be claimed by her returning
daddies. Sparkie breaks into ecstatic circles and Fritz manages to stay in close proximity this
morning, close enough that I can hook him right away when it is time to begin our march toward
Plan 9. Joining us for the first time in almost two weeks is Renata, who soon arrives with Maxi –
poor health, Christmas commitments and the cold weather have kept her indoors.
When we reach the café we are also joined by Peter, Ellen and Ofra – but the latter keeps
bobbing up to see what form of menace may be represented by the presence of that lurking meter
man; once she gets up to move her car into a metered space. At this moment Bailey, suffering
from separation anxiety, decides to follow mommy down the pavement and Janet has to spring
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into action to prevent a dangerous crossing. Daisy-Mae tries in vain to get someone into a fight
over a protected dog biscuit; the others seem to understand her tricks. There is a great tangle of
leads under our table and Fritz seems to spend much of the morning with Winnie’s lead between
his ears. Sparkie has a new position from which to launch his manic barking, outbursts that begin
every time a new dog is lead by.
Somewhat belatedly Renata now receives holiday cards and one of Janet’s famous calendar
packages. She is quite touched, especially by the photo of her own dog in this production. To
the rest of us she offers bags of schnapps-filled chocolates. Janet takes her wool hat off to show
Renata how well her hair is growing back. This is the occasion for Peter to complain that he
faces the constant costs of visits to the barber. “Most of the men my age,” he says, “are either
bald or dead” – as though, given the expense, either of the latter two would be preferable options.
What to do on New Year’s Eve is the next topic under consideration but the answer is always
easy for me: I stay home in order to comfort my dog on another night of fireworks-induced
panic. Hanna has arrived late and taken up her own little table but she now accompanies us as
we make our way back in the direction of the park. The hood of my coat is raised now: it is
beginning to mist up again.
Thursday, December 30:
It remains on the mild side but it is also quite gray again as Fritz and I begin our next-to-last
visit of the year to Paddington Rec. There is very little activity until we reach the green. Here
Janet is just coming in from the right, Georgie is at the far end, circling with Sparkie, and Peter
is strolling in front of the clubhouse with John the Commentator. The latter, nattily dressed in
fedora and overcoat, is in a very chatty mood today and it soon becomes obvious, as we greet
Ofra and Ellen and edge down the Morshead roadway, that he is bent on accompanying us to
Plan 9 today. Little Guinness, the all-black Pug, tries to get some action out of our dogs as we
leave and he enters – but by this time our beasts are all on lead and they resist such enticements.
We manage to cobble together two tables in front of Plan 9 – which has blue-tacked its milk
shake list to the front window upside down – with Dan and Davide soon arriving as well and
John, as he used to do before our doggy compound was created at the park café, sitting as an
outrider at a little table of his own. Conditions are a bit cramped for our dogs – with Fritz pushed
into a corner and Bailey getting his lead wrapped around a table leg. Daisy-Mae makes several
attempts to get someone interested in her well-guarded biscuit, but no one pays any attention.
Jack, seated in Ellen’s lap, is in an unhappy mood and snaps and growls at the other dogs. Sitting
directly opposite is Winnie, on Dan’s knee, and this is a prescription for disaster — but the two
do not come to blows. Sparkie springs into action only when Thomas, the Lhasa-Apso, walks by.
Dan and Davide have brought a box of Brazilian chocolates and these are passed around as
plans for tonight’s double birthday celebration (Davide’s and Janet’s) are discussed. Between
the cleaning, the washing and the shopping it is obvious that Dan and Davide have a busy day
ahead of them – and Dan decides he is heading for the Westfield mall. This decision leads to the
announcement that this week the western extension of the congestion zone has been abolished at
last. The promise to do so was one of Mayor Boris Johnson’s campaign pledges but it has taken
a long time to realize this goal – in the meantime Davide, among others, has been twisting in an
out of our local streets in an effort to avoid the charge. We get up to begin our homeward journey
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but five minutes later, as I am on my way to the 123 Cleaners, I return for a brief visit. In the
interim I have noted the loss of my leather gloves and, under my abandoned seat, here they are!
Friday, December 31:
The gray but mild weather continues as Fritz and I head for the park on the last day of 2010.
The tiny white pair of Will and Grace soon pass us by, but there is not much activity on the
green itself. Soon we spot Janet and Georgie heading our way, and we join them for a complete
circle. I have seen these ladies since last we met yesterday morning since they were members
of the birthday party that met for a lovely meal at Le Relais Venise on Marylebone Lane – with
Ofra, her husband Ricky and Dan and Davide as the other guests. Georgie is still complaining
of having eaten too much – since this restaurant (whose Paris home base Liz, Michigan Janet
and I visited a year ago September) likes to keep the entrecote and the chips coming. London
Janet received a very mischievous card from her pal Dan during last night’s celebration:
“Congratulations! You’re Still Alive.”
Progress around the green is very slow this morning as the ladies keep stopping to chatter with
people they know – including head groundsman Boyd, who pauses to wish us a happy new year.
Fortunately Fritz is content to sniff every dry leaf in the undergrowth and so he has no difficulty
waiting for the others to catch up. This occurs after Daisy-Mae has had a romp with a fellow
Shih-Tzu named Lulu. Peter is waiting on a bench for us at the head of the Morshead roadway
and Ofra now calls to say that she is waiting around the corner at the junction of Morshead and
Grantully. Bailey is off-lead and Georgie says she will not take another step until this deficiency
is remedied. Our grouping in front of Plan 9 also includes Ellen, Dan and, at an adjacent table,
Hanna. Ofra has brought with her some more blueberry pastry and Janet has a supply of sausages
for the dogs.
Dan now announces that he feels the need for another holiday – but there is no sympathy here
since he has only just returned from Brazil. Peter tells Janet that it is her turn to pick our horse
tomorrow — though he isn’t very happy with the lack of tabletop space at Plan 9 since he
plans to spread all of his racing papers out in front of her. (She says she’ll do her turf research
online.) A number of people stop by to comment on the doggy club we have assembled for their
amusement and, indeed, the dogs do not disappoint. Jack is again in a stroppy mood and he and
Winnie are soon snapping at one another – when Winnie is not snapping at Sparkie and the rest
of the world. I make a special effort to assure myself that my gloves are still in my pocket now,
and then we can all scatter.
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Saturday, January 1:
And so we begin a new year among the dog people of Paddington Rec. The black duo of Jazz
and Lucifer are heading our way as we pass between the playing fields, and when we reach the
green I can see that Sparkie, Daisy-Mae and Bailey are already in place. I can’t spot Ofra but
Georgie explains that she kept an eye on the Cavalier last night – since his mommy was out
partying. In fact there seemed to be very little activity of the celebratory nature on my block last
night, and I can tell the others that, on the whole, the night passed with far less distress-inducing
noise than heretofore on New Year’s Eve. When Fritz and I went out for our walk at 10:00 there
were several premature blasts (and the dog instantly changed direction at such moments) but
the midnight crescendo did not last too long and there weren’t that many explosions nearby. I
was able to go to bed at 12:30, though my sleep was disturbed twice: once when Fritz began to
whine because his way up to the bed was blocked by all the boxes I had placed nearby in order
to prevent him from climbing under this item of furniture (I had to get up and lift him up myself)
and once when the local foxes had a furious fight under my window.
Fritz now takes off for the Randolph roadway and I have to pursue; he hasn’t followed this
migratory route in some time and I am happy to indulge him in this quest. When we are able to
turn around, after reaching the gate at this side of the park, the others have long since begun their
transfer to Plan 9 and, to catch up, we go out the Grantully gate and walk down Elgin Avenue.
This morning we have Hanna, Janet, Georgie, and Ofra (reunited with her dog) but after we have
been seated for five minutes Dan arrives with Winnie and fifteen minutes later Davide (having
just paid £67 for a tank of petrol) joins us as well. The others now send Dan down the street to
pick up the newspapers from Hamish II – which is temporarily closed because, it is assumed, its
proprietor has had to use the loo. “Get yourself some sweeties” Davide says teasingly, “but don’t
keep the change.” Dan returns, indeed, with a bag of M&Ms. Winnie, on Dan’s lap, is trying to
cope heroically with her own rage today. She has snarling face-offs with Daisy-Mae and Sparkie,
but Dan blames the Yorkie for his own dog’s outburst — claiming that the way that Sparkie
projects his bottom teeth is the provocation and catalyst for his Pug’s fury.
Peter (from home) calls Janet and she chooses Don’t Push It in the 3:10 at Cheltenham as our
turf entry for the day. A review of New Year’s Eve activity ensues. There was obviously karaoke
at Dan and Davide’s but Hanna explains she not only missed this but the celebrations at midnight
as well – having fallen asleep on the sitting room sofa. Georgie reports that her husband not
only stayed out all night with his chums at a local pub but that he rang the doorbell at 7:45 this
morning to ask his wife, “Are you still up?” Answer: “I am now!” Temperatures have again been
comfortable enough but, after a little light drizzle, the skies brighten and there are even a few
glimpses of blue sky. Both Davide and Hanna want to get home for the 11:15 New Year’s Day
concert from Vienna and so we begin to make a move. Georgie organizes this, making sure that
both Janet and Ofra have taken their phones with them. Then I notice that Georgie has forgotten
her own ball sling.
Sunday, January 2:
For the first time in a number of days we have bright sunshine in the park, and I have soon
lowered my hood and removed my hat in order to add sunglasses to my ensemble. It is quite
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cold. When we reach the café I notice that Georgie has taken Sparkie inside the empty doggy
compound – but the reason for this unusual gesture is soon evident: a lively tan Staffie is rushing
about madly and, though I am quite sure there is no evil intent, this behavior is often unsettling
to other owners – who are not sure what to expect from such an animal. Fritz heads down the
Randolph roadway and turns right at the tennis courts as we continue around the green slowly.
I can see Janet and Georgie heading down the Morshead roadway in the direction of Plan 9 and
I urge my dog to catch up with Sparkie and Daisy-Mae. Unfortunately he does this – charging
down the roadway and exiting the park in pursuit.
I catch up with him at the next corner and get him back on lead just as Ofra pulls up in her
blue Smart car. She heads for the park so that Bailey can have some exercise and the rest of us
continue on to our café. Here I give Georgie my coffee money and Janet the lead of my dog –
so that I can duck into Hamish II. When I return I squeeze into the far corner – after spending
some time trying to figure out how Ofra is going to change the configuration of our chairs when
she returns. Peter and Ellen are also present and Dan soon arrives with Winnie. It is suggested,
correctly I believe, that one reason for the upsurge in local canine violence these days is the
cramped nature of our seating arrangements. Now we have Jack snarling away from Ellen’s
lap — even attacking Daisy-Mae once, Daisy-Mae getting into a scrap with Winnie over some
biscuit crumbs, and Winnie growling at Sparkie, even though the Yorkie is two laps away. Only
Bailey, sitting in Ofra’s lap, seems immune from this activity: he sits there disconsolately, the
weight of the world on his shoulders.
Ofra is convinced that her coffee is weaker than Georgie’s – though they have each received a
single shot. Peter announces that next week we all have to top up our turf stakes. Dan reports
that his car — which he hasn’t driven in some time — wouldn’t start this morning; Janet offers
to come over later with her jumper cables. He tells us that his partner has flown off this morning
for Mumbai – where Davide discovered a dead body in the hotel pool on his last visit. Peter now
adds that all Indians have rabies – a fact he seems to have uncovered through his close reading
of The Sun. While we are discussing international travel Yara zips by in her pink Smart car and
soon she comes by with Luna and Luci as she orders a takeout coffee. She says her mom dislikes
her car because she can’t get all of her shopping into it. She also adds that she has just returned
from a holiday in Davos – which she denounces as boring. Janet is the first to announce a desire
to head for home (something about getting a pot roast into a slow cooker) and so we are soon
scattering.
Monday, January 3:
Fritz and I are accompanied by a bag of garbage this morning — though it doesn’t actually
make it past the big black bin at the Essendine entrance. Just ahead of us I can see Janet and
Daisy-Mae and we accompany them on the back walkways – a process made more difficult by
my dog’s insistence on a grazing foray in the environmental area. As we near the green Dan
is heading our way, but it is obvious that he is upset: Winnie has had a snarling match with
yesterday’s rambunctious Staffie – he has pulled the dogs apart, hurt his hand and muddied his
right knee. Daisy-Mae now has a bit of a good-natured barney with Jack – but Lucky, mistaking
this activity, rushes in to defend her brother and Daisy-Mae has to be rescued. Georgie enters
with Sparkie and wants to now why everyone is standing around one of the park flagpoles. Dan
discovers that the pole is rather unstable – if one more dog lifts its leg on this monument it may
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come down. A young woman now comes by with Nanook the Bull Terrier and there is a chorus
of disapproval, particularly from Sparkie. Bailey is the last to arrive on the green.
Halting progress is made as we begin what should be our last move in the direction of Plan 9
– with the park’s own café scheduled to reopen tomorrow. Ofra gets in her car so that she can
move it a bit closer to Plan 9, but Bailey is loose on the pavement and again Georgie is upset by
this – “Grab him!” This I do as she produces a second lead from her purse – Ofra has forgotten
hers and for this dereliction she now receives a spirited tongue-lashing from Georgie and Dan.
We get ourselves across Elgin Avenue and crowd into our seats at the café. Today we have all of
the aforementioned plus Ellen, Peter and Wendy. I try out a new treat on the dogs (with mixed
success): some sweet potato chips left behind by Fritz’s Aunt Janet. Winnie takes the lead in the
greed sweepstakes today, scarfing the new treat, Shape biscuits, buttered toast and a cranberry
and turkey-flavored biscuit produced by Dan.
Ofra complains that her coffee isn’t hot enough – usually she complains that it isn’t strong
enough. Then she continues with the saga of her new bathroom…the workers have again
disappeared and there doesn’t seem to be enough hot water. After a while the scrum beneath our
tables comes to an end and many of our dogs accept positions in the laps of their owners. This
is not altogether a happy outcome for Dan since, after a few minutes in sinister contemplation,
Winnie opens her mouth and covers her daddy’s left knee with sick. “So you wanted a puppy,”
I offer – as he begins to clean the mess up: he now has stains on both knees of a pair of trousers
that were quite clean when he set out this morning.
Tuesday, January 4:
The early morning gloom is just beginning to lift as Fritz and I head for the park today. When we
round a corner we are greeted by the happy sight of our green umbrella, unfurled and surrounded
by the usual array of chairs – the café will reopen today! Fritz is heading out to the middle of
the green, just as Dan is handing Winnie over to George – preparatory for his own departure for
work. Today, it is soon obvious, Georgie has a second dog on lead: this is Bobby, a six year-old
Toy Poodle – whose owner, a neighbor, has asked Georgie to look after her chap while she is at
work. After a few minutes we head for the café. I am not certain how Fritz will react to our return
to the doggy compound here, but he does enter its gate voluntarily and he manages to remain
here throughout our session today.
Our group today includes Ellen, Peter, Janet, Georgie, Ronnie, Ofra, Makiko, Hanna, Carrie
and Claire – in short a number of people we have not seen in some time. The dogs seem happy
enough with the greater under-table space and they soon crowd my knees insistently. Winnie
can hear the rustle of my plastic bag at a great distance and, even when the biscuit is intended
for the mouth of my own dog, she either snatches it away before he can receive it or haunts his
snout so that she can attack any crumbs when he bites into it. Daisy-Mae is up to her old tricks
and manages to welcome Bobby to the breakfast club by attacking him savagely – he is soon
sorry that he has left the comforting confines of Georgie’s lap. Monty the Pug is admitted to our
circle so that he can touch noses with his cousins, Winnie and Emilio, but, in fact, none of these
animals show much interest in the others.
Ronnie says he is fed up with Christmas and glad that the festive season is over. Peter is fretting
over the floods in Australia and the mysterious death of hundreds of red-wing blackbirds and
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drum fish in separate incidents in Arkansas. (Makiko searches for an update on these tragedies on
her Blackberry.) Ellen discovers a pulsating worm beneath her chair and this sends Georgie into
a funk of despair; later Hanna just picks the wriggler up and tosses it into the bushes. Ofra (who
is as thin as a rake) says that she has made a New Year’s resolution to diet and exercise and that
she already needs a chiropractor. I hang on to Fritz’s collar when Ronnie and Peter leave; their
departure means that I am now the only gent at a table with seven women.
Wednesday, January 5:
It is sunny but quite cold as we enter the park today and there is not much activity to slow up
our advance on the green. Fritz can hear Sparkie is his usual noisy carry-on, and he heads for
a knot of dog owners who are standing on the walkway at the eastern end. We head this way
ourselves and begin a grand circle of the space, a slow-moving progress that soon includes Tara
the Rhodesian Ridgeback. I have to kneel to put Fritz back on lead as we pass the bandstand and
thereafter we can head directly for the café. Several of our ladies are standing in front of the door
of this establishment; I join them just as the doors are opening.
We have a lively turnout this morning: Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Makiko, Ronnie, Ellen, Peter,
Claire, Renata, Yara, Carrie and Wendy. Georgie has another new dog with her, a sweet-faced
Yorkie-Shih-Tzu cross named Lady Belle. The latter spends most of the session shyly staring out
from the shadows beneath Georgie’s chair, but the other dogs are not behind in coming forward.
Panda, Daisy-Mae, Fritz, Sparkie and Bailey make up the usual posse at my knee and both
Sparkie and Bailey actually spend some time on my lap. When they are not eating these animals
are barking: they have a lot to say about the presence, outside our fence, of a variety of passing
canines. How quickly they can make themselves into a pack. It would be nice to suggest that they
are merely protecting their owners; a less romantic notion would be that they are making sure
that there are no additional candidates for any food that may be on offer here.
Today should have been the day for Georgie to resume her job as the companion of a disabled
student on her way to her special school – but, already on her way to complete this mission,
Georgie has discovered that the girl has an appointment and won’t be going to school today.
Makiko announces that in February, if all goes well, Emilio will undertake the duties of stud
husband with a lady Pug; pictures of the young couple are passed around on Makiko’s phone.
Renata, as so often, now begins to ask Janet for advice in very complex matters involving her
computer figuration and Janet insists that she cannot give a coherent answer – she has to get
her hands on the machine itself (which may be part of Renata’s strategy in the first place). Our
German friend also insists that next year, because of her arthritis, she must spend these cold
months in some place warm – some place she can drive to with Maxi. (Peter suggests Saudi
Arabia.) Ellen now departs with Peter and Ronnie – that still leaves me as the only gent in a
company of nine women.
Thursday, January 6:
There is just enough traffic in the streets these days for me to complete an important act of
observation: windshield wipers are in use – and this means that the dreaded raincoat has to be
strapped on one reluctant Schnauzer. In fact there isn’t much protest this morning and we are
soon making progress under a light rain along the back walkways of the Rec. Outside the kitchen
door of the café I spot Lurch, smoking a cigarette, and I take this opportunity to hand over a
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twenty pound note – the coffees are on me today for this is my birthday. The park seems quite
empty this morning – the weather no doubt depressing most forms of outdoor activity – but
Fritz and I have a mission on Randolph Avenue this morning anyway. From my pocket I pluck a
somewhat sodden prescription renewal request — which I place in the tin box in the vestibule of
my surgery. Let’s hope they don’t lose track of this one (as they did the last) and that the wet paw
prints at reception soon dry out.
Back at the café our usual crowd is beginning to filter in and we eventually have a hardy group of
ten at my birthday breakfast: Linda (who has brought Pepper), Makiko, Georgie (who has T-bone
with her today), Janet, Davide, Ellen, Claire, Hanna and Ofra. Several presents and a number of
cards now make their appearance and the dogs foregather at my knees, seeking their own part
in the celebration. Soon my trousers have been soaked through by all these sopping paws. The
dogs are all wearing their raincoats today but their heads are wet – Lucky looks like a punk.
Hanna uses the opportunity of Pepper’s visit to apply some Reiki massage to the dog’s weakened
hips. Sparkie is attacked by Winnie but when Georgie puts her boy on the ground he runs around
pathetically – seeking some dry lap into which he can jump with his cold paws.
Linda asks Ofra how Guy is doing in his exam preparation but mom complains that son gets so
agitated by his hand-operated electronic games that he is too wound up to sleep properly. I ask
Davide if he likes the Inspector Montalbano detective series on Italian TV, having just seen an
episode myself, and it turns out that he is a great fan. Janet is a fan of Stieg Larsson’s Millennium
trilogy, which I have just finished reading, and we are both looking forward to the film versions.
I pick up my Jack Daniels miniature, my Ukrainian novel and my Polish chocolates when it is
time to depart. The others decide to head for home down the Morshead roadway and I have to
follow – as Fritz has used their departure to make his escape.
Friday, January 7:
Now it has to be recorded that the birthday celebrations –which were so much a part of
yesterday’s session in the park – had a late night sequel. This is because at 10:00 last night I
was a guest on JoAnn Good’s “Barking At The Moon” Thursday night celebration of canine life
on BBC Radio London. In the event I joined Jo, her co-host Anne Webb and a third presenter,
in an hour-long discussion of doggy matters, with particular emphasis, in my case, on the dog
society of Paddington Rec and my own interest in recording its intricacies and pleasures. No
sooner had I left the studio and retrieved my coat from Linda, who had generously driven me to
Broadcasting House, then I was summoned for an encore – as Jo had now received a text from
Emilio the Pug (i.e., from Makiko) reminding her of my birthday. This lead to a chorus of the
famous song from the ladies and I was at last able to resume my life as a Maida Vale pensioner.
I am humming “Video Killed the Radio Star” as Fritz and I now head for the park on another
rain-soaked morning. We complete a full circle of the green before heading for the café and some
refuge under the protective covering of our green umbrella. Davide, Georgie, Janet, Peter, Ellen,
Ofra and Makiko are present this morning and much of the early part of our session is devoted
to a review of last night’s broadcast – which almost everyone here has listened to. (I am still
wearing my BBC ID badge on my scarf – just to show off.) Janet’s calendars were mentioned
on the show – I had presented one to Jo – and once again Janet is encouraged to make these
productions more widely available.
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Ofra is studying a text she has just received on her telephone; it reminds her that daughter Lee
has failed to attend her 9:00 class this morning. I suggest that tracking the whereabouts of a
nineteen year-old may be considered excessively intrusive but Ofra says she has requested such
bulletins from the school. Makiko now produces wedges of salami from her purse (for me and
Davide) purchased recently in Turin. After we have been at table for about half an hour the
heavens open and rain lashes down. I have given up my pathetic attempts to keep Bailey off my
right knee; his wet paws have soaked through my trousers and my long johns as well. I notice
that Fritz, who sometimes patrols the margins of our compound, actually knows enough to come
in out of the rain today – for he remains under the protection of the umbrella. When the deluge
lessens for a while we decide to make a move for it, heading down the Morshead roadway. Fritz,
his head and feet saturated with rain, trots along rapidly enough — he seems entirely unaffected
by his fifteen minutes of radio fame, a time during which his mischief-making antics, even his
bowel movements, have filled the airwaves of greater London.
Saturday, January 8:
Rain has stopped (at least for the time being) as Fritz and I head for the park on a blustery
Saturday morning. When we reach the Carlton roadway I detect the lively presence of two
park dynamos, Vito and Miro, and soon we are completing a grand circle of the green with
them and Christian. I lose track of Fritz, who seems to be quite content to undertake a thorough
investigation of the outlying foliage, but when we turn right at the Morshead roadway there is
a problem. Someone has left the gate at the head of the track wide open and this is too inviting
a prospect for my fellow. While he is choosing a lane for his hundred-yard dash I am getting
hoarse calling on him to cease and desist. Eventually I pretend to run in the opposite direction
and he had to see what I am up to – collared! We continue on to the café – where a lively
weekend turnout is foregathering.
This morning we have Davide, Dan, Georgie, Janet, Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, Makiko, Matthew, and
Ofra. Dan and Ofra have already had words by the time I return with my coffee – since Ofra has
had to tell Dan that he is sitting in my chair and when he notes that he has himself pulled this
chair up to our table, she has responded, “Anyway you’re not a real member of our group since
you only come here on the weekends.” “I am a founding member!” Dan protests – and what
began as a bit of good-natured banter has degenerated into hurt feelings. Ronnie is also a bit
downcast since a friend of his has been killed when his bicycle was hit by a van in south London.
This was Gary Mason, a former British heavyweight champ, a chap with only one loss on his
record – and that to Lennox Lewis. Ronnie knew Mason when the ex-boxer turned his attention
to Ronnie’s profession – even opening a store called Punch and Jewellery.
There is still a lot of chatter about Thursday night’s radio program though Hanna, who is sitting
at the little table with Claire, says she fell asleep before the broadcast began. (This did not stop
her from telling her friends that I was actually naked during the show.) She also tells me that
Karen has suggested that Yoyo is putting on weight – after that Schnauzer’s recent grooming at
St. John’s Pets – and thus I am able to give the madam only a single biscuit today. I have plenty
of other customers – including Bailey, of course. The latter is making a sideways effort to attract
my attention, sitting in his mommy’s lap with one of his ears in her coffee cup. Sun is breaking
though, at least temporarily, and this has brought a large number of dogs – in all sizes – to the
green. Our dogs keep an eye on this activity, which also includes the passage of Ember the
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Dachshund, whom I have not seen here in some time. Fritz makes one successful escape, but
his freedom is short-lived when Claire manages to grab hold of his collar and tug him back to
our gate. He hasn’t too long to wait before we begin our back passage walkround – everyone is
anxious to get home before the next wave of rain.
Sunday, January 9:
It is very bright this morning but the clear skies have brought an overnight frost and many
areas of the park are still covered in white. Fritz charges ahead at great speed and I do not catch
up with him until I am just opposite the goal net on the central pitch. Here a kid in shorts is
complaining, “My knees are going to freeze.” When we reach the green Fritz rushes out to greet
Georgie and Janet; Daisy-May is troubled by the return of frost to the grass out here and sits
disconsolately, just staring at us. Fritz now heads over to the Randolph roadway and when we
reach the tennis courts he turns right. The walkways over here are a bit slippery with frost but
I gingerly make my way up to the lip that overlooks the green again, and we complete another
grand circle. Fritz is a bit more cooperative today, returning to my side as we near the Morshead
roadway. Shortly thereafter we greet a perspiring Mary Queen of Shops and her little Walter and
then we enter the doggy compound at the café.
There is a very good turnout this morning, with Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Peter, Ellen, Wendy,
Ronnie, Susie, and Renata at our table and Hanna, Dex, Claire and Yara at their own. (Dan is
in Essex celebrating his brother’s fortieth birthday.) There is a good deal of shifting of seats
today because the bright sun, low in the southern horizon, can be quite uncomfortable if you
are looking in that direction. Ofra has brought with her a report from her doctor, including the
results of various tests recently completed – and this leads to a discussion of whether or not her
cholesterol levels are elevated (Matthew, where are you, now that we need you?). Peter reports
that Georgie’s choice in yesterday’s 3:30 at Wincanton, I Am A Legend, finished only second.
Renata announces that Poodles have been disparaged by others because humans have so
frequently distorted their coats with unnatural hedge trimming – Maxi is unclipped. Then she
says that Poodles have suffered from human intervention, one that has distorted their basic shape.
Then she says that humans are to blame for distorting the shape of the Poodle. By this time both
Susie and Ofra have begged her not to say the same thing a fourth time! (Renata’s hearing is no
doubt the cause of this confusion — she can’t tell if we have reacted to the statement the first
time.) Chinny and Bliss, the Chows, are wandering around the compound and there are a lot of
dogs outside our fence; every now and then our animals assume pack formation to protest at this
threat. (Fritz is yodeling on his own at Ellen’s knee, suspecting that she is holding out on him.)
Yara announces that Luci is refusing food and there is a lot of advice on what she should do
next. Ellen, Peter, Ronnie and Susie get up to leave and I realize that it will be almost impossible
for Fritz to resist following them out the gate. So I decide to head for home myself. As I near
the clubhouse I can see that half of the kiddies’ playground, untouched as yet by the sun, is still
coated in frost.
Monday, January 10:
A rope jumper is occupying most of the walkway as Fritz and I edge past her at the beginning of
another week in the Rec. It is a chilly gray morning but there are some signs that the sun might
break through. This would be good news out on the green, where much of the surface resembles
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a patch of Pennine bog. Makiko and Janet are out here already and Fritz rushes out to greet
them – then we are off on another grand circle. There are lots of dogs about – including a small
topiary Poodle and a Golden Retriever involved in some joyous chasing – the small dog pursuing
the larger. Fritz manages to remain in close formation as we pass the bandstand but I can see a
phalanx of yellow-clad athletes from St. George’s heading our way and so we return to the center
of the green. To my surprise, Fritz now heads directly for the gate of the café’s doggy compound
– waiting, for once, to be admitted.
We have twelve at table this morning – with Hanna, Yasmina and Claire on their own and the
rest (including Ronnie, Peter, Ellen, Makiko, Janet, Georgie, Ofra, and Wendy) occupying seats
around the larger table arrangement. Georgie is among the last of these figures to arrive – having
waited for Bobby to return from the vet’s – where he is being treated for an eye infection.
Georgie also has Lady Belle and Sparkie with her. The latter is among the biscuit hounds at my
feet — joined, of course, by Winnie, Daisy-Mae, Bailey, Lucky, Chloe, and Fritz. I get a good
shock when I reach down to offer a biscuit to my dog, who has just had a drink of water and thus
presents an icy wet muzzle for his treat. In addition to biscuits we also manage to use up of some
the little Japanese pellets that Makiko gave me months ago. We enjoy a visit from the gentle
Sasha, the Golden Retriever, but a sour note is sounded when the tan Staffie approaches our
fence, snapping away with dangerous teeth as our lot set up their usual hue and cry.
There is some conversation on the hideous carnage in Tucson, where six people were killed,
including a federal judge and a nine year-old girl, in an attack on the local member of Congress –
who was meeting constituents in the parking lot of a shopping mall. (The poisonous atmosphere
of Tea Party rhetoric is hard to communicate to those who are used to the more civilized tones of
British politics.) Then we return to really vital topics – including Ofra’s continuing worries over
her weight. I have a quiz question for our group, for I have learned (via the receipt I received
when I paid for all those coffees on my birthday) that the café has changed its name. To begin
with no one can recall the old name – the Verona Park Café — so it is not too surprising that no
one knows the name on my receipt – the Cicero Café. Someone now opens the gate and this is
the clue for Fritz to make his patented escape. I have been here almost an hour so I decide to
follow my dog and head for home.
Tuesday, January 11:
There are obvious signs of recent rain as Fritz and I hit the streets on a gray Tuesday morning.
At least it is not too cold this morning; I know this because I don’t need to cover my wool hat
with my jacket hood. Simon the Cocker is heading our way and we are overtaken by Marley the
Mastiff as we near the cypress trees – here a park gardener is undertaking a massive trimming
job along the length of this green alleyway. When we reach the green I can see Dan and Janet
heading our way along the Randolph roadway and we join them for a grand circle – though
Dan departs for work when we reach the Grantully gate. Winnie, wearing a blue tartan harness,
is left in Janet’s care – as she was, evidently, yesterday afternoon. Janet now reports that the
intemperate Pug began to chase Mark, the chap whose wheelchair is tugged along, often at great
speed, by his athletic black Staffie. Her reputation had preceded her, however, for when Janet
called on Winnie to desist, Mark commented, “Oh yeah, I read about her in this book about the
dogs of Paddington Rec.”
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We reach the café and I am soon returning with my coffee – my seat, in the interim, having been
seized by Ofra (who now describes how she likes to subtract cash from her husband’s wallet
while he is sleeping). She also reports that a newly shorn Bailey disappeared in the house last
night and a thorough search was needed to discover him under the duvet with Ricky. Also present
this morning are Hanna, Georgie, Ronnie, Peter, Makiko and Claire. I have to drop a prescription
off at the Vineyard Chemists and so I leave Fritz in the care of his Auntie Hanna. Given his
escapist proclivities, however, Fritz has to go on lead while I am gone. When I return a few
minutes later I find my seat gone again, but a space is soon found for me as I open my sack and
give everyone a welcome-back biscuit.
Janet and Georgie make an attempt at bringing me up to date on some plot complexities on
Coronation Street – I dozed off last night, missing another chapter in John Stape’s reign of terror.
Something of the latter is also taking place under our table as Daisy-Mae, in her Banshee-Tzu
guise, begins a morning of mischief. First she attacks the visiting Skye, then she attacks Panda.
Each time she is picked up for a stern admonishment from Janet, but this doesn’t seem to be
sinking in. Our departure is halting. First Ofra forgets her car keys on the table. Then Janet
forgets Winnie, who has stayed behind at the café when everyone else is heading for the back
passage. As we near the Essendine exit Daisy-Mae decides to attack little Bobby. The poor
fellow, who is having his infected eyelashes removed tomorrow, seems quite bewildered by this
aggression. Daisy-Mae gets another scolding.
Wednesday, January 12:
An all-night rain has at last come to an end as Fritz and I head for the Rec on another gray
morning. As usual, when I am greeting Cathy and trying to get ready for our day in the park
at the same time, I have forgotten something vital – in this case my supply of poo poo bags.
Fortunately Fritz cooperates by undertaking his business in undergrowth so removed from our
walkways that there is no way I could have fought my way through the foliage to retrieve such
offerings anyway. We begin a circle of the green, soon encountering Janet and her friend, also
Janet, before entering the doggy area on the Grantully side. There is only one other canine
resident here, Simba, the rambunctious Golden Retriever. Simba would really like to engage
Fritz is some spirited play but, of course, this is not going to happen, and the big blonde dog
settles down to eat a stick instead. As we exit my willful dog turns left when he should turn right,
crosses the street without looking, trots down the pavement, and reports to Hanna’s blue front
door.
Freedom over for the moment, we return to the park on lead, and in this fashion reverse our steps
as we head for the café. Here we sit down with the two Janets, Makiko, Ellen, Peter, Hanna,
Ofra, Georgie, and a newcomer, Lisa. The latter, a friend of Jeremy (of Jeremy and Cressida
fame) has brought two dogs with her, the six year-old Zack and a much older sister, Megan,
who is eighteen – both are Jack Russian. Emilio spends some time on Peter’s chest – attempting
an escape that requires him to climb his host’s head. Sparkie has jumped into Makiko’s lap and
Emilio is clearly not happy with this displacement. Bailey is stationed in the visiting Janet’s lap.
Fritz escapes once – but only into the forecourt of the café, where he is easy to collar. Thereafter
he spends time at my knee (with Sparkie, Winnie, Lucky and Daisy-Mae) or between Ellen and
Hanna where I can hear him whining impatiently for some hidden treat withheld.
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Janet announces that she is going to undertake a course in aqua aerobics in the pool of the Jubilee
Centre and Georgie and Ofra say they want to go too. The two Janets have known each other for
decades and they spend a lot of time reminiscing about their misspent youth on Jersey. Ofra is
also in a nostalgic mood – in her case she is remembering her time in the Israeli army (the idea
of Ofra with a gun is too frightening to contemplate). Makiko makes arrangements for Emilio to
spend some time with Georgie at the end of the month; one of these dates is going to be Burns
Night and this leads to a discussion on the proper way to cook, eat and address a haggis. The
chatterers seem content to go on forever and so I decide to excuse myself and head for home.
Here I can see that the builders downstairs are out of luck in the noisemaking department –
totally eclipsed by an army of tree trimmers with chain saws and wood grinders across the street.
Thursday, January 13:
Janet and Daisy-Mae are about to enter the Essendine gate just as Fritz and I approach, and we
now join forces along the back walkway. For a while we are joined in this formation by Lady,
the Jack Russell-Shih-Tzu cross and Fritz, emboldened by all this activity, decides to play up –
undertaking a serious incursion into the environmental area and refusing to come out until I have
gone in there myself in order to help him make some progress in the right direction. Janet enters
the doggy compound when we reach the café but Fritz joins up with Lucky, Jack and Monty the
Lab in a stroll along the Randolph roadway. It is another gray morning but it is actually quite
mild and I am almost overdressed in my multi-layered coat and wool hat.
There is an excellent turnout at our conjoined tables in the doggy compound: Janet, Davide,
Georgie, Ronnie, Ellen, Ofra, Peter, Makiko, Hanna and Claire. Hanna joins our group while
Peter is inside the café and, mischievously, it is suggested that she take his seat – just to see the
resultant explosion – but she declines to subject herself to any more ritual abuse. Davide, who
is facing a boring Sunday of stand-by duties at Heathrow, is suffering from an earache and he
spends the session clutching the collar of his coat to his ear. Peter says it is so warm he is not
even wearing a hat. Janet shows off a nice ring that her friend Janet bought for her yesterday –
when the two undertook a major expedition to the Westfields mall.
Out on the green I can see a flock of seagulls, slowly circling, and at the Morshead end there
seems to be a new grouping of moms and toddlers en masse. At my knees I have the usual posse
of mendicants; Emilio, Bailey, Sparkie and Daisy-Mae all spend some time on my lap. Fritz,
for his part, is paying court to Ellen. He stares up at her in expectant entreaty, certain that she
is holding out on him. And, of course, he is right – for after a while she opens her purse and
produces a new treat for the dogs. Panda decides that Winnie is her enemy this morning (though
I have missed the provocation) and she launches three assaults on the Pug, who is actually sitting
in Davide’s lap. Claire says that she has now knitted five dog jumpers for her pet – who hates
them all. We get up to begin a back passage walkround. As we near the empty five-a-side pitch
Emilio is introduced to the sport of chase-me by Daisy-Mae. These high spirits last until we
reach our exit gate – when I can see that the tree trimmers are back for another noisy day.
Friday, January 14:
It takes us a while to overtake a number of slow-moving animals, but Fritz does not dawdle
today, even disdaining the temptation of the environmental area – whose door is wide open.
The first drops of a light rain are falling as we cross the juicy green in order to greet Janet and
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Ellen. Fritz continues forward, however, and after only a minute out here I spot him high up
on the walkway near the Grantully gate. This requires some intervention on my part – for this
is a danger area – but I am relived to see Fritz trot by the exit gate here and continue on in the
direction of the bandstand. I now hook his collar and we reverse directions in order to circuit the
eastern end of the green and thus approach the café.
A little boy named Otis precedes us in the coffee queue. Having recovered from the sudden
loss of his trousers – which end up around his ankles – this chap is soon hammering on the still
closed doors of the café, a visible symbol of the frustration that many of the rest of us feel. I
return with my coffee just in time to see Ofra open the gate for her Bailey — and let Fritz out.
She perseveres in her efforts to entrap the escapee and in a few minutes we can hear a squeal of
disappointed protest as she picks the rascal up and returns him to his prison sentence. As Winnie
was the victim of a snapping attack yesterday so today she has a go at a snarling Jack, seated in
Ellen’s lap. The eyelash-free Bobby is seated in Georgie’s lap, his lip curling in disdain when
any other dog comes near. Bailey is also full of mischief this morning. He begins by raking
his wet paws on my left leg – I have to wedge a rectangular serving tray between my knee
and the chair’s arm in order to deflect these attentions – and I use a round tray to hide from an
importunate Daisy-Mae, who has jumped into my lap. After a time on Peter’s lap, where he can
rake away at me from the right, Bailey jumps into my lap, puts his front paws on the table and
attempts to extract treats from the biscuit bag; there is also a human biscuit on a saucer just out
of his reach.
Janet is not only going swimming at the Jubilee Centre today but this morning she has a tai
chi class on Woodfield Road. Ofra has been invited to join in the former activity – but she has
forgotten that this was supposed to be today. The high cost of petrol is discussed; nevertheless,
Davide adds, the other day he had to go to Reading and a train ticket was so expensive that it
was cheaper to drive. Hanna reminds us that there is another 24-hour strike on the Bakerloo Line
scheduled for tomorrow – one of a series in defense of a sacked worker. I mention that Fritz will
be absent tomorrow – since he has an appointment for his long overdue beauty treatment in St.
John’s Wood. Ordinarily I would be absent as well, but I have a job to do here tomorrow – it’s
my turn to pick our horseracing hero.
Saturday, January 15:
Our morning exercise begins far earlier than usual today – for at 8:25 Fritz and I begin our walk
to St. John’s Pets on Allitsen Road. It is quite dark outside (and I have stuffed the dog’s raincoat
into a pocket) but it remains dry, though windy and mild. My coat is unbuttoned and, indeed,
I am soon so warm that I have to take my cap off as well. Fritz does a good job of keeping in
formation and in maintaining a lively pace, and after half an hour we have reached our goal and
Fritz has been taken downstairs – so that Karen can work her magic on the shaggy beast. It has
been a really long time between haircuts for the fellow — but I just couldn’t bear to have him
shorn during the cold snap that lasted for so long.
While I am in the shop I manage to purchase a new lead and then I begin my trek back to Maida
Vale. Ordinarily I would head for home but I have a mission still to perform, and so I turn right
on Randolph Avenue and enter the park, arriving just at 9:30. Here Peter is just launching an
attack on my character, supposing that I have forgotten that today it is my turn to nominate the
winner in our horse racing adventures. Peter hands me the racing papers and I make a close
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study, but none of these nags speak to me – “You might as well have handed me the telephone
book,” I tell Peter. Eventually I call for the assistance of Georgie, who nominates Drill Sergeant
in the 3:35 at Kempton. Our group this morning includes Georgie, Peter, Janet, Dan, Davide,
Ellen, Ronnie, Claire, Ofra, Makiko and Matthew. There is quite a crowd lining up outside the
café’s doors and it takes us some time to secure our orders.
Dan has ordered the full English – including beans and fries – and he and Davide, who is eating
a toasted sandwich, are the food magnets for the dogs this morning. Makiko has brought with her
a Japanese magazine devoted to Pug culture and the lads are riveted by its contents. She also tells
me that my former celebrity pupil, Devon Aoki, is pregnant – and Matthew is made to summon
more information on this topic on his Blackberry. Winnie, exhausted after having to climb
Davide’s chest in her efforts to redirect every bite of food from his mouth to hers, is now seated
placidly in Dan’s lap. But when Sparkie approaches the Pug launches one of her unprovoked
lightning assaults and, to everyone’s surprise, Panda now intervenes in defense of her pal –
leaping with flashing teeth as Dan lifts his pet ever higher in an effort to prevent further violence.
It is time to start for home; I have another hour or so to wait for Linda to return my beautiful boy.
Sunday, January 16:
Skies are a bit brighter this morning as we head for the park – Fritz looking half his former size
in his newly shorn shape. He again dances past the open gate to the environmental area and
we are soon undertaking a grand circle of the green. By the time we have passed the bandstand
Georgie has reached the middle of the field with Sparkie, and Dan is entering from the left with
Winnie. There is a cute little Yorkie out here, Pucci, a five-year old fellow, quite shy, who also
has a brother named Gucci. Fritz receives the first compliment on his spiffy appearance from
Dan and then we migrate over to the café, where they are just opening the doors.
Our grouping this morning includes Ronnie, Susie, Peter, Ellen, Dan, Georgie, Wendy, Claire and
Ofra – Janet is at a family reunion in Kenilworth, and Davide is on his way for a day of stand-by
duties in a Heathrow hotel room. Bailey is in hyper-drive this morning, relentless in his search
for food. (He would do really well as a hunter-gatherer if only pasty grew in the bushes.) Dan has
brought some nice biscuits from Sardinia, part of a food package from Davide’s parents – who
brought half a pig in one of their suitcases during their last visit. Fritz manages to escape once,
but only to the forecourt of the café – where I am able to pick him up and carry him back to his
place of confinement.
Wendy passes around some pictures of the Rec taken in the early Eighties. In them you can see
the cycle track that once surrounded our green and these are quite interesting. I have brought
with me the first copy of my latest book, A Walker’s Alphabet – Adventures on the long-distance
footpaths of Great Britain. This is now passed around the table. It contains several pictures
of Dorothy in it (and one with Michigan Janet as well) and these are particularly appreciated
by those who knew my late wife. I am reminded that one of the items in the chapter entitled
“Questions” has a special relevancy for those assembled – though I must have passed this one
on before. It was a question which we discovered on the chalk board outside a pub in Sandwich,
Kent – perhaps located there by the lady publican instead of the lunchtime specials: “What is the
similarity between a man and a dog turd?” The answer appeared as well: “The older they get the
easier they are to pick up.”
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Monday, January 17:
Long before dawn the rains begin – and they are still very much with us when it is time for us
to make our morning start in the Rec. Many of the walkways are already covered in puddles but
we skip over these – soon encountering Elvis the Shiba Inu. Elvis, for some reason, is especially
charmed by Fritz this morning and he turns tail to follow us for some distance – not even
discouraged by my dog’s attempt, deep within the cypress trees, at a squatting and clandestine
poo. I get Elvis turned around at last and then we pass the environmental area. Today Fritz has
to penetrate its interior – but I have a new weapon in my attempts to get him started in the right
direction again. It is a squeaker mechanism, extracted last night from his flying squirrel pull toy
by my burrowing and sharp-toothed pet. (Cesar Milan may know a lot about dog whispering but
his toys could be a little tougher than this.) Just a few squeaks from the depths of my pocket now
and I have Fritz heading in the right direction.
As usual on such an uncomfortable morning the park has been abandoned to dog walkers –
there is no else about. We continue down the Randolph roadway, passing Monty the Lab (his
kind of day), Lucky and Jack and splashing through yet more puddles as we head for the gate
on this side. On our return journey I try to avoid these bodies of water by turning left at the
tennis courts. Back on the green we are passed by Cristal, the Alsatian, and Lucifer, the Giant
Schnauzer; the latter is wearing a handsome coat, I see. (My own coat, bought for its warmth, is
proving remarkably water-repellent.) I deposit Fritz in the doggy compound, where he stares out
unhappily at the green, only his nose peeking out from the shelter of the green umbrella. Lucifer
is trotting by a second time but I notice that he has abandoned his raincoat this time.
This morning our breakfast club includes Ellen and — well, it includes Ellen and me. That’s it.
No Ronnie, no Peter, no Hanna, no Claire, no Makiko, no Janet, no Georgie, no Ofra – what a
bunch of wimps! I tell Ellen that it is time to revive an ancient rule: if you fail to appear in the
park for weather-related reasons your punishment is that you have to buy everyone else’s coffee
the next day. I do not tell her that this is a rule I have never seen enforced. I would like to give
her my views on The King’s Speech – which Tosh and I went to see yesterday afternoon at the
Baker Street Everyman – but, even though we were there an hour before our showing, the theatre
was sold out for the rest of the day! Our dogs are looking pretty miserable (Fritz disdains the
proffered toast) and so, after half an hour, we decide to make a break for it. It is still raining and
there are large puddles on the Morshead roadway as well.
Tuesday, January 18:
Rains persisted throughout the day yesterday – even our late night walk was affected – so the
sight of bright sunshine bathing the Rec this morning is most welcome. I disdain the wearing of
my long-johns but this is a mistake – for it is quite chilly as well. Soon after we enter the park we
are overtaken by Janet and Daisy-Mae and we begin a grand circle of the green in their company.
As we near the Grantully exit I am able to redirect my dog’s attention with a few bleats from
Cesar’s squeaker in my pocket. At the top of the Morshead roadway we encounter Davide, just
arriving with Winnie. He has found a tennis ball and I kick it for the dogs a few times. Outside
the doggy compound I am able to seduce Fritz into entering (without the assistance of his lead)
with a few more squeaks.
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The turnout is far more respectable today: Janet, Davide, Georgie, Peter, Ellen, Ofra, Hanna, and
Claire. Davide reports that he is not feeling well (and therefore didn’t report for standby duties
on Sunday) and Georgie says she has his earache as well. Janet is not sick but her computer
is – it’s on its way to the technology hospital. We have to hear a number of excuses for nonattendance here yesterday but at least Davide has brought us slices of panettone in recompense.
For that matter he has also brought a plastic bag full of Winnie’s health pellets and this is just as
well since I have left my own biscuits behind.
Some of our dogs understand this change in their usual catering service and some so do not. Fritz
switches his attentions to Ellen – since she has toast. Winnie gives up on me almost immediately.
But Bailey keeps raking away at my knees with his wet paws and Daisy-Mae, sitting in Janet’s
lap, barks ceaselessly, hoping to remind me that – even if it is only a pellet – it should be
presented to her now, it and all the other pellets soon thereafter. I take my baseball cap and drop
it over the head of the insistent madam but this only helps for a little while. Renata now arrives
with Maxi, and Fritz, who can see her coming, is soon staring back at us from the green after
another easy escape. I get him to return with some more squeaker bleats but you can tell that he
is beginning to realize that there is no payoff in answering this siren call. After a few minutes
spent on Hanna’s lap he takes advantage of Ofra’s departure to escape a second time. (Renata
and Ofra, our rivals in absent-mindedness; yesterday Ofra called Davide but by the time he had
answered she had forgotten why she was calling him.) Now I decide that there is little profit
in getting my dog to return yet again, and so I get up to begin a homeward journey along the
Morshead roadway.
Wednesday, January 19:
Again we have bright but chilly weather for our session in the park – there is still frost on the
playing surfaces and the grass. Some of the usual suspects are encountered on the back walkway,
Elvis and the J. Russell duo of Milo and Winnie, but not before long we have reached the green.
Claire, in dark glasses, is here with Panda – who rushes up to greet Fritz with kisses. Dan is just
handing Winnie over to Janet in the middle of the green – which we pass through on our way
to the Grantully walkway, where Hanna is just arriving with Yoyo in tow. Fritz now joins his
Schnauzer cousin in an extended investigation of the undergrowth – it is a treat to see them jump
from a high planter at the same time. Eventually I attach his new red extendo-lead and usher my
dog into the doggy compound of the café.
Ofra asks me to pick up Georgie’s small white latte, already on order, and I am soon back with
my small tray. These two ladies are joined by Hanna, Claire, Janet, Makiko, Peter and Ellen.
Claire says that she has won £65 in the lottery and I ask her how much money she has spent
on tickets before this win. “About £3000,” she says. Ofra is still doling out pieces of Davide’s
panettone and fretting about ever getting rid of the workmen in her bathroom. (Noah built the
ark in a shorter time than these chaps are taking.) Georgie has a copy of OK! magazine in front
of her, and in this fashion I can record the fact that the nation is still obsessed with the affairs of
Katie Price and Peter André – the era’s quintessential celebrities — famous for being famous (or,
in Jordan’s case, infamous). In local news there is much discussion of the closing of the local
post office sorting facility on Lanhill Road; not to worry, the Royal Mail says that you can now
pick up your packages a mile to the west on the Harrow Road! A second local topic is the power
failure suffered by most of us last night. Hanna’s lights were out for two and half hours so I was
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lucky – the lights went back on after only a minute or so – though I will have to reset some of my
clocks and the telephone as a consequence.
Makiko says that there will soon be another meeting as details are worked out for Emilio’s
forthcoming arranged marriage. “Yes,” I add, “someone really has to decide whether you should
bring sausages on a first date.” Emilio is one of those dogs who shows no interest in food but
most of the others have satisfied themselves that I have remembered my biscuit bag and I am
soon under siege. Daisy-Mae gets only one today – since she has used her treat to start a fight
with poor, unsuspecting Lady Belle. It takes a long time for her to understand that there are no
more biscuits heading her way; she is sitting in a chair next to mine and barking her head off.
Once again Ofra holds our gate wide open when she gets up to leave and we soon have Fritz
sitting on the walkway, taunting us to get him back. This is my signal for an early departure and
so I follow the rascal down the Morshead roadway as we make our way home.
Thursday, January 20:
Soon after entering the park on a chilly and damp Thursday Fritz and I are overtaken by Lisa
with her Jack Russells, Megan and Zack. She says that she is thinking of opening a used book
shop on Malvern Road and we discuss the likelihood of this proving a successful enterprise
as we reach the green, circle it, and head in for coffee. On the way we have collected Janet
and Davide. When I return to our tables I note the absence of one smartly coiffured Miniature
Schnauzer – Fritz has done an early runner. “Don’t worry,” Janet says, “Georgie has gone to
fetch him.” Soon Georgie can be seen marching down the Randolph roadway, Fritz on lead. We
ask her how she has succeeded in so quick a capture – since we might all face a similar challenge
in the future – and she says, “I just offered him a fag and told him there would be a gin for him
later.”
In addition to those already mentioned our breakfast grouping includes Makiko, Claire, Peter,
Ellen and Ofra. Georgie is upset because she has received an anonymous note – complaining
about the noise that Bobby makes when he is left alone. We soon get a chance to hear this
ruckus ourselves for Georgie now gets up to take delivery on Lady Belle and Bobby emits a high
pitched whine of abandonment. Soon we are hearing an even more piteous yowl of distress from
the Carlton roadway – and Peter and Makiko both get up to investigate. It seems that Stella the
Staffie, who is often tethered to the fence of the playground while the baby plays within, has
attacked poor T-bone Ted, turning the fluffy white Bichon over on his back in the process. Details
are exchanged in case there is any underlying injury and Wendy is led into the doggy compound.
It is she who is in shock and someone gets her a cup of tea.
Doggy unpleasantness is not over for the day, however, for after a while some local youths in
hoods pass by the café with their own Staffie. Unfortunately Lucifer comes over to investigate
and there is soon an ugly scene between these intact males – with flashing teeth, screaming
owners – and Panda trying to act as supervisor. I have to say that I am more than impressed by
the official reaction to this unpleasantness (which lasts for only a few seconds). First we have
Lee the animal warden and a colleague on the scene, then a Vista security guard, then the park
manager, then a community policeman – all within a minute of this madness. Fritz, who hates
scenes like this, howls in disapproval from the safe confines of the doggy compound and I put
him on lead as we are soon about to begin a peaceful back passage walkround.
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Friday, January 21:
It is again quite cold this morning and I almost wish I had dressed my dog in his coat – I am
certainly into the layered look. There is no moisture, but neither is there much evidence of
sun; altogether it is just a frigid, gray winter morning. Lisa (with Zack and Megan) is heading
our way as we pass between the playing fields. Daisy-Mae, scheduled for another visit to the
groomers, is next on our agenda – as we began a grand circle of the green with Janet. Now it is
Hanna, heading toward us with Yoyo, and Davide (treating his sore throat with a cigarette) who
are waiting for us with Winnie. Lee the animal warden is parked in front of the clubhouse and he
gives Fritz an extended cuddle. Then it is back to the café, where a short queue is forming at the
still unopened doors.
This morning there is a lively turnout – including Claire, Hanna, Janet, Georgie, Davide, Wendy,
Peter, Ellen, Renata, Ofra, Makiko and Matthew. Janet, who is preparing for her tai chi class,
reveals the progress she has made since chemotherapy has ended – for she now has a wonderful
close-cropped gray helmet of hair on display. “It makes you look like a lesbian,” Renata says.
“Just as well I don’t fancy you then,” is Janet’s retort. I ask Matthew if the folk at his hospital are
looking forward to David Cameron’s Big Society. He says that there is some worry that newly
empowered GPs will be demanding so much from his colleagues that the hospital will not have
the resources to cope. He agrees that some trimming of middle management may not be such a
bad thing but notes that returning power to the communities may work in some locales but that in
most places there is no sense of community and things will just deteriorate.
Emilio is turned over to Peter and there is the usual wrestling match as the Pug settles into
Peter’s chest after an attempt to climb his head. Sparkie leads several charges to the fence in
order to protest at the arrival of alien dogs on the walkway – and today this noise so unnerves
Georgie that she gets up and ties her pet to a post in the naughty corner. Ofra announces, “My
dog was just attacked by two Chihuahuas!” We ask if he did anything to provoke this and she
says that Bailey was just flouncing along on his lead – thereby providing an answer to the
question. Fritz is beginning to shiver so I invite him to jump into my lap. This he does – enjoying
as well a chance to lick the foam from my cappuccino cup. By this time I am equally cold so,
without waiting for the others, I head back in the direction of warmth.
Saturday, January 22:
Remembering his shivering during our park session yesterday, I decide to make Fritz wear
his coat as we make our final preparations for our Saturday in the park. It is a cold, gray,
unwelcoming day. We are a few minutes late as we reach the green – where Fritz trots out to
greet Georgie, Dan and Janet. I continue forward toward the Randolph gate – as Simon and
Rebel are just entering. We have made fairly rapid progress and I am just congratulating myself
on our catching up with the others when Fritz turns left during our return journey – beginning
a slow excursion toward the Grantully gate. We meet Ellen at the beginning of this journey;
she says that Lucky has been excavating a deep hole near the bowling green – pulling up in the
process half a chicken carcass. (Was this a cache created by the resident fox population?) I have
to put Fritz on lead when we reach the gate and we now head for the café – but here I discover
that there was no need to rush. A long Saturday queue is crowded inside and no one at our table
has even placed an order yet. Eventually Claire offers to fetch my cappuccino for me, but it is
Georgie who eventually arrives with a brimming tray. It has taken the counter staff so long to
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make all of our coffees that Lurch has already brought out Georgie’s scrambled eggs on toast
before she has had a chance to rejoin us.
Ronnie is again absent (as his car, damaged in his snowy accident, is under repair) but, in
addition to those already mentioned, our group today includes Wendy, Matthew, Makiko, Peter,
Ellen and Ofra. The latter again lets Fritz escape as she arrives and Georgie again recaptures him
quickly – this time she doesn’t even have to offer him a fag and a glass of gin. Her own Sparkie
is as raucous as ever and he ends up in the naughty corner where, taking pity on him, Claire
kneels down to give him a cuddle – and he jumps into her lap. Emilio spends another session
squirming in Peter’s lap while Winnie shows off her handsome new black harness. Ofra objects
to the perfumey odor rising from the recently groomed Daisy-Mae. Not surprisingly, Wendy,
whose turn it is to pick today’s horse, chooses a nag named Sparky May in the 1:50 at Ascot.
Both Georgie and Janet say they are taking out their own bets on this horse. Peter notes that the
police held an information session for local residents in the hall that he manages – and he has
brought us the leftover biscuits.
Dan now receives a call from Davide, who has standby duties at Heathrow today. Yesterday it
was announced that BA cabin crew had again voted for strike action – though on the same day
we learned that BA has now formally merged with the Spanish airline, Iberia. Matthew’s hospital
has also been in the news – with an abandoned Vietnamese baby making the headlines yesterday.
Social plans are discussed – with both Liz and Cheryl planning visits to these shores soon and
Makiko hosting a Japanese lunch next Wednesday. Dan, very proud of himself, announces that
he has actually replaced a light switch in his kitchen – without electrocuting anybody. I am proud
of myself for making Fritz wear his coat today – because, after we have been seated for half an
hour, it begins to rain. Our back passage walkround has to wait for a break in this moisture but,
squeezing by all the kiddie footie activity on the five-a-side pitch, we are eventually able to make
a move. Fritz dawdles along – but this does give me the opportunity to observe the season’s first
snowdrops rising from the earth at the top of the running track.
Sunday, January 23:
There has been another overnight rainfall but, fortunately, the skies have cleared a bit when it is
time for us to head for the park. It remains cold and gray. Fritz makes a lively enough start and
we have soon reached the green. This space seems quite empty today – with only Jazz doing
any ball chasing out here. (The black Alsatian is adept at leaping over the orange netting that
surrounds the cricket crease.) Finally I see dogs and their owners near the Grantully gate and,
since Fritz has turned right anyway, we circle the green via the bandstand – soon catching up
with Winnie, Daisy-Mae, Will and Grace. Walking toward us is Lisa; today she has not only
Zack and Megan but the famous Cressida. I keep us moving toward the café, depositing Fritz in
the doggy compound and joining the coffee queue.
We have a splendid turnout this morning: Ronnie and Susie, Wendy, Peter, Ellen, Janet, Georgie,
Makiko, Matthew, Claire and Ofra. The latter again lets Fritz escape as she opens the gate on her
arrival and Georgie again makes short work of retrieving him. Ofra’s Bailey is out of control in
his mad search for treats today. Using my lap he launches himself on any tabletop goodies going;
he knocks a spoon off the table and he manages to decorate Peter’s trousers with tea when he
jumps into a new lap. The owners of Koji arrive and since they summon their dog with a squeaky
toy they are soon besieged by my dog. Debbie, the owner of Pucci, is sitting at a little table of her
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own — her dog in her lap. The little fellow is quite unused to other dogs and so the long process
of canine socialization gets under way here. Sparkie manages to get through the session without
having to spend any time in the naughty corner.
It would not be a good time to show any disfavor to Sparkie or, for that matter, to Daisy-Mae ¬—
who spends much of the session barking at me from the comfort of my own lap. This is because
we again have a turf winner – an easy victory for Sparky May in the 1:50 at Ascot yesterday!
Our treasurer, Peter, rewards each of us with eight quid – Janet and Georgie have placed separate
bets on the horse and have each won an additional thirteen pounds. In other news: Davide has
been summoned from his standby hotel room at Heathrow for a flight to Tel Aviv. Ronnie’s car is
not back from the mechanics yet, but he has disdained a loaner since there is such a bureaucratic
kerfuffle needed to replace all of his parking stickers. Janet’s occasional mouse has made a
return visit to her sitting room. And Ofra announces that her daughter Lee has been offered a
scholarship to study at Bristol University. I am thoroughly chilled by the time we get up to leave
– and longing for the warmth of home fires. Unfortunately I have to keep going – after dropping
Fritz off – in order to pick up the laundry at 123 Cleaners – where again they haven’t completed
my sheets in the time promised!
Monday, January 24:
The weather is unchanged as Fritz and I, with one pause to offload a bag in the black bin
nearby, enter the Essendine gate at the start of a new week in the park. Boris the Irish Terrier is
also entering at this time and so are the huge Lucifer and the Bailey look-alike Alfie – whose
companion is chattering away in the language of Thailand – utilizing an instrument strapped
to her ear. When we reach the green I can just see a stationary Janet in conversation at the
Grantully gate – fortunately she is wearing a red jacket these days – and we begin a circuit of the
green in order to join her. When we do catch up I can see that she is in solemn conclave with a
jogging Michaela (no Skye in evidence today) so we continue on around. Just as I am bending
over to retrieve my dog’s second poo there is a park keeper with a leaf blower – whose sound is
actually being drowned out by the chatter of a large group of yellow-clad PE students from St.
George’s.
Only Ofra is already seated in the doggy compound this morning; there is eventually a very small
turnout – with only Claire, Janet, Georgie, Ellen and Makiko also present. A pregnant Bouzha,
on her way to deliver a plate of toast to Ellen, pauses to tease Ofra because of the presence of
an escaped Bailey outside the front door of the café. When I look up I can see that Fritz has also
fled the scene; it’s Claire’s fault this time, but she coaxes the fellow back by rattling her treat
bag. Ellen has one of these in her purse as well and Fritz whines vehemently until she relents and
opens this up for him. One animal who is not getting any treats from her this morning is Winnie.
This is because the Pug has gotten into a scrap with the ill-tempered Jack and Ellen has had her
finger bitten in the melée. Bailey and Daisy-Mae are only a little less demanding today. Georgie
is complaining because – with the addition of Bobby to an entourage than includes Lady Belle
and her own Sparkie –progress to the park is even more protracted because, she says, the males
have to sniff and pee on everything.
Claire says that her visiting parents have departed – highlight of the visit came when daughter
returned to discover that parents had taken down her blinds because she obviously needed new
ones. Makiko announces that she will be making a short visit to Dresden later this month. Janet
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has added an art class to her post-retirement schedule. Ofra again complains that she is getting
fat (she has at least walked to the park today); her dancing class and a party on another night are
complicating plans for a reunion evening with Liz. Metty, perhaps fleeing a particularly smelly
customer inside, comes out to join us — but in doing so he manages to let both Fritz and Emilio
escape (nice when we can blame the proprietor for a violation of his own rules about loose
dogs in the forecourt). Very late in the game Renata arrives – but I have to get the rest of my day
started and so I am off.
Wednesday, January 25:
Skies are brightening as Fritz and I make our way past the ubiquitous workmen, lounging on
the front porch of the building, as we make our way over to the park. I notice that I have not
bothered with the zipper of my coat – and this must mean that it is slightly warmer today. Peter
is sitting disconsolately in the doggy compound as we swing by the café – we continue on to
the end of the Randolph roadway. Here Fritz and his cousin, Monty the Schnauzer, exchange
messages – messages spelled out in urine on the black paint of light poles. As we return to the
café we overtake Janet and Davide. I tell Davide that I bet he is glad his airline sent him to Tel
Aviv yesterday and not Moscow – since there was a terrorist atrocity in the latter venue – but he
says that BA doesn’t fly into the affected airport.
Our breakfast group includes Davide, Janet, Georgie, Wendy, Ellen, Juliette (here with Boris),
Hanna, Ofra, Claire and Peter. The latter tells us that he has had another fainting episode, finding
himself, after several hours, on the floor somewhere between his bedroom and the bathroom –
he has a doctor’s appointment later this morning. He is among several of us who have received
emails from Cheryl, who promises to visit us on Thursday during a brief London visit. This same
email, however, has contained the sad news that Lola, the one-eyed Pug who was part of our
scene for several years, has had to be put down after developing breathing problems. Ofra now
receives a phone call from the recently arrived Liz – also back in London for a brief visit and,
evidently, also heading our way on Thursday.
Young Boris is enjoying his time in our compound greatly. In particular he has a crush on tiny
Bobby, who sits in Georgie’s lap – curling his lips and snarling whenever the Irish Terrier gets
too close. When Juliet gets up to leave, Boris dances after her for a short distance, then turns
tail in order to return, longingly, to the compound fence. Juliette tries to leave a second time
and the same thing happens. She takes off in a sprint across the green, hoping that this activity
will encourage her dog to follow suit, but again he returns to our fence, whining plaintively for
another glimpse of his love object. Ofra gets up and she too runs across the green with Juliette
— but the inevitable recurs. Finally Juliette attaches the lead to her pet’s collar – well it serves
as a lead but, in fact, it is merely a piece of telephone cord since Boris has chewed through all
his regular leads. Soon thereafter most of the rest of us get up to begin our departure as well. Our
route, along the back passage, includes the sighting of a forest of mushrooms – spread along the
walkway just before we reach the five-a-side court.
Wednesday, January 26:
It’s a gray and damp morning in the park as Fritz and I catch up with Janet and Daisy-Mae and
accompany them on their way to the green – Janet, echoing Georgie, notes that it takes much
more time to make any progress with a male dog in the party. Peter is just coming in on the
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Carlton roadway – his color looks a bit better after his visit to the doc’s yesterday. I soon leave
everyone else behind as Fritz once again heads for the Randolph gate. Just at the end Terry, the
American chap who owns Cristal the Alsatian, comes up and addresses Fritz as “tough guy.”
I respond by reminding him that Fritz still has a favorite toy which, when bitten, utters the
unmistakable phrase, “You got it, tough guy!” Cris, evidently, has a squeaky toy that she gnaws
on when she thinks it is time to head for the park.
Our breakfast group this morning includes Janet, Peter, Ellen, Ofra, Claire, Georgie, Makiko,
Matthew and Renata – though the latter sits down only to make several phone calls on her mobile
phone. When we are all seated I tell the others that I went to see the doc yesterday too – in my
case for an annual check-up with my cardiologist on Harley Street. I was quite pleased with the
outcome (or, more importantly, my doctor was) – I had both an echo-cardiogram and a stress test
yesterday. “I know I am a tough act to follow,” I continued, “but the chap who succeeded my in
the consulting room was no slouch either – for as I descended the staircase the receptionist was
just summoning the next patient – John Cleese!”
Winnie has been standing with one front paw on my knee – as if to remind all the other dogs, “I
found him, I claim him, the rest of you can bugger off!” I am almost out of biscuits so it is just
as well that I am about to head off to Sainsbury’s to replenish my stock. This task accomplished,
canine society is still not over for the day, however, for after my return from Ladbroke Grove I
head around the corner for a wonderful Japanese lunch prepared for our lot by Makiko: Georgie,
Peter, Janet, Davide, and Ofra are the other guests. I thought Peter, in particular, did very well
with all the unusual flavors and textures – though he disdained the chopsticks, as did quite a few
of the other guests.
Thursday, January 27:
It is again very cold outside, and I even have to snap the hood of my jacket in order to cover
my wool hat adequately. My fingers are soon turning to icicles inside my leather gloves – but at
least it is dry, though gray. As we near the cypress trees Janet comes up behind us – with DaisyMae rushing forward to greet me and Fritz rushing back to greet Janet and neither animal paying
any attention to anybody else. The Asian chap who appears every morning with little Lady now
comes up behind us as well. Lady is a Jack Russell and Shih-Tzu cross – or, as we sometimes
like to abbreviate this particular combination: a Jack Shit. When we reach the green it is Winnie
whom Fritz ignores as he rushes forward to greet Davide. We now begin a leisurely circle of
the green, starting at the Morshead roadway and ending up in front of the café. Fritz has to be
seduced, on a number of occasions, by experimental blasts on the squeaker – which I still have
in my jacket pocket. Winnie is outraged by the presence of a Labradoodle and chases the much
larger animal away. For the second day in a row we encounter Tanya with the Weimaraner,
Pasha.
Our breakfast group this morning includes Janet, Davide, Makiko, Peter, Ellen, Ofra, Renata,
Cheryl, Claire and Georgie. The latter is in a bit of a temper this morning and this is not helped
when Fritz uses the occasion of her arrival to make an early escape. She duly plods after him
and after a minute or so she has returned with my dog on her lead. (I decide to keep him on lead
for the rest of the session.) Thereafter it is Sparkie who is the chief culprit. He leads all the other
dogs in group protest activity when some alien animal makes an appearance outside our gate
(when he is not embarked on a solo performance) and other diners are beginning to respond
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to this racket with the threat of “Corner!” There is also a racket coming from a corner of the
forecourt – where they are at last mending the buckled fencing that some months ago succumbed
to the attentions of an unwelcome lorry. At least this drowns out the sounds of raking: as DaisyMae, Panda and Bailey all have a go at my knees.
Claire reports the loss of another mitten – and says she has to retrace her steps on the way home
today, since she is hoping someone has stuck it up atop a fencepost. Davide is obviously anxious
about this afternoon’s flight to a riotous Cairo – scene of running battles between protesters
and police. Peter complains that he can’t seem to find a computer class, though his library (and
indeed, the government) keep urging senior citizens to get on-line. Renata (who also needs such
a class) reports that she has solved some of her computer problems but that she has lost contact
with all the games she likes to play. Ofra decides she better head for home – just in case workers
actually show up to do some work in her bathroom today. The rest of us are not long in following
suit, spurred along by the cold.
Friday, January 28:
I can’t stand the cold – well, I must – for there is a dog to be walked and he needs his walk now.
There isn’t much in the way of activity on the back passage and Fritz even disdains one of his
perfunctory visits to the environmental area. A woman is just entering the café forecourt from
the Carlton roadway and Fritz takes advantage of the open gate to cut a corner. I follow and my
reward, as I near the doggy compound, is the sight of Liz, arrived at last for a visit among her
old chums – and already seated next to Peter at our table. She has brought Christmas presents
for all of us but I haven’t time to open mine yet — since Fritz still needs some more exercise.
Out on the green we meet up with Koji and three dogs under the care of Tracy – her own Sweep,
Toby the Dachshund and an Akita named Mimi. Koji’s owner says that the Akita is just a larger
version of the Shiba Inu – and these two dogs do look a lot alike. We continue on toward the
Randolph gate, where someone is calling Fritz. This is Cheryl, here for a reunion with her park
pals. Liz and Cheryl – both moved back to the States this summer; we haven’t seen them in a
long time and – strange coincidence – here they are, back on the same day!
Fritz has already escaped by the time I have returned with my coffee cup and the mom of Chinny
and Bliss (the Chows) is hunting him down for me — and securing him to her lead. Her furry
black dogs remain in the compound throughout the session – so that Sparkie can bark at them
(they pay him no attention). I keep Fritz on lead – lowering a chair leg over the handle – but he
soon tangles himself up on the table leg and I have to free him for a bit. Makiko is just leaving,
having delivered Emilio – who will be staying with Georgie this weekend. Janet departs early for
her tai chi class; she takes Daisy-Mae with her but Liz, a houseguest, is responsible for Winnie.
Others present today are Ellen, Claire, Wendy and Ofra; the latter has brought some biscotti and
some cheese-filled pastries.
We spend some time opening our presents; mine include a Schnauzer beanbag and a Schnauzer
tea towel – while Georgie gets a “Ruff Night” nightshirt covered in dog pictures. Liz says that
her Roxy still lacks friends and activity (they live on the 19th floor) and that people looking after
the Beagle have reported that she has broken into their pantry and eaten two loaves of bread and
a whole chicken – bones and all. Cheryl passes around photos of the late Lola and her new Pug,
Mercy. She says she has a friend who wants to open a café for dogs and their owners in Texas
and hopes to get around any health department injunctions by making it a private club. After we
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have been sitting for forty minutes or so I begin to lose sensation in my fingers and, even before
anyone else is ready to depart, I decide to make a move for the warmth of home.
Saturday, January 29:
I decide to put his coat on today and so Fritz has this added protection when, no sooner have
we opened our own front door, then the dog comes face-to-face with Gin, the red cat who lives
downstairs! This has happened before. In times past Gin has been admitted to the building
by some tender-hearted neighbor, worried about the cat’s survival in all this frigid weather.
Lately it has been the builders, who often leave the front door wide open, who are the guilty
party (we won’t discuss their guilt in starting up the drilling at 7:40 this morning). Now Gin,
his hair standing on end, rushes downstairs – only to discover that now the building’s front
door is closed. Fritz is snarling in his own descent and advancing on the cornered cat — who
cleverly rushes by him to scamper up the same stairs. Some of the workmen are standing around,
watching this scene – but they neither laugh nor cry.
Both Liz and Cheryl are sitting under the green umbrella, renewing their membership, but I
continue on to the green in order to give my dog some exercise. In the event, he gets plenty.
We start down the Randolph roadway but Fritz turns right at the tennis courts. Soon we are
undertaking a grand circle – encountering Ofra with Bailey at the Grantully gate. Unfortunately,
after we have cleared the bandstand, Fritz suspects that we are heading for the boring confines of
the doggy compound; perhaps he can even see me readying his lead. His reaction is to turn left
– heading down the Morshead roadway, disappearing into the Rose Garden, and emerging only
when he reaches the gate on this side. Here, at last, I can get him hooked. Back at the café all of
those already mentioned are in place – plus Janet, Georgie, Wendy, Peter and Dan.
Dan tells us that Davide is indeed trapped in his Cairo hotel – where rioters have already looted
the crew room and stolen a TV set. Sounds of street conflict can be heard outside and there is
no food. Peter is fussing over Wendy’s procrastination in choosing today’s turf entry; eventually
she chooses Crystal Bonus in the 3:35 at Cheltenham – with a backup choice at Doncaster if
Cheltenham is abandoned. This is Dan’s opportunity to wind Peter up, demanding a published
list of rules governing the selection process – including a written defense by the chooser of his
or her reasons for this choice. Liz becomes the first person to buy a copy of my new book, A
Walker’s Alphabet – even though she will have to pay me tomorrow. Cheryl, wearing a wicked
pair of metal-tipped ass-kicking Texas boots, offers a lap to a shivering Fritz. (Dan has both
Winnie and Ofra in his lap.) We begin a back passage walkround; Dan receives a call from
Davide, who says that he will be flown by charter back to Gatwick at 11:00 tonight.
Sunday, January 30:
It is perhaps a degree or so warmer today, and the sun is trying to break through, but no
one would call this anything other than another chilly morning in the park. The door to the
environmental area is locked this morning and thus a rapid progress can made toward the green;
we do pass Will, Grace, and Pucci – heading our way – and work our way past the central pitch
where two Asian teams are battling it out at footie (a cup-Thai, perhaps). We walk all the way to
the Randolph gate without encountering any other familiar faces but on our way back Fritz spots
Daisy-Mae, Sparkie, Emilio and Winnie – just arriving – and we have to cross the grass to greet
them.
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The queue is much shorter this morning and I am soon returning to a table that makes room
for Dan, Janet, Ofra, Georgie, Wendy, Ellen, Claire, Liz, and Hanna. Fritz spends some time
in Hanna’s lap – when he is not haunting the gate (waiting for some sucker to leave it ajar) or
petitioning Claire for more treats. Sparkie actually jumps into Claire’s lap at one point – Fritz
pushes him off. Emilio joins Sparkie in some spirited barking when strangers pass by – he used
to be such a quiet dog. “Two nights with Sparkie,” someone says, “and by the time Makiko gets
back she’ll have to send her dog to borstal.” Panda never seems to mind when other dogs are
paying court to her mommy; indeed, she is often released to wander by herself out on the green.
Dan now reports that Davide made it home safely last night – and will fill us in on his Cairo
adventures tomorrow. In the meantime it is easy to detect that Dan feels his partner is just
making a meal of the incident and while we are sitting at our coffee he develops an elaborate
fantasy (which he soon repeats when he gets a call on his mobile from his mother) on the subject
of all the suffering (sob) endured by those who have had to wait at home for news. Liz now tells
us about the poor workman who has been trying to get her to reclaim a mended stereo –which
she left behind in London when she moved to America last summer.
I also have a tale to tell in the technology department. My satellite signal disappeared yesterday
afternoon and, after several fruitless attempts to right matters myself, I called Sky. The very
accommodating young lady (who seemed to hail from Kerala instead of the usual Glasgow) told
me (after more fruitless maneuvers) that the earliest she could get a repairman to visit would be
next Tuesday. I expressed my dismay, and she told me that for the next year, in compensation,
she would halve the charge I have been paying to have a Sky set-up in two rooms. At 4:00
I was out with Fritz when I noticed that the basement door was open – so I poked my head
inside. Three men were at work on a junction box just inside and they admitted that they had
disconnected the satellite connection — but that it would be restored soon. It was. I tell the
coffee drinkers that I will call to cancel the workman’s Tuesday visit but I ask them if they think
I should remind Sky about the undeserved charge reduction. Every one of them urges me to say
nothing.
Monday, January 31:
It is bright enough – even without any actual sunlight – as Fritz and I head for the park on a
chilly Monday morning. When we reach the café I can see that Peter and Liz are seated in
the café’s forecourt – rather than under our usual green umbrella. This is because the park is
undertaking an evacuation exercise – with alarms sounding in the background. I continue down
the Randolph roadway and here we encounter Cheryl. Fritz receives a riotous greeting from his
visiting auntie but he can’t be cajoled into following us back to the café – since such a strategy
violates his migratory patterns. Instead I have to follow him along the back of the tennis courts,
up to the lip of the green, outside its exterior walkway – and so all the way around to the café the
long way.
The café staff (and Metty himself) are all wearing navy and white striped jumpers today. Ofra
says they look like they just escaped from jail and Georgie says that all they need is a ring of
onions around their necks and a beret each. These ladies are joined by Cheryl, Liz, Janet, Ellen,
Makiko (back from Dresden), Peter and Davide (back from Cairo). From the latter we get more
details of his recent adventure in the strife-torn city. He says that he actually got a whiff of
teargas as he was taking pictures from his balcony, that all of the hotel’s shops were looted and
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that the rioters made off with a revolutionary requisite – a rowing machine. Cheryl answers lots
of questions about her move back to the states – I have brought with me her copy of A Walker’s
Alphabet.
By this time Claire is sitting at the little table behind us – with Hanna. Half a dozen dogs are
crowding her knees in search of a handout; Fritz is here too but he spends most of the session at
Ellen’s knee – howling in entreaty, a veritable oratorio of thwarted need. This song is interrupted
by the eagle-eyed Claire – “Renata is heading our way and she’s lost Maxi!” Soon we are on our
feet and we can see our German friend crossing the green, waving her ball sling and shouting
for her missing pet. She is in tears – close to hysteria. Fritz takes advantage of this confusion to
escape (as everyone rushes out to help in the search) so I get up to follow him and Janet down
the Morshead roadway – there is some confusion about where the dog was last seen but the gate
on this side is one suggestion. I decide to take Fritz home and rejoin the search after doing so. I
am heading toward Shirland Road on Essendine when Liz pulls up in her Mini – she has found
the little apricot Poodle near the tennis courts and returned him to his distraught owner. Another
month in the park can thus be drawn to a conclusion on a happy note.
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Lucky anticipates a nice treat.

The Great British Bark Off

Tuesday, February 1:
It is a rather gray and chilly morning as we begin another month in the park. A lively pace is
maintained on our way to the café, where Ronnie, his car fixed at last, is already sitting under our
umbrella with Peter. I think we are continuing along the Randolph roadway but Fritz has other
ideas – having spotted Georgie (with Sparkie and Bobby) and Davide (with Winnie) just reaching
the green from the Morshead roadway – and he has to rush out to give them an appropriate
greeting. Janet is entering this scene from another angle and my dog gets a lovely cuddle from
her. I find a small red and white rubber ball and give it a kick – Fritz is soon in pursuit but, of
course, he will not drop the ball once he catches up with it – and I have to follow him all over the
green, waiting for him to release the prized object. Eventually he enters the foliage adjacent to
the Grantully doggy area and I despair of ever seeing the ball again but, to my surprise, it is still
in his mouth when he emerges. I secure it (and him) and we begin our own advance on the café –
squashing across a very boggy green in the process.
The turnout this morning is grand – especially for a weekday. At our table we have Janet,
Georgie, Davide, Liz, Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, Makiko, Wendy, and Hanna and at the little table
behind us we have Ofra, Claire, Carrie and Yara. I count no fewer than sixteen dogs in residence
– a roiling mass of fur. A little girl pushing a doll’s carriage is outside our fence and Jack makes
her burst into tears with his barking; his bonking (of Lucky) is gratuitous. Daisy-Mae attacks
poor Bobby, who has to be comforted on Georgie’s lap. Fritz spends a good deal of time on
Hanna’s lap; this gives him a close proximity to Ronnie and today my dog is certain that it is
Ronnie who is holding out on him in the treat department.
Hanna tells us that Bill, the long-serving porter of Leith Mansions, has died in hospital after a
bout of pneumonia and this causes a moment of quiet introspection – Bill was a familiar face
in our neighborhood and he always had a cheery hello for passers-by. Liz, who has delayed her
departure in order to complete the last of her London chores (the sale of her car tomorrow being
the very last), tells us that her new flight has been cancelled because of snow in New York. (She
also notes that her gray nail polish is the same hue as Fritz.) Makiko says that someone else
is seeking Emilio’s stud services – Allison of St. John’s Pets, who wants to exchange papers
tomorrow. Davide reports that he has an annual exam coming up at BA – though perhaps this
time treatment for teargas inhalation should be added to the curriculum. He finds a twenty pence
piece on the walkway as we begin our back passage walkround. The others tell him that etiquette
requires him to pass it on: he gives it to Georgie who passes it on to Makiko who passes it on to
Janet who passes it on to me. I can then pass it on to Davide and this time he gets to keep it. By
this time I have scraped most of the mud off my boots and I can complete my journey home.
Wednesday, February 2:
Workers are drinking their tea on the front porch as Fritz and I make our way over to the park –
it is another gray morning, but temperatures are mild enough. Behind us there is a canine posse
including Monty the Lab, Lady, Milo and Winnie. Milo falls into step beside me – expecting a
handout, it would appear – but we are soon at the Carlton roadway, where Liz (on her last day for
some time) is just entering. I continue down the Randolph roadway but I am not surprised when
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Fritz turns right at the tennis courts – sensing, I am sure, that he can prolong the adventure by
undertaking a grand circle.
He disappears into the undergrowth several times and I decide to hook him when we have
cleared the bandstand (where half a dozen prambulators are beginning to gather). Of course Fritz
turns left when we reach the Morshead roadway and I try to redirect him with a tennis ball I have
hidden in my pocket. This works for a couple of short tosses but now he wants to go behind the
clubhouse – indeed he almost goes inside when a door opens. Several young scholars in black
jackets are lounging back here – sharing the usual attention-getting anxieties about the potential
dangers in the approach of a Miniature Schnauzer. This continues – even after I have at last
cornered and collared my willful pet, though one of the lads chides his schoolmates, “But he’s on
a leash!”
There is already a lively crowd at our tables at the café and I drop my biscuit bag and the dog’s
lead at an empty space and pull over a new chair from the little table nearby before going in to
join the coffee queue. Renata is behind me here – she says that, after his recent misadventure,
her Maxi (who twice sneaks into the café itself) is again afraid to leave her side. When I get back
to the doggy compound with my cappuccino I can quickly see that all my efforts at preparing
a place for myself have come to naught — “What’s wrong with this picture?” I ask – though
the ladies who have usurped my position so as to preserve the integrity of their coven, pay no
attention to this protest. Hanna now offers me an unclaimed chair at the opposite end – though
it takes a while for Winnie to vacate this spot. Again there is a terrific turnout – we begin with
Hanna, Jeremy, Ronnie, Ellen, Peter, Ofra, Janet, Georgie, Liz, Renata, Makiko and Wendy but
Claire, Rowena, Yara and Carrie arrive before long; Vlad, whose Tara is wearing a plastic lamp
shade after recent surgery on her elbows, gives up – and takes a seat in the forecourt. Inside our
fence we have to make room for no fewer than twenty dogs!
With so many participants – human and canine – it is hard to keep a coherent line of
conversation; Ofra even switches tables at one point. Fritz makes one successful escape – when
Peter, Ronnie and Ellen get up to leave, but the latter manages to get the mischief-maker back
quickly with the offer of a little treat from her treasure house of a purse. Organizing ourselves
for an authorized retreat is not easy – with all these little dogs underfoot and Daisy-Mae helping
out by pulling on Sparkie’s lead. As we clear the cypress trees I note that we now have crocuses
bravely joining the snowdrops in their pre-spring appearance. When we get back to our building
we find that the workers are now eating their lunch on the front porch.
Thursday, February 3:
The sun is making an effort to break through and, emboldened by this gesture, I have decided not
to zip my coat up for our morning in the park. We make a rapid progress toward the green; here
Fritz has the job of seeing off a charging Simon – whom my dog sees as a menace to Ellen and
Jack and Lucky. Over on the left I can see Janet, on the top of Mt. Bannister, with Daisy-Mae
and Winnie; she disappears almost immediately so I am left to wonder – was that splash of red
over there Janet – or merely the hilltop poo poo bin? The answer comes a few minutes later when
we do meet up with the lady at the eastern end of the green; here we part ways as I complete
another grand circle. Fritz is only slightly less willful than yesterday afternoon, when we had the
company of Linda and Pepper on a walk around our park.
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I congratulate myself on the fact that he can’t escape the doggy compound easily this morning
because Ofra has already arrived. That lady is standing in the forecourt – using her mobile phone
in an entreaty with some workman, who has promised to install a light today. While I am in
the coffee queue – a lengthy process when they run out of coffee — I can see that I have been
mistaken. Fritz is dashing by the front window accompanying Ofra (who has indeed let him
out – though only into the fenced forecourt). I get him to return to the compound when I emerge
with my steaming cup, but I keep him on lead thereafter. To a group that includes Janet, Georgie,
Ofra, Ronnie, Jeremy, Peter, Ellen, and Hanna we can now add Claire – though Ronnie has to
inform her that the back of her coat has suffered some unwelcome contact with bird droppings.
It is supposed to be good luck when birds select you as a target and Claire, after examining the
damage, accepts the situation philosophically: “Good, I can win the lottery again.”
Ofra is studying her National Enquirer (and her Hello and her OK!) with the intensity usually
required to solve some knotty mathematical conundrum. I note that her tweed earmuffs allow her
to speak – but that she has the perfect excuse not to listen to what anyone else is saying. Janet
adds that her friend doesn’t listen to anyone else even when she is not wearing her earmuffs.
Certainly Ofra pays no attention to the antics of her Bailey, who is raking away at Jeremy’s coat
while the latter attempts to eat a toasted sandwich. Jeremy’s Cressida, meanwhile, is eating my
fingers – along with the proffered biscuit. Daisy-May undertakes another unprovoked attack on
poor Bobby but she behaves herself when we get an impromptu visit from a tiny Dachshund in
a brown and orange coat – Morpheus. When it is time to undertake our back passage walkround
we encounter Noodle and Walter near the cypress trees – walking together with their famous
mistresses: celebrity publicist Lynn Franks and Mary Portas, a.k.a. Mary Queen of Shops.
Friday, February 4:
Fritz is not shy in letting me know that I am far too dilatory in my preparations for our morning
in the park. When we get downstairs I discover that it is a bit milder than I would have expected
– but there is still a lot of evidence of the high winds that have raked this part of the world all
night long. In the park signs have blown over and there are fallen twigs everywhere. I can hear
heavy breathing at my heels but it turns out that this is not an early appearance by Daisy-Mae or
even Bailey – though we are talking about a jacketed Cavalier – but a new canine named Fudge.
The latter follows Fritz to the left while his mistress wants to go to the right – and she has to
accede. A few minutes later she is climbing the low fence that separates our walkway from the
running track because Fudge has found a hole in the fence and he wants to join the burka brigade
in a few laps.
Next we encounter Claire and Tracy with their dogs: Panda, Mimi, Sweep and Toby (Mimi has
to be extracted from the environmental area). When we reach the green Fritz turns right and
heads down the Morshead roadway on a mission. He is almost back to the street when I at last
get him to turn around with a few bleats on the squeaker that I still retain in my pocket. Saffron,
the lively Staffie, rushes up for a sniff and then we also meet up with Oz (the dog with the eerie
bright eyes). Outside of the doggy compound gate we meet up with Cressida – who would just as
soon go in because there are biscuits here. Today she is with Lisa – who soon joins our grouping
– which also includes Georgie, Ofra, Peter, Ellen, Hanna, Makiko and Janet. The latter assumes
the responsibility for fetching Fritz, who escapes at the first opportunity.
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Several of us have watched last night’s installment of Turning Japanese on Channel 5 and we too
want monkeys to be our waiters and waitresses. Peter announces that plans for a high-speed rail
link between London and Birmingham call for a tunnel under Primrose Hill. He is sure this is
bound to collapse – I offer a chorus of “Always Look on the Bright Side of Life.” Ofra is getting
ready for her duties in our horseracing venture – she must choose our entry tomorrow. Bailey,
sitting in her lap, has a yellow bow in one ear and I suggest he is again getting in touch with his
feminine side. “He needs to get in touch with his masculine side,” Janet announces. Her DaisyMae causes one fight and Winnie, sitting on her lap, another. It is time for her to head off for her
tai chi session and so, as Renata is bound to leave the gate open when she arrives, I put Fritz on
lead so we can accompany Janet down the Morshead roadway.
Saturday, February 5:
It has been a rough night – with blustery winds raking at all the windows and yet somehow
coming up short in their attempts at drowning out the sounds of a late-night party below. The
world is also out of joint again – the nightly news dominated by scenes of Cairo mobs getting
ready for the advent of democracy by pelting one another with stones. Fritz seems somewhat out
of sorts as well, though he does manage to make his way through all the Saturday morning footie
crowds on his way to the green. I can see Janet, Georgie and Dan out near the cricket crease
(Janet passing on some tai chi moves to Dan) and we head here – the tennis ball soon in play as
I attempt to keep Fritz from wandering off. At the east end of the green such efforts are thwarted
by the presence of a small black Poodle named Wesley – who prefers my dog’s green tennis
ball to his own blue rubber version. His mistress attempts to get him to drop the former – finally
succeeding in returning the tennis ball to me – but when we get opposite the Grantully gate
Wesley strikes again. The ball safely back in my pocket, I now attempt to lead Fritz over to the
café’s doggy compound – but it is a struggle.
The café staff have left our green umbrella unopened this morning – since it still seems to be
too windy. I check out the Saturday morning queue and decide to wait before entering the café
myself. Instead I sit down with Dan, Davide, Jeremy, Janet, Ellen, Peter, Georgie and Claire.
After we have been there a short time Ofra appears at the gate — absent-mindedly holding it
wide open for Bailey to enter and Fritz to escape! Reminded of her crime, she takes my lead and
goes off in pursuit of the lost Schnauzer, but when she returns with my boy Dan has to chide her
for expecting others to undertake such missions on her behalf – though there is no evidence that
that was her intention today. Now Ofra bristles defensively at this gratuitous lecture and what
should have been nothing but light-hearted banter turns ugly when she suggests that Davide, at
least, sees things differently. Dan feels that she is trying to drive a wedge between partners and
Ofra feels that she is being persecuted. Her coffee untasted, she gets up, calls her dog, opens the
gate and departs for the day – letting Fritz out again!
I pick up the lead and go off in pursuit myself this time; it is not until my dog has almost reached
the Morshead gate that I am able to get him to stop. On our return we meet Hanna and she
wants to walk with Fritz so I hand her the lead and, at last, join the coffee queue. The mood
is somewhat subdued in the aftermath of this morning’s contretemps; Dan describes it as the
inevitable consequence of Ofra being so stubborn “and me being always right.” Hanna returns
with Fritz; I keep him on lead and he punishes me by refusing all biscuits. Peter, who has been
thwarted in his attempts at getting Ofra’s nomination in this afternoon’s turf wars, throws the
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choice over to the group and somehow we end up with a horse named Blazing Bailey – who is
running on a rarely watched Welsh track. There do seem to be a lot of Pugs about – and this helps
to distract us a bit. We have Zorro, Winnie, Henry and Emilio this morning; the latter is getting
ever closer to his first rendezvous with romance. Davide (who is heading for Capetown today)
wants to know if the canine couple will have to watch an instructional video first. I tell Emilio,
“Just close your eyes and think of Pugdom.”
Sunday, February 6:
Mild but windy weather persists and, for the first time in a number of months (or so it seems) I
disdain the use of my long johns this morning. Fritz makes extremely slow work of our progress
along the back walkway – where the crocus population has made a lovely appearance. Eventually
I get tired of waiting around – while my dog grazes – and I try to get Fritz moving forward with
a few gentle nudges but, not altogether surprisingly, today he wants to reverse directions and
enter the green from the Morshead side. We do this, cross the green and continue on down the
Randolph roadway – where we pass Ofra with Bailey as we had toward the gate over here and
Simba as we make our return to the café.
I notice that Ofra and Dan have taken seats at opposite ends of our table arrangement. I hand
Fritz’s lead to Dan – not wanting to be the source of any further trouble – and Peter hands me a
fifty cent piece. This turns out to be part of my winnings on Blazing Bailey, victor in yesterday’s
outing. (The actual win was £5.50 per punter but we each owe Peter £5.00 as our stake money
for the next five weeks.) I pass Janet as I head into the café – she refers to yesterday’s theme as
“Blazing Row Bailey.” There is, in fact, no reference made to yesterday’s fracas at our table and
I see Dan and Ofra embrace a few minutes later. Today we make room for all of those already
mentioned plus Ellen, Hanna, Renata, Matthew, Makiko, Wendy and Georgie.
Emilio gets a round of encouraging applause as he arrives – for today is assignation day. Makiko
describes his breakfast – though there were no oysters on offer. Much of the conversation
is devoted to the art of dog coupling and this is all too much for the neutered Bailey, who
decides to hump one of Ofra’s boots in a desperate gesture which I translate as “I could have
been a contender.” Extracted from this encounter Bailey next turns to pawing the table rim in
a desperate tattoo designed to make that biscuit move mouthward – he looks like he’s playing
Rachmaninoff’s Third Piano Concerto. I keep Fritz attached to my chair for much of the session
but once I have let him wander he stations himself at the gate and I have to get up several times
when I can see that someone is about to come or go. By contrast Lady Belle gets left behind
when we get up to depart ourselves, and Winnie hangs back, as usual. The chill wind is very
active as we wade through the Sunday footie crowds – but Dan now receives a text from Davide,
who has just spent an hour sunbathing in Capetown.
Monday, February 7:
I feel exhausted from all those post-dawn dreams (Elton John wanted to buy my flat) and, indeed,
I am not fully awake until well past 8:00 this morning. This gives me just time enough to brush
my teeth, watch the first quarter of the taped Super Bowl, and hit the streets with my dog. It is
still gray, chilly and windy outside. By the time we have reached the green I can just see Dan
walking by with Janet and we fall in line behind them as they make their way around to the
Grantully gate. Fritz seems to be willing to follow this parade, though many yards behind – but
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after Dan has handed Winnie off to Janet we completely lose track of these frontrunners and
eventually I have to put Fritz on lead in order to complete the circuit. When we reach the café he
simply won’t pass through the gate; I have to shorten his lead and drag him into our enclosure.
Even here I don’t trust him off-lead and I hand him over to Janet and, when I return with my
coffee, I attach his lead to my chair.
Fritz is obviously discomfited by this close custody; he shows no interest in any of the treats,
shivers uncontrollably, and – when there is a fight involving Yoyo and Daisy-Mae, he howls
in protest. It is hard to know the source of all this neurotic behavior but I have a suspicion:
Fritz senses that there are soon to be great changes in his circumstances. I have to add that the
other dogs are out of sorts as well – the wind could be blamed for their restlessness but I have
a lot to answer for as well — I have forgotten my biscuit bag. Winnie, Sparkie, Bailey, Panda,
Yoyo – these dogs are quick to detect this deficiency on the catering front and to register their
disappointment. Most of them stare at me in incredulity but Daisy-Mae administers a prolonged
scolding – in barks. When they are not barking, scrapping or whining the dogs spend a lot of
time in laps: at one point Janet has both Daisy-Mae and Winnie in her lap (though Daisy-Mae is
not in a sharing mood) and Georgie has both Lady Belle and Bobby in hers.
In addition to those already mentioned we have Peter, Ellen, Claire, Hanna, Renate, Ofra and
Makiko today. (Ronnie calls to explain that another urinary infection has kept him at home.)
The chief topic of conversation is, of course, the story of Emilio’s first encounter with romance,
a melancholy tale of disappointment and frustration. Our Pug did show some interest in his
mate (if you count humping her head) but he failed to demonstrate the proper killer instinct and
no coupling ensued. So it’s back to the drawing board today – with round two to take place at
Matthew and Makiko’s, where the confused swain may feel a little more comfortable. “Ah,” I
say, “this in a home and home series and today is the home leg or – we may hope — the home
leg-over.” Poor Emilio has to endure a good deal of teasing over all this but his discomfiture fails
to rival that of my dog – who only rouses himself from his misery when it is time to lick some
foam from my cappuccino cup. I decide to head for home where, at last, he agrees to sample
some restorative biscuits.
Tuesday, February 8:
Fritz and I leave the house some ten minutes earlier than usual – a gesture that quite confuses
Janet, who is arriving at the Essendine gate with Daisy-Mae just as we do: “Are you early or am
I late?” I assure her that we are early — since Fritz was so agitated yesterday I have decided to
give him some more exercise today, and I must say that we have chosen a wonderful day for this
experiment – since the sun is shining brightly and temperatures are quite comfortable from the
outset. I do not think that Fritz gets any more exercise, however, since – in order to keep step
with Janet – I keep him on lead as we complete a grand circle of the green. At the end of this
circuit we catch up with Dan, who hands Winnie over to Janet for the day. By now it is almost
time for the café doors to open and so we enter our compound. Ellen volunteers to order our
coffees for us.
We have a somewhat smaller group than usual, one that includes Peter, Ofra, Janet, Georgie,
Hanna and Claire. Peter is also celebrating the advent of milder weather by disdaining any
head covering today. He is sitting with his face in the sun — but Ofra gets a tongue lashing for
putting him in the shadows every time she leans forward. (She is already agitated since she has
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accidentally scratched the mirror in her new bathroom.) I am back in the good graces of the
dogs – having remembered my biscuit bag today. There are also other treats for the dogs – Ellen
has ordered some toast and several of the ladies toasted sandwiches. The latter are delivered by
a noticeably pregnant Bouzha – who still disdains an actual entry into our dog-infested space –
preferring to hand the plates over the fence. Fritz is calmer today. I keep him on lead throughout
the session – except for those moments when he gets hopelessly tangled in the table legs.
Claire is complaining that in her native Dorset they are closing libraries due to budget cuts
and several of us have seen that Hammersmith and Fulham Council want to sell off several
community-owned properties in order to raise cash. (David Cameron’s Big Society is supposed
to be returning power to the community but members of the latter will soon have nowhere to
meet.) Closer to home there is much speculation on the fate of Emilio, who had his second
rendezvous with destiny yesterday. Someone says, “I wonder how he got on?” “You mean,”
another responds, “you wonder if he got off.” It is only 10:00 or so but I have to make an early
departure since I have much to do today. When I say goodbye to my friends I remind them that
it will now be over two weeks before I see them again – this afternoon Fritz begins an extended
stay with his Auntie Hanna and I have to pack for my annual California holiday.
Saturday, February 26:
Under gray skies Fritz and I make our way into the park on a cloudy Saturday morning. I am
suffering from terminal jet lag, having returned from my holiday only the previous afternoon. It
wasn’t until 7:00 or so that Fritz was returned by Hanna and it was gratifying to see how quickly
my dog returned to his normal routines – at the feeding trough, in the bedroom, on his favorite
pieces of furniture and carpeting. He seems to be in terrific shape after the exercise regime
favored by his auntie and we are soon heading down our familiar walkways where, in the two
weeks I have been gone, the daffodils have at last begun to make their bright presence felt.
I can tell that London has had a lot of rain recently for the green is a damp morass. I wave to
Peter, who is standing in front of the loos, and then Fritz heads over to see Ellen, who is standing
with Jack and Lucky at the foot of Mt. Bannister. Janet now comes in with Daisy-Mae and Bailey
(Ofra is in Israel) and we begin a grand circle – Fritz managing to keep up with our progress well
enough at first. Denise is heading toward us with Rizzo, the top of whose head has been died
pink by her enterprising kids (“but I’m the one who has to walk him!”). Fritz disappears as we
near the bandstand; it take me a while to discover that he is on the platform of this site, assisting
one of the personal trainers – who is putting a client through his paces. Dan can now be seen
heading our way with Winnie and Sparkie (Georgie is visiting her daughter in Hereford). I put
Fritz on lead at this point but soon thereafter he is let loose again because Rob (here with Pepper)
is calling him from the other end of the green. I have quite a time chasing him down when it is
time to head into the café forecourt for refreshments.
Matthew and Makiko are here with Emilio but they depart almost immediately. We do have
all of the others already mentioned plus Hanna, Claire and Lizzie – who joins us for a while
before handing Yoyo off to Hanna. Dan is quizzing her on the affairs of the wallpaper business
in China; Lizzie says that she has at last discovered that it is sugar that causes her headaches.
Peter is distributing Schmackos to the dogs and Ellen is also besieged for treats – but mostly I am
welcomed back by my canine fans (who have really missed me) and little paws are soon working
away at my knees; Daisy-Mae is barking in my ear and Panda is clawing away for attention.
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After a while we have a rare appearance by David the Dogsitter – here with Skye the Cairn. Fritz
rolls over onto his back – the better to have his tummy rubbed by his old pal. Meanwhile DaisyMae has attacked poor Skye, who is perceived as a rival in the biscuit cadging enterprise. Now it
begins to rain in earnest; the others seem to be waiting this out, but I am now getting cold (and I
am already tired) so I decide on a solo break for home.
Sunday, February 27:
I barely have time to brush my teeth – such is my jet-lagged sleep schedule – before it is time to
hit the streets on a chilly but sunny Sunday morning. In all, it is quite pleasant outside and I am
comfortable enough in my old leather jacket, the lighter-weight version of my wool hat – and
gloves that remain in the pocket. A phalanx of lady joggers is pounding up behind us – finally
including Tanya accompanied by her Pasha. I notice that Fritz is hanging back and this is because
he has again spotted Janet, coming into the park with Daisy-Mae and Bailey. The latter is
denounced by his baby-sitter for endemic wusiness – after he has allowed himself to be so cowed
by Daisy-Mae’s possessive antics that he has refused to leave the kitchen – even at bedtime.
While we walk round I describe for Janet the welcome home visit we received yesterday from
Linda and Pepper. While I brought Linda up to date on my California visit the two Schnauzers
had one of their old-fashioned play periods at our feet. Pepper, who is death on soft toys,
succeeded in stealing one after another from Fritz’s toy box and leading us on a merry chase as
we attempted to retrieve the purloined prize – with Fritz having a tug of war when he could get
his teeth into the prize as well. This morning it is the tennis ball that acts as an object of desire –
and I have to employ it a number of times as he and I make our slow circle of the green. This is
not an altogether hazard-free process and I have to muddy my boots in pursuit of the abandoned
toy or the willful dog. At one point he trots behind the new gym with the ball in his mouth and I
have to follow – collaring him at last for our entry into the café. Soon I am behind Lizzie in the
coffee queue. She laughs when Metty’s brother asks me if I want the usual. “It’s just like Cheers
in here,” she says. “Yes,” I reply, “it’s one of those places where we are really reminded of our
place in the situation comedy of life.”
There is a lively turnout at our tables this morning: Janet, Claire, Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, Susie,
Dan, Renata, Matthew and Makiko. Peter is still mourning the loss of two horses at a meeting
where we had an entry some time ago – animals that were electrocuted by an underground cable.
Makiko is still upset by the mating game; it is obvious that she found the breeder’s attempt to
incite Emilio in the completion of his amatory duties to be most distasteful. Dan seems upset
by the extra work he has assumed at his office – since he is now doing his own theatres and
supervising the rest of the staff in the completion of their duties as well. Janet is fed-up with her
attempts to retire with full pension and is threatening to resign. Susie is also thinking of retiring
and doesn’t know how to leave with her dignity intact. Her Ronnie finishes his cigar as she tells
him to wipe his nose – that characteristic bead of snot hanging off the end for dear life. All of the
dogs find the humans slow off the mark in the treat dispensing department and Fritz is thwarted
in his attempts at escape on a number of occasions. Once again I begin a solo journey home.
Monday, February 28:
It’s not that I have gotten any more sleep – but at least I have had time to shower and shave
before hitting the streets this morning. It is not a welcoming prospect today – for we have a
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very light drizzle to accompany us on our perambulations. As we near the green I can already
hear Winnie’s raspy bark and soon enough we are following her and Daisy-Mae (and Dan and
Janet) as they make their way past the bandstand. Dan is discussing pick-up arrangements before
hooking his pet and handing the lead to Janet; then he is into his car, near the Grantully gate, and
off to work. Fritz is near this entrance as well – but he wants to go into the doggy compound over
here and today there is plenty of time to do this. After a white fluffball (who thinks he has just
treed a squirrel) makes his departure there is no one else about.
Fritz has an extended sniffathon and then, on lead, we begin a slow circuit of the eastern half
of the green – narrowly avoiding a collision with the killer Chihuahuas from Outer Space.
There is only a rump parliament at our table this morning: Georgie (with Sparkie, Bailey and
Lady Belle), Janet, Peter, Ronnie and Ellen. The latter is out of breath; after announcing that
Lucky needs to lose weight a jogging regime has been instituted – with Ellen herself leading the
charge. Meanwhile Janet returns from the café counter without the mustard needed to address
the sausage sandwiches and Peter returns from the same spot with a complaint, “There’s more
coffee in my saucer than there is in your cup, Ron.” I go for a cheap laugh, drawing everyone’s
attentions to the planter behind us – “Look at those lovely pansies; no, I am not talking about
Dan and Davide.”
Georgie gives us a report on her visit to Hereford – where Grandson Oliver is still talking a
blue streak: some of it in English. Peter is trying to tease Ronnie with the prospect of changes
to the disabled parking badge regime that may be announced in this week’s budget. (Ronnie
can’t believe that he might have to pay for this privilege – “They can’t charge me, I’m a Tory.”)
I note that Ellen has a furry hat that strongly resembles a jockey’s cap – “if the jockey were
riding a bear.” Peter again produces some special treats for the dogs – in this case a package of
Healthy Hearts biscuits; Winnie manages to nip her benefactor is her greed but Fritz is more
sedate. Under any circumstances he is longing to make his escape from the confines of our
gated community; he would squeeze through the bars if he could. When Ellen gets up to leave
with Jack and Lucky, therefore, I decide to make my departure as well. On the way home I
congratulate myself on having gotten through February — certainly London’s grimmest winter
month — though I have done so with a certain cunning; I have spent more than half the month
elsewhere.
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Ellen keeps Jack out of trouble.

The Great British Bark Off

Tuesday, March 1:
After several days of jet-lagged sleeplessness I have actually spent most of the night in my own
bed – and so I feel a little less punchy this morning, a gray and chilly day at the beginning of
March. Cosmo is just making his way toward us as Fritz and I enter the park; here also Jez is
wrestling with a delighted Lucky – while Jack is looking for the first opportunity to hump his
preoccupied sister. Janet comes in behind us with Daisy-Mae and we turn left when we reach the
Carlton roadway to begin a climb over the top of Mt. Bannister. Down below us Janet has spotted
Georgie with Sparkie, Bobby and Bailey, and Davide with Winnie; they are heading straight for
the café (no exercise today) and she now heads here herself; I continue all the way around the
green and in this fashion we encounter David the Dogsitter – with Buddy. I ask David for his
reaction to Tottenham’s failure to secure the rights to the new Olympic Stadium (they perhaps
hurt their chances by declaring their intentions to tear it down). David says he doesn’t know what
his club will do now – for there may not be enough room for a state-of-the-art rebuild at White
Hart Lane.
We have a terrific turnout in our doggy enclave at the café this morning. At our table we have
Janet, Georgie, Davide, Renata, Makiko, Peter, Ellen and Ronnie – but Vlad is at one little table
with Tara, Claire with Panda and the tummy-troubled Koji is at another – and then we he have a
steady stream of late-comers: Carrie, Wendy, Rowena and Yara. I notice that most of the humans
have resumed the wearing of gloves this morning; Ronnie notes that there is a thin line between
“fresh” and “freezing.” Davide is back from a family visit in Sardinia and he has brought some
chocolate and some soft Amoretti biscuits. Peter is again distributing treats but I have plenty of
customers as well. At one point Sparkie jumps into my lap, sticks his nose into my biscuit bag,
and helps himself. Bobby is begging to jump into Georgie’s lap; she says her new name for the
little Poodle is “Clingfilm.”
Davide says he has been to see the Oscar-winning The King’s Speech – his reaction seems
to resemble that of other viewers of this film: nice but over-hyped. He leaves on a flight to
Washington Dulles today – he is looking forward to some nice hotel luxury in MacLean,
Virginia. Georgie says that the employment office has actually come up with some work for
her husband and that he has a job in Victoria this week. Makiko says that she is planning to
take Emilio to the Pug meeting in Green Park and that perhaps there will be a spontaneous fatal
attraction with one of the other attendees this time. She accompanies us on our back passage
walkround and during this peregrination both Daisy-Mae and Bailey penetrate the empty fivea-side pitch (all the playing fields are ominously empty today) and it takes quite a while to get
them out of there.
Wednesday, March 2:
Gloves are on. Long underwear too. Even the warmest of my wool hats has taken its place atop
my head – winter is back and it is cold and gray in the Rec today. When we reach the green I
can see Makiko standing nearby, but we walk only a few steps with her before Fritz bolts for the
Randolph gate and I have to follow. At the bottom of Mt. Bannister we encounter Tracy with a
foursome that includes her own Sweep, Toby the Dachshund, a be-tailed Schnauzer lass named
Purdy and the lively Shiba Inu, Mimi. As we return from the gate I meet up with Janet and Jo
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Lynn. The latter, with Tilly dancing at her feet, is still going on about my radio appearance in
January; she says she knows JoAnn Good and has asked the radio personality if she still dares
visit Regent’s Park – after JoAnn’s reference on the program to the disapproving knitting circle
at the Healthy Sausage.
Jo Lynn now joins us at coffee – where our group this morning includes Janet, Georgie, Carrie,
Hanna, Peter, Ellen, Ronnie and Makiko. David the Dogsitter also comes in with the very noisy
Buddy; Janet says she doesn’t mind the noise but there is objection to the slobberchops of our
Golden Retriever. Whenever David appears there is a desperate attempt to obtain a cuddle
and pretty soon both Sparkie and Fritz are enjoying tummy rubs — at the same time. Sparkie
persists in his naughty behavior. When he is not jumping in my lap in order to stick his nose
into the biscuit bag he is patrolling the fences and barking at all and sundry. One woman reacts
to this treatment by telling him, “But I didn’t do anything!” – which quite deflates the Yorkie
for a while. Meanwhile it is obvious that Sparkie has also had a role in mentoring Emilio (who
would now rather make war than love) – for the little Pug is also barking at passers-by. Makiko
is convinced that her formerly shy fellow has undergone a personality change – and it’s the bad
example set by our dogs that has to be blamed. Anyway, she admits, she has started to call Emilio
by her husband’s name, Matthew.
Hanna says that Panda is quite unwell and has been taken to the vet with tummy troubles and a
limp; this is especially worrying news since tomorrow sees the start of another one of Claire’s
sales events. Also missing from our circle is Ofra – but again Georgie doesn’t know when
Bailey might be going home. (Peter thinks he has seen Ofra’s car in the neighborhood.) Hanna
complains that a feral cat has been coming into her flat through the flap in the back door and
spraying the kitchen – as well as her own coat. Makiko is complaining that her money seems
to be disappearing rapidly – though perhaps it is those hotdogs at Plan 9 that are proving to be
too much of an indulgence. Just then two school louts are having a slanging match in the café
forecourt. “It quite discourages you from having any children,” she sighs.
Thursday, March 3:
Now I’m back in my big winter coat as well – for temperatures remain depressed on a gray,
gloomy day in the park. I can only hope that we have a repeat of yesterday’s reversal: as the
afternoon wore on the sun emerged, temperatures rose, and we were able to undertake a lovely
stroll with Linda and Pepper in Regent’s Park. Today we meet up at the Essendine entrance
with David the Dogsitter, here again with Buddy, and we accompany this pair as far as the café.
Buddy is beside himself with delight, having spotted so many friends inside our compound —
but Fritz and I have to leave behind his resonant barking as we continue on down the Randolph
roadway. Dogs are everywhere, though there are quite a few whose names I don’t know yet.
More familiar faces are waiting for me as I enter the compound myself.
There is a relatively small turnout today – just Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, Janet, and Georgie. The latter
is a one-woman dog show herself – with Sparkie, the Poodle pair of Bobby and Maxi, and Bailey
all in tow today. Maxi is a guest for a week or so – as Renata flies off to Spain for some sunshine.
Bailey may be ending almost two weeks of residency – though no one knows when Ofra is due
back. Bobby has arrived in Winnie’s black carrier bag, which Georgie can carry over one arm.
Daisy-Mae, who is sharing digs with Winnie these days, launches a gratuitous attack on Bobby –
who is soon content to snuggle into the comforts of the black bag — where occasionally an eye
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or a nose appears mysteriously through a gap. Georgie says that she is able to take Bobby into
cabs during her work runs disguised in this fashion.
Janet has brought with her some of the watercolor paintings she has produced as part of her
art classes; all seem to have dogs as their subject matter but I note that Fritz has yet to make
an appearance. My dog is eyeing the compound gate critically and, when Vlad leaves with his
Tara, he strikes. No NFL quarterback ever threaded a pass through such a narrow gap with more
accuracy than my dog – whose timing is impeccable. He is soon staring at us impishly from the
green and after a while I have to grab my lead and begin a long game in which I pretend that we
are just walking around – until I can pounce and re-hook the rascal. By the time I get back to
our table (where my iced coffee is still waiting for me) Janet has gone on to denounce unlimited
immigration and to celebrate the sale of black mittens at a pound shop on the Kilburn High
Round – two pair for fifty pence. We get up to begin a back passage walkround – Bobby is still in
his bag.
Friday, March 4:
The bitter temperatures which so disfigured our outdoor activities yesterday have softened a
bit this morning and, though I am still layered up, it seems to be far more comfortable in the
park today. Milo the Jack Russell is the first to greet me as we begin our entry into the park; his
owner says that the little fellow is looking for treats – but how does he know I have them in my
pocket? At the open door to the environmental area Michaela is waiting for a friend to extract a
reluctant black Lab while Skye is waiting for the ball sling to swing into action. Fritz and I begin
a leisurely circle and there is even time for an extended sniffathon in the Grantully doggy area.
Back on lead, we now head for the café; this time there are three black Labs in a scuffle on the
walkway – one is trying to mount a second even though they are all boys.
There is a long queue in the café this morning — with only Metty’s brother behind the counter
and Lurch in the kitchen – and I am just as glad to have Hanna come in behind me so that there
is someone to talk to. Eventually we are joined by Peter, Ellen, Georgie, Makiko, Janet and
Carrie – but not before her Oggy has had his usual hysterics after he is chained to a hook in front
of the café’s doors so she can go inside. (With his front legs pawing the air he looks like he is
conducting the LSO.) Bobby is still inside his security bag – which occupies its own chair – and
every now and then you can just see an eerie eyeball or a nostril poking out; there isn’t a sound,
not even when Bailey stands on top of the bag. Fritz is whining at Ellen’s feet but I am able to
distract him with the news that David the Dogsitter is heading our way with Buddy. David kneels
to give his former client an extended cuddle while Buddy stands grinning at my knee – in search
of biscuits. David says that Buddy is on a restricted diet at home because he doesn’t have little
Harvey around to drop food on the floor.
Hanna is discussing where to buy calf pizzles on the Kilburn High Road; I gave one to Fritz
when I went out yesterday – since it is a favorite treat. Peter and Ellen are comparing notes on
their long search for Ronnie’s car yesterday; the vehicle was not in its usual place because of
fire engines, and Peter now concludes that it would have been faster to have walked home than
to have accepted a ride from their friend. Makiko is chagrined that some of us have seen a news
item about a Japanese boy band in trouble for dressing up as Nazis – in the same week that
fashionista John Galliano has been dismissed for making anti-Semitic remarks in Paris. (I have
always claimed that fashion and fascism have a lot in common.) We are kidding Janet about the
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possibilities of combining her tai chi lessons with her painting classes – but it is no laughing
matter to discover than both of these activities are now threatened by funding cuts.
Saturday, March 5:
Gray, chilly weather continues as Fritz and I join a busy park scene today. He and Walter
Benjamin disappear behind the cypress trees and then Fritz also has to have the briefest sniff in
the environmental area. When we reach the green I can just see Janet, completing a grand circle
with Daisy-Mae – and Fritz rushes forward to greet this pair as we continue down the Randolph
roadway. As we near the gate on this side I can see a Spaniel looking out of the window of a
passing Smart car – and in this fashion I realize that Ofra has at last returned from Israel and
reclaimed her Bailey. They are not far behind us in reporting to the doggy compound at the café
– where I leave Fritz’s lead in Peter’s hand as I join a queue outside the eatery’s door.
There is a large Saturday grouping out here and, as though I can’t easily see the “Closed”
sign, a woman has to tell me, “They’re not open yet.” She then returns to the wonders of her
phone – which has an application that can advise the user on the proximity of every public
lavatory nearby. I take advantage of this lack of focus to occupy the premier place in the
indoor queue – when the doors at last open. Sitting at our table this morning is a bright black
woman named Lloydette – whom Ronnie invites to join us when he discovers that she is new
to the neighborhood and here to check out the Rec scene. Others in our group this morning are
Hanna, Georgie, Ellen, Dan and Wendy – though eventually Makiko and Matthew arrive (with
Matthew’s mom, visiting from Manchester); they have to take seats at one of the little side tables
while their Emilio remains outside in order to engage in some spirited wrestling with fellow Pug,
Nanook. As the two attempt to undermine one another in their spirited charges they resemble two
tiny Sumo stars.
Ofra has brought a lovely box of Belgian chocolates with her and these are passed around in
appreciation. (Ofra has also bought a necklace for Georgie, a thank you gift for all that Baileysitting, but she has somehow lost this item.) Dan chooses our entry in the 1:55 at Newbury.
He has been to see the Andrew Lloyd Weber version of the Wizard of Oz this week – but he
denounces the production and agrees that the often-missing “Jitterbug” number should have
been restored. Georgie and Janet now begin to discuss an outing they will be undertaking this
afternoon. Georgie often goes to Covent Garden, for the disabled student whom she accompanies
to school lives there. Today, however, these ladies have a new mission: they want to visit day
three of Claire’s famous clothing sale. We begin a back passage walkround, Dan bringing up the
rear as Winnie stages another of her famous go-slows.
Sunday, March 6:
There is a bit of brightness in the skies as Fritz and I head into a park that is already buzzing with
Sunday activity. It remains chilly nevertheless. When we reach the green Fritz spots Georgie with
Maxi and Sparkie and he rushes over to see what they are up to and, a few minutes later, what
Daisy-Mae is doing as well. I spend a lot of time tottering around on the lumpy greensward but
eventually Fritz reaches the eastern end and begins a slow-moving circuit of the outer perimeter.
When he reaches the undergrowth outside the Grantully doggy area, however, he disappears for
several minutes – as I grow ever more anxious about his whereabouts. Then, there he is, trotting
nonchalantly along the walkway as though I were the missing person. We complete the rest of
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our circle on lead, passing the bandstand where the usual sounds of pummeling boxers is soon
replaced by the megaphoned announcements of the marshals who have arrived to supervise a
Westminster Mile event for kids on the running track.
While we are waiting for the café doors to open Georgie fills me in on yesterday’s visit to
Claire’s Boutique Sale in Covent Garden – an event she attended with Ofra (though Wendy
was there too). Georgie says she bought a pair of trousers but that Ofra, after trying on many
garments, left only a dissatisfied pile. Dan is also reporting dissatisfaction – in this case with
a dodgy curry he had last night at Brick Lane. Others at our table include Janet, Peter, Ronnie,
Susie, and Ellen. The latter opens a packet of sugar and deposits its contents in the middle of
a serving tray – well beyond the coffee cup she had been aiming at. “I think I need to switch
away from my long-distance glasses,” she says laughingly. “If you think you are wearing any
glasses,” I add, “then you really need glasses.” I keep Fritz on lead for this morning’s session –
since I don’t feel like chasing the fellow around – but the other dogs are free to range at my feet
in pursuit of biscuits. Bailey, however, is limping on a left rear leg – and this is obviously giving
Ofra concern. (Perhaps this is why she forgot to attend a bar mitzvah yesterday.) Dan is helping
matters by suggesting that the real problem is that Georgie must have shut Bailey’s paw in the
oven.
Over near the clubhouse I can see an emergency vehicle gliding to a stop. Then another. When
I hear the sounds of the red Virgin emergency helicopter overhead I realize that there must be a
problem. Soon people are scurrying from the green, security guards are ushering people away
and the helicopter is noisily descending to a spot opposite the flagpoles – only a hundred yards
or so from where we are all sitting. A large ambulance has now also pulled in and medical
personnel are rushing into the children’s play area where, Dan now reports, a child is lying on
the ground. Our people are soon standing at the fences, trying to get a better view and this proves
to be very distressing to Peter – who complains bitterly that Ofra and Georgie are blocking ¬his
view on the one hand and chattering so intently on the other that they can’t hear his increasingly
vocal protests. “Shall I take his batteries out?” I ask at one point — there is universal assent.
Meanwhile they are loading a little boy aboard the ambulance and the helicopter is preparing
to take off. As we make our way toward the back passage a few minutes later Janet asks a Vista
security guard for an update. He tells her that the little boy has broken his hand – but he does
so by pointing to his shoulder! We can see that they have padlocked the playground pending an
investigation from the health and safety folks.
Monday, March 7:
What a lovely morning – still on the chilly side but marvelously clear and sunny. I have a
mission today – since I want to drop off a prescription renewal request at the Randolph surgery,
and this seems to be a task easily combined with our traditional progress toward the Randolph
gate. It’s one of those mornings, however, when Fritz can sense my every intention – and he
makes sure that he does just the opposite. We are well on our way toward the desired gate when,
just after Bekki passes with Chica the Boxer, Fritz veers off to the right at the tennis courts –
ignoring my attempts at correcting this impulse. Instead I have to follow as my dog undertakes a
circuitous passage back to the green – where he is soon trotting along toward the Grantully gate.
He is tempted to return to the center of this vast open space – having spotted some of his pals
here – but I am able to get his attention by heading for the open gate on this side. Of course he
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has to go on lead here but, having come this far, it is just as easy to exit here and work our way
around to the surgery via Elgin Avenue. Fritz does well on the lead, we have soon accomplished
our mission, and then walked up Randolph to return to the park.
I am well behind the others in my café duties but I hand Fritz off to Peter and join the queue.
Carrie would do this as well but she can’t bear to leave the anxious Oggy for any length of time
– such is the distress of the little fellow. When she does join the queue it is obvious that she is
too shy to ask one of the other dog owners to comfort her dog while she is inside – though I
know there would be a number of volunteers. Our group this morning includes Davide, Makiko,
Georgie, Janet, Ofra, Ronnie, Ellen, Peter, Hanna and Michaela. The presence of the latter means
that I also get Skye the Cairn as one of the supplicants at my feet. A looming presence in the
next chair is Bailey; the Cavalier is always a bit spacey and so it is entirely appropriate that this
morning his head is embedded in a plastic cone – the aftermath of surgery to remove a nail and
to stitch up a cut on his leg. Daisy-Mae is also a biscuit-beggar but she manages to get into only
one scrap over the possession of this object today. Attached to the fence this morning is a freerange Bobby – now that he is out of his bag he would really like Georgie’s lap, but that space is
occupied by Maxi.
I keep Fritz on lead for most of the session, relenting only when he has wrapped himself around
the table. Davide is telling Makiko that he would be happy to perform some home shopping for
her when he heads for Tokyo on his next assignment – giving Emilio a lengthy cuddle in his lap
at the same time. I can see that Ron and Peter are getting up to leave and so I get up to secure
Fritz. It takes a long time for them to shuffle over to the gate and while it is open wide we get
Vito making a rare visit as well. I return to my seat, offer Fritz some cappuccino foam, and then
he takes a position in front of Ellen – whining away when the last of the treats seems to have
emptied her purse. Then Dex comes by to admit Ozzy to the magic circle and, in so doing, lets
Fritz out! It is fun to watch the lanky lad’s attempts to recapture my dog; he tries a stick or two
and then I throw him a biscuit. This bribe does attract the attention of the wayward Schnauzer but
Dex expects that Fritz will walk back inside the compound on his own – and we have to suggest
that you have to grab the dog and propel him forward if you are to succeed in recapturing the
beast. Shortly thereafter Davide suggests a walkround and we are soon on the move ourselves.
Tuesday, March 8:
Another lovely morning, chilly but bright. We make a steady progress toward the green,
passing the five-a-side pitch just as a gym teacher is berating his lads for their failure to heed
his instructions on cooperation and teamwork – in their mad insistence on more game time
itself. There is a gaggle of women huddled over a tiny person in a baby buggy as we reach the
Carlton roadway – this is so they can have a look at the new offspring of Jasmine Guinness. (Fly
dances around this circle, wanting to get a move on.) Once again I think that Fritz may make it
to the end of the Randolph roadway – but I am disappointed in this desire since he has spotted
Georgie entering from the opposite side of the green with Sparkie, Bobby and Maxi. Soon I am
plodding over the spongy turf in pursuit and we even manage a little ball chasing of our own. It
is fortunate that Fritz is just outside the gates when it is time to enter the precincts of the café –
and I can just grab his collar.
Ellen, Janet and I soon form a queue outside the doors of our café – but these are opened
soon enough. Janet notes how uncanny Ofra’s timing is – since she manages to make her
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first appearance just as a friend reaches the front of the queue and an “Ofra coffee” can be
slipped into the order. The lady in question has slipped into my seat in my absence but (after
ostentatiously removing my biscuit bag and lead) I choose another at the end of the table where
Ronnie, Ellen and Aisne’s son are seated. “I see you now have to walk Jack, Lucky and Kevin,”
I tell Ellen. Others seated around our circle are Peter, Janet, Georgie, Davide, and Claire, who,
after a full day’s sleep, is recovering from her three-day sale in Covent Garden. Panda too seems
to be recovering – no one ever figured of why she was limping last week. Bailey is still wearing
his space suit but this is removed in the course of our morning and he begins almost immediately
to chew on a foot. Hanna, who has taken a little table in the sun, begs Ofra to put the collar back
on.
Ellen has to name each of our dogs for the visiting Kevin. These animals travel from one lap
to the next as treats are opened: Ellen, Peter, Claire and I all have our offerings. Fritz certainly
gets his share from these sources – I have let him run loose today, though this means that every
time someone heads for the gate I have to hang onto his collar again. Makiko now makes a late
appearance, joining Hanna in the sun, and Rowena arrives with her Timmy as well. Maxi is her
great favorite and she gives him a prolonged cuddle while observing that his fur is still darkened
from the puncture wounds he received when he was attacked – a discoloration she attributes
to shock. The morning in so pleasant that no one seems to want to make a move and, as I have
much to do before heading off for a reunion of retired ASL faculty in Hampstead this afternoon, I
decide to make a solo dash for home.
Wednesday, March 9:
“I have to get a dog!” This is opening salvo from our Cathy, come to subdue the dust according
to her usual Wednesday morning schedule. There follows a rant on the difficulty of making any
progress on our neighborhood pavements, particularly those near the Essendine School, in the
face of an obdurate assembly of Middle Eastern moms – whose sense of space does not require
them to step aside for anyone else. Step aside for anyone -else – unless the anyone in question
is accompanied by a dog. I have to say that I have encountered this same refusal to share public
space in front of the college on Elgin Avenue – but there are rumors that this lot has been moved
on to another locale. (This also means an end to the infestation of discarded chicken bones on
the streets between the chippies and the college – like Essendine itself.) Now we have to leave
a fuming Cathy, her dreams of owning a Rottweiler in abeyance, as it is time for us to hit the
streets.
It’s a lovely morning, almost spring-like, as Fritz and I begin our Wednesday in the Rec – where
it is sunny and bright and high clouds are scuttling along the heavens. As we pass the playground
I can see that Sue is here with her grandchild and, rounding a corner, that Milly and Sidney are
waiting patiently outside the fence. For the third day in a row I make an attempt to entice my dog
to undertake a journey to the Randolph gate — but again I am thwarted. I blame Ofra. That lady
is just descending from the top of Mt. Bannister when Bailey, still a conehead, is befriended by
a Cavalier look-alike named Pablo. She attempts to dissuade these attentions – since Bailey is a
bit vulnerable in his present guise, and when she succeeds she begins a grand circle of the green.
Here she encounters Fritz, who – after a fulsome cuddle – would just as soon follow Bailey’s
mom as obey my entreaties. I have to give in and we are soon joined by Janet and Daisy-Mae as
we begin our circuit.
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It all starts to go wrong just beyond the bandstand – when our dogs get mixed up in half a dozen
prambulators, here to begin their exercise routine. The others clear this area successfully but Fritz
does not and soon he is heading down the Morshead roadway – as though he had decided to call
it a day. Just entering on this side are Davide with Winnie and Georgie with Sparkie, Bobby and
Maxi – so it looks like my dog is only here to greet them. Matters are complicated by the lively
presence of a young blonde Labrador named Ella – she wants to play with everyone. I hook Fritz
and a few minutes later I hand the wandering minstrel over to Peter. Yara is at the café counter
and outside I can see that she has brought Luci and Luna as well. These two are eager to join in
any of the protest movements that bubble up at the presence of an alien dog outside our fence.
Such a visitor is the delightful Great Dane Puppy, Leon.
Yara has brought with her some miracle tool for buffing the nails and she tries this on Georgie
by way of demonstration. I twit her about a sudden career change. Janet, about to head off for
a drawing class, is sporting several wavy inches of iron-gray hair now – and receiving many
compliments on this new look. She adds that at the end of the month she will have Liz as a
houseguest again and that Liz now reports that doctors have discovered a physical anomaly that
explains Roxy’s rapacious greed, adding that the Beagle, under treatment, is beginning to lose
weight. Peter says that if Liz is in residence on March 27 her presence will have to be noted on
the census form we have all received. Janet says she will do no such thing and Peter says that she
is breaking the law. (She is already – as she is taking unapproved pictures of the dogs.) Georgie
says she snuck Bobby in his bag into school this morning, but that she can’t face having him for
an extended period of time since she has to take him everywhere — or leave her neighbors with
hours of anxious screeching. Once again I have much to do today and so I make my apologies
and begin an early walk home.
Thursday, March 10:
Jackhammers and camellias – such is life in the Rec on a grey Thursday morning in March. The
camellias are a part of the planting on the little grassy mound near the Essendine entrance; the
jackhammers are in operation at the southern end of the running track, and this convinces Janet
that the council must have given the go-ahead to plans to build another games area here (for this
they have money) – even though neither she (nor I, for that matter) ever received a response from
the council when we wrote about our concerns here.
Jez’s mum is attempting to teach her young lass how to jump over some of the wooden struts in
the climbing frame next to the planting – by placing little treats atop the barriers. We accompany
these two as far as the green, where once again I try to get my dog to follow me down the
Randolph roadway. There are distractions – including a Shih-Tzu on lead, but this time I actually
succeed in my effort. “Don’t you start,” the portly gentleman in charge of the fuzzy floor mop
says, but I’m sure the growls are just a response to those coming from my own beast. At the gate
we get turned around and head back to the café. I am almost the first in the coffee queue and
when I get my cappuccino Metty says, “There you are professore” – I haven’t been call professor
in a very long time.
The turnout this morning is quite respectable – especially considering the chilly breezes: Davide,
Georgie, Janet, Hanna, Ellen, Peter, Wendy, Ronnie and Ofra. For some reason Fritz craves the
attention of his Auntie Ofra today – and he happily receives an extended cuddle. Bailey, for his
part, is at last free of his conehead. With his caramel and white coat he is especially attractive
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today to his similarly-colored cousin, the portly Chloe. Daisy-Mae decides she has had enough of
the French, attacking both of the Toy Poodles in turn, first Bobby and then Maxi. This means that
she has to spend some time tied to the naughty fence. Peter produces a supply of Schmackos but
he is denounced by Hanna since Yoyo does not do well on this treat – though the other dogs seem
to enjoy such handouts as usual.
It is hard to gauge the interest that these dog people may or may not have in the royal wedding
now scheduled for the end of April – though Davide announces that he will begin a holiday in
Sardinia the day before Wills and Kate tie the knot. Ofra announces that her famous bathroom
still needs a countertop and that the sofa she bought for her mom in Jerusalem is better than the
one she has here. Janet says that in Kenilworth the council has decided that it must charge tax on
the empty property of her dead mom (which it is not supposed to do if the flat in empty) because
the sisters have left one settee in place (after selling off the rest of the furniture) and this is proof
that the flat is occupied. It’s nice to see that council madness isn’t confined to our part of the
world.
Friday, March 11:
I can sense, almost from the outset, that Fritz is not interested in pursuing our usual route this
morning, and it doesn’t take long for him to reverse direction and head over to the Morshead
roadway. So, under brightening skies on a day whose temperatures are also quite pleasant, we
head for the green – turning right at the bandstand and beginning a circle of the Rec’s interior
space. Ellen is heading our way with Jack and Lucky and she pauses to greet Fritz; then we have
to overtake Jasmine Guinness, baby and Fly – and by this time we have reached the foot of Mt.
Bannister. I can again sense that Fritz would just as soon take on the challenges of this height (he
seems not at all winded after a nice excursion in Regent’s Park yesterday afternoon) so we have
soon reached the top and dropped down to the Carlton roadway. I hook him here and we make
our way over to the café. To Georgie, who already has both Bobby and Maxi in her lap, I hand
my dog’s lead. “You don’t look like you have enough to do,” I add.
I join a queue that includes Ellen, Janet, Claire and Makiko. The latter has brought not only
Matthew but a visiting couple from New York; they take their own little table in the sun. A
second is taken by Vlad, but at our grouping we have Janet, Georgie, Peter, Claire, Ellen and
Davide. The earliest part of the morning’s conversation is devoted to Peter’s computer problems
– with first Janet and then Claire attempting a solution. I zone out for much of this, coming
to only in time to add my usual irrelevant advice on such occasions – “should have gotten a
Macintosh.” Peter then pulls out this morning’s supply of Schmackos and, with no Hanna here to
offer a gratuitous scolding, these are passed out gingerly to a series of snapping mouths. (I had
assumed that Winnie might have earlier sated her appetite with a chunk of my finger, but, no, she
is still hungry.)
The conversation takes on a more serious tone with discussion of this morning’s news of a
devastating tsunami in Japan. Makiko has already received a text from her father (“Earthquake!”)
and others have seen footage on the morning news. The event (still unfolding) brings Janet back
to that moment in December, 2004, when she was vacationing in Thailand as a similar disaster
struck. Most of us have heard details from this incident before — but not Claire. By the time
Janet has told the story of the dad (from her hotel) who lost a daughter to the waves, Janet is in
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tears. In this fashion she rises to head off for her tai chi lesson and the rest of us get up to begin
to shuffle toward the back passage. Here Georgie has to bend down three times – as all of her
dogs go in for some synchronized pooing.
Saturday, March 12:
We have to take some evasive action as we approach the park on a sunny Saturday morning – for
the crew that has been ripping our street apart with their jackhammers is already at work just
outside our usual entrance. Fritz hates this cacophony, obviously, and so we head for the quieter
Morshead entrance – where Georgie (down to one dog) is just entering with Dan. The latter
kneels to give Nanook a cuddle while the rest of us head out to the center of the green for some
ball chasing. Fritz rushes on to greet Ellen, here with Jack and Lucky, and then reverses himself
to greet Ofra, just arriving from the Grantully gate with Bailey. No such greeting is offered
to cousin Gus, though, to my surprise, the two Schnauzers seem to accept a momentary coexistence. Then Gus pisses on a nearby tree and now Fritz, miffed by this message, has to chase
him off. The others are heading for the café so we follow along – but Fritz has not exhausted his
arsenal of evasive tactics. While everyone else is entering our compound, he disappears. I have
a dark suspicion that I know where he has ended up, a hypothesis that is soon confirmed when I
see a Nuffield-hand leading my dog back though the double doors of the gym – which my dog
has mischievously triggered.
I put Fritz on lead and hand him over to Ronnie as I join Georgie, Janet and Ellen outside the
café doors. Ellen volunteers to get my cappuccino for me so I have soon returned to our tables
– where we are also joined by Peter, Wendy, Renata and Lisa. Ronnie has a new phone and
Dan spends a good deal of time making it ready for use. “Now I know how to add new contact
numbers,” a grateful Ronnie says – only to be countered by Peter’s mordant, “Doubt that!” This
is only one of the pessimistic outpourings from Peter this morning. He is still complaining about
having to get haircuts (since most of the men his age are either bald or dead) and he doesn’t
believe for a moment that Ronnie hasn’t added a touch of dye to his black locks. Peter now gets
Janet to choose a horse for this afternoon – even though all the good horses are being held back
for their entry into races at Cheltenham next week. Janet chooses Skint in the 1:50 at Sandown.
There is now a good deal of talk about the ongoing tragedy in Japan; Davide flies to Tokyo today.
Lisa (wearing a button proclaiming “Lose Weight Now! Ask Me How.”) has brought with her
Megan and Zack and the latter, a lively Jack Russell, is an immediate favorite with Dan – who
tosses him a little stick repeatedly and then picks him up for an extended cuddle. Lisa says that
her dog can sing and so Dan starts him off with some high-pitched chortling – to which Zack
responds with an expansive aria of his own. Sparkie is sitting in Georgie’s lap across the table
and, when Winnie replaces Zack on his lap, Dan now winds the Yorkie up with an extended bout
of malevolent glaring – which soon has Sparkie singing in dread. For her part, Lisa says that
Zack likes to sleep up against her back – a position she finds comforting – “far better than having
a beer-smelling man back there.” The dogs also find time to rush the fence amid scenes of mass
protest whenever another dog passes by. Outside our gate Zorro and Koji get into a fight, and
both have to be picked up. Renata has bought Maxi his own croissant and, just before we leave,
she tells us of her week-long search for a dog-friendly place in Spain, one she might be able to
rent in an attempt to escape the winter cold of London. During our back passage walkround we
are almost brushed off our pathway by two kids riding forbidden bicycles. Their pals are inside
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the five-a-side pitch – each wearing the jersey of some famous footballer of whom I have never
heard.
Sunday, March 13:
It is a gray and somewhat damp Sunday morning; sounds of the church bells have replaced those
of the jackhammers, and Fritz and I can resume our normal passage along the back walkways
of Paddington Rec. A little boy is excited by the sight of a squirrel – who is running along the
top of the five-a-side pitch fence – and we also pass quite a few Sunday strollers who are here
to take advantage of the relatively dry conditions before real rain starts. As we begin a circuit of
the green we can see Susie heading our way with the portly Chloe. “I thought that was Fritz,”
she says, “but I’m not wearing my glasses.” A little later we overtake Janet and Ofra and when
we reach the Morshead roadway we also encounter Dan. Sparkie has decided to investigate the
bushes along the latter avenue — and this means that Fritz has to see what he is up to as well.
Daisy-Mae is lying on the grass, refusing to budge until Sparkie returns – but she won’t go and
fetch him, as she is asked to do, even though the words “naughty” and “Sparkie” are offered as
inducements.
I hand Fritz over to Peter, returning very speedily soon thereafter with my cappuccino. In spite
of the unpromising weather we have a good turnout at our table: in addition to Peter we also
have Dan, Georgie, Janet, Ofra, Renata, Ellen, Wendy, Ronnie, and Susie – though Claire makes
a tardy appearance, so late that the other dogs have eaten up all the treats before Panda arrives.
(For a while I have Panda raking away at my leg while Fritz is beseeching Claire at the next
chair.) Susie denounces Ronnie: “Don’t give Chloe any of that croissant. She has the fattest belly
in Maida Vale – except for yours!” One breakfaster who will not be eating anything for a while
is Ofra who, she now tells us, embarrassed herself yesterday after drinking too much champagne
– though in her case it was only one glass. After she takes her ashen face away Renata objects to
the wad of chewing cum left behind on her plate.
Georgie is singing “We’re in the money” – and this is a clue that Skint has triumphed at Sandown
yesterday. Peter spends much of the session on his feet – giving each member of the syndicate
£11 (our largest win ever) and then collecting back £5 of this for our future turf adventures. Dan
tries to wind up our friend by complaining that Peter’s shopping bag is blocking his view of
Susie – a mocking echo of Peter’s complaint that others were blocking his view of last week’s
helicopter. Dan also reports that he has spoken to Davide who, while sitting in his hotel room
in Tokyo, has reported a series of aftershocks. Introduction of this topic again leads to rueful
commentary on the Japanese disaster, whose scale seems to mount with every news broadcast.
We have been sitting at our table for some time, the others hoping, evidently, that the light rain
which was now reached us will come to an end. I have no confidence in this prediction so Fritz
and I begin our own walk home – using the shorter Morshead roadway route.
Monday, March 14:
Jackhammer House of Horrors! Not only are they beginning work on the street drain
immediately opposite our house, but today we have an answering echo coming from workmen
responsible for the new installation at the southerly end of the running track. At the Essendine
entrance we meet Janet with Daisy-Mae – but they need to head over to the Morshead roadway
and a rendezvous with Dan. Fritz, for his part, has already headed along the back passage and it
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takes us a much longer time to reach the green. In front of the loos (whose access is restricted
by work on the pavement outside) there is a large grouping of owners and dogs, with plenty of
joggers to stir up the scene – including Michaela, pursued by the tennis-ball obsessed Skye. We
turn right at the head of the green but, soon thereafter, Fritz disappears. I have an instinct that he
has turned into the secluded garden at this corner and I follow a shaded path that parallels the
tennis court fence. Sure enough, as I break into the open, I can see my dog – staring down at me
as though I were again the missing person. He has found Ellen – with Jack and Lucky – and a
few minutes later we meet Janet and Dan, just as the latter is handing Winnie over to Janet for
the day. I put Fritz on lead as we reverse directions, soon encountering Ofra (who is feeling very
much better today). She turns around and we make slow progress toward the café.
I turn Fritz over to Peter and go inside to get my coffee. In addition to those already mentioned
our group this morning includes Makiko, Wendy, Carrie and Georgie. The latter has brought
Sparkie, Lady Belle and Bobby this morning, and she is sure that someone at school has at last
figured out that her black bag contains a forbidden animal. I suggest that she just pop Bobby out
and go into “show and tell” mode, but you can tell that she is growing increasingly upset over
his dependency – and her own inability to leave him at home for a minute without his screeching
hysterically. Another dog in this category is Carrie’s Oggy – whom Peter volunteers to look after
while Carrie is inside. This works tolerably well; earlier he has had a struggling Emilio in his
lap as well. Makiko’s Pug has certainly undergone a personality shift under the influence of our
animals; now he patrols the fence, barking violently at any passers-by. “Emilio,” I tell him, “the
part of Sparkie has already been cast.” Meanwhile it appears that Sparkie, Winnie and DaisyMae were all welcome guests in the dog-friendly confines of the Priory Tavern on Belsize Road
yesterday afternoon. The owners of these animals, joined by Peter, had lunch here and then went
back for a second round of drinks at Peter’s house – so there is much ribbing over who imbibed
what. Ofra tells me that her daughter has received two A-stars in her latest exams. “She thinks
that this means I forgive her,” she adds. “Forgive her for what?” “For not cleaning up her room,”
Ofra says. (You can tell that Ofra is hoping for some progress on this project because in this way
a number of borrowed articles of clothing may be unearthed.)
Makiko tells us that she has been receiving a steady stream of texts, Facebook communications
and tweets from Japan – where all of her relatives are safe, though her sister did have a fourhour walk home and a niece had to stay overnight in the laboratory where she works. The
release of radioactive material from the injured power plants is a worrying concern, but there
is no sense that those present want to switch away from nuclear power here. We begin a back
passage walkround – with Daisy-Mae slipping into the picnic area in search of squirrels. As we
are walking past the cypress trees Makiko receives a Tokyo tweet from Davide – who has been
told to stand by in case his return flight has to leave early because of any shift in the position of
the radioactive cloud. Davide reports that he has been unable to sleep because of the unsettling
aftershocks and that he is on the eleventh floor of his hotel – where the lift is not usable because
of the threats of power cuts. They generate their own power on our street – a fact I discover soon
after reaching home, when the jackhammers begin their assault once more.
Tuesday, March 15:
There is still a good deal of low-lying fog about as Fritz and I make our appearance in the park
on a chilly gray morning. We turn down the Randolph roadway when we reach the green, and
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then turn right at the tennis courts. Georgie is just passing in front of us with Sparkie, Bobby and
Lady Belle. The latter gets confused and starts to head the wrong way; it doesn’t help that I call
on her to turn around – since she can’t figure out how I could possibly know her name. Janet and
Ofra are now a part of our party as well. Ofra is in the middle of a very complex tale involving
a necklace she has brought for Makiko – an object which she has twice managed to lose before
actually bringing it to the park with her today. A workman is still struggling on his own with
a huge paving slab in front of the loos. Someone tells me that yesterday Koji made off with a
workman’s sandwich.
Only one other chap is in front of me in the queue – a young man in a blue hooded sweatshirt
bearing the legend “Just Muslim.” Biscotti have been added to our coffee cups this morning but
Peter is not at all certain that he can bite into such an obdurate object and Renata refuses to try.
These two are joined by the other ladies already mentioned – and Ellen, Ronnie, Wendy, and
Makiko – with Hanna and Claire making late appearances as well. Peter again has a supply of
Schmackos and these are very popular. Our dogs do have to adjust to an alien presence – yet
another Cavalier in caramel and white. We have seen this dog staring in at us in wide-eyed
interest from the opposite side of the fence but this is the first time that Orlando has been among
us – our dogs are far quieter with him on this side of the fence. His mistress makes several
attempts to get him to leave our company but she is so intent on her mobile phone conversation
that he is easily able to slip away and return.
Peter is beside himself with excitement over the opening of the season at Cheltenham today and
he takes extra cash from Janet, Georgie and Ofra because both Sparkie-Mae and Blazing Bailey
are running. Ronnie tries to get into this action as well; he tells me that he has just gone through
a box of photos left by his late mother – discovering some wonderful puppy photos of his late
Rosie. Ofra presents Makiko with the famous necklace. The latter is intent of her BlackBerry,
constantly sampling news from Japan – where explosions at the nuclear plant continue. She says
that her father has tried to get petrol for his car on a visit to Tokyo – where the supermarkets are
without bread, water, rice or batteries. She says that Davide says he will fly back tonight.
Wednesday, March 16:
The fog is again lifting but it is decidedly chillier than yesterday, and quite damp. Fritz does a bit
of grazing as we make slow progress toward the green – where we meet up with Janet, Georgie,
Davide and Janet’s sister, Shirley. The latter has brought with her the two-year old Labrador Bess
and Bess, Sparkie and Daisy-Mae have already had an hour in Regent’s Park. (This will explain
why Daisy-Mae looks like a creature from the black lagoon.) Fritz and I continue on down the
Randolph roadway, very slowly again, and by the time we have returned Makiko is standing
outside the loos with Emilio. She too notices that there is only one workman struggling with a
job that clearly requires two.
In addition to those mentioned already we also have Ronnie, Wendy, Ofra, Georgie and Peter.
The latter announces that neither Sparkie-Mae nor Blazing Bailey were among the winners
yesterday – though Ofra (who can’t quite remember Peter’s name) also can’t remember if she
actually gave him any money yesterday – she did. Peter asks Davide if Dan has passed on
his £11 weekend winnings but our cabin steward says that this is all news to him. Georgie is
discussing with Peter the details of a new arrangement; she is giving up care of Bobby (who
screeches every time he is left alone) and turning the little white Poodle over to Peter – who has
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a neighbor he can leave the dog with whenever he leaves his flat. For Georgie, life was just too
difficult with Bobby – there were just too many places she couldn’t take him into (in spite of
hiding him in a pet bag) and she couldn’t leave him on his own. No wonder she always refers to
him as “Clingfilm.”
Davide fills us in on some of the details of his stay in Tokyo. Told that he would have to check
out during a time when the lifts were down due to electricity cuts (and knowing what slow
progress he would make with his heavy bag), he took his case down the night before, planned
to walk the eleven flights of stairs with only a shopping bag – though in the event the lifts were
working after all. You can tell that one of the things that most annoyed him was the dearth of
English language news – either on the TV or in the shopping malls – where announcements
were in Japanese only. While he is telling us all of this he gets a text message and we are kidding
him that it must be his employer, sending him back to Tokyo – but it turns out that his next
destination is Dallas.
A noisy group of teenagers is getting instruction in rounders from their teacher near the flagpoles
and, to my surprise and delight, a security guard actually arrives to move them to a more distant
corner of the park. This means we get to hear ourselves talk. I am keeping a close eye on Fritz as
some of our slower moving owners depart – but this does not prevent his escape in the wake of
Ronnie’s exit. This is my signal to depart as well – but while I am searching the horizon for any
sign of my pet I see that he has been captured by his Auntie Hanna, who is carrying him back
to the café. I hook him now and we head down the Morshead roadway – soon encountering Jan
Prendergast, our councilor, and a just returned Suzanne, here with her Sunny.
Thursday, March 17:
It is bitter cold again and I am back in my wool hat – with my gloves also at the ready in my
pocket. These usually stay there until a certain gray furball has completed his poo poo duties
– and I have completed mine. When we reach the green today Fritz spots a party made up of
Davide, Georgie, Janet and Shirley (and their dogs) and he rushes off to make contact. There is a
little bit of concern when Saffron the Staffie begins chasing Lady Belle, and Janet calls across the
green to see if the young woman who brings Saffy can call for her dog. In this case, however, it
proves impossible to smoke and call your dog at the same time. Saffy is just out for a romp, it is
soon easy to see, so there is no harm. Fritz takes off for the eastern end of the green and I follow;
after five minutes of foliage sniffing we are ready to return to the café – where I hand my dog’s
lead over to Peter.
While I am inside Peter hands the lead to Ronnie and Ronnie hands it to Ofra; she hangs on to if
for the rest of the session – it’s a short tether so Fritz gets plenty of opportunities to vocalize his
objections to such restraint. Indeed, my dog offers a cantata of complaint this morning; he wants
biscuits and other treats and he knows that Claire is holding out on him. He objects when the
other dogs begin barking at the fence and whines when there is a fight under the table – as DaisyMae is led off in disgrace. Some of Fritz’s arsenal of intemperate moanings bear fruit; Claire
has actually brought a supply of sausage rolls for the dogs and these now have to be produced.
Sparkie, Panda, Lucky, Bailey and Winnie are at work emptying my biscuit bag.
While Peter is inside there is a good deal of amused chatter on the subject of his forthcoming
stewardship of Bobby – though most of those present believe this will be a good partnership.
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It has to begin with Peter being able to tell the difference between Bobby and T-bone Ted. The
latter is here with Georgie at the beginning of an extensive residency. He spends most of the
session nestled in Ellen’s lap; when she gets up to leave he is transferred to Davide’s lap – “How
gay do I look now?” the latter wants to know. Davide also adds that BA is moving crews on
to Hong Kong rather than stationing them overnight in Tokyo, an anti-nuclear precaution that
Makiko clearly finds hysterical. Ofra tells us that she and daughter Lee are still fighting and that
she has withheld from Lee a bottle of perfume meant to celebrate her good exam scores. (That’s
all right, she can’t remember where she put it anyway.)
Ronnie is the first to depart — passing on to us the news that he has reverted to his old phone
since the newer version was so complicated that it was giving him headaches. Davide can predict
that Winnie will time her departure from the forecourt so as to beat the closure of the slowmoving gate through which we all pass. On our return lap the low-slung waddling Bess joins the
other canines in a foray into the forbidden environmental area. Worse, when I leave the park she
follows me – to the great consternation of Shirley, who doesn’t want her Lab wandering around
in the street. Not to worry, Bess decides to visit the folks in the nearest mansion block, climbing
the steps and wagging her tail and, thus, allowing a quick recapture.
Friday, March 18:
I am wearing my winter coat again – not so much because of the cold (which isn’t too bad today)
but because I fear the onset of rain, and the coat does an excellent job of repelling moisture. Fritz
could use some moisture (that is, a bath) but he seldom gets wet enough in the park for such
moisture to be of any use. As we near the cypress trees we pass Lisa, here with Megan and Zack,
and as we near the café we find Ronnie, standing outside our compound with Chloe. He has not
taken his usual early seat at our table because our umbrella is still tied up – indeed there is no
sign of life within the darkened café at all. I start to head down the Randolph roadway, hoping to
meet up with Davide and Janet, but I am distracted by the arrival of Christian, Reina, baby Maya
and Vito and Miro. I have wanted to ask my Danish friend if he has been watching The Killing,
the 20-part Danish murder mystery on BBC 4. It turns out that he and Reina are both enthusiasts
of this excellent show and that, indeed, the lead actress, the one who plays Sarah Lund, is the
girlfriend of one of Christian’s pals.
While I am engrossed in this conversation I lose all track of my own dog and have to call his
name several times before he emerges from his research on the top of Mt. Bannister – where he
has been following Janet and Davide. I climb over the grass to this summit now and soon we
have all caught up with our friends. I give Janet a borrowed pound coin that, earlier, Lisa has
given to Ronnie and Ronnie has given to me. Then I give Janet a birthday card for Daisy-Mae,
who is four today. It is one of those dog-themed cards that I always pick up at Greetings in Palm
Springs and this one features a Shih-Tzu getting a beauty treatment, curlers and all. Janet, who
pays for everyone’s coffee in the now opened café, is soon showing this card to the others at our
table – Peter can’t believe that this isn’t Daisy-Mae herself. In addition to Peter, Ronnie, Janet
and Davide we have Matthew, Makiko, Ellen, Ofra and Georgie – though Yasmina with Sasha
and Claire with Panda also take shelter under our umbrella when the predicted rain starts. Hanna
is a tardy customer as well; while she is inside Lizzie comes by to place Yoyo in Hanna’s care;
unfortunately she then rushes off with Yoyo’s lead still in her hand – and has to be called back.
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Peter is getting ever more excited about tomorrow’s entries at Cheltenham and even today he
takes three pounds from Claire – who wants to bet on a horse called Pandorama. He accepts little
Bobby on his lap when Georgie goes inside; the trembling little white fellow is disappointed
to discover, when he leaves this space, that Georgie already has her own Sparkie on her lap.
This means that Bobby has to stand on his own four feet, like the other dogs, but, in his case,
this means that he is vulnerable to an attack from one of our deadliest predators – Daisy Mae.
For some reason the birthday girl just doesn’t have any tolerance for the little Poodle and her
motto seems to be “It’s my birthday; I can decry if I want to.” In her case this means an attack
so savage that the bite draws blood – easy to see the red against his white fur and making Bobby
into an instant Arsenal fan, according to Georgie. Janet is naturally mortified and Daisy-Mae has
to spend some time tied to the naughty fence. “Like so many birthdays,” I conclude, “this one
has ended in tears.” As we begin our back passage walkround I don’t see Bobby anywhere in our
entourage. It turns out that he is zipped up inside Georgie’s pet bag. “Why can’t he just walk like
the other dogs?” I ask. “Because,” Georgie replies, “he hates the rain.”
Saturday, March 19:
Although there are signs of frost on some of the park surfaces, viewed at 7:00 this morning, these
are all gone by the time Fritz and I head for our entrance shortly after 9:00. By now there is even
a little warmth in an unchallenged sunlight that is brightening the beginnings of a wonderful
day. Especially with so many trees in blossom, it would be difficult to disagree that now, at last,
we have the beginnings of spring. Janet and Daisy-Mae are entering at the same time and she
and I soon agree that we are overdressed. Janet has been watching the morning news and she is
full of reservations about the participation of the UK in another middle-eastern adventure, the
UN backed inauguration of a no-fly zone in Libya. “It must have something to do with oil,” she
concludes.
At almost the same spot as yesterday we meet up with Lisa and her dogs. She wants to know
if Janet got her pound back yesterday, and I can report that she did indeed. Janet stays behind
to chat and Fritz and I make our way through the toddlers football camp and out to the green.
Georgie, from one direction, and Dan and Davide, from a second, are converging at the foot of
Mt. Bannister and soon Janet has joined them for a walk over the top of this eminence. I would
like to join them as well but my dog falls in love with a patch of grass and his grazing lasts
so long that we have lost track of the others by the time Fritz gets going. On the other side he
outsmarts himself. Some people are just leaving the café forecourt on the Carlton roadway and
he darts in through the open gate. This means, however, that there is no escape when I need to
collar him for the short trip into the doggy compound.
I hand Fritz over to Peter and go inside to order my coffee. For the second day in a row the
coffees are on someone else; in this case it is Dan, celebrating his 37th birthday, who is in the
chair. Outside he is showered with cards, presents, and even a wonderful cheesecake baked by
Ofra. We have quite a jolly time, though I do note that every square inch of sunny table space is
crowded with celebrants (Dan, Davide, Makiko, Ofra, Janet and Georgie), leaving only a few of
us in the shade – Peter and Ellen among them. Dan has to discuss his presents; these include a
guitar from Davide, who tells us it was either this or a Sponge Bob Square Pants ukulele. Dan’s
social schedule comes up next and, asked how the city fathers of Ongar, Essex are memorializing
today’s event, he says that they have decreed that his statue will remain in the town center for
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another year. About the only darker cloud in this sunny day comes when he tells us that his mom
is facing gamma knife laser surgery on her brain in a few weeks.
The dogs make their usual entreaties for food and today there are a lot of them under the table.
In addition to Bailey, Sparkie, T-bone, Daisy-Mae, Winnie, Jack, Lucky, and Bailey we also
have Tara, Suzanne’s Sunny and the Vizsla Suki. The latter leads the pack in protest over the
presence of alien faces at the fence. These include a lovely dark grey Schnauzer named Lola
and a well-stuffed French Bulldog named Roscoe. As soon as the latter is admitted for a drink of
water, however, the dogs fall silent. Janet has a theory that Daisy-Mae is jealous over Georgie’s
attention to other dogs. Yesterday it was Bobby under attack, today it is T-bone. Once again the
intemperate Shih-Tzu is tied to the naughty fence. It is an amusing incident – but you can tell that
Janet is really upset over the chronic misbehavior of her pet. Anyway, we begin our back passage
walkround. Yesterday his rendezvous with destiny was delayed by inclement weather, but today
there is no escape: Fritz is having a bath as soon as we get home.
Sunday, March 20:
A fluffy Fritz (fresh from yesterday’s bath) heads for the park on a chilly Sunday morning. The
sun is far weaker today – but it is still pleasant enough as we make our way out to the green.
Peter is leaning over the café gate and is in a good position to tell me that my dog has now bolted
for the cricket crease – having spotted Davide and Georgie and their dogs. I follow, soon fetching
the tennis ball from my jacket pocket. Fritz does chase this object down several times and then
it is stolen by Charlie the Cocker. It takes quite a while to get the ball back and by this time Fritz
has lost interest; instead he has begun to trot along the walkway at the eastern end of the green —
and I have to follow. Also using this space is Susie, who is trying to give the portly Chloe some
exercise while Ronnie slowly makes his own way toward the café from the opposite direction.
“Call her,” Susie commands – hoping that the Cavalier will break into a trot when she sees her
daddy. This doesn’t really work and Susie now attempts to chase her own dog down the pathway.
Fritz and I follow this family into the doggy compound.
Our group this morning includes the aforementioned plus Ellen, Ofra, Claire, Makiko and
Janet. The latter has brought with her a xerox of her latest painting, a grouping of all the dogs
surrounding Roxy, whose mommy Liz should be with us by the end of the week. Makiko is
quizzed of her skiing expedition to Chamonix, scheduled for Tuesday, and Davide is asked if he
is not flying to Libya next. This is, in fact, the only mention this morning of yet another military
adventure, a coalition of countries having launched an attack on Colonel Gaddafi’s air defenses
last night. Davide reminds us that he is, in fact, flying to Dallas tomorrow – and then he goes on
to describe something of the drinks, dinner and dancing aspects of Dan’s birthday celebrations
last night. Here too we had another birthday that ended in tears – since Dan lost his wallet, his
cash, his credit cards, even his Oyster card – which meant that he had to walk home from the
West End in the early hours. Perhaps his way was lighted by the big moon – last night being
the moment when this luminous object passed closer to Earth than at any time in the last twenty
years.
Daisy-Mae manages to get through the session without any fights; she has a small swelling
beneath an eye – something Janet calls a “Winnie wart.” Georgie reports that Wendy (who has
lost her mobile phone) has called from Australia to check up on T-bone Ted. It is just as well that
she can’t see her pet this morning – since he has rolled in the grass and his pristine white coat is
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caked in dark mud. Emilio is out of control today; he charges the fence whenever anyone (human
or canine) appears on the other side, and on several occasions he succeeds in getting some of the
other dogs to join in. Eventually we begin a walkround – but today Fritz and I continue on so
that Georgie can hold my dog’s lead when I make a quick raid on the shelves of the former Nosh
store, now renamed Hamish II. I tell her that the swarthy staff are the strangest looking Scotsmen
I have ever seen.
Monday, March 21,
Gray skies again predominate as Fritz and I reach our entrance gate at the start of a new week
(and Spring). Just inside we meet up with fellow American Terry (Spokane, Washington) and
his Alsatian, Cristal – and we keep them company for the next few minutes. It is interesting to
hear that Terry, like me, has lived in London for decades and, given the opportunity to return to
a life in the States, has preferred to remain resident in the English capital. I keep an eye of my
dog as we reach the green, just as Terry is extolling the multi-cultural life of London – and the
underground. For once Fritz does not wander off, choosing to remain nearby as he works the
green, moving from one doggy group to the next. We have finally figured out that those sheets
that have been covering up some of the lawn are here to encourage the growth of grass over spots
that have been dug up – by foxes (rather than dogs) according to head gardener Boyd.
They are just completing another round of fire alarm tests as we gain entrance to the café. Our
group this morning includes Georgie, Janet, Peter, Ronnie, Ellen, Makiko and Ofra – with Claire
and Hanna at a little table of their own. Claire reports that Panda dined on (and rolled in) fox
poo on Primrose Hill and that the bus ride home was a fragrant excursion – not to be forgotten.
Of course Panda is newly bathed today and in good position to lay claim to goodies from my
biscuit bag. In this activity she is seconded by the usual suspects. Winnie is so obsessed by food
that when she sees Ofra’s dangling fingers, clutching a biscotti, the Pug lunges for this treat – and
comes away with fingers instead. Makiko is always jumping up to silence the noisy Emilio; she
says he is beginning to bark at home as well. Lucky is another noisy one; Makiko learns for the
first time that the Corgi (and Jack) do not belong to Ellen, but to an elderly Morshead Mansions
resident. Today Ellen has a hospital appointment and she seems distracted.
Another American, Suzanne, now crosses the green and enters the compound with Suki and
Sunny. I congratulate her on always arriving with dogs in alphabetical order – as least as far
as my index is concerned. Suzanne is suffering the consequences of a heavy cold and she now
moves closer to me since one of her ears is blocked. She says that yesterday, on Hampstead
Heath, she ran into Paddington Rec veteran Nicholas – with Monty the Cocker and a toddler in
tow. We discuss a number of matters of interest only to American School retirees and by this time
most of the others have finished their morning in the park and headed off without me. So it is just
Suzanne, and our dogs, accompanying me down the Morshead roadway when it is time for me to
leave as well. I tell her that I will soon be back on the streets – for after I have dropped Fritz off
at home – I need to undertake a mission to recover my laundry at the 123 Cleaners. The sun is
coming out.
Tuesday, March 22:
Fritz and I make a stop at the post box on the corner so that I can mail off my completed census
form. There is no rush and, under any circumstances, Fritz is less than energetic today – having
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spent an hour at full tilt in Regent’s Park yesterday afternoon. We walked with Linda and Pepper
and it was a lovely outing – with the trees in blossom, the daffodils in their ranks, and the
many species of ducks floating serenely on the waters. Fritz had a wonderful time – and always
managed to stay near our party. He chased down his ball, sniffed a hundred unfamiliar scents,
chased off any other overfamiliar pets, and – shortly after we had spotted a large lemur doing his
chin-ups on an exercise bar in his zoo compound – Fritz raced along the zoo fence as though he
were in pursuit of a new prey.
This morning eight dogs are heading our way as we walk along the back passage on our way to
the green. When we at last report to the doggy compound two of these animals are also being
admitted, a small black dog named Bobby and a slightly portlier sister in the color of her name:
Biscuit. The owner of these animals says that she has often walked by this spot, coming under
instant attacks from our defensive barkers, but this is the first time she has used the space herself
— so that she can go inside to get herself a coffee. The queue is a very slow-moving one today
and I am lucky to find an empty seat by the time I return. Today we have Ronnie, Peter, Ellen,
Ofra, Yara, Renata, Georgie, Claire and Janet – with Hanna arriving a bit later with Yoyo and
Ellie sitting down at Vlad’s table with her own little Teddy. The questions of the day include:
is there a Victoria’s Secret in Israel? Is Liz, who arrives on Friday, also flying on to Dubai? Is
the owner of Biscuit really angry when Renata lets this dog escape through the front gate? Does
Daisy-Mae realize that she has met her match when she starts up with Panda?
Georgie is beside herself because Lady Belle has just rolled in some fox poo deposited on
the grass-sheltering sheets out on the green. Some wet-wipes are produced but this doesn’t
help much — and the naughty madam, a bath scheduled for a few minutes hence, is tied to
the fence (too close to the rest of the us when the wind is blowing from the west). Here Lady
Belle whimpers at this exclusion throughout the session. Georgie’s doggy crèche has grown to
magnificent proportions today: she has Sparkie, Bobby and Lady Belle with her now – but she
has left T-bone and Emilio (whom she is looking after while Makiko and Matthew are on their
skiing holiday) at home. Meanwhile Yara and Claire are about to undertake an expedition to a
puppy supplies wholesaler – since Yara is thinking of opening her own pet store in Battersea.
This will explain why Georgie has a sixth enrollee on lead as we had for home – for she has also
agreed to look after Panda today.
Wednesday, March 23:
What a glorious day – warm and sunny and springlike! I make my way into the Park still wearing
leather jacket and scarf – I could almost dispense with both today. Fritz makes slow progress
of our move toward the green; in the final stages we come across the docile shapes of Milly
and Sidney, waiting patiently outside the playground while Sue, their mistress, exercises her
grandson inside. We turn to the right, soon encountering Georgie being tugged forward by a
quartet that includes Sparkie, Emilio, T-bone and Bobby. I suggest she needs a skateboard —
then these dogs could pull her along in Paddington Rec’s version of Ben Hur. We join her on the
green and Fritz chases down his tennis ball a few times; then I see Hanna entering the park and
she walks with us behind the tennis courts for a while.
The scene at the café is an unfamiliar one. Many of our regulars are already seated at our tables
but, for some reason, a grey-haired Italian lady is at the head of the assembly, a baby in her lap.
She is leaving when, after an interminable wait in the queue, we return with our coffees – Hanna
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having refused the entreaties of several latecomers who want her help in jumping the queue.
Hanna and I take seats at a little sunny table – soon joined by Suzanne, who has lost her seat
because she got up to throw the ball to the exercise-craving Sunny. Even though we are not in
our normal places the other dogs soon find where we are and I am besieged by the usual biscuit
hounds. Both Bailey and Sparkie jump into Suzanne’s lap – perhaps the better to see what is
going on at our table. Some of the dogs get the leftover grilled tomato skins from Hanna’s
breakfast. Fritz, whom I tied to the fence while I was inside, is freed to range throughout the
compound: he manages to remain inside.
Hanna tells us that Nuffield Health, Courtney’s successor in administering the park, has already
had to make room for a new set of managers – and that the latter face an uphill fight to make our
park into a paying proposition. We don’t need much of a reminder of this since these days the
jackhammers are destroying the peace of our neighborhood as early at 8:00 as the construction
of another exercise structure goes on at the head of the running track. It’s not all bad news,
however, since it now seems definite that the loutish “college” students who larded our sidewalks
with chicken bones have been moved on to new premises at Paddington Basin. I ask Yara how
her expedition to the wholesalers went yesterday. She confirms that she is thinking of bidding
on a property on Battersea Park Road, where she wants to open her own pet shop. Many of the
others have again departed by this time, but I have lingered in the sunshine. Now I can’t put off
any longer that long-delayed mission to Sainsbury’s.
Thursday, March 24:
I have disdained my winter scarf (while retaining my leather jacket) as Fritz and I make another
appearance in Paddington Rec. It is a little cooler than yesterday but it is still a lovely sunny
morning. Emerging from the cypress trees we soon have Christian and Reina. They always want
to know how far I have gotten in my viewing of The Killing, the 20-part Danish thriller on BBC
4. Christian says that, in spite of the superior production values, the series had a modest budget.
“They saved a lot on costumes,” the stylish Reina adds, “since all we see Sarah Lund wearing is
that awful jumper.” Fritz, in the meanwhile, has headed into the undergrowth with Vito and Miro
— by the time I catch up with him he is waiting for me at the gate into the environmental area.
As we reach the green we encounter Jackie, Ellen and Terry. When Fritz makes an early assault
on Ellen’s generosity Terry says that it isn’t time for treats yet – and that some exercise is needed
first. This is a signal for a collective circuit of the green itself. Cris manages to remain fairly
close to our caravan, as do Lucky and Jack, but I note, as we draw close to the Grantully gate,
that Jackie’s Monty is climbing distant Mt. Bannister in order to check out some other dogs.
I hand Fritz over to his Auntie Ofra when it is time to join another slow-moving coffee queue. In
front of me a little girl has just spotted the ice cream-filled plastic monkey (part of the novelty
set collected by both Dan and Jean) and we know what she will be having for breakfast. I join a
grouping that includes Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, Janet, Claire, Ofra, Georgie and Davide. The latter
has just returned from Dallas where, for once, no disaster followed in his wake. Janet is in the
last stages of negotiations on her forthcoming retirement – some sort of voluntary redundancy,
it would appear. She says that her art teacher says that she could get £50 or £60 for the dog
paintings she has been turning out. Claire says that she is scheduled to accompany Yara this
weekend when our Lebanese friend has a look at suitable properties for her proposed pet shop in
Battersea.
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It is easy to see that Bobby has a spot of blood on his left ear – but there is some evidence
that this is, in fact, Sparkie’s blood – since the two have just had a scrap over the latter’s ball.
Ofra is convinced that Sparkie is covered in blood as well – and she keeps advising the rest of
us not to touch the Yorkie – but then she takes her sunglasses off and realizes that Sparkie is
uninjured. Peter is now scheduled to undertake the day care of Bobby next Tuesday. Georgie
brought Bobby’s owner over to meet him recently — ostensibly so that the woman could check
Peter out but in fact it was so that Peter could interview her with his clipboard full of questions.
Today Claire is looking after another nervous specimen of fluffy white dogdom, Oggy. Every
time someone gets up to leave both she and I rush to the gate to make sure that neither Oggy nor
Fritz take advantage of the swinging gate to escape. We do the same thing when we see Renata
heading our way with Maxi. I am preparing to leave soon thereafter when Daisy-Mae, having
exhausted her share of the other, more interesting edibles, arrives on my lap to insist that there
must be something more in my biscuit bag. There is (since Claire has just given me two bull
pizzles for Fritz) but I am not about to open my treat bag at this late date.
Friday, March 25:
Another lovely chapter in the spring symphony opens as Fritz and I head across the street, on
our way to the park. Even before we have reached our gate, however, there is a curious incident.
Trotting purposefully along the gutter toward us is a black Lab. A chap is just leaving the park
but he signals that this animal has just exited on her own recognizance – with no owner in sight.
Worried, he follows the dog down the street, trying to get it to re-enter at the Morshead gate. As
Fritz and I round our first corner near the running track I can see the missing owner, doing some
stretching exercises while she issues an almost sotto voce demand for her dog, Kali. I have seen
Davide talking to this woman before, an Italian with square gold-rimmed glasses, and I tell her
where she can look for her pet. This frees Fritz and me to resume our march on the green – where
there is even some warmth in the bright sunlight.
Janet, Davide and Georgie are standing in the middle and we join them. Then we head for
the café, where I hand my dog over to his Uncle Ronnie. They are late getting the doors open
today and there is a sizeable queue even before we get a chance to approach the counter. To
those already mentioned we have soon added the figures of Ofra, Ellen, Peter, Claire, Carrie
and Hanna. Poor Vlad has to bring his own chair in from the forecourt but he is so long in the
queue that when he returns someone has pinched it – and he has to repeat the process. (Ronnie
and I find this behavior unsatisfactory — especially because some of those present are not even
customers of the café.) Claire says that she has left a bag with dog treats on our table and that
someone has made off with it. One of the new baristas is quizzed about this but she denies that
it has been handed in to the café staff. Several of the dog owners agree that this query has been
misunderstood by a worker whose command of the English tongue is sorely deficient. Sure
enough, a few minutes later, the barista returns with the missing bag.
Claire now shows the goods hidden inside the sack; these include several large bones that Yara
has mistakenly bought for the jaws of her petite dogs. One is offered to Vlad for an eager Tara.
Davide and Ellen also have much tidier treats to offer to our canines and I am a popular provider
myself. Georgie announces that by next Tuesday the dependent Bobby will be coming to the
park with his Uncle Peter. Ofra has trouble giving the little poodle his proper nickname and ends
up with “Kingflim” instead of “Clingfilm.” I keep Fritz on lead for most our session and he is
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not at all happy about this restraint – cheering up when we begin to make our preparations for
departure. Janet has already left for her tai chi lesson so it is just Davide and Georgie on the back
passage walkround. As we near the cypress trees, however, we are overtaken by Jo Lynn, making
a rare morning appearance with her Tilly. Jo says she has also has a course to take this weekend.
Fearing the loss of this balmy weather to such an endeavor, however, she concludes. “I hope it’s
cold.”
Saturday, March 26:
It is definitely cooler this morning and the sun is having some difficulty breaking through the
clouds. For once they have closed the gate into the environmental area this morning – I can see
them chopping away at pathside undergrowth – so there is little to keep us as we make our way
out to the Carlton roadway. Here we encounter Janet with her newly arrived houseguest, Liz. We
are soon out on the green together and Liz confirms that her Roxy has a kidney complaint – but
that she is losing weight. The speedy Whippet, Dolores, makes a lively addition to the doggy
scene out here but eventually I have to break away – as I can see that my Fritz, a dog with a
mission, is heading for the Randolph roadway. We don’t quite reach the end of this avenue before
turning around to head for the café. A dad is teaching a little girl how to ride a small bicycle.
“Keep pedaling, keep pedaling…..Ileana, you are actually riding your bike today!”
There is a huge Saturday queue in the café and Ellen takes pity on me and fetches my
cappuccino. Then we join a group that includes Liz, Janet, Georgie, Dan, Davide, Claire, Peter,
Ronnie, Ofra and, just returned from her skiing holiday, Makiko. She is delighted to be reunited
with her pet – even though Emilio and some of the other dogs seem to have rolled in fox poo this
morning. Ofra is trying to dissuade her pet from scratching away at her legs. “Get down, Guy!”
she says – substituting the name of her human son for her canine one. “He hates it when I do
that,” she says of Guy – but she is laughing. Emilio, showing the bad influence wielded by the
rest of the park dogs, insists on patrolling the fences and barking at all and sundry. Sparkie does
this too – particularly when Celine walks by with one of his favorites, Ziggy. Makiko asks for
a report on how Emilio fared as a houseguest. Georgie says he made himself at home – which
meant, in this case, stealing T-bone’s bed.
Dan is quite subdued this morning – still recovering from a week of illness. It is Davide’s turn to
pick our horse of the day and he chooses Semi Colon in the 2:50 at Newbury – but Peter is asked
to place side bets for some of the others when it is discovered that another of our runners today
is Oopsy Daisy. At one point our turf manager rises to fish out his ringing mobile phone. It turns
out that the call is from Ronnie, who – sitting two seats away – has misdialed. While Peter has
been on his feet Bailey has jumped into his chair and another King Charles almost gets executed.
Liz is quizzed on her life in New York. She has been up for hours and says, sleepily, that she
can’t drink anymore. (Claire says she never drinks.) The subject of drinking is relevant – for
Janet is in the process of organizing an evening event for our visiting friend at the Grand Union
pub on the Great Western Road. Agreeing to meet there at 8:00, we begin to scatter.
Sunday, March 27:
The outing referred to in the previous entry is very much on our minds as we begin another
morning in the park. There were nine of us at the Grand Union – including Dan, Davide, Janet,
Georgie, Ofra, Peter, Liz – and her friend Daniel. Dan, recovered from his morning malaise,
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was his old mischievous self. He had an electric buzzer hidden in his handshake, he put a
plastic spider in Ofra’s ice cubes, and he brought a kind of whoopee cushion with him – so that
whenever anyone sat down he could simulate the rudest of sounds. Evidently, a week late, we
were still celebrating his birthday, and he now received a second musical gift – a harmonica. I
told him that when we first moved to Maida Vale a neighbor across the hallway was perhaps the
most famous harmonica player of all time – Larry Adler – but that I never once heard the sounds
of the mouth organ issuing from his flat.
This morning it is again on the chilly side, though the sun is making some effort to break through
on the first day of summer time. I feel like I could use another hour’s sleep but this hasn’t
stopped me from reporting to the park at the correct time. Indeed, there is a very good turnout of
dog owners, all of whom (well, what’s your excuse, Claire?) have observed the time change – a
phenomenon that has so confounded the clock atop the clubhouse that I see it has decided to quit
at a default 2:00. Fritz spends most of the morning session on the green – where we have the
unusual occurrence of twin Zorros – the Pomeranian, who pisses on Fritz, and the jingle-chested
Pug. Even Ofra, fearing another teasing from me, has shown up on time and I can see her pink
trousers descending from the heights of Mt. Bannister and heading for the café. Our group this
morning includes all of the Grand Union assemblage (minus Daniel) plus Ellen, Ronnie and
Susie – with Makiko, Matthew and Carrie taking the place of the latter trio some half an hour
into the proceedings.
At one point Janet objects to the way a sun-seeking Ofra has turned her back on her neighbors.
Ofra moves her chair to the end of the table to remedy this gaffe and Dan launches into a
disquisition of chair direction etiquette and he invents a rudeness scale to monitor such violations
in the future. Dan and Davide are having an argument on the subject of tomatoes and nicotine.
Dan says that the former contain the latter and after a few good-natured insults I suggest to
Makiko that she look up the connection on her BlackBerry. This she does – and Dan is right!
Then the conversation shifts to yesterday’s huge demonstration against the budget cuts, an event
staged by the TUC but infiltrated, for the purposes of mischief, by other unhappy elements
bent on smashing windows and occupying buildings in the West End. Our lot are not at all
sympathetic with such violence – especially since protesters often carried out their activities with
their faces covered. “It’s all very well for these people to complain that the store owners aren’t
paying enough tax,” Tory Susie concludes, “but I bet quite a few of the demonstrators don’t pay
any tax at all.”
While Makiko is trying to type in her questions for Mr. Google, she is distracted by Emilio,
who is sitting on her lap. His furious barking is directed this time at Daisy-Mae, whom he has
recognized as a menace ever since she started chasing him down in order to chomp onto his tail.
At one point these two adversaries are placed in empty chairs next to one another, but Daisy-Mae
innocently turns her back on her accuser – another lesson in chair direction etiquette is needed.
All of the dogs have a go at patrolling the fence; this time they are taking exception to the
benign presence of the mid-sized russet-colored dog, Rocca. Unusually, Fritz also gets involved
in a punch-up – this time with Winnie. These two used to fight over food in the past, but it has
been some time since they have had a face-off. Fritz, for his part, soon returns to his chief task,
moving from knee to knee in search of interesting handouts. Eventually it is time to begin a back
passage walkround but the turnout for this ancient migratory pattern in excellent today: eight of
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us (plus assorted animals). Today it is Matthew’s turn to throw the football back over the fence
after another woeful missed kick.
Monday, March 28:
Fritz seems to have suffered neither puzzlement nor displacement in adjusting to summer time,
and so we are both ready for our morning in the park at the traditional 9:10. (Though I notice
that the clock atop the pavilion, overeager in its quest to conform, now has it at 10:10.) Past
Paddington Academy youngsters in the five-a-side pitch we go – soon reaching the green. The
sun is attempting to lift the grey and it is mild enough this morning. There seems to be no one
about and so we head down the Randolph roadway – soon encountering not one but two visiting
Schnauzers (well, one of these specimens may be of mixed birth). We turn right at the head of
the green and greet Janet and Liz. Fritz gets a nice cuddle from both of these ladies and then I
lead him back along the secluded walkways behind the tennis courts. Exiting the park are three
nannies, each with a dog in tow: I don’t know the name of the Border Terrier but the other two
guys are Simba and Wesley, the chocolate Lab.
Our group this morning includes Peter, Ellen, Janet, Liz, Renata, Ronnie, Ofra, Makiko and
Georgie. The latter arrives in a temper – after some sort of domestic crisis – and soon storms off,
followed by a comforting Janet. Daisy-Mae has taken a seat at her own table, keeping a wary
eye on proceedings, but soon she is at work wreaking her usual havoc. John the builder arrives
with his Alsatian Ché (and a woman who brings with her a most unusual fellow, a ginger-colored
Cairn named Otto). When these animals are admitted to our compound Daisy-Mae takes a bite
out of the Alsatian’s fur – the evidence snagged in her teeth. A few minutes later I can hear
Janet saying, “I saw that!” I ask what has happened and Janet replies that she has just seen her
beloved pet head-butting Lady Belle. Daisy-Mae is also among the petitioners at my knee and so
is Panda. I ask Claire if it true that she failed to show up yesterday because she forgot about the
time change – and she admits that this is the case.
Peter pulls his complex record sheet out of his pocket so that everyone can know when they
need to add money to our turf kitty…Liz is still an active member of the syndicate. She keeps
asking Peter when he is going to visit her in New York, but the latter says he, too, is afraid of
flying – and he has no passport. Renata has two complaints. First, she says that her Maxi needs
a shrink so that he can get over his fear of big dogs. Then she notes that she is having great
difficulties with her memory. A joke is made about her close proximity to Ofra, but it is obvious
that Renata is very upset by this deterioration – she has spent a week trying to remember the
name of a neighbor whom she has known for thirty years. Advice is proffered from a number
of quarters – including Janet’s suggestion that she check in with her GP. Liz says she is having
trouble remembering the name of an actor who was at a nearby table in New York – and once
again Makiko’s BlackBerry is fired up so that it can yield the right name: Alan Rickman. Ronnie
and Peter get up to head for Ronnie’s car and this time I get up with them…I have a lot to do this
morning.
Tuesday, March 29:
Skies have been darkening as Fritz and I make our last-minute preparations this morning –
though neither of us is actually wearing a raincoat yet. We are alone for our in-lap but when
we reach the green I can see that Liz, Janet and Dan are walking together near the pavilion and
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that Georgie has just come up the Morshead roadway to greet them. We soon join up with this
party and, together, we complete a grand circle of the green – well, Dan departs when we reach
the Grantully gate, having handed Winnie over to Janet for the day. Fritz seems to enjoy these
mass migrations and manages to stay in reasonably close formation – but when we are in the last
stretches of this circuit I put him on lead. I know he likes to wander off whenever we approach
the confining presence of the doggy compound at the café.
Our group this morning includes Janet, Georgie, Liz, Ellen, Ofra, Ronnie and Peter – though
Claire and Hanna are later arrivals. Peter has little Bobby in his lap, having taken over as the
designated day-carer for the little Poodle only this morning. Georgie reports that she has already
received a text message from Bobby’s owner, distressed over the shrieks of abandonment that
followed delivery of her neurotic pet to Peter’s house only a few minutes earlier. Bobby seems
quite content now and even climbs onto the tabletop twice. Georgie also seems to be in a better
mood – her husband having made an attempt at mashing his own potato last night. We have only
one fight under the table this morning – and, for once, Daisy-Mae is not to blame. Instead it is
Winnie and Jack who have a spat over some piece of food – with Jack chomping onto one of
Winnie’s jowls in the process.
These days there is a great deal of conversation about New York City – inspired, of course,
by Liz’s presence. Today there is thorough consideration given to eating and shopping. Ofra
complains about New York prices but adds that the food there is delicious. Liz says that she no
longer enjoys shopping – even for bargains – and that she orders a great deal online. The ladies
agree that they are overfaced by Macy’s and that neither of them enjoys a visit to the famous
emporium. Liz says that you can get anything you want at Macy’s because they carry everything
and you know it is there if you need it – and I suggest that this was my reasoning the last time
I made a visit. As I get up to begin a solo walk home (a light rain just starting up) I challenge
the others to tell me what it was I knew I would be certain to find on my last visit to Macy’s. No
one can guess the answer, so I put them out of their misery. “I went into Macy’s,” I conclude,
“because I knew I would find a loo there.”
Wednesday, March 30:
It’s a mild enough morning, but it is gray notwithstanding and even a bit damp as Fritz and I
make our usual Wednesday morning entry into Paddington Rec. Our progress is rapid enough
as we head for the green but, once here, you can tell that Fritz is a bit disappointed to find
no activity into which he can insert himself. Instead we head down the Randolph roadway –
where he can touch noses with Duncan the Border Terrier. Then we turn right at the head of
the green and soon encounter a trio of made up of Liz, the pink-trousered Ofra, and Janet.
“We’re protecting Bailey,” Liz says. “From what?” I want to know. “From too much sniffing.”
I understand immediately what this means — the ever fragrant Cavalier has been the subject
of the unwanted attentions of some of the other park dogs and this always vexes his mommy.
Fritz continues in a clockwise fashion, soon leaving behind this party, and we get as far as the
Grantully gate before I can re-direct his attentions to the pressing issue of coffee. To return to the
café we cross the green itself (oh, so slowly) and I am soon able to hand my dog’s lead over to
his Uncle Ronnie.
I can hear my name almost as soon as I join the queue – this is because Metty has already alerted
Lurch on the subject of my customary cappuccino. Our turnout this morning includes all of those
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already mentioned ¬plus Peter, Ellen and Georgie – with Claire, Suzanne and Renata arriving
somewhat later. Renata is teased a bit about her memory problems – since she can’t quite
remember Bailey’s name. (“It’s the name of a creamy brown liqueur.”) Once again Peter has
Bobby on his lap – though he has a hospital appointment this afternoon and Georgie will have
to resume guardianship, if only for a few hours. Another of Georgie’s charges, T-bone, is sitting
in the corner – where a little boy is eager to make contact with the curly white fellow. First
he reaches an arm inside the bars and then a foot – all to no avail. Under the table there is one
punch-up as Daisy-Mae becomes possessive over a ball that actually belongs to Suki.
Liz tells us that she is astonished at all the soap opera changes that have occurred since her last
visit to these shores and we spend some time trying to figure out just how many people John
Stape has killed on Coronation Street. “How do I look in these boots?” is Ofra’s contribution to
this discussion, but I am, in fact, quite fascinated by this footwear – since there is a hole in the
tip of each member of this pair. “Ofra,” I have to say, “you must have been kicking some serious
butt with those.” It is the last evening in London for Liz and Ofra is planning the menu of a meal
she will cook for her girlfriends. Georgie gets to pick the entrée – schnitzel – and then Renata
announces plans for a dinner at her house later in the week. We get up to begin a back passage
walkround. Fritz pokes his head into the environmental area where a chap with a baby buggy
is just emerging with a blonde toddler. This little fellow is instantly attracted to the furry gray
Schnauzer and begins petting and patting Fritz. My dog is quite good at such moments and I get
him to sit so that he can be fondled even more easily. When I get home there is a phone call from
Anna Webb of BBC Radio London’s “Barking At the Moon.” I will be a guest on the show on
April 7, when I will talk about the “Dogs” chapter in A Walker’s Alphabet.
Thursday, March 31:
It has been raining in the early hours and it is still quite damp underfoot but at least there is no
moisture in the skies as Fritz and I make our last visit of the month to Paddington Rec. The visit
is slow to develop, with Fritz heavily into grazing mode. When we at last reach the green I can
see that several members of our group have already selected seats at our outdoor tables. Fritz and
I make our way slowly along the Randolph roadway, turning around shortly before reaching the
gate. Just as we reach the green again I can hear one of doggy custodians calling for Wesley, the
chocolate Lab – who is missing!
There is no sign of the fellow as we head back toward the café – where Panda rushes forward to
greet us. I pass Fritz off to Ronnie again and head for the café – just as Claire is running toward
the roadway to see what her pet is up to. I allow that lady to resume her abandoned spot in the
queue and we discuss the subject of missing dogs. I blame the mobile phone – for it only takes a
moment’s inattention to lose track of an animal. Claire speaks from experience, since, yesterday,
she had the care of Carrie’s Oggy and someone opened a gate and allowed the animal to escape –
Carrie was just arriving and was not best pleased. At least there is a happy ending to one story —
since, as we wait for our coffees, we can see the re-captured Wesley back on lead.
Our group this morning includes Ronnie, Georgie, Janet, Ellen, Claire, Peter, Ofra, and, on her
last morning with us for some time, Liz. It is obvious that Bobby (who has just had a go at the
much larger Rocca) is extremely comfortable in Peter’s lap; he even turns his back on the rest
of us in order to stare adoringly at his new carer. Fritz stares adoringly at the wide-open spaces
beyond the fence – whose freedom he is being denied. Only occasionally can he be tempted
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to accept some tidbit, though I do notice that he will not take a biscuit if there are other canine
mouths reaching for the same treat. This means (given the Taras and Winnies of this world) that
he often turns away at the last minute, disdaining the contested offering. At least he gets an early
release from the confines of the doggy compound. Again I have a lot to do today and so, after
only twenty minutes or so, we have to start for home.
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Yara cuddles Luci and Luna.

The Great British Bark Off

Friday, April 1:
We are a bit late getting started this morning and, from the outset, Fritz senses that I am on a
mission – and that he must do his best to thwart its every objective. We are met by Terry and
two women with their dogs. He is clutching a handful of green leaves and I ask him if he is not
working on the guinea pig’s breakfast again. He says that he is – and that the guinea pig is now
so well-fed that it is the size of a cat.
I have plenty of time for conversation since Fritz is making such slow work of our progress
toward the cypress trees. There is no hope of a speedy dash for the Randolph gate this morning
because my pet turns right at the head of the green and begins a grand circle. After a while
we meet up with Renata, whose birthday this is, and we walk with her and Maxi as far as the
bandstand. Here Fritz refuses all requests that we need to keep moving back in the direction of
the café (even disdaining the squeaky toy I have in my pocket) and stubbornly he heads off down
the Morshead roadway. He pays no attention to any of my entreaties and I catch up with him only
after he has admitted himself to the doggy area over here. Even now it takes a few bounces of the
tennis ball to slow him down so that I can attach his lead.
In this fashion we make a tardy entry into the doggy compound, where Ofra reaches out to
secure Fritz’s lead. I think for a while that I won’t bother with coffee but the queue appears to
be a short one and so I join it after all. I am deeply disappointed. It takes forever to secure my
cappuccino and now I have only about ten minutes to drink it. Also at our table this morning are
Ronnie, Peter, Ellen, Georgie, Claire, Davide, Renata and Janet. Renata has invited everyone to
a birthday dinner at her house this evening but she seems to have forgotten just how many she
has asked. She is giving directions to her flat in West Hampstead to Claire, a process made more
difficult by the interjections of Peter – who has to be silenced eventually. Claire now objects that
Bailey is eating his biscuit off the top of her boots. “He can’t eat them off Ofra’s boots,” I note
with reference to the holes in the tips of these objects, “if he did so she’d have crumbs between
her toes.”
The dogs keep up their feeding frenzy at my knee and, since I know that I will not be here
for long, I keep shoveling out the biscuits. Near the end of the session I am able to make two
announcements: the first of these pertains to my second appearance on BBC Radio London next
week and the second is the first mention of my annual spring party, now scheduled for May 22
– one to which all present are also invited. Janet has to leave early for her Tai Chi lesson and I
follow her down the Morshead roadway. In my case I have another form of exercise on tap – a
visit by a technician come to see if there is anything he can do about my failing BT broadband.
Saturday, April 2:
I took the 328 bus to another dog people’s rendezvous last night — and it stopped directly
in front of Renata’s flat in West Hampstead; half way through my journey I was joined by a
similarly car-less Peter. Other guests included Dan, Davide, Georgie, Janet, and Ofra. Georgie
brought Sparkie and T-bone with her; Winnie and Daisy-May were also present – as were Maxi
and Renata’s daughter Daniella and her son Jackson. Everyone liked Renata’s comfortable twobedroom flat and the food was delicious. The dogs behaved themselves tolerably well; Winnie
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got hold of a wine bottle cork and this did truly make her look like Winston Churchill with a
cigar in his mouth. Unfortunately when T-bone chomped into the same object with his deficient
teeth the cork got stuck – and had to be extracted by human hands. Dan was still complaining of
a strep throat and the evening did not go on for too long: we all got rides home.
This mild morning I am actually in a position to disdain my jacket, wearing only a red sweatshirt
and my baseball cap into the park. Twelve minutes before the café doors are scheduled to
open there is already a contingent of dog owners settling down at our tables – but Janet soon
scolds them into giving their dogs some exercise in the interim. I am expecting that Fritz will
want to join the procession forming behind us but he is off in pursuit of another party – Ellen
walking with Lucky and Jack. When he has reached the bandstand I hook him before we can
have a repetition of yesterday’s extended wanderings. We now pass a bench on which John the
Commentator is seated; he leans forward to pet Fritz and then we move back to the café, our
circle complete. I hand the dog off to Ronnie and go inside. It is surprising that there is no queue
on a bright Saturday morning – but perhaps we already entering into half-term territory.
Our numbers this morning include all of last night’s participants – minus Davide but plus
Matthew, Makiko, Ronnie, Ellen and Claire. We have a rare visit from the gentle giant, Andrew
the Akita, now an arthritic thirteen. Fritz is freed early-on but he takes almost no refreshment; the
one biscuit he agrees to accept is eyed jealously by Winnie, who follows him around – hoping
for some crumbs. This leads Dan to compare his pet to a vulture and he then decides to re-cast
all of our dogs into their avian equivalents: Sparkie gets to be a cockerel, Maxi a little Penguin,
Daisy-Mae an owl and, “Bailey,” I interject, “again gets to be a goose.” Dan is feeling better this
morning (and he has his hand buzzer and whoopee cushion with him to prove it) and he tells us
that his recovery might have been faster had he not disdained the prescription for paracetamol
offered over the phone by his GP’s nurse – only to discover several days later that what he
was actually being offered was, in fact, penicillin. Matthew has to answer a number of medical
enquiries this morning and he does so patiently and with good grace. As a reward he gets to eat
the last piece of lovely apple cake that Renata has brought along as a leftover bonus from last
night’s fete.
Sunday, April 3:
It’s another lovely spring morning as Fritz and I begin our morning in the park – a phrase from
one of Shostakovich’s string quartets echoing in my head. A muzzled Labrador is in mid-stream,
leg lifted against the orange wire netting, as we complete our entrance. Almost immediately,
however, Fritz decides that today he prefers the counter-clockwise direction – and so we head
over to the Morshead roadway. Here two lads in Boston Red Sox uniforms are tossing the ball
back and forth; I look to see if they aren’t the sons of my former students, Marty and Danielle,
but, in fact, I don’t recognize them. I produce a tennis ball but it bounces off my dog’s nose and
it takes him quite a while to fish it out of the bushes. As we reach the green I can see that Georgie
has arrived with Sparkie and T-bone and we join them for a little more ball chasing. Fritz soon
loses interest in this sport but there is someone who loves it – this is the Jack Russell Zack, who
is here with Lisa – who also has Megan and Cressida in tow as well. I’m not used to a dog who
actually brings a ball back (Lisa says he taught himself this gesture) and I keep him in action for
several minutes. Then Fritz and I follow this party all the way around the green itself. Lisa says
that she has just paid a visit to her canal boat in Staffordshire (her home for six years) and that
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she couldn’t wait to get back to multi-cultural and multi-ethnic London. We are passed at this
moment by a jogging Rasta, whose long hair has been captured in the bobbing stocking of a cap.
“In Staffordshire,” Lisa says, “they’d either take a picture of such a strange apparition – or arrest
him.”
I am well behind by the time we have reached the café and the scene is somewhat altered. Ronnie
and Ellen, who are usually seated with their backs to the café are sitting in the sun with their
backs to the green – their places taken today by Georgie and Janet. We also have nine-month
old Silver in her baby buggy – accompanied by her father Dmitri – as Ronnie has again snagged
a newcomer to the park. Davide, Ofra, Matthew, Makiko, Claire, Renata and Hanna are also
present. I go inside for my coffee and there they are this time: Marty and Danielle’s lads having
their breakfast. Dmitri admits that he is afraid of dogs; the baby seems delighted by all these
furry creatures. It turns out that Dmitri is a musician and I tell him that last night I went to a
concert at UCS in Hampstead in which Linda sang in the chorus during a performance of Faurés
Requiem. Dmitri says he used to tour the world as a member of a string quartet. I ask him what
kind of music the ensemble played and he says they specialized in the quartets of Shostakovich!
I tell him that I actually met the famous figure in Los Angeles once when the Soviet composers
paid a visit to USC.
I am doling out the biscuits to the usual candidates – who manage to get through the session
without any fights. Claire has arrived with Panda as well as Luna and Luci – but soon Yara
arrives to reclaim her animals. Another surprise reclamation comes when Wendy, just off
her return flight, arrives to reclaim T-bone. The latter, several shades grayer since his mom’s
departure, takes some time to recognize his true owner and clings to Georgie’s lap. Fritz sits
in Hanna’s lap for some time as well. We get up to begin our back passage walkround and as
we reach the Carlton roadway we encounter Olivia and Lisa and their dogs. These girls are, of
course, classmates of the baritone soloist in last night’s concert: the multi-talented Kwaku KyeiDarkwah. Try pronouncing that in Staffordshire.
Monday, April 4:
Almost as soon as we enter the park I can tell that I have been fooled. Yes, the sun is shining
brightly on the wonderful, verdant spring scene, but it is far chillier today – and I regret the
absence of my jacket and scarf. For a while Fritz and I are accompanied by the wandering Kali,
but we are soon on our own for our approach to the green. Here we can see Dan, about to pass
Winnie over to Janet — with Georgie just arriving with Sparkie and Lady Belle. We join the
others on the grass just as Daisy-Mae is launching another assault on Winnie’s tail. I produce the
tennis ball and Fritz carries this around for the next five minutes. He does make the mistake of
standing in front of the entrance to the doggy area next to the Grantully gate and here I can catch
up with him and attach his lead. It has already gone 9:30 – time to cross the green for a direct
attack on the café.
Our group this morning includes Peter (with Bobby in his lap again), Ellen, Ronnie, Makiko,
Ofra, Janet, Georgie and Wendy. Peter is chattering away about this Saturday’s Grand National at
Aintree and he is quite nonplussed when Wendy says that she wants to withdraw her stake in our
collective wager because she hates this race – which often results in injury or death as the horses
jump the many hazards of the course. “They ought to put a stop to it,” Ellen adds in agreement.
On a happier note Janet shows us a painting she has done of Lyndon’s French Bulldog, Bruno,
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and Makiko announces that, at a Japan benefit concert in Brixton, Liam Gallagher kissed her
hand. “He must have thought I was a little earthquake girl,” she adds.
Daisy-Mae continues her ill-tempered antics (when she is not coyly eliciting treats from my
biscuit bag). Chinny and Bliss, the Chows, are just outside our fence and Daisy-Mae leads the
other dogs in a furious and noisy protest. When Bliss, just concluding her first season, is admitted
to our compound, the intemperate Shih-Tzu attacks the large black-tongued presence. Janet ties
her pet to the naughty fence but when she is freed from this restraint she launches an attack on
Emilio, whose manic barking has annoyed her. Fritz is kept on a pretty close tether and at first
he disdains the biscuits the other dogs are eagerly soliciting. But when Ronnie offers him one
of these treats he is eager to accept it (and goodies from Ellen and Peter as well) and from this
point on he is just as avid a biscuit hound as Sparkie or Bailey. After a while, however, I feel
thoroughly chilled and so I make my way down the Morshead roadway with Fritz; this morning
the chorus of jackhammers has resumed – but later this week there will be competition when the
tree trimmers arrive on our street.
Tuesday, April 5:
A light rain is falling as Fritz and I head for the streets this morning, and that means that each
of us is wearing the appropriate raingear. We pass Fly and Pippa the Papillion as we make our
way out to the juicy green and here Fritz heads down the Randolph roadway. I approve of this
choice – since we can turn around at the gate over here and head directly back to the shelter of
our café awning. I can see Wesley the wandering Lab on a solo mission on Mt. Bannister, his
nanny again on the mobile phone, but they are reunited soon thereafter. Unfortunately I fail in
my attempt to hook Fritz as we approach the gate and this means that he is free to choose his
own direction as we return. He clearly enjoys setting the agenda and he soon slopes off to the
left to follow the shaded walkways that snake around to overlook the green again. When I reach
this junction myself I can see some of the other dog owners on our right and I urge my pet to join
them but he is on to me – the others are obviously heading for the café and he has no interest in
accompanying them whatsoever. I can see him staring at me from an ever-greater distance as I
attempt my own passage to the café – but he does not budge. I take out his red and green tennis
ball and throw it out onto the grass and this does get him moving, but when he gets the ball in his
teeth he continues on to the Grantully gate – thwarting my coffee quest. I follow him around this
side of the green, picking up the ball when he leaves it behind (and finding a nice new specimen
in the process) and eventually I able to attach his lead so that we can cross the rain-soaked green
directly.
We have only a small turnout at table this morning – not surprising, given the weather: Janet,
Georgie, Ofra, Peter, Ellen and Claire are the only stalwarts today. Peter and Claire have been
attempting to communicate by Skype and so far they have not succeeded. (“Do you really
want to see that face?” I ask Claire.) Ofra says that yesterday she ate nothing and that if she
could afford it she’d have her stomach stapled – this from one of the thinnest members of our
assemblage. (She is about to participate in a two-day Israeli dance marathon this weekend – so
you would think there would be a need to take on some sustenance.) Peter is already thinking
about his choice in Saturday’s Grand National and reveling in the promotion possibilities for
his beloved Queen’s Park Rangers. Georgie is worried because her husband’s construction job
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is coming to an end and because they are announcing cuts in the number of armed services
personnel – which could affect her son-in-law.
We begin a back passage walkround – with Sparkie tugging at the end of his lead and growling
throughout the exercise. I am lucky to get out of the park at the Essendine entrance – since the
tree trimmers, noisily at work, have blocked off the adjacent pavements. It would be nice to settle
down in a warm flat but no sooner have we returned than I have to leave again in order to fetch
my laundry from the 123 Cleaners. On the way back I meet Saskia, who is leaving the park with
a damp and muddy Buddy. Buddy is glad to see me but he manages to remain on the quiet side
today. Saskia, seeing me carrying my shirts on their hangers, says, “Buddy, don’t jump up – or
Anthony will have to return to the cleaners immediately.”
Wednesday, April 6:
It’s a lovely spring morning and I don’t really need my leather jacket – though Cathy has warned
me that there is a cool breeze for those who might be sitting down. We pass the owner of Scout,
the shaggy Pointer, who is enjoying the sun by lying on her back on one of the benches at the
head of the running track and, soon thereafter, we meet Terry, his hand again stuffed with green
weeds for the guinea pig. Fritz rushes out to the middle of the green where some of his pals are
gathered and we keep the tennis ball in play for several minutes. When the others head for the
café, however, he seizes the opportunity to trot down the Morshead roadway – accompanied by
an equally willful Elvis. Tree trimmers are at work near the Morshead gate and their chainsaws
again provide a long-anticipated challenge to the dominance of the jackhammers at work on
the trackside. (“I’ll see you that decibel and raise you one.”) There is a chap lying on his face,
his feet akimbo, on the grass near the flagpoles – and it is a tossup: do we have another sun
worshipper or merely a death. He makes no move when a pair of Pomeranians jump over his feet
in their spirited play.
Today is Hanna’s birthday and she has put money behind the counter for our coffees and
supplied some lovely madeleines, which she dispenses from a tin in the shape of a red bus – it
once contained shortbread cookies that I presented to her on my return from a Scottish walking
holiday. There is a splendid turnout today: Janet, Georgie, Claire, Carrie, Ronnie, Peter, Ellen,
Makiko, Yara, Wendy and the birthday girl, of course. Hanna says that she is not eligible for
her bus pass – hers will come a year from May. Makiko complains that Peter has been trying to
Skype her at 7:00 in the morning and Claire expresses gratitude that she and Peter have failed
to make contact so far. Georgie gets up to have a closer look at the fallen figure on the grass –
though while she is gone Ellen says that the chap did flinch when Lucky barked at him – and
soon after Georgie’s inspection he does wake up and departs.
Hanna has been holding Fritz’s lead but she asks if he can now go free. I agree but soon he
escapes when Carrie lets Oggy out to play. Claire says she will keep an eye on him and he
doesn’t wander too far – just sitting on the grass and staring back at us. Claire brings him back
but some women – who have brought their dogs in for a drink – let him out a second time. Claire
captures him again and he even accepts a few biscuits from his owner – but when Georgie opens
the gate so that Winnie can rush off to greet Davide, just returned from New York, both Sparkie
and Fritz also escape – and now Georgie has to fetch the rascal. We have eight dogs in our army
as we begin a back passage walkround. These include Luci and Luna – since Georgie is looking
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after them today while Yara is out flat-hunting. We make, in fact, quite a timely job of this
procession – just as well since I still have a rendezvous with Sainsbury’s this morning.
Thursday, April 7:
No need for a jacket today – though such a garment does offer those useful addenda called
pockets. Without a jacket I have to jam everything (ball, bags, biscuits) into my trousers – with
my keys and the dog’s lead ready to follow once we have entered the park. “On my whistle,”
the leathery gym mistress is intoning as Fritz and I pass the five-a-side pitch on our way to the
verdant green. Here Georgie is just entering with a quartet of animals: Sparkie, Lady Belle and
the overnight guests: Luna and Luci. The latter rush straight for the café gates – but there is no
sign of their mommy yet. Slowly we circle the eastern half of the green, Fritz intently sniffing
his way, and then I hook him for a passage over the grass as we head for the café – whose doors
have just opened.
Our group this morning includes Renata, Georgie, Janet, Makiko, Peter and, in a sunny table
in the corner, Claire, Carrie and Ofra. “You can tell it’s spring,” I repeat, “you can see Claire’s
knees peeking through her jeans.” “I wore them just for you,” is her response. Claire and
several of the others have seen the first episode of A Breed of Their Own on Sky 1 last night. I
watched this interesting excursion into the psychopathology of dog lovers because it featured the
“Barking at The Moon” co-hosts, Jo Good and Anna Webb – with their dogs. I tell Janet that the
most interesting moment for me came when a judge (in a contest in which owners danced with
their dogs) said (without irony or insight), “Well dogs are human and they make mistakes.”
Today we are joined by an all-black Shih-Tzu named Lulu. When Carrie goes in to get her coffee
we also get the hysterical yelps of the distressed Oggy. Several times Janet gets out of her chair
to administer a stern “No!” to the noise maker; yesterday she yelled this into Makiko’s phone so
that it could be played back at moments of extreme Emilio naughtiness. Bailey is the principal
thug this morning; when he is not eating a biscuit on Renata’s chair he is jumping into Claire’s
and helping himself to goodies on the tabletop. Fritz, after yesterday’s shenanigans, is kept on
a short tether this morning – but (with much to do today) I do make an early departure. On the
Morshead roadway I encounter the unusual sight of Leon, the young Great Dane, at play with his
linear opposite – a Chihuahua with a neck bandana.
Friday, April 8:
The first thing I notice this morning is that the orange netting has been removed from the
planting atop the little artificial hill that greets visitors to the Rec who enter via the Essendine
gate. And what a lovely sight this is – accented at this time of year by a deep red camellia on the
right. When Fritz and I reach the green I am able to pass my complements on to the author of this
landscaping triumph, head gardener Boyd – who is standing next to Georgie and throwing the
ball to Sparkie. Georgie has again had Luna and Luci overnight and she has Lady Belle as well.
Soon Janet arrives but Daisy-Mae, who has just had a flea treatment, seems quite lethargic this
morning and lies limply on the cricket crease without any sign of life. Fritz pursues his tennis
ball for quite some time this morning and then we leave the bright sunshine of the green for the
usual café scene.
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In the coffee queue Ofra is lamenting the fact that yesterday she ate two packages of wafer
biscuits; I tell her that this is because she has been starving herself and needs sustenance. At the
other extreme, so Ellen tells me, the vet has insisted that Lucky, the portly Corgi, has to lose 4
kilos in a month. (The chief problem, so we learn over breakfast, is that Aisne, Lucky’s owner,
feeds her pet all day long –unable to retain any semblance of a proper feeding schedule because
of her dementia.) In addition to those already mentioned we also have Ronnie, Renata, Makiko
and Peter at our table, with Claire and Hanna taking up their own space in a sunny corner. Peter
has arrived much later than usual because little Bobby has had a poo in his flat. (“That’s a brown
mark for you!” Peter scolds.) In fact, he seems to have accepted this accident philosophically and
is soon deep into his own obsessions: tomorrow’s choice in the Grand National – he has a short
list of seven now – and making Skype contact with the newly arrived Suzanne.
Peter is among several of the dog people who have listened in to my appearance on Jo Good’s
“Barking at the Moon” session on BBC Radio London last night. This was again a very pleasant
experience, one in which I got to talk about some of the rewards and hazards of bringing your
dog with you on Britain’s long-distance footpaths – material based on the “Dogs” chapter in A
Walker’s Alphabet. I was preceded by celebrity vet Luke Gamble, who was on the show to talk
about lungworm. We chatted before the show. Luke was dressed as though he were about to head
off on safari – a brown short-sleeved shirt to match his shorts (well, what else would you wear in
darkest Broadcasting House?). As usual, there is a tremendous amount of noise during breakfast
as Sparkie and Emilio patrol the fences, barking at all comers – including today Heather Small,
who is marching back and forth behind us as she talks into her mobile phone. We begin a back
passage walkround in which we encounter a jogging Natasha; the latter is accompanied by her
Millie, who twice pauses to give Fritz a kiss.
Saturday, April 9:
The gorgeous spring weather persists; it mocks the mood of our building where, yesterday,
thieves kicked in the door on a downstairs flat and made off with laptops, jewelry and passports.
In the park we pass Remy the French Bulldog and get as far as the Carlton Roadway before
some kids have mock hysterics over the presence of Fritz – who hasn’t paid them any attention
at all. Out on the green there is a lively scene but I can already tell that there has been one new
addition to our grouping – yet another blonde Pug. This is six-month old Monkey, who belongs
to a friend of Dan’s, a TV producer who is bringing her pup to the park for the first time. Fritz
pays no attention to the little fellow – or anybody else – and he rushes off to follow his own nose
into a number of remote corners. Eventually we end up walking along the Randolph roadway –
where Bounce the Boxer is just entering. I get Fritz turned around and we are soon abandoning
the green to tiny football players – some of whom won’t take part until it is clear which team is
playing which. No one wants to be Manchester United so one eight-year old future diplomat (or
spin doctor) eventually settles matters with a decision clearly acceptable to all – “All right – you
can be Chelsea and we’ll be Chelsea F.C.”
There is the usual long Saturday queue at the café as I wait for my turn. Outside there is a lively
turnout but the sun has seduced some of our regulars away from our usual table configuration
and we soon have Claire, Ofra, Carrie, Georgie and Yara squeezed around the little corner table.
Before abandoning the rest of us Yara announces that she has at last succeeded in renting a flat
– just outside the very Randolph gate which Fritz and I have just visited. “Well, there goes the
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neighborhood,” I tease. At our table we have Peter, Matthew, Makiko, Renata, Ellen, Dan and
Margaret. (Janet is visiting her friend Janet in Constable country.) Makiko has returned from the
newsagent with the Guardian, which has a special racing supplement. She and Ofra want side
bets today but Peter tells us that our collective entry in the famous race at 4:15 will be Silver By
Nature.
Dan and Margaret know a lot of the same London showbiz crowd and they spend a good deal of
time talking shop or talking Pugs. Margaret says she has heard a lot about Winnie but this is the
first time she has met the regal presence in the flesh. (Winnie spends the entire session raking
away at my knees is search of biscuits.) We have seen Monty the Pug out on the green, Emilio
is here now, and Debbie soon comes into the compound with Zorro. Five blonde pugs in one
morning! It’s enough to make Dan say that he is thinking of trading Winnie in on some more
exotic breed – “I don’t want to own such a common dog.” Margaret has brought some treats
with her and in lining up for his share Fritz manages to get his lead hopelessly tangled around
the table leg. I have to unhook him but he manages to remain within the compound – people are
being careful with the escape gate this morning. Margaret now gets up to leave, Dan excuses
himself to go join the sun worshipers, and I take this as my queue to begin a homeward journey.
Sunday, April 10:
Remembering the chilly temperatures experienced during our late night walk I have returned to
my jacket this morning – and I am glad I have done so. Still, it is again a lovely sunny morning
in the park and there is a lively scene on the green. Once again we have Pugs on Parade – with
Winnie, Zorro and Monty among the veterans and Monkey soon making an appearance as well.
(Emilio makes it a quintet some time later.) Monkey arrives with a small green squeaky ball and,
though we warn Margaret that Fritz will soon have it, she doesn’t care – and she throws the ball
so he can chase it. A little later Sparkie steals it but Fritz finds a second squeaky ball, a blue one
that belongs to tiny Pucci. I make no attempt at this time to return it to its rightful owner, Debbie,
and he manages to chew it and respond with delighted growls at the same time when Dan gives
him an extended cuddle on the grass. A little later he does drop it – in favor of the green ball –
and I put Pucci’s blue ball in my pocket, but I let Fritz hang on to the green version until we are
inside the compound – when it can go back to Margaret.
There is a splendid turnout this morning and even one of the little tables has been added to our
usual ensemble so that the sun lovers can all be satisfied. Today we have two Debbies at table,
the owners of Zorro and Pucci respectively, plus Dan, Georgie, Ofra, Renata, Matthew, Makiko,
Wendy, Peter, Ellen, Ronnie and Susie – with Hanna at a little side table where she is joined
first by Yara and then by Carrie. Makiko has enjoyed some success with her bets in the Grand
National – though the rest of us have failed miserably. Wendy’s decision to dissociate herself
from this spectacle seems more than justified when we learn that two horses had to be destroyed,
several needed oxygen and some of the jockeys were fined for excessive use of the whip.
Matthew is in the physician-heal-thyself category this morning, suffering from a bad case of hay
fever – with none of the pills he has tried so far showing any efficacy. Yara now slides over to
ask him some medical questions. In turn she is quizzed on her continuing search for permanent
employment in banking. She tells us that she once had a client who was a plastic surgeon — “I
told him, ‘You look after my boobs and I’ll look after your investments.’”
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Much to our surprise it turns out that Peter and Renata are having a pub outing in Hemel
Hempstead this afternoon. How two such inveterate talkers can be in the same enclosed space
for long (Renata will be driving her sports car) is a mystery – one that we all long to see on film.
“Are you going to have your top down?” Dan asks mischievously, offering the lady a hundred
pounds if she shows up at Peter’s home topless. Peter says he will pay a hundred pounds to
prevent just such an occurrence. Renata says that she will introduce Peter as her father; he says
he will introduce Renata as his grandmother. Thus they are off to a great start even before the
expedition gets underway. After we have been at breakfast for over an hour Renata accompanies
us on our back passage walkround – Dan is still warning her not to take Peter’s backseat driving
too seriously. Fritz pauses for a final poo just before we reach the five-a-side pitch but, as he does
so, Emilio sticks his head in and there is almost a messy disaster – though Makiko rushes in to
rescue her boy just at the last minute.
Monday, April 11:
Should I take my jacket or not? I do take it, though needlessly, and the last-minute indecision
means that I have also forgotten my supply of poo poo bags. In such situations there is always
a fallback position ¬— though this means that the sack containing the day’s supply of biscuits
must be emptied into a pocket in order to produce some essential plastic. I tear the bag in half
and manage to deal with the waste products of my dog, but Fritz – it will be remembered – likes
to squat at least three times (no wonder there is a fecal adhesion on his bottom now) and by the
time we get into the doggy area on the Grantully side I am reduced to cleaning up with a piece of
bark and a stick. All of this puts me well behind the others and so Fritz is now placed on lead for
some halting progress across the grass and into the doggy compound at the café.
Just as I open the gate I encounter Dex, more red-haired than the last time I saw him,
accompanied this time not only by his own Ozzy but also by a white Spitz (male) named
Paris. Inside the gate there is a woman at a small table with a Shih-Tzu-Yorkie mix (the same
combination as Lady Belle) named Timmy. The woman slowly eats an omelet while learning the
names of all of the other dogs. Her Timmy has a beard that makes him look like Fu-Manchu. I
have to empty the contents of my pockets onto the tabletop and the biscuits are slowly dispensed
to the usual eager mouths. Claire has been to the Purple Bone pet shop in Notting Hill and has
returned with a variety of treats for our dogs. Fritz gets a bag of biscuits and a red Frisbee. DaisyMae, who seemed quite under the weather when we last saw her on Friday, has quite recovered.
Janet is now seated with a group that includes Ronnie, Peter, Makiko, Ellen, Claire, Ofra,
Georgie, Davide and Renata.
Davide seems quite tired after his most recent journey to New York. He reports that Roxy,
staying with Liz’s niece on Cape Cod, has been injured by a car and that several stitches were
required – but it was not necessary to pump her stomach after the Beagle ate a whole bottle of
pain killers. Davide also reports that he and Liz ate at the New York branch of the same entrecote
restaurant that we all went to on Marylebone Lane. Renata also reports on her expedition with
Peter yesterday. Surprisingly, these two are still speaking, though Renata says that her selfappointed navigator had no idea how to reach the country pub he had selected. Peter, meanwhile,
is obsessed with a setting on his mobile phone and this object is passed around the table as others
attempt to help him out. We get up for our back passage walkround and I borrow a new poo
poo bag from Davide as we reach the five-a-side pitch. Here he realizes that our procession is
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missing one of its usual participants – his Winnie. He has to return to the café, where the willful
Pug hasn’t even left the doggy compound. A few minutes later the same thing happens; this time
we have reached the cypress trees but Winnie is so far behind us that Davide has to retreat to the
kiddies’ playground in order to urge her to get with the program.
Tuesday, April 12:
I suppose we could consider the recent presents from Claire a birthday surprise for our Fritz –
and another surprise must certainly be yesterday afternoon’s expedition with Linda and Pepper
in Regent’s Park. The dogs had a wonderful time amid the blossoming trees and wide green
spaces – though perhaps Fritz scarfed down something that did not quite agree – for shortly after
midnight some of the day’s provender erupted onto the carpet at the foot of my bed. (“It’s my
birthday; I can barf if I want to.”) There was no sequel, fortunately, and a close examination of
my dog’s poo this morning shows no other signs of ill-health.
Fritz and I head down the Randolph roadway, a route I have selected because its predictable
brevity permits me to be first in line at the café’s front door at 9:30. I want to do this since this
morning all the coffees are on the birthday boy – Fritz is eight today. In spite of the return of
chillier temperatures we have a good turnout for today’s celebrations: Davide, Janet, Georgie,
Peter, Ofra, Wendy, Ronnie, Ellen, Claire, Makiko, Suzanne and Yara. There are a few extra
treats for the birthday boy and Claire has brought a chewable hotdog and a small shrieking
rubber chicken as additional gifts. Everyone seems to be in a good mood but I notice that there
is a constant movement of chairs as people edge closer to the sun – with some of the participants
occupying a little table near the fence.
Peter has to answer the same question repeatedly – where is little Bobby? The Poodle is having
trouble returning to London from his holiday up north but Peter grows impatient with the
question – “Why doesn’t anyone ask me how I’m doing this morning?” Yara announces that the
flat arrangements announced recently are a non-starter — but she has another plan. Her Luna and
Luci manage to remain inside the bars today – and they are joined by tiny Ninja, who can still
squeeze through these barriers. Daisy-Mae has an attack of hysteria when another dog merely
puts a nose through the bar: this is Jo-Jo the Chow. Fritz is allowed to range throughout our
compound and he receives many congratulations on today’s anniversary – crowned by a chorus
of “Happy Birthday” sung by his Aunt Ofra.
Wednesday, April 13:
It is rather gray and chilly today and I am back in my leather jacket this morning. Fritz
disappears near the top of the running track – even though the bushes here have received a severe
curtailment, but he soon appears again and we make a steady progress toward the green. A little
knot of dog owners in standing in the center of this space and we make our way out here too.
Dan, whom we rarely see for long on a weekday, has a doctor’s appointment this morning and
this gives me time to discuss with him the availability of tickets for the Judy Garland play at the
Trafalgar Studios. I have the tennis ball with me and Fritz chases this down for a while, then
we circuit the eastern end of the green before heading back to the café. On the way we pass the
unusual sight of Tank, the Newfoundland, under siege from the little Pug puppy, Monkey. “Tell
Monkey to pick on someone his own size,” I tell Margaret.
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There is a slow-moving queue at the place itself and my progress toward its head is delayed by
the arrival of Georgie, who hands Ellen some money and asks her to order an “Ofra coffee.”
When I finally get outside I suggest to Ofra that we are going to have Janet’s sister knit a jumper
with the letters SQJ emblazoned thereon – “You can’t even be bothered to jump the queue in
person anymore, you have to have a Surrogate Queue Jumper.” Perhaps, to be fairer, Ofra has
just forgotten to jump the queue this morning. After all, she has baked a cake for us but has
forgotten to bring it in and she has also forgotten that Bailey has a beauty treatment scheduled
for 10:30 at Grand Union Pets. She remembers only when Janet says something about it and,
in the end, it is Janet who will drop Bailey off on her way home. Meanwhile, a new graduate of
the grooming services of Susanna at Grand Union is Panda – who close-cropped body is now a
lovely smooth, soft brindled color.
I announce that I too have a hair-cutting appointment this morning and then, in a mischievous
mood, I ask Peter where Bobby is. Of course the tiny Poodle has returned to Peter’s lap at last –
so he knows I am teasing him. Peter has not forgotten the Schmackos and he soon opens these
up and shares them out to the dogs. He says he keeps thinking that he should offer a treat to little
Ninja, but in fact those are just Makiko’s furry black boots beneath the table. Ellen has brought
Fritz a late birthday treat, a package of puppy Allsorts. (Yesterday’s gift of the honking rubber
chicken has already had to be hidden from the insistent jaws of my noise-making pet.) A little
boy is winding our dogs up by barking at them from his pose outside our area – and he gets told
off along with Sparkie and Emilio. Somewhat earlier than usual I have to make my excuses –
with much to do today.
Thursday, April 14:
Fritz and I enter the park from the Morshead gate this morning – since this is the shortest path
to the green and I am hoping to find Dan here before he goes off to work. I want to thank him
for his assistance in getting tickets to End of The Rainbow, which I plan to see with my visiting
niece Elizabeth tonight – but when I do catch sight of him I can tell that, as he clings to his
mobile phone, he is in a much agitated state. Janet fills me in on the latest crisis – which involves
a leak into his kitchen from an upstairs flat that is currently unoccupied. Eventually Dan seems
satisfied by the assurances of the estate agency handling this flat that something will be done by
noon – but this means that for a second day in a row he will be late reporting for work – though
we will have the pleasure of his company at breakfast. Fritz ranges widely over the green,
sometimes chasing down a tennis ball or two, but he never leaves my line of sight and I can call
him when it is time for us to head in for coffee.
The café staff are wearing black trousers and red tops today, very smart. The same can hardly
be said for our disreputable lot – which today includes Claire, Peter, Ofra, Janet, Georgie, Dan,
Yara, Ellen and Ronnie. Ofra is in a state because her newly groomed Bailey is immediately
pursued as an object of desire by a lively young Labrador. Tissues have to be fetched so that
some offending drool can be wiped off and when she is calm again Ofra produces a lovely
apricot pie, which Dan carves up for the rest of us. Yara is still talking about opening a pet shop
in Battersea in June. Her Luna and Luci spend most of the time out on the green, where they
like to visit with whatever dogs Tracy has in her care today. Little boys are being marched off to
some half term activity and they never fail to incite our animals by barking at them.
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The indiscretions of Renata are a major topic of conversation this morning – since Maxi’s mom
is among the missing. Dan says that the other day, when Debbie was visiting with her Zorro,
Renata put a finger on the nose of the Pug and said, “This one is really ugly – just like a frog.”
Ronnie says that Renata is quite mad – “no wonder, she’s German.” Yara remembers that once
Renata, in an effort to prove her former modeling credentials, actually pulled her top down in
order to flash Peter with her bared breasts. Peter denies having seen anything but both Hanna
and Claire were witnesses. “And has time been kind?” Dan now asks. We begin a back passage
walkround, with Winnie at her dilatory best. Shortly before we reach our gate, however, she is
overtaken by her namesake, the Jack Russell Winnie (of Milo and Winnie fame). It is the first
time that Dan has seen the other Winnie – but I know he is smarting at the occurrence; Winnie,
far from being the only Pug in this park, isn’t even the only Winnie.
Friday, April 15:
It is still mostly gray and not that warm as Fritz and I head for the Park today. Even before
entering the sacred precincts I can spot Sabina, whom I have not seen in some time, walking with
Oscar and a newly-clipped Scamp. When we reach the green there is no one about – unless you
count Ronnie, already seated with Chloe at a table shared with Yasmina and her Sasha. We start
down the Randolph roadway but Fritz turns right into the little garden at this corner (resplendent
in red tulips, with yellow and purple flowers as well) and we end up back on the margins of the
green. The tennis ball comes out as we join Georgie, Renata and Janet. Sparkie is heading for the
bushes that climb the left side of Mt. Bannister and Fritz follows. These dogs clearly find some
medicinal value in the grass shoots they are munching by the time I arrive. Here I am able to
hook my dog and head for the café – where Ronnie hangs on to the lead while I am inside.
Both Maxi and Red the Alsatian manage to penetrate the forbidden interior of the café; Maxi
is chased out several times and, in return, he chases Red – overcoming some of his large-dog
phobia in the process. Oggy is adopted by Janet when Carrie goes in for her coffee but this is not
a gesture accepted in good spirit by the disapproving Daisy-Mae; both dogs end up in Janet’s lap
but Daisy-Mae begins to lick her lips – a sure sign that she is contemplating an attack. Bailey’s
short haircut is discussed. Janet says that he looks like he has had a pageboy bob – the Little
Lord Fauntleroy of Spaniels. Bobby gets tied to the naughty fence today and this is where Emilio
belongs as well. The vocal Pug is beside himself with rage over the passage of a large troop of
half-term boys marching by. It is at this point that Winnie opens her throat at Makiko’s feet and
disgorges all of the contents of her greedy stomach. Makiko and Georgie busy themselves in
cleaning up this mess.
In addition to those already mentioned we have Peter, Ellen, Claire and, returning after back
trouble, Hanna. I tell Peter that I may not be on the spot to pick tomorrow’s horse – since I
may get in a day’s walking on the Chiltern Way. I am also asked to give a review of last night’s
performance of End of the Rainbow at the Trafalgar Studios, which I attended (thanks to the
good offices of Dan the ticket man) with my niece. Janet and Georgie have seen this show as
well and we all found Tracy Bennett’s portrayal of Judy Garland to be mesmerizing. Claire now
announces that she will be holding another one of her designer sales in East London next week
– and several of our ladies ask for directions. I ask Janet if Dan’s plumbing problems have been
sorted. She says that they have, but not before the estate agent (whose plumber finally found
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the leak in the upstairs flat) has called Dan a wanker — for making a fuss over a little matter of
water draining through his kitchen ceiling.
Saturday, April 16:
It is a pleasant enough morning – hazy sunshine and gentle temperatures – indeed, I should
be walking in Bedfordshire not in Paddington Rec. That I am not is a function of a crisis that
overtook my walking partner, Tosh, two nights ago: a downstairs burglary while she slept above.
Only cash was taken but she has to wait in for the police today and so we may try again on
Monday. Janet comes in behind us now and I explain that I always expect the petty crime level
to rise in times of economic distress. Fritz and Daisy-Mae make slow progress toward the green;
my dog, in particular, is hard to extract from the environmental area. The tennis ball is produced
and there is a bit of ball chasing underway as Georgie is spotted with Sparkie, Lady Belle and
Winnie (who has had a sleepover). Fritz wanders over near the loos and while he is having a sip
of water I am able to attach his lead to his collar.
Our morning group includes Janet, Georgie, Renata, Peter, Ellen, Ofra and Ronnie. (Suzanne
and Ray are at their own little table, playing backgammon.) Makiko arrives when many of
these breakfasters have already departed and so does Carrie. Once again her Oggy is chained
to the low wall facing the café doors and once again he conducts his own imaginary orchestra
as he yelps in accompaniment. Janet wonders why Carrie doesn’t leave the ninny with one of
us – “She probably doesn’t like it when I yell at him to be quiet,” she muses. Experimentally
she shouts out a long-distance command to desist now – and Carrie comes rushing out of the
café to see what’s happening. The popularity of toasted sausage sandwiches (with onions and
plenty of mustard) is re-established on our tabletop but below this surface the dogs are holding a
scrimmage at my knees. Winnie is the most persistent petitioner this morning; we are waiting for
her daddy Dan to put in an appearance after a night of revelry with his friend Brian, but he never
makes it.
I am handed the racing pages by Peter but this morning there is only one obvious choice and I
circle the name of Blazing Bailey in the marathon Scottish Grand National (four miles and one
furlong) at 3:45 in Ayr. Janet has sent many of us a YouTube video of a white Poodle playing the
Piano and singing – the way her late Koko used to do. She says that she was in a dog-friendly
café in Primrose Hill yesterday and that, to her surprise, John the Commentator walked in. He
wouldn’t make eye contact until he had spotted Daisy-Mae, one of his great favorites. I tell
Ronnie that last night I had a dream in which I was urged to run for Prime Minister. “Yes,” I
agreed, “but don’t you think I should become a British citizen first?”
Sunday, April 17:
A watery sun is just breaking through the cloud cover as Fritz and I make our Sunday appearance
in the park. Tanya is jogging by with trainer and Pasha the Weimaraner as we round the corners
and head for the green. I see Dan and Janet near the cricket crease and so we head in this
direction, Fritz soon ending up on his back as Dan gives my dog – who is growling delightedly
– an extensive tummy rub. Fritz then rushes off to greet Georgie and here he receives a second
extended cuddle from one of the park keepers. I now put Fritz on lead so that I can make an
orderly progress in the direction of the café, whose doors have just opened.
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I have thanked Dan for arranging those Thursday tickets to End of the Rainbow and told him
that I have been saving my one and only Judy Garland story for his return – so that I won’t have
to repeat it twice. However, I can see when I return to our compound with my coffee that storytelling will be very difficult today since Ofra, Janet, Georgie and Dan have taken their own little
table in the sun – dividing our group into two irreconcilable halves. I make two announcements.
Dan, who only recently protested when Ofra turned her back on some of her fellow breakfast
folk, now has his back turned to all of us – and this fact is duly noted. In response to Janet’s
suggestion that Daisy-Mae needs to seek me out for her biscuit fix I announce that I’m not giving
treats today to the pets of any of the unsociable quartet. In the event we later get dog owners who
have to stand while one of the sunbathers uses an empty chair for her feet.
What I do not say is that these solipsists have lost their chance to hear my Judy Garland story
– but the same cannot be true for you, my loyal readers, and so here it is. We have to go back
to Christmas, 1955, for this piece of ancient history. I was in my first year as a collegian and so
was my classmate, Mikel Taxer. Mikel was an aspiring actor, show-biz besotted, and – between
little theatre appearances – he was always taking acting and dancing lessons. On this day he
had decided to buy some item of nightwear as a holiday present for his girlfriend Gloria – and
I decided to tag along. We headed for Saks, I think it was, on Wilshire Boulevard in Beverly
Hills and waited for the elevator that would take us up to the lingerie department. Just as we
entered we were joined by two other shoppers, Judy Garland and some long-suffering male. The
star-struck Mikel was trembling with excitement at the presence of this epitome of Hollywood
greatness and when the lift reached the floor we all sought he was so flustered that, instead of
waiting for royalty to exit first, he rushed out of the opening doors himself. At this point there
came a raspy utterance from the lips of the insulted princess: “What’s the rush, buster?!”
I have no idea what the sun worshippers are discussing in their inclusive enclave but under the
umbrella we have Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, Susie, Debbie (Pucci’s mom), Wendy and Claire. Yara
is about to sign a lease on her new pet store and Susie, whose daughter has a similar outfit in
Biggleswade, has much advice to share on the matter. Peter reports that Blazing Bailey burned
out in yesterday’s Scottish Grand National – before reminding us that we need to renew our
stakes. A chap with a little daughter and a Bull Terrier comes by and eventually they take the
other little table. The Bull Terrier, eight year-old Harvey, looks like a real bruiser, with a scar on
his back (after the removal of a lump) and a left eye that looks like it has just been blackened
(though that is just the way the hair grows). In fact, the fellow is quite friendly and docile and
his tail is wagging happily throughout the session as everyone makes a fuss over him (well, not
you, Winnie). Just as I am about to leave I meet my former students, Marty and Danielle, and
we confer on our strategies for obtaining Olympics tickets, a complicated lottery process for me
since Gavan has enlisted my help in ordering tickets for no fewer than twenty-five events.
Tuesday, April 19:
I have missed a day in the park — as the long-delayed start to the country-walking season got
underway with a seven-and-a-half mile stint on the Chiltern Way. Tosh and I had lovely weather
yesterday and today seems to be another brilliant day. I do need to stand at the window for a
while to see how people are dressed and by doing so I am convinced that there is no need for any
jacket this morning. Celine is just passing by with Ziggy as we enter the park – but they are soon
far ahead of us as Fritz checks out all the smells he missed yesterday when he spent the day with
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Linda and Pepper. Out on the green Emilio is chasing a much larger dog and has to be restrained;
every day sees more of his total transformation from shy introvert to Thug Pug. Fritz heads down
the Randolph roadway and by the time we have returned the others have taken their seats at the
café.
Only Ofra has separated herself at the little forward table this morning – joining Yasmina and
Yara. For that matter she spends most of the session not seated anywhere but standing at the
fence to chat with Tanya, who is here with Pasha as they view mobile phone photos of her kids,
who are at home. At our table we have Ronnie, Ellen, Peter, Davide, Janet, Georgie and Renata.
(Claire is somewhere about – though she may be looking for Carrie, who has a drill and a saw
that need to be applied to several pieces of wood that Claire has brought with her.) Even some
of those at our table seem to want to face the sun today but I have a gentle irony to point out to
them. In the last few days the leaves have begun to unfold on the tree above our compound and
there is already very little direct sunlight available to anyone at either table. “They should chop
it down,” Georgie says. Renata adds that they could leave our umbrella un-deployed, but I point
out that we would still be in the shade now that spring has arrived.
I catch up on the news. Ronnie is getting ready for another spirited night of bridge. Davide, just
back from Hong Kong, is scheduled to fly there again on Friday. He says that the unions and BA
are back in talks today and perhaps this time there will be some agreement. There is some talk
about Easter plans and the Royal Wedding on the 29th but I have heard no mention at all of a
national referendum on the Alternate Voting System proposal – that was once so central to the
dreams of the Liberal Democrats. Renata wants to know if anyone wants to rent her flat for the
three winter months – when she will be in Spain; she will undertake a reconnaissance trip there
soon, though she has already secured a place to stay. Renata, incidentally, is the only person to
notice that I am not drinking my usual coffee this morning. This is because I am nil by mouth
until I have a blood test at the Randolph Surgery at 11:15. It is part of a busy schedule that will
also include lunch with visiting Ottos (whose Westie is also called Fritz) and so, somewhat
earlier than usual, we head for home along the Morshead roadway.
Wednesday, April 20:
There could be no improvement in today’s weather, as far as I am concerned – sunny, warm but
not hot, altogether delightful. Fritz goes about his business expeditiously, seemingly unbothered
by the fringe of facial hair that now covers his eyes completely. We head out for the center of
the green, where Janet, Georgie and Davide are already present — Georgie with Lady Belle,
Sparkie, and Panda – who is on lead. Yara soon arrives as well; she is wearing her jean shorts
and clutching a Sainsbury nappy bag stuffed not with treats, as we first suspect, but with the fecal
offerings of Luna and Luci – who believe in synchronized pooing. The others make an early start
for the café but I follow Fritz halfway around the green’s perimeter. He seems to be an object of
special fascination for the Australian Shepherd Dog, Ozzie – the dog with the pale, staring eyes.
When we reach the Grantully gate I put my dog back on lead so that we can make fast progress
back across the grass – well, with Fritz, “fast” is a relative term.
I give up on the coffee queue, some builders having gotten in there before me, and return ten
minutes later when things have quieted down a bit. Yara, Ofra, and Makiko are stationed at the
little fence-side table while Janet, Georgie, Davide, Renata, Peter, Ellen and Ronnie have taken
up positions under the umbrella. There does seem to be a little more back and forth interaction
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between these groupings today and for this we can thank Fritz – who, representing maledom
in general, is sitting raptly at Yara’s feet, hoping for a treat. Ofra says she can’t believe that my
dog can see through his own eyebrows. When he is satisfied with the treats at one table, Fritz
switches his attention to Ellen and moans plaintively. Many of the other dogs follow this line
of migration and also wait their turns at the feet of the sausage sandwich eaters. These days
their numbers are augmented by Makiko, who also seems addicted to this foodstuff. “First our
dogs corrupt Emilio, now we’ve seduced Makiko as well,” I say. Underneath the table DaisyMae and Bobby have a scrap. This is followed by the entrance of two new canines, an ambercolored Cavaliery pooch named D’Artagnan and a burly be-tailed black Schnauzer named,
mischievously, Chalky.
Davide is discussing some medical matter as I sit down and this reminds me to pass on the
story just told to me by Cathy, come to do battle with Wednesday’s dust. She said that she had
an appointment at one of the clinics at St. Mary’s for 10:00. An hour passed and a bit more
and she asked the receptionist how long she would have to wait. There were only three more
people ahead of her and so she went back to her seat and asked her neighbor what time her
appointment was for. This proved to be an hour later than Cathy’s but, surprisingly, this woman
was summoned next. Naturally there was a protest but the mystery was soon explained, “We had
to take her next; we’ve been paying an interpreter since 10:00 to be on call.” This tale is accepted
ruefully by the other breakfasters – who then begin to discuss next week’s royal wedding. Ronnie
says he has no interest whatsoever and Ellen says that she likes to see the procession and the
horses but that “when they go into the Abbey I go into the kitchen.” Ellen has one other bit of
disturbing news to impart before she goes off (with Ronnie’s bankbook – so that she can make a
deposit for him). It seems that an ancient park veteran, Kathy Andon’s Paddy, has had to be put
to sleep at the age of sixteen.
Thursday, April 21:
It seems a little cooler this morning, though unseasonably warm temperatures continue to prevail.
I am walking a bit stiffly – not because of Monday’s walk but because of the exertions attendant
on my annual Spring planting, a battle with the window boxes that is still only half way there.
Janet and Daisy-Mae are just arriving as we enter the Essendine gate and we walk with them out
to the green. (Janet is worried because she thinks that was Rebel, wandering around by himself
near the Chippenham pub this morning.) She soon joins Davide and Georgie as they head for the
café but I continue to follow Fritz on what turns out to be a complete circle of the green. It is a
lovely morning in the park and I take my time – too much, it would appear, for when I get back
to the café the queue is so long I give up.
We have no rebel tables to contend with this morning – just one grouping that includes Janet,
Georgie, Davide, Ofra, Makiko, Peter, Claire, Ronnie and Ellen. The latter, bless her heart,
fetches my cappuccino for me – I didn’t even have to ask. Other orders are similarly beset with
problems. They are out of lemon and Ofra has to settle for honey in her tea. Claire’s coffee has
made an early exit down the front on her blouse – and she will have to change before reporting
to another day of her Brick Lane sale. Ofra says she and Yara attended this event yesterday – but
that only Yara bought any clothes. Panda, meanwhile, has given up on trying to throw herself in
front of the disinterested Fritz, and is seeking escape onto the green – a delaying tactic since she
is destined, again, to spend the day with Auntie Georgie.
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Travel plans are discussed. Makiko (who is planning a trip to Ibiza in June) is working out a
food-shopping list with Hong Kong-bound Davide. Janet is leaving for a few days with her sister
in Kenilworth. And Ronnie says that his Susie is attending the horse trials in Badminton today.
The dogs exhaust my supply of biscuits – though Daisy-Mae spends a lot of time in my lap in
anticipation of the next handout. When we get up to begin our back passage walkround she
rushes into the picnic area in search of squirrels, then she admits herself to the five-a-side pitch
so that she can roll ecstatically on the tiny rubber pellets that decorate this surface. Janet has
been taking a lot of pictures today but a passer-by offers to take a picture of all of us as we walk
beneath the cedars on our way to the exit gate.
Friday, April 22:
The wonderful sunny weather persists – though the lack of rain, the static air and the high
temperatures have certainly lowered air quality these days. Sitting on a bench at the head of the
track is Claire, with coffee in a paper cup in one hand and a cigarette in the other. Panda rushes
up to greet Fritz and Claire tells me that her current sale is a marathon that ends only on Tuesday.
(She had to buy one of her own offerings yesterday when she arrived with all those coffee stains
on her own shirt.) Out on the green Dan is sitting with Winnie and we head here next; Dan is in
the first stages of a seventeen-day holiday but his mood darkens just a bit when he notices that
the backgammon players, Ray and Suzanne, have already claimed the little sunny table in the
corner. Fritz rushes over to the loos, where he gets in line for a drink from a water bowl currently
being utilized by Lucky and Jack. Then he heads down the Randolph roadway.
I don’t have much of a wait in the café, where Metty is adding some police tape to an outdoor
table (burger theft?). Under the umbrella this morning we have Claire, Ronnie, Peter, Ellen, Ofra,
Dan, Makiko, Georgie and her sister Jean – though Carrie and Davide are late arrivals. Ofra is
trying to figure out if it’s okay to park her car on the street, that is – do we have a Good Friday
Bank Holiday or not? Peter says that it’s better to leave it on a single yellow line for safety’s
sake and Ellen tells me that the post office is closed today — just as well she does so, since I was
heading over there this morning with a package. Jean, who seems to use a walking stick these
days, has brought from Glasgow the sweet-faced Collie Billy — who will be fifteen in July.
Billy has not forgotten that I carry biscuits in my pockets and he is soon in line with the other
supplicants. Winnie is her voracious best and there is some discussion whether her behavior is
worse when she is here with Dan or here with Davide. (Equally bad I would say.)
A friend comes by to chat with Claire – “I dropped my phone in the bathtub and lost everybody’s
number,” she says. Peter tells Makiko that rain is heading for Ibiza – even though her holiday
there is not until June. This woeful prediction leads to a spontaneous chorus of “Always Look on
the Bright Side of Life.” Panda, left in Georgie’s care when Claire goes off, cries and howls over
this abandonment and spends the better part of an hour staring through the bars in the direction
taken by her departing mommy. I suggest that Dan will be staring at the front door like this when
Davide goes off to Hong Kong this afternoon, but it is obvious that the lads are squabbling – the
tail end of an argument that began with an un-emptied tumble dryer. “Let’s go home and have a
cuddle in the back yard,” Dan suggests impishly. “Let’s go home and smash your face,” Davide
retorts. Claire has already left when Peter and Ellen get up to follow Ronnie. This leaves me all
alone at the end of one of the two tables – is it again something I have said? I change positions as
Ninja comes in to dance between our feet. And then, because I am in a forgiving mood, I decide
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to share my Judy Garland story with the surviving tablemates — many of whom have now seen
End of the Rainbow and are in a better position to judge its authenticity. This time there is rapt
attention and, chuckling, we get up to begin our back passage walkround. We have been in the
park for an hour and a half.
Sunday, April 24:
I have missed a day in the park while Fritz was resuming his normal shape and style under
the hands of Karen at St. John’s Pets – and I am about to miss four more. A little moisture
has at last fallen, though the previous afternoon’s thunderstorm was more thunder than storm.
Today, however, it is again bright and sunny and the temperatures are certainly mild enough.
At the northeast corner of the green there is a mob of people and I can soon see the attraction
– a woman has just brought in a tiny black and white male Shih-Tzu named Milou. “Isn’t he
gorgeous!” Janet enthuses – while Daisy-Mae lies on the grass, paying no attention to her
younger cousin. Fritz now continues halfway around the green, returning only to the center when
he spots Georgie and Jean entering stage left. Then he follows Sparkie up Mt. Bannister and, by
the time I catch up, it is time to head for the café.
I pass Fritz’s lead over to his Uncle Ronnie and join a very short queue. Once again there is a
great divide among the dog owners, with Janet, Georgie, Dan, Jean and Ofra at a little table in
the sun (perpetuating a social division that occurred last night when the cool crowd were invited
to Ofra’s) and a larger grouping under the umbrella including Ronnie, Susie, Peter, Yara, Claire,
Hanna, Carrie and Ellen. Janet has baked some Easter scones and these are shared with both
tables – along with clotted cream and jam. Hanna is also celebrating the holiday with bags of
chicken-shaped marshmallow Peeps. The dogs are doing well from my biscuit bag; today these
include not only the usual Shapes but some Allsorts. Ellen, who can’t keep her hands off the
sleek Schnauzer, says, “I see your daddy has bought you some Allsorts today” – to which I reply
that these treats are a gift from Ellen herself, one I have been saving for some time. It doesn’t
matter which canine mouth I am aiming for – Winnie makes an attempt to snatch everything out
of the air. “Where’s my well-behaved dog?” Dan asks at one point. “She’s over here,” I reply,”
scraping all the skin off my knees.”
Peter is wearing a new pair of dark glasses – though this makes him an object of teasing. It isn’t
because no one quite believes he now looks like Jack Nicholson but because this eyewear has
replaced an earlier pair of lady’s specs that he bought by mistake. A sale actually takes place
at our table. Yara has bought two dresses (in different colors) at Claire’s Brick Lane sale and
now wants to know if anyone wants one of these. Susie decides to buy the cream model for
her daughter Rachel – who receives a fulsome description of the very stylish garment over the
mobile phone. Yara adds, when commerce is over for the morning, that she has now decided to
call her Battersea grooming parlor “Peach Paws.” It has reached 10:00 by this time and I decide
to make an early start for home; I have only a little more than an hour before Linda arrives to
pick up Fritz and to drive me to Paddington Station: today I begin my annual family reunion
holiday in Stockholm.
Friday, April 29:
After four nights in the Swedish capital I am able to resume my role as dog owner – Fritz having
been returned to me by his Auntie Linda yesterday afternoon. After agreeing that he no longer
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likes to sleep on the bed – which he has not done here for some weeks – I was surprised to
see that he had, indeed, prepared his own space on the adjacent pillow when I went to bed last
night and that he stayed in his old elevated position for the entire night. Much refreshed from
our needed sleep we are ready to resume our usual park entry at 9:10 today. It is an overcast
morning, somewhat chilly.
Janet is just coming in behind us with Daisy-Mae and we walk together out to the green – where
we can see Georgie on the opposite side with Ellen. An attempt is made to intercept them at the
eastern end but our progress is delayed by the arrival of Zorro and Toby the Bulldog. There is
a real canine convention when we at last arrive – Claire, Carrie and Yara are sitting on a bench
over here and their dogs are milling about contentedly. Georgie says that she took two of Jean’s
painkillers last night for a headache – forgetting that she has an allergy to this medication – and
that she spent the rest of the night “wanting to scratch my skin off.” When I reach the doggy
compound Ronnie says that in my absence Chloe has been wearing a plastic bonnet to prevent
her from chewing on her own feet. He hangs on to Fritz when I join the queue in front of the
café. Carrie is complaining about her self-administered haircut but she says she doesn’t like
hairdressers and doesn’t trust any of her girlfriends.
She, Claire and Yara take the little end table this morning (though Oggy has his own chair)
while the rest of those already mentioned (plus Peter, Ofra, and Makiko) share space under the
umbrella. Panda, Luna, Luci, Daisy-Mae and Oggy all manage to exit the compound in order to
continue their play on the grass outside. Wendy arrives, very early for her, and it is easy to guess
why: she needs to be back home by 11:00 in order to see the wedding ceremony that today unites
William and Kate at Westminster Abbey. There does seem to be some interest in the event among
the dog people – though, obviously, this does not require a daylong attachment to the television
set. Janet reports that she has received one call from a friend in Australia who is watching the
festival and she soon gets a call from Liz in New York on the same theme. Makiko says her
parents have texted her about this as well. Janet says that there has been a great deal in the media
about the police presence needed to guarantee that nothing untoward takes place and, noting that
he is wearing his dark glasses on a gray day, I suggest that Peter is actually undercover for the
Met today as well. A discussion of the aerial fly-by leads to a bout of nostalgia at our end of the
table. Ellen says that during the war her father worked on Spitfires and Wendy says her dad flew
one. Ellen then adds that her brother was lost to a torpedo in the war and that her family later
attended the dedication of a monument at which the Queen Mother presided.
There are, of course, some missing persons – and there will be some more. Dan and Davide are
in Sardinia and will return on Tuesday. Jean is delivering Billy to a friend because tomorrow she
and Georgie go to Hereford to celebrate young Oliver’s birthday. Claire says that the owners of
Koji have taken their pet with them – three and a half weeks in America – though several of the
other owners agree that they would not put a pet through the ordeal of two transatlantic flights
for such a short stay. There is some discussion of who will be watching Sparkie and Winnie over
the next few days and, the last of Swedish biscuits having been consumed, we get up to begin
our back passage walkround. This gives me a chance to catch up with Janet on other mysteries
uncovered in last night’s soap opera viewing. Almost as soon as we get home I get a call from
Michigan Janet – she too is watching the royal wedding as we speak.
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Saturday, April 30:
The sun has returned in full force and this means that the jacket can again be abandoned. There
is a light breeze blowing across the Rec and it brings a new menace ¬— it is snowing the dried
seeds that are falling from the park trees, covering every surface. Buddy and Sparkie are heading
our way but these two are not the usual candidates but the Pomeranian duo of the same name.
When we reach the green Fritz rushes out to see what Dolores, Jez and Simba are up to – with
Janet joining us with Daisy-Mae and the visiting Winnie and Ofra with Bailey and the visiting
(and original) Sparkie. Eventually I have to follow my dog down the Randolph roadway and here
I have to help a confused Cocker Spaniel understand that his daddy has entered the park rather
than exited from it. A lively turnout is heading for our doggy compound and today this number
includes the Chows, Chinny and Bliss; their black fur is studded with brown bits of fluff.
I have brought my camera with me today and I spend the first few minutes taking pictures of
owners and their dogs. This is not always an easy prospect when the ladies are involved (“my
hair looks a mess today”) but I have to say that I get good cooperation: Janet with Sparkie and
Daisy-Mae on her lap, Wendy with T-bone, Ellen with Jack, Yara with Luna and Luci, Carrie
with Oggy, Claire with Panda, and Makiko with Emilio. The latter pair are pictured at the little
side table where Makiko is poring over the racing form – since Peter (whose picture is taken
as well) has determined that it is her turn to choose our Saturday entry. Eventually she chooses
a horse called Group Therapy – certainly an appropriate choice for our assemblage. Content
that this important task has been completed satisfactorily, Peter departs early, on his way to his
doctor’s surgery to pick up a prescription.
Much of the morning session is devoted to an analysis of yesterday’s royal wedding – an event
that seems to have earned outstanding reviews from the canine sorority. Yara loved Kate’s dress,
Ellen (relenting on her earlier statement) found the Abbey ceremony very moving and Ofra was
amused by the near-whisper of Kate as she took her “vose.” In other news Ellen announces that
Aisne, who owns Lucky and Jack, has been out for a ride in son Kevin’s new gigantic caravan
– which is usually seen taking up three parking spaces on Morshead Road. Wendy reminds us
that this is the weekend for the canal boat festival in Little Venice. She and Janet have a long
discussion on just when the discount card can be used at the swimming pool at the Jubilee Sports
Centre. On several occasions our dogs interrupt this conversation with a mass protest movement
as some innocent dog is led by their compound. Daisy-Mae becomes so excited that she takes
it out on Emilio, who is soon sent packing. No one seems to want to move on this very pleasant
morning and so, after an hour or so, I decide to head for home alone. It is still raining seeds.
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Sunday, May 1:
There is a chilly breeze stirring up today’s seedfall – though it is still a pleasant and sunny
morning in the park. Fritz makes a steady progress toward the green and we pass only the Thai
football players in the central pitch on our way through. A few dogs are playing out in the middle
today and Fritz rushes out to see what they are up to: Jez is playing with the Pomeranian Zorro
– while the Pug Zorro looks on. I follow my dog as he heads for the eastern end of the green and
then we begin a bit of a circle, ending up at the gate of the Grantully doggy area. There is still
plenty of time for a little exploration here – so we do go into this space. At one end there is a
very large, partially gnawed bone, and I decide that I had better discard this object before Fritz
seizes it.
Once back on the green again we meet Ofra with Bailey and houseguest Sparkie – whose
behavior these days seems almost sedate when compared to his rambunctious youth. Now he
is on one of his energetic runabouts, joyously dashing in circles that Bailey cannot hope to
penetrate. On the grass some dog has abandoned a small, deflated green rubber ball and Fritz
enjoys chasing this down, picking it up in his teeth and giving it a good shake. I have high hopes
that I can use this toy as an incentive to keep us moving toward the doggy compound but my dog
is on to me — and rushes down the Morshead roadway with this prize in his teeth. It takes me
some time to get him collared and the closer we get to the café the more he puts on the breaks
— it’s no use; I have to pull him into the compound and leave him with Ronnie while I take my
place in the coffee queue.
Today Ronnie has brought Susie and we also have Ofra, Janet, Peter, Renata, Ellen, Makiko and
little Milou’s mommy as well – with Yara and Hanna, latecomers, taking the little corner table.
Milou himself is irresistible and passes from lap to lap; he reminds Janet very strongly of her
own Koko. In the breeze we are soon plastered with brown seeds; they provide an interesting
pattern on Peter’s dark sweater and they encrust Yoyo’s whiskers. Much of the morning’s
conversation is devoted to a minute dissection of the outfits worn by the guests and bridesmaids
at Friday’s royal wedding and, truth to tell, I zone out a bit. Fritz makes several attempts to
escape but the others are careful to prevent this. At last, just as we are ready to leave, Linda
arrives with Pepper and she joins our procession for a back passage walkround. Both DaisyMae and Winnie manage to slow this process down – Daisy-Mae out of mischief, Winnie out of
indolence.
Monday, May 2:
It is the first of the May Bank Holidays but, as Fritz and I head for the park, it seems obvious
that the British will not be alone in celebrating today: Osama bin Laden has been killed by an
American hit squad in Pakistan! I am somewhat early today, a blustery spring morning with
strong winds buffeting those who have arrived for exercise and dog walking. A rarely seen
chaffinch is hopping about in the branches of a tree above our walkway near the Essendine gate.
The owner of Milo and Winnie, the Jack Russell, says something to me about the wind as we
reach the green – but I can’t hear him because of the wind. I tighten the strap on my baseball cap
and Fritz begins a bout of ball chasing – with the green almost empty of other contenders.
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Eventually Janet arrives with Daisy-Mae and we discuss the news. She is not alone (since I hear
this from others later as well) in worrying that there will be al-Qaeda reprisals as a consequence
of the attack on bin Laden; I suggest that if we fail to act against terrorists because of such a
fear then the terrorists will have won. While this conversation is taking place Fritz starts off on a
circle of the green and I am just able to keep him in my sites as he passes the bandstand. When
he heads down the Morshead roadway I have to give chase; Susie is just arriving with Chloe and
she is a bit worried when she sees my dog trotting along on his own. He still has the tennis ball in
his mouth as her nears the gate on this side of the park but I manage to distract him by suggesting
a visit to the nearby doggy area. Only Zorro the Pomeranian is here – his mommy exercising
next to a bench – and I manage at last to hook my dog. Jean and Georgie have returned and we
pass them as I lead my reluctant dog back across the grass and on to the café. Here celebrity
photographer Richard Dunkley is just parking his bike prior to a tennis match with a pal. As he
goes in for coffee we comment on the need for wind adjustments on the courts today. He says
that the way he has been playing recently means that no adjustment is needed.
This morning we have the ladies already mentioned plus Ronnie, Peter, Ellen, Ofra, Renata, Yara,
Makiko and Claire. There is additional conversation on the death of bin Laden but then more
conventional topics take over. Pictures of Oliver’s second birthday party are shared by Georgie
and Jean. Susie says that in Hammersmith council officials are planning to charge dog walkers
and personal trainers for use of the public parks. She and Yara are again discussing Yara’s plans
for her doggy parlor in Battersea; Yara says that her Saudi backer, whom she has known since
their university days, is a member of the very large bin Laden family. Sensing defection from
our ranks I don’t think I like her plans to look for a flat in Battersea – any more than Susie’s
plans for buying a house in Biggleswade – where her daughter lives. Ronnie is in a mischievous
mood. When Renata says she has broken her hearing aid this morning, he says, “What’s that?”
He also suggests that Yara’s dogs should be called Luna and Tic – rather than Luna and Luci. He
is, of course, quite impressed by the efficiency of the American operation in Pakistan and he asks
me how I feel about the U.S. president now. In answer I raise my maroon sweatshirt in order to
reveal a garment I haven’t worn in almost three years – my black Obama t-shirt.
Fritz and I are on our own as we begin a return journey down the Morshead roadway. I notice
several changes. In the “D” at the head of the running track, where the jackhammers have been
so busy, we seem to have not another new building but a basketball court and some lime green
outdoor exercise equipment. And in a glass case near the gate I see that there is an announcement
from Westminster Council to the effect that photography is forbidden in “certain areas” of the
park – a retreat from the blanket condemnation that had criminalized all of us only recently.
Tuesday, May 3:
Almost as soon as we hit the street this morning I regret the inadequacies of my costume – in
spite of the sun there is a fresh wind that is truly chilling, and I miss my jacket. To make matters
worse I have to stand around for quite a while as my dog manages to produce not one but two
steaming piles of elephant dung (or so it would appear). A masked Boyd is blowing all the
recently fallen twigs from our path as we reach the cypress trees; school kids are back in force
this morning and we pass several groupings as we head for the green at last. Here I count ten
dogs already at play and Fritz rushes out to see if there is anyone he knows. We soon head for
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the eastern end of the green, where fellow Schnauzer Monty is squatting next to an exercise
apparatus. Thereafter we begin a circle of the green.
When Fritz turns left at the Grantully gate I manage to engage his attentions by producing the
tennis ball. He does chase this onto the green but almost immediately, as yesterday, he heads
down the Morshead roadway with the ball in his mouth, and I find myself following. Just
entering from this side is Janet with Daisy-Mae. “Fritz,” Janet says, “what are you doing over
here?” To me she asks, “Has he gone walkabout again?” and when I agree with this assessment
she adds, “Do you want me to hold on to him?” In this fashion the beast is collared and we can
turn around and head for the café. Near the flagpoles there is a brief outburst when Red the
Alsatian has a tussle with a timid Labrador – after sensing that there is a female in heat nearby.
There is a long line in the coffee queue this morning but at least it is warm indoors. Outside,
the complaints over the return of today’s wintry blasts never cease. Our group this morning
includes Ronnie, Ellen, Peter, Makiko, Renata, Janet, Georgie, Wendy and Ofra. The latter has
forgotten the exact time of Guy’s next medical appointment and this must be remedied with a
call to the surgery and a text to Guy himself. (The good news is that Ofra saved a bundle on a
cheap eyebrow treatment at Whiteley’s yesterday.) Peter has resumed sponsorship of the feisty
Bobby, who is snuggled into the lap of his protector and wearing a purple sweater. Renata, who
departs for Malaga tomorrow, has brought some dog treats for the assembled animals and these
are shared out; Lucky steals Chloe’s chew stick and Ronnie replaces it with one assigned to
Fritz – but my dog gets it back a few minutes later. Conversation this morning still rumbles with
the death of Osama bin Laden – Makiko says that, in a fit of wishful thinking, Fox News has
confused Osama with Obama. Meanwhile Daisy-Mae launches a lightning attack of her own on
Leon, a larger look-alike Shih-Tzu. When Ronnie now gets up to head for his car Fritz manages
to escape. I am not at all perturbed to discover a good excuse to bid farewell to this chilly session
in the park, and I am soon off in pursuit of my elusive pet.
Wednesday, May 4:
Fritz and I are about twenty minutes late getting to the park this morning — delayed not by the
usual Wednesday arrival of Cathy, but by the annual inspection visit of the man from British
Gas. In fact the day turns out to be one of those urban ordeals and the first thing I note on my
incoming email is a message that the power will be turned off in my building for several hours
starting at 10:00 – as part of the fire prevention strategies currently underway hereabouts.
Fortunately the gasman phones at 8:15, announcing his imminent arrival, and I know that he, at
least, will be finished by 10:00. Fritz does a good job of crossing his legs and so we were at last
are able to hit the streets around 9:30.
At least my dog has had the benefit of another grand tour of the verdant spaces of Regent’s Park
(yesterday afternoon) but I know he needs some exercise before we join the rest of the doggy
crew – already seated under the umbrella at the café. We continue down the Randolph roadway,
soon encountering Ziggy (here with Celine and baby Raphael) and then Ozzie – this Australian
Shepherd is always interested in Fritz and follows him around closely. By the time we have
turned around at the gate and returned to the café it is already 9:50 – and I am stuck behind a
group of prambulators. Carrie has tied Oggy to the front door of the café in order to minimize the
protests howls – but she has to move him aside when the prams make their exit.
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Our group this morning includes Ofra, Georgie, Janet, Claire, Elle, Peter, Jean, Ronnie and
Dan. The latter is just back from several wet days in Sardinia and he has brought with him some
delicious local pastries. There is some discussion of the alternate voting referendum scheduled
for tomorrow. Dan says he is voting “yes” (having noted that this is the system that the Tories use
to elect their own party leaders). Tory Ronnie, who will be voting “No,” thinks that the British
are too thick ever to use a more complex voting system successfully. There are also echoes of
the Osama bin Laden affair – with a number of conspiracy theories thundering about: he’s not
dead, he’s been dead for years, etc. As yesterday, Daisy-Mae attacks another innocent party
under the table. This time it is a senior citizen, Scottish Billy. (For her pains, Daisy-Mae gets tied
to the naughty fence.) I get up with the others when we begin a back passage walkround; there
is one usual sighting on this occasion. On the grass outside the head of the track a young black
man with a six-pack worthy of Zeus is practicing his kick-boxing moves – including a back flip
from a standing position. Young Raffy is playing on the exercise apparatus near the Essendine
gate while his mother is staring with rapt attention at this athletic phenomenon. By the time I am
home the power is out – and so it remains for the next six and a half hours! Modern man was not
made to live for such a length of time without electricity.
Thursday, May 5:
The longstanding sunny weather has disappeared at last and today we have gray skies – with
flecks of moisture threatening real rain at last. Fritz has a special fondness for the new artificial
mound just inside the Essendine entrance, and here he pauses for his first business of the day.
Heading our way we have Rizzo, accompanied by Denise. “What’s all this growling about,
Fritz?” she asks in response to my pet’s usual greeting. When we reach the green I can see (and
hear) Boyd riding his lawn mower in leisurely circles; this will explain why Georgie and Jean
have taken up a safe position at the foot of Mt. Bannister. Here Billy, Sparkie, Lady Belle and
Fritz take part in some spirited ball chasing. None of these animals seems much interested in his
or her own ball and there is much swapping over of these toys. Indeed, when it is time for us to
head for the café, Fritz is carrying Sparkie’s red ball in his teeth and Georgie has Fritz’s green
tennis ball in her red plastic slinger.
I stand outside the café doors, waiting to enter as the first customer. The substandard weather
has helped to depress the numbers today: just Peter, Ronnie, Makiko, Ofra, Dan, Janet, Jean and
Georgie. Winnie is foremost among the biscuit hounds this morning – following Fritz around
in the hope that he will leave some crumbs behind, scraping away at my trousers, claiming preeminence by standing with one paw permanently attached to my knee, finally jumping up on my
lap to improve her chances. Here I can see that Dan is right: her right eye is weepy and a visit
to the vet may be on the cards. While I am distracted Winnie reaches inside my biscuit bag and
begins to scrape away at the last of these treats. But here the wages of sin are apparent ¬¬— for
she succeeds only in pulling the treat out so that it falls to the floor and so Daisy-Mae can claim
it. Sparkie and Bailey are also in on the act. Sparkie has had a haircut (he only gets one a year)
and he looks more like a meerkat than ever. Bailey actually climbs onto the tabletop in pursuit of
a human biscuit left behind in a saucer.
Peter is chided for never pronouncing Makiko’s name correctly. He starts with Makoko, then
switches to Makiki – swearing that this is how Ronnie told him to pronounce it. Eventually
he gets it right — I haven’t the heart to tell him that in Japan the accent would be on the first
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syllable. For her part, Makiko says that a randy Emilio may be in line for another romantic
liaison – but he will have to do much better this time. Dan and Jean have a nostalgic episode
as they recall the children’s program Will ‘o the Wisp – with Dan doing his Kenneth Williams
impression in the process. I ask the others if it is still okay for me to use frozen food that was
affected by six and a half hours of power downtime yesterday – but they all agree that this will
be okay. The rain is by this time a bit stronger and it is blowing down the back of our necks – so
we decide to make an early start for shelter.
Friday, May 6:
Yesterday’s rain was brief and unsatisfactory – the park surfaces, for instance, are still bone dry
following almost two months of moisture-less weather (and there are forest fires in other parts
of the U.K. as well). Today it is bright and sunny and I can see that I have made a mistake in
wearing my leather jacket into the park. Janet, whom we soon encounter with Daisy-Mae, is
also complaining of being overdressed today. She says that she will be attending a hen night on
the Isle of Wight at the end of the month and the bride-to-be has chosen a retro theme – “I don’t
have anything to wear,” Janet says, “the only retro object I have is me.” Dan is just entering the
park with Winnie and a hollow pink Frisbee as we reach the green, and the Pug is making only a
desultory effort to chase it down. Fritz seems content to remain nearby throughout the session –
which does include some ball chasing – and we are in a good position to make an early entry into
the doggy compound. I want some place to take my jacket off as soon as I can.
Even before we are all seated today there is a minor contretemps when Hanna refuses to sit at the
same table as an unfamiliar dog owning lady who was once rude to her; no one can remember
this incident in detail and the lady, after securing her coffee, soon departs. This leaves Hanna
to share the corner table with Yara while the rest of us (Ellen, Peter, Claire, Ofra, Dan, Janet,
Georgie and Jean) occupy our usual space. Winnie’s eye looks better today; no one can tell if
she is the author of a pool of vomit soon discovered at one end of our area — and picked up by
Hanna with a tissue. Just as well, since Dan says that Winnie likes to eat her own vomit. Ofra
now admits that during his sleepover Sparkie threw up at her place – but everyone is astounded
that Ofra cleaned up the mess herself. “I would have thought you’d call 999,” Georgie says.
Little Milou is brought in and passed around like a furry parcel. Ellen announces that Lucky
has lost one kilo. When she opens her treat bag she is swarmed by our animals – but not before
Daisy-Mae, on a roll, has attacked Fritz – who defends his position with some emphasis.
Dan thinks Jean is standing around in the attitude of James Dean and this reminds him of his own
youth – when a teacher at drama school compared our rebel to the young actor and finished the
tirade by spitting in Dan’s face. Peter is still worrying about the fate of his beloved Queen’s Park
Rangers – who have won their league but still face an uncertain future because a hearing (over
an illegal transfer two years ago) may still result in a points deduction. Ofra is worrying over an
argument at the bakery – where she was told that she was entitled to only four mini-challahs and
she wanted six. All of a sudden the conversation makes a surprising leap from these suburban
depths to the heights of fine art — when Claire says she really loves the work of Francis Bacon
and Lucien Freud and Jean defends Otto Dix. Go figure.
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Saturday, May 7:
A light rain has dampened the pavements and more moisture is threatened so I am just about to
hunt up Fritz’s raincoat when the phone rings. It is Linda – to remind me that she has this item of
clothing and has had it since April 24, when I departed for Sweden. Five minutes later she drives
up with the missing object (and Pepper) and we enter the park together. Entry is complicated by
the arrival of a third Schnauzer, Monty, and by the presence of Jez – who is rolling in something
entirely unsuitable on the walkway. As we reach the cypress trees Olivia emerges with Skye and
the hem of Linda’s white raincoat is soon tattooed in black paw prints. When we reach the green
we begin a grand circle but by the time we have reached the bandstand the rain begins in earnest
and I retrieve Fritz’s coat from the pocket of my own rain jacket.
Linda comes into the doggy compound to say hello to the other dog owners – then she departs
for a Pilates class in Primrose Hill. Our numbers are somewhat reduced by the wet weather –
just Janet, Jean, Georgie, Wendy, Ellen, Ofra and Peter to begin with – but latecomers continue
to make up the numbers: Dan, Makiko, Carrie and Claire. Peter announces that our entry in the
2:40 at Lingfield will be Always the Lady – chosen by Wendy. Peter is sporting a black umbrella
– which, with his new sunglasses, should improve his masculine image, though we all wish we
could hear him at the bookies later this morning when he places money on our filly. Makiko
says that today is her seventh wedding anniversary, a fact she had forgotten until reminded by
Matthew, and she leaves early to hunt up an appropriate present. Dan now reports on his recent
social life with Brian, his longtime pal. In fact the two aren’t speaking this morning after Brian
disappeared at a gay bar in the East End and Dan had to make his way home at 4:00 am with two
night buses.
Claire now asks me if I have been watching A Breed of Their Own on Sky 1. I have missed
an episode, since the program seems to have shifted from Wednesday to Tuesday nights and,
under any circumstances, I record the show so that I can fast forward through all the segments
not featuring the dog-besotted craziness of my “Barking at the Moon” friends, Jo Good and
Anna Webb. Claire clearly thinks these ladies are mad. While we are analyzing this show most
of the other dog owners at our table get up to begin a back passage walkround – so Fritz and I
are on our own when we head down the Morshead roadway a few minutes later. After I have
been at home for half an hour or so two things happen. First I notice that I have forgotten to
remove Fritz’s raincoat. And then Janet calls to invite me to join the dog people for dinner at Le
Cochonnet at 8:00 this evening.
Sunday, May 8:
Last night’s gathering at Le Cochonnet was a very pleasant affair – with pizzas all round. Guests
included Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Jean, Dan, Davide, Linda and Peter (whose insulin regime means
that he often eats nothing on such occasions). Only one dog made it to the eatery – Scottish Billy,
who was a very well-behaved presence under the table. As on other such occasions we often
looked up to find our table missing some of its participants – as Georgie, Jean and Davide need
to hit the streets to have a smoke, a gesture not seen in the park since there we are already outside
when we are at table.
Today we have a bright, warm and breezy morning after early rain. I note almost immediately
that I have again forgotten the poo poo bags. This means that I have to empty the biscuits from
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their bag into my front pocket – though, fortunately, Fritz’s first poo is deep in the unreachable
foliage and his third comes only after I have borrowed a bag from Georgie. Janet is just entering
the park with Daisy-Mae and she and I discuss her forthcoming visit to Cornwall. Fritz is
delighted when Janet turns left at the Carlton roadway and we can climb Mt. Bannister from
this side. But on the top Janet pauses to chat with Ellen, who is sitting on a bench with Lucky
and Jack (Daisy-Mae jumps up here too) – and I have to follow my dog downhill as he begins a
circuit of the green. I try to get him interested in the arrival of Dan and Davide with Winnie, and
he even gives chase to Winnie’s Frisbee (on which Dan has written his telephone number) but
soon he is off on his rambles. He heads down the Morshead roadway but I am able to rein him in
when Georgie arrives with Jean, Billy, Lady Belle and Sparkie. All three of these dogs chase the
same ball when Georgie employs her sling on the green. Lizzie comes by with Yoyo and reports
that the usually greedy Schnauzer is off her feed this morning. I lead Fritz over to the café and
here he remains in Ellen’s custody while I go inside for my cappuccino.
Our group this morning includes all of those already mentioned plus Ronnie, Susie, Peter, and
Ofra. Chloe has had a close shave since we have last seem her but her marvelously soft coat
cannot conceal the folds of fat that we have been worrying about for some time. Ronnie is
scolded several times for trying to slip bits of croissant to his chubby pet. The biscuits come
out of my pocket and these are soon scarfed down. Too soon — for when Hanna and Claire
make late arrivals there are none left for little Panda. She and Daisy-Mae are scraping away at
my knees trying to look appealing; neither can believe that the treats are finished. Outside the
compound Snowdon walks by – to raucous disapproval – and so does the Pug pair of Zorro and
Rocky.
Susie is delighted with the defeat of the alternate voting referendum and alarmed that the Scottish
Nationalists are now the dominant party north of the border. Jean says she doesn’t like the leader
of this party, Alex Salmond, and predicts that his great cause, Scottish independence, is unlikely
to find favor with the voters. Dan and Susie, half jokingly, suggest that they would just as soon
see how the Scots would fare without the financial support of the United Kingdom. Several of
the dog owners have been contemplating a summertime excursion to the States, where Liz wants
them to join her on the Cape and on Nantucket – but their noses are out of joint because another
of Liz’s friends wants to come at the same time, bringing with him a new boyfriend whom they
have never met (and might not like). Hanna has to explain why she has a bandage on her left
hand (cat bite) and then we get up to begin a leisurely stroll home – well, it would have to be
leisurely if you are waiting for Winnie to show some speed.
Monday, May 9:
What a beautiful day: high clouds, lots of sun, warm but not hot; there is even a fresh breeze.
I seem to have forgotten nothing today and we therefore make a lively progress on our in-lap.
By the time I have reached the green Fritz has already dashed out to become part of a large
ensemble of dogs and their owners. Some ball chasing takes place. Makiko arrives with Emilio
but there is a completely harmless Staffie (female) nearby and she nervously picks up her pet.
Janet accidentally steps on my dog’s foot but her apologies are accepted as Fritz gets another
extended cuddle on the grass. Davide steps in an unclaimed pile of dog poo and goes off to clean
the offending matter from his shoe. By this time the others are also making their way to the café
where, as he leans down to get a sip of water outside the loos, I am able to recapture my pet.
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Our group this morning includes Janet, Davide, Peter, Makiko, Ellen, Georgie, Jean and Hanna
– with Wendy, Yara, Carrie and Claire taking places at the little sunny corner table. Peter is
minus Bobby this morning – something about his owner unable to return in timely fashion from
Manchester due to misbehavior on the trains by some disappointed Chelsea fans. This leads to
a discussion of favorite players. Jean likes Didier Drogba; Ofra does not. I say I have nothing
but respect for any chap who has managed to outlive the impediment of being named “Didier.”
Janet reports that a jogging Natasha has come across a wandering Jack Russell named Megan (a
fact she ascertained when she was bitten in the process of reading the dog’s identification disk). I
wonder if this is one of Lisa’s dogs – but the latter is nowhere in evidence this morning. Ofra has
a bad cough and is soon snowed under with advice.
At 10:00 I get up to use the loo — for I have a mission. Fritz is scheduled for his booster shots
and soon we are on our way up to Boundary Road in St. John’s Wood, a leisurely stroll since
there is plenty of time and the morning is worth treasuring. Shortly before we arrive at our
destination we pass a film set – but I have no idea what project this might be. We have only the
briefest of waits in the lobby of Hamilton Vets and Fritz, for once, seems to remember how to
make forward progress on his own four legs. Indeed, he even manages to jump up on the scales
without being asked – his weight in unchanged at slightly more than 11 kilos. (Now I discover
that I have forgotten something this morning – his vaccination card.) On our way back through
the park I encounter our esteemed member of Westminster Council, Jan Prendergast, and this
gives me a chance to invite her to my annual spring social gathering, now scheduled for Sunday,
May 22.
Tuesday, May 10:
We have another lovely morning in the park as Fritz and I make our usual entrance at the
Essendine gate. Here we discover Lisa with Megan and Zack and she is able to confirm much
of what we heard yesterday – in spite of the heroic rescue efforts of Natasha the ancient Jack
Russell eluded capture and somehow made her own way home – even crossing the crowded
junction of Shirland and Kilburn Park Roads. Curiously this interview has just been concluded
when the aforementioned Natasha jogs by in the company of tiny Millie, the Miniature Pinscher.
Like her predecessor, Leila, Millie loves every encounter with Fritz and she dances about wildly
before following her mistress on another lap. Fritz has a lot of squatting to do (since last night
our walk was cut short by an untimely fireworks fusillade) but eventually we reach the green and
he begins some ball chasing. A little later we enter the doggy area near the Grantully gate and
Fritz has a good sniff around before, on lead again, we cross the green and head for the café.
Winnie is participating in a small Pug conclave with Emilio and the black Nanook – but she has
to leave this grouping in order to chase down a jogger she disapproves of. Once we are seated
she manages to get plenty of the cheese from Davide’s sandwich and then she wipes her mouth
on the back of Jean’s jacket. Hers is not the only instance of canine misbehavior this morning;
both Bailey and Daisy-Mae jump into my lap in order to advance their claims on my biscuit
bag. Emilio has decided he doesn’t like personal trainers (or men in black) and he reacts noisily
whenever one of these chaps walks by. For that matter all the dogs charge the fence in pack
formation whenever a large dog or a Staffie passes by. There are a few exceptions to this poor
record. Scottish Billy is as sweet and gentle as ever when he takes his treat – we will miss him
when Jean returns to Glasgow on the 1:30 train this afternoon. Oggy, in Claire’s care today, also
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gets compliments since there is not a peep out of him when she goes in to get her coffee. “He’s
my baby,” she says by way of rewarding him for this new maturity.
Sparkie’s meerkat-like appearance is again a topic for conversation and Georgie says there is
a pop-up store that celebrates this animal on Regent’s Street. I have to leave early in order to
undertake some West End errands and so I say I will check this out. In fact, once I get started,
it turns out that this is not one of London Transport’s finest days. When I get to the Maida Vale
tube stop a sign informs me that the line has been suspended because of a broken-down train
at Oxford Circus. I decide to walk down to Clifton Road in order to take the No. 6 bus – which
stops in front of Selfridges. After this vehicle turns onto Oxford Street it is announced, at the
Marble Arch Station stop, that the bus will now be diverted – and so I have to get off and walk
a few extra blocks on my way to the American Embassy. After my visit to the tax office I walk
down to Piccadilly, hoping to catch a bus to the Circus of the same name. A likely looking No.
38 is approaching but the street is so clogged with traffic that I decide I can make the journey
faster on foot. This is true. After I have had the battery in my watch replaced at the little kiosk in
the Piccadilly Circus concourse I check out the Bakerloo line – but there are still severe delays. I
exit and get in line on Regent’s Street for a homebound No. 6 but after we have rounded Marble
Arch an announcement is made that this bus will get us only as far as the Edgware Road Station
stop. In fact we are required to exit one stop before this. I wait for another No. 6 – and this one
actually makes it all the way to Maida Vale. After all this I have had no luck spotting any meerkat
store – though the Internet tells me that it was only open for two days last November as part of
the publicity campaign for head meerkat Alexandr’s autobiography, A Simples Life. We can but
wait for Sparkie’s autobiography.
Wednesday, May 11:
It is altogether cooler and grayer this morning, with only the odd interval of pale sunlight
breaking through, and the park has yet to receive its school-day incursion. Ozzie is again on hand
to observe Fritz with his staring eyes but there is no lingering as we leave the walkways behind
us and step onto the green. I am able to keep the tennis ball in play with my foot – and Peter, a
hidden observer, later compliments me on my drop kicks and suggests I be added to the England
squad. Fritz tends ever closer to the Morshead roadway and eventually I have to follow him half
way down before hooking the rascal and heading back across the grass in the direction of the
café. To guide us on our trajectory we have before us at all times the glow rising from Ofra’s
pink trousers.
I reach the doggy compound, handing Fritz over to Ronnie while I fetch my coffee. Joining us
this morning are Georgie, Ofra, Peter, Ellen, Makiko and Hanna – but Janet departs with DaisyMae before coffee time this morning; she has to get home for the man from John Lewis, come to
measure for her new blinds. I slip Yoyo a biscuit while Hanna is in the café – since this gesture
is usually frowned upon. For his part, Fritz sets up an encampment at Ellen’s knee, whining
piteously for some hidden treat. This is Peter’s cue to pull out the Schmacko package. He breaks
these treats into little shards and tosses the latter in the direction of seated owners; in this fashion
Lady Belle ends up with Bailey’s piece. Sparkie has the keys thrown at him once, having been
convicted of persistent barking, but the most raucous character of all is Emilio. Hanna says that
it is his recent adventure with the female of the species that has turned our once quiet and docile
Pug into a Samurai.
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Peter is trying to get up an expedition to one of the local racing venues and he has printed
some information, which he now passes out to interested parties. Since Makiko is discussing
a forthcoming trip to Japan he wants to know if she will see any Komodo Dragons there –
somehow confusing Komodo and kimono. Makiko has never heard of this beast and looks him
up on her BlackBerry. Here she discovers that the giant lizard is indigenous to Indonesia. “Did
you think Indonesia was a part of Japan?” she asks Peter teasingly. (To which I interject, “Well,
not any more.”) Meanwhile Hanna has decided that the racing party ought to travel to Sandown
in Kevin’s gigantic American Challenger mobile home. She thinks we should bring the dogs as
well, that Davide can be our steward and that Dan can provide the in-transit entertainment with
his new guitar. As I dole out my dwindling supply of Shapes biscuits I realize that I will be in big
trouble if I don’t make that long-postponed trip to Sainsbury’s today.
Thursday, May 12:
It’s still on the chilly side as Fritz and I, under sunny skies, return to the park on a brisk Thursday
morning. I produce the tennis ball as soon as we reach the green and we have some spirited
chasing. I notice that Fritz is getting his eye back – he can time his little leaps and snag the ball
in his teeth (on its second or third bounce) far better than on similar attempts only a few days
ago. There are quite a few dogs undertaking similar pursuits and one enterprising Lab keeps
running off with Fritz’s ball. After we have entered the doggy compound I hand my dog over
to Ronnie; at this hour only he and Peter are in residence but we are eventually joined by Janet,
Makiko, Georgie, Ellen and Ofra – and still later by Wendy, Claire and Hanna.
Vlad also comes in with Tara but the Rhodesian Ridgeback in only the latest in a series of
victims snarled at by a possessive Daisy–Mae – eager to protect her biscuit from all passers-by.
We also have some difficulty in restraining the busy Emilio. Makiko says that at the vets she
was told that her Pug needs extensive tooth cleaning and that he even has a cavity. This rather
surprises the rest of the dog owners – who can’t imagine that they are actually going to place
a filling in the affected tooth. I suggest that they implant a little diamond – so that Emilio can
dazzle any new canine dates. Sparkie is also at his noisy best but today I have an explanation for
the Yorkie’s color: “They says that flamingos are pink because of the tiny shrimp they eat; isn’t
it strange that every time I reach into my bag for a biscuit for Sparkie I always seem to come up
with a salmon-colored one?!” Ofra is still snuffling but it turns out that she did herself no service
when, lacking the proper materials for a course of inhalation, she used tea tree oil instead.
The arrival of Maxi signals the return of Renata – who soon collapses on her chair and shares
her own tale of medical woe. She has been in Spain, making final preparations for a wintertime
residency there. Suffering from a painful ear infection she went to the lobby of her hotel late at
night in order to ask the night porter to call for medical assistance. This he refused to do. He also
refused to let her out so that she could flag down a taxi. When she insisted he struck her for good
measure – she retreated from the madman in the hotel’s lift and had to wait until the next day for
hospitalization. Transferred to a clinic in Malaga, she has also continued to receive antibiotics on
her return to London and now she sits before us, still obviously shaken. Walking through the park
now is John the window cleaner and I need to talk to him: I want the windows to shine on party
day.
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Saturday, May 14:
I have missed a day in the park – walking on the Chiltern Way in Bedfordshire and Hertfordshire.
We had lovely weather for a walk and today is also an outstanding morning: with bright sunshine
warming the quieter corners of the park and high clouds in a bright blue sky. As Fritz and I enter
Lisa is just exiting the park with Zack and the wandering Megan. When we reach the café I can
see that Ronnie is in conversation with Linda – who, of course, had the care of my dog yesterday.
“Give your dog some exercise,” I tell her, “and not just Ronnie’s ear.” She and Pepper thus join
me for a leisurely circuit of the green and this gives me time to fill her in on all the details of
yesterday’s venture, and also to tell her that this morning I finally received an email confirming
that volume three of this doggy cycle is actually in production. Twice we pass a chocolate Lab
appropriately named Nutella. Oscar rushes up to make a third Schnauzer in our entourage and
by this time we have reached our café compound again. Linda says the she has Pilates now and
Ronnie says, “Well I hope it goes away quickly.”
There is quite a queue at the café but it moves fairly rapidly and I have soon returned with a
brimming cappuccino. In addition to Ronnie we have Ellen, Peter, Wendy, Ofra, Georgie and
Dan this morning. Ofra gives a long report on her battles with the butchers at Waitrose (Ofra
is the scourge of the Waitrose managers in the same way that Dorothy used to fill this role at
Sainsbury’s.) Dan reports that Winnie is driving him mad today and that at home she spent the
evening on her stool in the kitchen – anticipating that someone would re-enter this space and
complete some food preparation from which she might benefit. She is also shedding – though
she is in competition here with some of the park trees today. Across the green fluff is blowing
steadily – it’s like being back in Fellini’s Amarcord. T-bone Ted is settled sweetly on Wendy’s
lap – his white fur curled in tight spirals. Dan tries to comb Sparkie’s hair into a punk topknot.
Sparkie and Winnie, on adjacent laps, have one of their traditional bark-offs. Bailey jumps into
my lap in order to remind me of my duties as biscuit purveyor.
Much of the conversation this morning is devoted to the deeds of a mad Bulgarian who has
cut the head off a female supermarket shopper in Tenerife – and then left the store brandishing
this prize. To ease the tension occasioned by this dire news we have a bout of gallows humor.
Someone wants to know if the murderer got Nectar points for his transaction and Dan wants to
know if he at least brought his own bag. Outside our fence two Saturday athletes have tied long
elastic ribbons to a lamppost and are putting their bodies through various stretching exercises
– as though they needed an audience to get the job done properly. Ronnie, following an earlier
theme, suggests that the rope ought really be wound around the odd exercising neck. Peter,
meanwhile, is getting ever more agitated because today it is Carrie’s turn to choose our horse
and she hasn’t shown up. A frantic phone call reveals that she is not coming in at all today and so
Ronnie agrees to make today’s choice: Judd Street in the 2:35 at Newbury. Renata now comes in
with Maxi and she joins us for our back passage walkround – filling Dan in on her recent ordeal
in Spain. As we pass the café door I note that the queue is now so long that there are people
standing outside, waiting their turn. I am so tired from yesterday’s exertions that I already need
a nap. Soon after settling down I receive an oral text message from Peter – something about the
odds on Judd Street – as if I cared.
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Sunday, May 15:
I debate: should I wear my leather jacket this morning or not? In the event I remember how
chilly it was yesterday and I put it on. It is bright enough in the park but there is a cool wind
blowing across the open spaces and I am sure I made the right choice. When we reach the green
Fritz heads out to the cricket crease where there is a small party seated at one end: Dan is often
here but I am surprised that Peter is agile enough to rise from this posture on the grass. Fritz gets
a lovely cuddle from Dan and chases after Winnie’s Frisbee and his own ball a number of times.
Then he takes off for the bandstand and I have to follow. There are a lot of dogs on the margins,
out for their Sunday strolls. I can see Dan and Peter heading for the café and I follow suit. I am
joined in the coffee queue by Ofra. I congratulate her on being the only person in Maida Vale
who has had a coffee named after her. Even the newest member of Metty’s crew knows what an
“Ofra coffee” is. Meanwhile girls just want to have fun on the café radio; perhaps these are the
same uptown girls that Billy Joel was singing about yesterday.
As usual on a Sunday I take a seat between Ronnie and Susie; each has a go at trying to dissuade
Chloe from chewing on her own feet – the Spaniel is still wearing a collar at home. Jack too is
having some problems – he is on antibiotics for kennel cough. Someone asks for a diagnosis in
Chloe’s case but Susie complains that the King Charles has been to the vet twice with Ronnie but
that he can’t remember what the vet has said. The same thing happens when he goes to his own
GP, she says: “He tells so many jokes that he forgets what he has come to see her for.” “Well,”
Ronnie adds, “at least I can tell her I don’t have Pilates.” Perhaps this light-hearted banter leads
naturally to the next topic of conversation: the sitcom. Dan says he has great admiration for
the American variety and several shows are nominated by others: Everybody Loves Raymond;
The King of Queens; Curb Your Enthusiasm. I have to defend some of the British shows –
Outnumbered, Miranda.
Renata now arrives with Maxi and Makiko and Matthew comes in with Emilio. Peter battles
against Renata’s deafness to draw her attention to the presence of a real doctor at the end of our
table. We protest that Matthew ought to be left alone on his day off (while she argues that she is
just as happy than she can’t hear Peter). Nevertheless it doesn’t take too long before Renata has
turned to Matthew with a catalogue of her symptoms – he listens politely. The irony is that we
have a diagnosis already – Ronnie insisting that she has kennel cough and Peter adding, “Well
she does look like an Afghan Hound.” (One wonders how brave these guys would be if her
hearing were better.) “Schweinhund!” she exclaims at one point – she is not referring to either
of these chaps but to a ravaging Winnie. At this point Julia arrives with Rowena’s Timmy and,
sensing there is someone here who does not know his habits, Fritz sneaks out as she opens the
door. I decide to call it a day – though, as I get up to leave — I can’t find my dog’s tennis ball
anywhere.
Monday, May 16:
Skies are thick with gray cloud as Fritz and I begin another day in the park — though the chill
wind that has characterized the last few mornings is absent. Blackbirds are taking cheep shots
at one another as we make our way past the bushes that border our cypress avenue — but the
rest of the Paddington scene is pretty quiet on this side of the park. We begin a gentle circle of
the green, with Fritz first disappearing into the little circular garden at the northeast corner, a
space Hanna calls “the roundabout.” Ozzie is over here as well and I can tell which walkway my
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dog has taken because I know that he has a fascinated follower – whose bottom I can just see
disappearing into the shadows. The Australian dog is called back and I continue forward to find
Fritz back on the lip of the green. When we reach the bandstand I can see Georgie arriving with
four dogs in tow: Sparkie, of course, and Lady Belle, but also Winnie and Emilio. This quartet
doesn’t make much progress because some young athletes in football jerseys are in the process
of commandeering the village green (this when I know that at least two of the park pitches are
currently empty). Soon we are all heading for the café.
There is a very poor turnout this morning – with many of our usual participants at work (Dan,
Davide, Makiko), others on holiday (Janet) – while Ronnie has had to remain at home for the
gas man. Peter is present (minus Bobby) and we also have Georgie, Ofra, Ellen and Hanna.
Ofra reports on her workouts at the gym – which she seems to be enjoying. Ellen tells us that
Kevin, Lucky and Jack’s owner, has collapsed in his mobile home and has been taken to the
hospital with pleurisy. Hanna reports that Vito and Miro are in the care of Angie for several
days while Christian and his family undertake a move to a new house they have bought a mile
or so to the west – and that these dogs are getting fat on all the treats that Angie secretes in the
seat of her zimmer frame. Meanwhile she adds that she is on the trail of the phone number of a
puppy osteopath — a number that she wishes to turn over to Linda as a possible way forward for
Pepper’s hip problems.
Those dogs present today manage to have a reasonably active time at our feet– with Fritz
hectoring first Ellen and then Peter in search of treats, and the others lining up for handouts from
my biscuit bag. Carrie comes in with Oggy and Hanna tries to comfort the white wimp in her
lap as he yelps in distress when his mommy goes in for coffee. When it is time to head for home
I accompany Georgie and her menagerie. She starts with Sparkie and Winnie on lead but it is a
chore getting Emilio to keep up and Lady Belle escapes capture when it is time for the remaining
dogs to go on lead near the Essendine exit. Here we encounter a mixed group under instruction
beneath the exercise equipment. I call it mixed because some of these ladies have their dogs
with them. Indeed, in the middle of all these stretching females we have one very large, bored
Newfoundland, patiently waiting for this nonsense to end.
Tuesday, May 17:
I am staring out the window, peering intently at all the passers-by as I try to determine whether
a coat is really needed this morning. I do wear my leather jacket, but I needn’t have bothered.
Today we have a bright sky – no actual sunshine but a mild enough temperature. The Jack
Russells Milo and Winnie are on the pavement as Fritz and I cross the street; their owner is just
locking his car and I am puzzled why he needs to drive this morning — since he lives only a
block away – but then I figure that this is just the closest parking space that he could find when
he came home last night. Many of the dogs we often encounter at this hour are participating in
their walkies today: Pippa the Papillion, Simon the Cocker, Jo-Jo the Chow. To my surprise there
is a film crew on the grass opposite our usual café entrance – though there doesn’t seem to be any
action as yet. I have brought a new tennis ball and I kick this around for Fritz for several minutes
and then he heads down the Morshead roadway, past a phalanx of Moslem moms trying out the
new outdoor exercise machines at the head of the running track.
I am again nil by mouth — the consequence of a repeat blood test scheduled for noon today – but
I happily take my seat at our usual table. Here the participants include Georgie, Davide, Renata,
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Matthew, Makiko, Peter, Ellen, Ofra and Ronnie – with Hanna taking the little table in the
corner. Yoyo spends much of the session with her paws on my knee – eagerly seeking forbidden
treats. Winnie is a frequent visitor as well – and so is Bailey. Fritz sets up headquarters at Ellen’s
feet and here he moans until she produces some kind of sausage treat. Satisfied, he then spends
a good deal of time on Hanna’s lap; from this vantage point he is able to obtain an unobstructed
view of the film makers – here to shoot some footage on the subject of osteoporosis. Every now
and then a member of the crew casts a baleful glance in our direction. “Makiko,” I ask, “who is
going to tell Emilio that it is quiet on the set?”
While Peter is celebrating the promotion of his beloved Queen’s Park Rangers to the Premiership
it also has to be noted that the west London club will be replacing one from the east side of
the metropolis – West Ham. I tell Ofra that her pal, West Ham manager Avram Grant, was
fired yesterday, and she says, “Good. There were too many headlines involving him and girls.”
Another news item is the long-anticipated end of the cabin crew’s strike against BA – which
will be voted on soon. I remind Davide, who will be voting yes in the referendum, that this was
a topic that so engaged the media at the outset of the dispute and yet its denouement was played
out on p. 23 of the Metro and about fifteen minutes into the nightly news. Ronnie now announces
that he is going for a haircut tomorrow and Peter says he will too since he can then point to
Ronnie when he he has to endure all those remarks about his new appearance. “As if anyone
wants to look at your head anyway,” Ronnie observes wryly. A little girl is lead over to the fence
to see the barking dogs and much fuss is made over her. By contrast, a little boy passes by as we
get up to leave the café and Renata insists, “Go get someone to wipe your nose!”
Thursday, May 19:
It would appear that we have missed a day in the park – and this is not true. We were here
yesterday but it was a day hopefully soon forgotten. To begin with, I felt awful and the dog was
clearly experiencing some problems as well. I should have suspected something when I noted a
little spit-up in the hall. Any study of the poo he produced as we reached the park only confirmed
the dire diagnosis – tummy problems again. This was certainly part of my own malaise; you
know you are feeling queasy when you have to spit out the Tums you have just taken to settle
your stomach. (Perhaps I should have joined Fritz in nibbling on some grass shoots.) We had
practically no walk at all and when we reached the café I just threw myself down on a chair. I
could take no refreshment and I was particularly bothered by the food odors of the others and
by Ronnie’s cigar. We did not stay for more than twenty minutes. When I got home I vomited
and spent most of the rest of the day napping in bed. I had decided to starve the dog and in this
I joined him. It must have been a long time since neither one of us had so much as a bite for an
entire day.
I feel a little bit better this morning (kind of hung over) and Fritz seems to be as lively as ever.
We take a slow stroll down to the Randolph gate and he produces one small but solid poo. In the
coffee queue Hanna tells me not to attempt a milky drink and so I settle for a bottle of still water.
There is a problem with biscuits – since I am besieged by the other dogs but I want Fritz to return
to food with something more therapeutic about it. I have to field many questions on the state of
my health – since my indisposition was observed by all yesterday.
For some reason many of those present have watched a program last night of the Hasids of
Stamford Hill – I merely recorded it so that I could watch the Soap Awards on ITV. Peter is
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enrolling customers for an expedition to Newbury in July. “Stop farting!” he implores Bobby.
Ellen is trying to get Oggy to stop barking while his mommy is in the café but I have to point out
that the dog she has seized by the tail is T-bone not Oggy – the latter is sitting on a chair at the
little table waiting for Claire, in whose care he is today, to return. Ellen adds that she has bought
squeaky toys for Lucky and Jack and that these have driven poor Kevin nuts. Bailey won’t leave
me alone; he has his front paws on my knee and he tries every one of his tricks to demonstrate
just how winsomely appealing he is – just the kind of dog who needs another biscuit. At any
rate, I again cut my visit somewhat short – though this time it is because I have to get home for
John the Window Cleaner. As soon as I get home I start work on some chicken and rice for Fritz.
Friday, May 20:
We have a lovely spring morning for our park venture today – mild and bright with clear blue
skies above. I am keeping a close eye on my dog’s convalescent poo; certainly his mood and his
energy show no signs of debility – indeed in these categories he is well ahead of me. We pass
Milo and Winnie (the Jack Russells) and then Megan and Zack (the Jack Russells) as we near
the green. I notice that Lisa now has the errant Megan on lead and that, out in the middle of the
grassy space, Janet has returned from a week in Cornwall with Daisy-Mae. Ronnie ambles out
here as well and there are many questions about yesterday afternoon’s visit to the vet’s. Ronnie
says that changes in Chloe’s treatment have been mandated and a change in diet as well. In
consequence of the latter he brings with him a bag full of her now forbidden and redundant treats
– which he passes on to the other dog owners at breakfast.
There is a queue outside the front door of the café and Carrie is first in line; her Oggy is already
yelping even though she hasn’t gone inside. Maxi too is misbehaving – for when Renata, second
in line, goes inside, he follows her and has to be expelled twice. I have brought with me some
little liver pellets – which I feel will be better for my dog’s stomach than the large biscuits he
craves; the other dogs let me know that I have disappointed them deeply by this therapeutic
gesture. Bailey, in particular, tries all of his appealing gestures (appealing in all senses of the
word) and when he fails he jumps into Renata’s empty chair and helps himself to some treats she
has brought in a bag. Ofra is also full of complaint about her own dog. She says that she can’t
sleep properly because Bailey sleeps on Ricky’s side, Ricky moves over to give the dog room,
and Ofra ends up pushed to the edge.
Georgie takes on the assignment from Peter of choosing tomorrow’s entry in our turf wars – just
as Peter manages to knock over the tube containing all of the liver pellets. (This after he has just
cleaned up some sort of dog mess under his chair.) Janet reports that she had difficulty finding
a dog-tolerant beach in Cornwall. Ofra reports that her Guy has three important exams today
–surely at least one too many. Much of our conversation, for that matter, is drowned out by the
barking of mad dogs – our lot, who feel the need to react to any alien presence on our periphery.
When it is time to make a move Peter (who has a hospital appointment) hands Bobby over to
Georgie. She already has Lady Belle, Emilio and Sparkie and they are all soon on lead as we
make halting progress toward our exit point.
Saturday, May 21:
It is an absolutely gorgeous morning in the park: bright, sunny and mild. I would like to have
a close look at the consistency of my dog’s poo but I am thwarted by his choice of venue: deep
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within the cypress trees – impenetrable at this point. We continue on to the green – where there
is a lively Saturday scene. Our first stop is with Dan, seated on the grass with his friend, the
TV producer Margaret, and her young Pug, the eight month-old Mutley. In fact, it takes a while
for the rest of us to understand that this is the same mommy’s boy of a pup formerly known as
Monkey. (Margaret’s parents evidently objected to the latter moniker.) Fritz rushes out to greet
Janet and Georgie: the latter has a squeaky toy in her pocket and Fritz spends a good deal of time
trying to winkle it out. At least this quest keeps him from wandering further afield. He has a nice
cuddle now from Sabina, who is sitting on the grass with Oscar and Scamp and then we head for
the café and coffee.
Our group this morning includes Dan, Janet, Georgie, Margaret, Peter, Ellen, Renata, Ofra,
Matthew and Makiko — though near the end of the session Rowena arrives to claim the sunny
corner table with her Timmy, and Wendy joins us with T-bone. Matthew says that there have
been many instances of the kind of stomach flu that I suffered from earlier in the week – after
the others, I hasten to add, have catalogued my symptoms for him. Renata takes the opportunity
to describe her breathing problems — having hastily put out her cigarette after only two puffs.
Ofra also seems out of sorts; at least this is the collective inference after she sits quietly for some
time in an introspective fog. However when Dan asks her what the matter is, she replies that the
matter is that he and Janet put her in a bad mood when they ask her such questions – especially
when there is nothing the matter in the first place. At least they take this challenge in good part,
not rising to the provocation, and conversation soon returns to a more even plateau – while the
dogs react noisily to the presence of strange animals outside our bars.
Janet is still required to fill everyone in on her Cornish holiday. She is just describing how
Daisy-Mae fell into a rock pool when the Shih-Tzu attacks the wimpy Mutley (defended by his
Aunt Winnie). While our attention is directed to this fracas Bailey jumps into Makiko’s empty
chair and rakes a handful of treats out of a plastic bag belonging to Renata. Georgie picks Times
Up in the 3:10 at York – after concluding her detailed studies of the racing form supplied by
Peter. Dan says that last night he saw a program on Leonard Rossiter and that Peter could have
played Rigsby himself. Peter is copying Georgie’s choice on little scraps of paper that he can
hand around to all the punters. Then he announces that the end of the world will take place at
6:00 today. I ask him if he has any more details on the time zone referred to in this addlebrained
prediction but he says it doesn’t matter – the world will come to an end at 6:00 regardless of
where you happen to be living. I start to worry about my party, now scheduled for tomorrow. “In
that case,” I say, “I better tell the caterer to expect fewer people.”
Sunday, May 22:
Well, the world seems to have survived another doomsday as Fritz and I enter the park on a
beautiful if breezy and slightly chilly Sunday morning. Over on our right I can see the thin
half-grown Great Dane, Leon, loping our way on his giant paws. He loses track of his mistress,
following us toward the cypress trees, then he doubles back, darts though a hole in the fence
and races down the running track – his coat a burnished pewter in the sun. This confusion gets
straightened out and we continue on past the locked entrance to the environmental area and the
traditional Sunday Thai footie players in the central pitch and so on to the green. Georgie is on
the opposite side and we head here so that I can congratulate her on picking yesterday’s winner
in the 3:10 at York. Fritz follows Sparkie over to the foot of Mt. Bannister and then he attempts
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a solo ascent of the peak on his own, with me in pursuit. By the time he has come down to the
Carlton roadway I have caught up and, together, we can now head for the café.
I make the mistake of letting him off lead as soon as I enter and I am soon reminded of my
error when Renata arrives and lets my dog escape onto the Randolph roadway. By the time I go
after him he is over near the pavilion but I head in the opposite direction, hoping to arouse his
curiosity. Sure enough, he is soon racing after me and when he pauses to exchange sniffs with
an Alsatian I am able to attach his lead. Ronnie and Susie share possession of this object while
I am getting my coffee – but this turns out to be just one of the many moments when they can
resume their squabbling. The real point of contention is the care and feeding (or lack thereof) of
the dieting and scratching Chloe – who struggles on Ronnie’s lap in an attempt to snag forbidden
food – with each of her owners blaming one another for neglecting some important moment in
her treatment. “It’s a good thing I am sitting between them again,” I tell Ellen. In addition to
those already mentioned we have Ofra, Janet, Peter, Margaret, Dan and the latter’s childhood
chum, Stephanie. Once again Daisy-Mae attacks Young Mutley (also the name of a British
pugilist), having to spend some time tied to the naughty fence. Bristling under the chiding of
Ofra, Janet says that her pet’s behavior is no worse than Bailey’s helping himself to tabletop
treats. “But Bailey is such a good dog,” Ofra says defensively.
Peter offers us each £3.50 as our York winnings – suggesting that we might like to forgo this
reward, add £1.50 ourselves and thus refresh our stake money for future endeavors. There is a
lot of food on the table: the café has provided the usual plate of biscuits – in this case almond
biscotti, a treat that is perfect for such enterprises since these rock-hard treats can never go stale.
Then Janet has brought some Cornish fudge in assorted flavors. Finally Renata has brought some
homemade cake with lemon icing. When she offers a piece to our chief baker, Ofra, the latter
declines the offering and refusal here really does cause offense. “Very well,” Renata says, “I shall
never offer you anything I have made ever again, nor will I accept anything from you.” While
Stephanie’s jaw is dropping over this exchange I recall that Renata got mad at me the other day
for failing to listen intently enough to a boring recital that, because of the chorus provided by our
barking menagerie, I could not hear anyway. What Stephanie cannot tell is that such exchanges
are not only typical but they are quickly forgotten; at least I hope they are soon forgotten for
there is a rematch for all of these contestants at my house this afternoon.
Monday, May 23:
In the event, the party was a great success – with caterer Leonard outdoing himself with some
unusual offerings: including wraps and miniature Cornish pasties. Janet, whom we meet entering
the park this morning with Daisy-Mae, is also full of praise for this fare. As we walk along I
note that Madeleine, our last guest and my immediate next door neighbor, had reminded me
as the afternoon came to the end that she had been in her present flat since 1954 and that she
had lived on nearby Castellain before that, that she had attended as a child both the Essendine
School and the high school whose premises were then located in the college buildings on Elgin
Avenue, and that she lived out the Second World War in this neighborhood as well. Janet and I
have reached the green by now and I have to cast a glance at the adjacent Ashworth Mansions –
where Fritz seems to be heading – for Madeline has told me that one of the tragedies of her youth
was the loss of a school chum in a German bombing raid on this block. I have to follow my dog
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in this direction and then we circle around behind both sets of tennis courts, over the top of Mt.
Bannister and, so, at last, back to the café.
Perhaps Fritz, who had the time of his life as the only dog in a room full of dog lovers, is now
bored with the more sedentary pleasures of the doggy compound – at any rate he is looking
for every opportunity he can find to escape from the confines of this space. We begin with an
assemblage of Davide, Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Wendy, Renata, Makiko, Peter and Ellen – but
Ronnie, who has had to take Susie on a banking expedition, arrives late –and this is just the
chance my dog has been anticipating. He is off in a flash – but both Davide and Wendy kindly
undertake the mission of capturing the runaway. As often happens, he is not much interested in
the biscuits that rivet the attention of his pals. I have repeat customers in Bailey, Daisy-Mae,
Sparkie and Winnie – though, strictly speaking, Winnie is supposed to be on a dietary regime
shared by Lucky and Chloe.
Davide complains of a difficult return flight from Vancouver – which is why he is the only
member of the group who did not attend yesterday’s party. He is off on a trip to Sardinia soon
but he is worried about the potential interruption to air travel represented by the ash cloud from
a new volcanic eruption in Iceland. Janet says that there will be a formal announcement of her
retirement at work today and that in anticipation she has started to clear personal materials from
her office computer, ones that included, to her surprise, lots of photos of her late Mom and the
late, lamented Koko as well. Ofra has her picture taken by Janet’s new camera; both of these
ladies have their hoods up because there is a chilly and turbulent wind now buffeting us. Ofra
looks at her picture and says she looks like a “homelet” – this is actually not a bad word to
describe someone who is “homeless.” Renata and Janet now squabble over the proposition that
Maxi (who has twice been expelled from the café’s interior this morning) is the best-behaved dog
in the world. No one would nominate Emilio for this honor these days: Makiko (whose Matthew
is at an endocrinology seminar in Birmingham today) is constantly getting up to silence her
bustling Pug – who never seems to relax as he barks without provocation ceaselessly. Most of
these usual suspects accompany us on our back passage walkround, where a charging jogger with
a fluffy white dog manages to wrap the dog’s lead around my knees as they dash by.
Tuesday, May 24:
I am again debating: do I need a jacket in the park this morning or not? I decide to leave this
garment behind —since it is nice and sunny outside – but I begin to regret this as soon as I hit
the street: it is also quite chilly. We make a rapid progress toward the green, where a personal
trainer has occupied a central space in our world while the young woman in his charge pummels
away with her boxing gloves. (It needs some dogs pissing on their gear to discourage this kind
of incursion into our space.) Pretty soon we are helping Georgie who is helping Sparkie, who
has lost his ball. Fritz is clearly interested in checking out the Morshead roadway scene and
by the time I have caught up with him he has reached the doggy stockade on this side of the
park – where Jo-Jo the Chow is snuffling on the other side of the fence. On lead, my dog is now
conducted slowly back to the green (where the sun can have some effect on the temperature) and
we catch up with the others in our own compound at the café.
There is a very long queue inside but Ellen kindly offers to fetch my cappuccino and so I am free
to choose a seat at our table. There is already a good deal of squabbling over the position of the
chairs since Peter has taken the seat usually occupied by Ofra and Ofra is not pleased. Ronnie is
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just finishing up his morning cigar and Janet, Makiko, Renata and Linda are arriving to take up
their positions. Janet again says that she is going to make up place cards so that people will know
where they are allowed to sit. I suggest she doesn’t need names – just pictures of our dogs. We
agree that it would be nice if the cards were then placed in a random order and you had to sit on
the chair closest to your pet’s picture. (We do not discuss the inevitable swapping of place cards,
Ofra.)
Bailey seems to be suffering from some sort of nasty mouth sore which, Ofra says, leads to his
“slobbing” all over the sheets on her bed – she will be taking him to the vet later today. (His
problems do not seem to depress his appetite for biscuits, and he spends much of the session on
my lap.) Daisy-Mae is another supplicant, but Emilio would rather talk than eat and he keeps up
an ill-tempered diatribe at the fences. It is noted that he is afraid of Daisy-Mae and she too gets
quite a scolding from the Pug — but only from the comforts of Makiko’s lap. A number of us
have much to do today and so, about fifteen minutes earlier than usual, we begin to depart. This
makes Renata very cross – but she soon catches up with the rest of us. Near the entrance to the
environmental area Ellen says that there are now ducks on the artificial pond and I have to dart
inside quickly to confirm this. As we near the cypress trees my dog makes a deep incursion into
the foliage and emerges on the wrong side of a Leylandia trunk – so that I have to unhook him in
order to retract the lead. At least we have reached that part of the park that is always the warmest
– and there are several dog owners back here with pooches on the benches – Zorro the Pug and
Purdy the Schnauzer among them.
Wednesday, May 25:
We begin another session in the park under blue skies (seemingly unaffected by another Icelandic
ash cloud), a lovely morning with pleasant temperatures – particularly in the open spaces where
the sun can penetrate. It takes a while for my dog to make his way out to the green; we pass
Cristal the Alsatian and the bug-eyed Ozzie – though the latter, with his usual Fritz-fascination,
turns tail and follows my dog for some distance. Peter is just entering along the Carlton roadway
with Bobby on lead and Fritz has to rush over to greet them. Thereafter we make a leisurely
advance on the Randolph gate before turning around and heading back for the café.
Renata is just crossing the green with Maxi and the latter has to be expelled from the interior
of the café several times as we wait our turn in the queue. Fritz is left to wander throughout the
compound from the outset, but he manages to stay within the confines of this space today. Vlad is
sitting at a little table with a mother and a little girl (just learning to walk) and Fritz seems to like
this grouping, spending a lot of time in their company. Vlad’s Tara is among the petitioners at
my knee today, but this is one mouth too many from the point of view of the thuggish Shih-Tzu
who goes by the name of Daisy-Mae. She leaps up at the Rhodesian Ridgeback and sends the
much larger dog packing. A few minutes later she also manages to scatter a group of supplicants
at Ellen’s feet. These include Fritz, who wails in protest over this aggression – and has to be
comforted. Meanwhile Janet has intervened at last, tying her naughty pet to the fence – where
she spends the rest of the session.
Bailey has yet to undertake his visit to the vet – but this is scheduled for later today. Meanwhile
Ofra is complaining of computer problems; everyone tells her she must stop sharing this device
with her children and that she needs one of her own. Someone mentions that in New York they
are now banning smoking in public parks – a gesture that everyone sees as a step too far, given
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all the other sources of public pollution that are still permitted. One of our own smokers, Renata,
puts down her nicotine-laced plastic substitute, to give Maxi some exercise with his ball. She has
forgotten his ball sling and so she decides to use Georgie’s version of this implement – heaving
the ball out among the school kids who are playing rounders on the green. On her second toss,
however, there is a tragedy. She has misjudged her position within our crowded space and her
follow-through brings the head of the sling into smart contact with the top of the fence – with
shards of blue plastic flying everywhere. Everyone laughs at the incident, Renata promises to buy
Georgie a new one, and we all get up to leave. Fourteen moms are doing jumping jacks on the
Carlton roadway as we pass.
Thursday, May 26:
A windy gray morning, with depressed temperatures, marks a serious shift in recent weather
patterns as Fritz and I enter the park today. Almost immediately we encounter Terry and we
accompany him and Cris as we head for the cypress trees. The topic of conversation is the
successful UK visit of Barack and Michelle Obama, just concluded. Terry is soon gathering
succulent weeds for the guinea pig in the environmental area while we continue on to the green
– where Fritz soon spots Dan, Janet and Georgie and rushes across to greet them. For an awful
moment I think that he has followed Dan out of the park– but he has merely disappeared into
some bushes near the Grantully exit. Thereafter I produce a tennis ball and we kick this around a
bit, that is I try to keep my dog interested in the activity on the green and he gradually shifts his
focus of attention to the Morshead roadway, down which I soon have to follow him.
Our breakfast group this morning includes Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Peter, Ellen, Ronnie, Renata and
Claire. The latter announces her rebirth as a non-smoker and in this resolve she is echoed by both
Renata and Georgie – both of whom are trying to give up the evil weed as well. Claire announces
that she will be holding a two-day sale at the local Amadeus Centre on June 8 and 9 and this
one will focus on designer clothes for the very young. There follow lots of suggestions on how
she can get in touch with local moms – since there are so many nurseries and infant schools
about – and to underline this fact we can see a long parade of youngsters in formation as they
march toward the running track at the start of the Essendine School’s sports day – thank God for
secondary glazing, I say. There is some concern about the state of the weather: a few drops have
been heard from already.
Ronnie notes that Chloe is still chewing her feet in the car – and someone says she will have to
wear her collar on such trips. Bailey has still not been to the vet for his mouth problems – the
latter do not discourage him from again getting to the head of the biscuit queue. Janet says that
her art class has been visited by two experts from the Wallace Collection – come to talk about
Watteau – and Ofra says she would like to join this class as well. Renata says that her window
cleaner has reported that the effects of ten years of cigarette smoke cannot be eradicated from
the glass in question. (“So think about your lungs,” Claire adds.) Peter complains that they
have raised the price of a season ticket to his newly promoted Queen’s Park Rangers by an
unprecedented amount. When he gets up to depart with Ellen and Ronnie my Fritz makes a mad
dash for freedom — but Ellen succeeds in capturing him and returning him to his mandatory
sentence. A woman now comes by with a Sparkie look-alike – a Yorkie named Guinness. Sparkie
pays no attention as we file past to begin our walkround. Daisy-Mae is chewing on Winnie’s tail
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as we do so, and out on the football pitch they are tumbling about in the sack race. “I’m surprised
Health & Safety still permits that,” Janet says.
Friday, May 27:
The predictions of wet weather have this time proved their accuracy – for a heavy storm hit
yesterday afternoon; it must have made the sports day an abbreviated affair indeed. I timed
Fritz’s afternoon walk correctly ¬but the succession of fierce showers and sunny intervals
favored the former when it was time for me to return from the Randolph Surgery and I got
soaked. There followed an hour or so of heavenly fireworks – with lots of lightning and thunder
– and poor Fritz began to tremble and pant. Fortunately the storm passed by dinner time and Fritz
ate heartily and then, completely recovered, he undertook an hour-long play period ¬¬— his
spirits very much restored.
This morning it is again overcast — though our morning session in the park can be completed
without any more moisture. As soon as we reach the green Fritz can be seen heading swiftly for
the other side, where I can see Janet, Georgie and Davide. I think that my dog has just gone off to
greet these people but he has a more insistent mission. Sparkie has a squeaky ball, Fritz has heard
its siren call, and it doesn’t take him long to seize this prize. Delighted chomping then ensues and
I know it will be difficult to collar my pet at coffee time; he will know that I would really like to
seize his new prize and he is intent on preventing just this. Sure enough, when the rest of the mob
heads for the café, he trots down the Morshead roadway. I try hiding behind the pavilion wall,
hoping he will have to check out what I am doing – and this almost works. But a mob of yellowclad athletes marching in from St. George’s soon arrive to separate me from my dog, and I have
to think of something else. I pull the tennis ball from my pocket and toss it out on the green; this
works – Fritz drops the squeaky toy long enough for me to grab it. Thereafter there is no question
of his wandering off as I head for the café – Fritz bouncing up and down at my side in pursuit of
the lost prize.
I let him have it when I go inside to get my coffee. The first thing I see on my return is Ofra
carrying my dog back into our compound – from which he has obviously made an early escape.
Squeaking persists for half an hour while Ofra, Georgie, Davide, Janet, Peter, Ronnie and Claire
enjoy their coffee. Claire passes around the printed flyers she has had made to advertise her sale
at the Amadeus Centre — blaming the less than satisfactory design on her poor concentration, a
state of mind attributed to five days without a cigarette. Davide produces some goodies he has
bought in Sardinia while Renata tells us that her friend Julia works as a translator for the police
and that she is called out whenever they pick up an Italian crook – and there are many of these
in London these days. (“Are you listening to this?” I ask Davide.) Ronnie reports that he had an
early assignment in getting Susie to Chelsea for a brunch at the famous flower show. Janet makes
an early departure (Tai-Chi) but Daisy-Mae refuses to follow, sitting outside our gate and staring
at the retreating form of her mommy – until the latter returns and puts the willful madam on lead.
Replacing Janet are Carrie, Wendy and Matthew’s Italian mom, arriving with Emilio on lead.
It is proving very difficult to extract the squeaky ball from one irritating Schnauzer. He wants a
biscuit but he won’t drop the ball long enough to eat this treat. Every now and then he drops the
toy between his paws and at such moments I urge Ofra to grab it or at least put her foot on it, but
she insists that this is park time and for the dogs this should be a time of enjoyment and Fritz is
entitled to enjoy himself here. Renata wants to shoot him — but I say she should shoot Georgie,
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who brought the ball into the park in the first place. My dog still has the toy in his mouth as we
begin a back passage walkround – where he earns high marks for multi-tasking since he can
chew and poo at the same time. When we get home I throw down his customary biscuit and he
makes the mistake of eating it The noisy object is in the freezer before he is finished chewing!
He can’t figure out where it has gone and follows me around as I inspect the effects of the recent
storm on the window boxes. In this fashion I discover that a fuchsia pot has gone overboard. As
he whines behind me I go downstairs and into the front garden in search of the missing plant. It
is easily found, it is quite intact, and soon it is back in its place on the sill.
Saturday, May 28:
There has been some light moisture, I can tell, but there is nothing falling from the gray skies
as Fritz and I now head for the park on a quiet Saturday. Mary McCartney says hello as she, a
toddler on a scooter, and Paddy make their way down the walkways. (Here it can be revealed
that Sir Paul is going to have another grandchild this year.) When we reach the green I pull
out the red and green tennis ball and give it a kick – but Fritz soon loses interest in this game
as he begins, instead, a slow circuit of the green itself. We pass Renata with Maxi and we are
overtaken by Dex with Ozzy during this process – one that often involves an intricate penetration
of the thick undergrowth on the Grantully side of things. How like a new book the park is to my
dog, a new book whose fascinating plot must be followed by an experienced and critical nose.
By the time we have gotten to the chapter entitled “Morshead roadway” we have met up with
Janet, Georgie, Dan and Matthew. Even these august personages fail to lure my dog from his
compulsion to read the roadway to its end and I have to break off a conversation with Matthew
on the subject of health care in New Jersey (I have given our intern an article from The New
Yorker) in order to pursue my wayward dog.
At coffee this morning we have the aforementioned regulars plus Ronnie, Susie, Peter, Ellen and
Ofra. Susie is complaining about the return of cold weather; she wants to go out to dinner tonight
but Ronnie says they went out last night. Chloe is on a new diet food and a number of people say
that they can already see a slimmer version. I am under assault by the biscuit hounds from the
start: Bailey, Winnie, Sparkie, Daisy-Mae, even Fritz joins the queue — though he never accepts
a treat when other snapping mouths are nearby. Daisy-Mae jumps in my lap and barks at me; she
also squeezes through the fence and rummages around in the forecourt. Emilio quacks and hisses
until Matthew picks him up and settles him down on a lap. Ellen announces that Aisne, the 96
year-old owner of Lucky and Jack, is in hospital after two small strokes; indeed she gets up early
to see how the old lady is doing.
In the coffee queue I return yesterday’s squeaky ball to Georgie; it has spent the night in the
freezer. Georgie chooses What About You as our turf entry in the 3:25 at Newmarket. Peter
writes this down for all of us and then hands his phone to Dan, who can often solve phone
mysteries for the rest of us. Unfortunately, Mr. Fix-it has his own technical problems this
morning; his belt breaks and he has to throw it into the trash – “Shouldn’t have had that toast,”
he says. He then tells us about an outdoor production of the The Lord of the Flies that he has
seen in Regent’s Park. Matthew doesn’t quite know what to do with himself; he has three days
off and Makiko is in Tokyo. Renata says that she is having second thoughts about her own travel
plans – three winter months in Spain. She is obviously spooked by her own recent misadventures
there, and she worries about falling ill in a country where she knows no one – and with no one to
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look after Maxi. She now joins us on our back passage walkround. Fritz, again disappearing into
the bushes, manages to come away with most of a little rubber ball – which he takes home over
my objections. Shortly after we return I find it lying in little pieces in the hallway.
Sunday, May 29:
Sun is dominant in its war with clouds as Fritz and I begin our Sunday in the park; I am wearing
my leather jacket, but I might have done just as well without this garment. Janet is just entering
the Rec with Daisy-Mae and we accompany this pair onto the green. Here Daisy-Mae takes a
fancy to Fritz’s red and green tennis ball and I have to leave it with her when it is necessary to
follow my dog on his favorite excursion these days – down the Morshead roadway. I tell Ronnie,
just arriving with Chloe, that it may be a while before he sees me again — for Fritz is heading
unerringly for the doggy corral on this side of the park and here we spend several minutes. When
it is time to head back to the café my dog shows his extreme reluctance – even trying to leave
the park altogether and then, as we near the prison gates, digging in his heels so that he has to be
dragged the last few feet.
Our group this morning includes Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Peter, Ronnie, Renata, Ellen and Dan. At
the sunny table in the corner we have the owners of the Chows, Chinny and Bliss, and when the
mommy here gets up to chat with the owner of Jo-Jo the Chow she leaves the door wide open
and Fritz soon makes his escape. At this point Georgie produces a squeaker from her pocket and
this ruse works in getting my wayward dog to return – this trick never works for me! Ellen leaves
after only a few minutes, taking Lucky and Jack with her – again wanting to see how Aisne is
doing in hospital. Ellen’s place is taken by Matthew’s mother. Chef Elian, who seems to have
resumed a more regular roll in the kitchen these days, has confused Emilio with his favorite,
Winnie — a confusion that has not gone done at all well with Winnie’s owner, Dan.
I learn now that our horse finished only fourth in the 3:25 at Newmarket. I had planned to watch
this race but I got a call just then from Gavan, calling in to see if we had registered any progress
in our quest to obtain 2012 Olympics tickets. I had to tell him that, after bidding £10,000 on
these precious pasteboards, we have been awarded only £700 worth. He had better news: he had
secured us tickets for the 100 meters final! In other sporting news there is some brooding over
Barcelona’s definitive victory over Man U in last night’s Champion’s League final. Ofra had
told us yesterday that her friend Avram Grant had told her that Man U had a good chance in this
contest – which means he was no better in this prediction than he was in all those suggestions
that West Ham would avoid relegation. Renata, who is soon off to Greece with her daughter,
now shifts the topic to holiday travel and there is a detailed discussion of how best to pack for
such trips. “Jesus wept!” Peter complains in boredom – while Ronnie says he leaves all packing
decisions to Susie. All of a sudden somebody notices that Sparkie has rolled in shit; a distraught
Georgie decides it will be easier to clean him up at home and therefore we begin our back
passage walkround – but not before time.
Monday, May 30:
We have gray and overcast skies at the start of our Bank Holiday in the park this morning, but
temperatures are mild enough and there seems to be no breeze. Fritz makes very slow progress
today; he disappears into the bushes at the first corner and it takes a while for him to emerge. We
are overtaken by a lively Staffie named Rocky and then we encounter little black Walter; the lady
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jogger who accompanies the dog (whom we usually see with Mary Queen of Shops) is being
asked to help return a ball that has sailed over the fence and into the cypress trees. (Mary, for her
part, has a new assignment from David Cameron ¬— who has asked her to come up with plans
to revivify the local high streets of Great Britain.) Next to pass us is Lisa with Zack and Megan.
“Good morning, Peter,” she says to me. But at the next corner we encounter the real bearer of
this name. He laughs when I say, “I don’t know whether to regard this confusion as a promotion
or a demotion.” When we reach the green Janet is just presenting to Dan a portrait of Winnie that
she has just painted – she has made great strides in this new hobby since art classes became part
of her convalescence; today is her official retirement day.
Fritz seems intent on accompanying the large fluffy white form of Snowdon the Alsatian, who is
trotting down the Randolph roadway with a stick in his mouth. These dogs both turn right at the
walled garden and it takes a few minutes of me to find my dog in the embowered walkway that
leads back to the green. Now we pass Denise with Rizzo and reach the doggy compound near the
Grantully gate. Fritz seems eager to explore this region so we go in and he has a long sniffathon
– again disappearing into the foliage while I wait anxiously for him to resurface. Then I put him
on lead as we cross the grass – soon encountering two Shih-Tzus, Eddie and Lulu Jane, who have
to touch noses with my pet.
We are ten at table this morning – with Janet, Ofra, Georgie, Wendy, Susie, Ronnie, Peter, Ellen
and Matthew’s mother, Cipa, joining in. Tomorrow is Georgie’s birthday and she announces that
the coffees will be on her. Dan says that on Wednesday the coffees will be on Winnie, who will
be eight. He also notes that he and Davide are coming up to their twelfth anniversary as a couple
– and they may celebrate if they aren’t still feuding. “Gay couples have shorter relationships than
straights,” he explains, “in fact it’s just like dog years — we have been together the equivalent
of 84 years.” Susie says that she and Ronnie, who have never married, have been together for
25 years. These two are openly discussing their forthcoming move to Biggleswade – which isn’t
exactly happy news for those of us left behind.
I tell the others that I may not be here tomorrow – as they are removing my front door for
improvements in the name of fire safety and I may have to say indoors until they have finished
their work – with Linda taking care of my Fritz. This means that today must count as the last
of the month for me and, indeed, the end of another year’s park journal – for these volumes
have traditionally begun at the beginning of June and ended with the last days of May. I find it
interesting to note that even today I have added the names of three new dogs – bringing the total
for the year to 236 canines observed here during my hour in the park. (Most popular names:
Charley and Buddy for the boys, Ruby for the girls.) Of course many of the dogs sighted by me
during this last year shall remain nameless – at least to me. To their owners they are well known
characters who continue to enhance, with their antics and their love, life as we know it.
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Index: The Dogs of Paddington Rec Vol. VII
In the following list I have tried, by date, to note every time one of the dogs of Paddington Rec
has been mentioned in the text. If they have only been mentioned, though not actually seen by
me, I have recorded the date in italics. Of course many dogs share the same name, so I have
tried to indicate (in parenthesis) which animal is being referred to. Apologies for the occasional
misspelling of a dog’s name – but this is inevitable in our world. Dates begin with June, 2010
and conclude with May, 2011.
Alfie (Cavalier): September 13, January 24
Alfie (Standard Schnauzer): December 14
Alice: December 1
Andrew: August 20, September 22, December 3, 15, April 2
Arran: June 13
Aspen: June 2
Bailey (Cavalier): June 6, 10-11, 14, 29, July 3, 6-9, 14-16, 18, 20-23, 25, 27-28, August 7, 9-11,
13, 17-20, 25, 27, 29-30, September 15, 17, 19, 25, 29-30, October 3-4, 6-7, 11-12, 18-19, 27,
30, November 1, 8, 10, 21, 27, December 8, 15, 18, 20-21, 22-23, 26-31, January 1-3, 5, 7-8, 1014, 16, 18, 21, 23-24, 27, 29, February 3-7, 26-28, March 1-10, 12, 17, 19, 23, 26, 30, April 1-2,
4, 7, 13-16, 30, May 1, 5, 10-11, 14, 17, 19-26, 28
Bailey (Yorkie): September 20
Barney: July 11
Beano: June 22
Beau: June 22, September 13, October 18, 25
Bella: September 22, October 13
Benjie: June 27
Benjo: September 4
Bess: March 16-17
Bianca: August 28
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Billie: July 3
Billy (Bearded Collie): September 29, October 30
Billy: July 21, 25, 28, August 7, 9-10, 12-14, April 22, 29, May 4-5, 8, 10
Biscuit: March 22
Bliss: December 22, January 9, 28, April 4, 30, May 29
Bobby: March 22
Bobby (Poodle): January 4, 10-11, 14, 20, 24-25, February 1, 3, 7, March 1, 3-4, 7-11, 14-18, 19,
22-25, 29-31, April 4, 8, 12, 13, 15, 20, May 3, 9, 16, 19-20, 25
Boris: October 7, 11, January 24-25
Bounce: November 22, April 9
Buddy (Pomeranian): June 1, September 18, April 30
Buddy (Golden Retriever): July 20, October 15, 31, December 13, 17, March 1-4, April 5
Buddy (Labradoodle): December 18
Buddy (Puggle): September 19
Captain: August 24
Cassie: October 20
Chalky: April 20
Charlie (Cocker): March 20
Charlie (Golden Retriever): July 9
Charlie (Lurcher): September 12
Charlie (Poodle): August 11
Chase: September 23
Ché: July 5, March 28
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Chica: July 13, 21, November 22, March 7
Chinny: December 22, January 9, 28, April 4, 30, May 29
Chloe: June 6, 12, July 22, 25, August 7, 14, 17, 23, 29, September 12-13, October 8, 10, 12, 15,
November 7, December 4, 16, January 10, March 10, 13, 18, 20, April 15, 29, May 2-3, 8, 15,
20, 22-23, 26, 28-29
Cosmo: December 15, March 1
Cressida: September 13, October 26-27, December 12, January 12, 25, February 3-4, April 3
Cristal: June 25, September 16, October 15, November 23, January 17, 26, March 21, 24, May
25-26
Daisy: December 1
Daisy-Mae: June 2-4, 6-7, 9-11, 21, 24, 26, 28-29, July 2-5, 7-8, 10-16, 18-19, 21, 23, 28, August
7-11, 13-14, 16-18, 20-23, 26, 28-31, September 1-2, 8-11, 12, 15-18, 23-25, 29, October 4-8,
11-14, 17-20, 22-24, 28-29, 31, November 1, 3-6, 10, 20-21, 23-25, 28-29, December 1-2, 4, 7-9,
12, 14-16, 18-24, 28-31, January 1-5, 9, 10-14, 18-19, 21-24, 26-28, 30, February 1-4, 7-8, 2628, March 1, 3, 5-7, 9-10, 13-14, 16-20, 22, 24, 27-30, April 2, 4, 8, 11-12, 15-17, 20-21, 29-30,
May 1-6, 8, 10-12, 20-29
D’Artagnan: April 20
Dash: June 22, November 20, December 11, April 3
Denim: October 20
Diva: August 11
Dolores: June 25-26, July 1, 13, October 5, March 26, April 30
Domino: July 9
Dudley: July 8
Duncan: March 30
Eddie: May 30
Ella: March 9
Elvis: July 15
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Elvis (Shiba Inu): September 6, 8, 15, October 13, November 25, January 17, 19, April 6
Ember: January 8
Emma: December 9
Emilio: August 23, 25, 29, 31, September 2-3, 18, 23, 27, October 1, 4, 7-8, 11-12, 14-15, 18, 20,
22, 28-29, November 9-10, 12, 20, 24, 29, December 2-3, 5, 12, 13, 15, 17-18, 20, 22, 24, 28,
January 4-5, 7, 12-13, 19, 21-22, 24, 28, 30, February 1, 5-7, 8, 26-27, March 1-2, 5, 7, 14, 16,
20-21, 22, 23, 26-27, April 4, 7-10, 13, 15, 19-20, 30, May 5, 9-12, 15-17, 20-21, 23-24, 27-29
Eva: September 6
Ferdinand: June 4, September 14, December 4
Fitz: July 28
Fly: June 10, September 14, 16, October 4, December 16, March 8, 11, April 5
Fonzi: November 10, 29
Frank: August 28
Fritz: June 1-14, 21-30, July 1-25, 27-29, August 7-31, September 1-27, 29-30, October 1, 3-31,
November 1-12, 20-30, December 1-31, January 1-31, February 1-8, 26-28, March 1-31, April
1-17, 19-23, 29-30, May 1-12, 14-17, 19-30
Fudge: February 4
George (with a tail): June 1, 26, July 25, 27, August 13, 31
George (without a tail): July 16
Ginger: June 3
Grace; July 17, August 8, 28, December 31, January 23, 30
Grizzly Bear: September 19, 20, October 17, November 10
Guinness (Pug): December 30
Guinness (Yorkie): May 26
Gus: July 27, August 14, November 3, March 3, 12
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Gypsy (Romanian): September 10
Gypsy: December 8
Hamish: September 22, October 13
Harvey: April 17
Henry: November 29, February 5
Herbie: June 6
Honey: June 8, July 15
Jack: June 4, 8-9, 24, July 6, 13, 15, 24, 27, August 7-9, 13, 15, 21, 24, 27, September 8, 24-25,
October 4-6, 11, 15, 30, November 4, 30, December 2, 7-8, 16-17, 22, 30-31, January 2-3, 13-14,
17, 24, February 1, 3, 26, 28, March 1, 8, 11-12, 14, 19, 21, 24, 29, April 2, 22, 30, May 8, 15-16,
19, 28-29
Jake: July 9
Jasper: June 8-10, 11, July 11
Jazz (Alsatian): June 5, 22, July 4, 15, August 18, October 20, December 3, 15, January 1, 23
Jazz (Staffie): October 29
Jesse (Jack Russell): June 4, July 15
Jessie (Labradoodle): June 7
Jez: October 16, November 4, 23, March 1, 10, April 30, May 1, 7
Jonesie: June 2
Jo-Jo: July 28, November 10, April 12, May 17, 24, 29
Justin: August 8
Kai: July 2, December 17
Kali: March 25, April 4
Knuckles: June 3
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Koji: August 7, September 23, 24, October 12, 14, 28, 30, November 25, 30, December 11-12,
17, January 23, 28, March 1, 12, 15, April 29
Lady: June 23, July 5, December 15, January 13, 27 February 2, March 1
Lady Belle: January 5, 10, 19-20, 24, February 6-7, 28, March 14-15, 17, 22, 28, April 4, 7-8, 11,
16, 20, May 5, 8, 11, 16, 20
Laszlo: July 8, September 12
Leon (Shih-Tzu): May 3
Leon (Great Dane: March 9, April 7, May 22
Lola (Poodle): November 1
Lola (Pug): June 8, 21, 24-25, July 6, January 25, 28
Lola (Schnauzer): March 19
Luci: June 4, 10, July 2, 10, August 28, September 7, October 15, November 7, December 11,
January 2, 9, March 9, 25, April 3, 6-8, 12, 14, 20, 29-30. May 2
Lucifer: July 19, August 21-22, September 16, January 1, 17, 20, 24
Lucy: June 3, July 17, August 8
Lucky (Chihuahua): December 2
Lucky (Corgi): June 4, 8-9, 24, July 1, 6, 14-15, 17, 19, 21-22, 24, 27-28, August 7-9, 11, 1314, 16, 21, 24, 27, September 8, 16-17, 20, 25, 30, October 4-8, 11, 15, 30, November 4, 30,
December 2, 8, 15-17, 20, 22, 25, January 3, 6, 10, 12-13, 17, 21-22, February 1, 3, 26, 28,
March 1, 8, 11-12, 14, 17, 19, 21, 24, April 2, 6, 8 22, 30, May 3, 6, 8, 16, 19, 23, 28-29
Lulu: June 3, December 31, April 7
Lulu Jane: May 30
Luna: June 4, 10, July 2, 10, 18, August 28, September 7, October 15, November 7, 27,
December 11, January 2, March 9, 25, April 3, 6-8, 12, 14, 20, 29-30, May 2
Mabel: November 26
Maddie: July 25
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Marley: September 6, January 11
Max (Schnauzer): August 31, September 1
Max (terrier): October 29
Maxi: June 5, 9-10, 13, 25-26, 29, July 2, 5-7, 13, 17-18, 20, 23, 25, August 8-9, 11, 21, 26, 31,
September 3, 22, October 3, 5-6, 9-11, 13, 15-16, 19, November 21, 25, 27, December 6, 10, 29,
January 5, 9, 18, 31, February 2, March 3, 6-12, 24, 28, April 1-2, 14, 15, May 12, 14-15, 23, 25,
28
Megan: January 12, 20-21, 23, March 12, 18-19, April 3, May 9, 10, 17, 20, 30
Millie (Miniature Pinscher): June 2, July 10, 24, October 11, 13, 30, April 8, May 10
Milly: June 27, July 15, 17, 25, 28, September 10, November 22, March 9, 23
Milo: October 15, 18, 23, November 12, December 2, 16, January 19, February 2, March 4, April
14, May 2, 17, 20
Milou: April 24, May 1, 6
Mimi: January 28, February 4, March 2
Miro: June 5-6, 12, 25, July 23, August 13, 15, 28, September 16, October 10, 13, December 10,
14, January 8, March 18, 24, May 16
Monty (Lab): June 12, July 19, August 15, October 11, November 3, December 8, 14, 17,
January 13, 17, February 2, March 24
Monty (Pug): June 5, January 4, April 9-10
Monty (Schnauzer): December 7, 14, January 25, May 3, 7
Morpheus: February 3
Mumble: October 16
Mutley: October 5
Mutley (aka Monkey): April 9-10, 13, May 21-22
Nanook: November 3, December 5, January 3, March 5, 12, May 10, 12, 21
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Ninja: June 30, July 7, August 7, 16, 28, October 5, November 22, April 12, 13, 22
Noah: December 3
Noodle: July 20, 28, September 8, 18, 27, November 25, February 3
Noodles: July 16
Nutella: May 14
Oggy: July 1, 8, 9, 11, August 7, 15, October 16-18, 28, November 24, March 4, 7, 14, 24, 31,
April 6-7, 15-16, 29-30, May 4, 10, 16, 19-20
Ollie: June 1
Ollie (Labradoodle): September 27, November 29, December 15
Orlando: March 15
Oscar: June 12, July 27-29, September 1, 21, November 3, 23, 25, December 23, April 15, May
14, 21
Otto: March 28
Ozzie (Australian Shepherd): October 27, November 22, February 4, April 20, May 4, 11, 16, 25
Ozzy (Yorkie): June 2, 6, 9, 13, 29, August 14, September 9, 21, October 5, 18, 28, November
12, 22, 26, December 5, 23, March 7, April 11, May 28
Pablo: March 9
Paddy (Kathy Andon’s): April 20
Paddy: June 30, July 20, September 25, December 16, May 28
Panda (Pandora): June 2-6, 8, 12, 14, 21, 23, 26, 29, July 1, 3, 8-12, 15, 20-21, 23, 27, 29, August
7, 11, 15-20, 22-24, September 2, 9, 11, 14-15, 20-21, 23-24, 30, October 3-4, 6, 12, 14, 18-19,
23, 25-26, 29, 31, November 1, 3-7, 9, 20-21, 23-25, 27, 29, December 6, 8-12, 17, 20, January
5, 11, 13, 15, 19-20, 27, 30, February 4, 7, 26, March 1, 2, 8, 13, 17-18, 21-22, 28, 31, April 3,
13, 20-22, 29-30, May 8
Paris: April 11
Pasha: July 7, September 22, October 24, January 27, February 27, April 17, 19
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Pebbles: June 6
Pepper (Bichon Frise): August 11
Pepper (Schnauzer): June 5, 10, 13, 30, July 27, August 21, September 12, October 7, 10, 15, 19,
26, December 10, 23, January 6, February 3, 26, 27, March 3, 22, April 12, 19, May 1, 7, 14, 16
Phoenix: August 26, October 10, 11, 23, November 7, 28
Pippa: June 2, September 18, October 23, November 27, December 16, April 5, May 17
Polo: June 6
Pucci: January 16, 25, 30, April 10, 17
Puni: August 16, 24-25
Purdy: March 4, May 24
Queenie: October 16
Rajah: July 9
Rebel: October 13, January 22, April 21
Red (previously known as Rex): June 2, July 28, August 10, 17-18, September 13, December 5,
April 15, May 3
Remy: April 9
Rio: July 3
Ripley: October 28-29
Rizzo: July 3, February 26, May 5, 30
Rocca: July 12, 14, March 27
Rocco (Golden Doodle): June 3
Rocco: June 23
Rocky (Cocker): August 28, October 28
Rocky (Pug): May 8
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Rocky (Staffie): May 30
Roscoe: March 19
Rosie: September 13
Roxy: June 1, 3-4, 6, 8-9, 11-13, 22, 24-27, 28, July 2-8, 11, 16-22, 24-25, 28, August 7-12, 14,
16-19, 20, 22-24, 26, 28-30, September 1, 3-4, 5, 9, 11-12, 13-15, 17-18, November 8, January
28, March 9, 20, 26, April 11
Ruby (Jack Russell): December 18-19
Ruby (Mastiff): August 26, October 5, 11, December 8
Ruby: October 30
Rufus: July 9
Saffron: February 4, March 17
Samson: June 6, 27, September 18
Sarky: September 22, October 13
Sasha (Golden Retriever): June 6, 25, July 19, August 9, 17, 20, October 23, January 10, March
18, April 15
Sasha (Pomeranian): August 16
Sasha (Staffie): June 6
Scamp: June 12, July 27, 29, September 1, 21, November 3, 23, 25, December 23, April 15, May
21
Scout: November 12, December 24, April 6
Sidney: June 27, July 15, 25, 28, September 10, November 22, March 9, 23
Simba: September 26, January 12, February 6, March 28, April 30
Simon: January 11, 22, February 3, May 17
Skye: June 21, 24-25, July 10-11, 14, 18, 25, 31, August 31, September 3, 14, 23, 26, October 13,
15, 18, November 10, 29, December 8, 11, January 11, 24, February 26, March 4, 7, 14, April 3,
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May 17
Sonny: July 24, 25, October 11
Snowdon: August 22, October 16, May 8, 30
Sparkie (Pomeranian): June 1, September 18, April 30
Sparkie (Yorkie): June 3-7, 9-14, 21-22, 25, 28-30, July 1-5, 8, 11, 14-15, 18-22, 25, 28, August
7, 9-20, 22-27, 30, September 2-4, 5, 9, 11, 15-18, 21-22, 23, 27, 30, October 1, 4-8, 12-13, 1619, 23, 26-27, 29, November 1, 3-4, 11, 20-22, 27-28, December 1-5, 8-9, 11-13, 15-16, 19-20,
22, 24, 26-31, January 1-3, 5-6, 10, 12-13, 15-16, 21-23, 27-28, 30, February 1-2, 7, 26, 28,
March 1-3, 6, 8-9, 11-20, 22-24, 26, April 2-8, 10, 13, 15-16, 20, 29-30, May 1, 5-6, 8, 10-12, 14,
16, 20, 22-24, 26-29
Stanley: November 27
Stella: July 28, September 27, October 14, January 20
Suede: October 20
Suki: July 9, 27, October 31, November 3, March 19, 21, 30
Sunny: July 5, 9, 27, August 7, October 17, 25, November 3, December 9, March 16, 19, 21, 23,
30
Sweep: January 28, February 4, March 2
Tackis: June 2, November 3
Tank: June 12, August 19, September 13, October 25, November 1, 25, April 13
Tara: June 13, July 16, 18, August 7, October 5, December 16, January 5, February 2, March 1,
3, 19, 25, 31, May 12, 25
Taz: September 22
T-bone Ted: June 4, 12, 14, July 2, 4, 22, September 1, 3, 10, 16-18, 20, 27, November 24,
December 25, January 6, 20, March 17, 19-20, 22, 23, 26, 30, April 2-3, 30, May 14, 19, 21
Teddy: November 23, March 22
Thomas: December 30
Tia: July 25
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Tilly: December 3, March 2, 25
Timmy: June 8, 28, July 20, October 16, March 8, May 15, 21
Timmy (Shih-Tzu-Yorkie cross): April 11
Toby (Bulldog): August 27, 30, September 27, October 13, April 29
Toby (Dachshund): January 28, February 4, March 2
Vito: June 4-7, 12, 25, July 23, August 13, 15, 28, September 16, 20, October 10, 13, December
10, 14, January 8, March 7, 18, 24, May 16
Walter: June 8, August 8, 12, September 13, 15, October 28, December 17, January 9, February
3, May 30
Walter Benjamin: September 10-13, 15, December 5, March 5
Wesley: February 5, March 28, 31, April 5
Will: July 17, August 8, 28, December 31, January 23, 30
Winnie (Jack Russell): October 15, 18, 23, November 12, December 16, January 19, February 2,
April 14, May 2, 17, 20
Winnie (Pug): June 1, 3-7, 10-12, 14, 21-22, 25, 27, 29, July 1-5, 7-9, 11, 13, 15, 17-18, 2021, 23-24, 28-29, August 7-8, 11-21, 23, 25-31, September 5, 6-7, 10-11, 15-18, 21-22, 24-27,
30, October 1, 4-9, 11-13, 15-19, 22-23, 28-29, 31, November 1, 7-8, 10-12, 20, 22, 25, 2829, December 2, 4-5, 8, 11, 14-17, 19-21, 24-31, January 1-4, 6, 10-16, 18-19, 21-24, 26-30,
February 1-8, 26, 28, March 1, 3, 5, 9, 11-12, 14-15, 17, 19-20, 22, 27, 29, 31, April 2, 4, 6, 9-11,
14-17, 22-24, 29-30, May 1, 5-6, 8, 10, 14-17, 21-23, 26, 28-30
Winston: June 9, July 11
Womble: August 7
Yoyo: July 2, 7, 24, August 9, 14, 19, 29-30, September 11, 14-15, 18, 20, October 15, 19, 22-23,
November 9, 20, 30, December 6-8, 13, 15, 17, 20-21, 23-25, January 8, 19, 21, February 7, 26,
March 10, 18, 22, May 1, 8, 11, 17
Zack: January 12, 20-21, 23, March 12, 18-19, April 3, May 1, 8, 11, 14, 17, 20, 30
Zara: June 22, November 20, December 11, April 3
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Ziggy: June 25, September 2, March 26, April 19, May 4
Ziggy (Poodle): July 9
Zorro (Pug): June 8, 11, August 29, September 3, 20, October 7, November 12, December 5, 21,
February 5, March 12, 27, April 9-10, 14, 29, May 1, 8, 24
Zorro (Pomeranian): December 10, March 27, May 1-2
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